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Translator's Introduction
X his work is Volume II of a translation of Vasubandhu's Abhidharmakosabhasyam, a work first translated into French by the great
Belgian scholar Louis de La Vallee Poussin, and now here translated into
English from the French and the Sanskrit.
This present volume contains Chapter III and Chapter IV of the
Abhidharmakosabhdsyam.
Chapter III, the Loka-nirdesa of "Instruaion concerning the World"
is a description of the physical world, its inhabitants, and its various
hells and the heavens of the gods.
Some interesting topics are raised in Chapter HI: how rebirth or
transmigration takes place; an analysis of each of the parts of the schema
of dependent origination; whether there can be such a thing as
premature death in a world ruled by karma\ the various measurements
of time and space; the cosmic cycle or kalpa; and the career of the
Bodhisattva. There is also a discussion of whether there are one or many
Buddhas in the cosmos, a recurring debate topic in Far Eastern
Buddhism. This chapter also contains a discussion on whether the
intermediate state of existence (antardbhava) exists or not. This
intermediate state is well known to students of Tibetan Buddhism as the
bardo state, a state discussed at length in the Tibetan Book of the Dead.
Chapter III is a very interesting chapter.
Chapter IV, the Karma-nirdesa or "Instruction concerning Karma"
is, as its title indicates, a presentation of the Buddhist teaching of karma,
or consciously willed action, its moral tone, and its subsequent results.
This Chapter contains the teaching on the precepts for the seven types
of Buddhist believers, both lay and clerical; it also contains a discussion
of avijnaptirupay the physical matter that does not inform anyone of its
presence except through the cultivation of morality. The concept of
avijnaptirupa later became an important topic of discussion in Far
Eastern Buddhism.
Vasubandhu was also concerned with the nature of karma and of the
problem of the subsistence of the influence of karma, given the

Buddhist teaching of the non-substantiality and perpetual Impermanence of all things. In order to discuss this matter further,
Vasubandhu also composed a work, the Karmasiddhi-prakarana, which
has recently been published in an English translation.1
Chapter IV is a very important chapter, detailing as it does the
moral life of the Community, and its related philosophical problems.
Leo M. Pruden

1. See the Karmasiddhi Prakarana, the Treatise of Action by Vasubandhu, by Etienne Lamotte,
English translation by Leo M. Pruden, Asian Humanities Press, Berkeley, 1988.
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v / m . Homage to the Buddha.
The author wishes to explain the diverse topics of mind that are
produced in Kamadhatu, Rupadhatu, and Arupyadhatu, the realms of
desire, physical matter, and no physical matter (ii.66-73).
What are these three realms?
la-c. Kamadhatu consists of hell, the Pretas, animals, humans,
and six gods.l
Kamadhatu consists of four complete realms of rebirth (gati, iii.4)
and one part of the heavenly realm of rebirth, namely the six groups of
gods, the Caturmaharajikas, the TrayastrimSas, the Yamas, the Tusitas,
the Nirmanaratis, and the Paranirmitavasavartins; plus the physical
world (bhajanaloka, iii.45) that contains these beings.
How many places {sthana) are there in Kamadhatu?
lc-d. Twenty, through the division of the hells and the differences
in the continents.
The twenty places are eight hells (iii.58): Samjiva, Kalasutra,
Samghata, Raurava, Maharaurava, Tapana, Pratapana, and Avici; four
continents (iii.53): Jambudvlpa, Purvavideha, Avaragodaniya, and
Uttarakuru; and six heavenly abodes as above (iii.64). And the Pretas
and animals. Hence, from Avici hell up to the heaven of the
Paranirmitavasavartins, there are twenty places which constitute, with
the physical world which rests on the circle of wind (iii.45), Kamadhatu.
2a-b. Above is Rupadhatu, of seventeen places
The seventeen places of Rupadhatu are above Kamadhatu,

2b-d. made up of dhyanas which are each of three stages. But the
fourth is of eight stages.2
Each of the dhydnas contains three stages or spheres, with the
exception of the fourth.
The First Dhyana is made up of the Brahmakayikas, the Brahmapurohitas, and the Mahabrahmanus.
The Second Dhyana is made up of the Parittabhas, the Apramanabhas, and the Abhasvaras.3
The Third Dhyana is made up of the Parltta£ubhas, the Apramanasubhas, and the Subhakrtsnas.
The Fourth Dhyana is made up of the Anabhrakas, the Punyaprasavas, the Brhatphalas, [and the five Suddhavasikas:] Avrhas,
Atapas, Sudrsas, Sudarsanas, Akanisthas. These seventeen places
constitute Rupadhata4
But the Kasmirians say that Rupadhatu is made up of only sixteen
places.5 In the heaven of the Brahmapurohitas there rises, they say, a
lofty dwelling which is named the Heaven of Brahma,6 inhabited by a
single ruler7—such as a terrace or a high place8—but which does not
constitute a stage (bhumi).
3a. Arupyadhatu is not a place.9
In fact non-material dharmas do not occupy a place: likewise the
material dharmas when they are past or future, avijnapti and the
nonmaterial dharmas, do not occupy a location. But
3b. It is fourfold through its mode of existence.
Akasanantyayatana, Vijnanantyayatana, Akimcanyayatana, and
Naivasamjnanasamjnayatana (or Bhavagra) constitute Arupyadhatu
which is thus of four types. "Existence** means the appearance of the
skandhas in a new existence by reason of aaion: it is not through one
and the same aaion that one obtains these different ayatanas that are
superior to one another. But this superiority does not imply difference of
stage. Where a person exists who possesses an absorption [which
produces an existence in Arupyadhatu], here the existence in question
begins; here too, at the end of this existence, the intermeditate being
who is called to take up a new existence will be formed [in Kamadhatu
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or Rupadhatu] (See below, note 36).
***
The mental series, the mind and mental states (pitta and caitta, ii.23)
of material beings is supported on physical matter, rilpa, and in this way
can exist. What is the support of the mental series of beings in
Ariipyadhatu?
3c-d. Here the mental series exists supported by the nikaya and
the vital organ.40
According to the Abhidharmikas, the mental series of beings in
Ariipyadhatu has for its support two dharmas disassociated from the
mind, nikayasabhagata, genre or genus, an&fivitendriyay the vital organ
(ii-45).
1x
The mental series of material beings is not supported by these two
dharmas, because they lack force; but the mental series of nonmaterial
beings possess the necessary force, because they proceed from an
absorption from whence the idea of physical matter has been
eliminated.
But, one would say, genre and the vital organ of material beings is
supported by physical matter: but what is the support of genre and the
vital organ for nonmaterial beings?
These two support one another. Among material beings, genre and
the vital organ do not have the force necessary to support one another,
but they have this force among nonmaterial beings, because they
proceed from a certain absorption.
According to the Sautrantikas, the mental series, mind and mental
states, does not have, among nonmaterial beings, any support which is
external to it. This series is strong and can serve as a support.
Or rather, we say that the mind is supported by the mental states,
and the mental states by the mind, in the way that you say that genre and
the vital organ support one another.
The series of minds of a new existence is "projected" by a certain
cause (action-defilement, karma-klesa)\ if this cause is not free from
attachment to physical matter, the mind will be reborn with matter, and
its series will be supported by matter; if this cause is free from

attachment to physical matter—as in the case for absorption which is
the cause which projects an existence in Arupyadhatu—the mind will be
reborn and will exist without relation to physical matter.
***

What is the meaning of these terms, Kamadhatu, etc.,12
Dhdtu is that which carries (dadhdti)13 a svalaksana (namely the
kdmas9 etc); or dhatu signifies gotta as has been explained above (i.20a,
English trans, p. 78).
1. Kamadhatu can be understood as "a dhdtu associated with kamas"
by ommitting the middle word "assocated with" (samprayukta), as we
say "diamond ring" (vajravdlakd) for "a ring decorated with diamonds"
{vajrena samprayukto'nguliyakah), or "pepper potion" {maricapdnaka)
for "a potion mixed with pepper."
In the same way Rupadhatu signifies "a dhdtu associated with
matter."
We have the adjective arupa or "free from matter," from whence the
abstract noun arupya, absence of matter.14
Or rather rupa is that which is susceptible to being struck (rupana),
to resistance (i.24, English trans, p.85); arupa, by absence of rupa;
arupya, the faa of being such. Arupyadhatu is that which is associated
with arupya.
2. Or rather these terms are compounds the first term of which is a
genitive: Kamadhatu, the receptacle oidhdtu of the kamas; Rupadhatu,
the receptacle of matter; Arupyadhatu, the receptacle of arupya.
What is kdma}
Concupiscence, the desire to eat by mouthfuls (kavadikarahdra,
iii.39) and sexual desire. [Kama does not signify the object of desire,
which is called more exactly kdmaguna, but "that which desires,"
kdmyata aneneti kdmah]. We will see this by the following stanzas.
Sariputra said to an Ajivika, "The fine things of this world are not
kamas; kdma is the desire that the imagination nourishes among
humans. The objects of the universe are of little importance: the sage
overcomes all desire with regard to them." The Ajivika answered, "If the
fine things of this world are not kamas, if kdma is the desire that is
nourished by the imagination, the same Bhiksu would be a 'taster of the
kamas when he produces bad imaginations." Sariputra answered, "If the
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fine things of this world are kdmas, if kdma is not desire which the
imagination nourishes, then the Master himself would be a taster of the
kdmas when he sees objects."15
#**

Should one consider as "intergral" to one Dhatu [= as being of the
domain of a Dhatu], all the dharmas that are produced in this Dhatu?16
No, but merely thedharma with regard to which there develops, and
in which there resides craving (rdga) proper to this Dhatu, craving of
Kamadhatu, Rupadhatu, and AArupyadhatu.
What is the craving proper to each Dhatu?
The craving that develops, that resides in the dharmas of this Dhatu.
This is the example of the tether: "To whom does this tether
belong?" "To the owner of this horse." "To whom does this horse
belong?" "To the owner of this tether." This answer does not teach us
anything.
We have enumerated the places that constitute Kamadhatu.
"Craving proper to Kamadhatu" is the craving of the being who is not
detached from this place, who has not rejected craving with regard to the
dharmas of this place. The same for the other two Dhatus.
Or rather, "craving proper to Kamadhatu" is the craving of a being
who is not absorbed (samdhita); "craving proper to Rupadhatu, to
Arupyadhatu" is craving relative to the absorption of dhydna, to the
absorptions of arupya.
**#

The mind17 by which one creates magical objects in the sphere of
Kamadhatu is the result of a dhyana.
But this mind is produced only among beings detached from
Kamadhatu.
How can one say that this mind is of the sphere of Kamadhatu? In
fact this mind is not produced among a being not detached from
Kamadhatu, and, when this mind is produced among a being detached
from Kamadhatu, it cannnot be for him the object of a aaving of the
order of Kamadhatu. This mind is hence of the sphere of Kamadhatu
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without there being, with regard to it, any craving of the order of
Kamadhatu: this is a difficulty that contradicts your definition of the
Dhatus.
This mind is of the sphere of Kamadhatu because a craving of the
order of Kamadhatu is produced with regard to it in a person who
intends to speak of this mind as belonging to another, or who
remembers having possessed it previously, or who sees magic creations.
Or rather because this mind creates some odors or tastes: now a mind of
the sphere of Rupadhatu cannot create odors or tastes because beings in
Rupadhatu are detached from both of these.
***

Is this triple Dhatu unique?
The triple Dhatus are infinite, like space;18 although there has not
been any production of new beings, and although innumerable Buddhas
convert innumerable beings and cause them to obtain Nirvana, the
beings of innumerable Dhatus are never exhausted19
***

How are the three Dhatus arranged?
Horizontally,20 as the Sutra proves,21 "as when the cloud Isadhara22
rains, there is no interval or discontinuity of the drops of water that fall
from space, so too towards the East there is no interval or discontinuity
of universes (lokadhatus) in a state of creation and of dissolution; as
towards the East, the same towards the South, the West and the North."
The Sutra does not add "toward the zenith and the nadir."
According to another opinion,23 the universe superimposes itself
toward the zenith and the nadir, for, according to other Sutras,24 the
universes are arranged towards the ten cardinal points. There is then a
Kamadhatu above Akanistha and an Akanistha below Kamadhatu.25
#**

Whoever is detached from one Kamadhatu is detached from the
Kamadhatus of all the universes; the same for the other two Dhatus.
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Whoever produces the abhijna or higher knowledge of magical
power in the First Dhyana, creates a magical being that can only be the
Brahmaloka of the universe wherein the creator of this magical being is
born; not in the other universes (vii.50b).
***

4a-b. In these Dhatus, there are five realms of rebirth that have
been designated by their names.26
The five gatis or realms of rebirth are hellish beings, animals, Pretas,
humans, and gods. In Kamadhatu there are the first four realms of
rebirth and a part of the heavenly realm of rebirth; the other parts of the
heavenly realm of rebirth exist in the other two Dhatus.
The stanza speaks of "five realms of rebirth" in the Dhatus. Is there
then a part of the Dhatus that are not included in the realms of rebirth?
Yes. The good, the bad, the physical world, and intermediate
existence are included in the Dhatus. Whereas, as for the five destinies
4b-d. They are undefiled-neutral, they are the world of beings,
and they do not include intermediate existence.27
The realms of rebirth are undefiled-neutral, being the result of
retribution (ii.57).28 In the contrary hypothesis, the five realms of
rebirth would be confounded: [in fact, a person can do actions which are
repaid through a hellish rebirth, or by a heavenly rebirth: but if action
were to be intergal to the realms of rebirth, the humam realm of rebirth
would be at one and the same time hellish and heavenly. A being born in
Kamadhatu is filled with the defilements of this sphere (bhumi) and can
be filled with the defilements of higher spheres.]
They are saitvakhya (i.lOb), only pertaining to living beings: the
physical world is not included within the realms of rebirth.
Intermediate existence is not a realm of rebirth (see below p. 373,
line 12; iii.10).
The nature of the realms of rebirth is illustrated by many texts: 1.
The Prajnapti says, "The four wombs (yoni, iii.8c) exist in the five
realms of rebirth; but do the five realms of rebirth contain all four
wombs? Intermediate existence, which is an apparitional womb, is not
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included within the five realms of rebirth."
2. The Dharmaskandha {TD 26, p. 498b23-cll) says, "What is the
eye-element (caksurdhdtu)? Subtle matter derived from the primary
elements which, in hell, among animals, among the Pretas, among the
gods, among humans, among beings born in an absorption, and among
intermediate beings, is eye, eye-organ, eye-source of knowledge,
eye-element"
3. The Sutra itself says that intermediate existence is not included
among the realms of rebirth: "There are seven bhavas or existences:
existence in hell, animal, Preta, heavenly, human, plus karmabhava and
intermediate existence (antardbhava)." This Sutra29 indicates the five
realms of rebirth (hellish, etc., existences) with their cause, namely
action or karmabhava (iii.24a), and their access, namely intermediate
existence through which a being arrives at a reams of rebirth. At the
same time this Sutra shows that the realms of rebirth are undefiledneutral, since it distinguishes the realms of rebirth (hellish, etc,
existences), from the causes of these realms of rebirth, namely action
which is non-neutral (=good, bad).
4. This last point is again proved by a Sutra which the Ka£mlrians30
read: "Sariputra said, 'Venerable One, when the hellish cankers
(dsravas) become active, one does and one accumulates actions which
should be remunerated by hell. These action of the body, voice, and
mind, tortorous, corrupted, 'tainted* (iv.59) action have for retribution
rupa, vedand, samjnd, samskdras and Vijnana in hell. When this
retribution is realized, there is what is called hell. Venerable One, outside
of these five dharmas, one cannot maintain the existence of any being in
hell." [This says that a being in hell does not exist outside of these five
dharmas which are retribution, thus undefiled-neutral).
But how can this thesis accord with the declaration of the
Prakaranagrantha (according to Saeki, this is a summary of TD 26, p.
702a8-711b5): "All the latent defilements (anufayas) reside in and
develop in realms of rebirth?"31
The answer is that this declaration refers to the initial mind
(samdhicitta) of the realms of rebirth,32 which can be of five types,
abandoned through Seeing the Four Noble Truths or through Meditation: hence all the latent defilements can reside there.33 As one says
'village* for 'the confines of the village/ the Prakarana can express itself
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as it does.
#*#
According to another opinion, the realms of rebirth are both good
and defiled In fact, say the followers of this opinion, the argument
quoted from the Sutra of the Seven Existences (note 29) does not hold: it
is maintained that action is separate from the five realms of rebirth, but
this does not prove that it is excluded from them. Among the five
corruptions (kasaya) the corruption of defilements (kksakasdya) and
the corruption of views (drstikafdya,ih.9%) are quoted separately: shall
one say that views are not a defilement? Action (karmabhava) is also
included within the realms of rebirth.34 It is quoted separately because it
is the cause of the realms of rebirth.
[The Sarvastivadins:] Does your reasoning apply to the intermediate existence which would then be a realm of rebirth?35
No. The word gati or realm of rebirth signifies "the place where one
goes." Now the intermediate existence begins in the place where death
has taken place.
[The Sarvastivadins:] This is also the case for the existences of
Arupyadhatu which then are not included among the realms of
rebirth.36
We say then that intermediate existence is so called because it is
intermediate between two realms of rebirth, but it is itself not a realm of
rebirth. If it were a realm of rebirth it would not be intermediate, and so
it would not be called an intermediate existence.
[The Sarvastivadins:] Admitting that you have refuted the argument taken from the Sutra of the Seven Existences, what do you make
of the declaration of Sariputra (above, p. 372, line 20)?
Sariputra says that there is a being in hell when the retribution of
hellish actions is realized; it does not say that the realm of rebirth is part
retribution, part non-retribution. The text says that there does not exist
any being in hell outside of these dharmas, riipa, etc.: its intention is to
negate the reality of any person passing from one realm of rebirth into
another, not to affirm that the skandhas (rupa9 etc) of the beings in hell
are solely retribution.
*#*
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For the Vaibha§ikas, the realms of rebirth are exclusively undefiledneutral dharmas. Among the Vaibhasikas, some think that they are
dharmas of retribution {vipdkaja); others think that they are dharmas of
retribution and accumulation {aupacayika)*1
***

In the three Dhatus with their five realms of rebirth, there is, in
ascending order,
5a-6a. Seven abodes or types of consciousnesses (vijndnasthitis),
namely: 1. beings different in bodies and ideas; 2. beings of
different bodies but similar in ideas; 3. beings similar in body but
different in ideas; 4. beings similar in body and ideas; and 5.-7.
three classes of non-material beings.38
According to the Sutra (Madhyama, 24,11):
1. "Material beings different in bodies and ideas, namely humans
and certain gods, are the first vijndnasthitis y
What are these certain gods?39 The six gods of Kamadhatu (i.l) and
the gods of the First Dhyana (world of Brahma) except the prathamdbhinirvrttas.40
They are of different bodies, because their color, their marks
(clothes, ornaments, etc.), and their figures (height, etc.) are not
identical. They are of different ideas, because their ideas, ideas of
pleasure, displeasure, neither-pleasure-nor-displeasure, are not identical.41
2. "Material beings different in bodies but of similar ideas, namely
the prathamdbhinirvrtta Brahmakayika42 gods, are the second vijnanasthitis"
All these prathamdbhinirvrtta gods are of similar ideas, for all have
the same idea of a single and same cause, Brahma, who thinks, "They are
created by me," and the associates of Brahma who think, "We are created
by Brahma;"43 there is diversity of body, for one is Brahma, and the
others his followers through their height, their greatness, their bodies,
their speech, their clothing and their ornaments.44
We read in the Sutra that these gods remember, "We have seen this
being of great sight, who lasts so long," and so on to "when he made the
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vow, 'May other beings be born here in my company!/ we were born in
his company."45 (See iii.90c-d). We ask then where were these gods
when they saw Brahma?46
According to certain masters [who take their authority from the
Sutra that teaches that the Brahmakayikas are reborn in the world of
Brahma after dying in Abhasvara Heaven], they saw Brahma when they
were in Abhasvara Heaven.
But, we would say, when they fell from Abhasvara Heaven, a heaven
of the Second Dhyana, they lost the Second Dhyana, and the Second
Dhyana is necessary to the memory of a past existence in the heaven of
the Second Dhyana (vii.44a). Further, they have not re-acquired the
Second Dhyana since they have fallen into the erroneous view (e.g.
silavrataparamarsa) of considering Mahibrahma as a creator: one
cannot say that this erroneous view can accompany the Second Dhyana,
since no erroneous view (or any defilement, klesa) of a certain sphere
has ever had a lower, inferior sphere as its object.
According to another opinion, they saw Brahma when they were in
the intermediate existence {antarabhava) which proceeded their birth in
the world of Brahma.
But one would object that this intermediate existence is very short
for it cannot have any slowing down of birth in this world.47 How then
can they say, "We have seen this being of great sight, who lasts so long? "
As a consequence, a third opinion, one would say: It is in the world of
Brahma itself that these gods remember the past of Brahma. At the
moment when they are born there, they saw him who being born before
them, who lasts a long time. Having seen him, they think: "We have
seen this being . . .;" and they know the vow that he made through
memory of the sphere of the First Dhyana which they obtained through
the very fact of their birth; or rather because Brahma told them.48
3. "Material beings similar in body but of different ideas, namely the
Abhasvara gods, are the third vijndnasthiti?
The Sutra, in naming the highest gods of the Second Dhyana, the
Abhasvaras, also designates the Parlttabha and the Apramanabha gods.
If it were otherwise, to which vijnanasthiti would these two classes
belong?
There is no difference of color, mark, or figure among them: thus
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these gods have similar bodies. They have ideas of pleasure and of
neither-pleasure-nor-displeasure: thus there is diversity of ideas.
In fact, it is said (Vibhdsd, TD, p. 707b6),—wrongly according to us
(kila),—that these gods, fatigued with the sensation of mental
pleasure—which is the sensation proper to the Second Dhyana—pass
into the threshold (samantaka) absorption of this Dhyana, an absorption which allows the sensation of neither-pleasure-nor-displeasure
(viii.22). Fatigued from this second sensation, they again take up the
Second Dhyana and the sensation of mental pleasure. In this same way
kings fatigued with the pleasures of lust {kdmasukha) take up the
pleasure of government (or of dharma), and fatigued with dharma take
up again the pleasure of lust.
One would object that it should hold for a god of the Third Dhyana
(Subhakrtsnas, etc: fourth vijnanasthiti) as for the gods of the Second
Dhyana: yet the gods of the Third Dhyana do not pass into samantaka,
and always possess the sensation of pleasure.
But this objection is in vain. The Subhakrtsnas do not become
fatigued with the pleasures of the Abhasvaras, since they are calm,
whereas the pleasures of the Abhasvaras, being mental pleasures,
trouble the mind and are not calm.
The Sautrantikas are of a different opinion. They quote the Sutra
(Saptasuryavydkarana, Dtrgha TD1, p. 138b25, and Madhyama, TD1,
p. 429a22):49 "Beings that are born for a short time in Abhasvara
Heaven know poorly the laws of the destruction of the universe. When
the destruction of the universe takes place through fire, they see the
flames rising and destroying the palace of the world of Brahma: they are
frightened, grieved, confused, 'May these flames not rise up to here!' But
the beings who have lived for a long time in Abhasvara Heaven know of
these cosmic changes and reassure their frightened companions, D o not
be afraid, friend! Do not be afraid, friend! Already previously this fire,
having burnt the Palace of Brahma, disappeared' Then one sees indeed
how the gods of the Second Dhyana have different ideas: at the burning
up of the worlds in the First Dhyana, they have ideas of the arriving or
the non-arriving of the flames amongst them, and they have ideas of
fear and no fear. The explanation of the Vaibhasikas then, that these
gods exchange the sensation of pleasure and indifference, is not good.
4. "Material beings of similar bodies and ideas, namely the
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gubhakrtsnas, are the fourth vijndnasthiti"
They have the same ideas, because they have the sensation of
pleasure.
In the First Dhyana, there is uniformity of ideas, ideas defiled since
they are associated with filavratapardmarsa\ in the Second Dhyana,
there is diversity of ideas, namely good ideas of the Dhyana proper and
of its threshold absorption; and in the third Dhy§na, there is uniformity
of ideas, ideas arisen from retribution.
5. - 7. The first three Arupyas are the last three vijndnasthitis as it
says in the Sutra.50
***

What are the vijndnasthitis} The five skandhas of Kamadhatu or
Rupadhatu for the first ones (see iii.7c), and four skandhas for the last
three.
Why are not the rest vijndnasthiti!
6b. The rest reduce the Vijnana.51
The "rest" refers to the painful realms of rebirth (durgati, apdya:
hell, etc), the Fourth Dhyana, and the Fourth Arupya (=Naivasamjfianasamjnayatana) which is called Bhavagra or the summit of
existence.
Here, in these realms, the Vijnana is reduced, or cut off:52 in the
painful realms of rebirth, painful sensation damages the vijndna\ in the
Fourth Dhyana, an ascetic can cultivate asamjnisamdpatti, the absorption of unconsciousness (ii.42), and in this Dhyana there is also
dsamjfiika, namely the dharma (ii.41b) that creates the Unconcsious
Gods (Asamjnisattva); in Bhavagra, the ascetic can cultivate nirodhasamdpatti (ii.43a), the absorption of the cessation of ideas and
sensations.
According to another explanation (Vibhdsa, TD 27, p. 708al4),
vijUdnasthiti is "the place where those who are here desire to go, the
place from whence those who are there do not desire to fall." These two
conditions are absent in the painful realms of rebirth. As for the Fourth
Dhyana, all those who are in it desire to leave it: Prthagjanas desire to
pass to the realm of the Asamjnisattvas; Aryans desire to pass to the
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Suddhavasikas [or to the Arupyayatanas; and the Suddhavasikas desire
to realize the calm of extinction, sdntanirodha].53
Bhavagra is not a vijndnasthiti because there is little activity of the
Vijnana in it.54
***

The seven vijndnasthitis,
6c-d With Bhavagra and unconscious beings, are the nine
"dwellings of beings."55
For creatures dwell therein as they will.
7a. There are no other dwellings of beings, for elsewhere one
lives without desiring it.
"Elsewhere" refers to the painful realms of rebirth. Beings are
brought there by the Raksasa which is Karma and live there without
desiring it. This is not one of the "dwellings" in the same way that a
prison is not a dwelling.56
#*#

If one Sutra says that there are seven vijndnasthiti, according to
another Sutra
7b. There are four other sthitis.57
These four are: rupa as an abode of vijndna, (rupopagd vijndnasthitih), vedand or sensation as an abode of vijndna (vedanopagd
vijndnasthitih), ideas as an abode of vijndna (samjnopagd vijndnasthitih), and the samskdras or forces as an abode of vijndna (samskdropagd vijndnasthitih).
7c-d. They consist of the four impure skandhasy which are of the
same sphere as the vijndna.58
The consciousness or vijndna can grasp visible things and the other
skandhas of a different sphere as its object: but it cannot grasp them as
object under the impulse of craving; thus they are not considered as its
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abode or sthiti (see above, note 16).
But why is the fifth skandha, the consciousness itself (mind and
mental states), not considered as an abode of the consciousness?
The Vaibhasikas observe that the sthiti, "that upon which, or within
which one grasps" is opposed to sthdtar, "he who grasps." Devadatta is
opposed to the horse that he is sitting on. The king is not the throne. Or
again vijndnasthiti signifies an abode of the mind, and the dharmas
upon which the mind rides in order to move forward, are like the sailors
on the ship: now the mind does not ride on the mind in order to move;
hence the mind is not an abode of the mind
But another Sutra says, "There is delight (nandi-saumanasya'smsfaction) and attachment with regard to this food which is the
consciousness" (iii.40a). If there is delight and attachment with regard to
the consciousness then the consciousness rides in it and resides in it.59
On the other hand, you teach that the five skandhas (including the
consciousness) constitute the sevenfold abode of consciousness (iii.5a);
why do you not add the consciousness to the fourfold abodes of
consciousness?
The Vaibhasikas answer: When we consider, without making any
distinction between the skandhas, the process attached to the consciousness with regard to its arising which is made up of the five
skandhas, then we can say that the vijnana is a vijndnasthiti. But, if we
consider the skandhas one by one, we see that matter, sensation, ideas,
and the samskaras—which are the support of the consciousness, and are
associated or coexistent with the consciousness—are the causes of the
defilement of the consciousness: but the consdousnesss is not, in this
way, the cause of the defilement of the consciousness, since two
consciousnesses do not coexist. Thus
7d-8a. Taken separately, the consciousness is not defined as an
abode of the consciousness.
Further, the Blessed One described the four abodes of consciousness
as "a field," and he describes the consciousness, accompanied by desire,
as "a seed." 60 He does not give the seed as a field of the seed; and we see
indeed that the dharmas that coexist with the consciousness merely
serve as its field.
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#*#
Do the four sthitis contain the seven, and do the seven contain the
four?
No.
8b. The correspondance admits of four cases.
First case: the consciousness is included among the seven, but not
among the four.
Second case: the four skandhas (excluding the consciousness) of the
painful realms of rebirth, the Fourth Dhyana and Bhavagra, are included
among the four.
Third case: the four skandhas are included among the seven, and are
also included among the four.
Fourth case: the other dharmas are included neither among the
seven nor among the four, [namely the consciousness of the painful
realms of rebirth, etc, and the pure dharmas].
###

We have said that the three Dhatus include five realms of rebirth,
etc.
8c-d There are here four "wombs" of beings, beings born from
eggs, etc.61
Yoni or womb signifies birth. Eytmologically, yoni signifies
"mixture": in birth—birth being common to all creatures—beings are
mixed together in confusion.62
"Womb of beings born from eggs" are those beings who arise from
eggs, geese, cranes, peacocks, parrots, thrushes, etc.
"Womb of beings born from wombs" are those beings who arise
from a womb, elephants, horses, cows, buffalos, asses, pigs, etc.63
"Wombs of beings born from moisture"w are those beings who arise
from the exudation of the elements, earth, etc.,—worms, insects,
butterflies, mosquitos.
"Womb of apparitional beings"65 are those beings who arise all at
once, with their organs neither lacking nor deficient,66 with all their
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major and minor limbs. These are called upapaduka, apparitional,
because they are skillful at appearing (upapadana), and because they
arise all at once [without an embryonic state, without semen and blood];
such as gods, beings in hell, or beings in an intermediate existence.67
**#

How are the wombs distributed among the realms of rebirth?
9a. Humans and animals are of the four types.
Humans can be born from an egg, such as Saila and Upasaila who
were born from the eggs of a crane;68 the thirty-two sons of (Visakha),
the mother of Mrgara;69 and the five hundred sons of the King of
Paficala.70
Humans can be born from moisture, such as Mandhatar,71 Cam
Upacaru, Kapotamalini,72 Amrapali,73 etc.
Apparational humans (ii.14) are humans at the beginning of the
cosmic period (prMhamakdpika, ii.14, iii.97c).
Animals are also of four types. These types are known through
common experience. Nagas and Garudas are also apparitional (see
below, note 83).
9b-c. Beings in hell, intermediate beings, and the gods are
apparitional too.74
These three classes of beings are exclusively apparitional.
9d Pretas are also born from a womb.
They are of two types, apparitional and born from a womb. That
they are born from a womb results from a discourse that a Pretl had with
Maudgalyayana, "I gave birth to five sons a night, to five sons a day: I ate
them and was not satisfied."75
***

What is the best womb?
The apparitional womb.
But the Bodhisattva in his last birth evidently possesses "mastery
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relating to arising" (upapattivaiitva).16 Why did he then choose to be
born from a womb? (See iii.17)77
There are two answers to this question. 1. The Bodhisattva sees
great advantage in it: by reason of their relationship with him, the great
Sakya clan enters into the Good Law; and, recognizing in him a member
of the family of the Cakravartins, persons experience a great respect
towards him; persons are encouraged seeing that, being a man, he has
realized this perfection. If the Bodhisattva were not born from the
womb, we would not know his family, and persons would say, "What is
this magician, a god or a Pi£aca?" In fact non-Buddhists masters
calumniously say that at the end of one hundred cosmic periods there
would appear in the world such a magician who devours the world
through his magic78
2. Others79 explain that the Bodhisattva has taken up the womb in
order that his body remains as relics after his Nirvana:80 through the
adoration of these relics, humans and other creatures by the thousands
obtain heaven and deliverance. In fact, the bodies of apparational beings,
not having any external seed (semen, blood, bone, etc.), do not continue
to exist after their deaths, like a flame which disappears without
remnant.81 But we see indeed that this explanation cannot be admitted
by the masters who attribute rddhi ddhisthanikt to the Buddha.82
***

One question arises from another.
If the bodies of apparitional beings disappear at their deaths, how
can the Sutra say, "The apparitional Garuda seizes the apparitional
Naga in order to eat it?"83
The text says that he seizes the Naga in order to eat it, not that he
does eat it.
Or rather he eats the Naga as long as the Naga is not dead: but he
does not feast on the dead Naga.
***

What is the least desirable of the wombs?
The apparitional womb, for it embraces all hellish realms of rebirth,
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all heavenly realms of rebirth, plus one part of the three other realms of
rebirth, plus intermediate beings.84

What is an intermediate being, and an intermediate existence?
10. Intermediate existence, which inserts itself between existence at death and existence at birth, not having arrived at the
location where it should go, cannot be said to be born.85
Between death—that is, the five skandhas of the moment of
death—and arising—that is, the five skandhas of the moment of
rebirth—there is found an existence—a "body" of five skandhas—that
goes to the place of rebirth. This existence between two realms of
rebirth (gati) is called intermediate existence. **
This existence is produced: why not say that it arises (upapanna);
why not attribute birth (upapatti) to it?
We say that it is arising (upapadyamdna); but it is not born (see
iiL40c). In fact as its etymology indicates (pad-gam, upapanna-upagata),
to be born is to arrive. Intermediate existence (or intermediate being),
when it begins, has not arrived at the place where it should go, namely to
the place where the retribution of actions is manifested and achieved.87
According to other seas,88 there is a cutting off, a discontinuity
between death and birth: but there is no intermediate existence.
This opinion is false, as reasoning and Scripture prove.
lla-b. Being similar to the series of rice, existence does not
reproduce itself after having been interrupted
The momentary dharmas exist in a series; when they appear in a
place distant from that in which they have been found, it is because they
are reproduced without discontinuity in intermediate places, such as the
series that constitutes a grain of rice and which one transports to a
distant village by passing through all the villages in the interval. In the
same way, the mental series takes up birth after being reproduced
without discontinuity (intermediate existence) from the place where
death took place.89
But, one would say, a reflection (pratibimba) arises on a mirror, on
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the water, etc., without being continuous to the image (bimbo) with
which it forms a series. Hence the elements of arising do not depend on
the elements forming an uninterrupted series between the place of
death and the place where they reappear.
llc-d. The existence of the refleaion is not proved; should it be
proved, the refleaion is not similar; hence it does not serve as an
example.
A reflection is a thing in and of itself (dravya) namely a certain type
of color (varnd). The existence of the refleaion is not proved.
12a. For two things do not exist in the same spot.
a. In one and the same spot, a person placed to the side of a mirror
perceives the rupa or physical matter of this mirror, matter derived
from the primary elements (updddyarupa); a person placed facing (the
mirror) perceives his own refleaion, which is a "certain type of color,"
derived matter. Now one can admit only that two derived matters exist
at the same time in the same spot, for each of them should have as its
support two distina groups of primary elements.
b. Two persons who both look at the same objea, a jar, etc., see it at
the same time. Now two persons placed at the two sides of a pond see
the refleaion of the objea that faces them: the same refleaion is not
seen at the same time by both of them.
c. Shade and sunlight do not coexist in the same spot. Now, if one
places a mirror in the shade (i.lOa), in a shed situated close to a pond lit
by the sun, one would see in this mirror the refleaion of the refleaion of
the sun on the surface of the water.
It is thus proved, by these three observations, that a refleaion is not
a real, substantial thing (dravya).
***

The Karika is liable to another interpretation. "For the two things
do not exist in the same spot": the "two things" are the surface of the
mirror and the refleaion of the moon. We do not see, in the same spot,
the surface of the mirror and the refleaion of the moon, refleaed in the
mirror: this refleaion appears recessed, at a depth, like the water in a
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well.90 Now if a real physical matter, the reflection, should arise, it
would arise on the surface of the mirror, and would be perceived as being
on the surface of the mirror. A reflection is thus only an illusory idea
taking the form of the reflection (pratibimbakaram bhrantam
vijndnam). Such is the power of this complex, mirror and object, that it
produces the seeing of a reflection, of an image resembling the object.
Incomprehensible is the power of the dharmas and the variety of this
power.
***

Let us admit nevertheless the real existence of the reflection. It still
cannot serve as an example in your reasoning, for it cannot be compared
to arising. It is not similar to arising:
12b. For it does not form a series.
The reflection does not form a series with the object reflected,
because the reflection arises supported by the mirror, and because the
reflection is simultaneous to the object reflected. But on the contrary
death and arising form a series, the second being later to the first and
being produced in another place than the first without there being a
cutting off between them [due to intermediate existence].
12b. For it arises from two causes.
It is by reason of two causes that a reflection arises, by reason of the
mirror and of the object. The principal of these two causes is the cause
upon which it takes its support in order to arise, namely the mirror. But
it happens that arising, or birth, proceeds from only one cause; and it
never has a principal cause which is not death. Arising has no external
support in the case of apparitional beings, because they appear suddenly
in space. And these external elements cannot be the principal cause for
the beings that arise from semen, blood, or mud, since these items are
absent from the mind
Reasoning thus proves the existence of an intermediate being since
arising proceeds from death without there being any discontinuity
between these two existences.
***
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Scripture also proves the existence of an intermediate being.
12c. The intermediate being is called by its name.
The Sutra says, "There are seven existences {bhavas)\ existence in
hell (naraka), as an animal {tiryagyoni), as a Preta, as a heavenly being
(deva)9 and as a human (manusya), as well as karmabhava and
antardbhava"91
If the school that we are combating does not read this Sutra, at least
they read the texts pertaining to Gandharvas.
12c. It is the Gandharva.
We read in the Sutra, "Three conditions are necessary for an embryo
to descend, [in order for a son or daughter to be born]: the woman must
be in good health and fertile, the pair must be united, and a Gandharva
must be ready." What is the Gandharva if not an intermediate being? 92
But our opponents do not read the Sutra in these terms! They
replace the third condition by a text that says, "a dissolution of the
skandhas [that is, one dying] must be made ready."93
Very well, but one doubts if they could explain the Aivatdyanasutra,94 which says, "This Gandharva which is made ready,—do you
know if it is a Brahmin, a Ksatriya, a VaiSya, or a Sudra? Do you know if
it comes from the east, the south, the west, or the north?" This
expression "to come" shows that it refers to an intermediate being, not
to a "dissolution of the skandhas."
If our opponents do not read this Sutra,
12d. An intermediate being is proved by the text relative to the
Five.
The Blessed One teaches that there are five types of Anagamins: one
who obtains Nirvana in an intermediate existence (antardparmirvdyin),
one who obtains Nirv&na as soon as he is reborn (upapadyaparinirvdyin), one who obtains Nirvana without effort (anabhisamskdraparinirvdyin), one who obtains Nirvana by means of effort (anabhisamskdraparinirvdyin), and one who obtains Nirvana by going higher
(urdvasrotas).95
Certain masters (Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 357b21) maintain that an
antardparinirvdyin is a saint who obtains Nirvana after having been
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reborn among some so-called Antara gods. But they should then admit
the existence of Upapadya gods, etc. An absurd opinion.
12d And by the Sutra of the gatis.
By the Sutra of the Seven Satpurusagatis.96 This Sutra teaches that
one should distinguish three types oiantardparinirvdyins on the basis of
their differences of duration and place: the first is similar to a spark that
is extinguished as soon as it arises; the second to a fragment of reddened
mental which enlarges in its flight; the third to a fragment of reddened
mental which enlarges in its flight, but later, and without falling back
into the sun. Given this text, it is pure fantasy to suppose that an
antardparinirvdyin is an inhabitant of a heaven of the Antara gods, for
these Antaras cannot be divided into three classes by reason of duration
and place.
But yet other scholars—(the Vibhajyavadins as the Vibhdsd, TD 27,
p. 357a4-358a25 testifies)—present the explanation here. An antardparinirvdyin obtains Nirvana, that is, eliminates the defilements, either
in the interval of his lifetime, or in the interval of his cohabitation with
the gods. He is threefold: he is termed a dhdtugata if he obtains Nirvana
having just arrived in the Dhatu [that is, in a heaven of Rupadhatu, and
as a consequence if he eliminates the defilements that cause him to be
reborn in Rupadhatu whereas they (the defilements) are still in a
seed-like state]; he is called a samjndgata if he obtains Nirvana later, at a
moment when the idea (samjnd) of the objects of Rupadhatu is active in
him; and he is called a vitarkagata if he obtains Nirvana still later, at a
moment when the vitarka (volitions, etc.) produced by these objects is
active. In this way we would have three antardparinirvdyins conforming
to the definitions of the Sutra and who obtain Nirvana in the interval of
the duration of their life, that is, without achieving the end of their life as
gods of the heaven where they were rebora Or rather, the first
antardparinirvdyin obtains Nirvana as soon as he has taken possession
of a certain divine existence; the second after having experienced a
heavenly bliss; and the third, after having entered into company or
conversation with the gods.
An objection: if an antardparinirvdyin is a saint who is reborn,
experiences bliss, and enters into the company of the gods, what will an
upapadhyparinirvayin be, literally "one who obtains Nirvana as soon as
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he is reborn?"
We answer that an upapadyaparinirvdyin enters entirely into their
company, and, as this answer is not conclusive, we further answer that
an upapadyaparinirvdyin reduces the duration of his life by much [and
more than an antardparinirvayin]: [he is called an upapadya because he
obtains Nirvana dyur upahatya].91
But we must observe that all these persons, the dhdtugata, etc., go to
the same place. Thus they do not correspond to the examples of the
Sutra. On the other hand, there are saints in Arupyadhatu who obtain
Nirvana without having fully lived their lives to the end (iii.85a),98 and
yet no antardparinirvdyins are there. This point is illustrated in the
metrical formula,
By the dhydnas, four decades;
by the drupyas^ three heptades;
by ideas, one hexade:
thus is the group bound."
Yet if our adversaries do not read this Sutra, what can we do about it?
The Master has entered Nirvana, and the Good Law no longer has a
leader. Many sects have been formed that change the meaning and the
letter to their fantasies. 10° We say that, for the masters who admit these
Sutras, the existence of an intermediate being or the "skandhas in the
interval" is proved both by Scripture and reasoning.
###

Yet there are some difficulties:
a. We must reconcile the doctrine of an intermediate being with the
Sutra on Mara. This Sutra says, "The Mara called Dusin, [having struck
the head of Vidura, the disciple of Krakucchanda,] fell, with his own
body, into great Avici Hell."101 Actions very grave (by intention and in
scope) and complete (that is, "accumulated," iv.12) ripen before death
itself. Mara then felt a retribution in this life before feeling a retribution
in hell. The text thus means that Mara was enveloped, while still alive,
by the fires of hell; that he dies; and that he then takes up an
intermediate existence which leads to hell where birth in hell takes
place.
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b.According to the Sutra, there are five anantarya transgressionsrhe
w ho commits them is immediately born in hell {samanantararh
fiarakesupapadyate, iv.97). We hold that the expression "immediately"
signifies "without intermediary," without passing through another
realm of rebirth (gati): which is an action "retributable in the next
existence" (upapadya, iv.50b). If you take the Sutra literally, you come to
absurd conclusions: you would have to say that one must have
committed the five crimes in order to be reborn in hell and you would
have to say that the transgressor is reborn in hell immediately after the
transgression, or that he is reborn there without dying here. Moreover,
according to our doctrine, rebirth in hell is immediate; it is not preceeded
by a "birth" as an intermediate being. We maintain that, by its nature,
the intermediate being is "arising" (upapadyamdna) because he is
turned towards the birth (upapatti) that follows death; we do not say
that he is born (upapanno bhavati) (iiilOd).102
c. You should explain the stanza, "Your life is approaching its end,
Oh Brahmin; you are old and sick; you are in the presence of Yama; there
is not for you any intervening {antard) dwelling {vdsa) and you have no
provision."103
[Vasubandhu:] You think that this stanza shows that there is no
intermediate existence. But we understand the words antard vdsa in the
sense of dwelling among humans: "Once dead, you shall not reappear
here;" or rather, the text means that "No one can retard the progress of
the intermediate being that you are going to become on the way to the
place of your rebirth in hell."
The one who denys the existence of intermediary beings asks us
upon what do we base ourselves in order to for us to say that such is the
intention of this text, or that such is not its intention.
We would reply with the same question.
If, in this manner, the two objections are made equal, what proof can
you come to? Let us observe that for the Sutra on Mara, etc., the
explanation of the person who denies the existence of intermediate
beings, and our explanation, are not contradiaed by the text itself. The
texts are thus not conclusive for or against intermediate beings. Texts
that are conclusive and which serve as proof are those which can be
interpreted in only one way: [as we have quoted, pp. 386-387.]
###
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What is the form of an intermediate being?
13a-b. Being projected by the same action that projects the
purvakalabhavay an intermediate being has the form of this
being, that is, the being of the realm of rebirth to come after his
conceptioa
The action that projects the gati or the realm of rebirth—an existnce
in hell, etc—is the same action that projects the intermediate existence
by which one goes to this realm of rebirth.104 As a consequence
antarabhava or intermediate existence has the form of the future
purvzkalabhava (p. 39, line 19) of the realm of rebirth towards which he
is going.
Objection: In the womb of a dog, a sow, etc, there can die in its
embryonic stage a being who should then be reborn in any one of the
five realms of rebirth. Let us suppose then that this embryo is replaced
by an intermediate being destined to go to helL105 This intermediate
being,if he has the form of a being in hell, will burn the womb of the dog.
Answer: Even in a perfect state (purvakalabhava), beings in hell are
not always incadescent, for example the "annexes" (utsodas, iii.58d). But
even if one believes that intermediate beings bound for hell are
incandescent, as their bodies are "ethereal" {accha, transparent, viii.3c),
they are not any more tangible than they are visible. There is thus no
adherence of the intermedate being.106 Thus the womb is not burned;
moreover the influence of actions is opposed to this.
The dimensions of an intermediate being are those of a child of five
or six years of age, but his organs are perfectly developed
The intermediate being of the Bodhisattva is similar to the
Bodhisattva in the fullness of his youth; he is adorned with the major
and minor marks;107 that is why, when this intermediate being comes to
enter his mother's womb, he illumines a thousand universes with their
four continents.
But we know that the mother of the Bodhisattva saw in a dream a
small white elephant enter her side. This was only an "omen," because
for a long time the Bodhisattva has been disengaged from animal
rebirth.108 King Krkin also saw ten dreams: an elephant, wells, a pole,
sandalwood, a park, a young elephant, two monkeys, cloths, and
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contests, which were omens.109 Furthermore, intermediate beings do
not enter into the womb by splitting open the side, but rather by the
door of birth: this is why the eldest of twins is the one born last.
But how do you explain the stanza of the Bhadanta Dharmasubhuti,no "Changing his body into that of a white elephant having six
tusks and four feet, he enters the womb and lies therein in full
consciousness as a Rsi entering a forest?"
There is no reason to explain this text: it is neither Sutra, nor
Vinaya, nor Abhidharma; it is a personal composition.111 But if it
demands an explanation, we would say that this stanza describes the
Bodhisattva just as his mother saw him in a dream.
***

An intermediate being in Rupadhatu is complete in size and is
dressed by reason of his great modesty (iiiJOc).112 The Bodhisattva in
his interdiate existence
who, through the force of her vow, was clothed in her intermediate
existence: she entered the womb and left it dressed, and she remained
dressed until her Nirvana and cremation.1B But lacking modesty, other
intermediate beings of Kamadhatu are nude.
#*#

What is the purvakdkbhava which is parallel to antarabhava}
13c-d This is before death, after conception.
Bhava is existence, the skandhas.
In intermediate existence, the five skandhas enter two realms of
rebirth: upapattibhava, which is the skandhas at the moment of their
entry into a realm of rebirth, at the moment of their pratisamdhi (iii.38
and p.); and purvakalabhava which is all the skandhas of the following
moments until death, the last moment of the realm of rebirth and which
will be followed by a new antarabhava,114
There is no antarabhava in Arupyadhatu.
*#*
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Let us return to the intermediate being:
I4a-b. He is seen by the creatures of his class, and by the divine
eye.
He is seen by the intermediate beings of the class,—heavenly,
etc.,—to which he belongs. He is also seen by the pure divine eye, that is,
by the divine eye that is obtained through higher knowledge (abhijnd,
vii.55d), for this eye is very pure.115 He is not seen by a natural divine eye
or a divine eye obtained through birth, such as the divine eye of the gods.
According to other masters, a heavenly intermediate being sees all
intermediate beings; a human intermediate being sees all intermediate
beings with the exception of heavenly intermediate beings, and so on.116
14b. He is filled with the impetus of the supernormal power of
action.117
He is a karmarddhwegavdn: endowed (-van) with the impetus
(vega) which belongs to supernatural power (rddhi)—that is, the
movement through space—which issues from action (karmari) (vii.53c).
The Buddhas themselves cannot stop him because he is endowed with
the force of action.
14c His organs are complete.
He is sakaldksa; aksa signifies indriya.
14c. No one can resist him.118
He is an apra&ighavam a pratigha is a strike that repels; an
apratighavan is one in whom there is no pratigha. Even a diamond is
not impenetrable to him. For, they say, when we split open a mass of red
hot iron we find that some small animals are born inside it.
When an intermediate being is to be reborn in a certain realm of
rebirth, from this realm of rebirth, by force,
I4d He cannot be turned away.119
A human intermediate being, ceasing to be such, will never become
a heavenly intermediate being. He will go to be born in the realm of
rebirth with a view to which he has been formed.
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Does an intermediate being of Kamadhatu eat, like the other beings
of Kamadhatu, solid food (iii.39)?
Yes, but not coarse food.
I4d It eats odors.120
From whence it gets its name of Gandharva, "he who eats (arvati)
odors (gandham)" The meanings of the roots are multiple: arv, if one
takes it in the sense of "to go," justifies "he who goes to eat odors" {arvati
gacchati bhoktum). We have gandharva, and not gandharva, as we have
sakandhu, or karkandhu.
A Gandharva of low rank121 eats unpleasant odors; a Gandharva of
high rank eats pleasant odors.
***

How long does an intermediate being exist?
a. There is no fixed rule, says the Bhadanta. 122It lasts as long as it
does not encounter the coming together of the causes necessary for its
rebirth. In fact an intermediate existence and the existence that follows ^
are projected by the same action and form part of the same
nikayasabhaga, [of the same existence, ii.41]:123 it is for this reason that,
when the life (or the vital otganjtyitendriya) of an intermediate being
comes to an end, there is no death.
Objection: There is a mass of meat as big as Mount Meru which, in
the summer rains, changes into a mass of worms. It is in this spot that
intermediate beings arrive, being reborn in these worms arising
together in such a large number; or rather, from whence do these
intermediate beings come?
There exists an infinite number of small animals having short life,
coveters after odors and tastes; perceiving an odor, they remember the
taste that was associated with it, and they eventually die, coveting these
odors and tastes. When they die, they had in their minds (vibodhya) an
action the nature of which was to produce an existence among worms;
and, by their desire for odors and tastes, they are reincarnated among
worms. Or rather it is only when the external causes necessary for the
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birth of worms (namely, a great mass of decomposition) is brought
together in a great amount that the action which should produce
existence among worms enters into activity with a view to their
retribution.124 In the same way a certain being accomplishes actions
which should be remunerated as a Cakravartin: these action will not
enter into activity before the moment of the comsic period has come
when human life is twenty-four thousand years in length (iii.95). It is for
this reason that the Blessed One declared that the retribution of actions
is incomprehensible (Samyukta, 21).
b. The Bhadanta Vasumitra says: An intermediate being lasts seven
days. If the complex of causes necessary to reincarnation has not been
realized, then the intermediate being dies and is reborn.125
c. Other scholars say that it lasts seven weeks.126
d The Vaibhasikas say:127 As it desires birth, it lasts only a short time
and then its life is reincarnated If the complex of external causes is not
realized, then one of two things happens: either old actions are such that
a birth should take place in such and such a place, and should be of such
and such a nature, and, in this case, these actions cause the complex of
causes to be realized;128 or rather this determination is absent, and, in
this case, birth takes place in another place, and it is of another nature.129
According to others (Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 360c25), if the causes have
not come together, the intermediate being is born in conditions
analogous to those where he would have been reborn. Cattle are not
born during the rains, nor gods in autumn, nor black bears in winter, nor
horses in summer. But on the other hand, there is no season for buffalos,
etc. The intermediary being who, if it is the season of rains, would be
reborn a cow, is reborn a buffalo; in the same way a jackal instead of a
dog, a brown bear instead of a black bear, or an ass instead of a horse. 13°
But we admit a similar theory. We know in fact that existence and
intermediate existence are projected by the same action. One cannot say
that an existence as a buffalo is preceeded by an intermediate existence
as a cow.
**#
How does reincarnation take place?
15a-b. The mind {matt) troubled by defilements, goes, through
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its desire for sex, to the place of its realm of rebirth.
An intermediate being is produced with a view to going to the place
of its realm of rebirth where it should go. It possesses, by virtue of its
actions, the divine eye. Even though distant he sees the place of his
rebirth. There he sees his father and mother united His mind is
troubled by the effects of sex and hostility. When the intermediate being
is male, it is gripped by a male desire with regard to the mother; when it
is female, it is gripped by a female desire with regard to the father; and,
inversely, it hates either the father, or the mother, whom it regards as
either a male or a female rival.131 As it is said in the Prajndpti, "Then
either a mind of lust, or a mind of hatred is produced in the Gandharva."
When the mind is thus troubled by these two erroneous thoughts, it
attaches itself through the desire for sex to the place where the organs
are joined together, imagining that it is he with whom they unite. Then
the impurities of semen and blood is found in the womb; the
intermediate being, enjoying its pleasures, installs itself there. Then the
skandhas harden; the intermediate being perishes; and birth arises that
is called "reincarnation" ipra$isamdhi). When the embryo is male, it
remains to its right in the womb, with its head forward, crouching;
female, to the left of the womb, vagina forward;132 with no sex, in the
attitude in which one finds the intermediate being when it believes it is
having sex. In fact, when an intermediate being possess all the organs, it
then enters as a male or female and places itself as befitting its sex. It is
only after reincarnation that a developing embryo can lose its sex.
#*#

What is the support (asrayd) of this matter which is from the
primary elements, the organs of the new being, its eyes, etc.?133
According to one opinion, the primary elements of the blood and
semen. According to another opinion, their support are some primary
elements different from these, arisen from actions, and which repose
(samnisraya) in the semen and blood.
First opinion: Semen and blood do not have any organs. When an
intermediate being perishes, it has some organs and so constitutes what
is called the first embryonic stage, or kahda. In the same way the arising
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of a bud takes place at the same time as the destruction of its seed.134 In
this same manner the Scriptural texts are justified which say that "the
body is produced from the kalala which consists of semen and blood"135
[matapitrasucikalalasambhuta, literally: in the impure wombs of the
father and mother], and that "after a long time, Oh Bhiksus, you increase
the cemetary and grasp the drop of blood"136
Second opinion: The organs have different primary elements for
their support, as is the case for the organs of leaf worms [for these,
through the force of their aaions, repose on the primary elements of the
leaves, and there arises other primary elements that take on the nature
of organs.]
One would object that the phrase in the Sutra, mdtapitrasucikalalasambhu is not explained in this hypothesis. According to the Sutra,
the body (with its organs) comes from the kalala which is semen and
blood {matdpkrasuci). But the word kalala is placed there to designate
some other primary elements that arise reposing on the semen and
blood: [reposing on semen and blood they arise, together with the
semen and blood, from other primary elements that are called kalala and
which include the organs.]

It is in this manner that beings who are born from wombs and eggs
go to the places of their rebirth (gati). For other beings, say the masters
of the Abhidharma, the modes vary according to the case.
15c. Other go in their desire for odor or in their desire for
residence.
Beings which arise from moisture go to the place of their rebirth
through their desire for its odors: these are pure or impure by reason of
their aaions. Apparitional beings, through their desire for residence
there.
But how can one desire a residence in hell?
[The mind of an intermediate being is troubled by lust and hatred, as
we have seen, when it goes to be reincarnated in a womb.] In the present
case, an intermediate being is also troubled in mind and misunderstands.
He is tormented by the cold of rain and wind: he sees a place burning
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with hot fires and through his desire for warmth, he runs there. Or he is
tormented by the heat of the sun and hot winds: he sees a cold place of
frozen fires, and through his desire for coolness, he runs there.
According to the ancient masters,137 he sees these things in order to
experience the retribution of aaions that should be retributed in hell;138
he sees beings similar to him and he runs to the place where they are.
***

Intermediate heavenly beings—those who go towards a heavenly
realm of rebirth—go high, like one rising up from a seat. Humans,
animals, Pretas, and intermediate beings go in the manner in which
humans, etc, go.
15d Beings in hell hang from their feet.
As the stanza says, "Those who insult Rsis, ascetics and penitents
fall into hell head first."139
***

We have said that the intermediary beings who are reincarnated in a
feminine womb (jardyuja and andaja) go there troubled in mind,
through their desire for sex. Is this a general rule?
No. The Sutra teaches that there are four ways to descend into,
(abide and leave) the womb (garbhdvakrdnti). 14°
16. The first enter in full consciousness; the second, further,
dwell in full consciousness; the third, further, leave in full
consciousness; the fourth accomplishes all these steps with a
troubled mind. Beings born from eggs are always of this last
class.
The first do not dwell and do not leave in full consciousness; the
second do not leave in full consciousness; the third, in all these moments,
are in full consciousness; the fourth are, in all these aaions, without full
consciousness. Here are the four garbhdvakrddntis that the author
teaches, in his sloka in an order different from that of the Sutra.141
Beings born from eggs are always troubled in mind.
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But can we say that a being born from an egg enters into a womb?
Without doubt. One who is born from an egg is now entering into a
womb. Or rather we have here an anticipatory designation.142 In the
same way that the Sutra says samskrtam abhisamskaroti, and, in the
world, one says, "to cook the rice porridge," or "to grind the flour."
***

What does the full consciousness and the absence of full consciousness in the entering, in the abiding, and in the leaving consist of?
A being with little merit enters because he thinks, "The wind blows,
the heavens rain; it is cold; it storms; people are in an uproar," and
because, wishing to avoid these wearinesses, he believes that he is
entering into a shelter, a thicket, a hut of roots and leaves, or rather he
takes shelter at the foot of a tree or against a wall. Then he imagines
himself resting in this thicket, in this hut, and eventually leaves it. There
is an error of ideas and resolution. The same for a being rich in merits,
who believes he is entering a park, a garden, a palace, a terrace, or a
pavilion; he believes this and he rests there and eventually leaves it.
A being who has full consciousness knows that he enters into the
womb, that he dwells there, and that he leaves it.143
###

The Sutra also teaches
17. Three garbhavakrantis,—the Cakravartin and the two
Svayambhus,—by reason of their great purity of action, of
knowledge, and of action and knowledge.144
The two Svayambhus are the Pratyekabuddhas and the Sambuddha.
All these designations are "anticipatory": one means to speak of a being,
who, in this existence, will become a Cakravartin, etc.
The Cakravartin enters in full consciousness, but does not reside in
full consciousness and does not leave in full consciousness. The
Pratyekabuddha resides in full consciousness, but does not leave in full
consciousness. The Buddha is always in full consciousness.
The first has a great outflowing of merit and he is made resplendent
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through aaions; the second has knowledge obtained through instruction, reflection and mediation; and the third has merit, instruction,
etc: both action and knowledge.
The fourth garbhdvakrdnti, that of not full consciousness, pertains
to beings without great aaions and great knowledge.
###

The non-Buddhists, who believe in an atman,145 say, "If you admit
that a being (sattva) goes to another world, then the atman in which I
believe is proved"
In order to refute this doarine, the author says,
18a. The atman does not exist.146
The atman in which you believe, an entity that abandons the
skandhas of one existence and takes up the skandhas of another
existence, an internal agent of aaion, a Purusa,—this atman does not
exist. In faa the Blessed One said, "Aaions exist, and results exist, but
there is no agent who abandons these skandhas here and takes up those
skandhas there, independently of the casual relationship of the dharmas.
What is this causal relationship? Namely, if this exists, then that exists;
through the arising of this, there is the arising of that; Pratityasamutpada? (French trans, v. p. 57, ix. p. 260).
Is there then, ask the non-Buddhists, a type of atman that you do not
negate?
18a-d. Only the skandhas, conditioned by defilement and aaion,
go reincarnating themselves by means of the series of intermediate existences. As an example: the lamp.
We do not deny an atman that exists through designation, an atman
that is only a name given to the skandhas. But far from us is the thought
that the skandhas pass into another world! They are momentary, and
incapable of transmigrating. We say that, in the absence of any atman, of
any permanent principal, the series of conditioned skandhas, "made up"
of defilements and aaions (i.l5a, on abhisamskrta), enters into the
mother's womb; and that this series, from death to birth, is prolongued
and displaced by a series that constitutes intermediate existence.
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19a-c. In conformity with its projecting cause the series grows
gradually, and, by virtue of the defilements and actions it goes
again to another world
Actions the nature of which is to be retributed in life (dyusya
karman, ii.l0a) differ according to beings: all the series of skandhas are
not then projected at the same time in the existence where they have
arisen. The series continues then to increase to the extent that it was
projeaed This growth is gradual, as Scripture teaches: "There is first
the kalala; the arbuda arises from the kalala\ the pe§in arises from the
arbuda\ the ghana arises from the pesin; and from the ghana there arises
the prasakha, hair, body-hair, the nails, etc., and the material organs with
their supports."147 The kalala, etc., are the five stages of the embryo,
embryo.
Then,148 when the embryo, this throne, is ripe, there arises within
the womb winds arisen from the maturity of action which causes the
embryo to turn and places it towards the portal of its birth: it is difficult
to move like a great mass of hidden impurity. Sometimes, either
through the unfavorable conditions of the mother's eating, or by reason
of actions, the embryo perishes. Then an expert woman, after having
anointed them with all sorts of drugs, puts her hands filled with a
sharpened blade into this wound hideous, bad-smelling, and wet with all
sorts of impurities which is the womb. She pulls out the embryo after
having cut it up limb by limb. And the series of the embryo, by virtue of
aparaparyayavedaniya action (iv.50b), goes somewhere else.
Or else the birth is fortunate. The mother and the servants take the
new-born baby into their hands which are like knives and acids for this
body now as sensible as an open wound One washes the child;149 one
nourished it with milk and fresh butter, and later with solid foods: thus
does he grow. By reason of this development, 15° the organs mature and
the defilements enter into activity, from whence actions arise. And
when the body perishes, the series passes into another existence by
reason of these defilements and actions, through the medium of the
intermediate existence, as mentioned previously.
19d. In this way the circle of existence is without beginning.151
Arising by reason of the defilements and actions; defilements and
actions by reason of arising; arising by reason of the defilements and
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actions: the circle of existences is thus without beginning. In order for it
to begin, it would be necessary for the first item to have no cause: and if
one dharma arises without a cause, then all dharmas would arise without
causes. Now the determination of time and place show that a seed
produces a shoot, that a fire produces cooking: hence there is no arising
that does not have causes. On the other hand, the theory of a single and
permanent cause has been refuted above (ii.65): hence the cycle of
existence has no beginning.
But birth, coming from causes, would not take place if its causes are
destroyed, in the same way that a shoot would not arise if its seed is
burned.
***

The series of skandhas develops in three existences,
20a. Pratityasamutpada or dependent orgination has twelve
parts in three sections or time periods.152
The twelve parts of dependent origination are ignorance (avidya),
the samskaras, the consciousness, namarupa, the six ayatanas, contact,
sensation, desire, attachment, existence, birth, and old age and death.
20b. Two for the first, two for the third, and eight for the middle.
Ignorance and the samskdras existed in a past existence, birth and
old age and death will exist in a future existence, and the eight other
parts exist in the present existence.
Are the middle parts to be found in the present existence of all
creatures?153
No, they are not.
Why is this?
20c. At least to consider the series that has all of its parts.
This refers to a "complete person," aparipurin, that passes through
all of the states that constitute these parts. Such persons are not beings
who die before their time, [for example, in the course of their embryonic
life], nor are they beings of Rupadhatu or Arupyadhatu. It is certain that
the Sutra that enumerates these eight parts refers to beings in
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Kamadhatu: the Mahdniddnaparyayasutra says, "Ananda, if the consciousness were not to descend into the mother's womb..." {Dtgha,
ii.63).

Pratityasamutpada can be divided into two parts: past existence
(1-2) and its effects (3-7); and the causes of future existence (8-10) and
future existence (11-12).
What are, in this conception of Pratityasamutpada, its different
parts?
21a. Ignorance is, in a previous life, the state of defilement.134
[Ignorance does not refer to an isolated state of ignorance, iii. p. 87,
90, v.12, nor merely to the totality of the defilements, "all the kief as"]
but rather, in a previous life, the series (with its five skandhas) which is
defiled, the condition of defilement (klesa-avastha). All the defilements
in fact accompany ignorance, and are activated through ignorance. In the
same way, when one says that the king is coming, one understands that
his courtiers are accompanying him.
21b. The samskdras are, in a previous life, the state of action.
The series of the previous life, which does good, bad, or neutral
actions, constitute the samskdras.
21c. The consciousness is the skandhas at conception.
The five skandhas, in the womb, at the moment of reincarnation
(pratisamdhi) or arising constitute consciousness.
21d-22a. Ndmarupa (is the series) from this moment on, until
the production of the six dyatanas.
Ndmarupa is made up of the five skandhas, in the womb, from
arising, as long as the six organs are not manifested. It is proper to say,
"as long as the four organs . . .," [for the mana-dyatana and the
kdya-dyatana exist from arising or conception, pratisamdhiksane];155 it
is now at the moment when the four organs, eye, etc., appear that these
two preexisting organs are found to be "arranged" [in a group of six],156
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22b. Six ay asanas before coming together of the three or contact.
The six ayatanas are the five skandhas from the first appearance of
the organs until the moment when the coming together of the organ,
the object of consciousness, and the consciousness takes place.
22c-d There is sparfa, or contact, until the moment when the
capacity to distinguish the cause of pleasure, of suffering, etc., is
acquired
Contact [which begins at birth] lasts until the moment when the
infant becomes capable of distinguishing,"This is a cause of pleasure..."
23a. There is contact before sexual union.
Contact, which the Karika terms vibti, exists for as long as desire for
sexual union is not in aaion. [This state is termed vedand, sensation,
because one experiences the cause of vedand: it is hence avasthd
vedandprakarsinl]
23b. Desire ("thirst") is the state of one who desires pleasure and
sexual union.
There is then in activity concupiscence relative to the objects of
desire (kamagunas, iii. p. 6), visible things, etc., and sexual union. This
state of "thirst" or desire ends when one begins, under the influence of
this desire, to search out these pleasures.
23c-d. Updddna or attachment is the state of one who runs
around in search of the pleasures.
One runs everywhere in order to acquire these pleasures (v.40). [Or
rather updddna is the fourfold defilement (v.38): the period during
which this fourfold defilement is active is called updddna]. Running
around in this manner
24a-b. He does actions which will have for their result future
existence (bhava): this is bhava,
[Bhava signifies "aaion," for existence takes place by reason of it,
bhavaty anena.]Action done and accumulated in the search for pleasures
will produce reexistence. The period during which one does this aaion
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constitutes bhava.
24c. Jati is the new reincarnation.
The five skandhas at the moment when reincarnation takes place
after death is jati The "part" that receives the name of consciousness in a
present existence is called jati in a future existence.
24d Old age-and-death lasts until sensation.
From jati until sensation,—which is here termed vid—there are
four parts of the present existence, ndmarupa, the six ayatana, contact
and sensation which are, in a future existence designated by the
expression old age and death, the twelfdi part of this twelvefold series.
###

It is also said that Pratityasamutpada is fourfold: momentary or of
one moment (ksanika); prolongued (prdkarsika: extending over many
moments of many existences); serial (sdmbandhika, through the union
of causes and effects); and static (dvasthika: embracing twelve states, or
periods, of the five skandhas).157
###

How is Pratityasamutpada momentary?
When a person in prey to the defilements commits murder, the
twelve parts are realized in one and the same moment: 1. his moha
(aberration) is ignorance (avidyd);, 2. his "volition" (cetand) are the
samskdras; 3. his distinct consciousness of a certain object is consciousness; 4. the four skandhas158 coexisting with the consciousness is
ndmarupa\ 5. the organs in relation to ndmarupa are the six ddyatanas\159
6. the application of the six dyatanas160 is contact; 7. to experience
contact is sensation; 8. desire (rdga) is thirst; 9. the paryavasthdnas161
associated with thirst are attachment; 10. bodily or vocal action that
proceeds [from sensation or thirst] is bhava\ 11. the emersion
(unmajjana=fapdda=prod\Ktion) of all these dharmas is jdti\ 12. their
maturity (paripdka) is old age; and their rupture is death.
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It is also said that Pratityasamutpada is both momentary and serial at
the same time. The Prakarana says, "What is Pratityasamutpada} All
the conditioned (samskrta) dharmas. What are the dharmas produced
through dependence (pratityasamutpanna)} All the conditioned
dharmas."162
Static {avasthika) Pratityasamutpada is made up of the twelve states
(avasthd) embracing the five skandhas.
It is also prolongued (prdkarsikd), extending itself over three
consecutive existences.
Among these four, what is the type of Pratityasamutpada that the
Blessed One has here—in the Sutra of the Twelve Parts—the intention
to teach?
25a. According to the School, it is static Pratityasamutpada.163
According to the School the Blessed One distinguishes the twelve
parts only with respect to static Pratityasamutpada.
***

But if each of the parts is a complex of the five skandhas, why use the
designations "ignorance," etc.?
Because the Sutra expresses itself in an intentional manner, whereas
the Abhidharma teaches the characteristics of things.164 On the one
hand Pratityasamutpada is given as static, prolongued, and pertaining to
living beings (sattvdkhya); and on the other hand, as momentary, serial,
and pertaining to both living and non-living beings (sattvdsattvdkhya).

Why does the Sutra teach Pratityasamutpada as only pertaining to
living beings?
25c-d In order to have aberration cease with regard to the past,
the future, and the interval in between.
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And it is for this same reason that it teaches a Pratityasamutpada in
three sections.
Ignorance or aberration relating to the past, as when one asks, "Did I
exist or not exist in the past? How and as what did I exist?" Relating to
the future: 'Will I exist in the future? . . . " Relating to the interval in
between: 'What is this? How is this? What are we? What will we
be?"165
This threefold aberration is destroyed by the teaching of the
succession: ignorance... old age and death. For its is said in the Sutra,
"Whoever, Oh Bhiksus, knows, through prajnd, Pratityasamutpada and
the dharmas produced through dependence, will not turn himself
towards the past by asking if he existed..."
According to others, the last three terms of the middle section,
—thirst, attachment, and bhava-—are also taught in order to cause
aberration relating to the future to cease; for they are the causes of future
existence.166

This twelvefold Pratityasamutpada is also threefold, defilement
(klesa), action (karman), and foundation (vastu); it is twofold, cause and
result.
26a-b. Three parts are defilement, two are action; seven are
foundation and also result.167
Ignorance, thirst, and attachment are, by their nature, defilements;
the samskaras and bhava are aaion; consciousness, namarupa, the six
ayatana, contact, sensation,/***, and old age and death are foundation, so
called because they are the support (ahaya-adhisthana) of the defilements and aaion. The parts that are foundation are result: the five
that are not foundation are cause, being both defilement and aaion in
nature.
Why are cause and result taught at length in the seaion of present
existence—two parts of defilement, two parts of aaion, five parts of
foundation—whereas, a similar exposition is absent for the past and
future?
In the future, one has two parts for result.
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26b-c In two sections, cause and result are abbreviated, for one
can infer them from the teaching of the middle.
From the teaching of the defilements, action and foundation,
relating to present existence, one can deduce the complete exposition of
cause and result in past and future existences. All useless descriptions
should be omitted
***

But if Pratityasamutpada has only twelve parts, transmigration
would have a beginning, since the cause of ignorance is not indicated;
and it would have an end, since the result of old age and death is not
indicated. Thus one must add new parts, and to infinity.
No, for the Blessed One has implicitly indicated the cause of
ignorance and result of old age and death.
27. From defilement there arises defilement and action; from
whence foundation; from whence a new foundation and
defilement: such is the manner of existence of the parts of
existence or bhavdngas.168
Defilement arises from defilement, as attachment arises from
desire.
Action arises from defilement, as consciousness from attachment, or
the samskdras from ignorance.
A foundation arises from action, as Vijnana from the samskdras\ or
birth from existence.
A foundation arises from a foundation, as ndmarupa from consciousness; the six dyatanas from ndmarupa... sensation from contact,
or old age and death from birth.
Defilement arises from a foundation, as desire from sensation.
Since such is the manner of existence of the various parts of
dependent orgination it is clear that ignorance has either a defilement or
a foundation for its cause; it is clear that old age and death (=the rest of
the foundation from consciousness to sensation, above, p. 404, line 6, has
defilement for a result.
Thus the teaching is complete. That the Blessed One wanted to

illustrate this manner of existence of the parts results from the
conclusion of the Sutra, "Thus there takes place the production of this
great mass which is nothing but suffering."169

But there is another explanation: 17° a. It is said, in another Sutra,m
that ignorance has incorrect judgment {ayoniso manasikdra) for its
cause, and, in still another Sutra, that incorrea judgment has ignorance
for its cause.172
Consequently ignorance is not without a cause and one avoids the
objection of infinite regression.
b. But incorrea judgment is not named in the Sutra in question, the
Pratityasamutpddasffira.
Without doubt; but it is included in attachment: thus one does not
have to separately name it here.173
This explanation is without value. How is incorrea judgment
included in attachment? Indeed, it is associated (samprayukta) with
attachment, but it can as equally well be associated with ignorance or
with desire. Let us admit that it may be included in attachment, but can
one draw from this the conclusion that the Sutra, by naming attachment,
says that incorrea judgment is the cause of ignorance? In other words, I
indeed hold that incorrea judgment is included in attachment; but it
does not follow that the Sutra could dispense with terming it a separate
part, the cause of ignorance. One could just as well omit ignorance and
desire.
Another master speaks next.174 A Sutra teaches that ignorance has
incorrea judgment for its cause.175 A Sutra teaches that incorrea
judgment has ignorance for its cause and observes that it is produced at
the moment of contaa, "By reason of the eye and a visible thing there is
produced a defiled judgment which arises from error (mohaFavidyd)."176
A Sutra explains the origin of desire, "Desire arises by reason of a
sensation which itself arose from a contaa wherein there is ignorance." 177 Hence the ignorance that coexists with sensation proceeds
from the incorrea judgment which is produced at the moment of
contaa. Hence ignorance is not without a cause; there is no reason to add
a new term:, incorrea judgment, the cause of ignorance, arise itself from
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an ignorance designated as aberration (moha). [This is circular
reasoning, cakraka.]
Well and good, says the author; but this is not explained in the
Prat&yasamutpddasutra and it should be explained there.
There is no reason to explain it in clearer terms, for one reaches
these conclusions through reasoning. In fact, to the Arhats, sensation is
not a cause of desire: from whence we conclude that sensation is a cause
of desire only when it is defiled, associated with ignorance. Contact,
when it is not accompanied by error, is not a cause of this defiled
sensation; contact accompanied by error is not produced in an Arhat,
who is free from ignorance; thus the contact that Pratityasamutpada
indicates as the cause of sensation, a cause of desire, is the contact that is
accompaned by ignorance. [We then have sdvidyasparfapratyaya vedana
/ savidyavedandpratyaya trsna: sensation conditioned by contact associated with ignorance, desire conditioned by sensation associated with
ignorance]. From there we again take up the reasoning indicated above:
we prove that, according to the Sutra, incorrect judgment is produced at
the moment of contact.
But, says the author, the idea that reasoning, supported on occasion
by Sutras, permits omitting indispensable terms—in the incorrect
judgment in question, with the reciprocal causality of incorrect
judgment and ignorance—leads to absurdity. [One could just as well
omit contact, sensation, the samskdras or birth].
The true answer to this objection—that, since there is no indication
of any other parts before ignorance and beyond old age and death,
samsdra is without beginning or end—is the following: the enumeration of the parts of dependent orgination is complete. In fact, doubt with
reference to the question of knowing how present existence is
conditioned by preceding existence, and how future existence is
conditioned by present existence, is the only point that the Sutra wants
teach: thus it says, "In order to cause error relating to the past, the future,
and their interval to cease" (iii.25c, p. 68).
***

The Blessed One said, "I shall teach you, Oh Bhiksus, Pratityasamutpada and the dharmas produced in dependence (pratitya-
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samutpanna)"178 What difference is there between Pratityasamutpada
and these dharmas!
None, according to the Abhidharma. For, as we have seen above (p.
405), both are defined as being "all the conditioned dharmas."179
***

A difficulty. "All the conditioned dharmas" means the dharmas of
the three periods. How can future dharmas which have not yet arisen, be
termed "produced in dependence," pratityasamutpanna!
We would ask you how future dharmas which are not yet "created"
(krta) are called "conditoned" (samskrta)?
Because they are "thought" (cetita) by the volition (cetand) which is
termed abhisamskdrikd, that is, "executing a retribution."180
But if this is so, how will future pure dharmas (the dharmas of the
Path) be conditioned?
They are thought by a good mind with a view to acquiring them.
But then Nirvana itself will be conditioned, for one desires to acquire
it.181
When one calls future dharmas "produced in dependence," one uses
an inadequate expression, justified by the identity of nature of future
dharmas with past and present dharmas that are "produced," in the
same way that future rupa is called rupa by reason of the identity of its
nature with rupa, even though one cannot qualify it as rupyate in the
present.182
***

What is the intention of the Sutra in distinguishing Pratityasamutpada from the dharmas produced in dependence?
28a-b. Samutpdda is the cause, whereas samutpanna is the
result;183
The part that is a cause is Pratityasamutpada, because, there takes
place arising from it. The part that is a result is pratityasamutpanna,
because it arose; but it is alsoPratityasamutpada, because, from it, arising
takes place. All the parts, being cause and result are at one and the same
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time both Pratityasamutpada and pratityasamutpanna. Without this
distinction, nevertheless, there would be non-determination and confusion (avyavasthana), for a part is not Pratityasamutpada through
connection to the part through connection to which it is also
pratityasamutpanna. In the same way a father is father through
connection to his son; and a son is son through connection to his father;
in the same way cause and result, and the two banks of a river.
But the Sthavira Purna^a184 says: What is Pratityasamutpada cannot
be pratityasamutpanna. Four causes: 1. future dharmas [which are
Pratityasamutpada because they are a cause of future dharmas\ but not
pratityasamutpanna because they are not utpanna]; 2. the last dharmas
of the Arhat [which are solely pratityasamutpanna]; 3. past and present
dharmas, with the exception of the last dharmas of the Arhat, [which
are both Pratityasamutpada and pratityasamutpanna]; and 4. the
unconditioned dharmas, [which are neither Pratityasamutpada nor
pratityasamutpanna, because they have no result and they do not arise,
ii.55d].
The Sautrantikas criticize: [All this teaching, from "Static Pratityasamutpada . . . (p.405)" to "What is Pratityasamutpada cannot be
pratityasamutpanna"]185 —are these personal theses, fantasies, or the
sense of the Sutra? You say in vain that it is the sense of the Sutra. You
speak of a static Pratityasamutpada of twelve parts which are so many
states {avastha) made up of the five skandhas: this is in contradiction to
the Sutra wherein we read, "What is ignorance? Non-knowledge
relating to the past . . . "186 This Sutra is of explicit sense, clear
{nitartha'vibhaktartha); you cannot make it a Sutra whose sense is yet
to be deduced (neydrtha).187
[Answer of the Sarvastivadins:] Nothing proves that this Sutra is of
clear sense; the fact that it expresses itself by means of a definition does
not prove anything; for the Blessed One gives definitions which solely
bear on the essential or major elements of the object to be defined188
For example, in the Hastipodopamasutra, to the question "What is the
internal earth element?", the Blessed One answers, "The hair, the
body-hair, etc."189 Certainly hair, etc., are still other dharmas,—visible
things, smells, etc.,—but the Blessed One refers to their principal
element, which is the earth element. In the same way, the Blessed One
designates a state in which ignorance is the major element as ignorance.

[Answer of the Sautrantikas:] This example proves nothing. In fact,
in the Hastipadopamasutra, the Blessed One does not define hair, etc,
by the earth element; he does not say "What is hair, etc? The earth
element," in which case the definition would be incomplete. But he
defines the earth element through the hair, etc; and his definition is
complete, for there is no earth element in the body which is not included
in the description, hair, etc In the same way, the definition of
Pratityasamutpada is complete; there is nothing to add to it.
[Answer of the Sarvastivadins:] The definition given in the
Hastipadopamasutra is not complete. In fact there is earth element in
tears, mucus, etc, as one can see by another Sutra.190 Yet the earth
element of tears is not indicated in the Hastipadopamasutra.
[Answer of the Sautrantikas:] Perhaps the definition of the
Hastipadopamasutra is incomplete, seeing that you are able to show that
there is something lacking in it. It remains for you to say what is lacking
in the definitions that the Sutra gives for ignorance, etc Why define
ignorance as "a state with five skandhas" by introducing heterogeneous
dharmas [the five skandhas] into ignorance? One can only consider as a
part of dependent orgination a dharma the existence or nonexistence of
which governs the existence or nonexistence of another part. Thus a
state having five parts is not a "part." The five skandhas (sensation, etc)
exist in the Arhat, but he does not possess any samskdras which could
produce a consciousness part of dependent orgination, that is, a
punyopaga, apunyopaga, or aninjyopapaga Vijnana.191 And thus following. Hence the Sutra (note 186) is not to be taken literally.
As for the four cases of Purna^a, his first case—that the future
dharmas are not "produced by dependence"—is contradicted by the
Sutra which gives birth and old age and death as "produced by
dependence": "What are thepratityasamuPpannasl Ignorance... birth,
and old age and death." Would one say that birth and old age and death
are not future states? This is to take away the three sections from the
theory of Pratityasamutpada.
##*

Certain schools192 maintain that Pratityasamutpada is unconditioned iasamskrtd) because the Sutra says, "Whether the Tathagatas
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appear or not, this dharma nature of the dharmas is unchanging."
This thesis is true or false according to the manner in which one
interprets it. If one means to say that it is always by reason of ignorance,
etc, that the samskaras, etc, are produced, but not by reason of any other
thing, and not without cause; that, in this sense, Pratityasamutpada is
stable, and eternal (nitya), we approve. If one means to say that there
exists a certain eternal dharma called Pratityasamutpada, then this
opinion is inadmissible. For utpdda, production or arising, is a
characteristic of anything that is conditioned (samskrtalaksana, ii.45c);
an eternal dharma, as arising or Pratityasamutpada would be by
supposition, cannot be a characteristic of a transitory or conditioned
thing. Moreover arising is defined as "existence succeeding upon
nonexistence":193 what relationship (abhisambandha) can one suppose
exists between an unconditioned arising and ignorance, etc, a relationship that would permit one to say %tPratityasamutpada of
ignorance, etc.?" Finally the expression Pratityasamutpada would
become absurd: since prati-itya-samutpada signifies "production by
having gone to the cause" (pratyayamprapya samudbhavah), how could
a dharma be both eternal and Pratityasamutpada at one and the same
time?
***

What is the meaning of the word Pratityasamutpada?194
Pratt has the sense of prapti, "to obtain, attain": the root i signifies
gatiy "to go;" but with the prefix modifying the sense of the root,prati-i
signifies "to attain", so pratitya signifies "having attained;" pad signifies
sattdy "existence;" and following are the prefixes sam-ut, "to appear,
prddubhdva" Thus Pratityasamutpada signifies "having attained appearance."
###

This explanation is not admissible; the word Pratityasamutpada is
not good, [say the Grammarians]. In fact, of two actions by one and the
same agent, the previous action is shown by the verb in the gerundive:
snatva bhunkte = "after having bathed, he ate."195 Now one cannot
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imagine a dharma that, existing before having been produced,196 goes
first towards the pratyayas, and is then produced There is no action
(going towards) without an agent. One can put this objection in verse:
"Do you say that it goes towards the pratyayas before its production?
This is inadmissible because it does not exist. Do you say that it goes and
is produced at the same time? The gerundive is not justified, for the
gerundive indicates priority."
The objection of the Grammarians197 is without value.198 Let us ask
them if that which arises is present or future. "Do you say that a present
thing arises? If it has not already arisen, how can it be present? If it has
already arisen, how could it be reborn without being reborn indefinitely?
Do you say that a future thing199 arises? How can you attribute to that
which is future, and non-existent, the quality of agent in this action of
arising? Or how can you admit an action without an agent?"
Consequently we would answer the Grammarians that the dharma goes
towards the pratyayas in the same condition in which, according to
them, the dharma arises.
In what condition, ask the Grammarians, is the dharma to be found,
in your opinion, that arises?
The dharma that arises is "the future dharma disposed to be born"
(utpadabhimukho'nagatah). 20° So too the dharma that goes toward the
pratyayas.
Yet the theory of the Grammarians and the manner in which they
oppose an agent and action, is not tenable. For them there is an agent
(kartar) which is "he who arises" (bhavitar), and an action (kriya) which
here is the action of arising (bhuti). Now one does not maintain that the
action of arising (bhuti) is distinct from the one who arises (bhavitar) (ii.
English trans, p.247). There is thus nothing wrong in using, of course as
conventional expressions, the words, ftit arises, it is produced after
having gone to the pratyayas!* The meaning of the expression
Pratityasamutpada is as indicated in the Sutra,201 "If that exists, then this
exists; through the arising of that, there is the arising of this." (See
below,p.4l5) The first phrase("If that exists... ");refers to pratttya, and
the second ("Through the arising of that... ") to samutpdda.
Thereupon one can say in verse, "If you admit that it arises at first
nonexistent, nonexistent it also goes to the pratyayas. If you admit that it
arises at first existent, arisen, it will continue to rearise; hence there is
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recession ad infinitum; or rather we shall say that, for us also, it is
preexistent to its arising."202 As for the gerundive, it also indicates
concomitance: "Darkness, having attained the lamp, perishes," or
rather: "Having bathed, he lies down." One does not speak in this
manner of anyone who bathes, closes his mouth and lies down.203
***

Some other masters avoid the objection relative to the use of the
gerundive by giving a very different explanation of the word Pratityasamutpada: prati has a distributive meaning; sam signifies "coming
together"; ity a signifies "good at leaving," "that which does not last;"
and the root pad preceeded by ut signifies "appearance," "arising." We
then have Pratityasamutpada which signifies "arising together, by
reason of such and such a coming together of causes, of perishable
things."204
This explanation holds for the expression Pratityasamutpada', but it
does not take into account texts such as: a visual consciousness arises "By
reason (pratitya) of the eye and visible things."205
###

Why does the Blessed One define Pratityasamutpada in two ways,
"1. If that exists, then this exists;" and 2. "From the arising of that, this
arises?"206
i. For many reasons:2071. to be more specific. In the first formula, it
results that the samskdras exist when ignorance exists; but it does not
result that the samskdras come into existence through the sole existence
of ignorance. The second formula specifies that it the arising of
ignorance that precedes the arising of the samskdras\ 2. in order to
indicate the succession of the parts of dependent orgination: if that
(ignorance) exists, then they (the samskdras) exist; from the arising of
that {samskdras)—and not from any other thing—this (consciousness)
arises; 3. in order to indicate the succession of existences: if previous
existence existed, then there is present existence; from the arising of
present existence future existence arises; 4. in order to indicate the
nature of causality which differs according to the case: the causality of the
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parts is either immediate: "if that exists, then this is," or not immediate:
"from the arising of that, this arises." For example, defiled sarhskdras
can immediately succeed ignorance; or they can be separated from it by
good sarhskdras (ii.62a). But ignorance is the immediate cause of the
sarhskdras, and a mediate cause of consciousness.
it According to another explanation,208 the Blessed One taught in
this manner in order to refute the theory of non-causality (ahetuvdda),
the thesis that a thing exists in the absence of a cause, and the theory of
one non-arisen cause, such as Prakrti, Purusa, etc
This explanation is not good, for the second formula suffices to
refute these two theories.
til But certain non-Buddhist teachers imagine that "since the atman
exists as a support (of ignorance), then the sarhskdras, consciousness,
etc, exist, being produced; that if ignorance is produced, then the
sarhskdras are produced," and so oa In other words, they posit an atman
which serves as a substrate to the successive causation of the dharmas. In
order to refute this opinion, the Blessed One specified, "That which
arises (the sarhskdras) through the arising of such a thing (ignorance)
exists by reason of the existence of this one thing that arises, and not by
reason of the existence of a certain substrate." The first formula would
permit us to say, "If the atman exists as a support and if ignorance, etc,
exists, then the sarhskddras, etc., exist." This second formula permits us
to say, "It is true that the sarhskdras, etc., arise by reason of the arising of
ignorance, etc.; but this is on the condition that there exists a certain
substrate." The two formulas together make these explanations
untenable: 'The sarhskdras have ignorance for their cause [that is: if
ignorance alone exists . . . ] . . . thus the production of this large and
autonomous mass of suffering takes place."
iv. The Masters209 think that the first formula indicates nonabandoning, non-cutting off: "If ignorance exists, not being abandoned,
then the sarhskdras exist, are not abandoned;" whereas the second
formula indicates arising: "Through the production of ignorance, the
sarhskdras are produced."210
v. According to another opinion,211 the first formula indicates
duration, and the second indicates arising: "As long as the flux of causes
lasts, the flux of results exists; by the sole production of a cause, its result
is produced"
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We observe that it is a question of arising: the Blessed One said in
fact: "I shall teach you Pratityasamutpada*' Further, why would the
Blessed One first teach duration and then arising?
Another explanation (of the same master):212 The formula: "If that
exists, then this exists," signifies: "If the result exists, then the
destruction of its cause exists." But let us not think that a result arises
without a cause: "From the arising of that, this arises."
But, in order to express this sense, the Blessed One should have said,
"If that exists, then this does not exist;" and he should have first
indicated the arising of the result. Once the result arose, he could say,
"When the result has arisen, the cause is no more." If the Sutra should be
understood as this master understands it, how does it happen that,
wishing to explain Pratityasamutpada, the Blessed One first explained
the destruction of its cause?
*##

How do the samskaras exist by reason of ignorance? How does old
age and death exist by reason of birth?213 Let us briefly answer this
question.
The fool or Prthagjana does not understand (aprajanari) that
Pratityasamutpada is merely the samskaras,214 that is, conditioned
(samskrta) dharmas—[this lack of prajnd is avidya aveniki, only nonwisdom, not associated with desire]—and this produces a belief in an
atman (v.7, 12), and egotism (v.lOa); it accomplishes the threefold
aaion,—bodily, vocal, mental,—with a view to agreeable sensation, and
to the sensation of indifference; non-meritorious action, with a view to
agreeable sensation in this life; meritorbus aaion, with a view to
agreeable sensation in a future life in Kamadhatu; and "immoveable"
(dninjya)215 aaion, with a view to agreeable sensation of the first three
Dhyanas and the sensation of indifference of the higher stages (iv.46a).
These aaions are the samskaras that exist by reason of ignorance.
Given the force of the projeaion of aaion, the series of the
consciousness, due to the series of the intermediary existence, goes into
such and such a realm of rebirth, as long as it may be, in the manner in
which a flame goes, that is, in a perpetual renewing. That is the
consciousness which exists by reason of the samskaras: in thus
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understanding the consciousness, we are in agreement with the
definition that the Pratltyasamutpadasutra gives for the consciousness:
"What is the consciousness? The six groups of consciousnesses."216
With the consciousness as an antecedent, ndmarupa arises in this
realm of rebirth. This is the five skandhas, conforming to the definition
of the Vibbanga:211 "What is ndman? The four nonmaterial skandhas.
What is rupai All rupa... These two,—the ndman and the rupa,—are
called ndmarupa!'
Then, through the development of namarupa, there arises in their
times, the six organs: these are the six ay at anas.
Then, encountering their object, a consciousness arises, and, through
the coming together of the three (consciousness, the six dyatanas and a
visaya), there is contact, which is susceptible of being experienced
agreeably, etc.
From that, the threefold sensation, agreeable, etc, arises.
From this threefold sensation, there arises a threefold desire; desire
for kdma or desire for agreeable sensation of the sphere of Kamadhatu,
in a being tormented by suffering; desire for rupa, or desire for agreeable
sensation of the three Dhyanas and the sensation of indifference of the
Fourth; all desire for Ariipya.
Then, from the desire relating to sensation, there arises a fourfold
attachment (updddna): attachment to the object of sense pleasure
(kdmopdddna), attachment to views (drstyupddddna), attachment to
rules and rituals (silavratopdddna), and attachment to theories concerning the soul {dtmavddopdddna).218 The kdmas are the five objects of
pleasure (kdmaguna, iii.3, p. 368). The views, sixty-two in number, are
as explained in the Brahmajalasutra. $Ua is rejecting immorality {dauhsUya,
iv.l22a); vrata is the vow to act like a dog, a bull, etc.;219 for example the
Nirgranthas and their nudity, the Brahmanas with their staffs and
antelope hides, the PaSupatas with their tuft of hair and their ashes, the
Parivrajakas with their three staffs and their nudity, and the rest: to tie
oneself down to the observation of these rules is iilavratopdddna (v.7).
Atmavdda is the person himself, and dtmabhava, is that relating to
which one says atman. 22°
According to another opinion,221 atmavdda is both a view of soul
(dtmadrsti) and thoughts pertaining to a soul (asmimdna), for it is by
reason of these two that one says atman, that one affirms the existence
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of an atman {dtmavada)\ if Scripture uses the word vdda, "affirmation,"
it is because the atman does not exist. It is said in faa, "The fool, the
ignorant, the Prthagjana, conforming to the manners of vulgar speech,
thinks 'me,' or 'mine;' but there is not any 'me* or 'mine.*"222
Attachment to the kdmas, views, etc., is chanda or desire, and raga or
craving, with regard to them. As the Blessed One said in the Sarva2V>
'What is attachment? It is chandardga."224
Because of attachment, accumulated action produces a new existence:
this is bhava. The Sutra says, "Ananda, action that produces a new
existence is the nature of bhava!*225
By reason of bhava, and by means of the descent of the consciousness,226 future arising (janman) is birth, which is made up of the
five skandhas, being namarupa in nature.
Because of birth, there is old age and death as defined in the Sutra.227
It is in this manner that, sufficient unto itself (kevala)—that is,
without any relation to an atman—there is produced this great mass of
suffering, great because it has neither beginning nor end
##*

The theory that has just been taught—according to which the
twelve parts of dependent origination are twelve states made up of the
five skandhas—is a theory of the Vaibhasikas.
***

What is avidya (ignorance)?
The non-vidyd9 that which is not vidyd.
Impossible; for the eye is also non-vidyd.
It is an absence of vidyd, "ignorance."
This is also impossible, for an absence is not a thing (dravya) (iv.
2b-3b) and avidya must be a thing, since it is a cause (pratyaya). Thus
28c-d Avidya is a separate entity {dharma), the opposite of vidyd
or knowledge, like a non-friend, the untrue, etc228
The non-friend (amitra) is the opposite of a friend, not a non-friend,
that is, anyone other than a friend, not the absence of the friend Ifra or
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satya is truth; non-truth (anrta) is speech contrary to true speech; so too
non-righteousness (adharma), non-useful (anattha) and the not-to-bedone (akdrya) are the opposite of righteousness, useful, and duty.229
Thus avidya—"non-knowledge"—is the opposite of vidyd, a real
separate dharma. The Sutra defines it as the cause of the samskdras,
from whence it results that it is not a mere negatioa Further,
29a. Because it is declared to be bound (sarhyojana), etc230
The Sutra regards ignorance as a separate yoke (samyojana), a bond
(bandhana), a latent defilement (anuSayd), a canker (dsrava), a torrent
or flood (ogha), and a yoke (yoga). Thus ignorance cannot be a mere
negation; it cannot be everything that is not vidyd, the eyes, etc
Yet the prefix nan—the privative a—has a pejorative sense. One
terms a bad wife a "non-wife" (akalatra), and a bad son, a "non-son"
(aputra). Should we not think then that avidya is bad vidyd, that is, bad
prajtidl
29b. Avidydis not badprajnd,because this is seeing (dar/ana).231
Bad prajfid (kuprajnd) or defiled prajfid would be a type of seeing
(drspi); one of the five bad views (v.3). Now avidya or ignorance is
certainly not seeing, for ignorance and seeing are two distinct yokes
(samyojanas).252
[The Sautrantikas:] Avidya would be the defiledprajfid which is not
seeing by nature, [for example prajnd associated with rdga or craving].
This is impossible,
29c. Because views are associated with ignorance,
In fact moha (error or aberration), which is defined as avidya
(ignorance) is among the mahdbhUmika kief as (defilements which are
found in all defiled minds, ii.26a); now all the mahdbhumika kief as are
associated with them, thus avidya (under the name of moha) is
associated with seeing (fivefold bad view) which is prajfid in nature; thus
avidya is not prajfid, for two items of prajnd cannot be associated.
29d and because ignorance is defined as a defilement of prajnd.
The Sutra says, "The mind defiled by desire is not liberated; prajnd
defiled by ignorance is not purified."233 Now prajnd cannot be defiled by
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prajnd: if desire is a defilement of the mind, then desire is not the mind;
if ignorance is a defilement of prajnd, then ignorance is not prajOd.
[Reply of the Sautrantikas]. Good prajnd can be mixed with defiled
prajnd, as when moments of good and defiled prajnd succeed one
another. In the same way, when one says that a mind defiled by desire is
not liberated, one is speaking of a mind that is not necessarily associated
with aaving, but which is oppressed by craving [craving is not aaive,
samuddcaran\ but its traces remain and the mind is oppressed]. When
an ascetic avoids aaving, [that is, by suppressing its traces and repairing
the bad state, dausfhulya, of the mind], then the mind is liberated. In the
same way prajnd, defiled by ignorance (bad prajnd), is not pure: it is
oppressed, even when it is good, by ignorance.
What is capable234 of arresting the imaginations of a scholar?
Ignorance is not, in its nature, prajnaThe scholar who maintains that ignorance is all the defilements
(kiefas) is refuted at the same time.236 If ignorance is all the defilements,
it cannot be named separately among the yokes (samyojanas), etc; it is
not associated with views and with the other defilements; Scripture
should not say, "The mind, defiled by desire, is not liberated," but rather,
"The mind defiled by ignorance . . . " Do you say that one expresses
oneself in this manner in order to be more specific, and that the Sutra
should say, "The mind, defiled by ignorance which consists of desire, is
not liberated?" In this hypothesis, Scripture should specify what type of
ignorance it is that hinders the purity of the prajnd: now it says, "Prajnd
defiled by ignorance is not purified."
If you hold that ignorance is a separate dharma, and not merely a
certain type of prajnd, you should define it.
Ignorance is the non-samprakhydna of the Four Truths, the Three
Jewels, of aaion and its result. [Samprakhydna is the same thing as
prajrid, discernment, or Jnana, knowledge].237
What is non-samprakhydna?
It is Tiot'Samprakhydna, nor absenceof->samprakhyana, in the same
way that avidydis not non-vidyd or absence-of-f*/^. It is then a certain
separate dharma, the opposite of samprakhydna.
Good enough; but as for ignorance, you have not told us the nature
of asamprakhyana.
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Definitions are often thus, that is, not definitions through self
lature or essence, but definitions through funaioa For example, the eye
s defined as "the pure rupa that serves as a support for the eye
ronsciousness" because one does not know this invisible rupa except
:hrough inference (Chap, ix, French trans, p. 231.). [In the same way the
inique nature oiavidyd is known through its aaion {karman) or aaivity
[kdritra); this aaion is contrary to vidyddso it is thus a dharma contrary
[vipaksa) to vidyd].
***

The Bhadanta Dharmatrata defines ignorance in the following
erms: asmUi sattvamayana.238
Does this may and differ from asmimdna (v. 10)?
The Bhadanta answers: As the Sutra says,239 "I know, I see—
hrough the perfea abandoning and the perfea knowledge of desire, of
iews, mayands, attachments and latent defilements to the idea of self
a$magrdha)\ to the idea of mine (mamagrdha), to asmindna240—
without shade,241 Parinirvana." [This Sutra shows that mayand—in the
ingular since it is a genre—is distina from asmimdna].
So be it, there is mayand; but from whence do you hold that it is
jnorance?
The Bhadanta answers: Because one cannot identify mayand with
ny other defilement, since it is named separately from desire, views,
nd asmimdna.
But could it not be a mdna other than asmimdna} [Mdna is in f aa six
r sevenfold, v. 10]. However we would have to say too much in order to
smplete this examination. Let us stop here.
***

As for ndmarupa242 rupa has already been explained (19).
30a. Ndman are the skandhas that are not rupa.245
The four nonmaterial skandhas,—sensation, ideas, samskdras, and
>nsciousness, are called ndman, for ndman signifies "that which bends,
elds," (namatiti ndma).
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The nonmaterial skandhas bend, [that is, "are active," pravartante,
"arise," utpadyante], towards the objea (artha) by reason of name
(ndman), the organs, and the object.244
In this phrase, "by reason of name," one takes the word "name" in its
popular sense, (samjndkarana, ii.47a, English trans, p. 250), as a
"designation," which designates and causes to be understood either a
collection, "cattle," "horses," etc.,ora single thing, "rupa" "taste," etc.
Why is samjndkarana termed "name?"
Because the samjndkarana causes the nonmaterial skandhas to bend
(namayatiti noma) towards their objea.
According to another explanation, the nonmaterial skandhas are
termed ndman, because, then the body dissolves, these skandhas bend,
that is, go towards another existence.245
***

We have already explained the six dyatanas (i.9).
*#*
30b. There are six contaas. They arise from encounter.246
The first is the contaa of the eye, and the sixth is contaa of the
manas or mind (Digha, iii.243, etc.)
They arise from the coming together of three things, an organ, its
objea, and a consciousness.
One can see indeed that there can be a coming together of the five
material organs, with their objeas and their corresponding consciousnesses, for the three are simultaneous. But the mental organ or
manas (manodhdtu) is destroyed when a mental consciousness (manovijnana) arises (i.172); and the objea (i.e., dharmas) of this consciousness can be future: how can there be a coming together of the
three?
There is a coming together because the organ (the manas) and the
objea (the dharmas) are the causal conditions of the mental consciousness; or rather because the organ, the objea and the consciousness
produce the same single effea, namely the contaa.
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***

What is the nature of contact?
The masters are not in agreement.
Some—[the Sautrantikas]—say: Contact is merely the coming
together itself. According to the Sutra, 'The coming together, the
encounter, the meeting of these dharmas is contact."247
Others—[the Sarvastivadins]—say: Contact is a dharma associated
with the mind (ii.24, English trans, p. 190), distina from any coming
together.248 According to the Smra of the Six Hexades,249 "The six
internal sources of consciousness (ayat anas, eye, etc.), the six external
sources of consciousness (visible things, etc), the six consciousness, the
six contacts, the six sensations, and the six desires." The Sutra thus
knows of the six contacts, together with the six categories of internal
ay at anas, external ayatanas, and the consciousnesses: [thus the contacts
are separate dharmas; for the Sutra does not contain any repetition or
double usages].
[The Sautrantikas explain this Sutra:] If the Sutra does not contain
any repetition, it follows that sensations and desires exist apart from the
dharmayatana which is the sixth internal source of consciousness (the
object of the manas), since you can hold only that the first two categories
(six organs and six objects) refer to the organs and their objects without
any relation to the consciousness.
[Reply of the Sautrantika, the Bhadanta Srllabha:] Every eye and
visible thing is not the cause of a visual consciousness, as all visual
consciousness is not the result of the eye and a visible thing. 25° Thus
what is defined as contact in the Sutra, "Six collections of contacts," is the
eye, a visible thing and the consciousnesses which are cause and effect.
(See p. 428, line 13a).
But how do the Sarvastivadins, who maintain that contact exists
apart from the coming together of any eye, a visible thing and a
consciousness, explain the Sutra, 'The coming together (samgati), the
encounter, the meeting of these dharmas is contact?"
They do not read the Sutra in this form;251 or rather they say that the
expression is metaphorical:252 when the text says "the coming
together," it means "the result of the coming together."
But this discussion is taking us too far afield253
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***

The Abhidharmikas think that contact is a dharma, a separate
entity.
30c-d Five are contact through (actual) contact; the sixth is
so-called through denomination.254
The contact of the eye, the ear, etc., have sapratigha organs (i.29b)
for their support (dfraya); thus they are termed pratigha spar $ a taking
their name from their support.255
The sixth, the contact of the mental organ, is called adhivacanasamsparfa.256
What is the meaning of the term adhivacanam
Adhivacana is a name.257
Now name is the object (alambana) par excellence of contact
associated with the mental consciousness. In fact it is said, "Through the
visual consciousness, he knows blue; but he does not know, 'It is blue;'
through the mental consciousness, he knows blue and he knows, It is
blue/"258
Thus the contact of the mental organ takes its name—a contact of
denomination—from its characteristic object.
According to another opinion,259 one takes into account the fact that
only the mental consciousness is activated (pravartate) with regard to its
objeas (color, etc.), or applies itself to its object, by reason of expression
or speech (adhikrtya vacanam = vacanam avadhatya):260 mental
consciousness is thus adhivacana. The contact (sparfa) that is associated
with it is thus called adhivacanasamsparia.
#*#

The sixth contact is of three types:
31a-b. Contact of knowledge, non-knowledge, other: which are
respectively pure, defiled, other.261
These are the contacts associated with vidya, that is, with pure
prajna-, with avidya, that is, with defiled non-knowledge; and with
naivavidya-navidyd, that is, with good, but impure prajnd.

***

In considering the contact of non-knowledge which is associated
with all the defilements and which is always active,262 one distinguishes
the two:
31c. Contacts of antipathy and sympathy
which are associated with hatred and with desire.

Contact in its totality, is threefold.
3Id. Three contacts, leading to pleasure (sukhavedya), etc.263
These are contacts that lead to the acquisition of pleasure, of
suffering, and of neither pleasure nor suffering. These contacts are so
called because they are beneficial to pleasure, to suffering, and to neither
pleasure nor suffering [that is: propitious to the sensation of pleasure,
etc., = sukhavedamya, etc.] (Pdnini, 5,1.1); or rather because "that" is
felt or can be felt (vedyate tadvedayiturh vasakyam) (Panini, 3,1.169).
"That" is sensation, vedana. The contact where a pleasure should be
felt (sukham vedyam), is a contact that is called sukhavedya. There is in
fact an agreeable (sukha) sensation there.
*##

We have defined the sixfold contact, contact of the eye, etc.
32a. Six sensations arise from contact.264
That is: sensation arisen from contact with the eye, etc.
32a-b. Five are bodily sensations and one is mental.
The five sensations that arise from the contact of the eye and from
the other bodily organs, having for support (asraya) the bodily organs,
are bodily. The sixth sensation arises from contact with the manas: its
support is the mind (manas) so it is mental or caitasi.
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[The Sautrantikas] ask if the sensation is later than, or simultaneous
to contact.
The Vaibhasikas maintain that sensation and contact are simultaneous, being sahabhilhetu, "reciprocal causes" (ii.50a).
[The Sautrantikas:] How can two things arisen together be "that
which produces" (janaka) and "that which is produced" (janya)?
[The Vaibhasikas:] Why would they not be?
[The Sautrantikas:] When two things arise together, how could the
dharma "which produces" have any efficacy with regard to the dharma
"to be produced," which has already arisen?
[The Vaibhasikas:] This argument (sddhana) only repeats the thesis
(pratijna) that two things arisen together cannot be "that which
produces" and "that which is produced."
[The Sautrantikas:] We would say then that, in your hypothesis,
there would be reciprocal causality of two dharmas arisen together.
[The Vaibhasikas:] But this is not a fault, for we admit this
consequence. We define sahabhilhetu as ye mithahphalah, "The
dharmas that are results of one other are a sahabhu cause" (ii.50c).
[The Sautrantikas:] So be it, that is your system. But the Sutra
condemns this system. It says, "By reason of the contact of the eye, there
arises a sensation which arises from the contact of the eye;" it does not
say, "By reason of the sensation which arises from the contact of the eye,
the contact of the eye arises." And again the thesis that "Two things
arisen together can be cause and result" is in contradiction to the
characteristics of a cause. It is taken for granted that the dharma which
produces another dharma is not simultaneous to this other dharma', a
seed precedes its shoot; milk precedes dadhi\ a blow precedes the noise;
and the manas (the mental organ) precedes the mental consciousness
(manovijndna) (i.17).
[The Vaibhasikas:] We do not deny that a cause is sometimes earlier
than its result; but we affirm that a cause and its result can be
simultaneous: for example, the visual organ and color, and the visual
consciousness; or the primary elements {mahahhutas) and "secondary
(bhautika) matter."
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[The Sautrantikas:] We do not admit your examples: the visual
organ and color precede the visual consciousness; but the primary
elements and derived matter, which are simultaneous, arise together
from a complex of earlier causes.
The Vaibhasikas: Contact and sensation are simultaneous, like the
shoot and its shade.265
***

According to another opinion, [the Bhadanta Srllabha]: Sensation is
later than contact. There is first the organ and the object (first moment),
then the consciousness (second moment); contact is the "coming
together," that is, the quality of cause and result of these three: organ and
object, and consciousness; finally (third moment) there arises sensation
which has contact for its cause.
The Vaibhasikas: In this theory, there is no sensation wherever
there is consciousness: for there is consciousness in the second and third
moment, but sensation only in the third And all consciousness is not
contact, for there is contact only in the first two moments.
[Srilabha:] No. One sensation, having for its cause an earlier contact,
exists at the moment of a later contact: thus all contact is accompanied
by sensation.
[The Vaibhasikas:] According to you, there would thus be simultaneous contact and a sensation of different objects: a sensation
produced by earlier contact of color would exist at the moment of a
second contact of sound. Now a sensation produced by a contact of color
should have this color for its object, for a sensation cannot have an object
different from the object of the consciousness with which it is associated
[and this consciousness, produced by color, should have color for its
object]. Thus you are forced to an inadmissible conclusion.
[Srllabha:] Let us say then that consciousness is not always contact,
and that it is not always accompanied by sensation. The consciousness of
color, contemporaneous with the contact of sound, is not contact, but is
accompanied by sensation. The consciousness of the sound is contact,
but it is not accompaned by sensation.
[The Vaibhasikas:] This theory is incompatible with the rule of the
universal (sarvatraga) or mahabhumika dharmas (ii.23c-d). This rule
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establishes that ten dharmas,—sensation, contaa, idea, etc.—are
associated with every mental state.
[Srilabha:] Upon what authority does this rule rest?
[The Vaibhasikas:] On the Sastra or Abhidharma.266
[Srllabha:] We recognize Sutra and not Sastra as authority. For the
Blessed One said that recourse is to the Sutra.267 Or rather we propose
for the doctrine of the mahabhumikas an interpretation different from
yours.
[The Vaibhasikas:] What then is the meaning of the expression
mahdbhumika"i26s
[The Sautrantikas:] There are three bhumis or spheres, 1. savitarkasavicdra: Kamadhatu and the First Dhyana, 2. avitarka-savicdra: the
intermediate dhyana, and 3. avitarka-avicdra: the Second Dhyana, etc.
(viii.23c); three other bhumis, good, bad, and neutral [that is, the good,
bad, and neutral dharmas]', and three other bhumis, of Saiksas, Asaiksas,
and neither-Saiksa-nor-Asaiksa [that is, the pure dharmas of the Saiksa
and ASaiksa, and the impure dharmas, ii.70c].269 The mental dharmas
which are found in all these bhumis210 are called mahdbhumika [these
are sensation, volition, as ii.24]; those which are found only in a good
bhumi are called kusalamahdbhumika [these are faith, etc., as ii.25];
those which are found only in a defiled bhumi are called klesamahdbhumika [these are ignorance, etc., as ii.26]. But all these dharmas are
called mahdbhumika, kusalamahdbhumika, and klesamahdbhumika
because they can be found in the bhumi proper to them: but it is false
that they are necessarily found all at once. Sensation, for example, exists
in all the bhumis, as too ideas, volition, etc.: but this does not mean that
every mental state includes all these dharmas, sensation, etc.271
Certain masters observe that the category of the akusalamahabhumikas, at first unknown, has been added later;272 and the Sutras
would suggest this idea.273
[The Vaibhasikas:] If sensation is later than contact, you have to take
into account the Sutra, "By reason of the eye and visible things there
arises visual consciousness; the coming together of the three is contact;
together there arises (sahajdbd) sensation, ideas, volition."274
[The Sautrantikas:] This Sutra say that sensation, ideas and volition
arise together; it does not say that they arise together with contact: we
say that they arise together among themselves.275 Let us observe also
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that the word "together" (saha) is used, not only to indicate simultaneity,
but also to indicate immediate succession. The Sutra, for example, says,
"He cultivates the part of Bodhi called mindfulness together (sahagata)
with compassion."276 Now compassion, which is always "worldly,"
evidently cannot be simultaneous to a part of Bodhi: for the parts of
Bodhi are always transworldly. Thus the Sutra not only does not prove
that sensation is simultaneous to contact; it does not even prove that
sensation, ideas and volition are associated with, and simultaneous to
consciousness (visual consciousness, etc).
[The Sarvastivadins:] But the Sutra says, "The dharmas of
sensation, ideas, volition, and consciousness are mixed; they are not
separate."277 "Mixed" signifies "arisen together." From this Sutra we
conclude that there are no consciousnesses, sensations, ideas or volitions
which are not simultaneous.
[The Sautrantikas:] But what is the meaning of the word "mixed",
samsrspa! We read in the Sutra that you have just quoted,278 "That which
he feels (vedayata), he thinks of (cetayate)\ that about which he thinks,
he grasps an idea of (samjandti)\ that about which he grasps an idea of,
he discerns (vijandti)"219 In other words, the same thing is the object
(alambana) of sensation, volition, and consciousness. The question is
thus posed whether sensation, volition and ideas are called mixed
because they have the same object—which is our opinion—or because
they are simultaneous, as you say.
[The Vaibhasikas: 28°] The word samsrspa refers to simultaneous
things. It is said in fact that life (ayus) and warmth (usmaka) are
samsrspa.281 They cannot be samsrspa except through simultaneity, not
by the fact that they would have a common object, since they do not have
any object. Furthermore the Sutra says, "The coming together of the
three is contact." How could there be a consciousness without there
being a coming together of the three? How could there be encounter of
the three without there being contact? Thus all consciousness is
accompanied by contact and all contact is accompanied by sensation, etc.
But this discussion is carrying us too far afield. Let us return to our
subject.
***
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We have explained, in summary, mental (caitast) sensation.
32c-d. This same sensation is of eighteen types by reason of the
objects of the mind (manopavicdras).2*2
Mental sensation is made up of eighteen types, because there are six
upavicdras of satisfaaion (samanasya), six of dissatisfaaion {daurmanasya), and six of indifference (upeksa) (ii.7): these are the upavicdras of
satisfaaion relating to visible things, sounds, color, tastes, tangible
things, and the dharmas; the same for the upavicdras of dissatisfaaion
and indifference.
How does one distinguish these eighteen?
In considering their nature, their quality of being sensation, the
upavicdras are three: of satisfaction, dissatisfaction, and indifference;
considering their quality of associates, they are one, all being associated
with the mental consciousness; and considering their objeas, they are
six: having visible things, sounds, etc., for their objeas. We answer then
that one must take into account, at one and the same time, these three
qualities.283
There is no variety in the object of the first fifteen upavicdras: the
objea of manopavicdra relating to visible things is only these visible
things... But, as for the three dharmopavkdras—the three upavicdras
(satisfaaion, etc.) relating to the dharmas—one would distinguish: they
can arise relating to the distina dharmas of the five sense objects; in this
case, their objea presents no variety, and is not mixed; they can bear on
one, two, three,... six categories of dharmas (visible things, sounds,...
dharmas); in this case, their objea is mixed284
What is the meaning of the expression manopavicdra?
Why are the different types of mental sensation (satisfaaion, etc.)
called manopavicdra}
The Vaibhasikas say wrongly, "Because satisfaaion, dissatisfaaion,
and indifference are supported by the manas in order to grasp visible
things, etc., as an objea (upavicaranti = dlambante)."2*^
According to another opinion, "Because satisfaaion, dissatisfaaion,
and indifference cause the manas to reconsider {upavicdrayanti) visible
things, etc."286 For it is by reason of sensation (sensation of satisfaction,
etc.) that the manas repeatedly considers visible things, etc.

***

Objections or difficulties. 1. Why not define bodily (kdyikt) sensation
as manopavicdra.
Without doubt bodily sensation has the manas for its support, but it
also has the material organs (eye, etc) for its support. It is free from
vikalpa (like the visual consciousness, etc, to which it is associated, i.33,
trans, p. 97); and it is no longer upavicarikd, [that is9 susceptible of
"consideration," samthikd].2*7
2. But why is the sukha of the Third Dhyana (viii.9b), which is of the
sphere of a single manas, not placed among the manopavicara}
[The Vaibhasikas say (wrongly),288] "Because, initially, that is, in
Kamadhatu, there is no sukha which is of the sphere of the manas, [In
Kamadhatu, sukha is solely bodily sensation]; and because there does
not exist any duhkha-upavicdra which would oppose the sukhaupavicdra that you imagine."
3. But, if the upavicdras are only of the sphere of the manas, you have
to take into account the Sutra which says, "Having seen visible things
through the eye, he considers (upavicdrati) the visible things which
satisfy {saumanasyasthdntya)."289The relationship is characterized, in
the Sutra, by the visual organ and by upavicdra.
[The Sarvastivadins answer:] 1. The Blessed One expresses himself
in this manner because he takes into consideration the fact that the
upavicdras can be produced by the five sense consciousnesses. The
upavicdras are no less that the sphere of the single manas: in the same
way, for example, that the aiubhds (meditation on a cadaver turning
blue, etc, vi.9), which are produced by the visual consciousness, are of the
sphere of the manas: these meditations, in fact, suppose absorption; 2.
on the other hand, the Suutra says, "Having seen visible things...," it
does not say, "Seeing visible things . . . ," which would justify your
objection; 3. there is upavicdra of the visible things, etc, without having
seen them, etc (For example one can "consider" the visible things that
one intends to speak of, with satisfaction). If it were otherwise, a being
in Kamadhatu could not "consider" the visible things, sounds and
tangible things of Rupadhatu [which he does not perceive], and a being
of Rupadhatu would not be able to consider the smells and tastes of
Kamadhatu; 4. the Sutra says, "Having seen visible things . . . he
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considers visible things," because his "consideration" is "clearer" when it
bears on an object which is "experienced." It is not doubtful that, having
seen a visible thing, one cannot consider the sound [which accompaned
the visible thing]; there is here "consideration" or upavkdra, of a sound
not experienced: but the text, in order to avoid any confusion, makes a
correspondence between the organs and the objeas which correspond
to them.
***

The objects are given, in the Sutra, as saumanasyasthdmya, etc.,
"which produce satisfaaion, dissatisfaaion, or indifference." Are they
such by their natures?
No. The same objea can be saumanasthaniya for one person, but
daurmanasyasthdniya for another. It all depends on the "series," on the
dispositions of the mind itself.
#*#

Among the manopavicdras, how many are in Kamadhatu? Which
Dhatu takes the manopavicdras of Kamadhatu for its objea? The same
questions for the other two Dhatus.
33a. In Kamadhatu all of the manopavicdras have their own
Dhatu for their objea.
The eighteen manopavicdras are produced among beings in
Kamadhatu, but all can have Kamadhatu for their objea.
33b. Rupadhatu is the objea of twelve.
Twelve of them can have Rupadhatu for their objea, with the
exception of the three manopavicdras (of satisfaaion, dissatisfaaion,
and indifference) relative to odor and the three relative to taste, since
odors and tastes do not exist in Rupadhatu (i.30b).
33c. The highest Dhatu (=Arupyadhatu) is the objea of three.
Three, namely the dharmanopavicdras, can have Arupyadhatu for
their objea, but not the fifteen others, since visible things, etc., do not
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exist in Arupyadhatu (viii.3c).
***
In Rupadhatu, one must distinguish the first two Dhyanas and the
last two.
33d. In two Dhyanas, twelve.
In Rupadhatu the upavicdras of dissatisfaction (daurmanasya) are
completely absent. [In the first two Dhyanas there exists six upavicdras
of satisfaaion and six of indifference].
34a. All have Kamadhatu for their object.
These twelve can have Kamadhatu for their object.
34b. Eight have their own Dhatu for their object.
Eight of them can have Rupadhatu for their object, with the
exception of the upavicdras of odor and taste.
34c. Two have Arupyadhatu for their object.290
Two can have Arupyadhatu for their object, namely the dhannopavicdras of satisfaaion and indifference.
34d. But, in the other two Dhyanas, six.
The upavicdras of dissatisfaction and satisfaaion are absent in the
last two Dhyanas.
34e. Kamadhatu is the objea of six.
There remains then the six upavicdras of indifference which have
the visible things, sounds, odors, tastes, tangible things, and dharmas of
Kamadhatu for their objea.
34f. Of their own Dhatu, four.
The visible things, sounds, tangible things, and dharmas of
Rupadhatu.
34g. The highest Dhatu (=Arupyadhatu) is the objea of one.
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The dharmas of Arupyadhaatu.
***
In Arupyadhatu, one must distinguish the preliminary absorption of
Aka£anantyayatana and the absorption which follows it:
35a. In the preliminary stage of Arupyadhatu
In the Karika, the word "ampisamanta" signifies Akasanantyayatanasamantaka (viii.22). Four upavicaras: the upavicaras of indifference
(upeksa) with regard to visible things, sounds, tangible things and
dharmas of the Fourth Dhyana are produced in this absorption.
35b. four have Rupadhatu for their object.
This is the opinion of the masters who think that the mind of this
absorption is vyavacchinndlambana, that is, that it considers visible
things, sounds, etc., separately.
According to other masters, this mind is paripinditdlambana: it
considers the five skandhas of the Fourth Dhyana without any
distinction; for these masters, this absorption is thus made up of only
one upavicdra which has for its objea the Fourth Dhyana, namely the
dharmopavicara of mixed objects.
35c. One has the highest sphere for its objea.
In this same absorption, in Arupyadhatu, there is only the
dharmopavicara.
35d In Arupyadhatu itself, one,
In the principle (maula)291 Dhatu, or Arupyadhatu itself, there is
only one upavicdra, dharmopavicara
35e. which has its own Dhatu for its objea.
which has Arupyadhatu for its objea. As we shall see, the mind, in the
principle absorption of Arupyadhatu, does not grasp lower Dhatus for
its objea (viii.21).
35f. All of these eighteen are impure.
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There is no upavicdra which is pure.
A being born in Kamadhatu who has not taken possession of a good
mind of Rupadhatu [by penetration into Anagamya, viii.22; who is all
the more not detached from Kamadhatu and who has not entered into
the Dhyanas], is in possession of (samanvdga$a\ ii.36b): 1. the eighteen
upavicdras of Kamadhatu; 2. the eight upavicdras of the First and Second
Dhyana (four of satisfaction and four of indifference, having visible
things, sounds, tangible things and dharmas for their objects). The
upavicdras of satisfactfon and indifference, having for their objea the
odors and tastes of Kamadhatu, which are produced in the Dhyanas, are
not defiled [since the possessor of the Dhyanas is in Kamadhatu]: hence
the being in question is not filled with these upavicdras [for a being in an
lower sphere is filled with the defiled dharmas of the superior spheres];
3. the four upavkdras (of indifference) of the last two Dhyanas [same
remark as for 2]; and 4. an upavicdra (dharmopavkdra) of the sphere of
Arupyadhatu, also defiled
When this being has obtained a good mind of Rupadhatu [by
penetrating into Anagamya], but is not detached from Kamadhatu, he is
filled with: 1. the eighteen upavicdras of Kamadhatu; 2. the ten
upavicdras of the First Dhyana: four upavicdras\ defiled, of satisfaction,
by omitting the upavicdras of odor and taste, and the six upavicdras of
indifference of the sphere of Anagamya; 3. as above for the other
Dhyanas and Arupyadhatu.
One can decide any other case on the basis of these principles.
A being in one sphere of Dhyana is in possession of a single
upavicdra of Kamadhatu, the dharmopavkdra of indifference associated
with a mind capable of creating fictive beings (nirmdnacitta, vii.49c).
*#*

Another master:292 It is in this way that the Vaibhasikas understand
the upavicdras\ but we understand the Sutra in a different way. One
cannot say of one who is detached {vitardga) from an object, a visible
thing, etc., that he produces upavicdras with regard to this objea. All the
satisfaaions, etc. (saumanasya, etc.), are not upavicdras, though they are
impure. They are upavicdras when they are "defiling" (sdmklesika),
following the expression of the Sutra, "when one has sympathy,
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antipathy, or indifference not proceeding from exact consciousness/'
And it is in order to combat these upavicdras that the six "manners of
being, or perpetual methods" (satatavihdra) are taught,293 "Having seen
a visible thing with the eye, there is no sympathy and no antipathy: he
remains indifferent in full mindfulness and conscious . . . "294 We can
show that our interpietation is correct by observing that the Arhat is not
without experiencing a satisf aaion of a worldly order (and consequently
impure), but good, having a dharma for its object295 (that is, the
dharmaydtana, i.24, or the adhigama or dgama, viii.39a). What he
arrests is the satisfaction which, being defiled, is upavkdra.196
By distinguishing those states of satisfaction, dissatisfaction, and
indifference on the basis of those which have craving for their principle
component and those which have "leaving" (the desire for liberation)
for their principal component, we have the thirty-six "points of the
Master" (fdstrpada), so called because this distinction has been taught by
the Master.297
***

The divisions of the parts of existence {bhavdnga) called sensation,
and which we have just described, are still very numerous.
*#*

The other parts of existence will not be explained here.
36a. The others have been explained or will be explained later.
The consciousness and the six dyatanas have been explained in the
First Chapter (i.16,9); the samskaras and existence will be explained in
Chapter Four; desire and attachment, in Chapter Five.
***

We have said (iii.26) that Pratityasamutpada is defilement (klesa),
aaion (karman) and a "substantial entity" (vastu).
36b-d. It is explained that defilement is like a seed, a Naga, a root,
a tree, a husk of grain.298
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As a stalk, leaves, etc., arise from a seed, so too defilement arises
from defilement, action, and a real, substantial entity.
A pond where Nagas live does not dry up; in the same way the ocean
of births where this Naga which is defilement remains does not dry up.
The tree whose root is not cut off continues to grow even through
one cuts and re-cuts its greenery; in the same way, as long as this root,
defilement, is not cut off, the realms of rebirth continue to grow.
A tree gives forth flowers and fruits at different times; in the same
way it is not at one and the same time that this tree, the defilement, gives
forth a defilement, action and a substantial entity.
Grain, even though intact, does not germinate when it is stripped of
its husk; in the same way action must be associated with this husk which
is defilement in order to bear fruit in a new existence.
37a-b. Action is like grain with its husk, grass, flower.
Action is like grain with its husk. It is like grass that dies when the
fruit is ripe: in the same way, when the action has matured, it no longer
matures any more. It is like a flower, the immediate cause of the arising
of the fruit: in the same way it is the immediate cause of retribution.
37c. The substantial entity (vastu) is like food and drink. 2 "
Food and drink are not reproduced in food and drink: they are not
good except by being consumed: so too the "entity" which is retribution.
A new retribution does not preceed from retribution, for, in this
hypothesis, deliverance would then be impossible.
###

The series {samtana) of the skandhas, in its continual process, is
only a succession of the four existences (bhava) that we have defined
(iii.10 and foil.), namely intermediate existence (antardbhava), existence
as arising (upapattibhava), existence in and of itself (purvakalabhava),
and existence at death (naranabhava).
37d-38b. Among the four existences, existence as arising is
always defiled, and by all the defilements of the sphere to which
it belongs.
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It is always defiled, never good or neutral. When arising takes place
in a certain sphere {bhumi: Kamadhatu, First Dhyana, etc.), all the
defilements (klesa)500 of this sphere defile it. The Abhidharmikas say,
"Among the defilements, there is not a single one that does not defile
the mind at rebirth (pratisamdhibandha); but rebirth takes place solely
through defilements, not by the wrappings (jparyavasthanas) called
svatantra [, through jealousy, egoism, anger, or hypocrisy, which are
only associated with ignorance] (v.47).
Although this state—the state of death—is bodily and mentally
"weak" (mandika),501 when a person has habitually practiced a certain
defilement,302 this defilement, thus "projected," becomes aaive at the
moment of death.
38c. The other existences are of three types.303
Intermediate existence (antardbhava), existence in and of itself
(purvakalabhava), and existence at death {maranabhava) can be good,
bad, or neutral.
***

Are the four existences produced in all the Dhatus?
38c. Three in the Arupyas.304
With the exception of intermediate existence. All four existences
exist in Kamadhatu and Rupadhatu.
***

We have finished the exposition of Pratityasamutpada.
Now how do beings, once they are born, last?
38d. Everyone lasts through food.305
A Sutra says, "A dharma has been proclaimed by the Blessed One
who knows and sees, that all beings last through food"
There are four foods, food by the mouthful {kavadikara ahara),
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contact (sparfa), mental volition {manahsarhcetand), and consciousness
(vijndna).m
Food by the mouthful is coarse or subtle. Food by the mouthful of
intermediate beings (who nourish themselves on odors, from whence
their name of Gandharva, iii.30c), the food of the gods, and the food of
humans at the beginning of the cosmic age (pradthamakalpika, iii.97c) is
subtle, because this food, like oil poured out into the sand, completely
penetrates into the body and does not give forth any excrement
(nisyandddbhdvdt).307 Or rather the food of subtle beings is subtle, for
example a being born from moisture (yuka, etc.), one newly-born
(bdlaka), [the embryonic being,] etc
39a-b. Food by the mouthfuls exists in Kamadhatu; it consists of
three ay at anas.
Only beings free from desire with regard to this food arise in the two
higher Dhatus; thus this food exists only in Kamadhatu.
It consists of odors, tastes, and tangible things. In fact, odors, tastes
and tangible things are put in the mouth—that is, in pindas or small
balls—and then swallowed. This twofold operation is made by the
mouth and the nose which separate the morsels.
But how does one attribute the quality of food to odors, etc., which
are also found in shade (chdyd) and warm light {dtapa, i.l0a), in flames
(jvald), and in the light [of gems, etc.] (prabhd)?m
But such odors, etc., are not put in the mouth and swallowed.
According to the School, the definition, "Food consists of three
ay atanas" refers to the generality of the cases. [The odors which are
found in the shade, etc., are not food; but, in the majority of cases, odor
pertains to food].
But309 we think that, even though they are not swallowed, like the
others, since they contribute to the duration of a being, these odors are
included in the category of subtle food; as for example bathing and
unguents {snanabhyangavat\ see i. trans, p. 103).
*##

But why is rupdyatana, a visible thing (color and figure) not a food?
In fact, one swallows it by the mouthfuls.
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39c-d Rupayatana is not food, for it comforts neither its organ
nor those delivered310
Food is that which comforts the organs and the primary elements
(the mahabhutas) which are the support of the organs. Now a visible
thing, at the moment when it is swallowed—when this food, introduced
into the mouth, is eaten—does not comfort either its organ (the eye), or
the primary elements which are the support of the eye. Nor does it
comfort the other organs, since it is not their object. Without doubt, as
long as one sees it, it causes pleasure and satisfaction, it comforts: but,
what is comfort and food in this case is not the visible thing, but the
agreeable contact which has the visible thing for its object. The
explanation that we formulate here is confirmed by the fact that an
agreeable visible thing does not comfort those liberated beings who see
it. [If a visible thing were to perform the function of food when one sees
it, it would comfort persons delivered from the desire for mouthfuls of
food, namely the Anagamins and Arhats, as odors, tastes, etc. comfort
these same liberated beings when they partake of them.]
40a-b. In the three Dhatus, contact, volition, and consciousness,
when they are impure, are food311
Contact is what arises from the cooperation of the three (iii. p. 97);
mental volition is mental action (manasa karman, iv.lc); and consciousness is the consciousness skandha.312
Why are they not food when they are pure?
The Vaibhasikas say, "Food signifies that which makes existence
{bhava) grow; now if it were pure, it have the destruction of existence
for its result." It is a doctrine conforming to that of the Sutra, that food
has for a result causing to endure (sthiti)> causing to go (yapana) "those
that exist" (bhuta), of favoring (anugraha) "those desiring re-existence
(sambhavaisin)."515 Now contact, volition, and consciousness, when
they are pure, do not produce any of these two results.
"Those that exist" signifies beings who have been born; but what is
the meaning of the expression "desiring re-existence?"314
It refers to antardbbava, intermediate existence or being, which the
Blessed One designated by five names:
40c-41a. Mind created (manomaya), desiring re-existence (sam-
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bhavaisin), Gandharva (an eater of odors), intermediate existence (antardbhava), and arising (nirvrtti).
An intermediate being is called manomaya,w because he is
produced by the manas alone, and because he exists without being
supported by any exterior element, semen, blood, flower, etc.
He is called abhinirvrtti, because his nirvrtti or arising is with a view
(abhi-mukht) to arising proper (upapattibhava, existence of arising).317
That abhinirvrtti signifies an intermediate being results from the Sutra
"After having realized (abhinirvartya) a painful body, he will be reborn
in a painful world;"318 and also from the Sutra that says, "Such a person
has abandoned the bonds which cause abhinirvrtti, without having
abandoned the bonds which cause upapatti or existence."319
in a painful world;"318 and also from the Sutra that says, "Such a person
has abandoned the bonds which cause abhinirvrtti, without having
abandoned the bonds which cause upapatti or existence."319
There are four cases: 1. An ascetic detached from Kamadhatu and
Rupadhatu, when he is an Anagamin:320 he has abandoned the bonds
which cause abhinirvrtti or intermediate existence, since he will no
longer be reborn in the Dhatus where existence itself is preceeded by an
intermediate existence; but he has not abandoned the bonds which cause
upapatti, existence proper, for he will be reborn in Arupyadhatu; 2. an
Anagamin destined to obtain Nirvana in an intermediate existence (an
antardparinirvdyin, iii. p. 387): he is bound with the bonds of
abhinirvrtti, but freed from upapatti', 3. an Arhat, who has abandoned
the two types of bonds; and 4. all other persons who are not included in
the preceeding categories, who have not abandoned any of the two types
of bonds.
According to another explanation, the bhutas (p. 441, line 31) are
the Arhats: the word sambhavaisin designates all beings who desire
(satrsnd), and who are as a consequence reborn.
#**

What are the foods that fulfill these two functions of causing to last
and "favoring [re-existence]?"321
According to the Vaibhasikas,322 the four foods perform these two
functions.323 Food by the mouthful has for its result the re-existence of
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those who are attached to it. This is proved by the Sutra. The Blessed
One said, "The four foods are the root of sickness, abcesses, and thorns.
[Sickness, abcesses, and thorns signifies the five updddnaskandhas of a
new existence]; and are the condition (pratyaya) of old age and death.
[And old age and death is the old age and death of a future existence, see
above, p. 404]." 324
[It is evident that food by the mouthful causes living beings to
last.]But how does mental intentional action, or volition (manahsamcetana), possess this power?325
Once upon a time there was a man, who in a time of poverty desired
to go to another land. But he was exhausted by his hunger and his two
sons were young. Feeling that he was going to die, he filled a sack with
ashes, placed this sack on a wall, and encouraged his sons by telling them
that this sack contained grain. The two children, through hope, lived a
long time. But another man came and took the sack and opened it. The
children saw that it was ashes, and their hope being crushed, they died
So too once upon a time some merchants travelled by ship on the
open sea; tormented by hunger and thirst, they saw in the distance a
mass of foam and believed that it was a river; hope gave them the force
to go to that place and prolong their life; but, arriving, they found out
what it was, and their hopes being crushed, they died.326
We also read in the Sarhgitiparyaya?21 "Large marine animals reach
firm ground, lay their eggs on the beach, bury them in the sand, and go
back to the ocean. If the mother forgets the eggs, they will perish."
This edition cannot be correct,328 for it is impossible that the mind
of another would be food. Thus we should read, "If the eggs think of
their mother, they will not perish; but if they forget their mother, they
will perish."
**#

Yet one cannot doubt that all the impure dharmas increase bhava or
existence. Why did the Blessed One teach that the foods are four in
number?
Because he refers to the essentials:
41. Among the foods, two have for their result the growth of the
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asraya (the body) and the dirita (the mind), and two have for
their result the projection and the production of a new
existence.329
The asraya is the body with its organs, which is the support (asraya)
of what is supported (dsrita) by it: namely the mind and its mental
states. Food by the mouthful makes the body grow, while contact makes
the mind grow. 33° These two foods which cause that which is born to
live, and which are similar to a wet-nurse, are the major items for the
duration of a being who is born.
Mental volitional action (manahsarhcetand) which is active, projects
a new existence; this new existence, thus projected, is produced
(nirvrttd) from the seed which is the consciousness "informed" through
action.331 Mental volitional action and the consciousness are thus the
two foods which cause birth, which are similar to a mother, and which
are the major items for the production of the existence of a being who
has not yet been born.
Is everything which is "by the mouthful" (kavadikdra) food?332
There are "mouthfuls" which are not food Four cases: 1. kavadikdra
which is not food: that which, being taken in the mouth, has for its result
the diminution of the organs and the destruction of the primary
elements which support them; 2. food without being kavadikdra'.
namely contact, mental volitional action, and the consciousness; 3.
kavadikdra which is food: that which, being taken in the mouth, has for
its result the growth of the organs and the increase of the primary
elements; and 4. neither kavadikdra nor food: sound, etc
The same, by changing the terms, for the other foods.
##*

Is there contact, mental volitional action, and consciousness, which
has for its result the growth of the organs and the increase of the
elements, without this contact, etc., being food?
Yes: those which belong to a sphere different from the sphere in
which the being in question is born, and, in all the spheres, those which
are pure.333
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That which consumed (paribhukta) is harmful to one who has
consumed it (praibhoktar) nevertheless receives the name of food.
According to the Vaibhasikas, in fact, it is for two# moments that the
thing consumed performs the function of food: 1. as soon as it is
consumed, it dispels hunger and thirst; and 2. digested, it increases the
organs and the primary elements {Vibhasa, TD 27, p. 676c25).334
***

This leads to another question.
How many foods are there is the different realms of rebirth, and in
the different wombs?
All are in alL
How can you say that there is, in the hells, food by the mouthful?
The red balls of fire and molten copper are food335
If this is the case, if that which is harmful is food, then the theory of
the four cases [of the Samgttiparydya, note 332] is rejected, as well as the
definitions of the Prakaranagrantha (7.5; see also Vibhasa, TD 27, p.
674al, 676a26, and 779c4) which says, "What is food by the mouthful?
Mouthful by reason of which there is increase of the organs, and the
increase and maintainance of the primary elements," and the rest.
The doctrine of the existence of food by the mouthful in the hells is
not in contradiction with the definitions that you appeal to. These
definitions, in fact, are applied to food insofar as it increases.336 But the
objects of consummation which have for their result to diminish,
nevertheless possess, in the hells, the characteristics of food:337 they
dispel, at least for a time, hunger and thirst. Further, in the pradefika
hells (iii.59c), food by the mouthful exists as among humans. Hence
food by the mouthful exists in the five realms of rebirth.
***

With respect to food by the mouthful, let us examine the Sutra:
There is one who feeds one hundred non-Buddhist Rsis detached from
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Kamadhatu, and there is one who feeds a single jambusandagata
prthagjana: but this last gift is much more fruitful that the first." What
does the expression "jambusandagata prthagjana" mean?
[Three opinions in the Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 678a26] 1. According to
the first opinion,jambusanda signifyingJambudvlpa,338 so this signifies,
"All beings inhabiting Jambudvlpa who have a stomach."339
This explanation is inadmissable; for the expression "a Prthagjana ..." cannot designate "all beings..." Were it to have such a value,
we do not see why the Sutra would teach that a gift made to an infinite
number of Prthagjanas is more meritorious that one made to a smaller
number, to one hundred Rsis: for such would stand of itself, and there
would be nothing surprising about it. 34°
2. According to the second opinion, the Prthagjana in question is the
Bodhisattva close to Bodhi.
3. According to followers of the third opinion, the second opinion is
unsustainable: in fact a gift made to such a Bodhisattva is of incalculable
merit, and is of a merit superior to a gift made to one hundred kotis of
Arhats. The terms of the comparison would be much too low. Thus, say
the Vaibhasikas, this Prthagjana is the person who has obtained the
so-called nirvedhabhagiya roots of good.341
In our opinion, the expression jambusandagata does not etymologically signify "possessor of the nirvedhabhagtyas\ the usage does
not give that sense to this expression; neither the Sutra nor the Sastra
uses it in this sense: the wotdjambusandagata, "seated under the Jambu
tree," refers to but one Bodhisattva, [as it is said, "The Bodhisattva
Sarvarthasiddha, having left in order to go see Kr§igramaka, sat at the
foot of a jambu tree, and entered into the First Dhyana."]342 The
Bodhisattva is a Prthagjana, detached from Kamadhatu: one can thus
compare him with the non-Buddhist Rsis detached from Kamadhatu
and say that a gift made to him is more meritorious that a gift made to
Rsis.
Without doubt, a gift made to this Bodhisattva is more meritorious
than a gift made to an infinite number of Rsis: and if the Sutra says that
it is more meritorious than a gift made to one hundred Rsis, it is because
the Sutra explains the gradation of merit by multiples of one hundred:
"to feed one hundred animals, to feed one immoral person, to feed one
hundred immoral persons..." we observe that, to proceed with these
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comparisons, the Sutra does not further speak of a jambusandagata. It
does not say, "A gift made to a candidate for the results of Srotaapanna is
incomparable greater than a gift made to a jambusandagata*—which it
would say if jambusandagata were to signify "a possessor of the
nirvedhabhagtyas"—but rather, taking up again the Rsis as the term of
comparison, "A gift made to a candidate for the results of Srotaapanna is
incomparably greater than a gift made to one hundred non-Buddhist
Rsis.
***

We have seen what the pratityasamutpada of beings is, and how
beings last. We have seen also how death results from the exhaustion of
life (ayus), etc. (ii.45a, trans, p. 269). It remains for us to say which
consciousness is present at the moments of death and birth.
42a-c. Breaking, taking up again, detachment, loss of detachment, death and birth are regarded as proper to the mind
consciousness.343
It is through a single mental consciousness that the breaking and the
taking up again of the roots of good take place; the detachment either
from a Dhatu, or from a bhilmi (First DhySna, etc.), and the loss of this
detachment; and death and birth. What is true of birth is evidently true
of the beginning of the intermediate existence: it is useless to speak of
it.344
42d Death and birth, with the sensation of indifference.
The term cyuta is the equivalent of cyuti or death; the term udbhava
is the equivalent of upapatti, arising.
The mind consciousness, at death and at birth, is associated with the
sensation of indifference, upeksd, that is, with the sensation that is
neither agreeable nor disagreeable. This sensation is not active; the
other sensations are active and, as a consequence, an arising and a dying
consciousness cannot be associated with them, for, in this hypothesis, it
would itself be active.
43a. Neither the one nor the other in "absorption," nor for "one
without thought."345
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Death and birth take place in the mind consciousness (manovijndna), [for and by the manovijndna]. But death cannot take place in a
person whose mind (citta = manovijndna) is absorbed.346 An absorbed
mind is found in a sphere—First Dhyana, etc—dissimilar to Kamadhatu where we suppose the one dying and the one being born is found
On the other hand, if we consider a being who dies or who is born in a
sphere of absorption, then his mind is certainly not absorbed, for an
absorbed mind is only absorbed through effort; it is dbhisamskdrika:
thus it is always active (patu). Finally, an absorbed mind is anugrdhaka:
that is to say, by its nature, it tends to last, to cause to last; hence it is not
suitable to a cutting off of the series.
There is no longer any death or birth for "one without thought," [a
person who has entered into nirodhasamdpa&ti and asamjnisamdpatti,
ii.41d]. One who is without thought cannot be killed: when his body
(asraya = the sense apparatus, iii.41) begins to decay—either by the
action of the sword or of fire, or by the exhaustion of retribution of the
absorptions—then, of necessity, the mind bound to the body [and
exisiting as a seed in the body] becomes present and dies.347
The state of non-thought is also incompatible with birth, for it is
lacking any cause for the cutting off of the mind, and because there
cannot be a birth without defilement.348
***

Existence at death (maranabhava) can be good, bad, or neutral.
Concerning the death of the Arhat,
43b. He obtains Nirvana in two neutral minds.349
Namely, in an airyapathika mind or in a vipdkaja mind. At least
according to the masters who believe that, in Kamadhatu, a vipdkaja
mind can be indifferent (upeksdjv.4&)\ but, for the masters of an
opposing opinion (iv.47), one cannot obtain Nirvana in an airyapathika
mind.
Why is the last mind of the Arhat necessarily neutral?
Because this type of mind, being very weak, is suitable to the cutting
off of the mind, that is, to the definitive cutting off of the mind. 35°
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In which part of the body does the consciousness perish at death?
When death or "falling" (cyuti) takes place at once, the kayendriya
(organ of the body or of touch) perishes at the same time as does the
manas.
43c-44a. When death is gradual, the manas dies in the feet, at the
navel, in the heart, accordingly as the being goes below, among
humans, among the Suras, or is not reborn.351
Adhoga, "who goes below," is one who should be reborn in the
painful
should be reborn in the human realms of rebirth; suraga, "who goes
among the gods," is one who should be reborn in a heavenly realm of
rebirth. The consciousness of these beings dies respectively, in the feet,
the navel, or in the heart.
Aja, "who is not reborn," is the Arhat: his consciousness also dies in
the heart; but according to another opinion, in the head352
How does the consciousness die in a certain part of the body?
Because it is in such a part that the destruction of the organ of touch
takes place.353 [The activity of the consciousness which is nonmaterial
and outside of space, is bound to this organ—which alone remains as its
support or asraya, iii.44]. The consciousness dies through the destruction of the organ of touch, which takes place in a certain place.
Towards the end of life, the organ of touch perishes bit by bit; at the end
it remains only in a certain part of the body where it finishes by
disappearing; in the same way water placed on a hot rock diminishes
gradually and finishes by disappearing in a certain place.
***

It is thus that gradual death takes place; in general, the dying person
is afflicted by some sensations which break the vital parts.
44b. The vital parts are split by water, etc.354
Marmdni,355 or vital parts, are those parts of the body which cannot
be damaged without death ensuing.
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When one of the elements,—water, fire or wind,—is extremely
troubled, the vital parts are as if they were split by terrible sensations
which are like sharp knives. By saying that the vital parts are split, we do
not mean to say that they are split like wood. Rather one should
understand that they are henceforth incapable of aaivity quite as if they
were split.
Why are the vital parts not split by trouble of the earth element?
Because there are only three dosas, namely bile, phlegm, and wind,
which are in order the elements of water, fire, and wind.
According to another opinion, since the world perishes by these
three elements (iiilOOa), death also takes place by these three
elements.356
The vital parts of the gods are not split. But five premonitory signs
appear to a god being approached by death: 1. some of his clothes and
some of his ornaments give off unpleasant sounds; 2. the light of his
body diminishes; 3. some drops of water remain attached to his body
after his bath; 4. in spite of his natural mobility, his mind is fixed on an
object; and 5. his eyes, naturally fixed, are troubled, opening and closing.
And there are five signs of death: 1. his clothes become dirty; 2. his aura
fades; 3. sweat appears in his armpits; 4. his body emits a bad odor; and
5. the god no longer enjoys his seat.357
###

The Blessed One classified beings who arise, last, and die,358 into
three categories: those predestined to health, predestined to loss, and
not predestined
44c-d An Aryan and one guilty of anantarya transgressions are
predestined, the first to health, the second to loss.359
What is "health," samyaktva?*60
According to the Sutra, the complete abandoning of affection,
hatred, error, and all of the defilements, [that is, Nirvana].
What is an Aryan?
One in whom the Path arises, that is, the Pure Path. He is an Aryan
because he "has gone far" {aradyatah) from evil,361 since he possesses
disconnection (visamyoga, ii.55d, p.) from the defilements.
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How is the Aryan predestined to health?
Because he will certainly obtain Nirvana.
But a person who acquires the moksabhagiyas (vi.24c) will also
certainly obtain Nirvana. Why not consider him predestined to health?
Because he can commit transgressions which make him "predestined to loss;" or rather because, if he is in fact predestined for
Nirvana, the moment of his arrival at Nirvana is not fixed, as is the case
for the Aryans beginning with "he who, at a maximum, will be reborn
seven times" (saptakrtvahparama, vi.34a).
What is loss, mithydtva?
The hellish, animal, and Preta realms of rebirth. A person who
commits dnantarya transgressions (iv.96) will cerainly be reborn in hell;
he is thus predestined to loss.
One who is not predestined (aniyata) is one who is not predestined
to health or loss. Whether he becomes predestined to one or the other,
or whether he continues to not be predestined, depends in fact on his
future aaions.
#*#

We have described the world of human beings; let us pass to a
description of the receptacle or physical world {bhdjanaloka).362
45. Here is how it is thought that the receptable world is
arranged: at the bottom there is a circle of wind, immeasurable,
with a height of sixteen hundred thousand leagues.363
The great chiliocosm (iii.73) is arranged as we shall explain. At its
bottom there arises, through the force of the predominent aaions of
beings (adbipatiphala, ii.58, iv.85), a circle of wind which rests on
space.364 It is sixteen thousandyojanas (iii.88) thick; it is immeasurable
in circumference; and it is solid: a mahanagna*65 could strike at it with
his vajra and his vajra would break without the circle of wind being
scratched.
46a-b. The circle of water, eleven hundred twenty thousand
high.
By the predominate aaions of beings, there falls from massed
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clouds, upon the circle of wind, a rain the drops of which are like the
shafts of a carriage.366 This water forms a circle of water, with a
thickness of eleven hundred twenty thousand yojanas.
How do these waters not flow over the edge?367
Some say that the waters are sustained by the force of the actions of
beings, as food and drink which do not fall in the intestines before being
digested
According to another opinion, the waters are sustained by the wind,
like grain in aJbasket.
Then the water, agitated by a wind which the force of actions gives
rise to, becomes gold in its upper part, as churned milk becomes
cream:368
46c-d Then, the circle of waters is no more than eight hundred
thousand leagues in height; the rest becomes gold369
Then there is above the circle of water now reduced to eight hundred
thousand yojanas, a sphere of gold, three hundred twenty thousand
yojanas thick
47a-48a. The circle of water and gold have a diameter of twelve
hundred three thousand four hundred and fifty leagues; triple for
its perimeter.370
These two circles have the same dimensions.
On the circular sphere of gold which thus rests on the water,
48b-49c. There are Meru, Yugandhara, Isadhara, Khadiraka,
Mount Sudarsana, Asvakarna, Vinataka, and Mount Nimindhara; beyond are the continents; on the edge is Cakravada.371
Nine great mountains rest on the sphere of gold In the center there
is Meru; concentrically, the other seven are arranged around Meru;
Nimindhara forms the exterior rim that envelops Meru and the six
inner wall-mountains372—whence its name. Beyond [Nimindhara] lie
the four continents. Enveloping all is Cakravada, thus named because it
encircles the universe with its four continent and also because it has the
form of a wheel.
49d-50a. Seven mountains are made of gold; the last is made of
iron; and Meru is made of four jewels.
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Yugandhara and the six mountains that surround it are made of
gold; Cakravada is made of iron; Meru has four faces which are
respectively, from north to west, made of gold, silver, lapis and crista!
Each of these substances gives its own color to the part of space which
faces it 373 Since the face of Metu. which is turned towards Jambudvlpa is
made of lapis, our heaven is thus similar in color to lapis.
What is the origin of the different substances that make up Meru?
The waters which have fallen on the sphere of gold are rich in
different potentialities;374 under the action of the winds which possess
different efficacies, they disappear and make room for different jewels. It
is thus that the waters are transformed into jewels: the water is the
cause, the jewels are a result different from the cause, and there is no
simultaneity. This is quite different from the concept of transformation
(parindma)375 that the Samkhyas imagine.
What do the Samkhyas understand by parindma?
They admit that dharmas arise and disappear within a permanent
substance (a dharmin or dravyd).
How is this incorrect?
One cannot admit the simultaneous existence of a permanent
dharmin, and of dharmas arising and disappearing.376
But the Samkhyas do not hold that there is a dharmin separate from
the dharmas^ they say that a dharma, when it is transformed (parinam),
becomes the support of different characteristics: this dharma they call
dharmin. In other words, transformation (parindma) is only the
modification (anyathdbhavamdtra) of a substance {dravyd).
This thesis is not correct.
Why is it not correct?
Because there is a contradiction in terms: you admit that that (the
cause) is identical to this (the result), but that this is not like that.377
The gold, silver, jewels and the land thus formed are brought
together and piled in heaps by the winds which are produced by the force
of actions. They make up the mountains and the continents.
50b.-51b. Meru is immersed in the water to a depth of twentyfour thousand leagues and rises above the water some eighty
thousand leagues. The immersion of the eight other mountains
diminishes each by a half. The mountains have equal width and
height.378
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The mountains rest on the sphere of gold and are in the water to a
depth of eighty thousand yojanas. Meru rises out of the water for the
same number of yojanas\ and is thus, both in and out of the water, one
hundred sixty thousand yojanas in height. Yugandhara rises out of the
water for forty thousand yojanas, Isadhara for twenty thousand yojanas
and thus following until GJcravada which rises out of the water for three
hundred twelve yojanas and a half.379 The mountains are as wide as they
extend out of the water. [For example, if a mountain extends out of the
water to a height of twenty thous&ndyojanas, it is then twenty thousand
yojanas wide]. [The word dhana, in the Karika, has the sense of "wide".]
***

5 lc-52c. The seven Sitas, of which the first is of eighty thousand
leagues, form the interval between the mountains. This is the
inner ocean, triple in circumference. The other Sitas diminish by
a half. The rest is the great outer sea, of three hundred twentytwo thousand leagues. 38°
The Sitas381 are located between the mountains, from Meru to
Nimindhara: the Sitas are full of water endowed with the eight qualities:
cold, dear, light, tasty, sweet, not fetid, and harming neither the throat
nor the stomach.382
The first, between Meru and Yugandhara, is eighty thousand leagues
in width. In exterior circumferance, to the shore of Yugandhara, it is
triple this, thus two hundred forty thousand yojanas.
The size of the other Sitas diminishes by a half: the second Slta,
between Yugandhara and Isadhara, is forty thousand yojanas in width,
and so on to the seventh, between Vinataka and Nimindhara, which is
twelve hundred fifty yojanas wide. The calculation of the circumferences
presents no difficulty. The seven Sitas are the inner ocean. The rest, that
is, the water between Nimindhara and GJcravada, is the great outer sea;
it is full of salt water, and is three hundred twenty-two thousandyojanas
wide.383
***
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53b-55d There is Jambudvipa, three sides of two thousand, in
the form of a carriage, and one side of three and a half; eastern
Videha, like a half-moon, three sides like Jambu, and one side of
three hundred fifty; Godaniya, of seven thousand five hundred,
round, with a diameter of two thousand five hundred; and Kuru,
of eight thousand, square, parallel
In the outer sea, corresponding to the four sides of Mem, there are
four continents (dvtpas):
1. Jambudvipa has three sides of two thousandyojanas in length, one
side of three yojanas and a half: it thus has the shape of a carriage. 384In
its center, resting on the sphere of gold, is the "diamond throne"385
where the Bodhisattva sits to attain vajropamasamddhi (vi.44d) and
so to become an Arhat and a Buddha: no other place, and no other
person can support the vajropamasamddhi of the Bodhisattva.
2. Eastern Videha or Purvavideha has the shape of a half-moon; it
has three sides of two thousand yojanas, thus of the same dimension as
the long side of Jambu, and one side of three hundred fifty yojanas.
3. Godaniya, which faces the western side of Meru, is round like the
moon; it is seven thousand five hundtedyojanas [in circumference], and
two thousand five hundred through the center.386
4. Facing the northern side of Meru is Kuru or Uttarakuru which has
the shape of a seat; it is square: its sides, of two thousand yojanas each,
form a circumferance of eight thousand yojanas. To say that Kuru is
"parallel" means that its four sides are of the same dimension.387
Such is the shape of the continents, and such is the shape of the faces
of the persons who reside in them.388
56. There are eight intermediate continents: Dehas, Videhas,
Kurus, Kauravas, Camaras, and Avaracamaras, Sathas and
Uttaramantrins.389
These continents are designated by the name of their inhabitants.
Dehas and Videhas are located on both sides of Purvavideha; Kurus and
Kauravas on the sides of Uttarakuru; Camaras and Avaracamaras on the
sides of Jambudvipa; and Sathas and Uttaramantrins on the sides of
Godaniya.
All of these continents are inhabited by human beings. Never-
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theless, according to one opinion,390 one of them [namely Camara] is
reserved for Rak§asas.
#*#

57. Here, to the north of the nine ant-Mountains, lie the
Himavat; beyond it, but on this side of the Mountain of Perfume,
is a lake deep and wide by fifty leagues.391
By going toward the north in this Jambudvipa, one encounters three
ant-Mountains, [so called because they have the shape of an ant];392
then three other ant-Mountains; then three other again; and finally the
Himavat (= the Himalayas).
Beyond that, this side of the Gandhamadana ("the Mountain of
Perfume"), lies Lake Anavatapta from whence there flows out four great
rivers, the Ganga, the Sindhu, the Vaksu and the Slta.393 This lake, fifty
yojanas wide and deep, is full of a water endowed with the eight
qualities. Only persons who possess magical powers can go there.394 The
Jambu tree is located near this lake. Our continent receives its name of
Jambudvipa, either from the tree, or from the fruit of the tree which is
also called Jambu.

Where are the hells395, and what are their dimensions?
58. At the bottom, at twenty thousand leagues, is Avici, of this
same dimension; above, the seven hells; all eight have sixteen
utsodas.
Beneath Jambudvipa, at a distance of twenty thousandyojanas, lies
the great hell Avici. It is twenty thousandyojanas high and wide; its sun
is thus found forty thousand yojanas below the sun of Jambudvipa.396
Why is this hell named Avici?397
Two explanations: 1. because there is not, in this hell, any
interruption {vici) of suffering. Suffering is interrupted in the other
hells. In Sarhjlva, for example, bodies are first crushed and reduced to
dust; then a cold wind revives them and gives them feeling: from
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whence the name of Samjiva; 2. because there is no agreeable (via) state
there. 398In the other hells all agreeable sensation which arises from
retribution is absent; but here there is some agreeable sensations which
are "an outflowing" (nisyanda, ii.56c).
Above Avici are seven hells one above the other: Pratapana, Tapana,
Mah&raurava, Raurava, Samghata, Kalasutra, and Samjiva. According to
another opinion, these seven hells are placed at the same level as Avici.
Each of the eight hells has sixteen utsadas (See p. 458, line 15). This
results from a declaration of the Blessed One,"... There are eight hells
there that I have revealed, difficult to get out of, full of cruel beings, each
having sixteen utsadas\ they have four walls and four gates; they are as
high as they are wide; they are encircled by walls of fire; their ceiling is
fire; their sun is burning, sparkling fire; and they are filled with flames
hundreds of yojanas high."3"
***

What are the sixteen utsadas}
59a-c. Kukula, Kunapa, Ksuramarga, etc., and the River are
located at the four cardinal points of these hells.400
At each gate of these hells there is found:
1. The Kukula, a fire where one is pushed down to ones knees.
When beings put their feet in there, they lose their skin,fleshand blood,
which rearises when they take their feet out.401
2. The Kunapa, a mire of excrements, where there are water beasts
called Sharp-mouthes, whose bodies are white and heads black, which
can bite the damned through to their bones.402
3. The Ksuramarga, or Ksuradharamarga, the great road of razor
blades; here beings lose their skin,flesh,and blood when they put their
feet on it.403
Asipattravana, the forest whose leaves are swords; when these
swords fall, they cut off major and minor parts of the body, which are
then devoured by the Syamasabala dogs.404
AyahSalmallvana,405 the forests of thorns, thorns sixteen digits in
length. When beings climb these trees, the thorns turn downwards, but
they turn upward when they descend the tree.
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Birds, Iron-beaks, tear out and eat the eyes of the damned
These three places of suffering constitute a single utsada because
they have in common punishment through injury.
4. The fourth utsada is the river Vaitarani,406 of boiling water loaded
with burning ashes. On both sides there are persons (purusa) armed
with swords, lances and javelins, who push back the damned who would
get out. Whether they plunge into the water or emerge, whether they go
up or down the current, whether they travers in the two directions or are
tossed about, the damned are boiled and cooked, as the grains of sesame
or corn poured into a cauldron placed over the fire.
The river encircles the great hell like a moat.
The four utsodas are sixteen in number by reason of their difference
of place, since they are located at the four gates to the great hell.
***

What is the meaning of the word utsada?407
They are called utsadas because they are places of supplementary
torment: in the hells the damned are tormented, but they are
additionally so in the utsadas.
According to Manoratha (above, note 170), after having been shut
up in the hells, the damned then fall into the utsodas.m
***

One question leads to another. We have just spoken of the "persons"
who stand on the banks of the Vaitarani. Are the "guardians of hell"
(narakapdla) beings?409
They are not beings.
Then how do they move?
Through the actions of beings, like the wind of creation.410
Then how do you explain what the Venerable Dharmasubhuti said,
"Those who are angry, who take pleasure in cruel actions and
transgressions, who rejoice in the sufferings of others, are reborn as
Yamaraksasas?"411
The demons who torment the beings in hell are not termed
Yamaraksasas, the "guardians of hell" as you think; but rather the
servants of Yama who, on the order of Yama, throw the damned into
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hell.
According to another opinion, the "guardians of hell" are beings.
Where does the retribution of the cruel acts take place that these
guardians commit in the hells?
In the same hells. Since the retribution of anantarya transgressions
(iv.97) takes place in these hells, why would the retribution of the
actions of the guardians not be possible here?
But why are not the guardians, who are found in the midst of fire,
burned?
Because the force of action marks a boundary to the fire and prevents
it from reaching the guardians, or rather because this same force causes
the bodies of the guardians to be made up of primary elements of a
special nature.412
#**

59c-d. There are eight other hells, the cold hells, Arbuda, etc.413
These hells are called Arbuda, Nirarbuda, Atata, Hahava, Huhuva,
Utpala, Padma, and Mahapadma. Among these names, some (Arbuda,
Nirarbuda, Utpala, Padma, and Mahapadma) indicate the form that the
beings in hell take: they take the form of an arbuda, a lotus...; the others
indicate the noise that the damned make under the bite of the cold: atata
These cold hells are located under Jambudvlpa, on a level with the
great hells.
***

How is there place, under a single Jambudvlpa, for the hells which
are indeed wider than Jambudvlpa?414
The continents, like piles of grain, are wider at their bases. The great
ocean does not sink into a deep, steep cavity around the continents.
(Vibhasa, TD 27, p. 866a21; Cullavagga, 9,1.3).
The sixteen hells are created through the force of the actions of
beings (ii.56b, iii.90c, 101c, iv.85a); there are hells,—the prdde/ika
hells,—created through the force of individual actions, the actions of one
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being, of two beings, of many beings. Their variety is great; their place is
not determined: river, mountain, desert, and elsewhere415
The principal place of the hells is below. As for the animals, they
have three places, the land, the water, and the air. Their principal place
is the Great Ocean; the animals that are elsewhere are the surplus of the
animals.416
***

The king of the Pretas is called Yama; his residence, which is the
principal dwelling of the Pretas, is located five hundred leagues under
Jambudvipa; it is five hundred leagues deep and wide. The Pretas that
are found elsewhere are the surplus of the Pretas. The Pretas differ
much one from another; certain of them possess supernatural powers
and enjoy a glory similar to that of the gods; see the Avaddnas of the
Pretas.417
***

Upon what do the sun and the moon rest?
Upon the wind The collective force of the actions of beings
produces the winds which create (nirma) the moon, the sun and the
stars in heaven. 418A11 these astral bodies revolve around Meru as if
transported by a whirlpool.
What is the distance from here to the moon and the sun?
60a. At mid-Meru lie the moon and the sua
The moon and the sun move at a level with the summit of
Yugandhara.
What are their dimensions? Respectively.
60b. Fifty and fifty and one leagues.419
The disk of the moon is of fifty yojanas\ the disk of the sun is of
fifty-one yojanas.
The smallest among the "houses" (vimdna) of the stars is of one
krosa (iii.87c); [the largest is of sixteen yojanas].420
The force of the actions of beings forms, smaller than and external
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to the house of the sun,421 a disk of fire-stone,422 hot and luminous; and,
for the house of the moon, a disk of water-stone, cold and luminous.
Their function, according to circumstances, is to cause to arise and last
the eye, the body, fruits, flowers, crops, and herbs; and to destroy them.
In a universe with its four continents (iii.73) there is a single sun and
a single moon. Yet the sun does not fulfill its function at the same time in
the four continents.
61a-b. Midnight it sets, midday it rises at the same moment
When it is midnight in Uttarakuru, the sun sets in Purvavideha, it is
midday in Jambudvipa, and it rises in Godaniya, and so on. (Dtrgha, TD
1, p. I47c6-14).
By reason of the variety of the progress of the sun, the days and
nights grow longer and shorter.
61c-62b. The nights grow longer after the ninth day of the
second quarter of the second month of the rains, and they grow
shorter after the ninth day of the second quarter of the fourth
month of winter. Reverse for the days. The days and the nights
grow longer little by little accordingly as the sun goes towards
the south or towards the north.
The nights grow longer from the ninth day of the clear quarter of
Bhadrapada on, and grow shorter from the ninth day of the clear quarter
of Phalguna on. Reverse for the days: when the nights become longer,
the days become shorter, and vice versa. The days and the nights grow
longer and shorter gradually, in proportion to the sun going towards the
south or towards the north of Jambudvipa.423
##*

Why does the disk of the moon not appear completely full at the
beginning of the bright quarter?
62c-d The moon is covered by its shadow by reason of its
proximity to the sun, and one sees it incompletely.
This is the teaching of the Prajnapti, "When the house of the moon
moves in the vicinity of the house of the sun, then the light of the sun
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falls on the house of the moon. Consequently, the shadow falls on the
opposite side, and the disk appears incomplete."424
But, according to the ancient masters, the Yogacarins, the manner of
its moving is such that the moon appears sometimes complete,
sometimes incomplete.425
***

To what class of beings do the inhabitants of the houses of the sun,
the moon and the stars belong?
These are the Caturmaharajakayikas,426 and the only ones among
these gods who inhabit houses; but there is a great number of
Caturmaharajakayikas who inhabit the earth, in the parisandds—the
stages or terraces—of Mem and elsewhere.
##*

63-64. There are four terraces, the distance between them being
ten thousand leagues, extending out sixteen, eight, four and two
thousand leagues. They are the Karotapanis, the Maladharas,
the Sadamattas and the two Maharajikas; and also on the seven
mountains.427
The first terrace is ten thousand leagues above the water, the second
ten thousand leagues above the first and so on. They thus reach up to the
middle of Mem. The first terrace extends out from Mem sixteen
thousand leagues; the others, in their order extend out eight, four, two
thousand leagues.428 On the first terrace reside the Yaksas "Pitcher in
their Hand":429 on the second, the "Wearers of Crowns;" on the third
the "Always Intoxicated" (saddmatta, which the Karika calls sodamada):m all these gods belong to the Caturmaharajakayikas. At the
fourth terrace are the Four Kings431 in person with their attendants:
these gods are called the Caturmaharajakayikas, the Four Great Kings.
As the Caturmaharajakayikas inhabit Mem, so too they have villages
and towns on the seven mountains of gold, Yugandhara, etc Also the
gods of this class are the most numerous of the gods.
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65-68. The Thirty-three Gods are at the summit of Meru, the
sides of which are eighty thousand (leagues). At the corners, four
peaks which the Vajrapanis inhabit. In the middle, with sides of
two thousand five hundred, with a height of one and a half, is a
village called Sudar&ana, of gold, with a varigated and smooth
sun. There is Vaijayanta, with sides of two hundred fifty. On the
outside, this village is adorned with Caitraratha, Parusya, MiSra
and Nandana (Parks); at a distance of twenty thousand leagues
from these Parks, at the four sides, there are excellent fields. At
the northeast Parijata, in the southwest Sudharma.
1. The Trayastrimsas or Thirty-three Gods 432 inhabit the summit of
Meru; the sides of this summit are of eighty thousand yojanas.
According to other masters, the sides of each are twenty thousand, and
the circumference is eighty thousand.433
2. At the corners, there are peaks (kuta), five hundredyojanas high
and wide, where the Yaksas called Vajrapanis reside.
3. In the middle of the plateau of Meru there is the royal city of Sakra,
the chief of the gods, a city called "Beautiful to Look At" (Sudar6ana).434Its sides are two thousand five hundred yojanas; its circumference is ten thousand; its height oneyojana and a half;435 it is of
gold; it is adorned with one hundred and one types of colors; and the
same for its sun. This sun is soft to the touch, like the leaf of the cotton
tree; it rises and falls to facilitate its progress.
4. In the middle of this city there is the palace of Sakra, the chief of
the gods, called Vaijayanta: it makes all the other residences blush by its
richness and its gems. Its sides are two hundred fifty yojanas.
Such are the adornments of the city itself.
5. Ornaments outside of the city are the four Parks:436 Caitraratha,
Parusyaka, MiSraka, and Nandana, fields of play for the gods.
6. At the four sides437 of these Parks, from a distance of twenty
yojanas on, there are four fields of play with a marvellous sun,438
delightful and which appears to rival them.
7. The magnolia tree called Parijataka439 is, for the Thirty-three
Gods, the place par excellence for pleasure and for love; its roots go
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down fiftyyojanas\m it is one hundredyojanas high; with its branches,
leaves and petals, it covers fifty yojanas.
The fragrance of its flowers spreads one hundredyojanas away with
the wind, fifty against the wind.
So be it, it can spread to one hundredyojanas with the wind, but how
can it go against the wind?
According to one opinion, one says that it spreads to fifty yojanas
against the wind, because it does not go beyond the tree [which covers in
fact fifty yojanas],
[But this explanation does not hold: for] the text says that it goes
against the wind
We say then that the fragrance does not go against the wind, that it
perishes where it arises: but such is the quality of this fragrance that,
even though it would be arrested by the lightest divine wind, it gives
birth to a new "series" of identical fragrances. Nevertheless, the
fragrances become weak, weaker, entirely weak and are completely
arrested, incapable of going as far as it does when the wind is favorable.
Does the series of this fragrance have for its support only its own
primary elements which constitute the fragrance? Or rather should one
suppose that the wind becomes perfumed? [In the same way as, when
the grains of sesame are perfumed byflowers,there arises a new odor
which is no longer the fragrance of the flowers.]
The opinion of the masters is not fixed on this.
Yet the Blessed One said,441 "The fragrance offlowersdoes not go
against the wind, neither does the fragrance of good go against the wind;
but the satpurusa goes in all directions." How do you reconcile this
statement with the theory that fragrance "goes against the wind?"
This statement refers to odors of the world of humans, which, it is
quite evident, does not go against the wind
The MahlSasakas read,442 "The fragrance [of the flowers of the
Parijataka tree] go with the wind for a hundred yojanas; in the absence
of wind, to fifty."
8. In the southeast lies Sudharma,443 the room where the gods come
together {devasabha) in order to examine the good and the evil deeds
committed by human beings.
Such is the arrangement of the receptacle or physical world of the
Thirty-three Gods.
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69a-b. Above, the gods reside in "houses."444
The gods higher that the Thirty-three Gods reside in vimdnas or
aerial abodes. These gods are the Yamas, the Tusitas, the Nirmanaratis,
and the Paranirmitavasavartins, plus the gods of Rupadhatu, namely
sixteen categories of gods beginning with the Brahmakayikas. In all,
twenty-two types of gods live in the physical world and occupy set
residences. [There are many other gods,445 the Kridapramosakas,446 the
Prahasakas, etc., which a summary treatise like this does not take into
account].
**#

69b-d. There are six gods who taste pleasure; they unite through
coupling, an embrace, the touch of hands, a smile, and a look.
The CaturmaharSjakayikas, Trayastrimsas, Yamas, Tusitas, Nirmanaratis and Paranirmitavasavartins are the gods of Kamadhatu. The
higher gods are not in Kamadhatu.
The Caturmaharajakayikas and the TrayastrimSas live on the
ground; thus they unite by coupling, like humans; but they appease the
fire of their desire through the emission of wind, since they do not have
any semea The Yamas appease the fire of their desire by embracing, the
Tusitas by the touch of hands, the Nirmanaratis by smiling, and the
Paranirmitavasavartins by looking at each other. Such is the doctrine of
the Prajfiapti.447
According to the Vaibhasikas (Vibhasd, TD 27, p. 585b27), these
expressions of the Prajnapti, "embracing," "touching of the hands," etc.,
do not indicate the mode of union—for all the gods couple—but the
duration of the act.448 The more ardent the desire by reason of the more
pleasurable object, so much shorter is the duration of the union.
#**

A small god or goddess appears on the knees, or from out of the
knees of a god or goddess; this small god or goddess is their son or
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daughter: all the gods are "apparitionaT (iii.8c).
70a-c. Among these gods, their newborn are similar to infants of
five to ten years.
From five to ten years according to the category of the gods. Young
gods grow up quickly.
70c-d The gods of Rupadhatu are complete and clothed.449
The gods of Rupadhatu, from their birth, are complete in their
development; they are born fully clothed.
All the gods speak the Aryan language.450
In Kamadhatu,
71a-b. There are three "arisings" of the objects of desire: the
gods of Kamadhatu together with humans. 451
1. There are beings whose objects of desire (kdmaguna) are placed
(by outside factors) at their disposition; but they are able to dispose of
these objects. These are humans and certain gods—namely the first four
classes of gods.
2. There are beings whose objects of desire are created by
themselves; and they dispose of these objects which they create. These
are the Nirmanaratis.
3. There are beings whose objects of desire are created by others but
who themselves dispose of these objects created by others. These are the
ParankmitavaSavartins.452
The first enjoy the objects of desire which are presented to them; the
second enjoy objects of desire which they create at their will; and the
third enjoy objects of desire that they create or have others create at their
will. These are the three arisings of the objects of desire (kdmopapattis).
In Rupadhatu,
71c-& There are three "arisings of pleasure": the nine spheres of
three Dhyanas.453
The nine spheres of the first three Dhyanas are the three "arisings
of pleasure." The gods of the first three Dhyanas, for long periods, pass
their time pleasantly through pleasure born from separation from the
defilements, through pleasure consisting of joy arisen from absorption
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(samddhija: seeing the disappearance of vicdra and vitarka) and through
pleasure free from joy (nihpritikasukha, seeing the disapparance of
satisfaction or saumanasya). By reason of their absence of suffering, and
by reason of their duration, these arisings are indeed "arisings of
pleasure" (sukhopapatti).
In dhyanantara there is no pleasure consisting of joy. Is this an
"arising of pleasure?"
This is to be discussed454
###

At what height are the twenty-two heavenly residences situated,
starting from the Qlturmaharajikas to the highest gods of Rupadhatu?
It is not easy to calculate this height in yojanas, but
72a-b. To the extent that there is descent from one residence, to
this extent there is ascent towards a higher residence.455
In other words, to the extent that a residence is above Jambudvlpa,
to that extent it is below its next higher residence. For example, the
fourth house of the Caturmaharajikas, the dwelling of the Caturmaharajikas themselves is forty thousand yojanas above here; to the extent
that this residence descends to here, to that extent this residence ascends
to the residence of the Trayatrim£as, [on the summit of Meru, eighty
thousand yojanas from here]. As many yojanas as there are from
TriiyastrimSas to here, that many are there from Trayastrim£as to the
Yamas. And thus following: the Akani§thas are above the SudarSanas
the same number ofyojanas that the Sudarsanas are above Jambudvlpa.
Above the Akanisthas, there are no more residences (sthdna). This
is because this residence is higher than the others, no residence is
superior to it, and so it is called a-kanispha.456 According to another
opinion, this residence is called agha-nispba, because agha signifies
"assembled matter", and this residence is the limit (nispha) of this
matter.457
***

Can a being born in an inferior residence go to a higher house and
see its superior beings?
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72c-d The gods do not see their superiors without magic or the
assistence of another.
When they possess magical powers, or when they are assisted by a
being possessing magical powers or by a Yama god, the Trayastrim£as
can go to the Yamas; and thus following.458
A being born in an lower residence can see a being born in a higher
residence who makes a visit to an inferior residence, but not if this being
belongs to a higher Dhatu, or to a higher bhumi\459 in the same way that
one cannot feel a tangible things [higher in Dhatu or bhumi], because it
is not of the sphere [of a lower organ].460 This is why beings higher
through their Dhatu or bhumi do not descend with their own bodies, but
with a magic body of the sphere of the bhumi to where they wish to
descend (Digha, ii.210).
According to another school,461 if a being of a higher bhumi so
desires, lower beings can see him in the same way as they see a being of
their own bhumi.
***

What are the dimensions of the houses of the Yamas and the other
gods?
According to one opinion, the houses of the four types of higher
gods of Yama have the dimension of the summit of Mem.
According to others, the dimension of the First Dhyana is the
dimension of the universe with its four continents; that of the Second,
the Third, and the Fourth Dhyana is, respectively, the dimension of a
small, medium and great chiliocosm.
According to anothers, the first three Dhyanas have, respectively,
the dimension of a small, medium and great chiliocosm; the Fourth
Dhyana is without measure.462
*##

What is a small, a second, and a third chiliocosm?
73-74. One thousand four-continents, moons, suns, Merus,
dwellings of the Kama gods, and world of Brahma, make up a
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small chiliocosm; one thousand small chiliocosms make a
dichiliocosm, the middle universe; and one thousand dichiliocosms make a trichiliocosm. The destruaion and the creation of
the universes lasts the same time.463
A sdhasra cudika lokadhatu, or small chiliocosm \s made up of one
thousand Jambudvlpas, Purvavidehas, Avaragodaniyas, Uttarakurus,
moohs, suns, Merus, dwellings of the dturmaharajakayikas and the
Other gods of Kamadhatu, and worlds of Brahm£. One thousand
universes of this type make a dichiliocosm, a middle universe
(dvisahasro madhyamo lokadhatuh). One thousand universes of this
type make a trichiliomegachiliocosm {tnsdhasramahdsdhasro lokadhatuh).
The periods of destruaion and creation are equal in length.464 The
stanza uses the word sambhava in the sense of vivatta.
***

In the same way that the dimensions of the physical worlds differ, in
that same way the dimensions of the beings inhabitating them differ:
75-77. The inhabitants ofJambudvipa have a height of four, or of
three elbows and a half; those called Purva, Goda and Uttara, by
doubling each time. The bodies of the gods of Kamadhatu
increase, by quarters of krosa9 until a krosa and a half. The bodies
of the gods of Rupadhatu are at first a halfyojana\ then increase
by a half; beyond the Parittabhas, the bodies double, and reduce
three yojanas from the Anabhrakas oa
Humans of Jambudvipa generally are three elbows and a half,
sometimes four elbows in height; the Purvavidehakas, the Avaragodaniyakas, and the Auttarakauravas are respeaively eight, sixteen,
and thirty-two elbows in height.
The Caturmaharajakayikas are a quarter of a krosa (iii.88a) in
height; the height of the other gods of Kamadhatu increases successively
by this same quarter: the Trayastrimsas, by half a krosa; the Yamas, by
three quarters of a kro/a; the Tusitas, by one krosa; the Nirmanaratis, by
a krofa and a quarter; and the Parinirmitavasavartins, by a krosa and a
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half.
The Brahmakayikas, who are the first gods of Rupadhatu, are a
half-yojana in height; the Brahmapurohitas, one yojana in height; the
Mahabrahmans, one yojana and a half in height; and the Parlttabhas,
two yojanas in height.
Beyond the Parlttabhas, the dimensions double: Apramanabhas are
four, Abhasvaras, eight, and the same until the &ubhakrtsans, who are
sixty-four yojanas in height. For the Anabhrakas, one doubles this
number but subtracts three: they are then one hundred twenty-five
yojanas in height. One continues doubling, from the Punyaprasavas on
who are two hundred fifty yojanas in height, to the Akanisthas, who are
sixteen thousand yojanas in height.
***

The length of life of these beings also differs. With regard to
humans:
78. Life, among Kurus, is one thousand years in length; in the
two continents, it diminishes twice by half; here, it is indeterminate: nevertheless it is ten years at the end and
incalculable at the beginning.465
The lifespan of beings in Godanalya is half the lifespan of beings in
Uttarakuru, thus five hundred years in length; the life of beings in
Purvavideha is two hundred and fifty years in length.
In Jambudvipa, length of life is not determined, sometimes it is long,
sometimes short.466 At the end of the cosmic age or kdpa (iii.98c), at its
minimum, it is ten years; whereas the lifespan of humans at the
beginning of the cosmic age (prdthamakdpikay iii91a) is incalculable:
one cannot measure it by counting in thousands, etc
##*

The lifespan of the gods of Kamadhatu is an integral of the length of
a day:
79a-80b. Fifty human years make a day-and-night for the lowest
gods of Kamadhatu, and these gods live a life of five hundred
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years. For the higher gods, double the day and the life.467
Fifty human days make a day in the life of the Caturmaharajakayikas,
whose lifespan is of five hundred years of twelve month of thirty days. m
For the TrayastrimSas, one day equals one hundred human years, and
dieir lifespan is one thousand years in length; for the Yamas, one day
equals two hundred human years and their lifespan is two thousand
years in length; and so oa
But there is qo sun or moon above Yugandhara; how is a day of the
gods determined, and how are the gods illumined?
Day and night are marked by the flowers which open or close, like
the kumuda and the padma in the world of humans; by the birds that
sing or that are silent; and by sleep which ends or begins.469
Furthermore the gods themselves are luminous.
***

As for the gods of Rupadhatu and Arupyadhatu:
80b-81d. There is no day and night for the gods of Rupadhatu;
their lifespans are calculated in kalpas whose number is fixed by
the dimensions of their bodies. In Arupyadhatu, a lifespan of a
thousand kalpas which increases as much. These kalpas are,
from the Parittabhas on, mahakdpas\ below, halves.470
The gods of Rupadhatu whose bodies are half ^yojana in height—
the Brahmakayikas—live a half kalpa; and thus following to the
Akanisthas, whose bodies are sixteen thousand yojanas in height, and
whose lifespan is thus sixteen thousand kalpas in length.
In AkaSanantyayatana, a lifespan is twenty thousand kalpas in
length; fifty thousand kalpas in length in Vijiiananantyayatana, sixty
thousand kalpas in length in Akimcanyayatana, and eighty thousand in
Naivasamjnanasarhjnnayatana or Bhavagra.
But to which kalpas does this refer: to intermediate kalpas
(antarakdpas), to kalpas of destruction (samvarta), to kalpas of creation
(vivaria), or to great kalpas (mahdkalpas, iii.89d)?
From the Parittabhas (lower gods of the Second Dhyana) on, they
refer to the great kalpas; below (Brahmaparisadyas, Brahmapurohitas,
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Mahabrahmans) they refer to half great kalpas. In fact, there are twenty
antarakalpas during which the world is created[: Mahabrahma appears
from the beginning]; then twenty antarakalpas during which the world
lasts; and then twenty antarakalpas during which the world is
destroyed[: Mahabrahma disappears at the end]. Thus the life of
Mahabrahma lasts sixty intermediate antarakalpas: these sixty make a
kalpa and a half; half a great kdpa (or forty intermediate kalpas) is
considered to be a kalpa.
***

What is the length of a lifespan in the painful realms of rebirth?
Let us examine in order the first six hot hells, the last two hot hells,
animals, Pretas, and the cold hells.
82. In six hells, Samjiva, etc., a day and night has the length of the
life of the gods of Kamadhatu; with such days, life as for the gods
of Kamadhatu.
A day in the six hells,—Samjiva, Kalasutra, Samghata, Raurava,
Maharaurava, and Tapana,—is equal in this order to the life of the gods
of Kamadhatu, the Caturmaharajakayikas, etc
The damned in Samjiva have, like the Caturmaharajakayikas, a life
of five hundred years of twelve months of thirty days; but each of these
days has the length of the total lifespan of the Caturmaharajakayikas.
Same relationship between the damned of Kalasutra and the Trayastrimsas, and between the damned of Tapana and the ParanirmitavaSavartins.
83a-b. In Pratapana, a lifespan of a half antahkalpa; in Avici, a
likespan of one antahkalpa.
In Pratapana, a lifespan lasts one half of an antarakalpa; in Avici,
one antarakalpa.471
83b-d. The life of animals is one kdpa in length at most; the life
of the Pretas is five hundred years with its days the duration of a
month.
The animals that live the longest time live one antarakdpa\ these
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are the great Naga Kings, Nanda, Upananda, ASvatara, etc The Blessed
One said, "There are, Oh Bhiksus, eight great Naga Kings who live a
kolpa and who sustain the earth .. ,"472
The days of the Pretas have a length of one human month; they live
five hundred years made up of days of this length.
84. Life in the Arbudas is the time of the exhaustion of a vaha, by
taking a grain of sesame every one hundred years; the others by
multiplying each time by twenty.473
The Blessed One has indicated the length of a lifespan in the cold
hells only through comparisons, "If, Oh Bhiksus, a Magadhan vaha of
sesame of eighty khdris474 were full475 of sesame seeds; if one were to
take one grain each one hundred years, this vdha would be empty before
a lifespan of beings born in the Arbuda hell would end: this is what I say.
And, Oh Bhiksus, twenty Arbudas make, Oh Bhiksus, one Nirarbuda..." (See above, note 413).
###

Do all beings, whose length of lifespan has just been indicated, live
the full length of this lifespan?
85a. With the exception of Kuru, there is death before their
time.476
The life of beings in Uttarakuru is fixed; they necessarily live one
thousand years: their length of life is complete.477 Everywhere else there
is antaramrtyu, "death in the course of, in the middle of, a complete life,"
or premature death. Nevertheless certain persons are sheltered from
premature death, namely the Bodhisattva who, in Tusita, is no longer
bound to birth; a being in his last existence [who will not die before
having obtained the state of Arhat];478 one who has been the object of a
prediction by the Blessed One; one who is sent by the Blessed One;479 a
oraddhanusarin and a Dharmanusarin (vi.29a-b) [who will not die
before having become a Sraddhadhimuktika and a Drstiprapta]; a
woman pregnant with the Bodhisattva or with a Cakravartin, etc480
***
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We have explained the residences and the bodies by measuring them
in terms of yojanas, and lifespans by measuring them in terms of years;
but we have not explained yojanas and years.
These can be explained only through the means of words (ndman);
one must then say that it is the limit (paryanta) of words, etc
85b-c An atom (paramanu), a syllable (aksara), and an instant
(ksana) is the limit of matter, of words, and of time.481
A paramanu is the limit of physical matter (rupa); so too a syllable is
the limit of words, for example, go; and an instant,482 the limit of time
(advan).
What is the dimension of an instant?
If the right conditions (pratyaya) are present, the time that it takes
for a dharma to arise; or rather the time that it takes for a dharma in
progress to go from one paramanu to another paramdnu.m
#**

According to the Abhidharmikas, there are sixty-five instants in the
time that it takes a healthy man to snap his fingers.484
85d-88a. Paramanu, anu, loharajas, abrajas, sasarajas, avirajas,
gorajas, chidrarajas, liksd, that which comes out of the liksd,yava,
and anguliparvan, by multiplying each time by seven; twentyfour angulis make one hasta; four hastas make one dhanus; five
hundred dhanus make one krofa, the distance a hermitage
should be located; and eight kroias make what is called one
yojana.m
[Thus seven paramdnus make one anu9 and eight anus make a
loharajas.
Avirajas signifies edakrajas, and chidrarajas signifies vdtdyanacchidrarajas.
"That which come out of the liksa* is the yuka.
The author does not say that three anguliparvans make one anguli,
for that is well known.486]
A hermitage, aranya, should be located one kro/a from a village.487
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88b-89c One hundred and twenty ksanas make one tatksana\
sixteen tatksanas make one lava\ we obtain a muhurta or hour,
an ahorata or one day and night, and a mdsa or month, by
multiplying the preceeding term by thirty; a samvatsara or year,
is of twelve months by adding the tinardtras.488
One muhurta equals thirty lavas. Thirty muhurtas make one day and
night; a night is sometimes longer, sometimes shorter, and sometimes
equal to a day.
There are four months of winter, of heat, and of rain;489 twelve
months which, with the days called unaratras, make a year. The
unardtras are the six days which, in the course of the year, one should
omit (for the calculation of the lunar months). There is a stanza about
this: "When one month and a half of the cold, hot, rainy season has
elapsed, the learned omit one unardtra in the half-month that
remains."490
*#*

We have explained the year; we must explain the kalpa or cosmic
period
89d There are different types of kalpa:491
There is a distinction between a small kalpa (antarakalpa)492, a
kalpa of disappearance (samvatta),49* a kalpa of creation (vivaria), and a
great kalpa.
90a-b. A kalpa of disappearance lasts from the non-production
of the damned to destruction of the receptacle world
The period that extends from the moment when beings cease being
reborn in hell until the moment when the world is destroyed is called a
samvartakalpa, a kalpa of destruction.
"Destruction" is of two types: destruction of the realms of rebirth,
and destruction of the Dhatu.
It is again of two types: destuction of living beings, and destruction
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of the physical world
1. When no being is reborn in hell—even though beings in hell
continue to die—the period of twenty small kalpas during which the
world lasts is terminated; and the period of destruction begins.
When not a single being remains in the hells, the destruction of
beings in hell is achieved, and the world has been destroyed to that
extent: if a being of this universe has committed any actions which
should be retributed in hell, the force of these actions causes him to be
reborn in the hell of another universe not in the process of
destruction.494
2. So too is the destruction of animals and Pretas. The animals that
reside in the great ocean disappear first; those that live with humans will
disappear at the same time as do humans.495
3. Among humans of Jambudvlpa, a person enters by himself,
without a teacher, by reason of dharmata,496 into the First Dhyana.
Coming out of this Dhyana, he exclaims, "Happy is the pleasure and the
joy that arise from detachment! Gdm is the pleasure and joy that arise
from detachment!" Understanding these words, other persons also
enter into absorption and, after their death, pass into the world of
Brahma. When, by this continual process, there does not remain a single
person in Jambudvlpa, the destruction of the persons of Jambudvlpa is
finished.
The same for the inhabitants of Purvavideha and Avaragodaniya.
The inhabitants of Uttarakuru are incapable of detaching themselves
from Kamadhatu and, as a consequence, of entering into dhyana: they
are also reborn, not in the world of Brahma, but among the gods of
Kamadhatu.
When a single human being no longer remains, the destruction of
humans is finished, and the world has been destroyed to this extent.
4. The same then holds for the gods of Kamadhatu, from the
Caturmaharajakayikas to the Paranirmitava^avartins, who enter into
dhyana and are reborn in the world of Brahma, and who successively
disappear. When a single god no longer remains in Kamadhatu, the
destuction of Kamadhatu is finished.
5. It then happens, by reason of dharmata, that a god of the world of
Brahma enters into the Second Dhyana. Coming out of this Dhyana, he
excaims, "Happy is the pleasure and joy that arise from absorption!
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Calm is the pleasure and joy that arise from absorption!" Understanding
these words, other gods of the world of Brahma enter into the Second
Dhyana and after their death, are reborn in the heaven of the
Abhasvaras. When a single being no longer remains in the world of
Brahma, the destruction of beings (sattvasamvartant) is finished and the
world has been destroyed to that extent.
6. Then, by reason of the exhaustion of the collective action which
has created the physical world, and by reason of the emptiness of the
world, seven suns successively appear,497 and the world is entirely
consumed from this sphere with its continents to Meru. From this world
thus inflamed, the flame, conducted by the wind, burns the houses of the
world of Brahma.498 Even though it is well understood that the flame
that burns these houses is a flame of Rupadhatu, the destruction of
Kamadhatu has not yet taken hold of Rupadhatu. But it is said that the
flame goes from this world and burns the world of Brahma, because a
new flame arises in relation to the first one.
So too, mutatis mutandis, is the destruction through water and
through wind, which are similar to destruction through fire but which
extend higher.499
The period that extends from the moment when beings cease to be
born in the hells until the moment when the physical world has been
destroyed is what is called a samvartakalpa, a kalpa of disappearance.
90c-d The kalpa of creation lasts from the primordial wind until
the production of hellish beings.
From the primordial wind (prdgvayu) until the moment when
beings arise in hells.
The world, which has been destroyed as we have seen, stays
destroyed for a long time—during twenty small kalpas. There is only
space where the world once was.
1. When, by reason of the collective action of beings, there appears
the first signs of a future physical world; when some very light winds
arise in space, then this period of twenty small kalpas during which the
world remained destroyed is finished; and the period, also of twenty
small kalpas, during which the world is created, begins.500
The winds come gradually and, finally, constitute a circle of wind;
then there arises all of the receptacles as we have just described: a circle
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of water, a sphere of gold, Meru, etc. The mansion of Brahma appears
first and then all the mansions until those of the Yamas. But this is only
after the circle of wind arises.501
The physical world is thus created, and the world is now created to
this extent.
2. Then a being, dying in Abhasvara, is born in the mansion of
Brahma which is empty; other beings, dying one after the other in
Abhasvara, are born in the heaven of the Brahmapurohitas, the
Brahmakayikas, the Paranirmitavasavartins and the other gods of
Kamadhatu; in Uttarakuru, Godaniya, Videha, and Jambudvlpa; among
the Pretas and animals; and in the hells. The rule is that the beings who
disappear last reappear first.
When a being is born in the hells, the period of creation, of twenty
small kalpas, is finished, and the period of duration begins.
[The first small kdpa of the period of creation is used for the
creation of the physical world, the mansion of Brahma, etc] During the
nineteen small kalpas that complete this period, until the appearance of
the beings in hell, the lifespan of humans is infinite in length.
91a-b. A small kdpa, in the course of which a lifespan, from
infinite, becomes a lifespan ten years in length.
Humans, at the end of the period of creation, have an infinitely long
lifespan; their lifespan diminishes when creation is achieved, until it is
not more then ten years in length (iii.98c-d). The period in which this
diminution takes place constitutes the first small kdpa of the period of
destruction.
91c-d. The eighteen kalpas which are of augmentation and of
diminution.
A lifespan, which is now ten years in length, increases until it is
eighty thousand years in length; then it decreases and is reduced to a
length of ten years. The period in the course of which this increase and
this decrease takes place is the second small kdpa.
This kdpa is followed by seventeen similar ones.
92a. One, of augmentatioa
The twentieth small kdpa is only of increase, not of decrease. The
lifespan of humans increases from ten years to eighty thousand years in
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length.
How high, by increase, do these increases go?
92b. They go to a lifespan of eighty thousand502
But not beyond. The time required for the increase and the decrease
of the eighteen kalpas is equal to the time that the decrease of the first
kdpa and the increase of the last take.503
92c-d. In this way then the world stays created for twenty kalpas.
The world remains created for twenty small kalpas thus calculated.
As long as this period of duration lasts,
93a-b. During the same length of time, the world is in the
process of creation, in the process of disappearance, and in a
state of disappearance.
The creation, the disappearance, and the period when the world
disappears lasts a total of twenty small kalpas. There are not, during
these three periods, any phases of increase and decrease of lifespan, but
these periods are equal in length to the period during which the world
remains created.
The physical world is created in one small kalpa\ it is filled during
nineteen; it is emptied during nineteen; and it perishes in one small
kdpa.
Four times twenty small kalpas make eighty:
93c. These eighty make a great kalpa.
This is the extent of a great kalpa.
***
Of what does a kalpa consist?
The kalpa is by nature the five skandhas.504
***

It is said that the quality of Buddhahood is acquired through
cultivation that last three asamkhyeya kalpas. To which among the four
types of kalpas does this refer?
93d-94a. The quality of Buddhahood results from three of these
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\kdpas\™
Of these great kdpas that we have just defined
But the word asamkhya (-asamkhyaya) signifies "incalculable;" how
can one speak of three "incalculables?"
One should not understand it in this manner, for, in an isolated
(muktaka) Sutra,306 it is said that numeration is to the sixteenth place.
What are these sixteen places?507
One, not two, is the first place; ten times one is the second place; ten
times ten (or one hundred) is the third; ten times one hundred (or one
thousand) is the fourth... and so on, each term being worth ten times
the preceeding: prabheda (10,000), laksa (1000,000), atilaksa, koti,
madhya, ayuta, mahdyuta, nayuta, mahanayuta, prayuta, mahdprayuta,
kamkara, mahdkamkara, bimbara, mahabimbara, aksobhya, mahdksobhya, vivdha, mahdvivdha, utsanga, mahotsariga, vdfoana, mahdvdhana,
tifibha, mahdtitibha, hetu, mahahetu, karabha, m&hakarabha, indra,
mahendra, samdpta (or samdptam), mahdsamdpta (or mahasamaptam), gati, mahdgati, nimbarajas, mahdnimbarajas, mudrd, mahamudra,
bala, rnahdbala, samjria, mahdsamjnd, vibhuta, mahavibhuta, balaksa,
mahdbalaksa, and asamkhya.
In this list eight numbers have been lost.508
A great kdpa successively numbered (=multiplied) to the sixteenth
place is called an asamkhyeya;m if one begins again, one has a second,
and a third asamkhyeya. An asamkhyeya [kalpa] does not receive its
name from the fact that it is incalculable.
***

But why do the Bodhisattvas, once they have undertaken the
resolution to obtain supreme Bodhi, take such a long time to obtain it?
Because supreme Bodhi is very difficult to obtain: one needs a great
accumulation of knowledge and merit, and of innumerable heroic works
in the course of three asamkhyeya kdpas.
One would understand that the Bodhisattva searches out this Bodhi
so difficult to obtain, if this Bodhi were the sole means of arriving at
deliverance; but such is not the case. Why then do they undertake this
infinite labor?
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For the good of others, because they want to become capable of
pulling others out of the great flood of suffering.
But what personal good do they find in the good of others?
The gpod of others is their own good, because they desire it.
Who believes this?
In truth, persons devoid of pity and who think only of themselves
believe with difficulty in the altruism of the Bodhisattvas; but
compassionate persons believe in it easily. Don't we see that certain
persons, confirmed in the absence of pity, find pleasure in the suffering
of others even when it is not to their benefit? In the same way one must
admit that the Bodhisattvas, confirmed in pity, find pleasure in doing
good to others without any egoistic concerns. Don't we see that certain
persons, ignorant of the true nature of the conditioned dharmas (i.e., the
samskaras) that constitute their pretended "self," are attached to these
dharmas through the force of habit, as completely devoid of personality
as these dharmas are, and suffer a thousand pains by reason of this
attachment? In the same way one must admit that the Bodhisattvas,
through the force of habit, detach themselves from the dharmas that
constitute the pretended "self," no longer consider these dharmas as
"me" and "mine," increase compassionate solicitude for others, and are
ready to suffer a thousand pains because of this solicitude.
In a few words, there is a certain category of persons, who,
indifferent to what concerns them personally, are happy through the
well-being of others, and are unhappy through the suffering of
others. 51° For them, to be useful to others is to be useful to themselves. A
stanza says, "An inferior person searches out, by all means, his personal
well-being; a mediocre person searches out the destruction of suffering,
not well-being, because well-being is the cause of suffering; an excellent
person, through his personal suffering, searches out the well-being and
the definitive destruction of the suffering of others, for he suffers from
the suffering of others."511
***

During what periods do the Buddhas appear, during a period of
increase or during a period of decrease?
94a-b. They appear during the decrease to one hundred.512
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The Buddhas appear during the period of the decrease of lifespan,
when the length of life decreases from eighty thousand years to one
hundred years in length.
Why do they not appear when life decreases from one hundred to
ten years?
Because the five corruptions (dyuhkasdya, kalpakasdya, klesakasdya,
drstikasdya, and sattvakasaya)513 then become very strong.514
In the final period of the decrease of lifespan, the length of life (or
dyus) becomes bad, base; being corrupted, it is called a kasdya or
"corruption;" the same for the other corruptions.
The first two corruptions deteriorate the vitality and the means of
subsistance.515 The next two corruptions deteriorate the good; the
corruption of defilements deteriorate beings through laxity (kamasukahallikd); the corruption of views through the practice of painful
asceticism; or rather the corruption of defilement and the corruption of
views deteriorate respeaively the spiritual good of householders and of
wanderers.516 The corruption of beings deteriorates beings from the
physical and the mental point of view; it deteriorates their height,
beauty, health, force, intelligence, memory, energy, and firmness.
***

During what periods do the Pratyekabuddhas appear?
94c. The Pratyekabuddhas appear in the course of two
periods.517
They appear during the period of increase and during the period of
decrease of lifespan. One distinguishes in fact two types of Pratyekabuddhas: those that live in a group (vargacdrin), [and who also appear
during the period of increase], and those who live like a rhinoceros.518
a. The first are the ancient Sravakas [who will obtain the first or
second result of the Sravakas under the reign of a Buddha].
According to another opinion, there are also Prthagjanas who have
realized, in the vehicle of the Sravakas,519 the nirvedhabhagtyas (vi.20);
in the course of a subsequent existence, by themselves, they will realize
the Way. The masters who follow this opinion find an argument in the
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Purvakathd520 where they read, "Five hundred ascetics cultivated painful
austerities on a mountain. A monkey who had lived in the company of
Pratyekabuddhas imitated the attitudes of the Pratyekabuddhas in front
of them. These ascetics then imitated the monkey and, they say, obtained
the Bodhi of the Pratyekabuddhas." It is dear, say these masters, that
these ascetics were not Aryans, Sravakas; for, if they had previously
obtained the result of the Sravakas, namely liberation from rules and
rituals (filavratapardmarsa, v. French trans, p. 18), they would not have
given themselves up later to painful austerities.
b. The Pratyekabuddhas who are "like a rhinoceros" live alone.
94d The Rhinoceros by reason of one hundred kalpas.521
The Rhinoceros has cultivated for one hundred great kalpas in his
preparation for Bodhi, [that is, he has cultivated morality, absorption,
mdprajna]. He obtains Bodhi (vi.67) without the help of the teaching
or dgama, but alone.He is a Pratyekabuddha because he himself brings
about his salvation without converting others.
Why does he not apply himself to the conversion of others? He is
certainly capable of teaching the Law: he possesses the comprehensions
(pratisamvids, vii.37b): [and even if he does not possess them,] he can
[through his pranidhijnana, vii.37a] remember the teachings of the
ancient Buddhas. He is no longer deprived of pity, for he manifests his
supernormal power with a view to being of service to beings.522 He can
no longer say that beings are "unconvertible" in the period in which he
lives, for, in this period—the period of decrease of life—beings can
detach themselves from Kamadhatu by the worldly path.523 Why then
does he not teach the Law?
By reason of his previous habit [of solitude], he finds pleasure in,
and aspires to absence of turmoil; he does not have the courage to apply
himself to making others understand the profound Dharnia: he would
have to make disciples; he would have to conduct the multitude who
follow the current against the current, and this is a difficult thing. Now
he fears being distracted from his absorption and of entering into
contact (samsarga, vi.6a) with humans.524
***
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95-96. The Cakravartin Kings do not appear when lifespan is
under eighty thousand years in length; they have a wheel of gpld,
a wheel of silver, a wheel of cooper, and a wheel of iron; in
inverse order, he reigns over one, two, three, or four continents;
but never two at once, like the Buddhas; they triumph through
spontaneous default, personal influence, fighting, or the sword,
but always without doing evil525
1. The Cakravartin Kings appear from the period when the lifespan
of humans is infinite to the period when their lifespan is eighty
thousand years in length; not when life is shorter, for then the world is
no longer a suitable receptacle for their glorious prosperity.
They are called Cakravartins, because their nature is to reign (rdjyam
cakrena vartayitum).526
2. There are four types of Cakravartin Kings,527 Suvarncakravartin,
Rupyacakravartin, Tamracakravartin, and Aya&akravartin, accordingly
as their wheel (cakra) is of gold, silver, copper, or iron: the first is the
best, the second is almost best, the third is mediocre, and the fourth is
inferior. The Cakravartin whose wheel is iron reigns over one continent,
the Cakravartin whose wheel is copper reigns over two continents, and
soon.
This is the doctrine of the Prajnapti.528 A Sutra, in fact, speaks only
of a Cakravartin King having a wheel of gold, by reason of his greater
importance, "When, to a king of royal and consecrated race—who, even
in the days of his youth, on the fifteenth day, having washed his head,
having undertaken the obligations of youth, ascends accompanied by
this ministers to the terrace of his palace—there appears in the east the
jewel of a wheel having a thousand rays, a wheel having a rim, having a
hub, complete in all ways, beautiful, not made by the hand of an artisan,
all in gold529—this king is a Cakravartin King."530
3. Two Cakravartins, the same as two Buddhas, do not appear at the
same time. The Sutra says, "It is impossible in the present, or in the
future, for two Tathagatas, Arhats, perfect Buddhas to appear in the
world without one preceding and the other following. It is impossible. It
is the rule that there is only one. And this holds for the Cakravartins as
for the Tathagatas."531
Here a question is raised. What is the meaning of the expression "in
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the world?" Does this mean "in a great Trisahasra universe" (iii.74), or
"in all the universes?"532
According to one opinion, the Buddhas do not appear elsewhere
[that is: in two great universes at once]533 because the coexistence of two
Buddhas would create an obstacle to the power of the Blessed Ones. A
single Blessed One applies himself wheresoever: where a Blessed One
does not apply himself to the converting of beings, other Blessed Ones
do not apply themselves either. Further, we read in the Sutra,
" 'Sariputra, if someone comes and asks you if there now exists someone,
a Bhiksu or a Brahmin, who is equal534 to the ascetic Gautama with
regard to Samyaksambodhi, what would you answer him?'
"'If someone were to interrogate me thus, Oh Venerable One, I
would answer him that there does not exist now anyone, Bhiksu or
Brahmin, who is the equal of the Blessed One. And why would I respond
in this manner? Because I have heard and understood of the Blessed
One, that it is impossible, both in the present and in the future, for two
Blessed Ones, Arhats, perfea Buddhas to appear in the world without
one preceding and the other following/"535
Objection: How then are we to understand what the Blessed One
said in the Brahmastitra,5*6 "I exercise my power even over a great
Trisahasra universe?"
This text should not be taken literally: it means that without making
an effort (without making a special act of attention), the Buddha sees as
far as this limit. When he desires it, his seeing goes wherever he wills it
without limit.537
According to other schools, the Buddhas appear at the same time,
but in many universes. Here are their arguments. One sees that many
persons apply themselves at the same time to the preparations [for
Bodhi]. Certainly, it is not proper that many Buddhas should appear at
the same time in the same spot (=in the same universe); but, on the
other hand, nothing prevents many Buddhas from appearing at the
same time: thus they appear in different universes.538 The universes are
infinite in number, so even if the Blessed One lives an entire kalpa, he
cannot go about in the infinity of the universe as he does here; all the
more so if he only lives a human lifetime.
What is this activity of the Blessed One?
He wills that a person's faculty (faith, etc.)—by reason of such a
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person, of such a place and of such conditions of time, due to the
disappearance of such a defect and to the realization of such a cause, and
in such a manner—if not arisen should arise, and if not perfected should
be perfected
Objection:But we have quoted the Sutra, "It is impossible for two
Tathagatas to appear in the world without one preceding and the other
following."
Answer: There is reason to examine if this text refers to one
universe—a universe with its four continents, a great Trisahasra
universe—or to all universes. Let us observe that the rule which
concerns the appearance of the Cakravartin Kings is formulated in the
same terms as those that concern the appearance of the Tathagatas.
Would you deny that Cakravartin Kings could appear at the same time?
If you do not deny this, why not also admit that the Buddhas, which are
the foundation of merit, appear at the same time in different
universes?539 What is wrong with numerous Buddhas appearing in
numerous universes? Innumerable beings would thus obtain both
temporal well-being and supreme happiness.
Objection: But in this same spirit, you should also admit that two
Tathagatas can appear at the same time in one universe.
Answer.No. In fact, 1. their simultaneous appearance in a universe
would be without utility; 2. the vow of the Bodhisattva is to "become a
Buddha, a protector of the unprotected, in a world blind and without a
protector;" 3. respect with regard to a single Buddha is greater; 4. greater
also is the haste to conform to his Law: persons know that a Buddha is
rare, and that they will be without a protector once the Buddha is in
Nirvana or when he goes elsewhere.540
4. It is by their wheel of gold, silver, etc., that Cakravartin Kings
conquer the earth. Their conquest differs according to the nature of their
wheel.541
A Cakravartin King with a golden wheel triumphs through
pratyudydna. Lesser kings542 come towards him, saying, "Rich districts,
flourishing, abundant in living things, full of men and sage men543—
may Your Majesty deign to govern them! We ourselves are at your
orders."
A Cakravartin King with a silver wheel goes towards them himself,
and then they submit to him.
A Cakravartin King with a copper wheel goes to them; they make
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preparations for resistance, but they submit to him.
A Cakravartin King with an iron wheel goes to them; they brandish
their arms, but then they submit to him.
In no case does a Cakravartin King kill
5. Cakravartin Kings cause beings to enter the path of the ten good
actions (karmapatha, iv.66b).544 Also, after their death, they are reborn
among the gods.
6. The Sutra says, "When Cakravartin Kings appear in the world,
the seven jewels also appear: a wheel, an elephant, a horse, a treasure,
women, a treasurer, and a military advisor."545 Do these jewels which
are living beings,—the jewel of elephants, etc,—arise through the
actions of others?
No. A being accumulates actions which should be retributed by a
birth related to a Cakravartin King, by a birth as a jewel of an elephant,
etc.: when a Cakravartin King appears, his own aaions make this being
arise.
7. There are many differance between the Cakravartin Kings and
other men, notably that these Kings possess, like the Buddha, the
thirty-two marks of the Mahapurusa.546
97a. But the marks of the Muni are better placed, more brilliant,
and complete.
But the marks of the Buddha outweigh those of the Kings in that
they are better placed,547 more brilliant, and complete.
#**

Did humans have kings at the beginning of the kalpa?
No.
98. In the beginning, beings were similar to the gods of
Rupadhatu; then, little by little, through attachment to taste, and
through laziness, they made provisions and attributed parts to
themselves; a protector of the fields was, by them, retributed548
Humans at the beginning of the cosmic age549 were similar to the
beings of Rupadhatu. The Sutra says, "There are visible beings, born of
the mind, having all their members, with complete and intaa organs, of
fine figure, of beautiful color, shining by themselves, travelling through
the air, having joy for ther food, and living a long time/'550
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Yet there appeared the "juice of the earth," the taste of which had
the sweetness of honey. One being, of greedy temperament, having
perceived the smell of this juice, took pleasure in it and ate it; the other
beings then did the same. This was the beginning of eating by mouthfuls
(kavadikdra, iii.39). This eating made their bodies become coarse and
heavy and their luminosity come to an end: and then darkness appeared
And then there appeared the sun and the moon.
Because of the attachment of beings to taste, the juice of the earth
gradually disappeared Then prtbmparpafaka5*1 appeared, and beings
attached themselves to it. Prthiviparpafaka disappeared and a forest
creeper appeared and beings then became attached to it. This creeper
disappeared and then rice grew, unworked and unseeded: this rice, a
coarse food, gave forth waste: beings then developed organs of excretion
and sexual organs; they then took different forms. Beings with sexual
differences, by reason of ther previous habits, were seized by this
crocodile which is wrong judgment; they conceived an active desire for
pleasure and so had sexual intercourse. It is from this moment on that
the beings of Kamadhatu were possessed by the demon which is
craving.
One cut rice in the morning for the morning meal, and in the
evening for the evening meal. One being, of lazy temperament, made
provisions. The others imitated him. With provisions arose the idea of
"mine," the idea of property: then the rice, cut and recut, stopped
growing.
Then they distributed the fields. One was the owner of one field; one
seized the goods of another. This was the beginning of robbery.
In order to prevent robbery, they came together and gave a sixth
part to an excellent man in order that he protect the fields: this man was
given the name ksetrapa or guardian of the fields, and, as he was a
ksetrapa, he received the name of ksatriya. Because he was very
esteemed (sammata) by the multitude (mahajana), and because he
charmed (ranj) his subjects, he became the Raja Mahasammata.552 This
was the beginning of dynasties.553
Those who abandoned the householder's life received the name of
Brahmins.
Then, under a certain king, there were many bandits and thieves.
The king punished them by the sword Others said, "We have not
committed such actions," and this was the beginning of lying.
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98c-d Then, through the development of the courses of action,
life shortened to a length of ten years.554
From this moment on, the bad courses of action, murder, etc,
increased and the lifespan of humans became shorter and shorter. It was
reduced, finally, to a length of ten years.
There are thus two dharmas: attachment to taste and laziness which
are the beginning of this long degeneration.
*##

A small kalpa terminates when a lifespan is ten years in length.
What happens then?
99. The kalpa terminates through iron, sickness, hunger, which
last respectively seven days, seven months, and seven years.555

The end of the kalpa is marked by three calamities.556
1. In the period when the kalpa draws to its end, their lifespans
being reduced to ten years in length, persons, full of forbidden craving
and slaves of unjust greed, profess false doctrines. The spirit of
wickedness arises in them: they conceive thoughts of hatred; as soon as
they see one another, as a hunter who sees game, everything that falls
into their hand,—a piece of wood, aconite plants,—becomes a sharp
weapon, and they massacre one another.
2. In the period when the kalpa draws to its end, their lifespans
being reduced to ten years, persons, full of forbidden craving and slaves
to unjust greed, profess false doctrines. Non-human beings (P&acas,
etc.) emit deadly vapors, from whence incurable sicknesses arise by*
which humans die.
3. In the period when the kalpa draws to its end... the heavens cease
to rain, from whence three famines arise, the famine of the boxes
{cancu), the famine of the white bones, and the famine when one lives
by tokens.557
The famine of the boxes is called this for two reasons. What is today
a samudgaka, was in this period called canca; and cancu is the same as
carica.558 Persons, overwhelmed with hunger and weakness, die all in a
group; and, with a view to being useful to persons of the future, they
place seeds in a cancu. This is why this famine is called cancu.
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The famine of the white bones is called this for two reasons. Bodies
become dry and hard, and when they die, their bones soon become
white. Persons gather up these white bones, boil them and drink
them.559
The famine of tokens is called this for two reasons. Beings, in
houses, eat according to the indication of tokens, "Today it is the turn of
the master of the house to eat; tomorrow it is the turn of the mistress of
the house ..." And, with the tokens, persons search out grains in the
empty earth; they are boiled in much water, and drunk.560
Scripture teaches that person who have, for a single day and night,
undertaken abstention from murder, or have given one myrobalan fruit
or a mouthful of food to the Sahgha, will not be reborn here in this world
during the period of knives, sickness, or famine.
4. How long a time do these periods last?
Killing lasts seven days, sickness lasts seven months and seven days,
and famine last seven years, seven months and seven days. The
conjunction ca ("and") in the stanza shows that one must add the
different lengths of time.
***

The continents of Videha and Godaniya do not know the three
calamities: yet wickedness, bad color and weakness, and hunger and
thirst reign therein when Jambudvipa is overwhelmed by knives,
sickness, and famine.
***

We have described destruction by fire, and have said that the other
destructions are accomplished in a similar manner.
lOOa-b. There are three destructions: through fire, water, and
wind.561
When all beings have disappeared from the lower physical worlds,
having come together in a dhyana heaven, the destructions take place:
through fire, by reason of the seven suns; through water, by reason of
the rain; and through wind, by reason of the disorder of the wind
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element. The effect of these destructions is that not one atom of the
destroyed physical world remains.
**#

[Here arises the problem of a whole and its part (avayavin,
avayava), of a substance and its qualities (gunin, guna)y iii.49d].
Certain non-Buddhist masters—[Kanabhuj, etc]—say that the
atoms are eternal, and that, as a consequence, they remain when the
universe is dissolved. In faa, say these masters, if it were otherwise,
coarse bodies would arise without cause (ahetuka).
[The Buddhists:] But we have explained (iii.50a) that the seed of a
new universe is wind, a wind endowed with special powers which have
their beginning in the actions of creatures. And the instrumental cause
(nimittd) of this wind is the wind of Rupadhatu562 which is not
destroyed. Further, a Sutra of the Mahisasakas says that the wind brings
the seeds563 in from another universe.
[The VaiSesikas:] But even if the seeds were so brought in, we do not
admit that gross bodies,—shoots, stalk, etc.,—arise from a seed, from a
stalk, etc.[: for seeds, shoots, etc., are merely nimittakarana, instrumental causes, not samavdyikarana, material cause];564 we say rather,
that the shoot, etc., arises from its parts, and that these parts arise in turn
from their parts, and so on to the most minute parts which arise from
the atoms.
[The Buddhists:] What then is the efficacy (samarthya: use,
purpose) of a seed with regard to its shoot?
[The Vaisesikas:] The seed has no efficacy with regard to the
veneration (janana) of the shoot, except that it provokes the aggregaon of the atoms of the shoot. It is impossible in faa for a certain thing
to arise from a thing having another nature: if such generation were
possible, there would be no rule in generation. [One could then make
mats out of cotton threads].
[The Buddhists:] No. Different does come from different, but
according to certain rules, as sound arises, or the products of cooking, etc
[Sound arises from striking, which is different in nature from sound, but
not different from everthing that is different from sound] The
potentiality (Jakti) of all things is determined.
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[The Vai5e§ikas:] Your examples are not valid We admit that
gunadharrbas or attributes (sound, etc) arise either from that which is
similar or from that which is different (samyoga, etc); but this does not
hold in the same way for dravyadharmas (or substances) which arise
from the similar things.565 It is thus that vtrana threads,—and not other
threads—give rise to a mat, and that only cotton threads give rise to
cotton doth.
[The Buddhists:] Your example does not prove this, for it is not,
itself, proven. Yau say that a thing arises from a similar thing, since a
mat arises from vtrana threads: but, a mat is the vtrana threads
themselves disposed in a certain manner and which take the name of
mat; doth is threads disposed in a certain manner. In the same way a
row of ants is only ants.
[The Vai£esikas:] How do you prove that doth is not a thing distinct
from threads?
[The Buddhists:] When an organ (of sight or touch) is in relation
with a thread, the doth is not perceived Now, if the doth exists [created
by each thread,] why would it not be perceived? You say that the cloth
does not exist, integrally, in each thread: this is to acknowledge that the
doth is only the collection of its parts which are each constituted by a
thread: for how would you prove that the parts of a doth are a thing
other than the threads? You say that the doth exists integrally in each
thread, but that one does not perceive it in each thread because the
perception of the doth supposes a union of the organ and the doth in
such a way that the numerous creative elements of the doth are
perceived: in this hypothesis, it would suffice to see the fringe in order to
see the cloth. You say that, if one does not see the doth when one sees
the fringe, it is because the central parts, etc, are not in relation with the
organ: this is to admit then that one would never see the doth, for the
central parts and the extremes which are supposed to create the doth are
not perceived together. You say that they are perceived successively: this
is to acknowledge that the whole (the entity doth, avayavin) is not
perceived; and this is to acknowledge too that the idea of doth or of mat
has for its sole object the parts of the doth or the mat. How do we have,
from all evidence, the idea of a cirde from the cirde formed from the
circular trajectory of a brand? Further, doth cannot be a thing other than
thread, for, in the hypothesis where it would be otherwise, when the
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threads are different in color, different in nature, and different in
disposition, one could not attribute either color, or nature, or disposition
to the cloth. You say that the cloth is different in color: this is to
acknowledge that different creates different; further, to suppose that
one of the sides is not variegated, in looking at it one would not see the
cloth, but rather would see it "variegated" But do you dare say that the
cloth, made of threads of different dispositions, is of different
dispositions? It would be truly too diverse to be an entity! Consider again
the entity which is the light of fire: its heating and illuminating power
varies from beginning to end; one cannot recognize in it either color or
tangible qualites.
[The VaiSesikas: But if the "all," doth, is not distinct from its "parts,"
and if the atoms, not perceptible to the organs, do not create a coarse
body perceptible to the organs—a body distinct from the atoms—then
the world is invisible: but one can see a cow.]
[The Buddhists:] For us, the atoms, although suprasensible, become
sensible when they come together: the Vai£esikas also attribute the
power to create coarse bodies to the united atoms; the factors of visual
consciousness should be united in order to produce a consciousness; and
persons who suffer from ophthalmia see masses of hair, not hairs one by
one.
[The author having refuted the doctrine of a whole, avayavin,
distinct from its parts, avayava, now refutes the doctrine of substances,
gunin, distinct from their attributes, guna\
[The Buddhists:] What one understands by atom (paramdnu) is
physical matter (rupa)> etc; it is thus certain that atoms perish at the
destruction of the universe.
[The Va&esikas:] An atom is a thing in and of itself (drayya); a thing
in and of itself is distinct from physical matter, etc.;566 and physical
matter can perish without an atom perishing.
[The Buddhists:] The distinction between a thing and its attributes
is inadmissible: for no one distinguishes, "This is earth, water, fire: these
are the attributes of earth, namely, its color, its taste, etc" And yet you
affirm that a thing, earth, etc, is perceptible to the eye, etc [Thus you
cannot say that one does not perceive it because it is suprasensible].
Further, when wool, cotton, opium juice, or incense is burned, one no
longer has the idea of wool, cotton, etc, with regard to its ashes: thus the
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idea has for its object, not a thing in and of itself whose color would be an
attribute, but its color, its taste, etc567 You say that, when an unf ired clay
jug has been submitted to the action of fire, we say that it has always
been the same jug; and that, as a consequence, the jug is a thing other
than its color, that it stays the same even though its color changes. But, in
faa, if we were to recognize the unf ired jug in the fired jug, it is because
its figure remains similar: as one recognizes a row of ants. In fact, who
would recognize the jug if one does not see in it certain characteristics
observed initially?
Let us here stop this discussion of these infantile theories.
***

What is the upper limit of the destructions?
lOOc-lOld Three Dhyanas, beginning with the second, are, in
order, the top of the destructions; by reason of the community of
the nature of destructions and the vices of the first three
Dhyanas. As for the Fourth Dhyana, no destruaion, by reason of
its non-agitation: this is not that it is eternal, for its mansions are
produced and perish along with the beings who live therein.
1. The Second Dhyana is the limit of the destruaion by fire:
everything below it is burned; the Third Dhyana is the limit of the
destruaion by water: everything below it is dissolved; the Fourth
Dhyana is the limit of the destruaion by wind: everything below it is
dispersed. "The top of the destruaion" is the name of that which
remains when the destruaion is finished.
The heaven of the First Dhyana then perishes by fire: in faa, the
vice or imperfeaion of the First Dhyana is vitarka-vtcdra\ these burn the
mind and are thus similar to fire. The Second Dhyana perishes by water:
in faa, it has joy for its vice. This, being associated with physical
well-being, rends the body soft and flabby: it is similar to water. This is
why the Sutra teaches that the sensation of suffering is destroyed by the
suppression of all solidity of the body.568 The Third Dhyana perishes by
wind: in faa, it has inbreathing and outbreathing, which are wind, for its
vice.
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The external vices of a Dhyana (that is, the calamities which destroy
a Dhyana heaven) are of the same order as the internal vices which
affect the person who has entered into this Dhyana. (See viii. French
trans, p. 126).569
2. Why is there no destruction by the earth element as by the fire
element, etc?
What one calls the physical world is earth, and as a consequence can
be opposed by fire, water, and wind, but not by earth itself.
3. The Fourth Dhyana is not subject to destruction, because it is free
from agitation. The Buddha said in fact that this Dhyana, being free
from internal vices, is non-movable (dnejya). 57° The external vices have
thus no hold on it and, as a consequence, it is not subject to destruction.
According to another opinion, the non-destruction of the Fourth
Dhyana is explained by the force of the Suddhavasakayika gods whose
abode it is. These gods are incapable of entering into Arapyadhatu, and
are also incapable of going elsewhere [to a lower sphere].571
The receptacle world of the Fourth Dhyana is not eternal, but by this
fact, it does not constitute a "sphere;" like the stars, it is divided into
diverse residences; these different mansions, the abodes of beings, arise
and perish with these beings. (Vibbdsd, TD 27, p. 692bl9).
***

What is the order of succession of these three destructions?
102. Seven by fire, one by water; and when seven destructions by
water have thus taken place, seven by fire followed by the
destruction by wind.572
After seven series of seven successive destructions by fire, destruction is then done seven times by water; the eighth series of seven
destructions by fire is followed by one destruction by wind. The physical
worlds, in fact, last by reason of the duration of the gods who are reborn
therein by the force of their absorptions. There are fifty-six destructions
by fire, seven by water, and one by wind: this is what justifies the
declaration of the Prajnapti575 that the Subhakrtsnagods live sixty-four
kalpas. (iii.80d).
***
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1. According to Buddhaghosa (AtthasdUni, 62), Kamadhatu is made up of four bad realms of rebirth
(hellish beings, animals, Pretas and Asuras, see iii. 4a), humans and the six classes of gods: in all
eleven divisions (padesa).
The six gods of Kamadhatu (Burnouf, Introduction, 603,608; Hastings, article, "Cosmogony
and Cosmology"; names explained in the Vydkhya) are an old list, sometimes reduced to five names
(Trayastrimsas . . . Paranirmkavaiavartins subject to Mara, Samyutta, i.133). [Each category has
chiefs or a king, Anguttara, iv.242.] Above there are, in Digka, i.215, the Brahmakayikas and
Mahabrahma; in Anguttara, i.210, the Brahmakayikas and the higher gods; in Mahdniddesa, 44, the
Brahmakayikas. (See below, note 4).
The Vydkhya explains the words naraka, etc First opinion: from the root nr (naye, Dhdtupdfha,
i.847), "Beings are led there by transgression"; second opinion: from the root r (gatiprdpanayoh or
gatmhsanayos [the reading of the Vydkhyd]tL9&3,vi.lll) preceeded by a negation; third opinion:
from ram, ranj, "beings do not rejoice therein"; fourth opinion, that of Sarhghabhadra, "Beings do
not obtain (f = prop) protection there."
2. Vydkhya: All of the Dhyanas belong to the three realms, corresponding to weak, medium, and
strong absorptions: thus the Fourth Dhyana contains the stage of Anabhrakas, Punyaprasavas,
Vrhatphalas. But a strong absorption of the Fourth Dhyana can be mixed with an andsrava
absorption (as explained in vi.43); from whence there are five new places: Avrhas, etc The Fourth
Dhyana is thus made up of eight stages.
3. We are reminded of the four bhavOppattis of Majjhima, iii 147: the Parittabhas gods, the
Appamanabhas gods, the Samkilitthabhas gods, and the Parisuddhabhas gods.
4. This is the opinion of theBahirde^akas ( F ^ ^ ) o r t h e P a k a t y a s ( F ^ 4 r ^ TD27,p.509a22),
"the Westerners." This refers to the masters in Gandhara. In this country, there are some
Sautrantikas, but when the Vibhdsd speaks of Pascatyas, it means the extra-Kashmirian
Sarvastivadins, or those of Gandhara.
The Mahdvyutpatti has four names for the First Dhyana: Brahmakayikas, Brahmaparisadyas,
Brahmapurohitas, and Mahabrahmanas. From whence, according to Georgy, and Hodgson, there
are four distinct heavens; Remusat and Burnouf {Introduction, 608) have discussed their various
sources. In the Kola the Parisadyas are omitted, and Brahmakayikas are the inferior class.
Elsewhere (iii.5a, etc) Brahmakayikas is the generic name for all the gods of the First Dhyana, of all
of gods of the world of Brahma.
Vydkhya: He is called Brahma, because he is produced by broad, large (brhat) roots of good
Who is he? He is called Mahabrahma. He is great, mahdn, because he has attained the intermediate
dhyana (viii.23); because he is born and dies before and after all others (iii.6a, Para. 2); and because
he is distinguished by his stature, etc. They are called the Brahmakayikas, because the kayo, that is to
say, the nivdsa, or dwelling, of Mahabrahma is theirs (tasya kayo nivdsa esam vidyate). Some are
called Brahmapurohitas, because Brahma is placed {dhtyate) at their head ipura esam). And some
are called Mahabrahmanas, because dyurvarnadibhir viiesair mahdn brahmd esam.
The Vydkhya explains the names of the gods in very clear language (Cosmologie bouddhique, p.
119). Samgrabhadra is in agreement. For details on all the gods, see iii. 64.
5. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 509a22.
a. Pali sources. Rupadhatu (or world of Brahma, see above, note 1) contains sixteen places: 1.-9.
three places for each one of the first three Dhyanas; 10.-11. the Vehapphalas and Asafinasattas for
the Fourth Dhyana; 12.-16. five Suddhavasas, reserved for the Anagamins. Variants: Majjhima,
i.329; iii.147, etc
b. The "correct opinion of the Sarvastivadins" admits sixteen places, by assigning only two
places to the First Dhyana.
c The masters of the West (the Vaibhasikas of Gandhara, Piscatyas, and Bahirdes'akas) admit
seventeen places, by assigning three places to the First Dhyana (a special place for the
Mahabrahmanas).
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d. Some other Bahirde£akas (Kola, ii.4ld) admit seventeen places, by assigning two places to
the First Dhyana, and a special place to the Asarhjnisattvas in the Fourth Dhyana.
e. Eighteen places, by assigning three places to the First Dhyana (a special place for the
Mahabrahmanas) and a special place to the Asarhjnisattvas.
This is the opinion of &rilabdha 0r$-h-to, Watters, i.355, the author of a Sautrantika
Vibhdsdfastra), according to P'u-kuang and Fa-pao who quote Saihghabhadra according to whom:
"the Sthavira admits eighteen places". This is the opinion of the Mahayana Sthiramati or Saramati
(TD, 31, number 1606, Grand Vehicle).
f. The Yogacaras also admit the number of eighteen, but they place the Asarhjnisattvas in the
heaven of the Vrhatphalas, and obtain the number of eighteen by recognizing the MahesVaradevas
(compare Mabdvyutpatti, 162.7, Mahamahesvarayatana).
Yuan-hui and other commentators say that the School (nikaya) of the Sthaviras admit eighteen
places, wrongly interpreting the expression "the Sthavira" of Saihghabhadra, (a) because, among
the twenty schools, there is a School of the Sthaviras (but Ts'e-yuan, P'u-kuang and Fa-pao say that
"the Sthavira" of Saihghabhadra is Srllabdha); (b) because they do not know that eighteen is the
number of the Sautrantika &rilabdha, whereas seventeen is the established number in the
Sautrantika system. The Vibhdsd attributes the opinion of seventeen places to the Western Masters,
the Gandharans. Among these masters, there are some Sautrantikas, but many are Sarvastivadins.
The Vibhdsd designates a divergent opinion of the Sarvastivadin school by the expression "Western
Masters", and not the Sautrantikas; this is why Saihghabhadra says only, "There are others who say
(that the places are seventeen in number)..." and does not say "another School" . . .
Saeki gives, in resume, "Sixteen places: the correct opinion of the Sarvastivadins. Seventeen
places: a. Westerners (separate Mahabrahmas) and b. some other masters (separate Asamjfiins).
Eighteen places (by distinguishing the place of Mahabrahma from that of the Asamjfiins): and the
Sthavira (a) §rllabdha, a Sthavira not included among the twenty schools, who is also termed a
Mulasautrantika; and (b) the Sthavira, who is included among the twenty schools, and who is
termed the Mulasthavira. Further, Sthiramati (Saramati) (and the Yogacarins)."
6. This "dwelling" is dhydndntarikd, Koia, ii.41d
7. I believe that I correctly understand Hsiian-tsang and Paramartha (i-sheng so chU
~"^ff\ Jif which should be corrected to read i-cbu^'H); but the Kosa, in many places, speaks of
some "Great Brahmas", Mahabrahmanas: these are the Mahabrahmadevas of the Pali texts, the
followers or the court of the one, sole king (see Ko/a, vi.38b); the Vydkhyd explains their name:
"They are Mahabrahmanas because Brahma is the greatest among them by his duration of life, his
color, etc"
8. Beal, Catena, 94, "Following the Kosha Shaster, it is said that Brahma has no distinct abode, only
in the midst of the Brahmapurohita Heaven there is a high-storied tower, and this is (the abode of
Brahma)."
9. The problem as to whether there is r&pa in this dhdtu or not, is discussed viii.3c
10. As we will see iii.41, the mind and mental states, in the first two Dhatus, are an dfrita (a thing
supported) which have for their dfraya (support) a body endowed with organs. The mind "falls", or
dies, when the organs are destroyed On nikaya - nikdyasabhdga, ii.41, see below iiL7c,
nikdyasabhdga = upapattydyatana.
11. Hsiian-tsang corrects: The mental series of material beings is not supported on these two,
because they lack any force: they are strong among non-material beings because they proceed from
an absorption from whence the notion of matter has been eliminated But why not admit that the
mental series of non-material beings is directly supported on this absorption? Why is there an
intermediate support? Furthermore, the "genus" and vital organ of non-material beings is
supported by matter...
12. See ii. 14, viii.3c
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13. Vibhasd, TD 27, p. 387b26-27: As we have prthivUhdtu, etc
14. This explanation holds for the expression drupyadhdtu: but when one speaks of the nonmaterial absorptions (viii.2), drupya should be understood as equivalent to rupa, or rather as
signifying "favorable to Arupya[dhatu]" (Vydkhyd).
15. Samyukta, TD 2, p. 199a6. The first stanza is quoted in Anguttara, iii.4l 1, where it is attributed
to a deity (devatd). In Sanskrit as in Pali it begins with na te kdmdydnidtrdniloke/ samkalpardgah
purusasya kdmah.The two other stanzas, to my knowledge, are absent in the Pali. The Vydkhyd
gives the last two lines.
The argument of the Ajivika does not hold He thinks that a Bhiksu ceases to be a Bhiksu if he is
a kdmopabhogin; and, if kdma = desire, then the Bhiksu would be kdmopabhogin, and would lose
the quality of Bhiksu, even when he does not enjoy these objects. But the Bhiksu, through desire,
corrupts his morality and his precepts, without losing the quality of Bhiksu: by this he transgresses
by his body or speech the boundary of the rules of the Tathagata.
In Kdthdvatthu, viii.3-4, the Theravadins establish against the Pubbaseliyas that kdma, in the
expression Kdmadhdtu, does not signify "object of desire", as rupdyatana or "visible matter",etc, but
rather "desire." They quote the stanza of the Anguttara, iii.411 and Samyutta, i.22, as does
Vasubandhu.
Compare Vibhanga, 256 quoted in Atthasdlint, 164-5; the distinction between the vatthukdmas
and the kilesakdmas, Mahdniddesa to Suttanipdta, 766; Compendium, p. 81, n. 2.
16. Some dharmas are produced (samuddcarantt) in Kamadhatu which are of the sphere of
Rupadhatu and Arupyadhatu, for example the different absorptions (viii.l9e); a person can
experience "desire" (rdga) with respect to these absorptions: but as this desire has a dharma of a
higher sphere for its object, it does not lodge in him: like a foot on a burning paving-stone (v.2,39).
So too among the beings of Kamadhatu some andsravas, or "pure" dharmas are produced, namely
the mental states which constitute the Path: these dharmas are not the object of "desire" {rdga) in
any Dhatu (v. 16, viii20c): they are thus adhdtupatita or adhdtvdpia, foreign to the Dhatus.
From whence the principle that it is "thirst" which determines the spheres (Kamadhatu = one
sphere, Rupadhatu = four spheres); viii20c
All dharma with respect to which the "thirst" of a being in Kamadhatu develops is also of the
sphere of Kamadhatu.
17.Seevii.49-51.

18. There are four anantas: dkdso ananto, cakkavdldni anantdni, sattakdyo ananto, buddhandnam
anantam (Atthasdlint, 160).
19. P'u-kuang (quoted by Saeki, viii.5b) says, "If one follows the opinion of the Mahilasakas, there is
an arising of new beings (yu shih ch'iyu ch'ing ^#&fe^frfpf = asty ddyutpannah sattvah) which
do not arise from action-defilement (karmakleia)".
20. Vibhasd, TD 27, p. 966bll-27, mentions two opinions, a horizontal disposition, and a
horizontal and vertical disposition of the universe, and the difficulties that they present. Compare
Digha, i.33.
21. This Sutra is Samyukta, 34.7; it is used in the Lokaprajridpti, beginning (trans, in Cosmologie
bouddhique, p. 196).
22. The Isadhara, "the cloud the drops of which have the dimension of a pole," is one of the four
clouds at the beginning of the cosmic age, Siksdsamuccaya, 247', Koia, iii.90c (A "rain" Naga of
Waddell, JRAS, 1894,98.)
23. The opinion of the Dharmaguptakas according to P'u-kuang. The opinion of Sthiramati,
Tsa-chi (TD 31, number 1606), etc
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24 For example, Samyukta, TD 2, p. 120b26, Madhyama, TD 1, p. 493b8.
25. On the disposition of the universe, see the references in Hastings, article "Cosmology", 137b
(Mahavastu, i.122; Lotus Sutra, Chap, xi; Avatamsaka). See below iii.45,73.
26. Are there five or six gatis?
Kathdvattbu, villi. Regardless of Majjhima, 173 (pafcakbopan'imasariputtagatayo...), the
Andhakas and the Uttaripathakas maintain that the Asuras constitute a separate gatihut the
Kalakafijakas are placed among the Pretas, and the Vepacitti (Samyutta, 1221, Dialogues, 11280,
Brethren, 749) among the Devas. (According to the version and the note of Aung-Rhys Davids.)
Furthermore Majjhima, L73; Digha, HL234, Anguttara, iv.459, Samyutta, vi.474.
Yet there are four apdyas or painful realms of rebirth: the damned, animals, Pretas and Asuras
(References: Rhys Davids-Stede). These are the aksanagafis of the Siksasamuceaya, 147, the
akkhanas of the Digha, iii.264, and the duggatis of the Petavatthu, which are lacking in the paradise
of Amitibha (SukhaSvati, 11).
In the Lotus Sutra, we sometimes have six gatis (Burnouf, 309), sometimes five (Burnouf, 377).
Nagarjuna's Letter to a Friend gives five gatis; the same for the inscription of Bodh-Gaya
(Fujishima, Mr. 1888, ii.423; Chavannes, RHR. 1896, ii).
But six gatis In the Dharmasamgraha, 57, and other sources named ibidem.
Notes of Kyokuga Saeki i. The Asuras 1. are included among the Pretas {Vibhasa and
Sambhinnahrdaya, TD28, number 1552); 2. are not Included among the gatis (Buddhabhumi,etc);
3. are a sixth gait (Mahasamghikas, etc); 4. are Included among the Pretas and the animals
(SaddharmasmrtyupasthanasMra); and 5. are included among the Pretas, the animals and the gods
(Sagathasutra). H. The Sutra says that there are five gatisMow can one maintain that there are six?
Some five centuries after the Buddha's demise, there were many schools; the schools were not in
agreement; some held to five gatis, others to six. The first make the Sutra say that there are five
gatis, the others that there are six. iii. In the Mahayana, the Avatamsaka says that there are six gatis.
27. See below note 37.
28. Definition of gati in Karanaprajflapti, translated in Cosmologie bouddhique, p. 345. We see
there that ndrakanikdyasabhagatd, narakdyatanasamanvagama, and ankrtavya^rtanarakarupadmi
as well as ndrakesu pratisamdhih are narakagati.
29. This Sutra, discussed in Vibhasa, TD 27, p. 309bl5, is the Saptabhavasutra.The schools which
deny intermediate existence contest its authenticity, see Samghabhadra, translated in Nirvana,
1925, p. 23, note.
30. Vasubandhu means: Only the Ka£mirians read this Sutra; this Sutra is muktaka, that is, it does
not form part of the Agamas.
According to Vibhasa) TD 27, p. 865al8.
31. If the gatis are undefUed-neutral dharmas, the Prakarana should say how these dharmas are
abandoned through meditation, 'The anuiayas abandoned through meditation and the universal
anuUyas are active and develop with respect to the gatis" (see L40c and Chapter V); it should not
say, "all the anuiayas", for among them there are those that are not active in undefiled-neutral
dharmas.
32. This is the explanation of the Vibhdfd, TD 27,371bl6.
Samdhicitta = pratisamdhiatta = upapattibbava of the Ko/a, iii. 13c, 38. We havepratisamdbi=
vitffiana, the element of "reincarnation", Pafisambhiddmagga, i, p. 52; pratisamdhickta and
virffiana, Visuddhimagga, 548,659.
33. According to iii.38, ii.14.
34. Paramartha (TD 29,p. 199c7) differs: "You say that karmabhava is mentioned here because it is
the cause of the realms of rebirth: it would be fitting also to mention the skandhas which are also the
cause of the realms of rebirth."
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35. One could say that intermediary existence is a realm of rebirth, even though it is mentioned
separately in order to indicate that it is the access to other realms of rebirth.
36. drtipya na gatih syui cyutideia evotpdddt / drupyagd biyatra cyavante vihare vd vfksamUle vd
ydvac catmthydrh dhydnabhOman tatraivotpadyante: "In whichever place beings die, beings 'who
should go to the arupyas', (artipyaga), either in a monastery, at the foot of a tree, or in the sphere of
the Fourth Dhyana, are reborn in this place from an dkdidnantya existence, etc" (See above iii.3b).
37. The undefiled-neutrai^rffWfctf can be either vipdkaja or aupacayika (137, ii.57). Samghabhadra
adopts the opinion of the second masters.
We see ii.10 that tbefivitendnya is exclusively retribution, but that the five material organs,—
the mental organ, and the four sensations—are sometimes retribution, sometimes not retribution.

38. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 707a23-25.
The Sutra (Mahdvyutpatti, 119.1-7) has: \. r&pi^ santi sattvd ndndtvakdya ndnMvasamjfihw
tadyathd manusyd ekatydi ca devdh, 2. . . . ndndtvakdya ekatvasamjfisms tadyathd devd
brahmakdyikdh prathamdbhintrvrttdh, 3. . . . ekatvakdyd ndndtvasamplinas tadyathd devd
dbhdsvardh, 4.... ekatvakdyd ekatvasamjn^nas tadyathddevd Subhakrtsnah, 5. dkdfdnantydyatanam
(better: -dyatanopagdb), 6. vi/ttdndnantydyatanam, 1. dkimcanydyatanam..
Digha, ii.68 (iii.253, 282, Anguttara, iv.39, v.53), "There are seven vnttidnatphitis and two
dyatanas (which are joined to the vijndnasthitis in order to make nine sattvdvdsas, Kofa, iil 6c): 1.
santi Ananda sattd ndnattakdyd ndnattasaMino seyyathdpi manussd ekacce ca devd ehacce ca
vinipdtika... 2. sattd ndnattakdyd ekattasaMino... and as above to subhakitmd; 5. santi Ananda
sattd sabbaso rJipasafinanamsamrtikkamapatighasafiTianam atthagamdndnattasaMdnam amana
sikdrd ananto dkdso ti dkdsdna^cdyatanupagd; 6. . . . v&fiandnaricayatana&paga; 7. . .
dkhncoMdyotanupagd.
39. The gods of the First Dhyana are, according to the system of the Foreign Masters
(bahifdefakanaya): 1. the Brahmakayikas, 2. the Brahmapurohitas, 3. the Mahabrahmans
(mahabrahmanaf ca). For the Masters of Kas'mir, the Mahabrahmans do not form a "place"
(sthdna) distinct from the Brahmapurohitas (as we have seen, p. 366).
The vimpdtikas of the Pali text are missing.
40. The Vibhdsd (707a) omits the "gods of the First Dhyana," because these gods are not necessarily
different in ideas (note of Kyokuga Saeki).
Hsiian-tsang and Paramartha translate prathamdbhinirvftta as those who arise at the
beginning of the kalpa; the Lotsava has, literally, dan pot byun ba.
41. We follow the version of Paramartha. Vasubandhu (as the Lotsava and Hsiian-tsang) explains
the expression ndndtvakdya as "difference of ideas because their ideas are different; endowed with
this difference, they have different ideas." On ndnMvasamjfia, the references of Rhys Davids-Stede
and of Franke, Digha, p. 34, a8.
42. The Brahmakayikas are all the gods of the First Dhyana; by naming the first ones, one names
the others.
43. Compare Digha, il8, iiL29. Brahma thinks, "maydime sattd nhnmitd..."; theother gods think,
"imind mayath bhotd brahmund nimmad."
The Tibetan can be translated, "The aspect of the idea not being different, they are of the same
idea." Paramartha is very dear: "Because they have the similar idea that Brahma is their sole cause."
Samghabhadra refutes an objection: 'Their ideas are different, since the Brahmakayikas think that
they are created, whereas Mahabrahma tliinks that he creates." In faa, he says, both have the idea of
a single cause, the idea of creation (nirmdna).
44. Height = aroha (uttaratd); greatness, breadth = parindha (sthantyapramdna); body =
dkftivigraha, that is to say vigraha consisting of dkrti, or "figure", and as a consequence equivalent to
fartra.[There is, furthermore, vedandvigraha, "mass of sensation", etc]; speech = vdgbhdsd
(vdguccdrana): Hsiian-tsang and Paramartha translate: voke^ound (~vdg bhdsah).
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45. The Digha differs. We have the formula for Brahma's desire, " . . . oho vata atffie pi sattd
itthattam dgaccheyyun ti," and the thought of the gods, "imam hi mayam addasdma idha pafhamam
upapannam / mayam pan'amhdpacchdupapannd." "for we have seen him arise here before us, and
as for us, we have arisen after him."
46. P'u-kuang (TD4l,p. 153a20) says that there are three answers to this question; Samghabhadra
(TD 29, p. 462c20) mentions six responses; and the Vibhdsd (TD 27, p. 508c3) gives five answers
of which Vasubandhu reproduces the first three.
47. Intermediate existence can be prolonged only when the intermediate being should be
reincarnated into Kamadhatu, iii.l4d
48. According to the Vydkhyd
Paramartha understands: "The gods remember the past in the world of Brahma; they formerly
saw [=in a preceding existence in the world of Brahma] Brahma of long life and lasting for a long
time; later, they see him anew; and as a consequence they say... "
Hsiian-tsang: "The gods remember the past of this being in this world itself; they have seen
him previously..."
49. Destruction of the universe by fire, iil90a-b, 100c-d.
50. See viii.4.
51. The Vydkhyd: paribhidyate'neneti paribhedah.
52. Vasubandhu reproduces the seventh of the eight explanations of the Vibhdsa, TD 27, p. 708al3.
53. Addition of Hsiian-tsang who follows Samghabhadra (whom the Vydkhyd quotes ad iii.7a),
"The Aryans who are in the first three heavens of the Fourth Dhyana, desire to enter among the
Suddhavasas (last five heavens of the Fourth Dhyana) or into Arupya; and the Suddhavasas desire
Nirvana."
54. Vydkhyd: cittacaittdndm mandapracdratvdd abalavad vijHdnam na tisthati.
55. Fa-pao says that the Sutra does not teach the nine sattvdvdsas, but the Vibhdsa (TD 27, p.
706bl3) is plain: "Why have we created this Sastra? In order to explain the meaning of the Sutra.
The Sutra teaches seven vijndnasthitis, four vijndnasthitis, and nine sattvdvdsas, but it does not
explain their distinctions and it does not say how they are included or are not included in one
another..."
The Sutra of the Nine Dwellings of Beings: nava sattvdvdsdh / katame nava / rupinah santi
sattvd ndndtvakdyd ndndtvasamjninas tadyathd manusyd ekatyds' ca devd / ayam prathamah
sattvdvdsah . . . The fifth dwelling is that of the Unconscious Ones: rupinah santi sattvd
asamjnino'pratisamjninah / tadyathddevdasamjn'isattvdh / ayam pancamah sattvdvdsas... The
ninth dwelling: arupinah santi sattvd ye sarvaia akimcanydyatanam samatikramya naivasamjnandsamjnayatanam upasampadya viharanti / tadyathd devd naivasamjfandsamjridyatanopagdh / ayam navamah sattvdvdsah.This is very close to the edition of the Digha, iii.263, 288,
Anguttara, iv.401.
The Mahdvyutpatti, 119, adds the naivasarhjnandsamjnayatana (9th sattvdvdsa) and the
asamjn'isattvas to the vijndnasthitis; the same for the Digha, ii.68, which places the asamjnisattvas
before naivasamjfid.
56. Hsiian-tsang adds: "With the exception of the place of the Asamjnisattvas, the Fourth Dhyana
is not a dwelling, as explained above."
The Vydkhyd observes that Vasubandhu enumerates the painful realms of rebirth through
signs (mukhamdtra)\ this refers also to the gods of the Fourth Dhyana which is not a "dwelling," for
no one desires to remain there. Samghabhadra is of this opinion. Some other commentators think
that Vasubandhu, excluding only the painful realms of rebirth, holds the Fourth Dhyana to be a
dwelling: they have to defend this opinion.
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57. See viii3c
Digha, 9.7, Samyukta, 3.6.1%/w, iii.228, enumerates the four vijrldnasthuis according to the
Samyutta, iii.54: rupupdyam va dvuso vifinanam mthamdnam titthati rupdrammanam rupapatifpham nandUpasevanam vuddhim virulhim vepullam dpajjati / vedanUpdyam . . . The Sanskrit
edition should be the nearest: the notable variant being the preference accorded to the expression
rUpopagathe meaning is clear: "It is by going to the visible, to sensation, to ideas, to the samskdras,
that the mind takes its support; it is with visible matter as its object and for its place that, associated
with pleasure, the mind develops . . . "
But the Abhidharma (Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 706bl6) attributes to the Sutra the expressions
rupopagd vijndnasthiti, vedanopagd vijndnasthiti... the grammatical explanation of which is not
easy.
a. The Vaibhasikas understand: Vijndnasthiti, or "dwelling of the vijndna", is that upon which
the mind resides(tisthati). This dwelling, this object of the mind, is upaga, that is to say "near"
(samipacdrint) the mind. It is, by its nature, "visible." Being visible and near, it is termed rupopagd.
b. Bhagavadvi&esa says that the Sautrantikas have two explanations: 1. Vijndnasthiti means the
duration of the mind, the non-interruption of the series of the mind (vijndnasamtatyanupaccheda).
Visible matter is "approached" (upagamyate), and it is "made one's own" (taddtmikriyate) by this
sthitlTbe sthiti is thus rUpapagd: "duration of the mind which approaches the visible." 2. Sthiti
means "thirst" (trsna), for thirst causes the mind to last. We thus have vijndnasthiti = "duration of
the mind, consisting of thirst". This thirst "approaches" visible matter, and attaches itself to it. We
thus have: rupopagd vijfidnasthitib = "thirst attaching itself to visible matter and causing the
vijftdna to last" But, in these two explanations, vijndnasthiti is distinct from visible matter; now it is
visible matter which is vijfidnasthitiWe must then hold to explanation 4. (But this explanation is
absurd from the grammatical point of view. Also) some others explain rupopagd vijOdnasthhih as
rUpasvahhdvd vijndnasthitih: "The object wherein one fixes the mind and consisting of visible
matter." In fact the toot gam is understood in the sense of svabhdva, as we have khakhatakharagata,
etc (But, we would ssy,gata is not upaga).
58. The Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 706b20 and foil., examines whether these skandhas are sattvdkhya or
asattvdkhya. Two opinions.
59. Samyukta, TD2,p. 103a3; Samyutta, ii.101 (Nettippakarana, 57): vinndne ca bhikkhave dhdre
atthi nandiatthi rdgo atthi tanhd patitthitam tattha vin~ndnam virulham.
The word abhydrudha (a term employed in order to designate a sailor riding on a ship) should
correspond to virulha of the Pa|i.
60. Samyukta, TD 2, p. 9a7. Compare Samyutta, iii.54.
The four skandhas of the past and the future are the sthiti of past and future vijndna.

61. "Matrix, or "womb" is a useful equivalent. Better: "Four modes of birth, arising".
The theory of the four yonis in their relationship with the five gatis is presented in the
Kdranaprajridpti, Chap, xv {Cosmologie bouddhique, 345). Vasubandhu borrows his information
from this work (the story of Kapotamalini, of the Bhiksuni "born in the hermitage", etc.). The same
subject studied in Visuddhimagga, 552.
Digha, iii.230: catasso yonryo, anndajayoni, jaldbujayoni, samsedajayoni, opapdtikayoni;
Majjhima, i.73: andajdyoni... (with definitions); Visuddhimagga, 552,557; Mahdvyutpatti, 117:
jardyujdh, andajdh, samsvedajdh, upapddukdh.
62.Yoni = skye gnas; in Hsiian-tsang, sheng 4 = to be born, to arise; in Paramartha, tsa $ | = to mix.
fukrafonitasamnipdto yonih, in Pra/astapdda (Viz. S. S. p. 27) which defines the yonijas and
ayonijas.
63. "Born from a wowb":jarayuryena mdtuh kuksau garbho vespitas tispbati / tasmdtjdtdjardyujdh.
Majjhima: ye sattd vatthikosam abhinibbhijja jdyanti ayarh vuccati jaldbujayoni. On the numerous
modes of impregnation, Milmda 123, Samantapdsddikd, i.213; Windisch, Geburt, 24.
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64. "Arisen from perspiration": bhMdndm pfthhyddmdm samsveddd dravatvalaksandj jdtdh...
Majjhima:yesattdpa&imacche vd... jdyanti.
65. Upapdduka sattva, sems can skye ba pa, Hsiian-tsang: hua-sheng yu ch'mg {b^fe^f ffif
Paramartha: tsejan sheng ch'ung sheng.
Upapdduka in Mahavyutpatti, Ko/avydkhyd, and Mahdvastu; aupapdduka in Divya, Avaddnafataka; aupapddika in Caraka (quoted in Windisch, Geburt, 187), which corresponds to theJaina
uvavdtya, and the Pali aupapdtika.
Upapdtika, upapattika, opapdtika (defined in Sumafigalavildsim: cavitva uppajjanakasattd:
"one who, (immediately upon) death, is reborn").
A very long bibliography from the Lotus Sutra, 394: "came into the world by a miracle", Senart,
JAs. 1876, ii.477, Windisch, Geburt, 184, to S. Lev'tfAs. 1912, ii.502 (who quotes Weber, Childers,
Leumann, etc).
Upapdta simply signifies "birth, arising" (cyutyupapdtajtidna, vii.29, etc) and not necessarily
"casual and unusual birth" (Rhys Davids-Stede).
66. Organs not lacking is avikalendriydh; organs not deficient is ahinendriydh: the organ of the eye
is hina when one is one-eyed or when one squints. The members, anga, are the hands, the feet; the
"sub-members" are the fingers, etc
67. Majjhima: katamd ca opapdtikayoni / devd nerayikd ekacce ca manussd ekacce ca vinipdtikd.
68. Two merchants whose ship had burned found (samadhigata) a crane on the sea shore. From this
union there were born the Sthaviras Saila and Upa£aila (Vydkhyd). According to another source,
"&aila = mountain, Upa£aila = small mountain; a crane produced two eggs there, from whence there
was born two men, and hence their names."
69. The thirty-two eggs of Vis*§kha, Ralston-Schiefner, p. 125. The eggs of PadmavatI, Chavannes,
Cinq cents contes, L81 ("Lait de la mere").
70. Five hundred eggs were born to the queen of the King of Pancala: they were placed in a box
(manjasa) that was abandoned in the Ganges. The King of the Licchavis found the box and in it,
five hundred young men (Vydkhyd*).
71. Mandhatar was born from a swelling (pitaka) which formed on the head of Uposadha; Cam and
Upacaru were born from a swelling which formed on the knee of Mandhatar (Cakravartin Kings,
see Koia, iil97d). Divya, 210, Ralston-Schiefner, p. xxxvii, Buddhacarita, i.29), and the references of
Cowell (Visnupurana, iv.2, Mahdbhdrata, iii.10450), Hopkins, Great Epic, 1915,169.
72. Kapotamalini was born from a swelling on the breast of King Brahmadatta.
73. Amrapali was born from the stem of a banana-tree.
See the story of Amrapali and Jivaka in Chavannes, Cinq cents contes, iii.325, (translated
between A.D. 148 and 170); Ralston-Schiefner, p. lii A birth considered as "apparitional," in
"Sisters," p. 120.
74. Compare Majjhima, i.73, Vibhanga, 416.
75. This paragraph according to Vibhdsa, TD 27, p. 626cl7 and also according to the
Kdranaprajtidpti, xv (Cosmologie bouddhique, p. 345-6) where Vasubandhu deviates on a point:
"The Pretas are solely apparitionaL However certain masters say that they are also born from a
womb. One Preti in fact said to Maudgalyayana..." The Vydkhyd observes that the discourse of the
Preti appears to indicate that her sons are apparitional; if they were born from a womb, the mother
would be satisfied. But this fecundity is explained by the speed with which the sons of the Preta are
constituted, and the violence of the mother's hunger explains how they do not satisfy as food
We have the Petavatthu, 16: kdlenapaflcapundnisdyarhpah^apundpare/ vijayitvdna khdddmi
te pi na honti me alam 11 The Vydkhyd furnishes fragments of the Sanskrit stanza: [aham] rdtrau
paftca sutdn dw&paftca tathapardn /janayhvd [pi khdddmi] ndsti trptis tathdpi me //
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In Ceylon the nijjhamatanhikapetas, which are exclusively apparitional, are distinguished from
the other Pretas which are of the four types. See Rhys Davids-Stede, s. voc peta.
76. The fifth of the Bodhisattvava£itas of the Mahavyutpatti, 27; defined in the Madhyamakdvatdra,
347.
77. In the Mahavastu, i.145, "the Buddhas are produced through their own virtues and their birth is
miraculous (upapdduka)"; LI54, "Rahula descended directly from Tusita into the bowels of his
mother; his birth is marvellous without being, for that, like that of the Cakravartins, and like that of
those of aupapadukabML" On these texts and other Lokottaravadin declarations of the Mahavastu,
see Barth, /. des Savants, Aug. 1899. Compare Latita, Lefmann, 88.
78. These Tlrthikas are Maskarin, etc
We read in the Nirgrantha/dstra: rddhim bhadanta ko dariayati / mayavi gautamah, and
elsewhere, referring to the Bhagavat, the passage quoted by Vasubandhu: kalpafatasydtyaydd
evamvidho loke mayavi prddurbhuya lokarh bhaksayati (Vydkhya). ("to devour the world" is to
"live at the expense of the world," upajiv). Compare Majjhima, 1375: samano hi bhante gotamo
mayavi... Samyutta, iv.34l; Commentary of the Theragdthd, 1209.
Vibhdsa, TD 27, p. 38bll. "The Tlrthikas slander the Buddha saying that he is a great magician
who troubles the mind of the world." And p. 139a23: The PataM-tlrthika says, "Gautama, do you
know magic? If you do not know it, you are not omniscient; if you do know it, you are a magician."
79. Vibhdsa, TD 27, p. 627cl5 and foil
80. According to the Suvarnaprabhdsa, relics are as illusory as the Buddhas (JRAS. 1906,970).
81. There is kdyanidhana, that is to say kdyand/a: the body disappears (antardhiyate) at death...
This is the teaching of the Karanaprajfiapti.
82. On the preservation of relics and rddhi, vii.52.
The Vydkhya explains: "The thing that the magician consecrates (adhitisfhati) saying, 'may this
thing be thus' is termedadbistbdna.This thing is the object (prayojana) of this rddhi, or this rddhi is
produced in this thing: thus this rddhi is called ddhisthdniki.
83. On the four types of Garudas and Nagas (W. de Visser, The Dragon in China andJapan, 1913),
and in which order the first eat the second, Dirgha, TD 1, p. 127b29, Samyutta, iii 240,246.
There are sixteen Nagas safe from the attacks of the Garudas (Sagara, Nanda, etc), note of W.
de Visser. See iiL83b, Beal, 48.
84. Sarhghabhadra (7X>29, p. 467b29) mentions a second opinion, that the womb of perspiration is
the most extended
85. See p. 390.
A bibliographic summary of antardbhava.
Koia, iii.10-15,40c; iv.53a-b, vi34a, 39.
Kathavatthu, viii2. The Theravadins deny antardbhava against the Sammitlyas and the
Pubbaseliyas. These latter stress the existence of an Anagamin called Antaraparinirvayin (see
below p. 386 and iii.40c); they do not attribute antardbhava to creatures who are going to hell, to the
Asafinasattas, or to Arupyadhata
SammifiyanikayaSs'dstra, TD 32, number 1646, Third Chapter.
Kdranaprajfidptis'dstra, xi.5 (Cosmohgie bouddhique, 341).
Sects that deny antardbhava are the Mahasarhghikas, Ekavyavaharikas, Lokottaravadins,
Kukkutikas, Mahi&asakas (Vasumitra), Mahasarhghikas, Mahigasakas, and Vibhajyavadins (Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 356cl4). The Vydkhyd mentions many opinions: no antardbhava; antardbhava
preceding birth in the Three Dhatus; antardbhava preceding birth in Kamadhatu; finally,—the sole
correct opinion,—antardbhava preceding birth in Kamadhatu and Rupadhatu.
Vibhdsa TD 27, p. 352bl8-366al: "Even though there is a difference in time and place between
death and birth, because in the interval, there is no destruction following upon birth, these Schools
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do not admit antardbhava." In Visuddhimagga, 604, as in Madhyamakavrtti, 544, birth immediately
follows upon death: tesarh antarikd natthi.
Brahmanical sources, notably Slokavdrttika, Atmavdda, 62: "Vindhyavasin has refuted
antardbhavadeha"', Goldstucker s. voc. antardbhava and ativdhika, dtivdhika; SdmkhyasUtra, v.103.
(A. B. Keith, Karmamimdmsd, p. 59, Bulletin School Oriental Studies, 1924, p. 554, thinks that this
Vindhyavasin is not the Samkhya master, about which see Takakusu, "Life of Vasubandhu," JRAS,
January, 1905.)
On the manner in which "the disembodied/it^, before it secures a new dyatana (body) wanders
about like a great cloud" see Hopkins, Great Epic, 39, JAOS, 22, 372; the demon body which
undergoes death in order to go to hell, Sdmkhyapravacanabhdsya, iii.7.
Diverse references, JRAS, 1897,466; JAs. 1902, ii.295; Nirvana (1925), 28; Keith, Buddhist
Philosophy, 201 \ Sutrdlamkdra, p. 152, Madhyamakavrtti, 286,544. On the Bar-do, see Jaschke and
Sarad Candra Das (and a very rich literature).
86. This causes a difficulty. We have seen that thegati is undefiled-neutral. Now arising is always
defiled (iii. 38) and death can be good or defiled. How can one say that intermediate existence,
which is to be found between death and arising, is found between two gatis, gatyor antardle?
Answer. At the moment of death as at the moment of arising there exists the nikdyasabhaga, the
jivitendriya, the jdtis, etc, and the kdyendriya (ii.35), which are undefiled-neutral and are as a
consequence, with no difficulty, gati by their very nature.
87. The first term refers to the action which projects the existence (divine, human, etc.), the second
to actions which complete the existence (caste, stature, etc), according to iv.95.
Or rather: the place where the retribution projected by the action is manifested, namely the
ndmarupa, and where the saddyatana is completed
88. Four schools, the Mahasamghikas etc, do not admit antardbhava, see the Commentary to the
Samayabheda of Vasumitra in the Materiaux of J. Przyluski; the same for the Mah&asakas (Saeki).
89. The Vydkhyd says: atrdcdrya Gunamatih sahatisyendcdryaVasumitrena svanikdydnurdgabhdvitamatir vydkhydnavydpdram apdsya pratyavasthdnapara eva vartate / vayam iha s'dstrdrthavivaranam praty ddriydmahe na taMUsanam nihsdratvdd bahuvaktavyabhaydc ca.
Yasomitra, in the introductory stanzas to the Vydkhyd, notes that he follows "the
commentators, Gunamati, Vasumitra, etc.", in the places where they are correct; in the commentary
to i.l, p. 7 (Petrograd edition), he condemns the explanation that Gunamati and his student
Vasumitra give to tasmai namaskrtyaJFrom the gloss that we have here, it results that Gunamati
and Vasumitra belong to another sea or school (nikdya). Details are lacking.
90. Compare Chavannes, Cinq cents contes, ii.200.
91. See above, note 29.
92. Majjhima, ii.156: jdnanti pana bhonto yathd gabbhassa avakkanti hoti / jandma mayam bho
yathd gabbhassa avakkanti hoti / idha mdtdpitaro ca sannipatitd honti mdtd ca utuni hoti
gandhabbo ca paccupaffhito hoti / evam ttnnam sannipdtd gabbhassa avakkanti hoti.The same
formula, Majjhima, i.265. {A propos these formulas, Rhys Davids-Stede say that the Gandharva "is
said to preside over child-conception") (For other modes of conception, asucipanena, etc, see
Samantapdsddikd, i.214, Milinda, 123, which repeats the formula of the Majjhima.)
(We can compare the avakrdnti of ndmarupa which takes place when the vijridna is pratispbita,
Sarhyutta, ii.66; elsewhere we find avakrdnti of the vijridna, ibid ii.91).
A different redaction, Divya, 1.440: traydndm sthdndndm sammukhtbhavdt putra jay ante
duhitaras ca / katamesdm traydndm / mdtdpitarau raktau bhavatah samnipatitau / mdtd kalyd
bhavati rtumati / gandharvah pratyupasthito bhavati / esdm traydndm . . . (The reading
gandharvapratyupasthitd that Windisch retains, Geburt, p. 27, is certainly faulty: four Mss. have
pratyupasthito).
Our text has garbhdvakrdntih, descent of the embryo (and not: ptardjay ante...); it places the
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qualities of the woman before the union of the parents; for the rest it follows the Dwya.
Discussed in Vibhasa, TD 27, p. 363b2; kafya signifies "not sick"; details on rtumatl
On the Gandharva, see the sources mentioned in note 85. Also the remarks in Hist, de I'lnde
(Cavaignac, Hist, du Monde, vol iii), i.287. Oldenberg, Religion du Veda, 209, has indeed shown
that the Buddhist Gandharva is "the animated seed which, passing from an old existence to a new
existence, waits and instantly grasps on to the act of generation in order to become an embryo, or
garbha" (Against Hillebrandt, who makes the Gandharva a genie of fertility; same conception in
Rhys Davids-Stede: the Gandharva "is said to preside over child conception." Also against Pischel
who makes the Gandharva an embryo). Gandharva is the "Veda-ized" or "Brahmanisized" name of
the disembodied spirit as "primitives" conceived it.
93. According to the Lotsava. Hsiian-tsang: " . . . a Gandharva is made ready. If he is not the
intermediate being, what will the Gandharva be? How could a dissolution of the former skandhas
be made ready? If they do not read this text, how do they explain the AfvaldyanasMra}..." We are
led to believe that the meaning is: "The school that we are combating pretends that the word
gandharva signifies maranabhava or skandhabheda ..."
Vydkhya: skandhabheda/ca pratyupasthita iti maranabhavah.
94. The Assaldyanasutta, Majjhima, ii.157, gives a more archaic recension of our text.
95. Samyukta, 37.20, Dirgha, TD 1, p. 51cl2, Digha, iii.237; Koia, vi.37.
Whatever we may think of the Antaraparinirvayin of the Kathdvatthu, viii.2 and the
Puggalapanfiati (quoted below note 97), the definition that the Anguttara, ii 134, gives of this saint,
presupposes a belief in intermediate existence (See below iii.40c - 4la).
96. Madhyama, TD 1, p. 427all, Anguttara, iv.70, Ko/a, vi40. I have compared the Sanskrit
version, reproduced in full in the Vydkhya, with the Pali version, JRAS, 1906,446.

97. One should compare this explanation of the Vibhajyavadins with that of the PudgaUpaMati,
16. The Antaraparinibbayin realizes the path upapannam va samanatara apattam va vemajjham
ayupamdnam: the Upaliaccaparinibbayin realizes the path atikkamitvd vemajjham ayupamdnam
upahacca... upahacca vdd kalakrtyam (According to the commentary, upahacca = upagantvd, thus
"holds firm to the place of death"). Buddhaghosa,^/ Kathdvatthu, iv.2 (If one can become an Arhat
by birth) reproaches the Uttarapathakas for substituting upapajjaparinibbdyin for upahacca-.
98. There is premature death (antardmarana) in Arupyadhatu; thus a being of Arupyadhatu can
enter into Nirvana before having completed his thousands of kdpas of existences in Arupyadhatu.
99. For an explanation of this iloka, see Cosmologie bouddhique, 141,235, Anguttara, iv.422.
100. Hsiian-tsang: After a long time (gloss: after 900 years) the sovereign master of the Law has
entered into Nirvana; the great generals of the Law (Gloss: Sdradvatiputra, etc) have also entered
into Nirvanna . . .
101. Madhyama, TD 1, p. 620cll; Majjhima, i.332, where we have Kakusandha and Vidhura
(Vidura=mkhas mgu); Theragdthd, 1187 (with the variants Vidhura and Vidura). Mrs Rhys
Davids, "Dussi is a name for Mara in a previous life"; the Vydkhya: dUsindma mdrah.
We may recall that a heretic of the Kathavatthu, viii.2, thinks that existence in hell is not
preceded by an intermediate existence.
102. Hsiian-tsang: Or rather, who does not admit that antardbhava is "arising"? The word
"infernal, hellish being" also designates antardbhava; when antardbhava is produced immediately
following a death of existence, one can also speak of arising (upapatti), because it is the means of the
arising. The Sutra says that the criminal is immediately born as a "hellish being"; it does not say that
at this moment there is an arising of existence.
103. Samyukta, TD 2, p. 403c6, Vibhasa, TD 27, p. 356c21.
Version of Hsiian-tsang: "Desiring to go on the road to the east, you do not have any provisions;
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desiring to stop, there is no stopping place in the interval"
Recension of Dhammapada 251: upanUavayo va ddni si / sampaydto si Yamassa santike / vdso
pi ca te n'atthi antard / pdtheyyam pi catena vqjati.
104. On the action which projects the intermediate existence, etc, iv.53a. Same doctrine attributed
to the heretics in the Kathdvatthu, viii.2 (p. 106): 'There is no particular action which produces
intermediate existence..."
105. Suppose, says Hsuan-tsang that there are five embryos which give rise to five antarabhavas,
each one calling for a different realm of rebirth; thus one says that these five antarabhavas, although
formed in a single womb, do not touch one another nor burn one another.
106. The Vyakhyd: "By reason of the transparence (acchatvdt) of the body (dtmabhdva) of
intermediate beings, there is no reciprocal adherence (anyonyam): thus no burning... It is for this
reason that the womb is not burned"
107. This constitutes a Trisahasramahasahasra (iii.74), that is to say, a buddhaksetra.
108. After the beginning of the "one hundred kalpas," iv.108.
109. The Vyakhyd quotes, in full, a recension of the dreams of Krkin which may be compared with
the recension of the Mah&asakas, TD 22, number 1421, in Chavannes, Cinq cents contes, iL343.
On the dreams of Krkin, Burnouf, Introduction, 565; Feer, Cat. des papiers de Burnouf, 65;
Tokiwai, Studien zum Sumdgadhdvaddna (Darmstad, 1898); Minayev, Recherches, 89; Oldenbourg,
Zapiski, 1888,/&45,1893,509; notes in Cosmologie bouddhique, 2bl. Many points of contact with
the dreams of Bimbisara, for example I-tsing, Takakusu, 13; Chavannes, ii.137.
Dreams of the mother of an Arhat and of a Cakravartin (elephant, etc) SBE xxii, 231,246.
110. The same master is quoted iii.59a-c, where we have grouped some references.
111. Hsiian-tsang: "There is no reason to explain this text because it is not in the Three Pitakas, and
because the authors of these stanzas go beyond the Truth (?)."
Paramartha: "This is not in the Sutra... this is merely an arrangement of words. Wise men
desire to arrange the meaning in Sastras . . . "
Vasumitra says: The Mahasamghikas think that the Bodhisattvas do not take up the nature of
kalala, arbuda, etc; that they enter into the womb having become great elephants; that they are
born by cutting open the womb. In the same way, Bhavya, for the Ekavyavaharikas (Wassilief, 236,
Rockhill, 188).
112. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 362bl4.
113. The Bhiksuni dkar mo, or hsien-pai ^-^i i according to Hsiian-tsang; shu-ko-lo $$Rliii
in Paramartha. Avaddnafatakd, ii.15 (73).
Translated according to Paramartha who expands the original. Hsiian-tsang: "From world to
world, she has autogenous clothing which never leaves her body and which transforms itself
according to the seasons, until finally, at Nirvana, the clothed body will be burned." (Compare the
story of &anavasa, Hsiian-tsang, Julien, i.39, quoted in Przyluski, Funerailles, 111; and that of
Nagasena, Dernieville, MUinda, 80).
The Pali sources (Therigdthd, 54, Sarhyutta, 1512) have nothing similar.
114. These four bhavas are enumerated in Mahavyutpatti, 245,1271, with maranabhava placed
first.
115. Vyakhyd: suviiuddham ity ekjdafadivyacaksurapaJksdlavarjitam.These eleven apaksdlas are,
according to the Sutra, vicikitsd, amanasikdra, kdyadausfulya, stydnamiddha, auddhatya, atydrabhyavtrya, audilya, chambitatva, ndndtvasampSd, abhijalpa, atidhydyitvam jneyesu.
116. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 364b8. Do intermediate beings see one another? Yes. Who sees whom?
There are different opinions. According to certain masters, hellish intermediate beings see only
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hellish intermediate beings... heavenly intermediate beings see only heavenly intermediate beings.
According to other masters, animal intermediate beings see hellish and animal intermediate beings
. . . According to other masters, the five classes see the five classes.
117. According to the heretics of the Kathavatthu: satto dibbacakkhuko viya adibbacakkhuko
iddhimd viya aniddhhnd...
118. His body is accha, viii.3c.
119. The Vibhdsd discusses this point, TD 27, p. 360a9. According to the Darstantikas, it is false that
an intermediate being cannot change his Dhatu, his realm of rebirth, or the place of his new
existence. All of the actions which comprise the five dnantatyas can be "changed." . . . An
intermediate being who goes to be reborn into the Fourth Dhyana can generate a false view; he is
then destroyed and is immediately replaced by a hellish intermediate being . . .
120. The Lotsava and Paramartha omit the grammatical explanation which is partially translated
by Hsiian-tsang. Dhdtupdpha, L615, arva himsdydm. fakandhu, vi 1.94.
121. Alpeidkhya, that is to say, anuddra hinavifyaWe have ispa itiiah / alpa iio'lpeiah / alpeia
dkhydyasya so'lpefakhyak. Trenckner, Milinda, 422 (-appaparhdra). Hsiian-tsang: "of little merit,"
Paramartha: "of little merit-virtue."
122. This is the fourth opinion expressed in the Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 361bl4; the others are below
under b, c, d. Vasubandhu prefers this fourth opinion according to the Chinese commentators.
123- We understand that an intermediate being can last a very long time since it is projected by the
cause which projeas the duration, frequently long, of the existence properly so-called. See above,
note 104.

124. According to the principle sdmagrim prdpya kdlam ca phalanti khalu dehindm, Divydvaddna,
54, passim.
125. Third opinion of the Vibhdsd.
126. Second opinion of the Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 36lb8, that of Samadatta (?).
The heretics of the Kathavatthu: sattdham vd atWekasattddham vd tipphati.
For the theories found in Tibet, Jaschke and Candra Das, sub voc. bar do:... of a shorter or
longer duration, ordinarily under 49 days . . . yet no more than 49 days.
127. First opinion of the Vibhdsd [From this passage can we conclude that, according to
Vasubandhu, the Vaibhasikas admit the opinions indicated in first place in the Vibhdsd? See note
153].
128. If an intermediate being must be reborn as a horse, then his actions will cause horses to mate
out of season.
129. Ghosaka (Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 36la6): If the desired father is encountered, and if the desired
mother is not encountered, then the father will mate with another womaa

130. Yet Samghabhadra justifies the thesis that condemns Vasubandhu. The example of
Kalmasapada, etc, shows that some actions, whose retribution in a certain realm of rebirth (gati) is
determined, can give forth a diversity of births (upapatti).
Vydkhyd: na nikdyahheddd ekdksepakatvam htyate tatkarmanah ekajdttyatvdd gavydkrr
tisamsthdndntardparitydgdc ca / gatiniyatdndm hi karmandm upapattivaicitryam drspam kalmd
sapddddivad iti nasty esa dosa ity dearyasamghabhadrah.
According to the Tibetan version of the Vydkhyd: upapattipratyayavaicitryam.
131. This theory, which cannot but remind one of the ancient Gandharvas who were
nymphomaniac Genies, passed into Tantric literature, see Candamahdrosanatantra, Chap, xvi, in
Theorie des Douze Causes, 125.
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132. Males to the right, females to the left, Avaddnaiataka, L14; positions changed in the Chinese
redactions of Chavannes, Cinq cent contes, i.380.
133. We must compare the (Buddhist) medical theories of Vagbhata and Caraka, Windisch,
Buddhas Geburt, 48, and the Prafastapdda (V. S. S., 1895), 33-34
134. Vyakkyd: ekasmmneva ksane byam nirudhyate ankuraf cotpad^
135. Sanskrit redaction: valmika iti bhikso asya kdyasyaitad adhivacanam rOpina auddrikasya
c&urrnahdbhm[ik]asyaodanakulindsopa<&asyai^
... Pali redaction,
Majjhima, L144: vammikotikho bhikkhuimass'etamc&ummabMmikassakdyasya adhivacanam
mdtdpettikasambhavassa odanakummdsupacayassaaniccucchddanaparima^
samadhammassa.
136. The first part of this formula Samyutta, ii. 178, CuUavagga, xii.1.3, Anguttara, ii.54,
Theragdthd, 456, 575, Uddna, vi8, Nettippakarana, 11A.
137. Purvdcdryd yogdcdrd arydsangaprabhrtayah (Vydkhya). According to P'u-kuang, quoted by
Saeki, some Sautrantikas or Sarvastivadins.
138.1 think that this is the meaning; but I do not wish to superimpose the versions of the Lotsava,
Paramartha and Hsuan-tsang onto the notes of the Vydkhya.
139. Samyukta, TD 2, p. 341b9; Jdtaka, v.266: ete patanti niraye uddhapddd avamsira / ismam
ativattdro samyatdnam tapassinam.For Urdhvapdda, avdkiiras, Rhys Davids-Stede sub. voc.
avamsira, Suttampdta, 248, Samyutta, 148, etc This is not most commonly "a position characteristic
of beings in Purgatory" (as Mahdvastu, iii.455.3), but the position of a being who falls into hell; the
same for Manu, iii.249, viii.94.
According to the glosses of Saeki, the Rsis are the Buddhas, the ascetics (samyata) are the
Pratyekabuddhas, and the penitents are the Bodhisattvas. The explanations of the hokaprajfidpti
(Cosmologie, p. 239) differ.
athaktar - adhikseptar ~ apavaditar.
140. According to the Sutra quoted in note I42,we should read garbhasamkrdnti; but gabbdvakkanti,
gabbe okkanti (Digha, iii.103, 231, Ctuaniddesa, 304) and kdrikd 17 give garbhdvakrdnti.Va&
Lotsava has'jug-pathroughout
141. Digha, iii.103,231, Vibhdsd, TD 27, p.863all.
Vibhdsd, p. 863all: There are four types of garbhdvakrdnti( ju t'ai Alp,Paramartha TD 29, p.
204al:*'«o t'aijjfcftti ,entry into the womb):to enter into the womb without full consciousness, and
to remain there, and to leave it in the same condition; to enter in full consciousness, to remain there
and to leave it without full consciousness; to enter and remain there in full consciousness, but to
leave without full consciousness; and to enter, to remain there, and to leave in full consciousness.
Why create this Sastra? In order to explain (vibhaktum) the meaning of the Sutra. The Sutra
teaches four garbhdvakrdntis... but it does not explain them. The Sutra is the support, the root of
this Sastra. Desiring to say what the Sutra does not say, we make this Sastra. What is to enter, to
remain, and to leave without full consciousness? Two ways. 1. He whose merit is small, at the
moment of entry, produces error of ideas and resolution {samjHd, adhimoksa); he thinks, 'The
heavens rain down... ". 2. He whose merit is great believes that he is entering into a palace...
Vibhdsd, TD 21, p. 863b8 and folL: There are five opinions on the four garbhdvakrdntis
examined in descending order: the fourth, full consciousness upon entry,remaining,and leaving;
the third, full consciousness upon entry andremaining;the second, full consciousness at entry; and
the first, complete absence of full consciousness. According to the extract which Saeki gives: 1. the
fourth: Bodhisattvas, third: Pratyekabuddhas, second: Paramita-Sravakas, first: all others. 2. second:
Srotaapannas, Sakrdagamins. 3. Beings having pure knowledge and action, impure knowledge and
action, no knowledge but pure action, neither pure knowledge nor pure actioa The four
garbhdvakrdntis correspond to this dassificatioa When the first ones enter the womb, they are
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pure and free from all troubling tangibles; when they remain therein...; when they leave it, the
gate of their birth is open, easy, without pressure or obstacle: from whence it results that these
beings do not lose their "mindfulness" for any moment {smfthnosa). (For beings of the following
categories, the conditions of leaving, remaining and entering become successively bad; from whence
"loss of mindfulness") In the order of Bodhisattvas, etc 4. The three good garbhavakrdntis are those
which the Bodhisattvas take up in the course of the three asamkhyeyakalpas of their careers.
Buddhaghosa^D*g^,iii.l03 (Dialogues, iii.p.98): fourth, omniscient Bodhisattvas; third, the
two great Sravakas, Pratyekabuddhas, and Bodhisattvas; second, the twenty-four great Theras; first,
persons in general.
142. According to Hsiian-tsang.
According to Samghabhadra: anddjjdtojanisyatejdyate cetyandajak, by virtue of Pdnini, 3.2.75
l43.In the case of full consciousness, how can one say that reincarnation or rebirth (pratisamdhibandha) takes place by reason of a defiled mind iklistacuta) (iii.38)? Because the mind is defiled
through affection for the mother, etc (mdtrsnehddi).
144. See Madhyamakdvatdra, 149, Museon, 1910,336.
145. Namely, the Samkhya and the Vai£esika.
146. Karikas 18 and 19 are quoted in the Itodhicarydvatdrapanjikd, ix.15,73.

147. (Samyutta, 1206 (Jdtaka Commentary, iv.496, Kathdvatthu, xiv.2): Mahdniddesa, 120,
Mahdvyutpatti, 190. Windisch, Buddhas Geburt, 87, compare the Nirukta, the Garbha-upanishad
the Samkhya and medical sources.
Note that MMnda, 40, and Visuddhimagga, 236, treat of premature death, but omits the
pasdkhd: "The embryo dies at the time of kalala... oighana, at one month, at two months..." In
the Mahdniddesa: " . . . it dies at the time of pasdkhd: it dies when scarcely bora
The Sanskrit version (see Samyukta TD 2, p. 357c29) replaces the fourth line with:
(rUpindriyani jdyante) vyahjandny anupurvafah.The "material organs" are the subtle parts of the
eye, ear, nose, and tongue [=the eye properly so-called, that which sees... ]; the vyartjanas are the
visible supports (adhisthdna) of the eye thus defined, etc, for it is by reason of its support that the
organ properly so-called is manifested {abhivyajyate). (The organ of touch exists from the very
beginning).
On kalala, etc, p. 395-396, and a 154. TD 14, no 523.
According to the commentatorof the Kathdvatthu, xiv.2, the organs of the eye, etc, appear after
seventy-seven days.
According to a Mahayana commentary, there are eight embryonic states: 1.-5. kalaldvasthd...
praidkhdvasthd, 6. kefalomdvasthd, 7. indriydvasthd, 8. vyanjandvasthd (the period when the
supports of the mdrtyas are clearly manifested). In agreement with the Hlnayana commentaries,
P'u-kuang and Fa-pao say that keia, ronton, nakha, etc, up to the moment when the mdriyasvyanjanas are complete, all constitute the fifth state. But according to the Sarhmitiyas, hair, etc, are a
sixth state.
148. We have tried, in Cosmologie bouddhique, p. 30, to translate the Tibetan here word for word.
149. The description of Majjhima, 1266 is more moderate: " . . . When he is born, his mother
nourishes him with her blood, for, according to the Vmaya, 'Oh Bhiksus, maternal milk is of blood..
150. Compare Majjhima, 1266:... vuddhim anvdya paripdkam anvdya.
151. Note of Saeki: The author refutes the Mahl&asakas who admit that there is a beginning, one
eternal cause, of effects without causes; see above note 19.
152. In karikas 20 to 24 Vasubandhu defines dvasthika or "static" pratityasamutpdda (see 25a), the
series considered in twelve successive states (avasthd, daid).
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On the three parts or "sections" (kdnda) and the three "paths" (vartman), a theory common to
the two scholars, see Deux notes sur le Pratftyasamutpada (Congres d'Alger, 1905); Shwe Zan
Aung, Compendium, 259; ThSorie des douze causes, Gand, 1913, p. 34-38; the Sanskrit source is the
Jfidnaprasthdnas'dstra.
Sarhghabhadra (Nydydnusdra) establishes that the causal series is both internal and external,—
the kalaia, etc., on the one hand; the seed, etc, on the other: this is what is termed
Pratftyasamutpada (Comp. Sdlistambasutra, Theoriedes douze causes, p. 73). Pratftyasamutpada is
thus not only the twelverf»g<ajr.How do we know this? By the Sastra {prakarana, below,p. 405 line
2) which says, "What is pratftyasamutpada? All the conditioned dharmas." Indications vary
elsewhere in the same Sutra. Sometimes twelve bhavdngas are enumerated, for example in the
ParamdrthaiUnyatdsmra, etc; sometimes eleven, for example in the Chih-shih chmg^^f^ (Jndnavastu-sUtra = Samyutta, ii.56), etc; sometimes ten, as in the NagaropamddisMra (Divya, 340);
sometimes nine, as in the Mahdniddnaparydyasutra; sometimes eight, as in the Sutra which says,
"The &ramanas and Brahmanas who do not truly know the nature of the dharmas..." Such are the
differences. (Other variations,Senart, Melanges Harlez, 281, Pr2yluskij/4j, 1920, ii.326). Why does
the doctrine of the Sutras differ from that of the Treatises? The Treatises teach according to the
nature of the dharmas; the Sutras take into consideration the person to be converted... Or rather
the Sutras are of non-explicit sense (anttatha), the Treatises are of explicit meaning. The Sutras only
consider living beings (sattvdkhya); the Treatises consider living beings (sattva) and non-living
beings . . . (Below, p. 405).
153. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 120a29: Some say, "This Sutra refers only to Kamadhatu and the three
types of arising with the exception of apparitional birth; and, as a result, it is without fault." We
should say that this Sutra refers to the Three Dhatus and the four types of birth. Although
apparitional beings possess all the organs at the moment they are born, these organs are not sharp
(tfksna); then, little by little, with time, the organs become sharp. When they are not sharp, at the
first moment, this is the anga of vijnana; at the second moment and as long as they are not sharp,
this is the anga of ndmarupa; when they are sharp, this is the anga of saddyatanaln this way, the
Sutra does not present the fault of being incomplete. (This refers also to the apparitional beings
who possess all their organs from the beginning, Kofa, ii.14, Kathdvatthu, xiv.2).
P'u-kuang says, "The &astra of Vasubandhu does not take the judgement of the Vibhdsd (p'o-sha
p'ing-chia y^fp^M*) as authority; it follows the sense of the first masters of the Vibhdsd
We must, it appears to me—without my having the Vibhdsd in my hands—understand the
p'ing-chia to be the group of scholars who drew up the Vibhdsd and who formulated a critical
judgement on the opinions of the different masters. Saeki notes that, on such and such a point, the
Vibhdsd confines itself to enumerating opinions: "There is no p'ing chia" it says. According to
others, four p'ing-chia See note 127.
Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 122cl2: Twelve angas exist in Kamadhatu; eleven angas in Rupadhatu with
the exception of ndmarupa; ten angas in Arupyadhatu with the exception of ndmarupa and
saddyatana.(fiut we see the difficulty of the propositions which result from this thesis, for: "The
saddyatana exist by reason of the vijnana" "spar/a by reason of the vijfidna"). Thus the Vibhdsd
(literally: the p'ing-chia say): "We must say that the twelve angas exist in the Three Dhatus . . . "
154. For these definitions, Thiorie des douze causes, 41; the San-tsang fa-tsu, trans, by Klaproth,
Poe-koue-ki, 286, which very closely follows the doctrine presented by Vasubandhu, but requiring
glosses; for example, sparia is described: "From the leaving of the uterus until the age of three or
four years, even though the six roots (=indiiyas) corresponding through touch to the six dusts
{yisaya, dlambana), one cannot yet reflect, nor comprehend the joys and the sufferings of fife."
Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 119a2: What is avidydl We cannot say that it is all the past kief fas, for this
would destroy the characteristics proper to avidyd; we must say that it is purvaklefadasd (or
avastha), the period of the past kleia. What are the samskdras? The period of the past action. What
is the vijnana} It is pratisamdhicitta, "the mind at conception" with that which accompanies it.
What is ndmarupa? After pratisamdhicitta and before the four material organs are produced.
{Kdyendriya, the organ of touch, is acquired all at once). In this interval, before the sadaydtanas are
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complete, there are five periods (avastha): kalala, arbuda, pefin, ghana, and praidkhd, which
together make up the period of namarupaWhat is the saddyaana? When the four material organs
are produced, the six dyatanas are complete. In the period of prasdkhd, the organs of the eye, etc, are
not capable of giving any support to spars a.
155. Commentary of Katkdvatthu, xiv.2; Kola, ii.14.

156. Vydkhyd: caksurddyayatanotpatikdle kdyamanadyatanayor vyavasthdpandt. Hsiian-tsan
"But this refers to the moment when the six dyatanas are complete."

157. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 117c3: Praityasamutpdda is of four types: ksanika, sdmbandhika, dvasthika
and prdkarsika.
The Vydkhyd explains, in a different order: a. ksanikah ksane bhavah ksano 'sydstiti ksanikah b
prakarsena dlvyati carat vd prdkarsikah / prabandhayukta ity arthafrAnd further on: sa
evdvasthikah prakarsayogdt prdkarsikah / anekaksanikatvddanekajanmikatvdc ca.c. sdmbandhik
J hetuphalasambandhayukta ity arthahA avasthikah / dvdda/a pahcaskandhikd avastha ity arthah
158. Hsiian-tsang corrects: "the three skandhas."
159- One can say that the organs are placed beside the ndman which is their support (d§raya)\ one
can say that their existence or activity (vrtti) depends on ndmarupa.
160. The abhmipdta of the eye is its activity (pravrtti) with respect to visible things.
161. The paryavasthdnas are the absence of shame, ahri, etc., v.47.
162. Here Hsiian-tsang and Paramartha omit this quotation from the Prakarana. (According to the
Vydkhyd, "the Prakaranas"). See below, p. 405,410.
163. Samghabhadra: The masters of the Abhidharma say that it is with respect to the "states"
(avasthds) that the Buddha taught pratityasamutpdda.The Sautrantika (=Vasubandhu) does not
believe this, and this is why he puts in his stanza the word kila (which we have translated as
"according to the School").
164. Saeki mentions Madhyama, TD 1, p. 578bl6. Pratityasamutpdda of the Sutra is dbhiprdyika; in
the Abhidharma, Idksanika. See above, note 152.

165. Samyutta, ii.26; Majjhima, i.8, 111; Visuddhimagga, 599; Samyukta, TD 2, p. 84b26;
SdHstamba, p. 88 (Thdorie des douze causes), quoted in Madhyamakavrtti, 593. Variants, among
which we shall take up those of the third paragraph.
Vydkhyd: kirk svid idam ity dtmadravyam anvesate / katharh svid idam iti kena prakarena kayd
yuktyeti / ke santa iti ke vayam iddntm vidyamdnah / ke bhavisydma ity evarh ndvadhdrayati.
The Sdlistamba in the Madhyamakavrtti: kim nv idam / katharh nv idam / ke santah / ke
bhavisydmah / ay am sattvah kuta dgatah / sa itas cyutah kutra gamisyati.
Majjhima, i.8 and Visuddhimagga, 599 (Warren, 243): aham nu kho'smi /nonu kho'smi / kim
nu kho'smi / katharh nu kho'smi / ayam nu kho sutto kuto dgato / so kuhimgdmibhavissai (The
Visuddhimagga reads: aham nu kho'smirh . . . )
This text appears to bear some relationship to the Sutra of the trsnavicaritas, Kosa, vii.l3a.
166. Opinion rejected by Samghabhadra.
167. These are the three vartman or vatta. Visuddhimagga, 581: tivattam (idam bhavacakkam)
anavatthitam bhamati.
In all the other sources, the third vartman is solely defined as retribution (vipdka) (or fruit,
phald)\ see The'orie des douze causes, 34.
168. Hsiian-tsang: "The naya of the bhavdhgas is solely that." Samghabhadra comments on the
word "solely", which, he says, indicates that the number of the bhavdhgas is limited to twelve.
169. Madhyama, 34.3, Samyukta, TD 2, p. 92c22.
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The commentators say: the word kevala indicates the absence of dtman (self) and of dtmiya
(things pertaining to the self); the word "grand" indicates the absence of beginning and end;...
"mass of suffering", because it is accumulated by the impure samskdras; samudaya because it is
produced by a conjunction of conditions . . .
170. According to the Vydkhyd: "The Sthavira Vasubandhu, teacher of the master Manoratha";
according to P'u-kuang: "Vasubandhu the elder, a dissident Sarvastivadin" {yu pu i shih
On Manoratha, the teacher of Vasubandhu the elder, see Watters, i.211.
171. According to the Vydkhyd, the Sahetusapratyayasaniddnasutra.
avidydbhiksavah sahetukd sapratyaydsaniddnd / kafca bhiksavo 'vidydydhetuh kah pratyayak
kirn niddnam / avidyayd bhikssavo'yonUomanasikarohetul? . . .
Same quotation in the Madhyamakavrtti, 452, excerpt from the Pratityasamutpddasutra.
Samyukta, 13.20 (note of Saeki).
ThSorie des douze causes, p. 8; Anguttara, v.113 (on the nourishment of avidyd).
Nettippakarana, 79 (avijjd avijjdya hetu, ayonisomanasikdro paccayo).
172. See below, note 176.
173. "Here", that is to say in the Sutra that we are concerned with now, the Pratttyasamutpddasutra
(Vyakhyd), the Dvddafdngasutra (Saeki).
For example, Samyutta, ii.25.
174. The Sautrantika Srilabha.
175. See above, note 171.
176. Samyukta, TV 2, p. 74b-c caksuh pratUya r&pdni cotpadyata dvilo manasikdro mohajah.
mohaja - avidydja.
Madhyamakavrtti, 452, according to the Pratityasamutpddas/itra: dvUo mohaja manasikdro
bhiksavo'vidydyd hetuh.
111. Samyukta, 2.14. Samyutta, iii.96: avijjdsamphassajena ... vedayitena phutthasya assutavato
puthujjanassa uppannd tanha.
178. Samyutta, ii.25: paticcasamuppddam vo bhikkhavedesissdmipaticcasamuppannecadhamme.
179. Prakarana, TD 26, p. 715c4 traiyadhvikdh sarve samskrta dharmdh pratftyasamutpdddah / ta
eva ca pratUyasamutpannah.
Above p. 405.
180. By qualifying cetand with the word dbhisamskdrikd, the author indicates the unique or
self-characteristic of all the cetands (i.l5a); for the cetand, creating retribution (vipdkdbhisamskarandt) is its dbhisamskdrikd.The future dharmas are "willed" {cetita), that is to say are "the
object of a vow or an intention" (pranihita), by this cetand, "I will be a god, I will be a man." It is in
this way that the future dharmas are samskrta; they are not so called through "anticipatory
designation" (bhdvinyd samjfiaya).
181. It is the object of a kuialadharmacchanda, v. 16, viii.20c.
182. Kosa, i 13.
183. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 118b25: The Bhadanta Vasumitra says: The dharma which is cause (hetu) is
pratityasamutpdda dharma; the dharma which is caused (sahetukd) is pratityasamutpanna dharma;
the dharma which is arising is pratityasamutpdda dharma . . . ; the dharma which is production
(utpdda)...; the dharma which is active (karaka?)... The Bhadanta says: The pravartaka (see
Kosa, iv.10) is pratityasamutpdda dharma; the anuvartaka is pratityasamutpanna dharma.
184. According to the Tibetan, the Sthavira Bsam rdzogs (which Schiefner, Tdrandtha, 4, a6, gives
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as Sarhbhuti); Hsiian-tsang: wang-man Hjfil "hope-fulfillment"; transcribed by Paramartha.
This paragraph appears to be excerpted word for word from the Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 118bl5,
which Saeki quotes foL 16a.
185. According to the Vydkhyd.
186. Samyukta, TD 2, p. 85al6. purvdntejndnam aparante'jfidnarh madhyante'jnanam
buddhe'jfidnam dharme'jridnam samghe'jtidnam
(See p. 421).
187. See Chapter ix, French trans, p.247.
188. The Lotsava translates: "It happens that, in the Teaching not everything is only of clear
meaning. The Bhagavat also gives definitions which bear on the essentials of the thing to be
defined." Hsiian-tsang: "All the Sutras are not spoken in a clear meaning; it happens that they are
also spoken according to their essentials." Paramartha: "All the Sutras are not of clear meaning by
the fact that they define..."
189. Siksasamuccaya, 245; Majjhima, i.185 (katamdajjhattikdpathavidhdtu /yarn ajjhattam ...
kakkhalam ... seyyathdpi kesd...), iii.240.

190. The Lotsava indicates the first words of this other Sutra: santy asmin kdye, see Siksdsamuccaya,
228, Madhyamakavrtti, 57, Majjhima, iii.90, Digha, iii.101.
191. The vtjHana that this refers to is the pratisamdhivijridna, the vijfidna of "reincarnation": we
should understand upaga = torn torn upapatthh gacchati.

192. According to the Vydkhyd, the Aryamahisdsakas; according to the Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. H6c57,
the Vibhajyavadins; according to the Samayabheda, the Mahasamghikas; according to the Ytt-chia
fan chi l^ftpf^lB., the Mahasarhghikas and the Mahlsasakas. Kathdvatthu, vi.2 (xi.7, xxi.7);
Nirvana, 1925, p. 185.
Samyukta, TD2,p. 84bl6. UtpdddtfvdtathagatdndmantapddMvdtathd^atdyidmst^
(dharmdndm) dharmatd; Samyutta, ii.25; Visuddhimagga, 518.
On this formula (which the Vydkhyd quotes according to the SdlistambasMra, Cordier, 111,
361), see the note in Theorie des douze causes, 111-113.
193. Vtpadaica ndmdbhutvdbkavalaksanah (definitionof the Sautrantikas, il p. 242), Paramartha
translates this text. The Lotsava has: utpddaica namotpattih (and the Vydkhyd glosses: the utpatti
of a dharma is necessarily "of the moment", [tadanimtana]). Vydkhyd, in Cosmologie, p. 166, line 5,
reads: ko'syotpddasya avidyadibhir abhisambandho yathaudanena pdkasydbhisambandhah kart
kriydlaksanah.
194. Etymology of the word pratttyasamutpdda, Burnouf, Lotus, 530, Introduction, 623;
Visuddhimagga, 518, 521 (Warren, 168); Aung and Rhys Davids, Compendium, 259; Madhyamakavrtti, 5; Theorie des douze causes, 48.
195. According to Pdnini, 3.4.21: samdnakartrkayoh purvakdle.
196. The Sautrantikas do not admit the pre-existence of this dharma.
197. Sdbdika - fabdavid = vaiydkarana.
198. Two opinions: the refutation which follows is Sautrantika or Sarvastivadin (P'u-kuang, TD 41,
p. I70a29).
199. Andgata ~ alabdhdtmaka.
200. Two simultaneous actions: pratUyakriyd and samutpddakriyd.
201. According to the version of Paramartha, more explicit than Hsiian-tsang: "One should quote
this Sutra as an explanation of pratityasamutpdda."
202. Vydkhyd: asann abhdvo'labdhdtmaka utpadyate yathd pratyety api tatha / asan // atha
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labdhdtmaka utpadyate... utpanno'pi punar utpadyata ity anavasthdnddanisfdprdpnoti. Yet the
Sarhkhyas affirm sata evotpddo ndsatah. And we Buddhists admit the existence of the future against
the Vaibhasikas; and against the Sautrantikas; we admit the existence of "generating seeds"
(janakadharmabija): we say then son purdpi vd: "or rather, it is pre-existent."
But one can see in the fourth pdda: asan purdpi vd - "In order to avoid infinite regression, you
say that it arises non-existent: this is to return to the thesis refuted in the first line: asann utpadyate
yadvat."
203. Vydkhyd: na hy asau purvam mukharh vyddaddti viddrayati pascdc chete / kirn tarhi mukham
vyddadan" chete sa mukham vydddya seta ity ucyate / . . .
204. This is the explanation of Bhadanta Srllabha (Vydkhyd).
pratir vipsdrtha iti ndndvacmdm adhikarandndrh sarvesdm kriydgundbhydm icchd vipsd / tdm
ayam pratir dyotayati // itau gatau sddhava ity ah / tatra sddhur iti yatpratyayah / itau vmastau
sddhavo'navasthdyina ity arthah // samupasargah samavdydrtham dyotayati // utpurvah padih
prddurbhdvdrtho dhdtvarthaparindmdt // tdm tdm sdmagrim prati itydndm vinasvarandth
samavdyenotpddah pratityasamutpddah.One dharma never arises alone, Kosa, ii.22, etc
See the explanation oipratyaya, vii. note 100.
205. Samyutta, ii.72, iv. 33; Milinda, 56, etc.
206. Samyukta, TD 2, p. 85al4, Majjhima, iii.63, Mahdvastu, ii.285, Madhyamakavrtti, 9, Theorie
des douze causes, p. 49.
i. First explanation, approved by Vasubandhu. The arguments two to four are (according to
P'u-kuang who follows Samghabhadra), those of the SthaviraSisya Bhadanta Rama (/«•^=ti-tzu^^-).
ii. Second explanation, that of the Sthavira Vasuvarman (Vydkhyd); according to Fa-pao, a
divergent explanation of the Sautrantikas (ching-pu i shih &f?|S||fp ) (as is also the fifth
explanation); according to P'u-kuang, the "dissident Santrantika master" (ching-pu i-shih
fi§P^SB), the Bhadanta Shih-ts'ao |M:|f (Vasuvarman); according to Samghabhadra, the
"Sthavira-t'u- t'ang $|Jj|", (which gives Sthavirapaksika, a follower of the Sthavira).
iii. Heterodox explanation.
iv. Explanation of the ancient masters (Sautrantika).
v. Explanation of Srllabha (Vydkhyd) (whom Samghabhadra terms, generally, "the Sthavira");
Fa-pao: a divergent explanation of the Saua^itikas;Fu-kiiang,''Sthavira-/'*«g-/>j*fe/& | R I ¥ " ;
Samghabhadra, "S&ay'u^-t'ung-chien^^ ."
207. The Vydkhyd comments on this paragraph with the words: etat sarvam dcdryamatam.
208. According to the Vydkhyd, an explanation of the Sthavira Vasuvarman, which should be the
Shih-ts'ao of P'u-kuang. A Vasuvarman is the author of TD 32, no 1647, Treatise on the Four
Truths.
209. Namely, the ancient masters: dcdryd iti purvdcdrydh.
210. aprahanajndpandrtham, utpattijndpandrtham.
211. According to the Vydkhyd, the opinion of Srllabha.
212. According to the Vydkhyd: sa esa Bhadanta $rildbhah.Note of Saeki: the Sthavira.
213. The Sutra says: jdtipratyayd jaramarana^okapafidevadupkhadaurfnanasyopdydsdh sambhavanti (with variants).
The terms /oka... updydsas are included (samgrhitd) mjardmarana and are not separate items
(ndngdntaram). They come from diverse transformations (parindma) of objects (visay a), living
beings and non-living beings, and from the person (dtmabhdva).
They are defined:foka= a\mrmanasyasamprayuktavitarka;parideva = fokasamutthitapraldpa;
duhkha, as ii.7a; daurmanasya, as ii.8b; updydsa = vicchinnavega daurmanasya, or, according to
others, iokaparidevapUrvaka frama {Vydkhyd).
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See the definitions of the Sdlistambasutra (Theorie des douze causes, 80); Abhidhammaasangaha, 36; sokddivacanam pariettha nissandaphalanidassanam; Visuddhimagga, 503 (grief is th
cause of all vyasana); for other references, see Theorie des douze causes, 31-32.
Soka, etc, are represented on the wheel of existence in Ajanta, J. Przyluski, J/4.T. 1920, ii.313, an
article that should be read
214. The Vyakhya explains aprajanan with the words dvenikim avidydm dariiayati: "the author
indicates here avidya pure and simple." See p. 402,419.
215. See iuMOlb.

216. For us, the item vijndna is the whole of the series of vijndnas from the existence at death
(maranabhava) until the existence at birth (upapattibhava): in other words, the mental series of the
intermediate being since his initial mind (pratisammhicitta) to its end (the existence at birth, the
beginning of the realm of rebirth). This series includes mental consciousness (manovijndna), plus
the five consciousnesses, visual consciousness, etc We are thus in agreement with the definition of
the item vijndna (vijndndnganirdeh): vijftdnam katamat / sad vijndnakdydh.
This definition of the vijndna is from the Madhyama, TD 1, p. 578bl6, Majjhima, i.53.
According to Paramartha, confirmed by the Vyakhya below (see note 217), we should read:
"according to the Vijndnavibhanga of the Prat&yasamutpddasMra."
If the item vijndna is the initial mind of the realm of rebirth, existence at arising
(pratisamdhicitta, upapattibhava), the Sutra would say: vijfidnam katamat / manovijndnam. For "it
is to the manovijndna alone that the cutting off of the roots belongs . . . " (iii.42a).
217. Vyakhya: pratftyasamutpddasutre ndmarupavibhanga evarh nirdes*dt / noma katamat...
On the definition of ndmarupa and its variants, ThSorie des douze causes.

218. Here Vasubandhu gives the Sautrantika explanation of updddna: the Vaibhasika thesis, v.38.
On the four updddnas, Kathdvatthu, xv.2, Vibhanga, 145, Nettippakarana, 41, Samyutta, ii.3, Digha
ii.58, Majjhima, 166.
219. On kukkuravrata, etc., Majjhima, i.387, Digha, iii.6.
The Pandarabhiksus call to mind the Pandararigaparibbajakas who divided, along with the
Brahmins and the brdhmanajdtiyapdsandas, the favors of Bindusara, Samantapdsddikd, 44; Mrs
Rhys Davids reconciles this with the Pandara[sa]gotta of the Theragdthd, 949.
Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 590a26: There are two Tirthakas, Acela Srenika (Acela Seniya
Kukkuravatika of the Majjhima, i.387, compare Nettippakarana, 99) and Parana Kodika (Punna
Koliyaputta Govatika). These two Tirthikas, at the same time, went to ask questions of the people
seated together, saying, "We two praaice all the difficult practices of this world, we study them, and
we accomplish them to perfection. Who can in truth prophesize the retribution that these practices
will produce? . . .
Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 284al3: SUavratopdddna is twofold, internal and external. The inner
persons (or Buddhists) are those who abuse themselves thinking that bathing makes for purity, that
the practice of the twelve Dhutas suffices for purity.
220. Atmabhdva, dtmavdda are the five updddnaskandhas, as results from the text: ye ke cic
chramand vd brdhnumd vd dtmeti samanupaiyantah samanupas'yanti sarve ta imdn eva
pateopdddnaskandhdn.(Samyutta, iii.46).
221. The "divergent" masters (i-shih H6J] ) of the Sautrantika school (Saeki).
222. Madhyama, TD 1, p. 498bl0. Bdlo bhiksavo'frutavdn prthagjanah prajnaptim anupatitah
caksusd rupdni drstva... (Madhyamakavrtti, 137 and note).
The bdla, who lacks "innate" (upapattildbhikd) prajnd which comes from the influence of a
previous religious praaice (purvdbhydsavdsandnirjdtd); asrutavdn, who is lacking the prajnd which
arises from Saipture (dgamajd); the prthagjana, who is lacking the prajnd arisen from adhigama,
that is to say from satydbhisamaya (vi.27).
Prajnaptim anupatitas - yathd samjhH yathd ca vyavahdras tathdnugatah.The expression
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appears to be lacking in Pall
223. "In the Sarva", I understand to be the Sarvavarga, but we do not find anything parallel in the
Sabbavagga of the Samyutta, iv.15. The Lotsava translates as (bams cad las; Hsuan-tsang: chucking |§j|g "in all the various Scriptures"; ParamSrtha: i-ch'ieh ch'st'—ty}^ "in all places".
224. Samyukta, TD 2, p. 58a4; Samyutta, iii.100: "Is updddna the same thing as the
updddnaskandhas? It is neither the same thing as the updddnaskandhas, nor different from the
updddnaskandhas: chandardga with respect to them is updddna with respect to them {apt cayo
tattha chandardgo tamtattha updddnam)"; iii.167: rupa is an updddntyadhamma (that is the object
of updddna, giving rise to updddna); chandardga with respect to it is updddna with respect to rupa
(the same for the other skandhas); iv.89, same text by replacing the skandhas with the six indriyas.
Vydkhyd: aprdptesu visayesuprdrthand chandah; prdptesu rdgah.
225. Vydkhyd: idam atra bhavasya svalaksanam svabhdva sty arthah.
Compare the Sutra quoted vi.3 (trans, note 27):yad kirn cid veditam idam atra duhkhasya.
Visuddhimagga, 575, less precise; Vibhanga, 137, CuUaniddesa, 471.
226. Hsiian-tsang:rifnanasamtanayogena.avakrdnti = Uu $L "to flow", avakkanti of vtiffidna,
Samyutta, ii.91.
227. Compare Majjhima, i.49, Dtgha, ii.305, Vibhanga, 99, Dhammasangani, 644.
The word kkalitya, cavity, corresponds to khandicca which is explained as "the state of being
broken (of teeth)" (Rhys Davids-Stede) according to the Anguttara, 1138 (khandadanta),
Visuddhimagga, 449.
228. In the word avidyd, the prefix nafi(d-) has the sense of virodha; it creates words which
designate the vipaksa (the pratidvandva); it does not indicate simple exclusion (paryuddsamdtra);
and it does not indicate simple absence (abhdva).
229. Other examples: ayukti, avyavahdra, amanusya(On amanusya, iv.58c-d, 97b, and iv. note 348.)
230. See v.H
231. On dariana, vill.
232.We have seen above (p. 417)^ that fools "do not understand (aprajdnan) the conditioned
character of the dharmas": we can draw a definition of avidyd from this passage. This avidyd is
anterior to drsti (dtmadfsfi = satkdyadfsfi). Definition of avidyd, p. 411,421.
On the other hand avidyd = moha, ii.26a, iv.9c, v.20a.
Speaking truthfully, if avidyd is not simply "ignorance," the simple absence of correct vidyd or
prajnd, one is at a loss to see how it is not a defiled prajfid; if avidyd is anything other than ignorance
of the conditioned character of the dharmas, ignorance of the true nature of former existence, etc,
how is it not confused with this defiled prajnd which is the bad drspis, "view of self', "view of the
former existence of self," etc.? All the more then one may admit a reasoned "view of the self," such
as non-Buddhist scholars can formulate, a natural, innate (sahaja) "view of the self." Note that the
three drstis are defined as moha (mudhi), the root of evil (v.20a).
233. Samyukta, TD2,p. 190bl5.
On the deliverance of the defiled mind, vi.77a.
The Abhidhamma (for example the Papisambhiddmagga, i.21) recognizes the visuddhi of sila,
citta, and ditphi.
234. Vydkhyd: kalpandmdtram etad dgamanirapeksam iti katbayati.Fa-pao and P'u-kuang do not
agree whether Vasubandhu here takes the part of the Vaibhasikas against the Sautrantikas. In other
words, whether Vasubandhu says, as his personal opinion, "Who can stop a master in his
imaginations?", or if he gives these words to the Vaibhasikas. The Vydkhyd accepts the first
hypothesis. But Sarhghabhadra says, "The Sautrantikas say that good prajnd can be mixed...", and
we know that he always mentions and quotes Vasubandhu as "the Sautrantika." The Chinese
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commentators think that Vasubandhu rejects the theory of the mixing of good prajnd with defiled
prajfld; nevertheless, he does not admit that avidyd is a separate dharma.
235. Hsiian-tsang: "There is a separate thing, avidyd, which differs from prajnd, as rdga differs from
the mind This master is correct."
236. BhadantaSrilSbhasays, "Avidyd is the general designation of all of the kief as; there is rioavidyd
separate from craving and the other kief as (avidyeti sarvaklefdndm tyarh sdmdnyasarhjnd / na
rdgddiklefavyatiriktdvidyd ndmdsti). According to the Sutra, "Oh Mahalcau&hila, he does not
rightly discern (na prajdndti), and as a consequence we say avidyd" (Sammyutta, iii.172:
Mahakotthito (or Mahakotthiko)... avoca / avtjjdavijjdtidvuso Sdriputta vuccati...). In faa all the
kief as are by their nature non-knowledge (ajtidnasvarupa), for they grasp things as they are not
(vipaf&agrabanatas).
This is the thesis of Harivarman in TD 32, no 1646. According toSaeki, here Vasubandhu refers
to Harivarman.
237. Above iii. p., Samyukta, TD 2, p. 85al6, p. 126c5: purvdnte Jndnam apardnte... madhydnte...
(buddbadharmasamgharatnesv... duhkbasamudayanirodhamdrgesv... kufaldkufaldvydkrtesv...
ddbydimika... bdhye'jndnam /yat kimcidtatra tatrajnanam tama dvaranam...) See Kofa, ii.26a-c,
where we have avidyd, ajnana and "non-clarity."
Vibhanga, S5:yaman"ttnamadassanamanabhisamayo... (asampakkhdna is missing from the
bng list of synonyms).
One will find in Rhys Davids-Stede (avijjd) and in Tbeorie des douze causes, 6-9, a good number
of references.

238. The Vydkbyd has mayand, mayandndm, and in the Dbdtupdtba, migatau: thus sattvamayand
Paramartha has simply leiM (" may a).
Hsiian-tsang: yu cb'ing shib (to depend upon, to support) wo lei hsing ^ f f r N f f t l S t t =
sattva-dtmdifita-maya-td: lei gives maya and bsmg - -to, SH4 .
P'u-kuang explains: lei-bsing (mayatd) = abammdna.
Samghabhadra explains maya in the sense of "to gp (to the realms of rebirth)"; that which is the
nature of maya is mayatd.(We would have sattva mayatd - "the quality of going of beings . . . ").
239. Samyukta, TD 2, p. 245c21.
240. Abamkdramamakdramdndrws'aya, Samyutta, iii.80, etc; asmimdna, asmUi mana, iii.155.
241. Nifcbdya corresponds to nicchdta of the Pali sources. On this word, Rhys Davids and Stede.
Often accompanying nibbuta, sttibbuta, etc: however see Anguttara, v.65.
242. Here it would be more fitting to explain the samskdras and vijUdna; see iil36a.
243. Vibbdfd, TD 27, p. 73al8, Tbe*orie des douze causes, p. 16-18. See ii.47.
244. It is by reason of a name that the non-material skandhas are active (pravartante) with respect
to objects not immediately perceived {apratyaksesv arthesu): "Such is the object (or the meaning),
artha, of this noun." By reason of the organs, the non-material skandhas arise (utpadyante) with
respect to the objects perceived By reason of the object, the non-material skandhas are active with
respect to names: "Such is the name of this object."
Compare Attbasalim, 392, Expositor, 500-501. Buddhaghosa, on the origin of names; Vibbdsd,
TD27,p.73al8.

245. On this subject the Vydkbyd quotes a Sutra which presents together, with the Mahdndmasutta
of the Samyutta, v.369, some interesting variants: mrtasya khalu kdlagatasya jndtaya imam
pUtikakdyam agnind vd dihanti udake vd pldvayanti bbumau vd nikhananti vdtdtapdbhydm vd
pariiosam pariksayam pafydddnam gacchati / yat punar idam ucyate cittam iti vd mana iti vd
vijiidnam iti vd hadddparibhdvitam sllatydgafrutaprajnaparibbdvitam tad urdhvagdmi bhavati
vihsagdmy dyatydm svargopagam.
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In Samyutta, mention only of the body cut to pieces and eaten by animals and birds, etc; as
Digha, ii.295. See Nariman, RHR, 1912, i.85.
246. On sparia, see Koia, ii.24, iii. note 160. Theoriedes douze causes, 22, Mrs Rhys Davids, intro. to
the trans, of the Dhammasangani, 63, Compendium, 12, 14 (awareness of the objective
presentation).
Majjhima, i.190; Atthasdlmi, 109, 141-2; Visuddhimagga, 46$y 595; Madhyamakavrtti, 554
(important); Vijnanakaya (analyzed in Etudes Asiatiques, 1925, i.370).
Here the kdrikd defines the position of the Sarvastivadins: whereas, according to the
Sautrantikas, spuria is the "coming together of the three", according to the Sarvastivadins (and
according to Buddhaghos^Atthasdlinf, 109), sparia is not the "coming together of the three", but
the effect of this coming together, a mental {castasika) dharma, Koia, ii.24.
The "three" are the eye, the object and the vijfidna. The vijHdna is produced by the eye and the
object (plus an intellectual element, the samanvdhdra), Majjhima, i.190, Madhyamakavrtti, 1554.
The Sarvastivadin thesis is that the vtjndna (=citta)t "the mind," knows "the thing only"
(arthamdtra)t whereas the "mental states" (caitta, castasika) (namely sparia, vedand, etc) know the
"particulars of the thing" (arthaviiesa). Th. Stcherbatski {Central Conception, 15,17,55) defines
vijHdna as "the mind viewed as a receptive faculty, pure consciousness (which renders well the idea
of manodhdtu), pure sensation without any content," and sparia as "sensation," "real sensation". To
not depart from the definitions furnished by our texts (Koia, ii.34, note 178), vtjndna grasps the
upalabhyatdrupa: this is the most rudimentary of the "gnosis" (as psychologists say), the idea that
one perceives something; but, on the other hand, caksurvijrldnam nilam vijdndti, "the visual
consciousness knows the blue" (One should explain that without doubt one should understand by
caksurvijfidna the vijfiana with the caktas, sparia, etc, which necessarily accompany it).
Maung Tin recounts the definition of sparia of the Atthasdlins: tikasamnipdtasamkhdtassa
pana attano kdranassa vasena paveditattd samnipdtapaccupatphdno (phasso) = Contact has
coinciding as its manifestation, because it is revealed through its own cause, known as the coinciding
of the three (i.e., the basis [that is to say, the organ], the object and consciousness). The meaning of
this appears to be: Contact appears, arises (paccupafphdti) by reason of the conjunction (literally:
has for its immediate cause this conjunction: yasya samnipdtah pratyupasthdnam sa sarhnipdtapratyupasthdna iti), because it is sensed ("experienced") by reason of (and in conformity with)
its cause, which is what is called the conjunction of the three." From another point of view phassa is
vedandpaccupatthdna (=yo vedandydh pratyupasthdnam sa vedandpratyupasthdna iti) because it
causes the vedand or agreeable impression to arise (paccapapfhdpeti = uppddett).
247. Samyukta, TD 2, p. 18al6: in the Pali sources, we need not read tmnam samgatiphasso, as does
the Samyutta Index, but like Samyutta, iv.68, and Majjhima, 1111: yd . . . hnesam tinnarh
dhammdnam samgati samnipdto samavdyo ayarh vuccati cakkhusamphasso. Nettippaharana, 28:
cakkhurupaviHn^nasamnipdtalakkhano phasso. Theorie des douze causes, p. 20.
248. Atthasdlmi, 109: na samgatimattam eva phasso.
249. fatfatka dharmaparydya, Majjhima, iii. 180 (Chachakkasutta) Digha, iii.243.
250. See iv.4a-b.
251. They ready a esdm dharmdndm samgateh samnipdtdt samavaydt sa spariah. And not:.. .
samgatih samnipdtah samavdyah . . .
252. Classic example: yathd buddhdndm sukha utpaddh (Dhammapada, 194), Visuddhimagga, in
Warren, 194, Madhyamakavrtti, 70.
253. This discussion is atibahuvistaraprakdravisdrini.
254. Sparia = samsparia (Vydkhya).
255. Pratighasamsparia, so called because its diraya (the organ) is sapratigha (first opinion of the
Vibhdfd, TD 27,p. 760cl3, which follows TD 28, no 1552 and Vasubandhu), because its diraya and
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its object (dlambana) are sapratigha (second opinion of the Vibbdsd, which follows TD 28, number
1550 and Samghabhadra).

256. Adhwacanasarhphassa, Digha, ii.62 (Warren, 206, Dialogues, ii.59, and an attempt at
translation in Theorie des dome causes, p. 19, a 2), Vibhanga, 6. Adhivacana in Dhammasangani
1306.

257. Vydkhya: adhyucyate' nenety adhivacanam / van ndmni pravartate ndmdrtham dyotayatity
adhwacanam noma.

258. caksurvijfldnena nilam vijdndti no tu nilam iti / manovijndnena nilam nilam iti ca vijdndti
(variant: caksurvijnanasamangi... manovijndnasamangi...). On this text, which is without doubt
excepted from the Abhidharma (Nydyabmdupu'rvapaksasamksepa, Mdo 111, foL 108b), see KoU,
Ll4c, Madhyamakavrtti, p. 74, note.
259. This is the opinion of Fa-sheng in the Abhidharmahrdaya (6.18), TD 28, number 1550.
Fa-sheng jgjfjhas been reconstructed as Dharmakirti, Dharmajina (Nanjio), or Dharmottara
(Takakusu); Peri, "Datede Vasubandhu," 25, mentions the transcription dha-ma-sli-ti (=?).
260. Hsiian-tsang translates: with the vacana for its adhipati [pratyaya].

261. Vibbdsd, TD 27, p. 760b25. Two spar/as: sdsrava and andsrava; three sparSas: kuiala, akuial
and avydkrta; four spars'as: traidhatuka and adhdtuparydpanna; etc From the point of view of
nivarana and of its pratipaksa (the hindrance and its opposition): spar/as of avidyd and vidyd; from
the point of view of the same nature of the sparia: spar/a of nebher-vufyd-tior-avidyd; from the
point of view of what is pleasing and what is displeasing: sparias of sympathy and antipathy; from
the point of view of association (samprayoga): agreeable sparfa, etc; from the point of view of its
support: sparias of the eye, of the ear, etc
262. Abhiksnasamuddcdrin = nityasamuddcdrin (Vydkhya).

263. How sparia is vedantya, iv.49.
Sukhavedya is explained: sukhasya vedah sukbavedab / sukhavede sddhuh sukhavedyah /
sukharh vd vedyam asmmn iti sukhavedyah.
264 Vedand has been explained 114, ii.24; here the author does not explain the characteristics
(laksana) of vedand, but its type (prakdra).
On adukkhdsukhd, Majjhima, i.397.
265. The Sautrantika does not reply, because the problem of shade has already been discussed ii.50c
266. Prakarana, TD 26, p. 698cl0.

267. Samyukta, 8.4. Saeki quotes TD 24, number 1451 (the Vinayaksudrakavastu, see S. Levi, Seize
Arhats, p. 37) where the Bhagavat explains to Ananda the four principles of Anguttara, it 167.
268. The Vaibhasika theory of the mahdbhUmikas is presented ii23c and following; one should
replace adhimukti with adhimoksa, p. 189,190.
269. The asarhskrtas are unconnected with cause, since they refer to the caittas.
270. Paramartha translates: "in the first three bhUmis"; Hsiian-tsang: "in the first bhUmis"; the
Vydkhya glosses: in the savitarka-savicdra bhUmi.

271. This is the thesis presented il trans, p. 192-3,204.
Here the Vydkhya quotes several definitions of the Parlcaskandhaka (of Vasubandhu) (Mdo,
58) whictfwe have reproduced ii trans, p. 189-190. (There is a Pancaskandhaka by Gmdrakirti,
Mdo, 24).
272. The Prakaranapdda in effect arranges the "mental states" into four categories: mahdbhUmikas,
ku/alamahdbhumikas, kUiainahdhhUmikas,parUtakleiabhUmikas (see ii trans, p. 195-6 and no
109).
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273. The Sutra opposes akusala to ku/ala.
214. Samyukta, TD 2, p. 72c9, p. 87c26.
We have Samyutta ii.72, iv.33 and passim: cakkhum ca paticca rupe ca uppajjati cakkhuvin~n~dnam / tiHham samgati phasso / phassapaccayd vedand / vedandpaccayd tanhd / ay am kho
dukkhassa samudayo.
Our Sutra, most probably, has: caksuh pratitya rupani cotpadyate caksurvi/fidnam /
traydndmsamnipdtah sparfah / sahajdtd vedand samjHd cetand.
Vijfidnakdya in Etudes Asiatiques (BEFEO, 1925), i.370.
275. The meaning of sahajata is not specified; we can understand it as parasparasahajdta, "arisen
one from the other."
276. Samyukta, TD 2, p. 197cl8: maitrisahagatam smrtisambodhyangam bhdvayati.
Til. Madhyama, TD, p. 19lb\. yd vedandyd ca samjndfydca cetandyacca vijfidnam] samsrspdfime
dharmd na visamsfspdh]. Saeki quotes this Sutra which has for its protagpnist Great-ko-thi-la (the
same person to whom the Bhagavat teaches that dyus and usmaka are "mixed," below note 281):
the Pali edition, Majjhima, 1293 (Mahdvedallasutta, where the protagonists are Mahakottita and
Sariputta), omits the words yd ca cetand.
It is the doctrine of the Dhammasangannni, 1193, that the skandhas of vedandd, saflrid and
samkhdra {-cetand) are cittasamsappha [that is, united to the mind from their origins to their end,
Atthasdlmi, 49).
On samsrspa, villld.
278. This means, according to the Vydkhyd, in the same Sutra where we read: "vedand, samjfid,
cetand..."
279. Majjhima, i293 omits yam ceteti...
Compare Samyutta, iv.68: phuppho vedeti phuppho ceteti phupppho samjdndti.
280. According to the Vydkhyd, this is a reply of Vasubandhu: dcdrya aha.
281. The Sutra is quoted viii.3c, note 26. The formula is lacking in Majjhima, 1295. On dyus and
usman (usmaka), ii. trans, p. 233.
282. The Pali sources know of six somanassupavicdras, domanassupavicdras, and upekkhupavicdras
(Digha, iii.244, Majjhima, iii.218, Vibhanga, 381,etc): cakkhundrupamdisvd somanassatthdniyarh
mpam upavicarati... manasddhammam vm'ntyasomanassapphdnryamdhammam upavicarati; but
they ignore the word mana-upavicdra, as does the Mahdvyutpatti.
The Sanskrit text: caksusd rupani drspvd saumanasyasthdnrydni rupdny upavicarati... manasd
dharmdn vijfldya saumanasyasthdntydn dharmdn upavicarati.
This grammatical explanation disappears in all the translations, but the Vydkhyd partially
reproduces it. (We have manasa upavicdrah = mana-upavicdra - manopavicdra).
283. This thing (dravya) which is the mental vedand, of one single type by its being associated with
the mental consciousness, is threefold by the triple variety of its nature, satisfaction, etc; and each
one of these three is sixfold by the variety of its object, visibles, etc Thus we have 1 x 3 x 6 = 18.
284. The Bhdsyam says simply: trayo dharmopavicdrd uhhayathd, but we have translated the
Vydkhyd here. The source is the Vibhdsd, TD21tp. 7l6c3. When the dharmamanopavicdra has for
its object seven types oidharmas—the six internal dyatanas (eye... manadyatana) and the external
dharmdyatana—either together, or not together, its object is not mixed; when it has for its object
these seven dharmas (either together, or not together) plus one, two,... five of the external objects
(visible things, etc), its object is mixed. Same doctrine on the subject of the smrtyupasthdnas:
kdyasmrtyupasthdna is of an unmixed object, bearing only on the body; dharmasmrtyupasthdna can
be of unmixed object, or mixed (sambhmna, miira), or universal (samasta) object, vi.!5c
285. The word kila indicates that Vasubandhu does not accept this etymology.
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286. The prefix upa has the sense of repetition (punah punah).
287.Problem discussed in Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 716b6. The upavicara are proper to mental sensation:
there is thus saumanasya-upavicdra, not sukha-upavicdra.
288. Problem discussed in Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 715a3.

289. Madbyama, TD 1, p. 690c4. caksusd rupdnidrspva saumanasyasthdmydm rupdny upavkarati
290. According to the Lotsava: "The word ga signifies 'taking for an object', as in the expression:
How does he go? He goes thus." This gloss is omitted by Paramartha and Hsiian-tsang.
291. Hsiian-tsang adds: "The same in the prefatory absorptions of the Second, Third, and Fourth
Arupya."
292. According to the Vydkhyd, Vasubandhu; according to P'u-kuang, the Sautrantikas (TD 41, p.
179cl2).

293. Satatambava=satafa, vthdra-yogaviiesa.
Digha, iii.250 (variants: satata, sattha, sassata), 281, Anguttara, iL198, iii.279. SamgUfparydya
15.6; Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 189al8 (so called because the Arhats always cultivate it).
294. Upeksako viharati, Attbasdlim, 172.
293. When the Arhat thinks of the dharmas which constitute the Buddha, buddbasamtdnika
dharmas, he experiences a good satisfaction. Such a satisfaction is not forbidden, nor is it to be
fought.
296. Anantavarman does not accept this theory: This is not correct, for, in the Sutra, the Bhagavat
does not say that the satisfactions, etc, are upavicara solely when they are defiled (sdmklehka). He
says in fact, "Oh Bhiksus, take support on the six upavicdras of satisfaction, abandon the upavicdras
of dissatisfaaion; take support on the six upavicdras of equanimity, abandon the upavicdras of
satisfaction. There are, Oh Bhiksus, two equanimities, the equanimity resting on unity
(ekatvasamnis'rita), and equanimity resting on variety (ndndtvasamnis'rita): take support on the
first, but abandon the second" (yaimesopsaumanasyopavicdrdstdnds'rityatdnadh
daurmanasyopavicdrds tdn prajahUa...). Majjhima, I 364, in another context: yd 'yam upekhd
ndnattd ndttasitd torn abhimvajjetvdyd 'yam upekhd ekattd ekattasitd... torn evupekhdm bhdveti.
But, says Ya£omitra, this Sutra does not prove that the satisfactions, etc, can be upavicara
without being sdmkletika.One supports oneself on light (laghu) defilement in order to abandon
heavy (guru) defilement; as he said, "Mdna or pride, is to be abandoned by supporting oneself on
mono." The text referred to in Nettippakarana, 87: "The mdna, supported on which one abandons
mdna, is good (ku/ala)." According to this same work, thirst ("desire) can also be good, see below
note 297. (We know the Tantric thesis of rdga expelled by raga, Cittavi/uddhiprakarana, JASB.,
1898, p. 175.
To be sure, mdna is never purification (vydvaddnika). Nanda (who expelled desire for women
by desire for goddesses) is an example. The Bhagavat also teaches that one abandons the upavicdras
of equanimity by the upavicdras of equanimity.
297. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 715bl: five explanations of the expression idstrpada; Vasubandhu adopts
the first. (In taking into consideration the three time periods, 108 upavicdras.Vac chattimsa
saUpadd of Majjhima, iii.217.
According to the Vydkhyd: ta evdspadaiopavicdrab... "These eighteen upavicdras, through the
distinction of those which have for their principle craving and naiskramya, make up the thirty-six
points of the Master." Understood in this way, the argument goes to prove that some of the
upavicdras are good, others bad
Paramartha and Hsiian-tsang understand: "On the other hand, the satisfactions, etc (tony eva
saumanasyddmi)..."
Naiskramya is explained as "leaving" (niskrama) the samkle/as or getting out of the suffering
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of samsdra.
On gredbafrita, naifkramydfrita, Kola, it trans, p. 155, iv.77b-c; Mahdvyutpatti, 245.1145,
Samyutta, iv.232, Vibhanga, 381, MUmda, gehanissha and nekkhammanissita (thirty-six vedands);
Nettippakarana, 87, how good desire gets one out of dissatisfaction, nekkhammasita.Rhys DavidsStede, nekkhamma, geha, gedha (confused with the words kdma and grha).
Somanassa, domanassa, upekkbd are sevkabba, asevitabba, Digha, ii.278.
298. Same comparison, grain and husk, Vyasa ad Yogasutra, ii.13.
299. This thesis is demonstrated in Chapter IX (page 297 of the French translation).
300. The term kle/a is to be understood as both the kle/as and the upaklefas, v.46.
301. Cittacaittasamuddcdrddyapafutvdt.As we shall see, iil42d, upeksdydm cyutodbhavau.
302. See Chapter DC, French trans, p. 296-7.
303. It appears indeed that this is not exactly correct: the first moment of antardbhava is necessarily
defiled
304. See above p. 383 and note 85.
305. Samyukta, TD 2, p. 123a24, Ekottara, TD 2, p. 772bl4. Digha, iii.211 {Samgitisuttanta): sabbe
sattd dhdrapphitikd sabbe sattd samkhdrapthitikd / ayarh kho avuso tena bhagavatd jdnatd passatd
arahatd samrndsambuddhena eko dhammo sammadakkhdto.The word sarhkharatthitika is omitted
in Anguttara, v.50,55. PaUsambhiddmagga, i.122.
Madhyamakavrtti, 40, quotes another Sutra: eko dharmah sattvasthitayeyadutacatvdra dhdrdh.
Mahavastu, iii.65.
The first section (Ekadharma) of the Samgitiparydya begins: "All beings last through food."
306. Samyukta, TD 2, p. 102al3, Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 674b28, Lokaprajtidpti (analyzed in
Cosmologie bouddhique); Mahdvyutpatti, 118; Beal, Catena, (interesting).
Digha, iii.228 (kabalmkdro dhdro oldriko vd sukhumo vd...) Majjhima, 148,261, Samyutta,
ii.98; Dhammasangani, 71,646, Atthasdlmi, 153, Visuddhimagga, 341, Nettippakarana, 114.
See the UddyisUtra, Kofa, ii.44d, viil3c
307. MMrapurisa absent from among the Four Kings.
308. On the constituent elements of the molecule, ii.22; the smallest part of the visible termed chdyd
includes odor, taste, tangible.
Paramartha is not very dear: "How are the (odors) chdyd-dtapa-jvdld-prabhd, etc food?";
Hsiian-tsang: "How are chdyd-dtapa-flasne<o\d food?"
Hsuan-tsang translates the phrase ydny apt tu ndbhyavahriyante "which however are not
swallowed," by a simple jw % (=punab).
309. According to the Vydkhyd, Vasubandhu now presents his own opinion (svdbhiprdya).
310. Vibhanga, TD 27, p. 675al3. Vibhanga, 13, atthi rOpam kabalmkdro dhdro / atthi rupam na
kabalmkdro dhdro: this refers to rupaskandha; Vasubandhu speaks of rupdyatana.
311. Vijnd, as one says prajnd; the meaning is vijridna.
Food by the mouthfuls, being, by its nature, the three dyatanas of odor, taste, and tangible, is
evidently sdsrava, impure; but spuria, manahsamcetand and the vijridna are sometimes impure,
sometimes pure. It is only when they are impure that they are food.
312. The Lotsava does not explain the term vijridna. Paramartha explains it through manovijndana,
Hsiian-tsang through vijridnaskandha.
313. Vydkhyd: catvdra dhdrd bhutdndm sattvdndm sthitaye sarhbhavaismdm cdnugrahaya / katame
catvdrah / kavadikdrdhdra auddrikah suksmaJ cdhdrah prathamah / spar§o dvitryah / mana-
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hsarhcetand trtiyah / vijfidnam dhdrai caturtbah.(Comp. viii.3c).
Ekottara, TD 2, p. 719al5: bbittdndm sthitaye ydpandyai sambhavaisindm cdnugrahdya;
Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 676bl5; Samyutta, iLll,Majjbima, i-261: cattdro'me bhikkhavedhdrdbh&dndm
fbitiyd sambhavesinam vd anuggahdya... kabaUmkdro dhdro oldriko vd sukhumo vd...
On the expression kdyassa fbitiyd ydpandya, Visuddhimagga, 52 and other sources in Rhys
Davids-Stede (ydpand).
Sthitaye=avasthdpandya, anugrahdya=punarbhavdya sambhavdya (Vydkhyd).
314 See p. 442 line 27.
315. Manomaya, see K6sa, ii.44d, viii.3c
316. Above p. 393.
317. Hsifon-tsangvibhinirvrtti(ch'ife,utpdda),because, turned towards future birth, it is produced
in a short period of time.
318
a painful body... The Lotsava translates lus = kdya, dtmabhdva; the Chinese translators
have svabhdva.Tbe Vydkhyd gives the words savydbddham (saduhkhatvdt) abhmirvartya.

319. This is a Sutra of four points (cdtuskotika): asti pudgalo yasydbfomitvrttisamyojanam
prahhtam nopapattisamyojanam / asti yasyopapaPtiprayojammh prabinam ndbhimrvfttisamyojanam / asti yasydbhmirvrttiprayojanam prabinam upapattisamyojanam ca / astiyasya ndbhinirvrtUprayojanam prabinam nopapattisarhojanam.
The distinction between abhinirvrtti and upapatti is elucidated in Kofa, vL3.
Rhys Davids and Stede have grouped many references under the words abhinibbatta,
abhinibbatti, abbinibbatteti.One of the most interesting is Samyutta, iii.152 (which slightly calls to
mind the "embroiderer" of the Upanishad).
Let us add that, in Anguttara, ii.134, we have (in addition to orambbdgtya samyojana which
brings about rebirth in Kamadhatu): uppattipatildbhika samyojana (correct upapatti) and
bhavapatildbhika samyojana: this second category is the abhinirvrttisamyojana of the Abhidharma
bh&vzFantarabhava the Antaraparinibbayin has broken the bond which produces upapatti, but not
the bond which produces bhava.
320. The words "when he is an AnagarnkT are necessary, for one can detach oneself from the two
lower Dhatus through a worldly path, thus in a manner which is not definitive.
321. Anugraba.Here, by sambbavaisin, one should understand, conforming to the second
explanation (above line 28), not the intermediate beings, but all beings not liberated from thirst
(satfsna).
322. Four opinions in Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 674c25; Vasubandhu follows the orthodox opinion
(p'ing-chia says:...)

323. We see in fact that three of the four foods—manabsamcetand, which is action; the vijfidna
considered as vijndnabija, "the seed which is the vyfidna" action which develops or perfumes
(karmaparibhdvita); Mid spars'a, which is associated with action—have for their result anugraha or
re-existence (anugrahdya bhavati). But how can food by the mouthfuls have this result?

324. Samyukta, TD 2, p. 103a5: rogasya gandasya falyasya catvdra dhdrd m&lam jardmarana
pratyayah (?). According to the Vydkhyd, the word jardmaranapratyayah belongs to another
redaction of this same Sutra {Ekottara, TD 2, p. 656cl0). Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 677al7. Samyutta,
iii.189: rupam rogo tigando ti sallam ti...
325. The question also concerns spar/a and vijHdna, which are associated with manahsamcetand.
326. This brings to mind the "popular maxim" (Jacob, ii. 11) of the didmodakas, "cakes of hope," or
manomodakas, "cakes made by the manas" of the NydyakandaU, 130 and Nydyavdrttika, 43
(quotations trans, from the Sarvadariana, Museon, 1902, ad 16,22).
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In the Shid6-m-zu ^BS.^M;(MuseeGmmet, Bibl. Etudes, viii 1899), 126, the mudrd of
drinking and of eating, the four foods, and the sensation of acidity which produces the thought of a
result.
327. The Abhidharma treatise by this name. TD 26, number 1536, chap. 8, foL 8 (Saeki); Vibhdsd,
TD 27, p. 676bl6.
328. A remark of the Sautrantikas according to certain commentators.
329.The Vibhdsd explains four opinions:
1. vijfidna, spuria, andkavadikara nourish present existence; cetand nourishes future existence.
2. spar/a and kavodikdra nourish present existence; vijfidna and cetand nourish future existence.
3. kavodikdra nourishes present existence; spar/a, vijfidna, and cetand nourish future existence.
4. P'ing-chia: all four foods have the two functions.
330. Vyakhyd: sukhavedamyendnugrahdt /yah kaicidvedandskandhah samjfidskandhah sarvah sa
spariam pratityetivacanat.
331. Paramartha: The bhava thus projected arises from the vijfidna-seed informed-perfumed by
action.
Hsiian-tsang: Punarbhava or new existence means future "birth" (sheng 4.). This future birth
is projected by the manahsamcetand&eing projected by the food which is the manahsamcetand,
punarbhava is produced by the force of the vijfidna-seed perfumed by action.
According to Fu-kuang, this explanation is that of the Sautrantika school; the Sarvastivadins do
not use the expression "vijfidnabtja."
332. Samgittparydya, TD 26, p. 56&a28.yah kai est kavadikdrah sarvah sa dhdrah / sydt kavadikaro
ndhdrah / sydd dhdro na kavadikdrah / sydd ubhayam / sydn nobhayam iti cdtuskofikam.
333. Vibhdfd, TD 27, p. 674a3).
On aupacayika "matter" arising from samddhi, I trans, p. 103. .
334. According to Hsiian-tsang. Vyakhyd: yaf ceha paribhuktah kavadikaro bhoktur bddhdm
ddadhdti sa khn dhdrah / so'py dhdrah / dpdte bhojanaveldydm anugrahdt.
335. See for example the PaficaiiksasUtra, Feer, Fragments du Kandjour, 241.
336. Vyakhyd: That which has for its effect augmentation is food par excellence (mstkhya).
337. In the Dakkhindvibhangasutta (Majjhima, iii.255): tiracchdnagate ddnam datvd satagund
dakkhind papikankhitabbd / puthujjane dussUe . .. sahassagund... / putthujjana stlavante .. .
satasahassagund . . . / bdhirake kdmesu vUarage . . . kopisahassagund . . . / sotdpattiphalasacchikmydya pafipanne ddnam datvd asamkheyyd appameyyd dakkhind pafikafikhitabbd
On the value of the gift according to the field, Ko/a, iv.117.
338. The Bhagavat said: yah kdi cij jambusanddt sravantyah sarvds tab samudranimndh
samudrapravandJh samtddraprdgbhdrdh.
(Compare Anguttara, v.22, Samyutta, v.39).
339. ]ambu$andagata-jambudvipanivdsin.
We recall that Jambudvipapurufa = Buddha (Kola, vii.30a-c).
Kuksimantah, "possessing a womb" = who possesses the capacity to eat; since the beginning of
embryonic life.
340. Vyakhyd' khn atrdicaryam ...
341. Spiritual states which immediately precede the abandoning of the quality of Prthagjana ~ entry
into the Path = the acquisition of the quality of candidate for the first fruit, vil7.
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342. We have, in viii.27c, Vydkhyd, another redaction: bodhisattvo hi karmdntapratyaveksandya
[karmdntas\sboted field] niskrdnto jambumOle prathamam dhydnam utpdditavdn. Dhya, 391:
asmin pradeie jambucchaydydm nisadya... Majjhima, 1246:... ptiu sakkassa kammante sUdya
jambucchdydya msinno vwicc'eva kdmehi... prafhamamjhdnam upasampajja...; U&*,Lefman,
128 (Chapter xi): avahkya ca kfsikarmdntam . . . : Mahdvastu ii.45,26.
343. The cutting off of the roots of good results from "false view" {mithyddrsfi), which, being of
reflection (samttrikd), is mental (mdnast); the recovery of these roots results from "correct, right
view" and from doubt (samyagdfsfi, vicikitsa), which are mental (iv.79-80).
It is only in the manovijHdna that detachment takes place: for detachment can be obtained only
by an absorbed (samdhita) mind; the losing of this detachment is caused by incorrect judgment
(ayontfofnanasikdra), which is vikalpa, and thus purely mental
Death is produced in a vijfidna propitious to the cutdng off of the series: thus among a person
wherein the activity of the five organs of sense consciousness is "reopened" (cyutih samksiptapantendfyapracdrasyapravdhaccheddnukale vijHdne bhavati). Arising {upapatti) happens only
to the manovijiidna since it takes place with "a troubled mind" (viparyastamati, iii.15).
344. That is to say pratisamdhisdmdnydd anukto'py uktakalpa iti nocyate.
345'. Kathdvatthu, xv.9; Kola, viiLld
346. The Bhagavat leaves the Fourth Dhyana in order to die, Digba, ii.156; below note 350.
347. We can understand: "the mind, being made present, falls (=dies)"; or rather "the mind of this
[pudgala] being made present [=having entered into acmity=samuddcarya], this pudgala falls"; or
again sarhmukhibhiiya - sammukhibhdvya [with the falling of ni, as we say: "There is a wind which
causes leaves to be shoved up, there is a wind which causes leaves to dry up"=astiparnaruho vdto'sti
parnaiuso'parah; variant from the commentary of Unddi, 2.22], with the meaning: " . . . having
made the mind present, the pudgala dies."
How a mind, interrupted by absorption, isreborn,ii. trans, p. 230.
348. Hsiian-tsang reads, hetvabhdvdt - "because the cause of arising is lacking," and not
cittacchedahetvabhdvM (which causes difficulties).
We have seen, iii.38, that arising takes place through all of the klelas or defilements, proper to
the sphere where they take place (sarvakleSair hi tadbhumikasr upapattih pratisamdhibandho
bhavati).
349. The mind at death can be good, bad, or neutral There are four types of neutral mind: vipdkaja,
airydpathika, fatipasthdnika, and nairmanika (ii71d, trans, p. 315). There is good reason to specify
to which category the mind of a dying Arhat belongs, [the mind by which he enters into Nirvana,
nirvdti].
In Visuddhimagga, 292, some Arhats die sitting down, some while lying down, and some while
walking. [Thus with airydpathika minds?]
350. There are two "cuttings off of the mind" (cittaccheda): apratisamdhika cutting off, or definitive
cutting off, in which the mind at death is not followed by the mind of an intermediate existence; and
sapratisamdhika cutting off, so that the mind at death continues into the mind of the intermediate
being [a cutting off of the series of minds which lasts one life, the cutting off of the bhavanga in the
Pali sources]. In this last case, the mind can be also good or bad.
On the nature of the mind of a dying Arhat and, in general, of all dying persons, Kathdvatthu,
xxii,3. [Death takes place in pakaticitta, a mind of Kamadharu for a being of Kamadhatu]. On the
death of the two types of Arhat, see Compendium, Introduction, p. 75.
351. On the two types of death, death all at once, and gradual death, see ii. 15, trans, p. 176, Vibhdsd,
TD27,p.952cll.
When death is gradual, the organs of sight, hearing, smell and taste, the sexual organ, and the
"organs" of agreeable and disagreeable sensation disappear first; the organ of touch (kdyendriya),
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the vital organ (fivitendriya), the mamas and the sensation of indifference {upeksendriya) remain:
these four indriyas perish together.
352. Beal, Catena, 41, according to a gdtha which should be Mahayana, gives different indications.
For the Saint, the head; for a future god, the eyes; for a future human, the heart; for a future
Preta, the groin . . . We can divine the future destiny of a dead person by examining which part
remains warm the longest.
Vangi£a, before her conversion, listened to a skull with a stethoscope with success, and knew if
the dead person would be reborn as a man, god, or in helL But listening to the skull of an Arhat, he
remained nonplused (Theragdthd, Commentary, Brethern,395).
We see, Avaddnasataka, 15, that the rays re-enter into a certain part of the body of the Buddha
according to the realm of rebirth that he has predicted [Into the feet, when it refers to beings in hell
353. The vijtiana, being non-material (ar&pitvM), does not reside in a place (ade/astha); but it has
for its support a body endowed with organs.
354. On the vital parts, the four hundred and four illnesses, Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 953a7, and following,
Saddharmasmrtyupasthana, TD 17, p. 4lb20. Bodhicaryavatara, ii.41 (marmacchedadivedand).
355. Pali gloss quoted in the Expositor (PTS), 132: maranti anendtiyasmin talite nafivati tarn
phanam mam/mam noma.
356.1-tsing (Takakusu, 131) quotes a Sutra which enumerates four dosas: "The chU-lu, ie. making
the body slothful and heavy, owing to an increase of the element earth," plus flesman (kapha) pitta
and vata.Takakusu translates chU-lu as gsdma: "the phonetic probability is rather in favour of guru
or its derivation (gaurava)." [But the fourth classicaldosa is the blood, Jolly, Grundriss, 41]. On the
three dosas, Rhys Davids-Stede mention MUinda, 43,172 and Sumangalavildsmi, L133; Takakusu,
Commentary on the CuUavagga, v. 14.1, Mahavagga, vi.14.1.
357. On the signs of death among the gods, Vibhafa, TD 27, p. 365a21, and Ekottara, TD 2, p.
693cll.
Beal, Catena, 97, quotes a source which combines the two lists with some omissions, for a total
of five. Chavannes, i.425 (TD4, number 206), has a list of seven signs: 1. the brightness of the nape
of the neck becomes extinguished; 2. flowers wilt; 3. cotor becomes altered; 4. dust accumulates on
clothing; 5. a sour smell from the armpits; 6. the body becomes thin; 7. "he has left his throne."
Elsewhere we find only the second list: Divya, 193: cyavanadharmmo devaputrasya panca
pUrvanimittani pradurhhavanti [which corresponds word for word to the text which the Lotsava
translates as the preambule to our first list] aklisfdni vasdmsi kittyanti / amldnam mdlyani mlayanti
I daurgandhyam kdyena (?) niskramati /ubhabhyam kaksabhyam svedah pradurbhavati /
cyavanadharmd devaputrah sva dsane dhftim na ktbhate [which is our second list]. Same list in the
Friendly Letter of Nagarjunaj/PTS1,1886,100 (where we have as the third sign the colour of the
body becoming ugly: compare Itivuttaka, Para. 83).
We know that five signs distinguish the gods from mortals: no bad smell, no dust, no winking of
the eyes, no shadow, and no touching of the ground (see the references of Bloomfield, Pargvandtha,
Baltimore, 1919, p. 51).
In Divya, 222, Mandhatar differs from £akra only by the winking of his eyes.
358. Hsiian-tsang adds: "which are in intermediate existence."
359. Kofa, iv.80d
Ekottara, TD 2, p. 6l4b23, Dhgha, 1320, Mahavyutpatti, 95.11.
Digba, iii217, tayo rasi, micchattaniyato rasi, sammattaniyato rdsi, aniyato rasi; PuggalapaMatti, 13, recognizes only puggaJa niyata (pafkapuggalddnantarikdye ca micckadiffhikaniyata,
see Koia, v.7, iv.96) and the aniyata; but Dhammasangani, 1028, recognizes the three categories
[The explanation as we see by the note of the translator and Atthasalmi, 45, differs from the
explanation of the Abhidharmaj.On the amyatas, see Nettippakarana, 96,99 and commentary.
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360. Samyaktva defined vi.26a (note 162).
361. A traditional etymology.
362. The oldest sources are the Sutras of the Dirgha and Madhyamdgama, notably Dsrgha, 30;
among the most recent Sutras, TD1, number 25 (the Hi-shai of Beal); among the Nostras, TD 32,
number 1644, the Lokaprajridpti and the Kdranaprajfiapti (analyzed in Cosmologie bouddhique\
the Vibbdsd.lt appears that Vasubandhu here reviews all this literature. The Saddharmasmrtyupasthdna (Levi, Pour I'histoire du Rdmdyana, J As. 1918, L), Divya, xvii. (the conquests of
Mandhatar, xxxii. = TD 14, number 551 and folL),belong also to the Hinayana. For the Pa{i sources,
Lotus, 842, Sp. Hardy, Legends and theories, 1886. Chinese sources (of the two Vehicles), Beal,
Catena, 1871, and FourLectures.The schema of the universe in Georgy, Alphabetum Tibetanum,
1772, Gogerly, Ceylon Buddhism, 1908; vol ii, Sp. Hardy, Legends, 104. Hastings, Encyclopedia of
Religion and Ethics, art. Cosmogony and Cosmology (Buddhist), iv. l29'l3S,B.CL3m, Heaven and
Hell in Buddhist Perspective, 1925; I have not seen the Buddhist Cosmology of MacGovern
(London, 1923?).
363. Ufanti = icchantiThis can refer to either "The Vaibhasikas" (P'u-kuang), or to "All the
schools" (Fa-pao).
According to one opinion (notably Mahayana) the sphere of gold is placed immediately on the
circle of wind; above is the circle of water.
Sammvefa is interpreted by Hsiian-tsang in the sense of disposition: "Such is the disposition of
the receptacle world: below..."; and this interpretation is preferable since the circle of wind forms
part of the receptacle world. Paramartha understands, I believe, "foundation"; the Lotsava has gnas,
"place".

364. Burnouf has translated, Introduction, 448, the Sutra which the Vydkhydquotes ad 15: prthivi
bho gautama kutra pratisphitd prthivi brdhmana abmandale pratisphitd / abmandalam bho
gautama kutra pratisphitam / vdyau pratisphitam / vayur bho gautama kutra pratispbitah / dkdfe
pratisphitah / dkafam bho gautama kutra pratisphitam / atisarasi mahabrdhmana atisarasi
mahdbrdhmana / dkdJam brdhmana apratisphitam andlambanam fit vistarab.
Compare Digha, ii.107 (on the earthquakes); Windisch, Mara et Bouddha, 61. ayam dnanda
mahapaphavi udake patipphitd / udakam vote patipphitam / vdto dkdsappho hoti. Thesis which
Nagasena (with the reading vdto dkdse patipphito) explains in Milinda, 68.
On the origin of the circle of wind, iii.90c; lOOa-b (Hsiian-tsang foL 16a to the end). We will see
iil93c, note 504, that, when the universe is destroyed, it stays in the rupa there where it was. This
rupa should be the dkdfadhdtu, 128.
365. Hsiian-tsang and Paramartha transcribe; the Lotsava has tshanpo che chenpo, the meaning of
which, according to SaradChandra, 1024, is also not clear; see Mahdvyutpatti, 253; Kola, vil31, note
178; Vibhdfd,TD 27, p. 155all.
366. We have, according to the Lotsava, isddhdrdmdtrd varsyadhdrd [See Cosmologie, p. 317, note,
different Tibetan editions, Lokaprajfidpti, etc] isd signifies "pole"; Paramartha translates "great
post", but Hsiian-tsang: "the axel of a carriage." We know elsewhere that isd is a measure
(Sulbastttra, in Monier-Williams).
On the primordial rain, below iii.90c, Samyukta, TD 2, p. 243al5,23, quoted above p. 370 (the
tain of the cloud Isadhara); Siksdsamuccaya, 247: clouds forming thirty-two couches (papala)
covering the world. The deva Isadhara rains during five small kalpas, like the devas Gajaprameha,
Acchinnadhara and Sthulabinduka. [According to the Pitdputrasamdgama = Ratnakufa, xvi, Levi,
JAs. 1925, i.37]. [Bendall mentions the Nagaraja with the name of Isadhara, Mahdvyutpatti,
168.24].
367. According to Hsiian-tsang. We have seen, iii.47, that the circle of water has a diameter of
1205,450yojanas.lt thus forms a drum almost as high as it is large: how is it held up? According to
the Vibhdsd, TD 27, p, 691b23, the source of this presentation, some other masters think that the
circle of water is incalculable in width, like the circle of wind.
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368. PakvakfiraJaribhdvayogena.Grarnmmcai explanation in the VydkhydJSee the comparison of
the Digha, iii.85: seyyathdpi ndma payaso tattasya nibbdyamdnasya apart santdnakam hoti...
369. Siksdsamuccaya, 148, quotes the yfgtffK* of the Sarv§stivadins: On the circle of gold there rests
J&mbudvipa, some 84,000 yojanas of earth. [The circle of gold is named karteanavajramandala,
Bodhicarya, vll]. The Ko/a prefers 80,000, see iii50b.
370. The circumference is triple that of the diameter: sarvasyaparimandalasyaiyam sthitkyadasya
tripaksamdnam (trigunam eva) samantapariksiptasyapramdnam (Vydkhya).
371. The "ancient" metrical sources of the Atthasalini {p. 207 and folL) have the same number for
the diameter of the "circles", and contain details on the mountains and the continents which are
near to those Vasubandhu furnishes. However comparisons with other documents multiply the
numerous variants.
Burnouf, Lotus, 844, Hopkins, MythologicalAspects of Trees and Mountains in the Great Epic,
JAOS, xxx.366 (Babylonian origin, Carpenter in Melanges C. H. Toy, 72).
Nemijdtaka, v.145 and folL (Jataka, vi.125); AtthasMmi, 297; Spence Hardy, Legends, 81.
Remusat, /. des Savants, 1831, p.6C0, Beal, Catena, 45; Divyavaddn, 217', same order of the
mountains as in the KoJa.
Mahavyutpatti, 194, Dharmasamgraha, 125, Mahdvastu, ii.300, Siksdsamuccaya, 246,
AttbasdUni, 298 mA Jataka, vi.125 differ.
372. These are the seven pdribhandaparvata of the Jataka. Ra-ba signifies walL
373. Levi, Rdmayana, 45.
374. Nandvidhabtjagarbha, that is to say, according to the Vydkhyd, nanaprakarasdmarthyayukta.
375. iL36c-d, iiilOOa, iv.4, v.26, vill3a.
376. That is to say, na hy avasthitasya ruparasddydtmakasya ksiranivrttau dadkijanma: We can only
admit that—color, taste, etc, remaining the same—there would be, at the destruction of milk, the
appearance of small milk
377. You admit that the successive moments (milk... small milk) are "other" {anyatha), you admit
that there is a modification (anyathdbhdva): thus there is no transformation (jMrindma)\ there is no
passage, from one state to another state, of one and the same thing; for that which is otherwise
(anyathdtva) is other (anyatva) such as Yajnadatta and Devadatta.
378. In the Saddharmasmrtyupastbdna (Levi, Rdmdyana,46) as in Atthasdtini(208)yMememerges
to a height of 84,000.
379. Vasubandhu does not speak of the Mahacakravada, Mahavyutpatti, 194.12, Lotus, 842,
Dharmasamgraha, VIA and notes p. 65, Diet, of St Petersburg.The Cakravdtfa of Beal, 45, is of a
height of 300yojanas; in Atthasdlim (299), the Cakravdda is immerged 82,000, and emerges some
82,000.
380. Hsiian-tsang corrects this redaction which is sufficiently embarrassing: "Between the
mountains [that is to say, between Mem, Yugandhara... Cakravada] there are eight oceans. The
first seven are the inner [ocean]. The first is 80,000 long; and is triple to its external limit. The six
others, diminishing by a half. The eighth is the outer [ocean], of 321,000 yojanas.
381. We read $Ua in the kdrikdsMs do not find the translation "cold" anywhere. The Lotsava has rol
mthso, rolpa'i mtso bdun: "the seven lakes of which the waters move in gentle waves as if they were
dancing to the musk of the wind" (£arad Chandra Das).
The heroes oiJataka 541 see the seven mountains that encircle Meru, sattaparibhandapabbate,
which is found Sidantare, that is to say Siddmahdsamuddassa antare, in the middle of the great sea
Sida. This sea is so called because its water is so subtle (sukhuma) that it cannot even bear a peacock
feather: it sinks (sidati) (Jataka, vi.125). Compare iii.57.
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582. The Vydkhyd quotes this iloka.
Divya, 127.19. The eightqualities of the waters of the lakes of SukhavatI,mBeal,G*teH^ 379;of
Karandahrada (Beal, Hsuan-tsang, ii.165; see ibid. L10).
383. The masters are not in agreement We have seen that the diameter of the circle of water and of
the circle of the sphere of gold is 1205,450yojanas.Ozi the other hand the Cakravada is so called
because it encircles the universe with its four continents. Now if one adds up the numbers given
above (half of Mem 40,000; first Slta 80,000; Yugandhara 40,000; second Sita 20,000...), we see
that Cakravada is not placed at the edge of the sphere of gold Thus, certain masters think that the
outer ocean, between Nimindhara and Cakravada, should be 5232.8750yojanas.Bedl, p. 46, gives
322312 yojanas.But the difference can be resolved in two ways: either by admitting that Cakravada
is not located at the edge—that it encircles, not the circle of water but the upper part of the sphere of
gold; or by admitting that the descriptions of the mountains, "same height and width" (iii. 51b),
should not be taken literally: the edges of the mountains are not strictly perpendicular
(atyantacchmnatafa).
384 The form of a carriage, see Digba, ii.235.
385. Vajrdsana, hr.H2b, trans, note 506. Saeki quotes the Si-yu-kf (=Hsi-y0-chi)t Waiters, ill 14;
£arad Candra Das, 751, Foucher, Iconographie, it 15-21, Bead, Catena, 21.
386. We are assured that, in this continent, the eye hears sounds, the ear sees colors, etc
387. On Uttarakurus, "Hyperboreans", iii.78,85,90,99c, iv.43,82,97, Beal, Catena, 37, Hastings,
ii.687.
388. The Vydkhyd has an interesting remark: bh&mivafdt sattvdndrh vaicitryani himavadvindhyavdsinam kirdtafabardndm gauraiydmate: Beings differ by reason of their habitation; the
inhabitants of the Himavat, namely the Kiratas, are yellow; the inhabitants of the Vindhyas,
namely the Saharas, are black. On the face of the men on the 3,000 islands, Saeki mentions the
Suramgamasutra, 2B11; see also Saddbarmasmfti in LeVi, RJmayana, 47.
389. Mahdvyutpatti, 154.
Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 868a6. There are five small islands around the intermediate continents,
inhabited by men, or by amanusyas, or deserted... In the beginning men spoke arya; later, after they
had eaten and drunk, men differed and, through the increase of treachery (Jdphya), there were many
languages; there are also men who do not know how to speak...
Beal, Catena, 35, gives numerous details on the four great and the eight small continents,
according to the Dirgha, Saihghabhadra (Nydyanusdra), etc According to Samghabhadra, Deha,
Videha, Kuru and Kaurava will be deserted.
590. Vibhdsd, second opinion ("New Vibhdfdfdstra", Beal, Catena, 35).
391. For the Gandhamadana mountains, etc, see Hopkins, Epic Mythology, 9.
392. The Lotsava, Paramarma and Hsuan-tsang translate kUfsdri- !§||JL|| "black mountain."
Paramartha adds a gloss: ^They are called 'ant-mountains' because they are low" (T 29, p.215blO);
the Vydkhyd glosses k^ddrinavakdf by kSfakftmam parvatdndm navakdt.
393. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 22a2. The Jfidnaprasthana says that there are five great rivers in
Jambudvipa: Ganga, Yamuna, Sarayu (Sarabhu), AciravatI, Mahi [this is the list of the Pali Canon].
When the Bhadanta Katyayaniputra established this Sastra, he was in the East; this is why he
quotes, as an example, the rivers that Easterners know and see. But, in faa, there are inJambudvipa
four great rivers which each gives forth four secondary rivers. [The rest of this text, on the four
great and the sixteen small rivers, is translated and commented on by S. Levi, Pour I'histoire du
Itemayana, p. 150-152].
On the rivers of the Pali Canon and of Milmda, Rhys Davids, Mitinda, l p. xliv, and above all
Demieville, Milmda, 230 (BEPEO, 1924).
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On the Vaksu or Vahksu, and Caksus and Sucaksus of the Buddhist and Brahmanical sources, see
Levi, loc. dt., Mahavyutpatti, 167.80, Eitel, 194, Hopldns,Sacred Rivers of India, 214, Watters, L293;
J As. 1914, ii.409; V. Smith, 262. We owe the identification of Vaksu = Qxus to Remusat.
On the Sita, Levi, ibid p. 139 (=Tarim); Minayev, Gramrnairepalie, p. ix,quotes Ctesias in Pliny,
xxxi.2 on the Side:... stagnum in India in quo nihil innatet omnia mergantur. (The river of Yarkand
or the Sirikol).
"To the north of the Sita, Scripture is written in the language of the land of Campaka, in the
languages of the land of the monkeys, in the language of the land called Gold." {Mel. As. ii. 177).
394. Paramartha here adds two lines. According to Pammartha: "On the south bank of this lake, a
mountain 25 yojanas in height; on the north bank, a mountain 15 yojanas in height; both are of
various minerals. To the north of Gandhamadana mountain, at its summit, there is a cave called
Nanda, decorated with the seven jewels, 50yojanas in length and width, the abode of the king of the
elephants. Beyond, there are six kingdoms, seven forests, and seven rivers. Beyond the seventh
river, there are two forests in the shape of a half-moon. To the north of these forests, there is the
Jambu tree to a height of 100 yojanas . . . "
395. Let us mention the Bibliography of Kern, Manual, 58; L Feer, "Enfer Indien," J As. 1892 and
1893; B. C Law, Heaven and Hell in Buddhist Perspective, Calcutta, 1925 (Palli sources); Gogerly,
Ceylon Buddhism, 1908, vol 2; Kdrandavyuha, edited by S. B. Samasrami, Calcutta, 1873; the
Friendly Letter, Wenzel, JPTS, 1886; Saddharmasmrtyupasthdna, fragments in the SSiksasamuccaya and S. Levi, RdmdyanaWe owe a very interesting essay toJ. Przyluski, and the first, on the
story of Buddhist hell, in Legende d'Afoka, 1924.
396. See note 369: there are 84,000 yojanas between the sphere of gold and the surface of
Jambudvlpa.
Avid and avid, Bodhicarydvatdra, vil20, viii.107, Rdsprapdlapariprcchd, 30.
Geography of Avici, Saddharmasmrti, in Siksdsamuccaya, 70.
397. The expression avid marine in the description of an overcrowded country, Anguttara, i.159,
Digha, iii.75. Terrible Avid with its four doors, ltivuttaka, 86 and CuUavagga, vii.4,8. As the lower
limit of Kamadhatu, Dhammasanngani, 1281. Avici is not named in Suttanipata p. 121, Samyutta,
i.154 (Notes of Rhys Davids, Dialogues, iii. p. 73).
Avidsamtatisahitam, in an uninterrupted series (explanation of soda), Mahdniddesa, 18,347.
Avid a. synonym oijard in Visuddhimagga 449 (Rhys Davids-Stede).
398. This second explanation has passed to MahesVara in the Amarakosa: na vidyate vicih sukham
yatraWe have two Tibetan equivalents mthsams-med = "without interval" [Eitel understands that
the damned die there and are reborn there incessantly] and mnar-med = "without tortures", as a
euphemism, says Wenzel, JPTS, 1886, 23; but mnar-med - "without pleasure."
399. ity eke astau nirayd dkhydtd duratikramdh /
dkirnd raudrakarrnabhih pratyekam sodaiotsadah //_
catuhskandhas1'*'caturdvdrdvibhaktabhdga/o mitaf>bl/
ayahprdkdraparyantdc ayasa pratikubjitakdl //
tesdm ayomayi bhumir jvaUtd tejasdyutd /
[anekayojanalatair jvdldbhis tisphati] sphufdh e //
Dirgha, TD1, p. 127a4, Ekottara, TD 2, p. 747cl2, Samyukta, TD 2, p. 341a25.1 have quoted in
extenso in Cosmologie bouddhique the parallel passages: 1. Anguttara, 1141, Majjhima, iii.182,
Petavatthu, 21.65, Kathdvatthu, xx.3; ZJdtaka, v.266; 3. Mahdvastu, i.9 and iii.454; 4. Lokaprajndpti
(Mdo, 89b and 104b, Sutra and glosses).
a. Reading given in the Vydkhyd: catuhskandhditi catuhprdkdra ityarthah / catuhsamnivefdity
apare.
Elsewhere catuhkarndh (Mahdvastu), catukkannd (Jdtaka).
Elsewhere caturbhdgdh according to the version cha bzhi (Lokaprajndpti), with the
commentary: four parts, east, south, etc. This is the version of Senart: "They are in four parts; they
have four doors .. . "; this is the interpretation of the Chinese translators: "four faces and four
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doors".
Version of the Bhdsya rtsig pa = wall, masonry.
b. Reading of all the sources. Senart: "They are isolated and limited, each having a definite
place." I translate the commentary of the Lokaprajndpti.
c Ayahprdkdrapariksiptd ity arthah (Vydkhyd).
d. Ayasoparistdc chaditah / ayasdpithitadvdrd ityapare ( Vydkhyd).Semrt: "having a canopy of
fire."
e. Sphutditi vydptdh (Vydkhyd).
Dpag thsad brgyaphrag du maryah /melee rnams ni mched par gnas (Lokaprajndpti); dpag
thsad brgya phrag du mar ni / me Ice dag gis khyab par gnas (Version of the Bhdsya).
According to the commentary on the Lokaprajndpti, this refers to Avici, which gives the
reading:... tisthati sphutpah.
In the Pali editions, this refers to the ground: samantd yojanasatam phutd (var. pharitvd)
tipphati sabbadd.
J. Przyluski discovered in Divya, p. 375, a fragment of the Bdlapanditasutra, where there is
described "the ground formed of burning fire, having a hot smell, forming only a single flame"
(Burnouf, Introduction, 366) which is the floor of our hells.
400. On the development of hellish cosmology, see Przyluski, Ugende d'Apka, 130; see also Feer,
Fragments du Kandjour, 518, Hastings' Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics, iv. 113 (Bibliography).
In the Devadutasutta (Ahguttara, L138, Majjhima, iii. 178) the great hell (mahdniraya) has four
gates which lead into four secondary hells, Guthaniraya, Kukkulaniraya, Simbalivana, Asipattravana; all this is surrounded by the river Kharodaka which is, at least once, identified with the
Vaitarani (Jdtaka, vi.250, quoted in Przyluski, Afoka, 132).
In the thirtieth Sutra of the Dirgha, there are sixteen utsodas, which are placed between the two
Cakravddas; the same in the Kundlasutra (Przyluski, Afoka, 135,136).
According to Vasubandhu, there are sixteen utsadas, counting the River (Vaitarani) as an
utsada, and by making one utsada out of the forests, etc
In Jdtaka, i.174: attha pana mahdniraye sodasa ussadaniraye; ibid ii.3, there is a village
pdkaraparikkhitta catudvdra nagara which is an ussadaniraya, a place where many of the damned
suffer.
401. The kukitla is the kukkula of the Mahdvastu, L44 = iii.455; Paramartha: "Burning ashes."
Compare Siksdsamuccaya: pddah praviliyate / utksiptah punah sambhavati.TD 32, number 1644
describes a journey to Kukula.
402. Kunapa (Mahdvastu, ibid) corresponds to the guthaniraya of the Devadutasutta which is
related to the guthak&pa of Samyutta, ii.259, Petavatthu, 64. The animals with sharp mouths
{nyatkuld nama prdni, Mahdvyutpatti, 215.20 or nyahkutd, "torso") are the s&cimukha pana;
compare Samyutta, ii.258; Saddharmasmrti in Siksdsamuccaya, 69-76.
403. The ksuramdrga is absent in the Mahdvastu; it is described in Kdrantfavygha, 38.
404. In Devaduta, the asipattravana follows simbalivana. Compare Mahdvyutpatti, 215.
405. The simbalivana of the Devaduta; its thorns have eight fingers in the Dvdvim/atyavaddna (ed.
R Turner).

406. On the Vaitarani (= kharodaka nadt)^ Levi, Rdmdyana, 152, Hopkins, Sacred Rivers, 222. The
rab-med "Without a ford" of the friendly letter, JPTS., 1886, 21.
407. Paramartha,yuan^-* garden; Hstian-tsang, ts'eng i§" = additions, excrescences.
Senart, Mahdvastu, i.372; Sp. Hardy, Manual, 27 (osupat);
Siksdsamuccaya, 56.6,248.5.
Vydkhyd: adhikaydtandsthdnaPvdd utsaddh / narakesu . . . / narakdvarodhdd Urdhvam
kukulddise sidanty atas ta utsada ity aparah.
Ut signifies adhika or urdhva.
Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 866b4 explains why the annexes to hell are called utsada; three reasons
according to P'u-kuang (p. 187a3), two according to Fa-pao (p. 6l6al5): because its suffering is very
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strong, quite varied, supplementary. Sojourn in the utsadas lasts 10,000 years; it is indefinite or
infinite in the hells properly so-called (Majjhima, i.335).
In Petavatthu, p. 46, there is a sattussada niraya (mentioned by Rhys Davids-Stede) which is
explained, in Digka, i.87, as "full of beings."
408. Beal, Catena, 65, says that the damned pass from Avici to the cold hells, and from there to the
dark hells, etc
409. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 866bl2. This is the controversy of Kathavatthi, xx.3. The Andhakas deny
the existence of beings called nirayapdla basing themselves on a text (not identified): "This is not
Vessabhu, nor the king of the Petas . . . it is their own actions which torment the damned."
Vasubandhu, in the Vijfiaptimdtravims'aka, stanza 4 (translated in Muse'on, 1912, 53-90; the
Tibetan, edited and translated by S. Levi, 1926), demonstrates the non-existence of the guardians of
the hells, of the dogs, of the crows, of the walls of steel, etc Saeki quotes a commentary of the
Vim/oka: "Or rather it is believed that the guardians of the hells are real beings: an opinion of the
Mahasamghikas and of the Sammitiyas; or rather it is believed that they are not real beings, but
certain kinds of bhuta and bhautika created through action: opinion of the Sarvastivadins etc; or
rather it is believed that, even though they are not beings, yet, being produced by the vdsand (the
trace of actions and thoughts), they are not simple modifications of the mind: opinion of the
Sautrantikas."
Compare the women created by action, Siksdsamuccaya, 69-76.
410. VwartanwdyuvatM this same way, at creation, the winds move (cesfante) in order to create the
receptacle world The self-styled "guardians of the hells" are only bhuta and bhautika, asattvdkhya,
"non-living beings," 110b.
411. Dhdrmasubhuti has been quoted above, iiil3a. We have here a iloka which ends: Jjdyante]
yamardksasab.Perhaps an excerpt from the DaidkuSalakarmapathamrdeSa (Levi, JAs., 1925, i.37).
Hsiian-tsangtranslates:/*-shan-hsien^^^ Paramarthatranscribesbhubypu^othou^l.
On this master, and the masters with analogous names (Subhutighosa), F. W Thomas, Album
Kern, 407, and S. LeVi, Notes Indiennes, JAs., 1925, i.36 (Dhdrmika Subhuti, one of the names of
Asvaghosa according to Taranatha).
412.... krtdvadhitvat / bhutaviiesanirvrtter ^.Paramartha adds: "They do not differ from the
other beings who arise in hell; how can they be guardians?"
Ndgasena, p. 67, explains why the damned in general are not destroyed by the fire.
413. J. Przyluski, Agoka, 135, observes that there are ten cold hells in the 30th Sutra of the LHrgha
(placed between the Cakravddas), in Samyutta, 1152 (Peer, JAs, 1892, ii.213), Anguttara, v.172,
Suttanipdta (Kokaliyastttta): abbuda nkabbuda, ababa, apafa, ahaha for ahaha, apapa), kumuda,
sogandhika, uppala (or uppalaka), pundarika, paduma. With the eight great hot hells, eighteen
hells, as in the Kundksutra (Przyluski, 136). [Feer,//*j., 1892, ii.220: "The names of the cold hells
designate simply the number of years of punishment": see below p. 473]. Chavannes, Cinq cents
contes, ii.341: There are hundreds and thousands of Arbudas; the Nirayas are thirty-six in number.
jMahdvyutpatti, 215.1-8; Dtvyay 67, trans. Burnouf, Introduction, 201 [Burnouf mentions the
identity of Mahapadma with the Pen-to-U = Pundarika of the note to the Foe-koue-ki (=Fu-kueichi), p. 298-99).
Or rather we distinguish the eight cold hells and the ten hot hells which are placed between the
Cakravddas or Universes; these, with the numerous small hells, are the hkdntarika hells, Eitel, p.
106-107; Saeki, about this, mentions the U-shih lun \LWW& , TD 32, the Saddharmasmrtyupasthdna, TD 17, p. 103bl9 and the Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 866b3.
On the hkdntarika aghdandhakdrd... Burnouf, Lotus, 631,832, Digha, ii.12, Divya, 204, Sp.
Hardy, legends, 110,Deussen-Geden, Upanishads, 322.
414. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 866al5. Here a difficult person objects: "It is said that Jambudvipa is
narrower at the top, and larger at the bottom; and that the other continents present the opposite
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appearance: is this reasonable?"

415. Vibhdsa, ibidem. Below Jambudvlpa, the great hells; at the surface ofJambudvipa, the "border"
(pien iSt )?hells (Compare Beal, Catena, 65) and the prdde$ika(ku JH) hells: in valleys, mountains,
etc In the other dvipas the great hells are lacking because there the great crimes are not committed.
According to some, all the hells are lacking in Uttarakuru. The damned are of human form; they
first speak in Aryan languages; then, crushed by their sufferings, they no longer pronounce one
single intelligible word
Pradehka hells.Hsuan-tsang translatesi^2H, isolated; Paramartha, £«?£ ch'u 'S'JjlLa separate
place (p.2l6b5); the Tibetan ni-thse which also signifies "ephemeral" (as pradehka thought,
momentary thought, Madhyamakavatdra, trans, p. 42; prddehkaydna, Siksdsamuccaya, 183.10,
Mahdvyutpatti, 59.5). Three hells "of a day's duration", Saddharmasmrti, Levi, Rdmdyana, 53. See
Rhys Davids-Stede, padesa.
Another name for this is pratyekanaraka, paccekaniraya (Comm. on the Suttanipdta and
Petavatthu); such as the hells which Sarhgharaksita visits, Divya, 335, 336, Introduction, 320
("some hells which are renewed each day" says Burnouf according to the Tibetan ni-thse, and
according to the description itself). Burnouf quotes Des Hautesrayes: "hells dispersed over the
surface of the earth, on the rivers and in isolated places" (which corresponds to the Vibhdsa trans,
by Beal, 57, on the "solitary hells").
We recall that one of the names of the mahdniraya of Majjhima, i.337, is paccattavedaniya.
The pratyekanaraka of the Siksdsamuccaya, 136, is an imitation of a monastery; the damnedpretas of Samyutta, ii.254 are the "individual" damned; the same for the heros of the
Maitrakanyakdvaddna.
The Bodhisattva who should go to Avici goes into a pratyekanaraka (Mahdvastu, i.103): "a
urinal hell" says Barth,/. des Savants, quoted in part, p. 23; but, ii.350, there is fire in this type of
hell).
416. Vibhdsa, TD 27, p. 690cl5, mentions the opinion that the animals which live among humans
are not beings, sattvas: they resemble animals, give milk, etc. We see that the "disappearance of the
animals" at the end of the world is accomplished in two steps, the animals which live with humans
disappearing after the others and at the same time as humans (iii.90a).

417. The city of Yama is 86,000yojanas, Hopkins,//!OS, xxxiii.149.
The peta mahiddhika, Petavatthu, i.10; Kathdvatthu, xx.5;Avaddnasataka, 46. Kosa, iii, note 26
Fourth decade of the Avaddna/ataka; Saddharmasmrtyupasthdna, Chap IV (TD 17, number
721); sources of Beal, Catena, 67. Description of the Pretas who frequent men, manusyacarisnu,
lotus, iii. Stede, Gespentergeschichten des Petavatthu, Leipzig, 1914.
Details on the Pretas, Ko/a, iii.9d, 83c.
418. Paramartha and Hsiian-tsang differ. The sun is set into motion by five winds, Beal, Catena, p.
68.
419. In Visuddhimagga, 417-418 (Warren, 324; Spence Hardy, Legends, 233), the moon is 49 and
the sun 50 yojanas in width.
420. Absent in the Tibetan versioa
421. It appears difficult to otherwise understand the Lotsava: nimehigzhalmedkhah 'oggiphyirol
ni me hi kyi dkyil 'khor . . . mnon par 'grub bo. Paramartha: sun disk lower face outer
limit 0ISTFH^f TSL • • • The houses, vimdna, are distinct from the disk; on the dimensions of
the houses, mansions, Beal, Catena, 68.
422. Taijasa cakra is explained suryakdntdtmaka, "made of the suryakdnta gem."
423. Hsiian-tsang adds: "By how much is the augmentation? By a lava." The lava is the thirtieth of a
muhurta which is a thirtieth part of the day, or four minutes, Vibhdsa, TD 27, p. 701c9. The
Masapariksd Chapter of the idrdnlakarna is omitted in the Cowell-Neil edition (see Divya
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Appendix).
The Lokaprajndpti indicates the maximum of a day and a night; in agreement with the
Sdrdulakarna, Divya, 642: hemantdndm dvitiye mdse rohinydm ostomy dm dvadafamuhurto divaso.
..; common figures, as we see in Thibaut, p. 26, Barnett, Antiquities of India, 196: the duration of
the day is a maximum of 15 hours, a minimum of 9 hours.
This contradicts the dates of the equinox in 61c-62.
424. Vydkhyd: aparapdrive chdydpatanti vikaUmandalam darsayati / tadyathd stambhe pradipachdydpatantiyathdyathd stambha dsanno bhavati tatha tathd stambhah svacchdyayd chddyate /
dure hi vartamdne pradipe panpumastambho drsyate / kim cid dsanne kim cit ksiyate /ydvad
atydsanne stambho nastarupo vartate / tadvad etat.
Pararnartha: Consequently, the shade of the sun covers the other parts of the moon.
Hsuan-tsang: The other sides (west and east) produce a shade which covers the disk of the
moon (east and west).
425. Vydkhyd: punas tiryagavandmonndmayogena adhobhagai candramandalasya ksiyate /
Urdhvam vardhate ceti yogdcdrdh.
Pararnartha: Such is the manner of the progress of the sun and of the moon that sometimes one
sees them complete, sometimes by half. Hsuan-tsang: The progress of the sun and the moon are
not similar; one sees them as complete or partial
The phases of the moon are explained in TD 1, number 24, Beal, 69: 1. on account of its
revolution, by which the hind parts are exhibited; 2. the blue-clad devas, perpetually intervening
between the earth and the moon, cause the disc of the latter to be obscured; 3. because the bright rays
of the sun (sixty bright rays) obscure the disc of the moon... the moon is so near the sun that its
brightness is obscured...
Beal also quotes TD 32, number 1644: "The subject of the 19th Chapter is the motion of the sun
and moon" (Nanjio 1297).
426. Cdturmahdrdjakdyika is explained: cdturmahdrdjdndm kdyah / tatra bhavdf cdturmahdrdjakdyikdh = which forms part of the company of the Four Great Kings.
427. According to the Lokaprajndpti (Cosmologie, Appendix, p. 301), there, between the city of the
Asuras and that of the Suras (or Thirty-three), there are "five gardens of the Thirty-three, the
Udakani£rita Nagas, the Karotapanis, etc" Divya, 218, Jataka, 1204.
Parisandd, Tib. ban-rim, Pararnartha: stage (ts'eng]§t\ Hsiian-tsang: stage-series (ts'engchi Jf$S)- Divya, 212.8 (the Sumeruparikhanda, incorrect reading); 217.17, 344.12 (Sumeruparisandd, which differs from the dwellings of the Karotapanis, etc, and is not one of our
parisandds). Mahavyutpatti, 194.21, sumerupdrisanda, 245.358, parisanda.
428. We do not see how the parisandds "depart" {nirgata, 'phags, ch'u |±1 ), from out of the
side of Meru.
If we admit that the parisandds are recessed terraces, placed all around the circumference of
Meru, one can then understand the theory that attributes to the summit of the mountain sides of
20y000yojanas in height, not of 8O,OOO^0y**MJ.[Above the first terrace the side is 80,000 less 32,000:
diminishing then 16,8,4, there then remains a prism of 20,000 yojanas on a side.]
Great variety in the designs which represent Meru, Alphabetum tibetanum, A13\ Beal, Catena,
75; Eitel, Handbook, 164, etc.
429. See Burnouf, 600, Divya, 218, Mahdvastu, i.30 and 394; MorrisJFTS, 1893,21 (karoti).
430. Sadamatta is the name of one of the "particular paradises" of Maitrakanyaka.
431. Dhrtarastra in the East, Virudhaka in the South, Virupaksa in the West, and Vai£ravana in the
North.
432. The gods which are the company of the Thirty-three Gods, Sakra, etc Vibhdsd, TD 27, p.
691c20, which Vasubandhu follows faithfully. Divya, 219; Mahdvastu, 131; Lokaprajndpti, foL
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28a-48b, Cosmologie bouddhique, p. 301-306; Saddharmasmrtyupasthdna in LeVi, Rdmdyanna,
4Ar4tJ (the Chinese names of the parks do not agree with our versions of the Kofa).
433. In the Vibhasd, the first opinion is that the sides are 20,000yojanas in height; the second, that
they are 24,000. Vydkhyd: How does one reconcile the theory of sides of 20,000 with the thesis that
the mountains are as high as they are wide? These masters think that this thesis refers to the central
section of the mountain (madhyabhdgam evdbhisamtksya evam uktam). See above note 428.
434. On Sudar/ana, Divya, 220; Commentary on the Dhammapada, 30 (p. 319 of Burlingame's
Buddhist Legends.)
435. Hsiian-tsang: Its walls of gold are oneyojana and a half in height.
436. On the four parks, see Mahdvyutpatti, 196.1-4; Divya, 194-195 (regrets of a dying god),
Mahdvastu, i.32. The four parks of the Jainas, SBE, 45, p. 288.
437. Caturdiiam is explained: catasro di/o'syeti caturdiiam kfiydvis'esanam.Accardmg to Bhaguri,
we have the two forms dii and dsfa (Vydkhyd).
438. The subhumini of the stanza is explained: sobhand bhumaya esdm iti subhumuni
kruldsthdndni.
439. Pdrijdtaka (Divya, 219, etc) is the Pdricchattaka of the Jdtaka, L202, Atthasdlins, 298,
Visuddhimagga, 206 (opinion of the Poranas).
440. Paramartha and Hsiian-tsang, five yojanas.
441. Samyukta, TD 2, p. 205bl, Ekottara, TD 2, p. 6l3c4, Uddnavarga, vi.14, Dhammapada, 54,
Anguttara, i.226, Jdtaka, iii.291: na puspagandhah prativdtam eti.
442. Hsiian-tsang: "The Sutra of the MahlSasakas says . . . "
443. On the Sudharmd, see Divya, 220, Anguttara, 1226; Vibhasd, TD 27, p. 692a20: The gods come
together on the eighth, the fourteenth and the fifteenth day of each fortnight; they examine the
gods and men, govern the Asuras, etc... The same, TD 1, number 24. Chavannes, Cinq cents contes,
126. J. Przyluski,/4x. ii.157, on Digha, ii.207, Mahdvastu, iii.198.
444. The vimdnas are either immense plate-shaped, or individual, mansions, p., iiilOlc
445. The bhaumas and dntariksavdsins (?) of Mahdvyutpatti, 156, etc
Vasubandhu is not speaking here of the Asuras (see iii.4) which the Lokaprajndpti discusses
(trans, in Cosmologie bouddhique); he also ignores Mara (on which Beal, Catena, 93; Chavannes,
Cinq cents contes, i.125 = the King of the ParankmitavaSavartins; Huber, Sutrdlamkdra, 110) and
Maheivara (Beal, 94).
446. Pali: khidddpadosika.
447. Lokaprajndpti, Chap. VI (Cosmologie bouddhique, p. 300): "As, in Jambu, there is
abrahmacarya, maithunadharma, dvandvasamdpatti, so too in the other continents and among the
gods up to the Thirty-three Gods; among the Yamas, appeasement of desire (pariddha, gdun ba) for
embracing..."
Lokaprajndpti, ibid: "As, in Jambu, the women have their month, are pregnant, give birth, so
too in the other continents. Among the Caturmaharajakayikas, the infant appears on the bosom or
the shoulder of the god or the goddess . . . "
448. Vydkhyd: "As long as there lasts mating, embracing, contact of the hands, smiling, looking, so
long will there last mating for the gods inhabiting this earth" (Four Kings and the Thirty-three),
the Yamas, etc
Vibhasd, TD 27, p. 585bl2... Some say that as the higher gods approach detachment from
desire (vairagya), the fire of desire becomes weaker; but, in any union (maithuna), one must mate
(dvandvasamdpatti) in order to appease the fire of desire.
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449. See above p. 391.
450. That is to say, adds Hsuan-tsang, they speak as they do in Central India, "middle in-tu *P fP ft."
Beal, Catena, 91.
451. Samgitiparydya, TD 26, p. 386a27; Vibhdsa, TD 27, p. 870a28; Digha, iii.218; Itivuttaka, 94.
452. Rhys Davids-Stede translate: "having power under the control of another".
In Digha, i.216, there is a god Samtusita, King of the Tusitas, a Sunimitta, King of the
Nimmanaratis, and a Vasavatti, King of the Paranimmitavasavattis; above, Mahabrahma, King of
the Brahmakayikas.
Sumangalavildsini, i.121, Mandhatar possesses the human kamagunas, the Parinirmitas
possess divine kamagunas.
453.Seeii45,p.237.
On the sukha of the dhydnas, viii.9.
Digha, iii.218, differs, at any rate, in the redaction.
454. Sukha is absent there, for the sensation of dhyanantara is the sensation of indifference,
equanimity, viii.2 3; thus this is not "an arising of pleasure." This dhyana is the retribution of a good
action, it resembles sukha (sukhakalpa), thus it is "an arising of pleasure." But then the Fourth
Dhyana will also be "an arising of pleasure"? No, because sukha is absent there. Consequently this
point is to be examined (vicdryam, sampradhdryam).
455. Other methods of calculation in Beal, Catena 82. [Excerpt from the Vibhdsa, with numbers
very different from those that we have here: ten thousandyojanas between the residences; same
doctrine in the In-pen Sutra; in the Abhidharma; "one year for the falling of a rock of one hundred
cubits thrown from the world of Brahma; 65,535 years for the falling of a mountain thrown from
Akanistha"; in thejndnaprasthdna: "18,383 years for the falling of a rock of ten cubits thrown from
the first stage of Rupadhatu."]
The same, Mslinda, 82, a rock takes four months to fall from Brahmaloka falling at a rate of
84,000 yojanas a day.
Sutrdlamkdra, Huber, 127, the heaven of Trayastrirh£as is 3,000,336 lis.
456. Vydkhyd: tadutkrspatarabhumyantardbhdvdn naite kanisphd ity akanisthdh.
457. The Mahdvyutpatti, 161.5-6., mentions two forms, the Akanisthasgods and Aghanisthasgods.
It appears that Aghanistha is the reading of the MSS of the Bodhisattvabhumi, see Wogihara. On
agha, Kos'a, i.28a, trans, p. 89; and the references of Rhys Davids and Stede.
Rhys Davids and Stede, s. voc kanippha, mention "akanippha in akanipphabhavana, Jdtaka, iii.487,
Commentary on the Dhammapada, passim, akanipphagdmin, Samyutta, v.237, etc" We could quote
Vibhanga, 425 (akanippha deva); Dhammasangani, 1283 (limit of Rupadhatu),Digha, ii.52, iii.237,
etc
458. But the Caturmaharajakayikas are of the same bhiimi as the Trayastrimsas; they can thus,
without difficulty, go to them.
459. The Four Kings and the Thirty-three Gods are of the same bhiimi (for both inhabit Meru); the
four other classes of higher gods of Kamadhatu, Yamas, etc, occupy distinct bhumis; Rupadhatu
embraces Four Dhyanas which are also bhumis.
A god arisen in the First Dhyana does not see a god arisen in the Second Dhyana.
460. This is simply an example; we can also read: "As sound is not understood . . . "
461. The Mahasamghikas whom Samghabhadra refutes.
462. See iii. 101c.
463. Anguttara, i.227, CuUaniddesa, 235.2b (sahassiculanikdlokadhdtu); Dhgha, TD 1, p. Il4b20,
c7, quoted by Beal, Catena, 102, who quotes many Sutras. The term "chiliocosm" was invented by
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Remusat.
Mahdvyutpatti, 153 and 15.15. In the Mahdvyutpatti, it appears that sdhasracudika forms only
one word; by this fact, a lokadhatu, a universe, is called sdhasra because it is composed of one
thousand four-continent universes, (cdturdvtpaka lokadhatu), and cUdika because it is the cuda
(cudabbmatvat) of a great universe. [Without doubt we have here ksuUa, ksudra - culla, cula].
464. This point will be elucidated iii93a-b (Vydkbyd). Rather: "Creation and destruction [of the
universes of one group] take place at the same time."
Vivarta is explained as vividhavartana or rather vividhd vartante'smmn iti. Samvarta samvartana, or rather samvartante'sminn iti: this is the period when beings "come together"
(samvartante - samgacchanti) in the higher dhydnas; see below, note 493.
465. There is an Ayusparyantasutra, Csoma-Feer, p. 278, Mdo, 26,217.
466. Vibhanga, 422: manussdnam kittakam dyuppamdnam / vassasatam appam vd bhiyyo vd.
According to the canonical formula: yo ciramjivati so vassasatam . . .
467. This is based on a Sutra very dose to Anguttara, iv.256-7 (eulogy of the Upasatha), Vibhanga,
422. Lokaprajifdpti in Cosmologie, 301.
468. The year of 360 days and the year of the "middlere Periode" (=the middle period) of Thibaut,
Astronomie, 1899, p. 28. Below iii.90.
469. Very close to the source of Vasubandhu, Divya, 279: katham rdtrir jndyate divaso vd /
devapuspdndm samkocavikdsdn manindm Jvalandjvalandc chakunindm ca kujandkujandt.
470. Doctrine of the Koia in Beal, Catena, 83.
Anguttara, i.267: life of 20,000,40,000,60,000 kappas for the gods of the first three Arupyas;
the Fourth Arupya is ignored
Vibhanga, 424; Brahmaparisajjas, life of 1/3 of a kappa (or lA); Brahmapurohitas, Yi\
Mahabrahmas, 1; Parittabhas, 2; Appamanabhas, 4 .. .We have 64 kappas for the Subhakinhas,
higher gods of the Third Dhyana. For the Fourth Dhyana, six divisions, namely the Asannasattas
with the Vehappalas, 5Q0kappas, and the five types of Suddhavasikas, 1,000,2,000,4,000,8,000 and
16,000 kappas (Akanitthas). The Arupyas, as in the Koia.
Buddhaghosa interprets the formula: "The duration of the life of the Brahmakayikas is a
kappa" in the sense of "part of a kappa", Kathavatthu, commentary to xi.5.
471. The Pali sources (bivuttaka, p. 11, Anguttara, etc.) are quoted iv.99c, note 449.
472. The Vydkhya quotes the Sutra.
This list is quoted in the Lokaprajndpti (with Tejasvin in place of Manasvin) iii.l, Cosmologie
bouddhique, p. 298. M. W. De Visser has assured us that it does not figure in the Dirgha (16 Nagas
who escape from Garuda), in Saddharmapundarika (eight: Nanda, Upananda,Sagara... Manasvin

...).
The Sutra quoted by Beal, Catena, 419; Mahdvyutpatti, 167.14, 51, 66, 58, 44. Mucilinda,
Mabdvagga, i.3. There is no Pali reference to the Nagas who, like Sesa, hold up the earth. Above, p.
382.
473. Suttanipdta, p. 126, Samyutta, i.152, Anguttara, v. 173: seyyathdpi bbikkhu visatikbdriko
kosalako tilavdbo / tatopuriso vassasatassa vassasatassa accayena... Suttanipdta, 677, says that the
"learned" have calculated the vdbas of sesame for Paduma hell, and that they have a figure of
512,000,000,000 (Fausboll).
474. According to the Lotsava; in Paramartha and Hsiian-tsang, as in the Pali sources,
vim/atikbdrika.
Tibetan, rdzan = vdha; kbal - khdri; on the dimensions of vdha, Burnett, Antiquities, 208,
Ganitasarasamgraha (Madras, 1912), 5. On the other hand, tilavdha = tilasakafa, thus "cart-load"
(Rhys Davids and Stede).
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475. Full all the way to the top = ciidikabaddha (dvabaddba, Mahavyutpatti, 244.92).
476. Antardmrtyu=antarena kdlakriya=akdlamarana. See u45, trans, p. 235, and Vasumitra on the
sects.
477. Persons in Uttarakuru are free from premature death because they do not say, 'This is mine"
(Lokaprajndpti).
478. Divya, 174.1: asthdnam anavakdio yac caramabhavikaJj sattvo'samprdpte vifesddhigame
so'ntard kdlam kurydt.
479. Jinoddiffa, jmadMa, see ii. trans, p. 236 and notes.
480. Beings who have entered into the absorptions of nirodha, of unconsciousness, of maitri, etc, do
not die before they have left these absorptions.
481. The paramdnu as distinct from the anu, "atom", see ii.22. On name, ndman, iL47. On time, kola,
adhvan, iv.27a.
482. Bhojaraja ad Yogasutra, iii.52: ksana is the smallest division of time, which cannot be further
reduced in quantity. $addarlana, p. 28.
483. These two definitions belong to the Sautrantikas. We have seen iL46a, trans, p. 245, a
Vaibhasika definition: kdryaparisamdptilaksana efa nap ksanafrWe should note the remark of the
Atthasdlim, p. 60 at the bottom, that sixteen thoughts arise and perish during the time that a r&pa
The second definition recalls that which the Jains [Tattvdrthddhigama, iv.15 (see S. C
Vidyabhusan, JAs. 1910, L161) trans, of Jacobi, Journal of the Germany Oriental Society, vol 40,
1906] give of samaya (which is their ksana): paramasuksmakriyasya sarvajaghanyagatiparinatasya
paramdnoh svdvagdbanaksePravyatikramakdlab samaya &#.According to Jacobi, "die Zeit, die ein
Atom in langsamster Bewegung bebraucht, urn sich urn seine eigene Korperlange weiterzuhewegen." One needs an "incalculable" (asamkhyeya) number of samayas in order to make one
avalikd; a "calculable" (samkhyeya) number of these in order to make one prana (Jprdnas = 1 stoka,
1 stokas = 1 lava; 38VS lavas = ndlikd [sgbaft\t 2 ndlikds = 1 muh&rta).
Compare Ganitasdrasamgraha, i.32 (a mathematical treatise of Mariaviracarya, published and
translated by M. Rangacarya, Madras, 1912).
anur anvantararh kale vyatikrdmati ydvati /
sa kdlah samayo 'samkhyaih samayair dvalir bhavet //
The time in which an atom (moving) goes beyond another atom (immediately next to it) is a
samaya; innumerable samayas make an dvali.
484. Quoted in Madbyamakavrtti, 547: bahvatpurusdcchafdmdtrena patkasaspib hand atikramantUi pdphdt. Mahavyutpatti, 253-10, acchapdsamgbdtamdtra; Divya, 142; Pali, acchard.
The Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 701b2, has five opinions on the ksana.(Tbe first four assign it a duration
more and more reduced: Vasubandhu quotes here the second (Note of Saeki). The fifth is the best
(but Saeki does not reproduce it): the first four solely indicate the duration of the ksana in a general
manner; the Bhagavat did not tell the true duration of a ksana ... because no one is capable of
understanding it) The Samyuktahrdaya (?), TD 28, p. 886cll, is interesting.
485. This is the series in Mahavyutpatti, 251 (with vdtdyanacchidrarajas andyuka = Uksodbhava).
Dhanus = danda; hasta - the purusahasta of the Abhidharma according to which the stature of
the inhabitants of the Dvlpas is calculated.
The series of Sdrdulakarna {Divya, 645, where the text is altered) differs in certain details.
In Lalita, 149 (rgya cher rolpa, 142), truti is placed between anu and vdtdyanarajas; yuka is
replaced by sarsapa.Ckher Buddhist sources, Lokaprajndpti, foL 12a (Cosmologie, p. 262); Watters,
i.141 (Vibhdsd, TD 27,p. 701b2); Saddharmasmrti, Levi, Rdmdyana, 153; Kalpadruma (Calcutta,
1908), 9. Ganitasdrasamgraha, 3; Vardhamihira (in Alberuni, i.162); VleetJRAS, 1912,229,1913,
153; Hopkins, JAOS. 33.150; Barnett, Antiquities, 208.
Ukkd in the Pali commentaries = 36 rattarenus, 1/7 Ukd.
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486. Same omission in the HH-yU-cbi, ii.
487. Eitel (p. 98) observes that a cemetary ascetic should not approach a village closer than the limit
of a krofa.

488. According to Lokaprajnapti, foL 55b, Cosmologie, 309; figures reproduced in the Hsi-yU-chi, ii.
(Watters, L143, Julien, i.6l, Beal, 171; vaksana, error for tatksana, in numerical Dictionary quoted by
Chavannes, Religieus Eminents, 152). Source of the Mahavyutpatti, 253, differs.
In Divya, 643-644, the order ksana and tatksana is reversed.
On ksana above p. 474
Tatksana defined in Divya: tadyathd strtyd ndtidirghandtihrasvakartinydh s&rodyama evamdirghas tatksanah; Saeki quotes the Prajnapti: "When a women of medium age is about to spin,
the stroke, the movement of a thread neither long nor short, its duration is the tatksana." That is to
say: the normal time that it takes the thread to touch the finger is the/a&fc/^.[According to a note
of P. Louis van Hee].
489. In Scripture {pravacana), there are three seasons {rtu) and not six as in the world. $itira is cold
and is thus hemanta; vasanta is hot and is thusgrisma, farad is rainy and is thus varsas (Vydkhya).
[Three seasons in the Kdthydvdr, Alberuni, L 357]. For all the B'lddhas, hemanta is the first season
(Vydkhyd). {Burnooijntroduction, 569). On the Buddhist seasons, I-tsmg,Takakusu, 101,219,220,
Hsi-yU-chi, chap, ii, Watters, 1144. Thibaut, Astronomie..., p. 11.
490. The "learned" are the Buddhists who, in the fourteenth and fifteenth fortnight of each of the
three seasons omit a day which is called unardtra or ksaydha (Thibaut, Astronomie, 1899, 26,
Barnett, Antiquities, 195) and, in this way, hold posadha after fourteen days and not after fifteen:
cdturdaiiko ftra bhiksubhih posadhah kriyate.
"Worldly" {laukika) computation has months of 30 days. The lunar month has 29 days, 12
hours, and 44 minutes. The ceremony of posadha is regulated according to the moon. One must thus
omit a day {Unardtra) from the worldly computation every two months. Thus each ecclesiastical
season of eight half-months will be 15 days + 15 + 15 + 14 + 15 + 15 + 15 + 14.
In order to pass from the ecclesiastical (cdndra) year to the worldly year, one adds six days; in
order to catch up to the solar year (of 366 days) one adds an intercalary month (adhimdsa) after two
years and seven months (Alberuni, ii.21).
We should study the Mdtangasutra, TD 21, number 1300, analyzed in Divya 657, part of the
Sdrdulakarna (mdsapariksa) omitted by Gowell-NeiL
491. A good study by FleetJJWS. 1911,479, on the kalpas and theyugasJBteet recalls the formulas
of A/oka: dva kapam, ova samvafakapdAccatdkig to Buddhaghosa, Makkhali admits 62
antarakappas instead of 64, Sumangala, 1162 {Digha, 154). The kalpas of the Jains, for example,
SBE. 22.
The four periods, disappearance, etc., described in 90-93, are "the four asankheyya of the
[maha]kappa", Anguttara, ii.142.

492. We customarily translate antarakalpa, antahkalpa, as "intermediate Kalpa", and others, by "der
Kalpa der Zwischenzeit" or "Zwischen-Kalpa." (Schmidt, Geschkhte der Ost-Mongolen, 304). But
Remusat has correctly seen that "these expressions do not make sense" {Melanges posthumes, 103,
note). The antarakdpas or antahkalpas are, rather, kalpas which are within, inside of greater
periods. The translation of ReWisat "petit kalpa" ("small kalpa") is, if not literal, at least useful.
493. We translate samvarta, samvartanias "disappearance." Such is indeed the meaning of the word
when one speaks of bhdjanasamvartani, "disappearance of the receptacles," yadd bhdjandni
samvartante vinaiyantityarthah = "when the receptacles disappear, that is to say, perish." But in the
expressions gatisamvartani, etc, samvart signifies "to go together, to be found together with."
There is samvartamoi the realms of rebirth {gati) when hellish beings, animals, etc, are found to be
together {samvartante, ekasthibhavantt) in one part of the heavenly realm of rebirth; samvartamoi
beings {sattva), when beings are found together in a single DhySna heaven (Rupadhaatu).
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494. Ekottara, TD, p. 736cl7; Beal, Catena, 113. Sp. Hardy, Manual, 472, says that, at the end of the
kalpa, beings guilty of the five dnantaryas (iv.96) get out of hell, but that "the doubter, the skeptic"
(the man in Dtgha, L5%Samyutta, iii.207) is transported to the hell of another universe (see iv.99c).
495. A being whose aaions should be punished by an animal rebirth will be reborn into another
universe. Hsiian-tsang: "The animals who live with humans and with the gods disappear at the
same time as do these."
On the animals in heaven, Kathdvatthu, xx.4.
Manusyasahacarisnava its manusyasahacaranaiUa gomahisddayah.
496. He obtains the first dhydna dharmatdpratilambhika. By dharmatd one should understand "the
particular transformation which the good dharmas then undergo" (kusaldndm dharmdndm
taddnim parindmavitesah). This point is elucidated viii.38.
497. Madhyama, TD 1, p. 429al9; Ekottara, TD 2, p. 736c20; Mahdparinirvdna, TD 12, p. 753cl4:
Seven suns come out at the same time from behind the mountain Yugandhara; Vibhdsd, TD 27, p.
690al5: Four opinions, 1. that the suns are hidden behind Yugandhara (?); 2. that one sun divides
into seven; 3. that one sun takes on a seven times greater force; 4. that seven suns, at first hidden,
then manifest themselves by reason of the aaions of beings.
Saptas&ryavydkarana, above p. 376 , quoted in Lokaprajndpti, Mdo 62, foL 66 (Cosmologie,
314); Pitdputrasamdgama (=Ratnakuta, xvi) in Siksdsamuccaya, 247. Pali sources, bibliographic of
Minaiev, Zapiski, ix.323; Sattasurtyuggamana in Anguttara, iv.3000, Visuddhi, 416 (Warren, 321).
Alberuni, i.326; Hastings, Ages of the World; Hopkins, Epic Mythology, 1915,84,99, Great
Epic, 475; Dictionary of St. Petersburg, s. voc sarhvarta.
Mesopotamian origin of this theory (?), Carpenter, Studies in the History of Religion, 79.
498. See above p. 376.
499. Below 100c. When the receptacle world is empty, water (abdhdtu) is produced which dissolves,
like salt, the receptacle world This water, which is of Kamadhatu, "binds" (sambadhndti) a water of
the First Dhyana and the Second Dhyana. This water, which is thus of three spheres (Kamadhatu
and two Dhyanas) disappears with the receptacle to which it corresponds.
Disappearance through wind: the wind disperses (vikirati, vidhvarhsayati) the receptacles of
the first three Dhyanas like a pile of dust (pdmsurds'i).
On that which remains, note 504.
500. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 691b8, quoted by Saeki ad iii.45.
501. According to the rule enunciated below: yat pascat samvartate tat pUrvarh vivartate.
502. According to other sources, 84,000.
503. According to the Mahayana, the 20 kalpas are of augmentation and diminution
504. It has been explained, i.7, that the skandhas are time.
What does a kalpa consist of? Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 700b23: Some say that it is by its nature
rupdyatana, etc; the days-and-nights, etc., are totally the arising and the destruaion of the skandhas;
as a kalpa is made up of days-and-nights, etc., it is of the same nature. But a kalpa is the time of the
Three Dhatus: thus it is five or four skandhasMui-hm: "kalpa, with respea to Kamadhatu (and
Rupadhatu), is five skandhas; with respea to Arupyadhatu, it is four skandhas.The 'empty' kalpa
('the period when the world stays destroyed') is two skandhas [namely, says the gloss,
samskdraskandha and rupaskandha (for dkafa is rupa)\ since the days-and-nights, etc, do not exist
separate from the skandhas." A commentary on the Ko/a observes that, according to the Mahayana,
time (kola) is a viprayukta samskdra.[The 90th samskdra of the list of the 100 dharmas,
Vijnaptimdtra, Museon, 1906,178-194, R. Kimura, Original and developed doctrines, 1920, p. 55].
505. i. Asamkhyeya kalpas, "numberless kalpas" are the time an asamkhyeya number (10 to the
59th power) of mahdkalpas last.
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[asamkhya - asamkhyeya, incalculable, samkhydnendsamkhyeyd asamkhya iti.]
Hsiian-tsang: Among the four types of kalpas which have been named, which should one
multiply in order to make "three numberles kalpas"? One should multiply the great kalpas, 10,100,
1,000, and thus following until this multiplication gives "three numberless kalpas." That which is
termed "without number, numberless" {wu-shu 'j&$L) does not signify "incalculable" (pu k'o
shu ^ nJffc )• A chieh-tuofflffit Sutra says that the word "numberless" (asamkhyeya) is a number
among the sixteen numbers. What are these sixteen? As this Sutra says, "One and not two..."
ii. The first asamkhyeya of the career of Sakyamuni begins under the former Sakyatnuni(Mahdvastu, LI) and terminates under Ratnasikhin. During this asamkhyeya there appeared
75,000 Buddhas (Kofa, iv. 110; Remusat, Melanges posthumes, 116; numerical Diet, in Chavannes,
Religieux eminents, reads 5,000 in place of 75,000).
The second asamkhyeya ends with Dlpamkara. Buddhas: 76,000.
The third asamkhyeya ends with Vipasyin. Buddhas: 77,000.
There then follow 91 mahdkalpas (in place of 100, as the Ko/a explains, iv.ll2a).
VipaSyin is the first of the seven "historic" Buddhas (celebrated in the Saptabuddhastotra); then
there are Sikhin, Visvabhuj, Krakutsanda, Konakamuni, Kaiyapa, Sakyamuni. (References, Kern,
Manual, 64).
iii. In the Pali sources (Cariydpitaka, i.1.1, etc), the career of the Bodhisattva is four
asamkheyyas in length plus a hundred thousand kappas.Some later works, like the Sdrasamgraha,
have Bodhisattvas of four, eight, and sixteen asamkheyyas, plus each time one hundred thousand
kappas.
506. A muktaka Sutra, that is to say a Sutra which does not form part of the Agamas: na
caturdgamdntargatam sty arthahMsewhere a muktaka Sutra is a non-authentic Sutra.
Paramartha translates: yu ^ = remaining, other; Hsiian-tsang: chieh-tuo j§|)]g; = [vijmuktaka.

507. Our list is that of the Mahavyutpatti, 249 (which, according to Wogihara, is excerpted from the
Kola). The numbers 14 and 15, in the MSS of the Mahavyutpatti, areprasuta, mahdprasuta, but the
Chinese versions giveprayuta, mahaprayuta: the Tibetan (rob bkram) gives prakirna or prasrtaJBor
36, 37, Wogihara corrects samdptah, mahdsamdptah to samdptam, mahdsamdptam.
Our list, as Vasubandhu remarks below p. 480, has 52 terms: "Eight members, in the middle,
have been forgotten": aspakam madhydd vismrtam... see below, note 508.
On the great numbers, Georgy, Alphahetum Tibetanum, 640; Schiefner, Melanges Asiatiques,
629; Remusat, Melanges posthumes, 67; Beal, Catena, 122; other sources and calculations in
Hastings, art. Ages of the world, 188b.
The Mahavyutpatti presents four types of calculation 246-249, excerpted from the Buddhdvatamsaka and the Prajfidpdramitdfdstra, Skandhavyuha, Lalita, Abhidharma; then "worldly"
calculation (from 1 to 100).
The Buddhdvatamsaka, quoted by Remusat, teaches that "in the higher system, the numbers are
multiplied by themselves": there are ten numbers thus calculated beginning with asamkhya:
asamkhya, asamkhya2, asamkhya4... [I think that the Tibetan version (Kandjour, 36, foL 36) invites
us to apply this progression from kopi (=10,000,000): kopi, kopi2, kopi4 and thus following up to
anabhildpya-anabhildpya-parivartanirdesa which should be the 122nd term of this series].
"Nothing is certainly more unreasonable that all this numerical apparel... and yet one is obliged to
admit that the Buddhists have sometimes made use of it, either in order to sustain their imagination
in the contemplation of the infinity of time and space, or in order to make this idea nearer to those
rude spirits incapable of conceiving of this". (Remusat).
The Brahmanical numbers are also very large. The lives of Brahma, Narayana, Rudra, Isvara,
Sadasiva, Sakti keep increasing. Sakti lives 10,782,449,978,758,523,781,120 plus 27 zeros of
kalpas,.This life is only one trupi or second of a day in the life of Siva, which is represented in kalpas
by 37,264,147,126,589,458,187,550,720 plus 30 zeros. Concerning this, Alberuni (i.363) says: "If
those dreamers had more assiduously studied arithmetic, they would not have invented such
outrageous numbers. God takes care that their trees do not grow into heaven."
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508. Vydkhyd: aspau sthanani kvdpi pradefe pramusitatvdn na paphitdni / tendtra dvapaficas'at
sthanani bhavanti / saspyd ca samkhydsthdnair bhavitavyam / tony aspakdni svayarh kdni tin
ndmdni krtvd paphitavydm yena saspih samkhyasthdndni paripurndni bhaveyuhSame doctrine in
Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 891bl0.
For Ya£omitra the number asamkhya is the sixteenth of the series 1,10,100,1000... We should
place in this list, in an undetermined place, the eight numbers which are lacking, by giving them
some name.
The editor of Mahdvyutpatti, 249, does not understand it thus; he adds, 53-60, apramdnam,
aprameyam ... anabhildpyam.
&arad Chandra Das gives our list as coming from the Kola, 1-52: "Up to this number there are
Sanscrit equivalents; from 53 to 60, there are no Sanscrit equivalents, the Tibetan having introduced
new names to replace the lost originals." These new names (which one can translate as tnaitra,
mahdmaitra, karuna, mahdkaruna . . . ) do not have, in fact, any resemblance to 53-60 of the
Mahdvyutpatti.
509. According to Paramartha. The Lotsava, certainly less clear: de kar na gnas gzhan drug cur
phyin pa de dag tu phyin pa'i bskalpa ni bskalpa grans med pa ces bya'o.
510. Opinion expressedin Ekottara, TD2,p. 562b2,b2% Parinirvdna, TD 12, p. 624b21, TD31,p.
518al8 (Saeki). Altruism of the Bodhisattva, Kos'a, iv.llla. That persons of little virtue cannot
believe in the Bodhisattva, vii.34. How the Bodhisattva considers others as his "self,"
Bodhicarydvatdra, viii.
511. We can thus understand: the excellent desire, for others, of temporal happiness (dbhyudayika)
and bliss (naifafreyasika) (^nirvana, cessation of suffering), and, for himself the cessation of
suffering, that is to say, the quality of Buddha, because he is useful to others.
According to Saeki, the PrajHdpdramitds'dstra, 29.18, quotes some stanzas of the Samyukta
presenting the same doctrine.
Compare the four categories of Digha, iii.233, Anguttara, ii.95.
512. Different theory in the Pali sources, for example Sdrasamgraha.
Sources are not in agreement on the date of the appearanceof the last Buddhas; Vibhdsd, TD 27,
p. 700c29, Dtrghdgama, etc (Remusat, Melanges posthumes, 116; Notes of the Foe koue ki, 189).
The Dirgha places, in the course of the ninth antarakalpa of our great kalpa, four Buddhas:
Krakucchanda (period when life is 40,000 years long), Kanakamuni (life of 30,000 years), Kafyapa
(life of 20,000 years), Sakyamuni (life of 100 years) [same figures in Digha, iL3, A/okdvaddna,
Avaddnas'ataka, etc]; elsewhere we have 60,000,40,000,20,000 and 100.
Others say: No Buddhas during the first five antarakalpas; Krakucchanda in the sixth,
Kanakamuni in the seventh, Kafyapa in the eighth, Sakyamuni in the ninth, Maitreya in the tenth.
The other Buddhas of the present Bhadrakalpa in the other antarakalpas.
According to the Mahayana, we are in the first antarakalpa of our great kalpa: four Buddhas in
the period of diminution; one Buddha (Maitreya) in the period of augmentation. In fact, in the
comment of TD 14, number 452 ("The Birth Above of Maitreya"): "Why does Sakyamuni appear
in a period of diminution, Maitreya in a period of augmentation? By reason of their vows... "
PrajHaparamitas'astra, TD 25, p. 89cl2, p. 93al3. It is said that the Buddhas appear when
human life is of 84,000, 70,000, 60,000, 50,000, 40,00 30,000, 20,000, 100 years . . . But the
compassion of the Buddhas is constant. Their Dharma, like a good remedy, is dkdlika. The gods live
more than 1000 x 1000 years and enjoy great pleasures [Yet they can be converted]. So much the
more mankind Thus the Buddhas should appear when life is more than 80,000 years.
513. The order of the kasdyas (sfiig ma) differ according to the sources, Mahdvyutpatti, 124 and the
numerical Diet. (Chavannes, Cinq cents contes, L17, interesting): ayus drspikles'a sattva kalpa (dus
kyi stiUgs); Dharmasarhgraha, 91, kles'a drspi sattva ayus kalpa; BodhisattvabhUmi, 147, ayus sattva
kles'a drspi kalpa; Karundpundarika, iii, ayus, kalpa, sattva dfspi kles'a; Lotus of the Good Law, 43,
kalpa sattva kles'a drspi dyus.[Tbe Buddhas who appear then preach the Three Vehicles].
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Three kasdyas, Koto, iv.59.
On kalpakasdya, iiL99, note 555.
514. When life is of one hundred years, the five kasdyas are utsada, but not abhyutsada as when life
was formerly reduced
515. The upakaranas are the dhdnyapuspaphalausadhddmi, the fruits of the sphere. Their
deterioration or vipatti, is mat their rasa, virya, vipaka and prabhdva become small; or rather again
the fruits of the sphere are completely absent. See Ko/a, iv.85a.

516. Vyakhya: kdmasukhaUikd = kdmasukham eva kdmasukbatinatd vd / kdmatfsnd vd yayd
kdmasukhe sajyate. Atmaklamatha = dtmopatdpa, dtmapidd. anuyoga = anusevana (Digba, m 11
Compare iv.86a-c
517. The Pratyekabuddhas take this name because, before obtaining the result, they did not receive
instruction, and because, having obtained the result, they do not give instruction.

518. Wassiliev, 276: 'To the types of Aryans recognized by the Vaibhasikas, the Sautrantikas add
two types of Pratyekas."
Vargacdrm, in Mahdvyutpatti, 45; in the Commentary of Ndmasamgiti, vilO. (The text only
speaks of khadga pratyekandyaka.)
Khadgavifdnakalpa: Suttanipdta, third Sutta; Visuddhtmagga, 234 (mahesi), etc; Mahdvast
1357 (his Nirvana), Siksdsamuccaya, 194 (khadgasama), Divya, 294,582.
Srdvakapurvin as pretapUrvin, etc., Avaddnaiataka, i.259The Vargacarins have obtained the fruits of Srotaapanna or of Sakrdagamin in a period when
the Good Law exists; later, in a period when the Good Law has disappeared, they realize by
themselves the quality of Arhat. Since they experienced the terror (samvega) of existence under a
former Buddha,, they do not have to be terrorized {samvejantya) again: thus the Vargacarins appear
even in a period when life continues to be augmented.
519. We shall see vL23c at which moment the ascetic can pass from one Vehicle to another.
520. Purvakatha, a conjectural translation of snon gyi gtam; Hsiian-tsang has pen-sbih^.^',
Paramartha, pen-hsing ching ^ f j f t p. 222a (pUrvacarydsiitra).
Saeki refers to the Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 241b2, to Bdlapantfita ("Weisse und Thor"), Chap, xiii,
and to Afokardjas£tra.This story is recounted in fact in Divya, 349, an excerpt from the Sutra of
A£oka as we have seen in Przyluski, Ugende d'A<joka, 310 (JAs. 1914,2, 520).

521. Anvaya = bodhihetu; thus "the Rhinoceros has one hundred kalpas as the cause of Bodhi."
Vyakhya: yathd khadgavisana advitiyd bhavanti evam te grhasthapravrajkair anyais' ca
pratyekabuddhair asamsrsfavthdrma iti khadgavisdnakalpd sty ucyante.
Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 156b26, not two Pratyekas at the same time.
522. Rddher dviskarandt, for example, Mahdvastu, iii.27.
523. Why would some hkottaravitardgas be impossible? See Introduction, Chapter v.
524. Samghabhadra, TD 29, p. 524b8, indicates at first some other reasons which are, in his opinion,
the good ones, notably: "The Rhinoceros does not possess vaiidradyaXo persons attached to
personalism (dtmavdda)t he desires to teach non-personality (nairdtmya); but his mind is timid."
525. See below note 539.
526. Hsiian-tsang: These kings, by means of the movement of the wheel, govern all, thus they are
called Cakravartins. Etymology in Sumangala, L249.
527. Fo-koue-ki (=Fo kuo chi), 134. The Dirgha only speaks of the king of the wheel of fire; the
Cha-she lun (-Kola) distinguishes: 1. wheel of fireJambudvTpa, life being 20,000 years; 2. wheel of
copperJambu and Videha, 40,000 years; 3. wheel of silver, Jambu, Videha, Godaniya, 60,000 years;
4. wheel of gold, four Dvlpas, 80,000 years.
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On the period when theCakravartins appear, Dirgha, TDl,p.21c22, p. 119b27\Samyukta, TD
2, p. 194a6; TD 3, number 155.
Suvarnacakravartm, see Vie de Hiouen-tsang (=Ufe of Hsiian-tsang), 70; caturbhdgacakravartin, Divya, 369 at the bottom (the Chinese versions understand: king of a continent,
Przyluski,/4fo£d); caturdvipes'vara, Siksasamuccaya, 175. Pali, late, cakkavajacakkavattm, cdturanta,
dipa, padesacakkavaUin (Rhys Davids and Stede).
Notes on the Cakravartins, Koia ii p., iv.77b-c, vii. 53c; Bodhisattvabhumi, foL 125b-126a
(cdturdvipaka, jambudvipe/vara)', Maitreyasamiti, 86, 237, 246, where Leumann supposes a
Dvidvipa (king of two continents) = Didipa or Dudipa, which wouldgive Brahmanical Dilipa, and
Dujipa,/<&*&*, 543.129.
528. It is the teaching (nirdesa) of the Prajndpti that there are four types of Cakravartins. See
KdranaprajHdpti, Chap, ii (analyzed in Cosmologie bouddhique, 329) [Takakusu, Abhidharma
literature, 117].
529. Hsiian-tsang and Paramartha: "as if made by some good craftsman." Nothing which
corresponds to lha rdzas.($ut Foe-koue-ki, 133: a work of heavenly artisans) [Leumann,
Maitreyasamiti, 86].
530. THrgha, TD 1, p. 119b27; Samyukta, TD 2, p. 194a6; Ekottara, TD 2, p. 731bl5; Vibhdsa, TD
27, p. 310c8. This is the text of which we have the Pali recension, Digha, ii.172: yassa
rarlflokhattiyassa... Quoted in Kdranaprajfidpti, Chap, ii, analyzed in Cosmologie, 328.
531. Anguttara, 121\ Digha, iii.114, Majjhima, iii.65, Milinda, 236.
Vydkhyd: asthanam: vartamdnakalapefyayd. Anavakafah: andgatakdldpeksayd.
The Pali recension has: ekissalokadhatuyadvearahanto... apubbamacarimam uppajjeyum...
532. Hsiian-tsang differs: What is the meaning of the expression, "Is there only one?" Does it refer
to a great Trisaliasra universe . . .
533. Note of Saeki. The Sarvastivadins say that only one Buddha appears in a universe of the ten
cardinal directions. The Sautrantikas and the Mahayana say that, in the universe of the ten
directions, many Buddhas appear. See Kathavatthu, xxi,6, the treatises of Vasumitra, etc
(Mahasamghikas, Lokottaravadins).
Samghabhadra, TD 29, p. 524c6. The Sutra does not make any distinctions. No Sutra says,
"Only in this world," or "Solely in a lokadhdtu." How do we establish that the Sutra solely refers to a
great Trisahasra and not to all the universes? Further the Sutra (Brahmardjasutra) says, "Is there a
Bhiksu equal to Gautama...?"
534. Equal to the Buddhas who are equal for all beings.
535. Dirgha, TD 1, p. 78cl9, Digha, iii.113.
536. Thsans-pa'i mdo=ftoahmasMra;V*X3xx&cCta. and Hsiian-tsang, Fan-wang ching^fcBiLM: =
Brahmardjasutra (=Madhyama, TD 1, p. 547a). This formula can easily find a place in the
Brahmanimantanika, Majjhima, i.329.
537. See Kosa, vii.55a. Vibhdsa, TD 27, p. 767b2. In the same way the memory of the Bhagavat
bears "naturally" on 91 kalpas (iv. 109). The explanations of the Visuddhimagga, 414, on the triple
khetta of the Bhagavat: jatikkhetta, 10,000 cakkavdlas which tremble at his birth; andkkhetta, a kopi
and 100,000 cakkavdlas where his parittas, magic formulas of protection, reign; visayakkhetta, the
field which is the object of his knowledge, infinite.
538. Paramartha here stops the exposition of the "pluralist" thesis.
539. Samghabhadra refutes this argument. The comparison with the Cakravartins proves nothing:
their power is limited to the four continents; the power of conversion of the Buddhas is infinite,
since their "knowledge" (JUdna) attains to all the universes.
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540. All this argument in the BodhisattvabhUmi, foL 39.
Tatra prabhMair eva kalpairekatyo 'pi buddhasya prddurbhdvo na bhavati / ekasmmn eva ca
kalpe prabhutdndm buddhdndm prddurbhdvo bhavati / tesu ca tesu . . . diksv aprameydsamkhyeyesu lokadhdtusv aprameydndm eva buddhdndm utpddo veditavyah / tat kasya hetoh /
santi das'asu diksv aprameydsamkhyayd bodhisattva ye tulyakalakrta pranidhdnds tulyasam
bhdrasamuddgatdi ca / yasminn eva divase pakse mdse samvatsara ekena bodhisattvena
bodhicittam pranihitam tasmmn eva divase... sarvaih / yathd caika utsahito ghafito vydyacchitas ca
tathd sarve / tathd hi dhriyante 'sminn eva lokadhdtdv anekdni bodhisattva/atdni ydni
tulyakdIakrtapranidhdnddnitulyaddndmtulyasT
prajnani prdg eva daiasu diksv anantdparyantesu lokadhdtusu / buddbaksetrdny apt trisdhasramahdsdhasrdny aprameydsankhyeydni daiasu dikfu samvidyante / na ca tulyasambhdrasamudd
gatayordvayos tdvad bodhisaUvayor ekasmhh lokadhdtau buddhaksetreyugapad utpattyavakdfo 'sti
prdg evdprameydsaihkhyaydndm / na ca punas tulyasarhbhdrdndm kramendnuparipdfikaya utpdd
yujyate / tasmad das'asu diksv aprameydsamkhyeyesu yathdpari/odhitesu tathdgataiunyesu te
tulyasambhdrd bodhisattva anyonyesu buddhaksetresutpadyanta iti veditavyam // tad anena
parydyena bahulokadhdtusu buddhabdhulyam eva yujyate na catkasmhn buddhaksetre dvayo
tathdgatayor yugapad utpddo bhavati / tat kasya hetoh / dirghardtram khalu bodhisattva/tr evam
pranidhdnam anubrmhitam bhavatiyathdham eko'parinayakefakeparindyakak sydm sattvdndm
vinetd sarvaduhkhebhyo vimocayitd... // punas ca fakta ehas tathagatas trisdhasramahdsdhasr
ekasmin buddhaksetre sarvabuddhakdryam kartum / ato dvittyasya tathagatasya vyartha eva
utpddah . . . // [ekasya ca tathagatasya] loka utpdddt sattvdndm svdrthakaranaprasiddhih
pracuratard bhavatipradaksmatardtat kasya hetoh / tesdm evam bhavatiayam eva krtsnejagaty
ekas tathagato na dvitryah / asminnjanapadacdrikdm vd viprakrdnte parmirvrte vd ndsti sa kaici...
yasydsmabhir antike brahmacaryarh carkavyam sydd dharmo vd irotavya iti viditvdbhitvarante
ghanatarena cchandavydydmena brahmacaryavdsdya saddharmairavandya ca / buddhabahutvam
te upalabhya ndbhitvarerann evam esdm ekasya buddhayotpdddt svakdrthakdryaprasiddhih
pracuratard bhavati pradaksmatard ca.

541. Mahdvyutpatti, 181, svayamydnam, pratyudydnam, kalahajitah, fastrajitah (read pratyudydna
. svayamydna, kalahapt...) [var. astrajitah\

542. Koptardjan, see Mahdvyutpatti, 186.8. Samyutta, v.44: ye keci kuttardjdno sabbe te ranrlo
cakkavattissa anuyantd (?) bhavanti.

543. Tfjddha sphita subhiksadkirnabahujanamanusya (Mahdvyutpatti, 245.10,11,13,14). Vydkhy
jandh prdkrtamanusydh / manusyds tu matimantah; J As. 1913, i.602.
544. Digha, ii.173, Siksasamuccaya, 175.

545. Madhyama, TD1, p. 493al0, Ekottara, TD 2, p. 73 lbl6, Samyukta, TD 2, p. 194a7. Majjhima,
iii.172, Samyutta, v.99; compare Digha, iii.59.
lalita, 14-18, Mahdvastu, i.108. Digha, ii.172, Majjhima, Hi. 172, Mahdbodhwamsa, 66
(according to Leumann, Maitreyasamiti, 86).
Vydkhyd: grhapatiratnam koiddhyaksajdtfyah / parindyakaratnam balddhyaksajdtryah. Grh
pati possess the divine eye, vii.53c-d
546. The marks (iv. 108,110a) are enumerated in Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 888a6-889a9; Parsva examines
why there are thirty-two, no more no less.
Good Pali bibliography in Rhys Davids-Stede.
547. De/asthatara is translated by Paramartha as "most correct"(flb'e»g;j£ ), and comments: "not
'iodined"(pup'ien^S).The Vydkhyd is illegible:defasthatardniti/ atrasthdndni (?), translated as
gnas ma 'grus pa.
548. Tibetan: Because some [persons] were endowed with grasping, after having made provision
through attachment to taste and through laziness, a protector of the fields was rewarded
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Paramartha: Little by little, beings through attachment to taste, and through idleness, made
provision, and by means of riches looked to (var. hired) a protector of the fields. Hsuan-tsang: By
reason of the appearance of stocking up provisions and of robbery, in order to put an end (to
robbery), they hired (ku Jg.) a guardian of the fields.
549. Summary bibliography of the "Buddhist Genesis."
a. AggafHiasutta, Digha, iii.84 and LI7 {Dialogues L105, iii. 9 and 25, meaning of the word
aggarlna according to Buddhaghosa; O. Franke, 273). Visuddhimagga, 417 (Warren, 324, Sp. Hardy,
Manual, 63).
b. Kandjour, Vinaya, iii.421-430, v.115-166, trans, by Schiefner, 6 June 1851, Melanges
Asiatiques, i.395 (mentioned by Georgi, Alphabetum Tibetanum, 188; Pallas, Sammlungen fiber
die Mongolische VSlkerschafter, ii.28; Kovalewski, Buddhistischen Kosmologie, Mem. de I'umv. de
Kasan, 1837, i.122 and the Ssanang Ssetsen of Schmid and by Rockhill, Life, 1.
lokaprajHapti, xi (analyzed in Cosmologie, 318) which quotes the Vdsisfhabhdradvqa
vydkarana (comp. Digha, iii.80).
AbhmiskramanasOtra, Kandjour, Mdo 28.161, translated by Csoma,//*SB, 1833,385, reprinted
by Ross, ibid 1911.
c Mahdvastu, 1338 and notes 615.
d BeaL, Catena, 109, Four lectures, 151 (according to Dfrgha, Madhyama, etc)
550. Dirgha, TD 1, p. I47c28 (Compare Digha, il7,34).
Vydkhyd: dfiyarUpatvdd rilpinah / upapddukatvdn manomaydh / hastapadatadangulyddyupetatvdt sarvdngapratyangopetdf) / samagrendrtyatvdd avikaldh / kdnavibhrdntddyabhdvdd ahmendriydfch / dariamyasamsthdnatvdc chubhak / ramanfyavarnatvdd varnasthdyinab /
ddityddiprabhdnapeksatvM svayamprabhdf) / karmarddhisamyogendkds'acaratvdd vihdyasamgamdp / kava&karahdrunapeksrtvatpntibhaksakprityaktt
dirgham adhvdnam tispbantfti.
Kartnarddbi is defined v£53c, where it is called karmajd rddhi.
551. Pphiviparpapaka,Mahdvympmi,22^2\2\VLs,v^
i&]£f# , Paramartha: "earth-skm-dried";^j£lj6.Notes of Senart, Mahdvastu, i.616 (MSS. paryamfaka, parpantaka); Lex. paryafa.
552. Atthasdlim, 392.
553. Lists of Cakravartins descended from Mahasammata. The LokaprajUdpti contains a list based
on the Abhidharma, another on the Vinaya {Cosmologie, 320, 322): Mahdvyutpatti, 180;
Chavannes, Cinq cents contes, i.324,330; Mahdvastu, L348;Jataka iii.454; Sumangala, L258;JRAS.
1914,414; Geiger, concerning the translation of the Mahavamsa.
5 54. Hui-hui says: "This Sastra does not totally explain how many years life diminishes or augments
by a year. The traditional opinion is that, every century, life diminishes or augments by one year
(This is the system presented by Remusat, Melanges posthumes, 103, with a computation which
appears to me to be erroneous: read 16,798,000 in place of 16,800,000). The Mahayana admits this
theory for diminution, but it thinks that, during the period of augmentation, the life of the child is
double that of the life of his father." In the Cakkavattisihandda (Digha, iii.68), persons of 80,000
years have children of 40,000; these, children of 20,000; then 10,000,5,000,2,500 or 2,000,1,000,
500,250 or 200,100 years. Cosmologie, 314.
555. Vasubandhu follows Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 693a7.
According to the explanations that Chavannes concludes from the numerical Dictionary and his
commentary {Cinq cents contes, i. 16) famine appears when life is thirty years long; sickness, when
it is twenty years; killing, when it is tea This is kalpakasdya.
Vydkhyd.There are three ends (nirydna) of the kalpa: fire, illness, and hunger. Should we think
that these three scourges are produced successively at the end of each and every kalpa when life is
ten years long {dafavarsdyuhkalpa) ? Or rather that these three scourges are produced in turn at the
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end of three successive kalpas? Scholars are divided; but we are followers of the second opinion
(which is that of TO 32, number 1644, quoted by Saeki).

556. Anguttara, i.159. "I have heard the ancient Brahmins say . . . that the world was once
over-populated, such as Avici (?). How did it come to be that now mankind was destroyed,
diminished, and that the villages became non-villages . . . ? Now, Oh Brahmiryrien are
adhammardgaratta, visamalobhdbhibhuta, micchddhammapareta.Tbey take up sharp arms and kil
one another... It no longer rains, there is hunger...(... micchddhammaparetdnam [manussdnam]
yakkha vd amanmse osajjanti . . . yd is unlikely; we have a variant vale)" This passes into the
eschatologkal plan oiDigba, iii70, the Cakkavattisihandda. (Famine and illness are absent, there is
only satthantarakappa).
557. Pali sources. Anguttara, i.160, dubbhikkham hoti dussassam setoffhikath saldkavuttam tena
bahu mantissa kalarh karonti. Samyutta, iv.323: The Bhagavat passes through the country with a
great following of Bhikkhus when famine was reigning, dubbhikkhe dvihitike setoffhike
satdkdvutteln the Suttavibhanga {Vinaya, ed Oldenberg, iii.6.15,87): in such a country duddhikhd
hoti dvihitikd setoffhikd saldkdvuttd na sukard uHchena paggahena ydpetum; commentary in
Samantapdsddikd, i.175 (where Buddhaghosa gives many explanations; some are in agreement
with those of Vasubandhu). Buddhaghosa gives the variant setoffikd, a sickness of rice, that we find
in Anguttara, iv.269: women will have a similar sickness, as manjeffhikd (from maHjiffbd,
madder-root) is the sickness of sugar-cane, as setoffikd a type of wheat blight, is the sickness of rice.
Rhys Davids-Stede discuss the expression dvihitikaduhkika {Samyutta, iv.195).

558. Paramartha and Hsiian-tsang translatesamudga(ka)by chU-chi^%,x.o accumulate, bring
together; 'du-ba has the same meaning. The version of Hsiian-tsang is very free; Paramartha
appears more literal: Now chU-chi, at that period was called chan-cbe %$$$£,. {p. 223c). Further
lien-che (perfume box, etc, Couvreur, 1904, p. 197) ^ called chan-che.
[In Mahdvyutpatti, 233 (list of utensils) we have: 6. samudga {-za ma tog), 25. cafica {-gab-tse,
ga-ba-tse). For gab-tse {ga-ba-tshe, tse), the word lists give: "table for magical operations", Sarad
Chandra, Desgodins, etc]
b! Divydvaddna, 131 (the story of Mendhaka, excerpted from the Dulva, voL iii, Chap, on
Medicines, S. Levi, Elements de formation du Divya, Toung-Pao, 1907,11, note): dvddafavarsikd
andvrsfir vydkrtd / trividham durbhiksam bhavisyati carlcu ivetdsthi faldkdvrtti ca / tatra cafteu
ucyate samudgake / tasmm manusyd bijdni praksipya andgatasattvdpeksayd sthdpayanti mrtdndm
anena te btjakd[r]yam karisyanti / idam samudgakam baddhvd cancu ucyate...
559. This second explanation is slightly closer to that of the Divya.
560. Divya: vilebhyo dhdnyagudakdni /aldkaydkfsya bahudakasthdlydm kvdthayitvd pibanti.
561. Dirgha, TD1, p. 137bl2; Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 690al4, examines whence come the suns (created
at the origin of the world? created at the end of the kalpa by the actions of beings?), the water, the
wind; examine that which becomes things; is there parindma (iii.40d)? is there transformation in
fire, in water? Above, note 497.
562. [In the same way that, at the end of the world, the flame of Karnadhatu provokes the arising of
the flame of Rupadhatu, above p. 477].
«563. Saeki mentions here Dirgha, TD 1, p. I47c2, on the five types of seeds; the same the Vydkhyd:
parka btjajatdni mitiabtjam phahtbijam btjabijam agrabtjam skandhabtjam.
Digha, i.5, iiL44,47; Sumangaktvildsini, i-81, etc (Rhys Davids and Stede, s. voc. btja): mSla,
khandha, phalu, agga, bijabija; Fragments Stein, JRAS. 1913, 574, Rockhill in Revue Histoire
Religions, ix.168.
564. For nimittakdrana, samavdyikdrana, see Ui, Vaiiesika Philosophy, 136,139,141,146.

565. Guna [dharma] and dravya [dharma] are defined Vaifesikasutra, il.15-16, see Ui, Vaiiesika
Philosophy, p. 122.
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566. Vaifesikasutra, ii.1.1: "The earth has smell, taste, smell, touch".
567. The Pailukas maintain that things (avayavidravya)y wool, etc are not consumed, or burned up;
the old attributes disappear; new attributes, arisen from the cooking, arise; but the things, which are
the support (ds'raya) of the attributes, remain as they are (tadavastha) (Vydkhyd).
We have in Nydyabindu, Calcutta, 1889, p. 86, a Pailuka, a disciple of Kanada; in the
Nydyavdrttikatdtpatya, 355 (ad 3.1.4) a Pailukantha.
568. According to Madhyama, 58.
569. We shall see in viii.ll that there are eight apaksdlas and that the first three Dhyanas are
sa-injita. (See also iv.46).
Anguttara, v. 135: the thorn (kanfaka) of the First Dhyana is sadda; of the Second,
vitakkavicaras; of the Third, piti; and of the Fourth, assdsapassdsas. Kanpaka is that which destroys
the Dhyana, that which is incompatible with the Dhyana (Kathdvatthu, ii.5), as the mind of women
is the kanfaka of the chaste life; apaksdla, on the contrary, is a certain vice, an imperfeaion or lack,
essential to a Dhyana.
Tibetan: skyon; Chinese versions: tsai 5& = calamity; vipatti, tsai-wo #£j|J| calamity-obstacle, and
also kuoiOh fault, defect, in Mahdvyutpatti, 245, 664 (see the notes to Sasaki's edition: apaksdla,
apaksala, apaksana, apdcara), Siksasamuccaya, 145 and Bodhisattvabhumi in Wogihara.
570. See iv. p. 107, vL24a, viillOlb.
571. Paramartha adds: They obtain Nirvana in this sphere.
572. Same doctrine and phraseology in Visuddhimagga, 421: evam vinassanto'pi ca [loko]
nirantaram eva satta vdre aggina vinassati. . . vdto panpunnacatusatthikappdyuke Subhakinhe
viddhamsento lokam vindseti.
573. Hsiian-tsang: the text (wen ~$t ) of the Prajndptipada.Par2Ltr&rth2i: fen-pieh li-shih

/*«^g!ji£ttffl(p.225a).
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V / m . Homage to the Buddha
Who created the variety of the world of living beings and the
receptacle-world which we have described in the preceding chapter?
It was not a god (ii.64d) who intelligently created it.
la. The variety of the world arises from aaion.
The variety of the world arises from the actions of living beings.
But, in this hypothesis, how does it happen that actions produce at
one and the same time, pleasing things,—saffron, sandalwood, etc.—on
the one hand, and bodies of quite opposite qualities on the other?
The actions of beings whose conduct is a mixture of good and bad
actions (vydmisrakarm, iv. 60) produce bodies resembling abscesses
whose impurities flow out through the nine gates, and, in order to serve
as a remedy to these bodies, they also produce objeas of pleasing
enjoyment, colors and shapes, odors, tastes and tangibles.
But the gods have accomplished only good actions: their bodies and
their objeas of enjoyment are equally pleasing.
***

What is aaion?
lb. It is volition and that which is produced through volition.
The sutra says that there are two types of aaion, volition (cetand)
and the action after having been willed.l Aaion after having been
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willed (cetayitvd) is what the kdrikd designates by the words "that which
is produced through volition."
These two aaions form three aaions: bodily aaion, vocal aaion,
and mental aaion.
How do you establish this division, according to the support of its
aaion, according to its nature, or according to its original cause?
To what does this question tend? If one were to regard its support,
there is nothing but an aaion, for all aaions are supported on a physical
support, a body. If one were to regard its nature, there is only vocal
aaion, for, of these three,—body, speech and manas,—only the voice is
ultimately aaion by its nature.2 If one were to regard its origional cause,
we have only mental aaion, for all aaions have their origin in the mind
The Vaibhasikas say that the three types of aaion are established by
reason of all of these three causes, support, nature and original cause, in
this order.
Ic-d. Volition is mental aaion: it gives rise to two aaions, bodily
and vocal aaioa
Volition is called mental aaion; that which arises from volition,3
namely aaion which has been willed,4 is made up of the two other
aaions, bodily and vocal aaion.
***

2a. These two aaions are informative and non-informative.
Bodily aaion and vocal aaion are informative (vijnapti) and noninformative (avijnapti, i. 11, iv.4); we then have bodily informative
aaion, vocal informative aaion,5 bodily non-informative aaion, and
vocal non-informative aaion.
What aaion is "bodily informative aaion?"
2b-3b. Bodily vijnapti is shape. It is not movement because all
conditioned things are momentary, since they perish: on the
other hand, nothing does not perish without a cause and the
creative cause would be at the same time destruaive.
Bodily vijnapti is such and such a shape (samsthana, i,10a) of the
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body by reason of a volition
According to others, (the Vatslputriyas,)6 bodily vijnapti is displacement,7 for it takes place when there is movement, and not when
there is no movement.8
The author answers: This is not so, because all conditioned things
are momentary.
What is understood by "momentary" (ksanika)!
Ksana means to perish immediately after having acquired its being;
ksanika is a dharma that has ksana, as a dandika is one who has a staff
(danda).9
A conditioned thing does not exist beyond the acquisition of its
being: it perishes on the spot where it arises; it cannot go from this spot
to another. Consequently bodily vijnapti is not movement.
The Vatslputriyas: If conditioned things are momentary, we would
admit that they are not susceptible of displacement.
It is proven that they are momentary, "since they necessarily
perish;"10 for the destruction of conditioned things is spontaneous; it
does not come from anything; it does not depend on a cause.
1. That which depends oh a cause is an effect, something "done,"
"created" Destruction is a negation: how can a negation "be done" or
"created?" Therefore destruction does not depend on a cause.
2. Destruction does not depend on a cause: hence a conditioned
thing perishes as soon as it arises; if it did not perish immediately, it
would not perish later, since it would then remain the same. Since you
admit that it perishes, you must admit that it immediately perishes.n
3. Would you say that a conditioned thing changes and that,
consequently, it is later subject to destruction? It is absurd to say that a
certain thing changes, becoming another thing, staying the same thing
that you say shows its modified characteristics (ii.46a, p. 245).
4. Would you say that there is no means of correct knowledge more
decisive than direct perception; would you say that everyone holds that
kindling perishes through its relationship with fire; and that, consequently, it is false that all things perish without a cause? There are
many remarks to make with respect to this.
In fact, people do not directly perceive the destruction of kindling by
reason of fire. If you think that kindling perishes through its
relationship to fire because we no longer see the kindling when this
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relationship has taken place, then your thesis rests on an inference, and
not on direct perception, and your reasoning is not conclusive.
The fact that we no longer see kindling after its relationship with
fire is open to two interpretations: either the kindling perishes by
reason of this relationship, or it unceasingly perishes in and of itself, and
under normal conditions is unceasingly reborn in and of itself, but stops
renewing itself by virtue of its relationship with the fire.
You admit that the destruction of the flame is spontaneous. When,
after a relationship with wind, the flame is no longer visible, you admit
that this relationship is not the cause of the destruction of the flame; but
you admit that the flame, by virtue of this relationship, stops renewing
itself. The same for the sound of the bell: a hand, laid on the bell,
prevents a renewing of its sound; but it does not destroy the sound that
you admit is momentary.
Therefore it is inference that should determine this question.
5. The Vatsiputriyas: What reasons do you bring to bear in favor of
the thesis of spontaneous destruction?
We have already said that destruction, being a negative state, cannot
be caused. We would further say that if destruction is the effect of a
cause, nothing would not perish without a cause.
If, like arising, destruction proceeds from a cause, it would never
take place without a cause. Now we hold that intelligence, a flame, or a
sound, which are momentary, perish without their destruction depending on a cause. Hence the destruction of the kindling, etc., is
spontaneous.
The Vaibhasikas maintain that an earlier thought perishes by
reason of a later thought, that earlier sound perishes by reason of later
sound.
But the two thoughts in question are not simultaneous. Some
contradictory thoughts,—doubt and certainty, pleasure and suffering,
love and hate,—do not displace one another; and the same holds for
non-contradictory thoughts. And if you suppose that they do contradict
one another, then how can weak dharmas destroy strong dharmas of
the same type—as when weak thoughts or sounds immediately follow
strong thoughts or sounds?
6. Some [the Sthavira Vasubandhu]12 think that a flame perishes
through the absence of a cause of duratioa But an absence cannot be a
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cause.
According to the Vaisesikas, a flame perishes by reason of dharma
and adharma, merit and demerit.
This explanation is inadmissible. Dharma and adharma would both
be causes of arising and of destruction: dharma would cause the flame to
arise and cause it to perish, accordingly as the flame is favorable or
unfavorable; adharma, accordingly as it is unfavorable or favorable.
Now we cannot admit that dharma and adharma enter into activity and
cease being active from moment to moment.13
Furthermore since this manner of explaining destruction would
hold for all conditioned things, it is useless to pursue the discussion. You
do not have the right to say that kindling perishes through its
relationship with the flame.14
7. If one holds that the destruction of the kindling, etc., has for its
cause the relationship of this kindling with fire, one would then be
forced to acknowledge that a cause that engenders is at the same time a
cause that destroys.
Cooking (paka), or a relationship with fire, produces different
products (pakaja), of deeper and deeper color. The same cause that
produces the first color destroys this first color, or, at least—if you object
that it refers to a new relationship with fire, since the fire is
momentary—the cause that destroys the first color is similar to the
cause that produces it. Now it is impossible that a certain cause would
produce a certain effect and that later this same cause, or a parallel cause,
would destroy this same effect. (Compare Tarka-samgraha, xxiii).
Would you say that, if the successive flames are different,—long,
short, large and small,—our conclusion does not become indispensable?
Let us use another example. By the prolonged action of ashes, snow,
caustics, sun, water, or earth, there arises and disappears in turn
different "products of cooking." But you do not attribute the characteristic of momentariness to these diverse factors of cooking.
8. Some15 ask why water diminishes when it is heated if a
relationship with fire is not destruction of the water?
By reason of its relationship with fire, through the force of the fire,
the heat element—which is present in water (ii.22, p. 186)—increases
and, increasing, causes the mass of water to be reborn in quantities more
and more reduced, until being totally reduced, the water ceases renewing
itself. This is what a relationship with fire does to water.1<s
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itself. This is what a relationship with fire does to water.16
9. Let us conclude. The destruction of things is spontaneous. Things
perish in and of themselves, because it is their nature to perish. As they
perish in and of themselves, they perish upon arising. As they perish
upon arising, they are momentary. Thus there is no movement, no
displacement; there is only arising in another place of the second
moment of the series: this is the case, even in the opinion of our
opponent, for the fire which consumes firewood The idea of movement
is a false conception.
Hence bodily vijnapti is not displacement, movement; rather bodily
vijnapti is shape.
###

The Sautrantikas say that shape is not a distinct thing, a thing in and
of itself. [For the Vaibhasikas, rupayatana, visible physical matter is both
varnarupa or color: blue, etc., and samsthdnarupa or shape: long, etc.
(i. 10a). For the Sautrantikas, shape does not exist as a substance, but only
as a designation.]
When there arises, in one direction, a large mass of color, this mass
is called "long." When, by comparison, a mass of color is small, it is
called "short." When a color arises in a great quantity in the four
directions, it is called "square." When it arises equally in all directions, it
is called "circular." The other figures,—high, low, etc,—are explained
in the same manner, when a color arises in a great quantity in the
direction of the zenith, it is called "high," etc Shape is thus not a thing in
and of itself, a rupa.
1. First argument. If shape were a thing in and of itself,
3c It would be perceived by two organs.
In fact, seeing through the organ of sight, one has the idea of length,
etc.; touching through the tactile organ, one has the idea of length. Thus
if length, or any other shape, were a thing in and of itself, it would be
perceived by two organs. Now, according to the scriptural definition,
rupayatana, the visible physical matter, is perceived by only the eye.
The Vaibhasikas answer that touch does not perceive length relative
to softness or hardness, arranged in a certain manner, without length
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forming part of the tangible.
This is quite right: but exactly the same holds for the visible. Length
is not visible: one calls a visible (color) or a tangible (softness, etc)
arranged in a certain manner "long."
The Vaibhasikas: When we have the idea of length after having
touched something, we are not perceiving shape through touch; we
remember the shape, because it is associated with a tangible. It is the
same when we see the color (visible) of fire, for we then remember heat
(tangible); and when we smell the odor of flower, we then remember its
color.
In the two cases that you allege, one imagines that a color recalls a
tangible, or that an odor recalls a color, because the dharmas as cause are
closely associated: all fire is hot, and certain odors belong to certain
flowers. But a tangible (softness, etc.) is not invariably associated with a
certain shape: how then does the perception of a tangible provoke the
rememberance of a certain shape? If a similar remembrance is produced
without there having been an invariable association between a tangible
and its shape, one would in this same manner remember color after
having touched something. But such is not the case. Hence, one must
not say that the perception of a tangible provokes the remembrance of
its shape.
2. Second argument. One sees many shapes in a multicolored piece
of cloth. Thus, there would be, according to you, many rupas, in the
category of shape in one and the same piece: this is impossible, as it was
for color. If shape were a real thing, that which, in the cloth, forms part
of a long line cannot at the same time form a part of a short line.
3. Third argument. All "real" rupa, susceptible of being struck
(sapratigha, i.29b),—blue, etc.,—is made up of real atoms of a certain
nature: color rupa (blue, etc.) necessarily exists in the octuple atom, etc.
(ii. 22, trans, p. 185). Now
3c. Shape does not exist in an atom.
There is no atom of length. In fact, when a long mass diminishes,
we arrive at the moment when we no longer have the idea of long with
regard to it, but rather the idea of short: hence this idea does not proceed
from a rupa "shape" existing in the thing. Therefore what we designate
as long is a number of real things,—atoms of color,—arranged in a
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certain manner.
If you maintain that the expressions, "long," etc. refer to some
atoms of shape arranged in a certain manner, and that some atoms that
would not be "shape" by nature could not be designated as "long,"
etc.—this is merely repeating your affirmation without the support of
any argument. In fact, if the existence of special atoms of shape were
proved, you would be able to maintain that united, arranged in a certain
fashion, they constitute length: but since the existence of these atoms
has not been proved, as the existence of the atoms of color has been
proved, how could they be united and arranged?17
[4. Objection of the Sarvastivadins:] If a shape is not distinct in
color, if a shape is nothing other than a certain color, then shapes would
not differ when their color is the same: now some jugs of the same color
have different shapes.
Have we not said that one designates a number of real things
arranged in a certain manner as "long?" Some ants, all similar, arrange
themselves in a straight line or in a circle, and so present different
shapes. In the same way the shapes of jugs differ without their color
differing.
[5. Objection of the Sarvastivadins:] But, in darkness or at a
distance, one sees the shape of an object,—a column, a person, etc,—
without seeing its color. Hence shape exists separate from color.
In fact, one first sees color in an indistinct manner; one then
forms—through the mental consciousness—the idea of shape, in the
same way that one forms the idea of a line, or the idea of an army
accordingly as one has seen, indistinctly, some birds, some ants, some
elephants, etc.: "This army is arranged in a circle."18 Or rather it
happens that one does not clearly distinguish either color or shape; one
only knows,—through the mental consciousness—a mass.
[6. The Sarvastivadins criticize the Sautrantikas,] You Sautrantikas
negate both movement and shape. Then what is designated by the term
"bodily vijnapti?"
We say that bodily vijnapti is shape [thus separating ourselves from
the Vatsiputriyas-Sarhmitlyas] but we do not say that shape is a thing in
and of itself [thus separating ourselves from the Sarvastivadins.]
{The Sarvastivadins:] If you maintain that bodily vijnapti is not a
real thing, but solely a shape that exists as designation, what then is the
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real dharma that constitutes bodily aaion?
Bodily aaion is the aaion which has for its objea the body: that is to
say, the volition that puts a body into motion in diverse ways: it proceeds
by being supported on this gate which is the body, and is thus called
bodily aaion. Other aaions should be defined according to their natures:
[i.e., vocal aaion is the aaion which has the voice for its objea; mental
aaion is the aaion of the manas or aaion associated with the manas
(see iv.78c-d).]
[The Sarvastivadins:] A scripture says that "aaion is volition and
willed aaion." If bodily aaion and vocal aaion are volition, what
difference is there between the two types of aaion defined in this
saipture?
There are two types of volition. First,19 the initial or preparatory
stage, wherein one produces a volition which is pure volition, "I must do
such and such an aaion": this is what the Scripture calls cetandkarmany
aaion which is volition. Then, after this stage of pure volition, one
produces a volition of aaion, the volition of doing an aaion in
conformity with what has been previously willed, to move the body or
to emit a voice: this is what the Scripture calls cetayitva karman, aaion
after having been willed, or willed aaion.
[The Sarvastivadins:] If this is the case, then informative (vijnapti)
action does not exist: bodily-vocal action, according to you, is only
volition; there is no place for the vijnapti which is matter (rupa) by its
nature. And if vijnapti does not exist, then avijnapti, "non-information"
of the sphere of Kamadhatu, does not exist.20 From whence there would
be a great number of difficulties which will be enumerated later (i.e.,
samvarasamvardbhdva, etc., see below 4a-b).
These difficulties can be refuted. Avijnapti is explained very well in
our system. We admit two types of volition bearing on bodily aaions
and vocal sounds which are the bodily and vocal vijnaptis.These two
types of volitions—which bear the names of bodily action and vocal
aaion—are capable of producing a volition sui generis which is the
avijnapti.Where is the difficulty in this?
[The Sarvastivadins:] This sui generis volition is subordinate to the
mind (cittdnuparivartin, ii. 31), like the avijnapti which in our system
arises from dhydna, for the avijnapti of Kamadhatu develops during
sleep, etc. (i. 11)
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No, for this sui generis volition is projected by a certain volition of
decision (pure cetand), its distant cause, and by a certain volition of
action and voice, its near cause. Now however you would have it that the
vijnapti, if it exists, would depend, like the projection of the avijnapti, on
the force of the thought: for it is itself nonintelligent.
***

The Vaibhasikas say that shape exists in and of itself, and that bodily
vijnapti is shape.
3d. Vocal vijnapti is vocal sound.
Sound which is discourse by nature—that is, articulated sound (ii.
47)—is vocal vijnapti.
*#*

Avijnapti has already been defined ( i l l ; above n. 5).
The Sautrantikas say that the avijnapti does not really exist as a
substance: (1) because it solely consists of not doing an action after
having undertaken not to do it; (2) because one designates a thing which
would exist by reason of past primary elements (i. 11) as avijnapti; now
past dharmas no longer exist (v.25); and (3) because avijnapti does not
have the nature of rupa: the nature of rupa is rupyate and since the
avijnapti is not "susceptible of destruaion" (apratigha), it cannot be
rupa (i. 13).
[The Vaibhasikas prove the existence of avijnapti:]
4a-b. Scripture says that rupa is of three types and that there is a
pure rupa; there is increase of merit; and there is a course of
aaion for him who is not concerned with himself, etc.
[By the word et cetera, theKarika refers to reasons 5 to 8 below.]
1. A scripture says that there are three types of rupa: "Rupa is
embraced within a threefold rupa: there is visible rupa susceptible of
destruaion (visible physical matter); there is an invisible r&pa
susceptible of destruaion (the eye, etc); and there is an invisible rupa,
free from destruction," and this latter can only be the avijnapti.21
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2. The Blessed One said in a scripture that there is pure rupa: tfWhat
are the pure dharmas? All rupa of the past, the future and the present...
all consciousness of the past, future, present, concerning which there
arises neither affection nor antipathy: these are the pure dharmas." (see
Ekottardgama, TD 2, p. 13b-c).
Now, apart from avijnapti, there exists no rupa which can be
invisible and free from destruction, and no rupa which is pure. [For
bodily and vocal action does not pertain to one who has entered into the
Truth of the Way, mdrgasatyasamdpanna.]
3. A scripture says that there is an increase of merit,"... There are
seven material meritorious works, (aupadhikapunyakriydvastu, iv. 113)
. . . when a believer, son or daughter of good family, who is endowed,
walks, stands still, sleeps or is awake, his merit increases with intensity,
without ceasing;merit continues adding to itself. What are these seven
material works? . . . In this same way there are seven non-material
meritorious works.. "22
By reason of what dharma, other than the avijnapti, could merit
increase even when the mind is not good, or when one is without
thought?
4. If avijnapti does not exist, he who does not himself act, who gives
orders to others, will not be endowed with a course of action (iv. 66). For
a vocal action that consists of giving an order cannnot constitute a course
of action, killing etc; this action in fact does not actually accomplish the
action to be accomplished.
Would one say that when the action is accomplished the action that
consists of giving the order becomes a course of action?
But it is evident that the nature of this action is not modified by the
execution of the order.
5. The Blessed One said, "Monks, the dharmas, the external sources
of consciousness not included within the eleven ay at anas, are invisible,
and are free from destruction" (Samyukta, TD 2, p. 91cl9). He did not
say that the dharmayatana is non-rupa.
If the Blessed One did not intend to refer to the avijnapti, which is
rupa and so included in the dharmayatana [and not in rupdyatana\ then
what is the rupa that is included in the dharmayatana?
6. If avijnapti does not exist, the Way no longer has eight parts, for
the parts, samyagvdc, samyakkarmdnta, and samyagdjtva (correct
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speech, correct action, and correct livelihood, iv. 86), are incompatible
with absorption (samadhi).(lf the ascetic, in a state of absorption,
possesses these three, it is because these three are by nature avijnapti vi.
67, 68).
But, one would answer, a scripture says, "When he knows thus,
when he. sees thus, samyagdrsti, samyaksamkalpa, samyagvyayama,
samyaksmrti, and samyaksamadhi are cultivated and achieved; samyagvdc, samyakkarmanta and samyagajiva have been previously purified." Thus the last three are considered as vijnapti and as previous to
absorption.
This text, the Vaibhasikas say, does not refer to the last three parts of
the Way, but rather to speech, action, and livelihood in a state of
detachment which have been obtained through the worldly path. This
does not prevent speech, etc., from not forming part of the Way under
the aspect of avijnapti
7. If the avijnapti does not exist, the Pratimoksa discipline (samvara,
iv.l4a) would disappear.23 For a person who has assumed the vows of
religion is still a Bhiksu or Bhiksuni, when his mind is bad or neutral.
8. A scripture teaches that the renouncing of sin is a dike which
arrests immorality.24 An "absence" cannot be a dike: virati is thus a real
dharma (the avijnapti), and not the mere fact of no longer accomplishing an action which one has renounced, as the Sautrantikas maintain (p.
560, 562).
***

[The Sautrantikas answer:] These arguments are numerous and
diverse, but are not conclusive. Let us examine them one by one.
1. The Sutra teaches that rupa is of three types. The Yogacarins25 say
that in the Dhyanas, through the force of absorption, a rupa arises which
is the object of the absorption, that is, which is perceived by the person
in the absorption, [for example a skeleton in the asubhabhavana, (vL9).]
This rupa is not seen by the eye; it is thus invisible. It does not "cover," it
does not occupy a place: it is thus "free from destruaioa" If you ask how
this object of absorption can be rupa [since it does not possess the usual
characteristics of rupa,] you forget that the existence of avijnapti would
give rise to the same question.
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2. The scripture says that there is a pure rupa.The Yogacarins
maintain that the rupa that arises through the force of the absorption is
pure, since the absorption is pure.
But other masters, [the Darsttantikas,]26 maintain that the rupa of
the Arhats (organ of sight, etc) and external rupa, [namely the five
objects of the senses (i.9a), are pure (andsrava)] because they are not a
support of the vices.
To this one can object that the scripture expresses itself [without
making a distinction,] "What are the impure dharmas?
All that which is organ of sight, all that which is visible . . . "
[The Darstantikas answer that all the dharmas referred to in this
scripture are qualified as] impure because they are not opposed to the
vices: [in fact, only the mind and its mental states can oppose the vices
and destroy them.]
To this one could object that the same dharmas would be impure,
because they are not opposed to the vices, and at the same time pure,
because they are not a support of the vices, with the unpleasant
consequence that the charaaeristic of pure and impure would be
confused
No, answer the Darstantikas, for these dharmas are not pure from
the same point of view in which they are impure. Further, if the visible
and the other ayatanas are exclusively impure, why would the scripture
specify, "The impure and updddna-provckhig rupas,27... the impure
and updddna-provoking dharmas are the cause of the hardening of the
mind and of hypocrisy." (v. 47)28
3. The scripture says that merit increases.
The ancient masters say: It is in the nature of things that merit
increases when persons who have received a gift utilize this gift: by
reason of the qualities of these persons (dhyana, absorption of
benevolence, etc.), by reason of the benevolence that they get out of the
gift for themselves and for all creatures, the mental series of the givers,
be they of bad or of neutral minds, is found to be perfumed by the
volition of giving which has for its object the person who receives: their
series undergo a subtle ascending transformation and arrives at the state
where they are finally capable of bringing forth many results. It is in this
sense that the text says, "Merit increases in an intense and uninterrupted manner, merit adds to itself/*29
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But how does one explain the increase of merit in the case of
nonmaterial meritorious work?
[The mental series, transforms itself] by reason of the repetition of
volitions having for their object [the Tathagata or the Sravakas]. Even
during dreams these volitions are linked together.
On the contrary, we do not see how the [Vaibhasikas,] partisans of
an avijnapti, can explain the growth of merit in the case of nonmaterial
meritorious work. [This does not consist of bodily or vocal action,
vijnapti, but merely the joy experienced with regard to the Tathagata or
the Sravakas; it does not consist of an absorptioa Now according to the
Vaibhasikas, the avijnapti can only give rise to the vijnapti or to an
absorptioa Hence it is impossible here.]
But according to other masters, [certain Sautrantikas,] in the case
also of material meritorious works, merit proceeds from the repetition
of a volition having for its object [the person who receives.]
But this opinion is inadmissible in light of the scripture which says,
"When an energetic Bhiksu, endowed with morality, possessor of good
dharmas, eats the alms of a donor, he then enters into and dwells in the
absorption called 'infinites' (good-will, etc.), and by reason of this fact
there is certainly produced for the donor an out-flowing of merit, and
out-flowing of good and prosperity."30 Now does the donor whose
merit thus continues to increase, have a special volition whose object is
the person who receives? [We should thus prefer the opinion of the first
masters:] in the case of material meritorious works, the merit proceeds
from a transformation of the series [of the donor by reason of the
qualities of the person who receives.]
4. According to the Vaibhasikas, if the avijnapti does not exist, he
who has an action accomplished by another will not be endowed with
the course of action ("path-of-action," karmapatha).When an emissary
charged with murder accomplishes the murder, it is in the nature of
things that the mental series of the author of the instigation will submit
to a certain subtle transformation by virtue of which his series will bear
a result later. This holds likewise when one acts for oneself; when the
course of action (murder, etc.) is achieved, at this moment the series
undergoes a transformatioa This transformation is called "course of
action," and consequently the person whose series is transformed is
endowed with the course of action—for the effect (transformation of
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the series) receives the name which belongs more properly to the cause
(course of action),—and this transformation is called bodily or vocal
accordingly as it results from an action of the body or the voice. It is by
virtue of these same principles that the partisans of avijnapti consider
the avijnapti as a bodily or vocal course of action.
The Bhadanta31 (Vibhasa, TD 27, p. 6l7al8) proves in a different
manner the nonexistence of avijnapti: "A person is touched by the sin of
murder by reason of a tritemporal volition with regard to the skandhas
which constitute a living being (iv.73), that is, when he thinks, 1 shall
kill; I kill; he is killed* "[The course of action is complete when there is
preparatory action, principal action, and consecutive action, consisting
solely of cetana, iv. 68c]
But this triple volition does not necessarily bring about the
achievement of the course of action, for, according to the theory of the
Bhadanta, there would be a mortal sin (iv.97) for the child who says,
"my mother has been murdered," if she has not in fact been killed by the
emissary charged with the murder.
Nevertheless all this exercise of volition, "I shall kill, I kill, he is
killed" applies only to the person who kills: the intention of the
Bhadanta is to refer to this type of murder.32
***

But, [ask the Sarvastivadins,] why do you, in your antipathy, deny
the existence of the avijnapti and yet admit a transformation of the
mental series (ii.36c-d)?
[In truth, avijnapti, a doctrine of the Sarvastivadins, and the
transformation of the mental series, a thesis of the Sautrantikas, are
both equally difficult to understand;] I thus have no antipathy [for these
doarines.] But, to say that there arises at the moment of the achieving of
the course of action by a bodily operation dependent on a mind, a certain
dharma, called avijnapti, [in him who has ordered the course of action,]
either from the mind of him who has ordered, or separate from the
body of him who has accomplished the murder, is a hypothesis that
cannot satisfy us; but to say that there is produced at the moment of the
achievement of the course of action by an operation ordered by a certain
person, a transformation of the mental series of this person, is a

hypothesis that satisfies us. And it also satisfies us that the result arises
from a transformation of the series and not from an avijnapti.
[Take into account also the arguments enumerated above:] "if the
vijnapti does not exist, [how could there be avijnapti!", "The avijnapti
consists solely in no longer doing a certain action," "the avijnapti cannot
depend on past primary elements."]
5. The dharmdyatana is not defined as nonmateriaL The response to
this objection is as has been given above: there is an invisible rupa free
from destruaion, forming part of the dharmdyatana: this is not the
avijnapti; this is a rupa which is the object of the absorption and which
arises from the force of the absorptioa
6. The Way, say the Vaibhasikas, would not have eight parts.
How does the saint, when he has attained the Way, [when he sees or
meditates on the Truths,] possess correct speech, action, and livelihood?
Does he pronounce correct speech, act in a correct manner, and correctly
ask for the robes of a monk?
[Such is not our thought, answer the Sarvastivadins.] In the Path,
the saint takes possession of certain pure avijnaptis, so that, Vhen he
leaves the contemplation, it is by the force of these pure avijnaptis that
he produces correct speech, actions, and livelihood, and does not
produce incorrect speech, actions, and livelihood A cause takes the
name of its result: thus speech, action and livelihood are designated as
avijnapti.
If this is so, why not accept my theory? There is no avijnapti; but the
saint, when he finds himself in the Path, takes possession of a certain
intention (dsaya) and of a certain personality (asraya)33 so that, when he
comes out of this contemplation, by reason of the force of these two
factors he henceforth produces correct speech, actions and livelihood
One gives to the cause (dsaya and asraya) the name of their result; and
we can thus affirm that the Path possesses eight parts.
According to another opinion, the parts of the Path solely consist of
non-commission. What is non-commission? The person who is in
absorption acquires, through the force of the Path, definite absolute
abstention (akarananiyama, vi.33a-b). This abstention, which is acquired having the pure Path as its support, is pure. This is a part of the
Path.
Without doubt, the part (correct speech, etc.) is not a "thing"
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(dravya), being only abstention: but these are not the only real and
distina things which constitute the dharmas; there are for example, the
eight worldly dharmas;34 possession and non-possession; glory and
non-glory; praise and blame; pleasure and suffering. Non-possession of
clothes, of food, etc., is not a thing. (Anguttara, iv. 157, Digha, iii.260)
7. If the avijnapti does not exist, say the Vaibhasikas, the Pratimoksa
discipline would disappear.
One refutes this objection according to the same principles, by
making a state out of the force of the intention. Discipline is volition
which, after it has been translated into the positive action (vidhi) of
abstaining from transgression, into the pledge of no longer committing
transgression, arrests bad actions and disciplines the body and the voice:
the Pratimoksa discipline should be understood in this manner.
The Vaibhasikas object that, if the Pratimoksa discipline is volition,
the monk who thinks a thought other than this thought of volition
would cease being "disciplined," for he does not then possess the
volition which disciplines.
This objection is worthless. In fact, the mental series is perfumed in
such a way that, when a thought of transgression starts to appear, the
memory of the vow undertaken also appears: the volition of abstention
is then found to be present.
8. And this volition has the characteristic of a dike. When one is
obliged not to commit transgression, one remembers this obligation,
shame (hrt, ii.32) is present, and one constrains oneself in such a
manner that one does not violate morality.
In your system, on the contrary, if immorality is dammed up by an
avijnapti independent of memory, then even a person who has a faulty
memory would not be able to commit a transgression, since the
avijnapti is always there.
Let us stop this discussion here. The Vaibhasikas say that there
exists a certain substantial thing (dravya), sui generis, which is
avijnaptirupa.
We have seen (i.llb) that the avijnapti arises dependent (upaddya)
on the primary elements: the question is then posed whether it derives
from the same primary elements which are the support of the vijnapti,
that is, the primary elements of the body through which the action
termed vijnapti (iv. p. 3,33) is accomplished; or if it derives from other

primary elements.35
The avijnapti derives from primary elements different from those
which serve as the support for the vijnapti: for it is impossible that one
and the same complex of four primary elements would produce both a
subtle, derived rupa,—the avijnapti—, and at the same time a gross,
derived rupa, the vijnapti.36
***

The vijnapti is simultaneous to the primary elements from whence
it derives; is such also the case for the avijnapti?
The general rule is that all derived rupa is simultaneous to its
primary elements. But certain derived rupa,—of the present and the
future,—derive from past primary elements:
4c-d. From the first moment, the avijnapti of Kamadhatu arises
derived from past primary elements.
The moment the avijnapti arises, it arises derived from primary
elements simultaneous to its arising. From this first moment on,
avijnapti of the sphere of Kamadhatu—in opposition to the avijnapti
arisen from the dhyana, and pure avijnapti (p. 32)—arises, that is, it
continues to be reborn, being derived (upadaya) from the same primary
elements of the first moment, which are now past: these past primary
elements constitute, from the second moment onward, the support of
the avijnapti, for they are the cause of its pravrtti, they are its projecting
cause; the primary elements simultaneous to each of the moments from
the second moment onward are the support of the avijnapti, for they are
the cause of its anuvrtti, they are its supporting cause. In the same way,
the hand that has hurled the wheel and the ground that the supports the
wheel, are the causes, respectively, of the pravrtti and the anuvrtti of the
movement of the wheel (see p. 576).
***

To which sphere,—Kamadhatu and the Four Dhyanas—do the
primary elements belong, from whence the bodily and vocal aaions of
the different spheres derive?
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5a-b. When impure, bodily and vocal action derive from the
primary elements of the sphere to which they belong.
Bodily and vocal actions of Kamadhatu derive from the primary,
elements of Kamadhatu, and so on to the bodily and vocal actions of the
Fourth Dhyana which derives from primary elements of the Fourth
Dhyana.
5c. When they are pure, they are from the primary elements of
the sphere to which the person who has produced them belongs.
When they are pure, bodily and vocal action derives from the
primary elements of the sphere where the person who produces arises:
for the pure dharmas are transcendent to the sphere of existence
(Kamadhatu, etc.); for there does not exist any pure primary elements
from whence one could derive a pure action; for the pure bodily or vocal
action arises by reason of the primary elements, and not only through
the mind, since it is derived rupa (upaddyarupa) (Vibhasa, TD 27, p.
723b29-c6)
***

What are the characteristics of these two actions, vijnapti and
avijfiapti? What are the characteristics of the primary elements from
whence they derive?
5d. The avijnapti is not integral to the organism; it is also an
outflowing; it belongs solely to living beings. Not of absorption,
it derives from the primary elements which are an outflowing,
which are integral to the organism, which are differentiated
1.37 The avijnapti is a derived rupa exempt from mass (amurta),
nonextended (apratigha); thus it cannot be a support of the mind and of
mental states; thus it is anupdtta, not integral to the sense organism (i.
34c). The avijnapti is never morally neutral (iv. 7a): hence it is not
arisen from retribution (i. 37); it is not of increase (i. 36); it remains then
that it is an outflowing (i. 36), that is, produced by sabhagahetu (ii.52).
[The text says, "also of outflowing," because the avijnapti can be also
ksanika (i. 38b): the first pure avijnapti is not an outflowing.]
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2. Not absorbed or, in other words belonging to Kamadhatu, it
derives from primary elements which are an outflowing,38 and which
are integral to the organism. These primary elements are differentiated,
because each of the seven avijnaptis, the renouncing of killing, etc.,
which form the Pratimoksa discipline, derive from a distina group of
the four primary elements.
6. Arisen from absorption, it derives from non-differentiated
primary elements, not integral to the organism, and increase.
3. Avijnapti which arises from samddhi, is divided into two types,
that is, (avijnapti arisen from) absorption, and (avijnapti arisen from)
pure discipline. These two both arise from samddhi, are of increase, and
not integral to the sense organism. They are both arisen from
undifferentiated (i.e., identical) primary elements.
In the same way that the mind which engenders these renouncings
is a unity, the primary elements upon which the renouncings are based
constitute a unity.
[II. Concerning the vijnapti.]
The vijnapti is an outflowing; being bodily, it is integral to the
organism.39
Does bodily vijnapti, by arising, destroy or not destroy the
preexistent bodily figure which is retribution (vipdka)P The two
hypotheses create difficulties. That it destroys it, is impossible; for it is
contrary to the principles of the Vaibhasikas that a rupa, retribution by
nature, continues again, after having been interrupted (i.37, trans, p.
103). If on the contrary, bodily vijnapti does not destroy the previous
figure, two figures,—the first of retribution, the second of outflowing,—would be found to coexist in one and the same spot.
We must admit that bodily vijiiapti arises deriving from new
primary elements, outflowing in its nature, and that it does not destroy
the previous figure.
If this is the case, the part by means of which a bodily vijnapti is
produced would be greater than has existed previously, being penetrated by new primary elements from whence this vijnapti derives. If
the part has not been penetrated by these new elements, one could not
say that the avijnapti is created by the whole part.
We could answer that the body—retribution in nature—presents
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some voids: thus place is found for the new primary elements,
outflowing by nature, from whence the vijnapti derives.
We have said that action is of two types, cetana and cetanakrta,
volition and action created by the volition; of three types, mental, bodily,
vocal; of five types, cetana, bodily vijnapti, bodily avijnapti, vocal
vijnapti, and vocal avijnapti.
[What are these action, good, bad, or neutral?40 To which realm of
existence (dhdtu), to which sphere (bhumi) do they belong?]
7a. The avijnapti is never neutral.
It is either good or bad
In fact, neutral volition is weak; it is not capable of engendering a
powerful action as is the avijnapti, which continues reproducing itself
after its initial cause has disappeared
7b. Other action are of three types.
Other actions, namely volition and the vijnapti, can be good, bad, or
neutral.
7b-c. Bad action exists in Kamadhatu.
Not in the other spheres, for, in the other spheres the three roots of
evil (iv.8c-d and v. 19), and non-shame and imprudence (ii.26c-d), are
missing.
The restriction of the stanza refers only to bad actions; hence good
actions and neutral actions are in all of the Three Dhatus.
7c. Avijnapti also exists in Rupadhatu.
"Also" that is to say: in Kamadhatu as well as in Rupadhatu; not in
Arupyadhatu, for the primary elements are missing there [from
whence the avijnapti is derived (iv.6b).] Only where body and voice
exist, do we find [the avijnapti which] is the discipline of the body and
voice.
Objection. There are no pure primary elements and yet there is a
pure avijnapti.Pwe avijnapti derives from the primary elements of the
sphere wherein the person arises who produces the pure avijnaptiln
the. same way, when a person arisen in Kamadhatu and Rupadhatu
enters into an drupya absorption, he produces an avijnapti of

Arupyadhatu deriving from the primary elements of Kamadhatu or
Rupadhatu.
The case is not the same, for the pure avijnapti transcends the
spheres; it has nothing in common with the defilements of the sphere
where the person who has produced it is found; it is neither of the same
type, nor of a different type through rapport with the primary elements
of the sphere. On the contrary, an avijnapti of Arupyadhatu cannot
derive from the primary elements, of a different type, of Kamadhatu or
Rupadhatu.
Further, turning away from all rupa—since any idea of rupa is
absent in it—an drupya absorption is not capable of producing an
avijnapti, which is rupa.
The Vaibha§ikas say: Morality exists in opposition to immorality.
Immorality is of the sphere of Kamadhatu; morality, consisting of
avijnapti, of the realm of Rupadhatu is opposed to it. But the arupyas
are removed from Kamadhatu by the four estrangements of dsraya,
prakara, ddlambana, pratipaksa (ii.67; Vibhasd, TD 27, p. 495c23).
7d. Vijnapti exists in the two spheres where there is vicara.
There is vijnapti, bodily and a vocal action, only in the spheres of
Kamadhatu and the First Dhyana, where there'isvicara (i.32c, viii 7).41
8a. The vijnapti termed nivrta is also missing in Kamadhatu.
{Nivrta signifies nivrta-avyakrta (ii.66), defiled but neutral.
"Also," in the spheres where there is no vicara, and "also" in
Kamadhatu.]
Such vijnapti does not exist in Kamadhatu, [where all defiled
vijnapti is bad, not neutral.]
This means that vijnapti of the anivrtavydkrta class exists only in
the world of Brahma. It is reported that Mahabrahma produced a false
vocal action: in his assembly Mahabrahma boasted falsely, in order to
avoid the inquires of the venerable Asvajit.42
***

But if vocal avijnapti is absent above the First Dhyana, how can
sound (sabdayatana) exist in the Second Dhyana and above?
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It exists there, but it has for its cause the external primary elements:
sound caused by the wind, etc. (i.lOb).43
Other masters say: Vijnapti exists in the Second Dhyana and in the
following Dhyanas; it is there in the anivrtdvydkrta class, undefiledneutral, not good, but not defiled. In fact the beings who are born in
these Dhyanas do not call forth a good or defiled mind of a lower sphere,
by which mind they would be able to produce a good or defiled
vijnapti.For the good mind of a lower sphere is of an inferior order; and
the defiled mind has been abandoned.44
But [the Vaibhasikas] defend the first opinion.45
Why is the vijnapti, whatever it may be, absent above the world of
Brahma? Why is the vijnapti of the defiled-neutral class absent in
Kamadhatu?
8b. Because the cause which produces it is absent.
i. It is the mind associated with vitarka and vicara which gives rise to
the vijnapti: such a mind is absent in the Second Dhyana and above.
(iv.7d).
ii. The nivrtavydkrta mind gives rise to a vijnapti of the same
characteristics, since this mind belongs to the class "to be abandoned
through Mediation." (See p. 575 and foil.)
[In Kamadhatu, only the nivrtavydkrta mind is the mind associated
with satkdyadrsti and with antagrdhadrsti,'] Thus, it does not give rise to
vijnapti (ii.67, v.12).
***

Is it solely by reason of the nature of the mind which gives rise
(samutthapaka) to them—good or bad nature—that the dharmas are
good or bad?
The dharmas are good or bad in four ways: absolutely (paramarthatas), in and of themselves (svabhavatas), through association
(samprayOgatas), and through their original cause (samutthanatas).46
8b-c. Deliverance is absolute good
Nirvana, being the cessation of all suffering, is perfectly tranquiland-happy;47 hence it is absolute good. Comparison: like the absence of
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sickness (Majjhima, i.510).
8c-d The roots, respect and fear, are good in and of themselves.48
The three roots of good, respect and fear (and lack of greed) (ii. 25),
independent of their associations and of their causes, are good in and of
themselves. Comparison: like a salutary medicine.
9a. That which is associated [with the roots, etc,] is good
through association.
The dharmas, volitions, and mental states, which are associated
with the roots of good, with respect, and with fear, are good by
association. Associated with these principles, they are good; not
associated with these principles, they are not good. Comparison: like a
drink wherein one has mixed a salutary medicine.
9b. Actions, etc are good by reason of their original cause.
Having their origin in dharmas good in and of themselves or good
through association, bodily aaion, vocal aaion, [the laksanas,] praptis,
nirodhasamdpatti, asamjnisamdpatti (ii.35 and foil.),49 are good by
reason of their original cause. Comparison: like the milk of a cow which
has drunk a drink mixed with a salutary medicine.
How can praptis be good when they have their origin in a mind
which is not good? 50
9c Evil is the contrary.
The contrary of good is as shall now be taught:
1. Samsdra—or existence—has for its nature the process of all
suffering: it is thus perfealy unhappy, and so absolute evil
2. The roots of evil, the absence of shame and imprudence (ii. 26c-d)
are bad in themselves.
3. The dharmas associated with these principles are bad in
themselves.
4. Having their origin in the roots, etc, and in the dharmas
associated with these roots, etc, bodily aaion, vocal aaion, their
charaaeristics (arising, etc.) and the praptis of the bad dharmas, are bad
by reason of their original cause.
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Comparison: sickness, unhealthy drugs, etc.
But, one would say, everything that is impure is integral to samsdra:
hence can nothing which is impure be good or neutral?
From the absolute point of view, this is true. But putting oneself in
the point of view of retribution, the impure dharma which is not
defined as to how it should be retributed is called undefined, or neutral
(ii.54), and the impure dharma which produces an agreeable retribution, is called good
What is absolutely neutral?
9d. Two entities are neutral in the absolute sense.51
The two unconditioned things (asamskrta, i.5), namely space and
apratisamkhydnirodha, are, without ambiguity, neutral.
A difficulty. The Vaibhasikas teach that aaion, bodily or vocal, is
good or bad by reason of its original cause, [namely a good or bad
volition.]The same rule should apply to the primary elements which
constitute bodily or vocal aaion (iv.2b, 3d).
No, answer the Vaibhasikas, for the intention of the agent
corresponds to the aaion, not to the primary elements: [he wants to
create a certain aaion, not any primary elements.]
But, we should say, how will the avijnapti produced by absorption
(iv.6c-d) be good? The agent, entered into absorption, does not have any
intention with regard to the avijnapti and so does not think, "Let us
create an avijnaptiV We cannot admit that the avijnapti produced by the
absorption has its origin in a non-absorbed mind which proceeds from
the absorption, for this mind is of another class. Thus the avijnapti
produced by the absorption is not good; or rather, if the Vaibhasikas
maintain that it is good, they should consider as good the divine eye and
the divine ear which they regard as neutral (ii.72a, trans, p. 315, vii.45).
There is a difficulty here that the Vaibhasikas should resolve.
It has been said above (iv.8b) that the mind susceptible of being
abandoned through Seeing does not give rise to vijnaptiYet the Blessed
One said, "From bad views there proceeds bad resolution, bad speech,
bad aaion, bad livelihood." Now bad views are abandoned through
Seeing (v.4).
This Sutra does not contradia this theory. In faa
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10a-b. That which gives rise (samutthana) is of two types, which
are known as hetusamutthana and tatksanasamutthana^1
Samutthana is that through which the action arises. What is both
cause (hetu) and samutthana is hetusamutthana. What is samutthana at
the very moment of the action is tatksanasamutthana.
lOc-d. Which are respectively first setter into motion and second
mover.
The hetusamutthana projects, that is to say, produces. It is thus
promoter. The tatksanasamutthana is second mover because it is
contemporary to the action (see above, p. 568).
But what is [with regard to the action {vijnapti)] the efficacy done by
the tatksanasamutthana which makes it the second mover?
If the tatksanasamutthana is absent, the action will not take place,
even if it was projected [by the agent; as, for example, the action does
not take place when the one who has projected an action ("I shall go to
the village") dies.]
[But if the vijnapti does not take place in the absence of the second
mover,] how is there vijnapti for a person free from a mind which
undertakes the discipline?53 (Vibhasa, TD 27, p. 586a8).
[One will then have recourse to another explanation.] The vijnapti
is clearer in him who is endowed with the mind, which is at the moment
of the vijnapti, the "second mover" mind. Such is the efficacy of this
mind.
lla-b. The consciousness to be abandoned through Seeing is
solely agent.
The mind which is abandoned through Seeing is alone the agent of
the vijnapti, because it is the cause of the mental process {vitarka and
vicara) which gives rise to the vijnapti It is not the second mover 1.)
because it no longer exists at the moment when the vijnapti takes place:
this latter is put into motion by a thought "turned inward," [to be
abandoned through Meditation, which is the second mover;] 2.)
because, to suppose that it is a second mover, it would then follow that
the rupa (that is, the vijnapti) created by it would also be abandoned by
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this Seeing; [in the same way that the vijnapti created by a thought
abandoned through Mediation is itself to be abandoned through
Meditation.] And this hypothesis is in contradiction to the Abhidharma
(i.40c-d).
In fact, rupa (-vijnapti) is not contradicted either by vidya (correct
knowledge), or by avidya (error, ignorance): hence it cannot be
abandoned by means of Seeing the Truths.54
[The Sautrantikas would answer that this affirmation, "Rupa is not
contradiaed by vidya,"] should be proved. For he who maintains the
thesis of the abandoning of rtipa through Seeing would not admit that
rupa is not contradiaed by vidya.
[The Vaibhasikas say: If the rupa (-vijnapti) which has its origin in a
thought to be abandoned through Seeing is, itself also, to be abandoned
through Seeing, then the primary elements which serve as a substrate
(dsraya) to this rupa, to this vijnapti, will be, themselves also, abandoned
through Seeing, for they take their origin from the same thought. But
this is inadmissible, for these primary elements belong to the class of
undefiled-neutral dharmas, and everything that is to be abandoned
through Seeing is defiled (klista, ii.40c-d).]
We deny this consequence. In faa, the primary elements in question
are not good or bad by reason of the thought which gives rise to them,
whereas this is the case for the vijnapti (iv.9d). Or rather, we admit this
consequence; the primary elements in question are abandoned through
Seeing.
[The Vaibhasikas repeat that] this is impossible. The primary
elements cannot be abandoned through Seeing; they are no longer
not-to-be-abandoned. For the undefiled dharma is not contradiaed
either by vidya or by avidya.
[In faa, the undefiled dharma, either of the anivrtdvyakrta,
undefiled-neutral class, or of the kuScdasdsrava, good-impure class, is not
contradiaed by vidya, that is to say through the pure (andsrava) Path, as
is the case for the defiled dharma which perishes by the faa that its
prdpti is cut off by this said P a t h . . .
Hence the Sutra quoted above (p. 575, line 32) does not invalidate
our thesis: "The thought susceptible of being abandoned through Seeing
does not give rise to vijnapti,ff for this Sutra refers to false views

considered as agent. (Vibfodsd, TD 27, p. 610c22)
llb-c The manas susceptible of being abandoned through
Meditation is twofold
The mental consciousness of the bhavanaheya category is at one and
the same time both agent and mover.55
lid. The five are solely mover.
The five vijndnakdyas, [visual consciousness, etc.,] are solely mover,
[being free from reflexion (vikdpa, i.33)]56 (Vibfodsd, TD 27, p. 6l0a6)
There are thus four cases:
i. The mind susceptible of being abandoned through Seeing is
exclusively agent.
ii. The five sense consciousnesses are exclusively mover.
iii. The mental consciousness susceptible of being abandoned
through Meditation is both promoter and mover.
iv. The pure mind is neither promoter nor mover.57
***

Is the "mover" of the same [nature—good, bad, neutral—] as the
agent?
There is no rule on this subject:
12a-b. From a good agent, etc., a mover of three types.
A good, bad, or neutral mover can come from a good agent. The
same for a bad or neutral agent.
12c With regard to the Muni, mover of the same type.58
With regard to the Buddha the Blessed One, the mover is of the
same species as the agent: from a good mover, a good mover; from a
neutral agent, a neutral mover.
12c Or good
Or rather, it happens that a good mover comes out of a neutral
agent, whereas a neutral mover never comes out of a good agent: the
teaching of the Buddhas is not subject to diminutioa59
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According to other Schools,60 the mind of the Buddhas is never
neutral: they are always in absorption; their mental series is exclusively
a series of good thoughts. This is why the Sutra says, "The Naga is
absorbed when he walks, when he stands still, when he dreams, and
when he is seated"
The Vaibhasikas say: The Sutra expresses itself in this manner
because the mind of the Blessed One does not disperse itself towards
objects without his wishing it. [The Blessed One is always absorbed in
the sense that memory is always present in him: walking, he knows that
he walks.]But this is not to say that the Blessed One is exempt from
neutral dharmas: dharmas of retribution (vipdkaja), dharmas related to
attitudes (irydpatha), a mind capable of creating fictive beings (nirmdnacitta) (ii.66).
We have seen that the mind susceptible of being abandoned
through Meditation is at one and the same time agent and mover, and
can be good, bad, or neutral
12d That which arises from retribution is neither of the two.61
The mind that has arisen from retribution (vipdkaja, i. 36, ii.60,
iv.85), is produced without effort, spontaneously, [and so is neither
agent nor mover.]
Is the vijnapti good, bad, or neutral, 1.) according to the characteristics of the agent, or 2.) according to the characteristic of its mover?
To what does this question lead?
i. First hypothesis. The two wrong views,—personalism, and pastand-future-of-the-personality—are the agent (iv.lla-b); they are of the
defiled-neutral class. [If the vijnapti to which they give rise follows their
nature, one will then have, in Kamadhatu, a defiled-neutral action: and
you regard this consequence as inadmissible (iv.8b).]If you maintain
your opinion with regard to this point, you must then admit, [contrary
to your thesis, (iv.Ua-b)] that all thoughts susceptible of being
abandoned through Seeing are not agents: whereas satkayadrsti and the
antdgrdhadrsti are not agents, the other wrong views are agents.
Second hypothesis. The vijnapti through which a person undertakes theJPratimoksa discipline will not be good, if this person, while he
is receiving the ordination, has a bad or neutral mind
ii. The Vaibhasikas answer. The vijnapti is of the same nature as its
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agent when this latter is of a mind susceptible of being abandoned
through Meditation. It is not of the same nature as its agent when this
latter is of a mind susceptible of being abandoned through Seeing, for
example, the thought "the soul exists," for, in this case, another agent
arises between the promoter and the action (vijnapti), a thought
susceptible of being abandoned through Meditation, turned inward,
accompanied by victim and by vitarka, through which, for example, one
preaches the existence of a soul. The first agent is neutral; the second is
bad; the action is bad From the agent susceptible of being abandoned
through Seeing, there arises an agent susceptible of being abandoned
through Meditation and which is good, bad, or neutral; from this second
agent, there arises an action (vijriapti) of the same nature.
iii. But if the action (vijnapti) is not good, bad, or neutral by reason
of the mover, the explanation that you have given (iv.lOa-b) of the
Sutra does not hold You have said in effect that the Sutra considers a
"wrong view" (drsti) as agent and that, as a consequence, by affirming
that a wrong view is the generator of vijnapti, the Sutra contradias
neither the principle that the mind susceptible of being abandoned
through Seeing does not engender vijnapti, nor its corollary that, in
Kamadhatu, there is no vijnapti of the defiled-neutral class. One must
say that the Sutra considers a wrong view as an agent to which there
follows, separating it from the action (vijnapti), another agent which is
susceptible of being abandoned through Meditation.
This is enough on this point which has been defined above ( i l l ,
iv.3d).
13a-b. Avijnapti is threefold, discipline {samvara), un-discipline
(asamvara), and different from either discipline or un-discipline.
It is of three types, 1.) samvara, discipline, so called because it
constrains thefluxof immorality, because it destroys or arrests the flux
of immorality; 2.) asamvara, the opposite of discipline, un-discipline
(iv.24c-d), and 3.) naivasamvaranasamvara, [an avijnapti which has
neither the characteristic of samvara nor asamvara.]
13c-d Pratimoksa discipline, pure discipline, discipline arising
from dhytina.
There are three types of discipline: 1.) the discipline called
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Pratimoksa: this is the morality of the sphere of Kamadhatu, the
morality of beings of this world; 2.) the discipline produced through
dhyana is morality of the sphere of Rupadhatu; and 3.) pure discipline,
which arises from the Path, pure morality.
[Chinese: What is the difference in the characteristics of the first
two disciplines?]
14a. The Pratimoksa is of eight types.
It includes the discipline of the Bhiksu, the Bhiksuni, the Siksamana,62 the Sramanera (novice), the Sramanerika, the Upasaka
(pious layman, iv.30), the Upasika, and the Upavasastha ("faster,"
iv.28). These eight disciplines are the Pratimoksa disciplines: thus, from
the point of view of the names given to them, the discipline of the
Pratimoksa is of eight types.
14b. In substance however, the Pratimoksa is of four types.
Four types that present distinct characteristics: the discipline of the
Bhiksu, the Sramanera, the Upasaka and the Upavasastha.
In fact, the discipline of the Bhiksuni does not differ, does not exist
separately from the discipline of the Bhiksu; the discipline of the
Siksamana and the Sramanerika do not differ from the discipline of the
Sramanera; and the discipline of the Upasika does not differ from that
of the Upasaka.
14c. The name changes with the gender.
Unga is vyanjana, that which distinguishes men and women. It is by
reason of gender that the names, Bhiksu, Bhiksuni, etc., differ.
When their gender is modified, the Bhiksu becomes a Bhiksuni; the
Bhiksuni, a Bhiksu; the Sramanera, a Sramanerika; the Sramanerika,
like the Siksamana, becomes a Sramanera; the Upasaka, an Upasika; and
the Upasika, an Upasaka. Now one cannot admit that a person, by
changing his gender, abandons the former discipline and acquires a new
one; the change of gender cannot have this influence.63 Thus the four
female disciplines are indentical with the three male disciplines.
***

When the disciplines are undertaken successively,—Le., the discipline of the Upasaka with its five precepts, the discipline of the
Sramanera with its ten precepts, and the discipline of the Bhiksu with
its two hundred and fifty precepts,—do these disciplines differ solely
through the successive additions of new precepts (virati, renouncings),
as the numbers five, ten, twenty differ, as one coin and two coins differ?
Or rather do these disciplines, produced all of a piece, exist separately
one from the other?
I4d [The disciplines exist] separately.
They are not mixed, for in the parts that are common to them
all—Upasakas, Sramaneras and Bhiksus all renounce (virati) killing,
stealing, illicit sexuality, lying, intoxicating liquors—the three disciplines have some distinct characteristics.
Their differencs lie in the difference of the occasions (nidana) of
transgression. In fact, the person who undertakes the observation of a
greater number of rules, avoids by this action itself a greater number of
occasions of intoxication-pride (mada, ii.33c-d) and of non-diligence
(pramadasthana, ii.26a); he avoids, by this action, a greater number of
occasions of transgression, killing, etc 64 Consequently the three series
of renouncings are not identical with one another. If it were otherwise,
that is, if the disciplines of Upasaka and Sramanera were integral to the
discipline of a Bhiksu, then the Bhiksu who renounces the discipline of a
Bhiksu would renounce at the same time all three disciplines: a thesis
that is not admitted. Hence the disciplines exist separately.
I4d. But they do not contradict one another.
They can coexist: by undertaking the following disciplines, one does
not abandon the preceeding ones.65 Thus the fact that a Bhiksu who
renounces his quality of Bhiksu remains in possession of the discipline
of Upasaka and Sramanera is explained. **
***

How does one become an Upasaka, an Upavasastha, a Sramanera,
or a Bhiksu?
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15. By undertaking the renouncing of the five things to avoid, of
the eight, the ten, of all the things to avoid, one obtains the
quality of Upasaka, Upavasastha, Sramanera, and Bhiksu.67
1. By undertaking the renouncing of five items: 1. murder, 2.
stealing, 3. illicit sexuality, 4. lying, and 5. intoxicating liquors, one places
himself in the discipline of an Upasaka.
2. By undertaking the renouncing of eight items: 1. killing, 2.
stealing, 3. unchastity,4. lying, 5. intoxicating liquors, 6. scents,garlands,
and unguents; dances, songs, music;68 7. high beds, broad beds, and 8.
meals at forbidden times, one places himself in the discipline of an
Upavasastha.
3. By undertaking the renouncing of these same items and, further,
gold and silver, which make ten, one places himself in the discipline of a
Sramanera. These make ten items, for one counts "scents, garlands, and
unguents"separately from "dances, songs, and music"
4. By undertaking the renouncing of all the actions of the body and
the voice which should be avoided, one is a Bhiksu.
***

The Pratimoksa discipline is
I6a-b. Morality, good conduct, action and discipline.
1. It is morality (Ma),69 because it redresses that which is "unjust,"
for transgressors condua themselves in an unjust manner with regard
to beings. Etymologically, because it cools (ft), as it says in the stanza,
"Happy is the undertaking of morality, because morality does not burn."
2. Good condua, because it is praised by the wise.
3. Aaion (karma), because it is aaion (ktiya) by nature.
Objection. Does not the Sutra say that avijnapti is "not doing"
(akarana) (see above p. 560, 562)? How can avijnapti be aaion?
Without doubt, the avijnapti makes the disciple, endowed with
shame, to abstain from transgression; it is thus "not doing." But it is
aaion, according to the etymology kriyata iti kriya: it is doing (kriyate)
either by a bodily-vocal aaion (vijnapti), or by the mind (citta).70
According to others, avijnapti is aaion because it is the cause and the

effect of an action.71
4. Discipline (samvara), because it disciplines or constrains the body
and the voice.
***

The expression "Pratimoksa discipline" designates all Pratimoksa
discipline since its origin.
I6c-d The Pratimoksa is the first vijnapti and the first avijnapti;
these are courses of action (karmapatha).
1. The expression "Pratimoksa" designates the first vijnapti and the
first avijnapti of the undertaking of the discipline.
The Pratimoksa is called prdtimokfa, for through it there takes
placepratimoksana,72 that is, the abandoning of transgression: such is
the efficacy of the first moment (vijnapti and avijnapti) of the
undertaking of discipline.
2. This vijnapti and avijnapti are also "Pratimoksa discipline"
because they discipline the body and the voice.
3. They are courses of action, that is "courses of action properly so
called" (maula, iv.66).
There is no longer any Pratimoksa in the moment which follows
the first moment and in the moments which follow, for the
transgression is not rejected (pratimokfyate) by the second moment,
having been rejected (pratimoksita) by the first; there is pratimoksasamvara,75 that is, discipline "of the Pratimoksa type" or
discipline "arisen from Pratimoksa;" there are no longer courses of
action properly so-called, but solely "consecutive action" (iv. 68).
***

Who possesses each of the three disciplines?
17a. Eight persons possess the Pratimoksa.
Eight persons, the Bhiksu, Bhiksuni... the Upavasatha, possess the
Pratimoksa discipline.
Does this mean that non-Buddhists cannot possess a morality that
they have undertaken?74
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They can possess a morality, but they cannot possess the Pratimoksa discipline. In fact, the morality that they undertake ("I shall
abstain from killing," etc), rests on an idea of existence; even when they
have in view, not a heavenly existence, but that which they call
"deliverance" (moksa), they conceive of deliverance as a certain type of
existence. Hence transgression is not absolutely "rejected" by them, nor
can they be "released" through the discipline they have undertaken.
#**

17b. He who possesses dhyana possesses the discipline which
arises from dhyana.
"Which arises from dhyana" (dhydnaja), that is, which arises from
dhyana (ablative) or by means of dhyana (instrumental).
Dhyana, means not only the Four Principal (maula) Dhyanas, but
also the absorptions which are close to them (samantaka, viii. 22a). In
the same way, when one says, "There is a field of rice or a field of wheat
in this village," one means the village and its environs.
***

17c. The Aryans possess pure discipline.75
The Aryans,-^the Saiksas and Asaiksas,—possess pure discipline
(iv. 26b-c).
**#

We have seen, in the definition of sahabhilhetu (ii. 51), that two
disciplines "accompany the mind." What are these two disciplines?
17d The last two disciplines are concomitants of the mind
The discipline that arises from dhyana and the pure discpline are
concomitants of the mind; not of the Pratimoksa discipline, for this
latter continues to exist in a person whose mind is bad or neutral, or
who is unconscious (anyacittacittaka, i. 11).
18a-b. Arising in the anantaryamargas, in anagamya, they are
called "abandoning."76

In the nine dnantafyamdrgas of andgamya these two disciplines, the
discipline of dhydna and pure discipline, are "abandoning disciplines"
(prahdnasathvara^dbaLndomng and discipline), for through them one
abandons immorality and the defilements which produce them
(iv.l22a).
There are thus disciplines arisen from dhydna which are not
abandoning-discipline. Four cases:
i. Discipline arising from dhydna, impure, with the exception of
what arises from the dnantafyamdrgas of andgamya: discipline arisen
from dhydna which is not abandoning;
ii. Pure discipline obtained in the dnantafyamdrgas of andgamya:
abandoning, but not discipline arisen from dhydna;
iii. Impure discipline in the dnantafyamdrgas of andgamya: discipline arisen from dhydna which is abandoning;
iv. Pure discipline arisen outside of the dnantafyamdrgas of
andgamya: discipline not arisen from dhydna which is not abandoning.
According to the same principles, one would establish four cases
relative to pure discipline which is not abandoning, to abandoning
which is not pure discipline, etc (Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 231al3)
***

The Blessed One said, "Good is discipline of the body, discipline of
the voice, discipline of the mind, discipline in all things;"77 and again,
"He lives disciplined through the discipline of the organ of sight."78
What is the nature of these two disciplines, discipline of the mind, and
discipline of the organs?
Neither are, by their nature avijnapti of §Ua. But on the contrary,
18c-d Discipline of the mind and discipline of the organs are,
each of them, two things: attentive consciousness and
mindfulness.79
In order that the reader should not come to believe that the first
discipline is consciousness (samprajddna) and the second mindfulness
(smrti), the author says that each of them is two things.80
***
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Let us examine who possesses vijnapti and avijnapti, and to what
period these belong in each case (iv.19-22,23-24b).81
19a-c He who is in Pratimoksa always possesses avijnapti of the
present moment, as long as the does not rejea the avijnapti.
As we have said previously the person who dwells in the Pratimoksa
discipline (iv.l4a), always possesses present avijnapti as long as he does
not reject the avijnapti which constitutes this discipline (iv.38).
19c-d. After the first moment, he also possesses avijnapti
After the first moment, which is designated by the expression
Pratimoksa (iv.l6c-d), he also possesses earlier, past avijnapti: this of
course, as long as he does not rejea the discipline.82
As he who dwells in the Pratimoksa discipline,
20a. So too is he who dwells in undiscipline.
He who dwells in undiscipline (asamvarastha, iv.24c-d), always
possesses avijnapti of the present moment as long as he does not rejea
it; [he also possesses avijnapti of the past, and from the second moment
on, of undiscipline.]
20b-c. He who possesses discipline arisen from dhyana always
possesses past and future avijnapti.
He who possesses the discipline arisen from dhyana always
possesses avijnapti of the past, and avijnapti of the future as long as he
does not lose it, [for the avijnapti in question—namely the discipline
arisen from dhyana—accompanies the mind (iv.l7d).]
From the first moment when he acquires the discipline of dhyana,
he takes possession of the discipline of former dhydnas, either of this
existence, or of a previous existence, that he had lost.
20c-d The Aryan, at the first moment, does not posses past
avijnapti.
The Aryan possesses pure avijnapti, which constitutes his pure
discipline, in the manner in which he who possesses the discipline
arisen from dhyana possesses the avijnapti arisen from dhyana: he
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possesses his past and future avijnapti; but with the difference that,
when in the first moment of the Way he takes possession of pure
avijnapti for the first time, he cannot, evidently, possess pure avijnapti
of the past.
21a-b. The person who is in a state of absorption, the person
who is placed in the Way, possesses avijnapti of the present
moment.83
The person who is absorbed (samdbita), the person who is
cultivating the Way (dryamdrgam samdpannah), possesses, at present,
the avijnapti which is proper to him, arisen from dhyana, and pure. But
when he leaves the absorption, he does not [possess this present
avijnapti, for this avijnapti only accompanies an absorbed mind]
##*

As for the intermediary (madhyastha) [the person presently in
neither-discipline-nor-undiscipline, who does not posses discipline like
the Bhiksu, nor undiscipline like the transgressor:]
21b-c The intermediary, at the first moment, possesses,
medially, avijnapti, when the avijnapti is produced.
Medially (madhya) means the present, situated between the past
and the future.
Action {avijnapti) does not necessarily produce avijnaptiThe
intermediary does not necessarily possess avijnapti: if there is
avijnapti—either avijnapti created by an act of immorality (killing, etc),
or avijnapti created by an act of morality (abstention from killing), or
avijnapti is created by some other good or bad acts, the worship of a
Stupa, hitting and wounding—he possesses this avijnapti, of the
present, at the moment when it arises.
2 Id. Afterwards, [he possesses avijnapti] of the present and the
past.
[until the moment he rejects it.]
***
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Gin a disciplined person possess bad avijnapti? Gin an undisciplined person possess good avijnapu? And how long does the
avijnapu last in these two cases?
22. As long as he is endowed with faith or with very active
defilements, the undisciplined person possesses good avijnapti,
and the disciplined person possesses hd& avijnapti.
As long as there continues, in an undisciplined person, the strength
of faith by which, accomplishing actions such as the worship of a Stupa,
he has created goodavijnapti; as long as there continues, in a disciplined
person, the power of the defilements by which, accomplishing actions
such as killing, hitting, binding, he has created bad avijnapti, good or bad
avijnapti continues.
At the moment of the action in question, the agent possesses
avijnapti of the present; then he possesses avijnapti of the present and
of the past.
23a-b. Those who have created one vijnapti possess it always, in
the present.
All those who accomplish a bodily or vocal action (vijnapti)
whether they are disciplined, undisciplined, or intermediaries, so long as
they are accomplishing this action, possess it in the present.
23c-d From the second moment onward, they possess vijnapti
of the past, until the moment when they give it up.
From the second moment onward, that is, after the first moment.M
23d. One cannot possess future vijnapti
No one possesses future vijnapti, because such vijnapti does not
now accompany the mind.
24a-b. One does not possess past vijnapti of the nivrta and
anivrta classes.
[That is to say the defiled-neutral and undefiled-neutral actions (see
ii.66 and foil).]
One does not possess these actions, once they are past, because the
possession (prdpti) of a weak dharma, being weak itself, is not
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prolonged.
Why is this dharma, a neutral action, weak?
By reason of the weakness of the mind which gives rise to it.
But then the possession (prapti) of this mind too will not be
prolonged.
No: the case is not the same. The vijnapti, in effect, is stupid, for it
does not know an objea; furthermore it is dependent, for it depends
upon the mind. Such is not the case with the mind itself. Thus the
vijHapti produced by a neutral mind is weaker than this mind itself; the
possession (prapti) of the vijnapti is not prolongued, whereas the
possession of the mind is prolongued.
***

We have spoken of an undisciplined person, one who is in
undiscipline. What is undiscipline (asamvara)?
24c-d Undiscipline, bad conduct, immorality, action, course of
actioa
1. It is undiscipline, because there is no constraining of the body and
voice.
2. It is bad conduct, because it is blamed by wise men, and because it
produces painful results.
3. It is immorality, because it opposes morality (iv.122).
4. It is an action, as it is created by the body and the voice.
5. It is a course of action, as it is included in the principal action
(maula-samgrh&atvdt, iv.68).85
***

He who possesses vijnapti can also possess avijnapti. Four cases
present themselves.
25a-b. The intermediary, acting with a weak volition, possesses
a single vijnapti.
He who is in neither-discipline-nor-nondiscipline and who, with a
weak volition, does good or bad action (vijnapti), possesses solely this
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act {vijnapti), and does not possess any avijnapti. * All the more reason
that there is no possession of avijnapti by an agent when his action is
neutral (avydkrta).
Nevertheless, even accomplished with a weak volition, 1.) material
meritorious works (aupadhikapunyakriydvastu, iv.112) and 2.) a course
of action (iv.68) always create avijnapti
25c-& The Aryan possesses a single avijnapti when he has not
produced, or has abandoned, the vijnapti.87
When an Aryan has changed his existence or when he has not
created vijnapti (for example when he is in an embryonic state or when
he is reborn in Arupyadhatu), or when he has lost the vijnapti (the
vijnapti created with a neutral volition), he possesses only avijnapti
(pure avijnapti acquired in the previous existence), and not vijnapti.
The two other cases, the possession of vijnapti and avijnapti, and
the non-possession of either, are set up according to the same
principles.

How does one acquire the disciplines?
26a-b. The discipline that arises from dhyana is acquired by one
thought of the sphere of the dhyana.
It is through one thought of the sphere of the dhyana, that is, of the
mauladhyana (the Four Dhyanas) and the samantakas (the four
absorptions which proceed the Four Dhyanas), and with an impure
mind, that is, with a mind not forming part of the Way, that the
discipline of dhyana is acquired: this is a discipline concomitant with
this type of mind.
26b-c Pure discipline, by the same mind, when it is Aryan.
"Aryan" means pure, forming part of the Way (iv.l7c).
We will explain below (viii.22) that the Aryan mind exists in six
spheres of dhyana, namely the Four Dhyanas, the dhyandntaras and the
anagamya (the first sdmantaka).

26c-d That which is called Pratimoksa, through paravijnapana,
etc.
"Paravijnapana" is informative action to or from another: the
candidate makes known something to another, and another makes
something known to him.88 "Another" is the Sangha, through the
acquisition of the disciplines of Bhiksu, Bhiksuni, or Siksamana; or a
person (fiudgala), the acquisition of the five other prdtimoks disciplines,
disciplines.
According to Vinaya scholars of the Vaibhasika School, there are six
types of ordinatioa In order to include them all within his definition,
the author says, " . . . from the information of another et cetera"
1. Ordination by oneself,89 in the case of the Buddha and the
Pratyekabuddhas.
2. Through entry into the Path (niyamdvakranti, vi.26a), in the case
of the Five, that is to say of Ajnatakaundinya and his companions.90
3. Through the summons, "Gome, Oh Bhiksu!," in the case of
Ajnata.91
4. By recognizing the Blessed One as master, as in the case of
MahakaSyapa.92
5. By satisfying the Blessed One through one's answers, as in the
case of Sodayin.93
6. By accepting the special obligation of monks and nuns, as in the
case of Mahaprajapatl.94
7. By a messenger, as in the case of Dharmadinna.95
8. By an official action as the fifth, that is, ordination before a Sangha
of five Bhiksus, as in frontier lands.96
9. By ten Bhiksus, as in MadhyadeSa.97
10. By repeating three times the formula of Refuge, as in the case of
the sixty Bhadravargps, ordained in a group.98
One sees that, according to these scholars, the Pratimoksa discipline
is not necessarily acquired by means of a vijnapti, for example the
ordination of the Buddha, etc
***

When one undertakes the Pratimoksa discipline, for how long a
tinie does one undertakes it?
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27a-b. One undertakes the discipline for a lifetime or for a day
and a night."
The first seven categories of the Pratimoksa discipline are
undertaken for a lifetime; the fasting discipline (upavasastha) is
undertaken for a day and a night. Such is the rule.
Why?
Because there are two limits of time, the period of a lifetime, and the
period of a day and a night As for the forthnight and the other
durations of time, they consist in additions of day and night periods.
*#*

What is the dharma that we term "time" (kola)?
This is not an eternal substance (paddrtha), as some believe. The
word "time" is an expression by which the samskdras are designated as
past, present, or future (17, v. 25).
When it is light in the four continents, it is daytime; when it is dark
it is night (iii.80c).
Discussion: We admit, say the Sautrantikas, that the Pratimoksa
discipline is solely produced for the duration of a lifetime. In faa, even if
one were to undertake to observe these rules in a future life, one would
not now produce this discipline for this other life: 1. the person (dsraya)
that one would become, would be different (see nikayasabhaga, ii.4l);
2. this new person would not be able to apply himself to the rules
undertaken; and 3. he would not remember vmdertaking them. 10° But if
a person assumes the duties of a faster for more than a day and a
night,—for five days, or for ten days,—what obstacle would this be to
his producing in himself many disciplines of the fast?
It needs be that there would be an obstacle since the Blessed One, in
a Sutra, says that one undertakes the fast for a day and a night.
Why did the Blessed One express himself in this manner: did he
think that the discipline of fasting could not be produced for a longer
duration?
He thought that persons in whom the senses are difficult to subdue
would be well capable of undertaking the fast for a day and a night. But,
in truth, nothing is wrong with producing the discipline of the fast for
more than one day.

As the Blessed One does not speak of the fast as lasting any longer,
the Vaibhasikas do not admit this manner of viewing the matter.
***

What is the duration of undiscipline (asamvara).
Tic There is undiscipline for a day and a night.
Undiscipline never last longer than a day and a night, like the
discipline of the fast, for it is produced by the acceptance of transgression
for one's entire life.
How is this?
27d For, says the School, one does not undertake it thus.101
No one undertakes undiscipline in the manner in which one
undertakes the fast, by saying, "I wish to remain a day and a night in
undiscipline." Rather, he carries out, in effect, shameful actions.
Objection: No one undertakes undiscipline by saying, "I wish to
remain for my life undisciplined" Thus one does not undertake
undiscipline for an entire lifetime.
Answer: It is not in this manner, in fact, that one undertakes
undiscipline. One does not undertake undiscipline by means of a ritual.
One acquires undiscipline by acting with the intention of always acting
badly; one does not acquire undiscipline by the intention of acting badly
for a time. In the case of the fast, the intention is not "for always;"
nevertheless one obtains the discipline through the force of the action
which consists of saying, "I wish to remain a day and a night in the
discipline of the fast," and one accomplishes this action because one
desires to acquire this discipline. If someone desires undiscipline, he
could without doubt give himself over to undiscipline for this period of
time. But the case does not present itself; hence we do not recognize
undiscipline "for a time."
***

According to the Sautrantikas, undiscipline does not exist in and of
itself (dravyatas) apart from volition. Undiscipline is the intention to
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conunit evil, that is, a certain volition with the traces which allow this
volition. And, as long as this volition with its traces has not been
destroyed by a contrary volition, the person, even when he has a good
thought, remains filled with undiscipline, a person undisciplined
#**

How should one undertake the discipline of a day and a night, or the
discipline of the fast?102
28. One should undertake the fast (upavasa) in a humble
attitude, speaking after, with ornaments removed, until the
morrow, complete, the morning, from another.103
1. In a humble attitude, squatting or kneeling; with the hands joined
in kapotaka (by placing the four fingers of one hand between the thumb
and the index finder of the other) or in the position of anjali; except in
the case of sickness. Without a respectful attitude, discipline is not
produced.
2. The candidate does not speak before the ordainer or the giver, the
person who "gives" the fast; nor at the same time. In this way, it is from
another that one undertakes the fast; otherwise, there would be neither
receiving nor a thing received104
3. The candidate does not wear any ornaments; he wears his normal
dress, because he does not draw forth vanity from it.105
4. One undertakes it until the morrow, until the rising of the sun.
[5. One undertakes the complete fast, with its eight rules, and not
with any rules missing (Takakuku, I-tsing, p. 188; Chavannes, Cinq
centes contes, p. 136).
6. The morrow, at the rising of the sun, since this is a discipline
lasting a day and a night (Vibhasd, TD 27, p. 647b29).
He who, previously, has formed the undertaking, "I will always
practice the fast, the eighth day of the fortnight, etc.," undertakes the
fast, even though he eats.106
7. From another, nor from oneself. If one encounters a cause of
transgression, through honesty with regard to the giver, he will not
violate the obligations undertaken.]
When these rules are not observed, one has nevertheless done a

good action (sucarita), but one does not obtain the discipline of the fast.
When the rules are observed, the fast is even more useful for the person
who commits transgressions by day and by night (hunting, murder,
stealing, adultery).
i. The fast is termed upavasa,107 because, embracing a way of life
conforming to that of the Arhats, he places himself near (upa) the
Arhats.108 According to another opinion, it is because he places himself
near the "lifelong discipline" (Vibbasa, TD 27, p. 648c29).
ii. It has for its end procuring an increase of the roots of good of
persons who have only small roots of good As it procures (dhd) an
increase (posa) of good, the Blessed One said, "It is called posadha."m
###

Why is the discipline of the fast undertaken with eight parts? n o
29a-c. Part of morality (Ma), part of vigilence (apramdda), parts
of ascetic vows (vrata), have respectively four, one, three parts.
Four parts,—the renouncing of killing, stealing, adultery and
lying,—constitute the parts of morality (Manga) by which what is
transgression by nature is abandoned111
One part, the renouncing of intoxicating drinks, constitutes the rule
of vigilence by which non-vigilence is arrested For even if a person who
has undertaken morality drinks intoxicating liquor, he will be nonvigilent. (ii.25-26, iv.34c-d).
Three parts,—the renouncing of high beds, music, etc, and meals at
forbidden times,—constitute the rule of asceticism, for they are
favorable and conform to disgust.
***

What necessity is there for undertaking the rules of vigilence and of
asceticism?
29d In order to avoid weakness of mindfulness and arrogance.
When one drinks intoxicating liquor, one loses one's mindfulness of
what one should and should not do. When one uses high and wide beds,
when one attends dances, singing and music, the mind becomes
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arrogant. In both cases, one is not far from violating morality.
When one observes the rule of eating at the proper times, and when
one avoids eating outside of this time, one retains a mindfulness of the
obligations of the fast, and disgust is produced In the absence of the
eighth rule, mindfulness and disgust would be absent.
***

i. According to certain masters, the fast or upavdsa consists of the
fast proper, and the renouncing of food at forbidden times; whereas the
other renouncing^ are the rules or parts of the fast (upavdsdnga).The
abstention from food is not a part; thus, with an end to the obtaining the
number of eight parts, one should distinguish two parts in the seventh
rule; first, the renouncing of dancing, singing, and music; and the
second, the renouncing of perfumes, garlands, and unguents.
This interpretation is not in accord with the Sutra, [say the
Sautrantikas]; for, according to the Sutra, immediately after the
renouncing of meals at forbidden times, the faster should say, "By these
eight rules, I imitate the rule, I conform myself to the rule of the Aryans,
the Arhats."112
ii. Then what would the fast be, distinct from its rules, and yet
embracing eight parts?
According to the Sautrantikas, it is the very collection of parts which
one says possesses parts; it is to this very collection that one attributes
parts. The expression, "a fast having eight parts" should be understood
in the same way as the expressions, "a part of a carriage," "a four-part
army" (caturangabala), or "a powder made up of five parts" (pancdngapisfa).113
iii. According to the Vaibhasikas, the abstaining from food at
forbidden times is at one and the same time the fast and a part of the
fast. In the same way that Right Views (samyagdrsti) are at one and the
same time the Path and a part of the Path (mdrgdnga); in the same way
that Investigation into the Dharmas (dharmapravicaya) is at one and
the same time Bodhi and a part of Bodhi (vi.68); and in the same way
way that Samadhi is at one and the same time dhydna and a part of
dhydna (viii.7-8).
iv. But we would say [with the Sautrantikas] that it is impossible for

Right Views, Investigation into the Dharmas, and Samadhi to be parts
of themselves. Would you say that earlier Right Views, etc, are parts of
later Right Views, etc ? This would be to admit that the first moment of
the Path does not have eight parts. This would be to admit that the last
moment of the parts of Bodhi is itself not a part.114
*#*

Is the possession of the discipline of the fast kept only by
Upasakas?115
30a-b. Others can possess the fast, but not without taking the
Refuges.
When a person who is not a Upasaka, takes, in the same day and
night, the Three Refuges before he undertakes the rules of the fast, then
the discipline of the fast is produced within him. But not without taking
the Refuges; on the condition that there has been no error, etc (iv.3 Id).
The Mahandma-sutra says, "Oh Mahanama, the layman with white
clothes, male and possessing the male organ, who, after having taken
refuge in the Buddha, in the Dharma, and in the Sangha, pronounces
these words, 'Consider me as an Upasaka:' only through this does he
become an Upasaka."116 Does this mean that one becomes an Upasaka
by only taking the Three Refuges?
The Aparantakas answer yes. (Vibhdsa, TD 27, p. 645cl9).
The Ka£mlreans affirm that one cannot be an Upasaka when one
does not possess the Upasaka discipline.
But does this not contradict the Sutra?
No.117 Because
3Qc-d The discipline is produced through the fact that he
accepts the qualities of an Upasaka.118
The discipline of the Upasaka is produced in him by the mere
acceptance of the quality of the Upasaka, when he says, "Consider me,
from today onwards, for the rest of my life, as aprandpeta Upasaka."119
[What is the meaning of the expression prdndpeta?]
One should understand, pranatipatapeta through ellipis, as free
from killing, having renounced killing (see below, note 127).
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Thus, by accepting the quality of an Upasaka, one undertakes the
discipline [since one shows himself as having renounced killing]. Yet,
in order that he understands the points of the rule (siksapada),
30d One explains them to him, as is also the case for a Bhiksu.
Through an ecclesiastical action the Bhiksu has acquired the
discipline of the Bhik$u: yet he is made to undertake the most important
rules: "You are to abstain from this, from that. Your co-religionists will
tell you the rest."120 The same holds for the Sramanera.m The same
holds for the Upasaka: he obtains the discipline by undertaking once,
twice, three time the Three Refuges; he is then made to undertake the
rules, "Abandoning killing, I renounce killing." Thus one is not an
Upasaka without possessing the discipline of the Upasaka.
3 la-b. If all Upasakas possess the discipline of the Upasaka, how
can an Upasaka be an ekadesakdrin, etc?
If all Upasakas place themselves within the discipline of the
Upasaka, why did the Blessed One describe four types of Upasakas, the
Upasaka of one rule (ekade/akdrin), of two rules (pradefakdtin), of
three or four rules (yadbhuyaskdrin), and of five rules (paripurnakdrin)?122
31c These terms, say the School, refer to the faa of observing
the rules.123
The Upasaka who in faa observes one of the rules [of all which he
has accepted] is said to praaice (kar) this rule. [It should not be
understood that the ekadesakdrin is an Upasaka who undertakes to
praaice only a single rule]. Yet all the Upasakas are equally placed
within this discipline.124
The Sautrantikas objea: Your doarine contradias the Sutra.
In what way does it contradict the Sutra?
i. You say that one acquires the discipline by the mere faa of
accepting the quality of a prdndpeta Upasaka, "Consider me . . . as a
prdndpeta Upasaka." But, such is not the text of the Sutra. In faa, the
Sutra that interests us is the Mahdndma-sutra which gives the definition
of an Upasaka, and not another Sutra. And the Mahdndma-sutra does
not have the expression "prddndpeta."
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You hold that you are authorized by another Sutra,125 which has,
"From today, for the rest of my life, [consider me as an Upasaka], risking
my life (pranopeta),126 having taken refuge, believing perfealy
(abhiprasanna)."Now this text refers to persons who have seen the
Truths, who have acquired the faith of intelligence (avetyaprasdda, vi.
73), and who, as a consequence, adhere to the Good Law even at the
price of their lives: "We are incapable of abandoning the Dharma, even
in order to save our lives." This text does not give a definition of the
Upasaka discipline.
Further, the expression pranopeta, upon which you establish your
theory, is nowhere to be found, either in the Mahanama-sutra, nor the
Drstasatya-sutra. Who could admit a similar expression the sense of
which is lacking in precision?127 Who, based on faith in this expression,
would admit that the Upasaka has undertaken the five renouncings
before he has undertaken them ritually?
ii. If the expression ekade§akarin designates a person who violates
the discipline, the question raised in the Sutra (note 122) is not justified,
nor its answer. In fact, who is it that, being acquainted with the
discipline of an Upasaka and knowing that it is made up of five rules,
would be incapable of explaining, "He who does not violate a rule
observes a rule" and so oa
On the contrary, someone who does not know the extent of the
discipline of an Upasaka, seeing the persons capable of observing one,
or two, or three, or all the rules, would he be able to pose the question,
"What does one do to become an Upasaka of all the rules?"
The Vaibhasikas answer: If one were an Upasaka without possessing the discipline of an Upasaka, one could also as well be a Bhiksu or a
&ramanera with an incomplete discipline.
Answer: How can we know the extent, the number of the rules of
the disciplines of the Upasaka, the Sramanera, or the Bhiksu? Evidently
through the teaching of the Master. Now the Master speaks of the
Upasaka not possessing the discipline in its entirety; but he does not
speak of an incomplete discipline of the Bhiksus or of the Sramaneras.128
The Vaibhasikas of KaSmir do not admit this opinioa
3 Id. All the disciplines are weak, etc, according to the mind
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The weakness, the mediocrity, and the force of the eight rules
depend on the weakness, on the mediocrity, or on the force of the mind
through which one has undertaken them.
But if such is the case, the Pratimoksa discipline of an Arhat could be
weak, and that of a Prthagjana could be strong.
Is one an Upasaka if one solely undertakes the discipline (samvara)
without undertaking the Refuges?
No; except in the case of ignorance by the person who gives and by
the person who receives.
***

When a person takes refuge in the Buddha, the Dharma, and in the
Sangha, what does he take refuge in?
32. He who takes the Refuges takes refuge in the asaiksa
dharmas which form the Buddha, in the two types of dharmas
which form the Sangha, and in Nirvana.129
i. He who takes Refuge in the Buddha takes refuge in the dharmas
of the Arhat which form a Buddha, the dharmas which are the causes of
the designation "Buddha," that is, the dharmas by reason of which, as
principle cause, a certain person is called a Buddha;130 or rather the
dharmas by the acquisition of which a certain person, understanding all
things, is called a Buddha. These dharmas are the Knowledge of
Extinction (ksayajndna), the Knowledge of Nonarising (anutpadajnana) and Right Views (samyagdrspi) (vi.50, 67) with the dharmas
which accompany these jnanas, that is, with the five pure skandhas.B1
As for the material body (rupakdya)132 of the Buddha, that is not
subject to modification through the acquistion of the quality of Buddha.
Thus one does not take refuge in the material body of the Buddha which
is, in fact, the material body of the Bodhisattva.
Does one take refuge in all the Buddhas or in one Buddha?
According to the nature of things, and in the absence of an explicit
declaration, in all the Buddhas. For the Buddhas have always followed
the same path, a worldly path and a transworldly path (vii34).133
ii. He who takes Refuge in the Sangha takes refuge in both the
iaiksa and the asaiksa dharmas, of the non-Arhat and of the Arhat,
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which form the Sangha, that is, the dharmas through the acquisition of
which the Eight Saints become a Sangha; becoming unanimous they
cannot be divided with regard to that which concerns the Path.
Does one take refuge in all the Sanghas or in one Sangha?
According to the nature of things, in all: for the Path followed by the
Saints is always the same. Without doubt, the Buddha said to the two
merchants, "Also take refuge in the Sangha which shall exist in the
future,"134 but the Master expressed himself in this manner in order to
exhault the qualities of the Jewel of the Sangha which would soon be
visible to the merchants.
iii. He who takes Refuge in the Dharma takes refuge in Nirvana,
that is to say, mpratisamkhydnirodha (i.5, ii.55d). He takes refuge in all
Nirvana, for Nirvana has for its unique charaaeristic the cessation of
the defilements and suffering of oneself and others (see vi. 73c, the
meaning of the word dharma in dharma avetyaprasada).
iv. Discussion.
If the Buddha is none other than the aiaiksa dharmas, the dharmas
pertaining to an Arhat, how could the fact of wounding the Buddha with
a bad thought constitute a mortal transgression (iv. 96)?
The Vaibhasikas (Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 177b8) answer: "When one
wounds the material elements which are the support of these dharmas,
these dharmas themselves suffer injury."
But the Sastra (Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 177a27) does not say that the
Buddha is solely aiaiksa dharmas.It says that the Buddha is the dharmas
that form a Buddha, that is to say, either the worldly or transworldly
dharmas which are the objea of the designation "Buddha," are the
Buddha. Thus the Sastra does not deny that the diraya—the organism,
the support made up of the five worldly skandhas—forms part of the
quality of Buddha. Hence the objection taken from wounding the
Buddha is without value.
If it were otherwise, if the Buddha was only aiaiksa dharmas, and if
the Sangha (that is, the Saints, Saiksas and Arhats) were only iaiksa and
aiaiksa dharmas, a person whose mind is presently "worldly" would not
be able to be either a Buddha or a Sangha. And by virtue of these same
principles, one would have to say that a Bhiksu is only morality, the
discipline of a Bhiksu.
But, say the Vaibhasikas, if the body is, itself, among the dharmas
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which form the Buddha, why does the Sastra say, "He who takes refuge
in the Buddha, takes refuge in the asaiksa dharmas which form the
Buddha?"
We would answer: In the same way that one who honors Bhiksus,
honors the morality which makes up the Bhiksus.
According to another opinion, one who takes refuge in the Buddha
takes refuge in the eighteen avenikadharmas (vii.28) of the Buddha.
**#

What is the nature of the undertakings of the Refuges?
They are vocal vijnapti (iv. 3d).l35
What is the meaning of "Refuge" (sarana)?
The Three Refuges are so named because, by going to them for
refuge one obtains definitive deliverance from all suffering.
The Blessed One said in fact,136 "Tormented by fear, persons most
frequently137 take refuge in mountains, in forests, in woods, and in
sacred trees. This is not a goodl38 refuge, the supreme refuge; it is not by
taking refuge in these that one is delivered from all suffering. But one
who takes Refuge in the Buddha, the Dharma, and the Sangha, when
one sees through wisdom the Four Noble Truths,—Suffering, the
Arising of Suffering, the Extinaion of Suffering, and the Holy Eightfold
Path which leads to Nirvana,—this is the good refuge, this is the
supreme refuge; by taking refuge in this, one is delivered from all
suffering."
This is why the undertaking of the Refuges is the enterance to the
undertaking of all the rules of discipline.
***

The other rules of discipline contain the renouncing of all sexual
activity (abrahmacaryavirati); but the discipline of the Upasaka only
contains the renouncing of sexual misconduct (kamamithyacara, iv. 74).
Why is this?
33a-b. Sexual misconduct, because it is much censured, because
one easily abstains from it, because the Aryans have obtained
abstention from it.
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1. Sexual misconduct is much censured in the world because it is the
corruption of another's wife, and because it leads to retribution in a
painful realm of rebirth.
2. It is easy for householders to abstain from it, but it is difficult for
them to abstain from all sexual activity: householders do not leave the
world because they are not capable of difficult things. (Divya, 303).
3. The Aryans possess akaranasarhvara with regard to sexual
misconduct, that is, they have obtained definite abstention from it; in
fact, in their future existence, they will be incapable of violating this
precept. Such is not the case concerning all sexual activity. As a
consequence, the rules of discipline of the Upasaka contain only the
renunciation of sexual misconduct: it is inadmissible in fact that the
Aryans, in a susequent existence, would be capable of violating the
discipline of an Upasaka which could happen if this contained the
renuncation of all sexual activity. Akaranasarhvara means akriyaniyama, (that is akriyayam ekantata, the certain abstention from one
action).139
***

Has the man who marries after having undertaken the Upasaka
discipline, undertaken renouncing with regard to the woman whom he
marries?
Yes, answer the Vaibhasikas; for, in the contrary hypothesis, this
man would have undertaken a restraining discipline (pradeiika, iv.36ab).
But then this man violates the discipline when he gets married!
No:
33c-d They have acquired it as they have accepted the discipline;
they have not accepted it with regard to some persons.
They have acquired it as they have undertaken the discipline. They
undertake it by saying, "I renounce sexual misconduct," that is, "I
renounce all sexual activity with all prohibited females;" they do not
undertake it by saying, "I shall refrain from all sexual activity with such
persons."140 Consequently, they do not violate the discipline by getting
married
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Among the transgression of speech, why does the renouncing of
lying constitute one of the rules of the Upasaka, whereas the renouncing
of other transgressions of speech are omitted?
For the same reasons: because lying is much censured in the world,
because householders abstain from it easily, and because the Aryans are
not capable of lying; and also for a fourth reason:
34a-b. Because, having violated any other rule he would lie. *41
[If lying were not forbidden], he would lie when he violates any
other rule, saying, "I have not done it." Consequently the Upasaka
should renounce lying, thinking, "I shall confess what I transgress."
###

Why are not the transgressions of disobedience142 included in the
discipline of the Upasaka?
The question is not justified:
34c-d One renounces strong liquor, which is a transgression of
disobedience,
Why should the Upasaka renounce a single transgression of
disobedience and not others?
34& In order that the other rules may be kept.
One who drinks strong liquor will not keep the other rules.
L The Abhidharmikas maintain that strong liquor does not have the
characteristic of being a transgression by its nature. A transgression by
its nature is committed only by a person whose mind is defiled: now it
happens that, as a remedy, one can drink strong liquor in a quantity
where it is not inebriating. But the mind of one who drinks knowing
that such a quantity is inebriating is defiled; the mind is not defiled
when one drinks knowning that such a quantity is not inebriating.
ii. Such is not the opinion of the Vinayadharas. [According to them,
strong liquor is a transgression by its very nature.]
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1. To Upali, who asked him, "How should one attend to illnesses?"
the Blessed One answered, "Except, Upali, by transgression of
nature."143 And, the Blessed One did not permit strong liquors to sick
Sakyans: "Those who recognize me as their master should not drink any
strong liquor, even a drop on the point of a blade of grass."144 Since the
Blessed One forbad only transgression by nature in the case of illness (as
in the UpMisffira) and yet does not permit strong liquor, it is clear that
strong liquor is a transgression by its very nature.
2. The Aryans, even in a following existence, do not drink strong
liquor, not any more than they would commit the other transgressions
of nature, killing, etc145
3. Scripture,—the Nandikasutra146 and elsewhere,—places strong
liquor among the misdeeds of the body.147
iii. The Abhidharmikas answer:
1. In general, the transgression of disobedience is permitted to the
ill, as the answer to Upali proves. But strong liquor is an exception:
though solely a transgression of disobedience, it is forbidden to the ill,
and this with a view to preventing the upleasant consequence of strong
liquor,148 because its inebriating quantity is undetermined.149
2. If the Aryans certainly abstain from strong liquor, it is not because
it is a transgression by its very nature, but because they are filled with the
force of modesty;150 [if they do not drink in secret151], this is because
strong liquor makes mindfulness fail; even if they do not drink a drop,
this is because the inebriating quantity is not determined, as for poison.
3. Scripture considers strong liquor as a bodily misdeed, because
strong liquor is a "cause of non-vigilence." In fact, the rule of training
relative to strong liquor includes the expression, "Abandoning the
pramddasthdna which is strong liquor, surd and maireya, I renounce
pramddasthana..." This is not the case for the other transgressions:
one does not say "I renounce the pramadasthana which is killing," and
that is because the other transgressions are transgressions by their very
nature.
The Scripture says that one is reborn in hell through the practice of
strong liquor.152 As a consequence of strong liquor, there is continual
activity of a series of bad thoughts; from whence, there is either
projection of a new action retribuable in hell, or else the entry into
activity, at the moment of death, of an old action.
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What is the meaning of the expression suramaireya madyapramadasthana?m
Sura is a fermented drink of rice; maireya is a fermented drink of
various ingredients (sugar cane juice, etc).
At a certain moment, the liquor is no longer inebriating; at a certain
moment, it is no longer that: this is why the word madya (inebriating)
has been added. Even the areca-nut, the paspale (kodrava, etc.) are
termed sura and maireya when they inebriate.l54
Strong liquor is only a transgression of disobedience. The formula
thus contains the words pramadasthana in order to have one
understand that one should renounce strong liquor because it is the
cause of all failures of mindfulness.
***

Do the three discipline have the same object?
35a-b. One acquires the discipline of Kamadhatu relative to all
actions, relative to the two types of beings and to the two types
of actions, relative to things of the present.
The discipline of Kamadhatu is the Pratimoksa discipline.
This discipline is relative to all actions, preparatory actions, actions
themselves, and consecutive action (iv.68).155
This discipline is relative to living beings and to non-living beings,
for example persons and trees.
This discipline is relative to the transgressions by nature and to the
transgression of disobedience, both of which are capable of relating to
living beings (killing; touching the hand of a women when one is a
monk) or to non-living beings (cutting the leaves of a tree; accepting
gold when one is a monk).
This discipline is relative to things—skandhas, ayatanas and
dhatus—of the present, for the things of the past and of the future are
neither living beings, nor non-living beings.156
35c-d. One acquires the discipline of dhyana and the pure
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discipline relative to actions themselves and to things of the
three time periods.
One acquires these two disciplines relative to actions themselves,
not relative to preparatory actions or to consecutive action, and not
relative to the transgression of disobedience; and relative to the
skandhas, ayatanas and dhatus of the past, present and future.
There are thus some skandhas, ayatanas and dhatus relative to
which one acquires the Pratimoksa discipline and not the two others.
Four cases: 1. Preparatory and consecutive actions, transgressions of
disobedience, of the present—alluded to by the Pratimoksa. 2. Courses
of action of the past and future—alluded to by the last two disciplines. 3.
Courses of actions of the present—alluded to by the three disciplines. 4.
Preparatory and consecutive actions of the past and the future, with
regard to which one cannot undertake any of the three disciplines.
**#

Objection: It is not correct to say that one undertakes the discipline
relative to the course of aaion of the present time: for, when one
undertakes the discipline, no bad course of action is present relative to
which one could undertake the discipline. One should say, "One
undertakes the discipline relative to the course of action whose object is
present." I can abstain from a future aaion relative to a person or to a
thing existing at the present time, but I cannot abstain from a past or
future aaion.
***

Does one acquire discipline or undiscipline with regard to all beings,
relative to all of their parts, and by reason of all causes?
36a-b. One acquires discipline with regard to all beings; one
must distinguish regarding the parts and the causes.
1. One acquires discipline with regard to all beings, not with regard
to only some of them.
The discipline of the Bhiksu is acquired relative to all parts:
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abstention from the ten courses of action. The other disciplines are
acquired relative to four parts: abstention from killing, from stealing,
from forbidden sexuality, from lying, for, by parts of the discipline, one
should understand abstention from the courses of action.
If, by cause of the acquisition of discipline, one understands the three
roots of good (non-desire, non-hatred, non-delusion), then the discipline is acquired by reason of all these causes. If one understands by
cause—the cause of the origin, samutthapaka (iv.9b)—the mind by
which one acquires the discipline, then this cause is considered as
threefold: strong mind, mediocre mind, weak mind. The discipline is
acquired by reason of one of these three minds.
From this last point of view, four alternatives can be distinguished
(Vibhasd, TD 27, p. 608a20).
1. There is a person abiding in discipline, disciplined with regard to
all beings, but not disciplined relative to all the parts, nor disciplined by
reason of all causes: he who, through a strong, or mediocre, or weak
mind, has acquired the discipline of the Upasaka, the Upavasastha or
the Sramanera. 2. There is a person abiding in the discipline, disciplined
with regard to all beings and relative to all the parts, but not disciplined
by reason of all causes: he who has acquired the discipline of the Bhiksu
through a strong, mediocre, or weak mind. 3. There is a person residing
in discipline, disciplined with regard to all beings, relative to all the
parts, by reason of all the causes: he who has acquired each of the three
disciplines of the Upasaka, the Sramanera and the Bhiksu through
minds which are, respectively, weak, mediocre, and strong. 4. There is a
person residing in discipline, disciplined with regard to all beings,
disciplined by reason of all the causes, but not disciplined relative to all
the parts: he who has acquired each of the three disciplines of the
Upasaka, the Upavasastha and the Sramanera through minds which
are, respectively, weak, mediocre, and strong.
No one abides in discipline who is not disciplined with regard to all
beings: he acquires the discipline through a good mind having for its
object all beings. The person who makes a restriction is not completely
rid of the intention of transgression.
The Pratimoksa discipline includes the absence of the fivefold
restriction: 1. with regard to beings, "I renounce transgressions with
regard to certain beings;" 2. with regard to parts of the discipline, "I
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renounce certain actions;" 3. with regard to place, "I renounce
committing transgressions in a certain place;" 4. with regard to time, "I
renounce transgressions for a month;" 5. with regard to circumstances,
"I renounce transgressions except in the case of a quarrel." He who
undertakes such undertakings does not acquire the discipline; rather, he
does a good action similar to the acquisition of the discipline.157
ii. How can one acquire the discipline with regard to all beings?
How can one acquire the discipline with regard to beings who are out of
range, or with regard to beings whom one cannot kill?
Because, we believe, one acquires the discipline through the
intention of not killing any being.
The Vaibhasikas (Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 623M9, second masters) give a
different explanation. If the discipline was acquired only with regard to
beings who are within range, the discipline would be liable to
augmentation and to diminution: for some humans, who are now
within range*, will be reborn as gods, which are out of range; and vice
versa. The discipline would thus be acquired with regard to gods who
become human, and lost with regard to humans who become gods,
without there being any cause either of the acquisition, or of the loss of
the discipline.
This argument does not move us: the transmigration of beings
within range and out of range does not entail the augmentation or the
diminution of the discipline. For the discipline that one undertakes with
regard to grass neither increases nor diminishes when new grass arises,
nor when old grass dries up.
The Vaibhasikas deny the value of this comparison. Grass exists
after having been nonexistent, and no longer exists after having existed
Living beings, on the contrary, continue to exist, sometimes as humans,
and sometimes as gods. Humans, becoming gods, only pass out of range,
whereas grass is annihilated.
But when living beings enter into Nirvana, they no longer exist,
exactly like grass, so the discipline acquired with regard to living beings
is subject to diminution. Thus the explanation of the Vaibhasikas is
invalid
If one objects, "In the case where the Pratimoksa discipline would be
acquired with regard to all beings, then the discipline of later Buddhas
would be reduced in comparason with that of former Buddhas, for it
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would not be relative to beings who have already entered into Nirvana,
to former Buddhas and their disciples",158 we would reply: all the
Buddhas discipline all beings; and if former Buddhas were to exist again,
later Buddhas would be disciplined by them.
36c-d Undiscipline, with regard to all, relative to all parts, and
not by reason of all causes.
One acquires undiscipline with regard to all beings and relative to all
courses of aaion. No one is undisciplined with an incomplete
undiscipline. One is not undisciplined by reason of all causes, undiscipline being undertaken by a weak, mediocre, or strong mind. Let us
suppose that an undisciplined person has undertaken his undiscipline
with a weak mind and commits a murder with a strong mind: his
undiscipline remains weak, but he is adorned with a strong vijnapti,
with a strong murder.
The term "undisciplined" is explained etymologically as one "who
resides in undiscipline (asamvara), one who possesses undiscipline."
The butchers of sheep, bird-catchers, the butchers of pigs, fisherman, hunters, bandits, exceutioners, jailers, elephant hunters, the
slaughterers of dogs, and the vagurikas are all undisciplined. It also
holds that kings, office holders, judges, etc, are undisciplined.
A butcher of sheep (aurabhrika) is the person whose profession is
to kill sheep (urabfora)..The same etymology holds for the names of the
other professions.159
ii. We understand that discipline, undertaken with the intention of
universal benevolence, would be acquired with regard to all beings. But
the butchers of sheep do not have the intention of maltreating their
parents, their children, or their servants; they would not want to kill
them, even at the price of their lifes. How, [ask the Sautrantikas], can
one say that they are undisciplined with regard to all beings? (Vibhdsd,
TD 27, p. 608b20).
The Vaibhasikas: Because they have the intention of killing with
regard to their parents who have become sheep through transmigration. 160
But they do not kill their parents who have become sheep knowing
that they are their parents! Furthermore, if their parents obtain the
quality of an Aryan, these parents will not be reborn as sheep or as
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animals: hence the butcher is not undisciplined with regard to them.
Finally, the argument turns against you: if the butcher is undisciplined
with regard to his present parents because he will kill his parents who
have become sheep, one would say as well that he is not undisciplined
with regard to some other sheep since he is not disposed to kill the
sheep which are reborn as humans, as his own children.
The Vaibhasikas: He who has the intention to kill his parents who
have become sheep is certainly undisciplined with regard to them.
But, [the Sautrantikas say,] he who does not have the intention of
killing the sheep who have become his children is certainly not
undisciplined in their regard Another point: how can the butcher who
does not steal, who is not an adulterer, and who is mute, be
undisciplined relative to all these transgressions?
The Vaibhasikas: Because his intention is perverted. A mute can
express himself through gestures.
But what is there to say of a man who has accepted two or three
parts of morality?
For the Vaibhasikas, nondiscipline is never incomplete, that is,
relative only to certain parts; nor is it partial, that is, including
restrictions (time, place, etc) in the practice of a certain transgression.
For the Sautrantikas, discipline and undiscipline with the exception
of the Pratimoksa discipline can be incomplete and partial. This
depends on the manner in which one undertakes discipline or
undiscipline: one ,fbinds" oneself to a part of immorality, or to a certain
part of morality.
***

How does one acquire undiscipline? How does one acquire the
avijnaptis which are neither discipline, nor undiscipline?
37a-b. One acquires undiscipline through action or through
accepting it.161
Persons born in a family of undisciplined persons acquire undiscipline when they accomplish the actions preparatory to killing (iv.
68c). Persons born in other families acquire undiscipline when they
adopt such a style of life, thinking "We too shall live in this manner."
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37c-d One acquires the other avijnaptis by reason of the field, of
undertaking, of an action seriously undertakea162
1. Certain persons are a field of such a nature that by offering them a
garden, etc, one reduces avijnapti. [See below, iv.112, the doarine of
good material works.]
2. One produces avijnapti by undertaking vows, for example, "I shall
not eat unless I have paid homage to the Buddha," "I shall give alms
food on the fast day, for a fortnight, for a month, for a year," etc163
3. Action undertaken seriously, with a burning faith, with a burning
passion (iv.22d), produces avijOapti.
***

How does one lose discipline?
38. The Pratimok§a discipline is lost through abjuration,
through death, through hermaphroditism, through the cutting
off of the roots, and by the night coming to an end.
The stanza calls the Pratimoksa discipline dama because it subdues
(damyati) the six organs.
Excluding the discipline of the fast, the Pratimoksa discipline is lost:
1. through abjuration, intentionally renouncing the rule164 in the
presence of a person capable of understanding it; 2. through the death
or abandonment of the nikdyasabhaga (ii.41); 3. through the appearance of the male or the female organ according to the case; and 4.
through the cutting off of the roots of good (iv.79).
The discipline of fast is lost through these four causes and, further,
when night come to an end.
Abjuration constitutes a vijnapti in contradiction to the undertaking; death and hermaphroditism constitute the abandoning and the
overturning of the personality who undertook the Pratimoksa (see
iv.27a); the cutting off of the roots is the cutting off of the foundation of
the discipline itself. Finally the discipline of the fast has been created, or
projected, for a day and a night: it comes to its end when the night is
finished.
39a. Some say through a patamya.
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According to the Sautrantikas, the discipline of the Bhiksu and the
novice is also lost through any one of the four polarity as, or
transgressions involving a falling away.165
39b. Through the disappearance of the Good Law, say some
other masters.
According to the Dharmaguptakas, the Pratimoksa discipline is lost
when the Good Law disappears: there are no longer any rules, any
boundaries, nor any ecclesiastic actions.
39c-d The Ka£mlreans believe that the transgressor possesses
morality and immoraltity, in the manner that a person can have
riches and debts.
i. The Vaibhasikas of Kasmir say: A monk guilty of a grave
transgression, that is, of 2, pataniya, does not lose his Bhiksu discipline. It
is not admissible that one loses the entire discipline by destroying only a
part of the discipline.166 He who commits a transgression other than a
pataniya is not immoral. He who commits a pataniya is at one and the
same time moral and immoral: as a person who has both riches and
debts; but when this transgressor has confessed his transgression, he is
no longer immoral, but solely moral: as a person who has paid his debts.
ii. But the Blessed One has said, "He is not a Bhiksu, he is not a
monk; he no longer belongs to the sons of Sakya; he falls from the
quality of Bhiksu; his quality of monkhood is cut off, fallen, erased,
tumbled down, annihilated."167
The Vaibhasikas: In this text "Bhiksu" signifies a "true Bhiksu:" the
transgressor, being incapable of seeing the Truths, is not a true Bhiksu.
An inadmissable explanation: you avoid the question that the
Blessed One made "in a clear sense:" furthermore, you lead defiled
persons to the practice of immorality.
The Vaibhasikas: How can you prove that this quotation is of clear
sense and should be taken literally?
The Blessed One has explained this himself. "There are four
Bhiksus: a samjnabhiksu, a Bhiksu in name only, is a person who is
called Bhiksu without his having been ordained; a pratijriabhiksu, a
self-styled Bhiksu, is one who is immoral, unchaste, etc; a person called
Bhiksu because he begs,168 is a begger only; and the person who is called
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Bhiksu because he has cut off the defilements, that is to say, the
Arhat."169 In the text which concerns us 17° ("He is not a Bhiksu, he is
not a monk..."), this refers to a fifth Bhiksu, namely a person who has
been properly ordained but who, thtov^ipatantya, loses this quality and
this discipline; it is certainly not a question of his being a true Bhiksu, an
Arhat, for one capable of a polarity a is not a true Bhiksu, an Arhat, but is
susceptible of losing the quality of being a true Bhiksu.
iii. The argument that one does not lose the entire discipline
through the losing of one part of it, is refuted by the Master himself who
in fact compares a transgressor monk to a palm tree whose head is cut
off, henceforth incapable of becoming green, of growing, of developing,
or of growing larger:m this means that, when one part of the discipline,
the part which is the root of the discipline, is cut off, the rest of the
discipline is incapable of growing. The potantya or the mauliapattt is in
contradiaion to the state required of being a Bhiksu; he embraces an
extreme absence of fear of transgression (anapatrapya, ii.32a-b); he
breaks off the root of discipline: all his discipline is lost.
The Master excludes persons guilty of pataniya from all commerce 172 with the Bhiksus, he prohibits them from participating with
them for even one mouthful of food, he forbids them from even setting
one foot into the monastery. He says, "He who is not a Bhiksu but who
has the aspect of a Bhiksu—destroy this tare, uproot this rotten tree,
drive out this plant without seed!"173 What indeed can be the Bhiksu
quality of this criminal?
iv. The Kasmireans answer: He possesses the quality which consists
of his quality of Bhiksu. For the Blessed One said, "Cunda, there are four
monks and not a fifth: the mdrgajina, who triumphs through the Path;
the margadaisika, who teaches the Path; the margajivin, who lives in
the Path; and the mdrgadusin, who soils the Path, the immoral
monk."174
We believe that the Blessed One gives the name of "monk" to an
immoral monk because his external form is that of a monk. Does one
not speak of burning wood, of a dried up pond, of a parrot-nose (a motif
of architectural decoration), of rotten seed, of a circle of fire, or of a dead
being?
v. Answer of the Kasmireans: One does not lose the quality of
monkhood through pataniya, since the Blessed One admits a monk
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guilty of unchastity as a penitent.175
We do not say that any Bhiksu guilty of unchastity is a pdrdjika, a
fallen or destroyed Bhik§u. But whoever is a pdrdjika is no longer a
Bhiksu. It is the idea of hiding the crime which is decisive here: if, thanks
to the excellence of his moral dispositions, thanks to the excellence of
his "series," the guilty one does not have the thought of concealing his
fault for an instant, then the King of the Law admits him as a penitant.
The Ka£mlreans: If a pdrdjika is no longer a Bhiksu, why is he not
again admitted to ordination?
Because he is susceptible to discipline: his mental dispositions are
ruined and overturned by the excess of imprudence (anapatrdpya,
ii32a-b). Also, even if he had renounced the rules {niksiptafiksa, iv.38)
[after his transgression], he cannot be ordained again. To what good
does this discussion lead? If a similar Bhiksu is a Bhiksu, we pay homage
to this quality of Bhiksu.176
vi. When the Good Law disappears, all ecclesiastical acts become
impossible, and as a consequence also all acquisition of the discipline.
But he who possesses the discipline will not lose it (Vibhdsd, TD 27, p.
608cll).
***

How does one lose the discipline of dhydna (iv.l7b) and the pure
discipline?
40a-b. The "good" of the sphere of dhydna is lost through a
change of state and through falling.177
All of the good of the sphere of dhydna, that is, material and
non-material good, is lost through two causes: 1. through arising in a
superior or inferior stage: this refers to the "good" which appears to
persons arisen in the heavens of Rupadhatu; 2. through falling away:
when the ascetic falls away from this absorption.
One should add a third cause, [according to vi.21:] the Prthagjana
loses certain gpod dharmas through death even when he is reborn in the
same heavenly stage from whence he died
40c The same for the gpod of Arupyadhatu.
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It is lost through the changing of the stage or through falling away.
Note that discipline does not exist in this sphere.
40c-d Pure good is lost through the obtaining of a result,
through perfection of the faculties, or through falling away.
1. By obtaining a result, the Aryan abandones the good dharmas of
the path of the candidate (pratipamakamdrga, which is threefold,
prayoga, anantarya, vimukti, vi.65b); 2. when he perfects his faculties
(indriyasamcdra, vi.29), he abandons the path of weak faculties; and 3.
when he falls, he abandons the result or the path of a superior result
(vL32).
41 a-b. Undiscipline is lost through the acquisition of discipline,
through death, or through hermaphroditism.
i. Acquisition of the discipline: either he ritually undertakes the
Pratimoksa discipline; or, through the efficacy of an internal cause
{hetu-sabhagahetu, ii.52) or an external cause (the teaching of another),
one obtains the absorption which constitutes the discipline of
dhydna.178 The discipline of dhydna cuts off undiscipline, being a
threefold change hostile to undiscipline.
Death and hermaphroditism are, respectively, the abandoning and
the overturning of the person through which undiscipline had been
undertaken.
it An undisciplined person who rejects the tools of his work, dagger
and net, even with the intention of no longer committing murder, does
not by this cut off his undiscipline if he does not undertake the discipline.
Illness does not improve without medicine, even though one may avoid
the causes of illness.
iii. Does an undisciplined person who undertakes the discipline of
the fast remain undisciplined when he departs from the fast, or rather,
does he find himself in the intermediary state, neither-disciplined-norundisciplined?
Opinions differ. For some,179 he is found to be undisciplined, for the
person who undertakes the fast does not have the intention of
definitively renouncing transgressions: a mass of iron turned red
returns to its original state.

For others,180 once an undisciplined person has departed from the
fast, he is no longer undisciplined, for the acquisition of indiscipline
supposes a physical or vocal action (vijnapti).
***

How does one lose avijnapti which is neither discipline nor
undiscipline (iv.l31-b)?
41c-d Intermediate avijnapti is lost through the cutting off of
the force, the undertaking, the action, the object, the life, and the
roots.
We have seen (iv.37c-d) how one acquires avijnnapti which differs
from discipline and from indiscipline.
This avijnapti is lost by reason of six causes: (1) when the intense
force of faith, or the defilements which have projected the avijnapti,
come to an end Example: the movement of the arrow and the potter's
wheel; (2) when one renounces the undertaking, "From this moment
onward, I shall no longer do that which I was engaged in doing;"181 (3)
when one cuts off the action, that is to say, when one does not do that
which one was engaged in doing, [for example: venerating the Buddha,
making a manddaka before eating (see note 163)];l82 (4) when the
object is cut off: the caitya, the garden, the monastery, the bed, the seat,
which one was in engaged in venerating or in giving; the instrument,
the net, etc;183 (5) when life is cut off; and (6) when one begins to cut off
the roots of good.184
42a-b. Good non-material aaion, of the sphere of Kamadhatu, is
lost through the cutting off of the roots, and through arising in a
superior sphere.
We have explained how material aaion, namely bodily aaion, vocal
aaion, and the avijnapati, is cut off. Good non-material aaion of
Kamadhatu is lost thorough the cutting off of the roots of good, and
through birth in Rupadhatu or Arupyadhatu.185
42c-d That which is defiled and non-material is lost through the
arising of its opposite.
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All that which is defiled, of whatever sphere, is lost through the
arising of the Path which opposes this defilement. This refers to a path
of abandoning (prahdnamdrga, distinct from vimuktimdrga, vi.65b)
which can be Seeing or Meditation, and which can be worldly or
transworldly. This Path causes the abandonment of a certain category of
upaklesa186 and, with it, all its attendant prdptis, etc
*#*

What beings are susceptible to discipline and to undiscipline?
43a-d Humans—with the exception of the two categories of
eunuchs, hermaphrodites, and the Kurus—are susceptible of
undiscipline; the same for the discipline which pertains also to
the gods.
Undiscipline exists only among humans. One must furthermore
except sandhas and pandakas, hermaphrodites187 and beings in
Uttarakuru.
Discipline exists among humans, with the above-mentioned
exception, and among the gods:188 thus, it exists in two realms of
rebirth.
1. Eunuchs are not susceptible of discipline: this results from the
Sutra, "Oh Mahanama, white clothed laymen, male and possessing the
male organ..." (iv.30a-b), and from the Vinaya, "One must expel such
a person."
.Why is this?
Because they possess, to an extreme degree, the defilements of the
two sexes; because they are incapable of the reflection necessary to
combat these defilements; and because the vigor of respect and fear (hn,
apatrapya, ii.32a-b) is absent in them.
Why are they not susceptible to undiscipline?
Because the intention of committing transgressions is not strong
among them; because undiscipline is opposed to discipline; and only one
who is susceptible to disciplined susceptible to undiscipline.
2. The Uttarakurus are lacking the undertaking of any discipline,
from whence there is an absence of the Pratimoksa discipline; and they
lack absorption,189 from whence there is an absence of the other two
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disciplines. On the other hand, the intention of committing transgressions is absent in them.
3. In the painful realms of rebirth there is no vigor of respect and
fear: now a vigorous respect and fear are necessary for discipline; in
order for there to be indiscipline, it is necessary to destroy respect and
fear (iv.97b).
Neither discipline nor undiscipline can arise in the bodies, or in the
persons, of eunuchs, hermaphordites, and beings in the realms of
painful rebirth, for these bodies are similar to soil saturated with salt
wherein there can neither grow wheat, nor bad herbs.
Objection: The Sutra says, "Oh Bhiksu, there is a Naga born from an
egg (iii.9a) which, each eighth day of the fortnight, leaves its dwelling,
and comes to undertake the eightfold fast." (Samyutta, iii.,241; Vibhdsd,
TD 27, p. 648cl9; compare with Visuddhimagga, 300).
This refers, for the Nagas, not to discipline, but to good actions.
Discipline exists thus solely among humans and among the gods.
43d. The three disciplines exist among humans.
These three are the Pratimoksa discipline, discipline arisen from
dhydna, and pure discipline.
44a-b. Discipline of dhydna exists among the gods of Kamadhatu and Rupadhata 19°
Not in higher spheres.
44b-d So too the pure discipline, with the exception of the gods
of the intermediate dhydna and the Asamjnisattvas; and also in
Arupyadhatu.191
It exists in Rupadhata with the exception of the dhydndntarikas of
beings arisen in intermediate dhydna, and the Asamjnisattvas; and in
Arupyadhatu. The gods of Arupyadhatu never in faa manifest this
discipline, since discipline is matter, mpa; but they can "possess" it (see
iv.82).192
Following the examination of action, the author now defines the
diverse categories of action which are taught in different Sutras.
***
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There are three actions, good, bad, and neutral (Vibhdsd, TD 27, p.
263a6).
45a-b. Good action is salutary, bad action is pernicious, and
action differing from good and bad is different from the salutary
and the pernicious.
Such is the definition of good action, etc
Good aaion is salutary, because it is of agreeable retribution and as a
consequence it protects one from suffering for a time (: this is good, but
impure aaion); or rather, because it brings about the attainment of
Nirvana and, as a consequence, definitively protects one from suffering
(: this is good, pure action).
Bad aaion is pernicious: this is action of disagreeable retribution.
Aaion concerning which the Blessed One does not say whether it is
gpod or bad, that is, morally neutral aaion, is neither salutary nor
pernicious.
45c-d There are meritorious actions, demeritorious aaions, and
non-agitated aaions; and three aaions of which the aaion of
agreeable feeling is the first.
There are three aaions: meritorious aaion, demeritorious aaion,
and non-agitated aaion. There are three aaions: aaion of agreeable
feeling, aaion of disagreeable feeling, and aaion of neither disagreeable
nor agreeable feeling.
46a-b. Meritorious aaion is a good aaion in Kamadhatu; nonagitated aaion is a gpod aaion above there.193
Good aaion of the sphere of Kamadhatu is called "meritorious"
aaion, because it purifies, and because it produces an agreeable
retribution.194
"Good aaion above there," that is to say, of the two higher spheres,
is called "non-agitated."195
But did not the Blessed One say that the first three Dhyanas are
agitated? Did he not say that "the Aryans say that the vitarkita and the
vicarita of the First Dhyana are agitation?"196
The Blessed One said in faa that the first three Dhyanas are
agitated, but he is saying this from the point of view of the corrupted
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characteristics of these dhyanas (iitlOlc, vi.24a, and the full explanation
viii.ll); their vices are what agitate them. But in the Injitasutra,197 the
Blessed One declared that these dhyanas are non-agitated because he
considerd them a pathway favorable to non-agitation.198
But why term that which is agitated non-agitated?l"
46c-d Because, with regard to that which concerns its retribution, aaion of the domain of the higher stages does not vary.
Aaion of the sphere of Kamadhatu is agitated in its retributioa The
place of retribution is not fixed: one aaion which produces, naturally, a
certain realm of rebirth, can be retributed in another one; an aaion
which produces a heavenly realm of rebirth can be retributed in another
heavenly realm of rebirth. In faa it happens that aaions which produce
power, a good figure, beauty, or objects of enjoyqient, instead of being
retributed in a heavenly realm of rebirth, are retributed in a human,
animal, or Preta realm of rebirth through the efficacy of certain causes.
But no cause can make an aaion of the sphere of Rupadhatu or
Arupyadhatu be retributed in any but the sphere which is proper to it.
Bad aaion is demeritorious. This is well known in the world and
there is no good reason to insist on what is well known in the world
As for aaions of^agreeable feeling, etc:
47a-b. Good action, up to the Third Dhyana, is of agreeable
feeling.200
Agreeable sensation201 does not exist above the Third Dhyanas: it
thus has Kamadhatu and the first three Dhyanas for its domain. Hence
the retribution of good aaion is of agreeable feeling up to the Third
Dhyana. Aaion having such a retribution is called "of agreeable
sensation" (see iv.49).
47b-c Above, it is of neither agreeable nor disagreeable
sensation.202
Agreeable and disagreeable sensation do not exist above the Third
Dhyana. There only remains the sensation of indifference, which is the
only retribution of good aaion retributed above the Third Dhyana.
47c-d Bad aaion, here below, is of disagreeable sensation.
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Bad aaion is of disagreeable sensation. The kdrikd says "here below"
in order to indicate that this aaion exists only in Kamadhatu.

Is the result of all these aaions only sensation?
No; they also have the apparatus of sensation as their (retributive)
result.204
48a. According to some, intermediary aaion also exists
below.205
According to others, intermediary aaion—that is, aaion which has
for its retribution neither agreeable nor disagreeable sensation—also
exists below the Fourth Dhyana, (contrary to the doarine iv.47a-c; see
Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 596bl3; two arguments, 48b and 48c-d)
48b. Since there is no retribution with regard to dhydnantara.206
If intermediary aaion is absent below the Fourth Dhyana, there
would not be any retribution of dhydnantara aaion,207 or rather,208
there would not be any retribution of any aaion whatsoever in
dhydnantara,209 for there are no agreeable and disagreeable sensations
therein.
[Responding to this argument,] some say that the retribution of
dhydnantara aaion is the sensation of pleasure (sukhendrtya, ii.7;
viii.9b) of the dhyana itself;210 some others say that the retribution of
this aaion is not sensation, (but rupa, etc).211
These two opinions are in contradiaion to the Sastra (Jndnaprasthdna, TD 26, p. 973a20), "Does it happen that an aaion is solely
mental sensation? Yes, the retribution of a good aaion which was free
from vitarka"112
48c-d Because it is admitted that the retribution of the three
types of aaion takes place at the one and same time.
This is the second reason why one should admit that intermediary
aaion exists below the Fourth Dhyana.
The Sastra says in the same place, "Does it happen that there is at
one and the same time retribution of the three types of aaion? Yes.
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There can take place at the same time: (1) the retribution of an aaion of
agreeable sensation, namely of material dharmas, [the organ of seeing,
etc]; (2) the retribution of an aaion of disagreeable sensation, namely
the mind and the mental states [excluding dissatisfaction, iL10b»c]; (3)
the retribution of an aaion of neither agreeable nor disagreeable
sensation, namely the dharmas dissociated from the mind, [vital organ,
etc, iL35]."
Now, the three types of aaion cannot be retributed simultaneously
outside of Kamadhatu, for the retribution of aaion of disagreeable
sensation takes place only in Kamadhatu (Vibhdfd, TD 27, p. 6l5c4).
T

Is the aaion of neither agreeable nor disagreeable sensation [when
it belongs to a stage lower than the Fourth Dhyana] good or bad?
It is good, but of weak force,
But didn't you say that "good aaion, up to the Third Dhyana, is of
agreeable sensation (iv.47a)?"
This definition refers to cases in general
*#*

But how can one say that aaion is of agreeable sensation? Aaion, by
its nature, is not sensation.213
One expresses oneself in this way because aaion is favorable to
agreeable sensation; or rather, because its retribution is agreeably
sensed In the same way that one calls bathing clothes, snaniyakasaya,
"the clothes with which one bathes," in that same way one terms "to be
sensed" (vedaniya) aaion through which one senses a retribution,
Further,
49. There are five ways of being vedaniya, "sensed," "experienced:" of itself, through sensation, as an objea, by being
retributed, and by the faa of its presence.214
1. Sensation, by its nature, is feeling. Agreeable sensation is
agreeable experience, etc (il4c; ii24).
2. Contact is feeling because it is associated with sensation: contact
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of agreeable sensation, etc (Samyukta, TD 2, p. 88a4 et passim,
Samyutta, v.211; Kofa, it trans, p. 169 and 180).
3. The six objects (visaya) of the six organs are feeling in the role of
object (Mambana), "Seeing color with the eye, he experiences, he feels
the color, but he does not feel the color with affection."215 Color is thus
the object of sensation.
4. Action is feeling in its role of being retributed, "an action
experienced in the present existence" (Madhyama, TD 1, p. 433all).
5. Sensation is feeling through the fact of its appearance. "When he
feels, when he experiences agreeable sensation, two sensations, the
disagreeable and the neutral, are then found to be obstructed by it:"216
hence when agreeable sensation is funaioning, there is no other
sensation through which one would feel it Thus if one says that this
sensation is "to be felt" (vedaniya), this is because it is present.
50a. This action is determinate or indeterminate.217
The action (agreeable sensation, etc) that we have just described is
either determinate, that is, "which will necessarily be felt," or
indeterminate, "which will next be necessarily felt."
50b-c Determinate action is of three types, to be experienced in
the present life, etc218
Determinate action is: (1) to be experienced in the present life; (2)
to be experienced after having been reborn, in other words in the next
immediate life; and (3) to be experienced later.
By adding indeterminate action, this makes, from the point of view
of the modality of retribution, four types.
50c-d According to one opinion, action is of five types.219
By dividing indeterminate action into two categories: that which is
indeterminate with regard to the period of its retribution, but whose
retribution is in any case certain; and that which is indeterminate with
regard to its retribution, which can be not retributed.
***
Action experienced in the present life is action which ripens or is
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retributed in the same existence in which it was accomplished Action
experienced after being reborn is aaion which is retributed In the
existence which follows that in which it was accomplished. Aaion
experienced later is aaion which is retributed in a later existence, from
the third existence on.
But, some other masters, [the Sautrantikas], cannot admit that a
very strong aaion has a weak retributioa Consequently, the retribution
of an aaion experienced in the present life can continue into other
existences; yet, as this retribution begins in the present life, this aaion is
said "to be experienced in the present life."
The Vaibhasikas do not accept this way of looking at it. There is,
they say, some aaions whose results are near, and some aaions whose
results are distant. In the same way flax bears its fruit after two and a
half months, but wheat and godhuma after six months.220
51a. Others distinguish four alternatives.221
The Darstantikas222 distinguish four cases: 1. Aaion determined
with regard to the period of its retribution, but indeterminate with
regard to its retributioa If this aaion is retributed, it will certainly be
retributed at such a moment, but it is not necessarily retributed: this is
niyatavedaniya, but aniyatavipaka aaioa 2. Aaion determined with
regard to its retribution, but indeterminate with regard to the period of
its retributioa This aaion will be retributed, but the period of its
retribution remains undetermined: niyatavipaka, but aniyatavedantyaS.
Aaion determinate from two points of view: niyatavipaka and
niyatavedaniyaA. Aaion indeterminate from two points of view:
aniyatavipaka and aniyatavedaniya.
According to this system there are eight types of aaions: 1. aaion
experienced in the present existence and of certain retribution, 2. aaion
experienced in the present existence and of possible retribution... 7.
aaion which can be experienced in any existence, but of certain
retribution; and 8. aaion which can be experienced in any existence and
of only possible retribution (aniyatavipaka).
But aaions defined in Scripture as "to be experienced in this life,"
etc., are always of certain retribution; aaion defined as "indeterminate"
may not be retributed (iv.50a-c).223
***
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Does it happen that a person produces or projects all four types of
actions at one and the same time?
Yes. Suppose that a man has murder, stealing, and lying committed
by another person; he himself commits adultery; and that these four
actions, which belong respectively to the four types, are committed at
the same instant (iv.67).
5 lb. Three types of actions project existence.
Aaion experienced in the present existence does not projea the
present existence (nikayasabhaga, ii.41a); this has been projeaed by a
former aaion.
##*

How many types of aaion can be produced in the different spheres
of existence and in the different realms of rebirth?
51c Fourfold produaion throughout.
In the three spheres of existence and in all of the realms of rebirth
the four types of good or bad aaion can be produced But this general
rule has some restriaions. On the one hand, there is no bad aaion above
Kamadhatu; on the other hand (5Id - 53):
51d Good aaion, in the hells, is solely of three types.
In the hells, one can produce good aaion to be experienced in the
next existence, good aaion to be experienced in a later existence, and
gpod aaion which is indeterminate; but no good aaion to be
experienced in the present existence, for there is no agreeable
retribution in the hells.
52a-b. When he is firm, the fool does not produce any aaion to
be experienced, at the stage from whence he is detached, in his
next existence.
"When he is firm," that is, when he is not subject to falling away
(aparihdnadharman, vi.56; see Puggalapannatti, p. 12)
"The fool" refers to a Prthagjana.
"When he is detached from a certain stage," that is, when he is
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delivered from attachment with regard to a certain plane of existence
(Kamadhatu, the First Dhyana...), in this stage he never produces
action to be experienced in his next rebirth.
52c The Aryan no longer produces any aaion to be experienced
in a later existence.
When he is firm, the Saint does not produce, in the stage from
whence he is detached, any aaion to be experienced either in the next
existence or in a later existence.
In fact, the Prthagjana incapable of falling away is not reborn, in the
next existence, in the stage from whence he is detached; and a Saint
incapable of falling away is never reborn at this stage.
Both produce, relative to the stage wherein they are born, actions to
be experienced in the present existence, and indeterminate action.
52d'ITieAj7an,notfkm,whenheisdetadiedfromKamadham
or from Bhavagra, the same.
An Aryan detached from Kamadhatu is an Anagamin (vi.36).
An Aryan detached from Bhavagra or m^ivasamjndndsaihjndya$ana}
the last stage of Arupyadhatu, is an Arhat (vi.45).
Even when they are subject to falling away, that is to say, susceptible
of losing the results obtained, these Saints do not produce aaion to be
experienced in the next existence, nor in a subsequent existence, either
in Kamadhatu or in Bhavagra.
We shall explain (vi.60) how the Saint, subjea to falling away,
always reacquires the results before dying.
**#

Does the intermediate being (antarabhava, iii.l2c) produce any
aaions?
53a-b. The intermediate being, in Kamadhatu, produces twentytwo types of aaions.224
The embryo passes through five states, kalala, arbuda, pe/in, gfoana,
2xApraiakhd.K human being passes through five states, as an infant, an
adolescent, a grown person, a mature person, and an old person.225
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The intermediate creature produces determinate actions to be
experienced as an intermediate being, as kalala, as arbuda... as an infant,
as an adolescent... .there are eleven types of determinate actions. In this
same way he produces eleven indeterminate actions.
53c These actions bear their results in the present existence.
The eleven determinate actions of the intermediate being belong to
the category "to be experienced in the present existence."
Why?
53d. For all these states form, together with the intermediate
existence, only a single existence.226
The intermediate existence and the ten states which follow it are
projeaed by a single aaion (iii.13). Thus one does not distinguish an
aaion "to be experienced in the intermediate existence:" this is
projeaed, in faa, by the aaion itself which is to be experienced in the life
which follows the intermediate existence.227
#**

By virtue of what charaaeristics is an aaion determinate, that is to
say, necessarily retributed?
54. Aaion accomplished through intense defilement or through
intense faith, with regard to the field of qualities, continually,
and the murdering of a father and a mother, are determinate.
Aaion accomplished through intense defilement, aaion accomplished through intense faith, aaion accomplished with regard to a field
of qualities, and aaion continually accomplished, are determinate.
"Field of qualities" signifies either the Three Jewels, or certain
persons, namely the possessors of the results, or Saints (Srotaapanna,
etc.), and the possessors of certain absorptions (nirodhasamdpatti,
il44d; arand, viL35c; matin, viiL29). Aaion accomplished with regard
to these fields, even in the absence of an intense thought of defilement
or of faith, or of continuity, is determinate, whether it is good or bad
The same for the murder of one's father or mother, with whatever
intention it was committed.228
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All other aaion—which is done with a weak defilement, etc—is
indeterminate.
##*

By virtue of what characteristic is an action experienced in the
present existence?
55a-h Action bears result in the present existence by reason of
certain characteristics of the field and the intention.229
By reason of the excellence of the field, even though the intention
may be weak: for example, the Bhiksu who becomes a woman through
having insulted the Sangha, 'Tou are nothing but women!"
By reason of the excellence of the intention: for example the eunuch
who delivered bulls from the danger of being castrated, and so regained
his own sexuality.230
Or still further:
55c. And also, when one is definitively detached with regard to
the stage in which the action appears.
When a person is definitively detached from a certain stage (iv.52),
he cannot anymore be reborn in this stage: as a consequence, action
retributable in this stage, but in another existence, whether it is good or
bad, changes its nature and becomes retributable in the present
existence.
55d Aaion "determinate with regard to retribution."231
This refers to aaion having a necessary retribution, but indeterminate with regard to the period of its retribution: this aaion will
be retributed in the present life.
As for aaion determinate with regard to the period of its
retribution, it will be retributed in the period for which it is determinate:
the person for whom aaions should be retributed, in this first rebirth, in
a certain stage, cannot be definitively detached from this stage.
As for aaion non-determinate with regard to the retribution itself,
it will not be retributed if one detaches himself from the stage where it
could have been retributed
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Which field confers on an action which is in a relationship with it,
the quality of being necessarily retributed in the present existence?
In general, it is the Sangha of Bhiksus having at its head the Buddha;
to enumerate its persons, there are five types of persons:
56. Persons who have left either nirodha, or maitri, or arana, or
Seeing the Truths, or the result of Arhat: all good and all bad
with regard to tfiem is immediately retributed232
The person who leaves the absorption of extinction (nirodhasamapatti, ii.41c, viii.33): in th&'absorption he has obtained an extreme
tranquility of thought, for this absorption is similar to Nirvana. When
he leaves it, it is as if he had gone to Nirvana and has returned from it.
The person who leaves the absorption which arrests the defilements of another (arandsamapatti, viii.35c): in this absorption, his
mental series is endowed with the intention of placing an infinite
number of beings into the absence of defilement; when he leaves it, his
series is penetrated with an intense and measureless merit.
The person who leaves the absorption of compassion (maitrisamdpatti, viii.29): in this absorption, his series is endowed with the
intention of increasing the well-being of an infinite number of beings;
when he leaves it, his series is penetrated with an intense and
measureless merit.
The person who leaves the Path of Seeing the Truths:233 in this
Path, he has abandoned all the defilements which are abandoned
through Seeing the Truths. When he leaves it, his series is thus pure,
since his personality has just been renewed
The person who leaves the result of Arhat, that is to say, who has
just acquired the result of Arhat: he has just achieved the abandoning of
all the defilements which are abandoned through Meditation on the
Truths. His series is pure, since his personality has just been renewed
This is why good or bad actions, well or badly done, with regard to
these five persons, bear a result in the present existence (Vibhdsa, TD
27,p.782c27).
The Paths of Meditation through which one obtains the results of
Sakrdagamin and of Anagamin, are incomplete in themslves and in
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their result. Persons who leave the conquest of these two results are not
fields of merit comparable to an Arhat. Their series is not pure; their
personalities have not been recently renewed

The essential element of retribution is sensation.
Gin the retribution of a certain aaion be excusively mental
sensation, and not bodily sensation (kayiki, ii.7)? And can the
retribution of a certain aaion be bodily sensation, and not mental
sensation?
57a-c Sensation, the result of good aaion free from vitarka, is
exclusively mental
Aaions of the the sphere of dhyanantara, the interval between the
First and Second Dhyanas (iv.48b), and the aaions of the higher stages
are free from vitarka (ii.31, viiL23c). Like bodily sensation, that is to say,
associated with the five sense consciousnesses, which always embraces
vitarka and vicara (i.32), it cannot be the result of a retribution of an
aaion free from vitarka.254
57d Sensation, which is the result of a bad aaion, is exclusively
physical.
A sensation, the result of retribution of a bad aaion, is painful;
painful mental sensation is what is termed a sensation of dissatisfaaion.
We have established that dissatisf aaion is never the result of retribution
(iL10b-c).235
***

But if dissatisf aaion, or painful mental sensation, is not retribution,
in which consciousness—visual consciousness, etc, mental consciousness—is mental trouble or trouble-of-the-mind, which is painful
sensation, produced? [Apparently it is the retribution of a bad aaion].
58a. Mental-trouble is produced in the mental consciousness.236
The expression that the Karika uses, manascitta, "mental thought,"
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is equivalent to the expression manovijnana, "mental consciousness,
consciousness of the manas."
The five sense consciousnesses cannot be troubled because they are
free from imagining, inquiry and memory, and mental trouble is the
imagining of that which does not exist (asadvikalpa, i.33).
58b. It arises from the retribution of action.
Mental trouble arises from the retribution of actioa
The person who troubles and deranges the mind of another
through curses and formulas; the person who causes another to drink
poison or alcohol when he does not want to drink it; the person who
frightens game, either in the hunt, or by setting the jungle on fire, or by
the hollowing out of traps; and the person who, by whatever means,
troubles the memory and the presence of mind of another, will have his
own mind troubled, deprived of the aid of his memory through the
effect of the retribution of these actions.237
58c-& Through fear, the attack of demons, irritation of the
elements, and fear.238
1. Demon beings,239 with horrible features, will approach such a
person: seeing them, the person is frightened and his mind is troubled
2. Furious at the evil condua of humans, demon beings will hit them in
their vital parts. 3. The primary elements of the body will lose their
equilibrium: the wind, heat and liquid will be irritated. 4. Fear also
troubles the mind, for example in the case of Vasisthi, etc240
***

But, one would say, if mental trouble, or trouble of the mental
consciousness, arises from the retribution of action, how can one say
that this mental sensation is not retribution?
We do not say that trouble of the mind—a troubled mind—is
retribution of action, but that it arises from the retribution of action.
The primary elements in a state of disequilibrium are retribution: the
troubled mind proceeds from it; it thus arises from retributioa One says
that the mind is troubled when,—by reason of the disequilibrium or the
irritation of the humors, which results from action,—the mind is
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deranged, anarchic, devoid of mindfulness.
Four alternatives: 1. The mind troubled without being disturbed: the
mind undefiled but troubled; 2. the mind disordered without being
troubled: the mind defiled, but tranquil; 3. the mind troubled and
disordered; [and 4. the mind neither troubled nor disordered],
###

,

Among whom is trouble of the mind produced?
58d Among beings in Kamadhatu, with the exception of the
Kurus.
*
Among the gods of Kamadhatu, there are two madnesses; all the
more so is there madness among humans, Pretas, and animals.
Beings in hell always have troubled minds: their vital parts are
incessantly hurt by thousands of different torments; they are crushed
down by suffering; they do not recognize themselves, so they do not
distinguish that which they should do and that which they should avoid
We give as an example a being in hell who laments by saying, "Ah! The
mind!"
With the exception of the Buddha, the Aryans are not free from
trouble of the mind: their thoughts can be troubled following the
disequilibrium of the elements. But their disequilibrium of the elements
is never retribution: for "determinate" actions where retribution could
produce trouble of the mind are retributed before they have obtained
the Path, and "indeterminate" actions will not bear their results due to
the fact that the Path is obtained Neither terror, nor the attack of
demon beings, nor fear can trouble the mind of the Aryans, for they are
above the five fears,241 they do no disobedient actions which excite the
fury of demon beings, for they completely know the nature of things.242
***

The Sutra teaches that there are three crookednesses, crookedness
of the body, speech, and mind; and thus three corruptions and three
stains.
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59a-b. What is termed crookedness, corruption, stains,243 is
aaion arisen from hypocrisy, hatred, and attachment.
Aaion of the body, speech, and mind which arises from hypocrisy,
proceeds from crookedness, and is called crookedness (kautilya, vi.50b);
aaion which arises from hatred, proceeds from hatred, and is called
corruption; and aaion which arises from attachment, proceeds from
stain, and is termed stain.244
59c-d Aaion is of four types, white, black, etc245
The Sutra teaches that aaion is of four types: black, of black
retribution; white, of white retribution; black-white, of black-white
retribution; neither black nor white, without black or white retribution;
and that which destroys the other aaions.
60. Bad aaions, good aaion of Rupa, good aaions of Kama, are,
respeaively, black, white, black-white; aaion which destroys the
other aaions is pure aaion.246
1. Bad aaion, being defiled, is absolutely black; retribution, being
painful, is black.
2. Good aaion of the sphere of Rupadhatu, not mixed with the bad,
is absolutely white; its retribution, being agreeable, is white (see above
p. 621, aninjya aaion).
Objeaion: Why not say the same for good aaion of the sphere of
Arupyadhatu?
Because247 the qualification "white" applies only to aaion which has
two retributions (i.e., in intermediate existence and in an existence
proper),248 and which is threefold, bodily, vocal and mental Now aaion
of the sphere of Arupyadhatu does not present these charaaeristics.
But the Sutra describes aaion of the sphere of Arupyadhatu as white
and of white retribution.249
3. Good aaion of the sphere of Kamadhatu, being mixed with the
bad, is black-white; its retribution is mixed, so it is thus black-white.
This definition is to be understood as applying, not to the nature of
the aaion itself, but to the "series" or the person; in one and the same
mental series, good aaion is mixed with bad aaion. There is no aaion
which is black-white, nor any retribution which is black-white, which
would be a contradictioa250
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Objection: But bad action is also mixed with white action, hence bad
action should be defined as black-white.
Bad action is not necessarily mixed with good action; whereas, in
Kamadhatu, good action is necessarily mixed with bad, because, in this
sphere, the bad is stronger than the good.251
4. Pure action destroys the other three types of action. Not being
defiled, it is not black; not being retributiion,252 it is not white. It is
"non-white" (asukla).
This expression of the Sutra, asukla, is "intentional:" the Blessed
One wishes to oppose pure action to white action; but, speaking in the
Maha£unyatdsffiram of the dharmas proper to the Arhat, he expresses
himself thus, "The dharmas of the Arhat, Oh Ananda, are absolutely
white, absolutely good, absolutely irreprochable." And one reads in the
Treatise,254 "What are the white dharmas? The good dharmas and the
neutral dharmas?"
Pure action does not have any retribution, for it is not of the domain
of the spheres of existence; in fact, it arrests the process of existence.255
Does any pure action destroy all the actions of the first three
categories, black, white, or black-white?
No.
61. A volition may be of twelve types, namely the volition of the
dharmaksantis and of the first eight paths of abandoning in the
detachment of Kamadhatu: such is the action which destroys
black action.256
Four volitions correspond to the four dharmaksantis of the Path of
Seeing the Truths; eight volitions correspond to the first eight paths of
abandoning in the detachment of Kamadhatu: in all twelve volitions, all
pure actions which destroy bad actions.
62a-b. The volition of the ninth is the action which destroys
black-white action.
The volition which corresponds to the ninth path of abandoning in
the detachment of Kamadhatu is the pure action which causes the
abandoning of black-white action and black action, for at this moment
one abandons, in its entirety, good action of Kamadhatu (which is
black-white) and the ninth and last category of bad action.
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62c-d Volition which arises in the last paths of abandoning of
the detachment of the dhyanas destroys good aaion
The volition of the ninth and last path of abandoning which
produces detachment of Kamadhatu with regard to each dhydna is
fourfold volition which destroys white aaion.
Objeaion: The first eight paths of abandoning in the detachment of
Kamadhatu destroy black aaion. But you attribute the power to destroy
white-black and white aaion (good and impure aaions: kusaksasrava)
solely to the ninth path of abandoning. Why is this?
There is not, properly speaking, abandonment of any good
dharmas, for even if they are abandoned, the good dharmas can
reappear; but when the defilement which has this dharma for its objea
is destroyed this dharma is said to be abandoned. Therefore as long as
the last category of defilement which can grasp it as its objea is not
destroyed, this gooddharma is not considered abandoned. [Now it is the
ninth path of abandoning which breaks the prdpti of the ninth category
of defilement relative to each sphere (Kamadhatu, dhyanas) and, as a
consequence, allows one to obtain disconneaion (ii.57d) from this
defilement).257
63a-b. According to others, the first two aaions are retributed in
hell and retributed moreover in Kamadhatu.
According to other masters (Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 590al) aaion
which should be experienced in hell is black aaion; aaion which should
be experienced elsewhere in Kamadhatu, in addition to hell, is blackwhite aaion. Infernal retribution is produced exclusively through bad
aaion: as a consequence, aaion which should be experienced in hell is
black aaion. Retribution in Kamadhatu, with the exception of hell, is
exclusively produced by good-bad aaion (that is, by good aaion mixed
with bad aaion).
63c-d According to others, arisen in Kama, aaions are black
when they can be abandoned through Seeing the Truths; they
are black-white in the contrary case.258
According to other masters (Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 590c5) aaion which
is abandoned through Seeing the Truths, not being mixed with the

good,259 is black. All other actions of Kamadhatu, namely action which
is abandoned through Meditation, is black-white, that is, good mixed
with bad.
***

The Sutra says, "There are three silences, silence of the body, voice,
and of the mind."260
64a-c. Asaiksa, that is, an Arhat's, actions of the body, voice and
mind, are, in this order, the three silences.261
Silence of the body and silence of the voice is bodily and vocal action
which belongs to the Arhat.262 Silence of the mind is the mind or
thought which belongs to an Arhat: this is not mental action.
Why is this?
Because the mind is the true Silent One, the true Muni.
The Vahasikas say that one knows through inference—by reason of
the actions of the body and voice—that the mind is of oik fa.
But an Arhat's bodily and vocal action, is, in its nature, "abstention,"
whereas the action of the mind is not, by nature, "abstention," because
three is no avijnapti of the mind.263
But "silence" is abstention, thus the mind itself "which abstains"
receives the name of silence.
Why does only the mind of the Arhat receive this name?
Because the Arhat is the true Silent One through the cessation of all
murmuring of his defilements.
***

The Sutra says, "There are three purifications, purification of the
body, purification of the voice, and purification of the mind."264
64c-d. The threefold good practice in its entirety is the threefold
purification.
All the good practices of the body, pure or impure, are a purification
of the body, because, either for a time or in a definitive manner, they
efface the impurity of the defilements and bad practices.
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The same holds for the voice and mind
This teaching has for its goal the instruction of persons who take a
false silence for silence, and a false purification of purification.265
***

The Sutra266 says that there are three bad practices.
65a-b. The bad actions of the body, speech and mind are
regarded as being the three bad practices.
Bad actions of the body are the bad praaices of the body and so on.267
65c-d Even though greed, wickedness, anger and false views are
not actions, they constitute a threefold bad practice of the mind.
Further, there are three bad practices of the mind which, by their
nature, are not mental action:268 greed, wickedness or harm, and false
views.
The Darstantikas269 say that greed, wickedness and false views are,
in fact, mental actions, for the Samcetantyasutra considers them as
actions.270
The Vaibhasikas: In this hypothesis, defilements and actions would
be the same thing.
The Darstantikas: What harm do you see in that?
The Vaibhasikas: To admit that defilement is action is to contradict
the Sutra and the definition that it gives of action (iv.lb). As for the
Samcetantyasutra to which you allude, it is volition itself that it
designates when it says "greed," because volition comes into play under
the influence of greed
Because these produce a painful retribution, and because they are
condemned by gpod persons, these praaices of the body, speech and
mind are bad; they are thus termed bad praaices.
66a. Good praaice is the opposite.271
The opposite of bad praaice is good praaice: good actions of the
body, speech, and mind; further, non-greed, non-wickedness and right
views.
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*#*
How can false views or right views by regarded as bad, or good?272
In fact, the first does not contain an intention to do evil, and the second
does not contain an intention to do good to another.
This is true, but they are the root of this twofold intentioa
66b-d By taking, among these practices, the most evident, one
defines the ten courses of action, good and bad respectively.273
The Sutra defines ten courses of action: good courses of action, by
taking the most important,—which are the easiest to see—from among
the good practices; and bad courses of action, by taking the gravest from
among the bad practices.
***

What practices, bad or good, are not included in the courses of
action?
A part of the bad practices of the body, namely (1) preparatory and
consecutive actions of bodily courses of action (prayoga, prsthabhiita,
iv.68c); and (2) certain defiled actions of the body, for example, drinking
alcohol, hitting, binding, etc (Majjhbna, iii.34), are not included among
the courses of action, because these practices are not extremely grave.
Among the bad practices of the body are courses of action which deprive
another of his life, of his goods, or of his wife: one must absolutely
abstain from them.
That which is very grave among bad practices of speech, is, for this
same reason, declared to be a course of action, not preparatory,
consecutive, or minor action.
One part of the bad praaice of the mind, volition, is also excluded
from the bad courses of actioa274
The good courses of action do not include 1. either a part of the good
praaice of the body: preparatory or consecutive; abstention from
inebriating drinks, etc.; alms, worship, etc.;275 2. or one part of the good
praaice of speech, affeaionate words, etc.;276 3. or one part of the good
praaice of the mind, good volition.
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Among the courses of action,
67a. Six bad courses of action can be exclusively avijnapti.271
When one has six courses of action—murder, stealing, lying,
malicious speech, harmful speech, or inconsiderate speech—performed
by another, then these six courses of aaion are only avijnapti.He who
had these actions carried out is lacking the principle vijnapti, that is, the
act of killing itself, etc278
67b. One bad course of aaion is always of two types.
Adultery is always vijnapti and avijnapti,forit must be perpetrated
in person. When one has it committed by another, he does not procure
the same pleasure.
67b. Six, when one carries them out himself, are of two types
also.27*
When one executes them himself, the six courses of aaion specified
above (67a) are at one and the same time vijnapti and avijnapti if death
takes place280 at the same moment as the vijnapti (that is, at the
moment of the stroke by which one intends to kill): if death takes place
later, there is only avijnapti.
***

Among the good courses of aaion,
67c Seven good courses of aaion are of two types.
Seven courses of material aaions, that is, of the body and the voice,
are of two types, vijnapti and avijnapti. In faa the morality that one
undertakes depends on one vijnapti.
61d. They are only avijnapti when they have arisen from
absorption.
The courses of aaion which are included in dharmaiUa, that is, in
the discipline of dhyana and in the pure discipline, are qualified as
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"arisen from absorption/' These two disciplines depend on a single
thought: the courses of action are thus not vij&apti.2*1
Is this also the case for preparatory and consecutive actions as for
the principle action or the course of aaion proper?
68a. The samantakas are vijnapti.
The samantakas or preliminary actions are actions which prepare
for the courses of aaion of the sphere of Kamadhatu They are always
vijnapti (iv.2b, 3d).
68b. They may or may not be avijnapti.
When they are accomplished with a great violence of passion
(paryavastbana, v.47, dhfikya, 032, etc), or with an extreme strength of
faith (prasddagbanarasena, iv.22), they are avijnapti. If not, then no.
68c The opposite concerning consecutive aaioa 282
Consecutive actions are, on the contrary, necessarily avijnapti.They
are vijfiapti when, having accomplished a course of aaion, one continues
to commit aaions analogous to the course of aaioa
***

What is it that constitutes preparatory aaion, the course of aaion
proper, and consecutive aaion?283
A man, desiring to kill an animal, rises from his bed, takes some
silver, goes to the market, feels the animal, buys the animal, leads it,
pulls it, makes it enter, mistreats it, takes a sword, strikes the head once
or twice: as long as he does not kill it, the aaion preparatory to killing
lasts.
At the stroke by which he deprives the animal of its life—that is, at
the moment when the animal dies—the vijnapti of this moment and
the avijnapti which is simultaneous to this vijnapti, are the course of
aaion proper. For it is by reason of two causes that one is touched by the
transgression of murder: by reason of the preparatory aaion and by
reason of the achievement of the result [of the preparatory aaion].284
The moments that follow, the moments of avijnapti created by the
killing, are the consecutive aaion; the series of the moments of vijnapti
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are also consecutive action: moments that constitute pulling the hide off
the animal, washing it, weighing it, selling it, cooking it, eating it, and
congratulating oneself on it.
In the same way one can explain, with the necessary changes, the
other six courses of bodily and vocal aaion.285
There is no reason to distinguish preparatory and consecutive
aaion for greed, wickedness and false views: at the moment when they
manifest themselves, by the sole fact of their presence, they are courses
of action proper.

Objection: A question is raised. Is the course of action made up of
vijnapti and avijnapti at the moment when the animal is in maranabhava,286 that is, at the moment when the animal dies? Or is the vijnapti
and the avijnapti of the moment when the animal is in mrtabhava, that
is, when it is dead?
If you accept the first hypothesis, a person would be guilty of the
transgression of killing when he kills at the very moment when the
killed animal dies: but your system (siddhanta, iv.72a-b) does not admit
this. And in the second hypothesis, you have rightly said that, "at the
stroke by which he deprives the animal of its life, the vijnapti of this
moment and the avijnapti simultaneous to this vijnapti, are the course
of action proper," [You should have said, mrte prdniniyd vijnaptih...
"The vijnapti which took place when the animal dies... "]
Further, if you accept the second hypothesis, you contradict the
explanation that the Vaibhasikas give to the phrase, "while the prayoga
has not yet disappeared," that one reads in the Mulafastra (Jnanaprasthma, TD 26, p. 975a8). This Sastra says, "Can it be the case that a
living being has already been killed but that murder has not yet
occured?287 Yes, when the living being has already been deprived of life,
but when the prayoga [of the murder] has not yet disappeared"288 The
Vaibhasikas (Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 6l7a3) explain this text by saying that
the word prayoga ("conjoined with")—which normally signifies
preparation—here has the meaning of consecutive aaion. Now you
contradia this explanation since, placing the course of principle aaion
at the moment when the animal dies, it is indeed the course of principal
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aaion which, according to you, has not disappeared at the moment
when the animal dies. You interpret the word prayoga of the Sastra in
the sense of the principal aaion
The Vaibhasikas: One must explain the Sastra in such a manner that
it does not lend itself to criticism. And how is that? In the text in
question, prayoga signifies principal course of aaion: [at least when one
envisions the moment which immediately follows the death of the
animal; when one envisions the moments which follow this moment,
prayoga signifies, as the Vibhasa says, the consecutive aaion]
But how could the vijnapti of the moment when the animal is
already dead be the principal course of aaion?
The Vaibhasikas: Why would it not be?
Because it is ineffeaive [The animal is dead: one does not cause it to
die again]
The Vaibhasikas: But how is avijnapti, which is always ineffecive, a
course of aaion? It is not their efficacy which makes a vijnapti and an
avijnapti courses of aaion; it is the faa that they are produced at the
moment of the achievement of the result of the preparatory aaion.289

Gin it be the case that one course of aaion is either a preparatory
aaion or a consecutive action of another course of aaion?
Yes. For example the ten courses of aaion can be a preparatory
aaion for murder. A man desires to kill his enemy; in order to assure the
success of this enterprise, he takes the goods of another and offers an
animal in sacrifice; as a means to this same end, he committs adultery
with the wife of his enemy in order to make her an accomplice; through
lying, malicious, injurious, and frivolous words, he causes a falling out
between his enemy and his friends who would be able to defend him; he
covets the goods of his enemy; he wishes to do evil to his enemy; he
nourishes false views with regard to the murder that he wants to
commit.
In this same way the ten courses of aaion can be the consecutive
aaion of murder. And the same for the other courses of aaion, stealing,
etc290
But, greed, wickedness and false views are never preparatory
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actions, for they are not the beginning of an aaion; nor are they
preparatory actions, for they are solely a production of the mind291
*##

The Sutra says, "There are, Oh Bhiksus, three types of killing:
killing arisen from desire, killing arisen from hatred, and killing arisen
from ignorance," and thus following to, "There are, Oh Bhiksus, three
types of false views." What are these different killings, etc?
All the courses of aaion are not indifferently achieved by desire,
hatred, or ignorance; but
68d Preparatory aaion arises from three roots.292
The preparatory aaion of all of the courses of aaion can
indifferently arise from the three roots. The Blessed One, by expressing
himself as we have seen, refers to the first cause, the cause which gives
rise (samidtbapaka, iv.lOa-b) to the course of aaion.
1. Killing (iv.73) arisen from desire:293 killing in order to seize a
certain part of an animal; killing in order to seize some goods; killing for
pleasure; killing in order to defend oneself, or one's friends.
Killing arisen from hatred, in order to satiate hostility.
Killing arisen through ignorance. To consider the sacrifice as a
pious aaion and so to kill;294 when a king, according to the authority of
the legalists kills through duty, "The first of the meritorious aaions of
the king is to punish evil-doers"; when the Persians say, "One should
kill one's aged and sick parents";295 when one says, "One should kill
serpents, scorpions, and tryambuka flies (Mahavyutpatti, 213,91), etc.,
because these creatures are poisonous;296 one must kill game, cattle,
birds, and buffalos in order to nourish oneself."297
And finally killing which is provoked by false views: murder
committed by a person who denys a future life and whom nothing can
stop.
2. Stealing (iv.73c-d) arisen from desire. Either one steals the objea
desired, or one steals in order to then gain possession of another objea,
to acquire honor and respea,298 or in order to defend oneself and one's
friends.
Stealing arisen from hatred, in order to satiate hostility.
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Stealing arisen from ignorance. A king, upon the authority of the
legalists, seizes the goods of evil-doers.The Brahmins say, "All things
have been given to the Brahmins by Brahma; and it is through the
weakness of the Brahmins that the Vr§alas enjoy it. Consequently, when
a Brahmin steals, he takes that which belongs to him; he eats what is his,
wears what is his, and gives what is his."299 And yet, when Brahmins
take, they indeed have the notion of the goods of another.
Stealing provoked through false views is also stealing from
ignorance.
3. Illicit sexuality (iv.74a-b) arisen from desire. Sexual intercourse
with the wife of another, either through love, or in order to obtain
honor and respect, or in order to defend oneself and one's friends.
Illicit sexuality arisen through hatred, in order to satiate hostility.
Illicit sexuality arisen from ignorance. The Persians, etc, have
intercourse with their mothers and other forbidden womea 30° In the
gosava sacrifice,301 a Brahmin drinks water in the manner of an animal,
grazes through the grass, has intercourse with his mother, his sister, or a
woman of his gotta; he must copulate with them wherever he finds
them: in this manner this bull will triumph over the world And such
too are those that say, ,rWomen are like rice mortars, flowers, fruits,
cooked food, ladders, roads, and ferryboats: they are there to be used"302
4-7. Lying (iv.74c-d) and other vocal transgressions arisen from
ignorance and from hatred, as above.
Lying arisen from ignorance. "Oh King, playful lying, lying to
women, in marriage, or in danger of death, does not hurt: one says that
these five lies are not transgressions."303 This is lying provoked by false
views.
Malicious words and other vocal transgressions arisen from
ignorance. These are provoked through false views. Further, the false
discourses of the Vedas, etc, are frivolous words arisen from ignorance.
8-10. How do greed, wickedness and false views (iv.77-78) arise out
of desire, etc? Since they are not preparatory action, this creates a
difficulty:
69a-b. Greed and the other two mental courses arise from the
three roots because they appear subsequent to these roots.
When they appear immediately after desire, they arise from desire;
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the same for the other two roots.
***

We have explained the bad courses of aaion in their relationship
with the roots. As for the good courses of aaion,
69c-d Good actions, with their preparatory and consecutive
aaions, arise f ron non-desire, non-hatred, and non-ignorance.
Good courses of aaion, with their preparatory and consecutive
aaions, have a good mind for their originating (pravartaka, iv.10) cause.
This good mind, being necessarily associated with the three roots, arises
from the three roots.
The renouncing of a preparation of a bad course of aaion is a
preparation of a good course of aaion; the renouncing of the aaion
proper which constitutes a bad course of aaion is itself a good course of
aaion; the renouncing of a consecutive aaion of a bad course of aaion is
a consecutive aaion of a good course of aaion.
Let us give as an example: the ordination of a novice. From the
moment when the novice enters into the nandvasa,m salutes the
Sangha, addresses his request to the Upadhyaya, until the first or second
karmavdcana, this is the preparatory aaion.305 At the achievement of
the third karmavdcana there takes place a vijnapti, and an avijnapti
simultaneous to this vijnapti, which constitute the course of aaion itself.
After this moment, when one notifies the new monk of the nisrayas,
when he makes known that he accepts them,306 and as long as the series
of the avijnapti created by the principal aaion continues—that is to say,
as long as the monk does not lose the Pratimoksa discipline (iv.38)—
this is the consecutive aaion.
##*

We have seen that bad courses of aaion were not indifferently
"achieved" by the three roots.
70a-b. Killing, wickedness, and injurious words are achieved
through hate.
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Solely by hate. They are achieved when one thought of murder,307 or
one thought of violence (concerning wickedness and injurious words)
manifests itself.
70b-d Adultery, greed, and stealing are achieved through desire.
"Adultery" is illicit sexuality.
71a. False views, through ignorance.
Through an extreme ignorance.
71b. The others, by the three.
The other courses of action,—lying, malicious words, and inconsiderate words,—are achieved either through desire, hatred, or
ignorance.
The courses of action, which have just been divided into four
sections, three (70a-b), three, one and three, have respectively for their
71c-d Object: living beings, objeas of enjoyment, namarupa,
and ndman.308
Living beings are the objects of killing, wickedness and injurious
speech; the objeas of enjoyment are the objeas of adultery, greed and
stealing; namarupa, that is, the five skandhas, are the objea of false
views; ndman, that is, the ndmakdya (ii.47) is the objea of lying and the
other two transgressions of the voice.309
#*#

When one has decided to kill someone, and if the murderer dies
either before the intended victim, or if he dies at precisely the same
moment as the viaim, is there a principal course of action for the author
of the murder?
72a-b. If one dies before or at the same time, there is no principal
course of aaion.310
This is why the Vibhdsd says, "Question: When a person has made
the preparation for killing, can it be that, at the moment when the result
of this preparation is achieved, this person is not touched by the
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transgression of killing?311 Answer: Yes, when the murderer dies
before or at the same time [as the viaim]." The reason is clear: as long
as the viaim is living, the murderer is not touched by the transgression
of murder; and when the viaim dies, he (=the murderer) no longer
exists if he died at the same time or before.
72b. Because a new body has come into existence.
The body—the personality—by whom the preparation had been
accomplished, the body of the murderer, is destroyed; the murderer
takes up a new body which belongs to another nikayasabhaga (ii.41a):
this body did not make the preparation, is not prayoktar and, as a
consequence, cannot be touched by the transgression of murder.
*##

When many persons are united with the intention to kill, either in
war, or in the hunt, or in banditry, who is guilty of murder, if only one of
them kills?
72c-d As soldiers, etc., concur in the realization of the same
effea, all are as guilty as the one who kills.
Having a common goal, all are guilty exaaly as he who among them
kills, for all mutually incite one another, not through speech, but by the
very faa that they are united together in order to kill
But is the person who has been constrained through force to join the
army also guilty?
Evidently so, unless he has formed the resolution, "Even in order to
save my life, I shall not kill a living being."
***

What does he do in order that he who kills should commit the
course of aaion? Same question for the other transgressions up to and
including false views.
73a-b. Murder is to kill another, consciously, without making an
error.
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When a person kills by thinking, "I am killing such a one," and kills
this same person, and not another through error, then there is
murder.312
But is there murder when a person kills, doubting if he hits a living
being or a thing, or if he hits another?
This person possesses the certitude, "This is certainly him"; he hits
him; and as a consequence, there is the thought of paritydga.515
***

How can there be murder, or destruction of the prdna (prdndtipdta),
since the skandhas are momentary?314
Prdna, the "vital breath", is a wind whose existence depends on the
body and the mind.315 This prdna is annihilated by a murderer in the
same way in which one annihilates a flame or a sound of a bell, that is to
say, by obstructing the continuation of its reproducing itself.
Or rather,316 prdna is the vital organ (fivitendriya, ii.45a): when a
person creates an obstacle to the arising of a new moment of the vital
organ, he annihilates it, and is touched by the transgression of killing.
But to whom do you attribute the vital organ? Who do you say is
dead when life is absent?317
The true value of the pronoun "to whom" or "of whom" will be
examined in the chapter on the Refutation of the Pudgala (Chapter
IX).318 Let us observe that the Blessed One said, "When life, heat and
consciousness leave the body, it lies abandoned, like a piece of wood,
deprived of feeling."319 One says that the body lives when it is endowed
with the organs; and that the body is dead when it is devoid of them.
**#

According to the Nirgranthas, 32° a transgression (adharma) results
for the doer from killing, even committed without knowing it, or
without desiring it, in the way that contact with fire results in burning.
But if this is the case, then one is guilty when one sees, or touches,
without wanting to, the wife of another; he who trims the hair of the
Nigranthas is guilty; the master of the Nirgranthas is guilty since he
preaches terrible austerities; he who gives the Nirgranthas food which
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provokes cholera and death is also guilty. The mother and the embryo
which are both the cause of suffering, are guilty; guilty also is the person
killed, for he is bound to the action of killing as the object killed: and fire
burns its own support. But on the other hand, he who has murder
committed by another is not guilty, for one is not himself burned when
one has another person touch the fire. Since you do not take intention
into consideration, wood and other materials, even though lacking
consciousness, are guilty of murder when a house collapses and living
beings perish.321 If you would avoid these consequences, recognize that
but one example—the example of the fire—and it alone, not
accompanied by any argument, cannot prove your thesis.
#*#

73c-& Stealing—taking what is not given—is to appropriate to
oneself the goods of another through force or in secret.322
The reservation above holds: "with the condition that there has
been no error."323
To appropriate to oneself, through force or in secret, that which is
possessed by another, when one does not confuse the person from
whom one wants to steal with another person, constitutes stealing.
The plunder of a Stupa is to take a thing that has not been given by
the Buddha: for, at the moment of Nirvana, the Blessed One accepted,
appropriated to himself all the gifts made to Stupas.324 According to
others, this is to take a thing which has not been given by the guardians
of the Stupa.325
To take a thing that does not have an owner is to take what is not
given by the ruler of the country.
To take the goods, the robes, etc, of an deceased monk,326 is to take
what is not given by the Sangha of the parish,327 in the case when an
ecclesiastical action has not been done; in the opposite case, this is to
take what is not given by all the disciples of the Buddha.
74a-b. Illicit sexuality, fourfold, is intercourse with a woman
with whom one should not have intercourse.328
1. Intercourse with a forbidden woman, that is, the wife of another,

one's mother, one's daughter, or one's paternal or maternal relations;329
2. Intercourse with one's own wife through a forbidden way; 33° 3. in an
unsuitable place: an uncovered spot, a caitya, an aranya;m 4. at an
unsuitable time: when the wife is pregnant, when she is nursing,332 or
when she has taken a vow.333 Some say: when she has taken a vow only
with the consent of her husband
The reservation relative to killing, "with the condition that there
has been no error," also extends to illicit sexuality, and there is no course
of aaion when one has intercourse with the wife of another if one
thought that he was with his own wife.334
Opinions differ on whether there is a course of action when one
takes the wife of a certain one for the wife of another one. For some, yes,
for it is the wife of another who was the object of the preparatory action;
it is also the wife of another that one enjoys. For others, no, as in the case
of killing with an error of person: the object of the preparatory aaion is
not the objea of the enjoyment.335
With regard to whom is intercourse with Bhiksunis illicit sexuality?
With regard to the master of the land, who is not disposed to
tolerate it. As for the master of the country himself, if his spouse, when
she has undertaken a vow, is forbidden to him, all the more reason are
nuns so forbidden.
Intercourse with a young girl is illicit with regard to the man to
whom she is engaged, and, if she is not engaged, with regard to her
guardian; if she has no guardian, then with regard to the king. (Vibhasd,
TD 27, p. 585a20)
74c-d. Lying is discourse held, with differing thoughts, with a
person who understands the meaning.336
1. Lying is discourse held, with thoughts different from the sense
expressed, with a person who understands the meaning. When the
person addressed does not understand, such discourse is only frivolous
words.
2. Discourse (ii.47a-b) is sometimes made up of numerous syllables.
Which will be the course of aaion? Which will be lies?
The last syllable, which is vijnapti and which is accompanied by
avijnaptiOr rather, the syllable whose hearing causes the meaning to be
understood. The preceeding syllables are a preparation for the lie.
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3. How should one interpret the expression arthabhijna, "a person
who understands the meaning?" Does this refer to the moment when
the person addressed understands the meaning? Does it refer to a
person addressed capable of understanding the meaning? In the first
hypothesis, you admit that the course of action takes place when the
person addressed has understood the meaning; it follows then that the
course of action is solely avijnapti: for the person addressed understood
the meaning through mental consciousness, which is consecutive to
auditory consciousness; and the vijnapti, or vocal action, perishes at the
same time as the auditory consciousness. There is no longer any vijOapti
at the moment when the person addressed understands. In the second
hypothesis, this difficulty is not present. But what must one do in order
that the person addressed is "capable of understanding the meaning?"^
The person who knows the language and in whom auditory
consciousness has arisen is "capable of understanding the meaning."
One must interpret the text in a manner in which it will not give
rise to criticism.
***

The Sutra338 teaches that there are sixteen "vocal actions," eight of
which are bad: to say that one has seen what one has not seen, to say that
one has heard, cognized, or known what one has not heard, cognized, or
known; to say that one has not seen when one has seen; and to say that
one has not heard, cognized, or known when one has heard, cognized, or
known; and eight are good: to say that one has not seen when one has
not seen...
What is the meaning of the words seen (drsfa), heard (fruta),
cognized (vijnata), and known (mata)?
75. What is perceived through the visual consciousness, through
the auditory consciousness, through the mental consciousness,
and through three consciousnesses, is called, in order, seen,
heard, cognized, and known.
What is perceived through the visual consciousness receives the
name of seen,... what is perceived through the consciousness of smell,
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taste, and touch, receives the name of knowa
How do you justify this last interpretation?
The Vaibhasikas say that odors, tastes and tangible things, being
morally neutral, are as dead (mrtakalpa); this is why they are called
mata.
The Sautrantikas: According to what authority do you maintain that
the expression mata refers to what is smelled, tasted, and touched?
The Vaibhasikas: According to the Sutra, and by virtue of reasoning.
The Sutra says, "What do you think, Oh Malakimatar,339 the visible
objeas that you have not seen, that you have not seen formerly, that you
do not see, about which you do not think Would that I could see them,'
do you have, by reason of them, any longing, lust, desire, affection,
attachment, appetite, or searching out?340 No, Lord Oh Malakimatar,
with regard to the subject seen, you will only think, 'it is seen,' with
regard to the subject heard, cognized, and known, you will only think, 'it
is heard, cognized, known (matamdtram bhavisyati).'"
The words "seen," "heard," and "cognized," certainly refer to visible
things, to sounds, and to the dharmas: hence the word mata refers to
smells, tastes, and tangible things (opinion of Buddhaghosa, Visuddhimagga, 451). If it were otherwise, the experience relative to smells,
tastes and tangible things would not be refered to in this teaching of the
Blessed One.
The Sautrantikas: This Sutra does not have the meaning that you
believe it does, and is does not confirm your interpretation of the word
mata.The Blessed One does not aim to define the characteristics of the
four experiences, having seen, having heard, having cognized, having
mata.His mind is evidently, "In the fourfold experience, seeing, etc,—
each of which bears on the sixfold objects, visible things, sounds, smells,
tastes, tangible things and dharmas,—you maintain only that this
experience takes place, that you see, etc, without attributing (adhyaropa) to the object the characteristic of disagreeable or agreeable."
Then what should one thus understand by seen, heard, mata
(known) and cognized?
According to the Sautrantikas, that which is immediately perceived
by the five material organs, is seen, drsta; that the consciousness of
which is transmitted to us by another, is heard, iruta; what is admitted
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by reason of correct reasoning, is mata, known; and what is perceived by
the mental organ is cognized, vijndta.541 Thus five categories of
objects—visible matter, sounds, odors, tastes, and tangible things—are
seen, heard, known, and cognized; the sixth category—dharmas—is not
seen: such is the fourfold experience that the Sutra refers to. It is thus
false that, in the hypothesis where mata does not designate odors, tastes,
and tangible matter, the experience relative to these objects would be
omitted in the Sutra: thus the argument of the Vaibhasikas does not
hold
According to former masters,342 "seen" is what is perceived by the
organ of seeing; "heard" is what is perceivedby the organ of hearing and
what one learns from another: "known" is what is personally accepted
or experienced;343 and "cognized" is what one feels in and of oneself
(Le., agreeable sensation, etc, or an intuition that one has in an
absorption).

Does he344 who, by means of his body and not by means of speech,
causes to be understood what is not in his mind, commit lying?
Yes. The Sastra says in fact, "Question: Can one be touched by the
transgression of killing, without acting, without attacking bodily?
Answer: Yes, when one acts vocally.345 Question: Gin one be touched by
the transgression of lying without vocal action? Answer: Yes, when one
acts bodily. Question: Qui one be touched by the transgression of
murder, by the transgression of lying, without either bodily or vocal
action? Answer: Yes, for example the R§is, guilty of murder through
their anger,346 and a Bhiksu, guilty of lying through his silence in the
confession ceremony."347 (Vibhdfd, TD 27, p. 6l7c25).
But, we would say, how could one admit that R§is and a Bhiksu
accomplish a course of action which is at one and the same time vijnapti
and avijriapti! Neither the Rsis nor a Bhiksu have bodily or vocal action:
hence there is no vijnapti; and avijnapti of the sphere of Kamadhatu
cannot exist where vijnapti is absent (iv.2a). This is a difficulty that
must be resolved.348
76a-b. Malicious or slanderous speech is the discourse of a
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person with a defiled mind with a view to dividing.349
The discourse that one has, with a defiled mind, with a view to
dividing others and creating enmity, is malicious speech.
The restrictions formulated above, "when the person addressed
understands, when there is no confusion of persons," applies here.
76c Injurious words are abusive discourse.
Discourse pronounced with a defiled mind, outraging, understood
by him whom one addresses, addressed to him whom one wants to
address, is injurious speech. 35°
76c-d All defiled discourse is inconsiderate speech.351
The Karika has "all defiled . . . "; but it refers here to discourse.
All defiled discourse is inconsiderate speech; one who utters it is
thus an"inconsiderate speaker"1; but the Karika has bhinnapralapita in
place of sambhinnapraldpa.
11&. According to others, inconsiderate speech is the defiled
discourse which differs from the others.
Lying, malicious and injurious speech and defiled discourse: the
name "inconsiderate speech" is reserved for the defiled speech which is
neither lying, nor malicious, nor injurious.
77b-c For example, boasting, singing, declamations; for
example, bad commentaries.
For example, a monk boasts about himself in order to obtain alms,
etc;352 through frivolity353 some others sing; in the course of plays or
dances, the dancers, in order to entertain the public, hold inconsiderate
discourse; adopting the doctrines of bad philosophers, non-Buddhists
read bad commentaries. And in addition, there are lamentations and
loquaciousness,354 carried out with a defiled mind but which differ from
lying, malicious speech and injurious speech.
But is it not true that, in the period of a Cakravartin King, there are
songs that do not have inconsiderate words?
In this period, songs are inspired by a spirit of detachment, not by
sensuality.355 Or, according to another opinion, there is, in this period,
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inconsiderate words, since one speaks of dvdha, of vivdha, etc.;356 but
this inconsiderate speech does not constitute the course of action of this
name.
77c-d Greed is the desire to appropriate to oneself, by
illigitimate means, the goods of another.
To desire to appropriate to oneself the goods of another in an
illegitimate manner, in an unjust manner, by force or secretly—"Would
that the goods of another were mine!"357—is the course of action called
greed, abhidhyd.
According to another opinion, abhidhyd means all desire of the
sphere of Kamadhatu, for the Sutra of the Five Ntvaranas,358 on the
subjea of kdmacchanda, expresses itself thusly, "Having abandoned
abhidhyd..."
But, say other masters, Cakravartin Kings and the Uttarakurus are
not guilty of the course of abhidhyd aaion, and yet they are not delivered
from desire of the sphere of Kamadhatu.
Let us admit that all desire of the sphere of Kamadhatu is abhidhyd:
but all abhidhyd is not a course of aaion. Only the most notable among
the bad praaices are included among the courses of aaion (iv.66b).
78a. Wickedness is a hatred of living beings.359
It is a hatred of living beings, by which one desires to harm the
person of another.360
78b-c False view is the opinion that there is neither good nor
bad.361
As it is said in the Sutra, "There is no gift, no sacrifice, no oblation,
no good aaion, no bad aaion... there are no Arhats in the world." False
view, as this Sutra shows, consists of negating aaion, its results, and the
existence of Aryans. The Karika only indicates the beginning.
Such is the definition of the ten bad courses of aaion.
***

What is the meaning of the expression "course or pathway of
aaion" (karmapatha)P

78c-d Three are courses of aaion; seven are also actioa362
Greed, wickedness and false views are courses of action—courses of
aaion that one terms volition (cetana, iv.lb). In faa, volition which is
associated with them is moved by their movement, in that, by their
force, it acts in conformity with them: it moves by their out-going.
Murder and the other six transgressions are action, for they are, by
their nature, actions of body and voice; and they are also courses of this
aaion that is called volition, for the volition that gives rise to them
(tatsamutthanacetandyah, iv.10) has in these transgressions its end and
reason for existence.
The expression "course of aaion" thus simply means course of
aaion when one applies it to greed, etc; it signifies aaion and course of
action when it is applied to killing, etc A similar composition is justified
by the rule of asarupdnam apy ekafesah: "A single meaning is
maintained even when the terms of a compound are different" (Panini,
i.2.64).
In the same way one should understand the good courses of aaion,
the renouncing of killing, etc, non-greed, etc
***

Why are not preparatory and consecutive aaions considered as
courses of aaion (iv.66b-d)?
Because preparatory aaion is accomplished with a view to the
aaion proper; and because consecutive aaion has for its roots the aaion
itself.363 Furthermore, the most notable among good and bad practices
alone are courses of aaion. And finally, courses of aaion are aaions the
augmentation and diminution of which have for their result the
augumentation or the diminution of things and living beings (iv.85,
iii.89).
#**

The Sautrantikas do not recognize volition as a mental action; for
them, there is no mental action outside of greed, etc (iv.65c-d).
How then do they explain the faa that the Sutra gives the name of
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course of action to greed etc? This is a question they must answer.
The response is not difficult. Greed, wickedness (anger) and false
view are mental actions and they are pathways leading to bad realms of
rebirth; or rather they are both courses of action, for greed sets into
motion wickedness (anger) and false view, and vice versa.
***

The ten bad courses of action are in complete contradiction with the
good dharmas.
79a. The view of negation cuts off the roots of good.364
The cutting off of the roots of gpod takes place through the false
view of the ninth degree, strong-strong (iv.79d).
Objection: You affirm that only false view cuts off the roots of good,
but the Treatise365 says, f,What are the strong roots of evil? They are the
roots of evil which cut off the roots of gpod, the roots of evil which are
initially adandoned when one acquires detachment from Kamadhatu."
This text proves that greed and the other roots of evil cut off the roots of
good.
Answer: Only false view cuts off the roots of good; but fake view is
brought about by the roots of evil: hence the Treatise attributes to these
last the operation which more properly belongs to false views. In the
same way that one says that bandits burn a village because it is they who
light the fire that burns the village.
***

What roots of gpod are cut off?
79b. The innate roots of the sphere of Kamadhatu.366
The roots of good of the sphere of Kamadhatu are cut off when one
cuts off the roots of gpod; for one who cuts off the roots of good of
Kamadhatu is not endowed with the roots of good of Rupadhatu or
Arupyadhatu.
If this is so, how should one understand this text of the Prajndpti,
"What cuts off this person's roots of good of the three spheres?"
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(quoted in Vibhasa, TD 27, p. 184bl7).
This text means that, at this moment, the acquisition of the roots of
good of the superior spheres become distant, because this person, who
was formerly fit for these acquisitions, ceases to exist through the
cutting off of the roots of good of Kamadhatu.
It refers to the innate roots of good: for one who cuts off the roots of
good has already fallen from the acquired roots of good (prayogika,
ii.71b, trans, p. 314, Vibhasa, TD 27, p. 183b5).
***

What is the object of the false view which cuts off the roots of gpod?
79c The false view which negates cause and result.
Negation of cause is to think, "There is neither good nor bad
action." Negation of result is to think, "There is no retribution, no result
of good or bad action" (iv.78b-c, v.7).
According to another opinion, these two false views,—that which
negates cause, and that which negates result,—contribute to the cutting
off of the roots of good in the same way as anantaryamarga and
vimuktimarga contribute to the cutting off of the defilements (vi.28,
65b).
Some say that the negation which cuts off the roots of good has for
its object (that is, denies) sasrava, the impure, or the first two Truths,
and not anasrava, the pure, or the last two Truths; rather it has for its
object the sphere where one is to be found, and not Rupadhatu and
ArupyadhattL In fact, the negation which bears on the "pure" or the
higher spheres is weak, because it is in relation with these objects only
by association (v.17-18).367
But the Vaibhasikas say:368
79d Completely.
The roots of good are cut off completely by false view, whether this
refers to cause or result, pure or impure, Kamadhatu or the higher
spheres.
###
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Some say that the nine categories of the roots of good, weak-weak
roots of good, weak-medium, weak-strong, medium-weak, etc, are cut
off all at once through one moment of false view, in the same way that
the defilements which are abandoned by Seeing into one Truth are, in
all their categories, abandoned through the Seeing of this Truth (vi.lc-d).
But the Vaibhasikas say:
79A Gradually.
The roots of good are cut off in the manner in which the
defilements to be abandoned through Meditation on the Truths
(satyabhavana, vi.33) are abandoned: this means that the strong-strong
root of good is cut off by a weak-weak false view, and thus following to
the weak-weak root of good which is cut off by a strong-strong false
view.
This theory is not in agreement with the text,369 "What are the
'small and concomitant* roots of good370 They are those which are
abandoned lastly to the cutting off of the roots of good; those through
the absence of which a person is termed one-who-has-the-roots-ofgood-cut-off."
Objection: If the cutting off is gradual, how should one understand
the text, "What are the strong-strong roots of evil? The roots of evil
through which one cuts off the roots of good?"
This text refers to the achievement of the cutting off of the roots of
good, for it is through the strong-strong roots of evil that the roots of
good totally disapear. As long as the last category of the roots of good,
the weak-weak, is not cut off, it can determine the reappearance of the
others.371
According to certain masters, the cutting off of the nine categories
takes place at one time, without interruption,372 like the abandoning of
the defilements through the Path of Seeing into the Truths. But the
Vaibhasikas say that it takes place either without interruption, or at
several times.
According to certain masters, the abandoning of discipline
(samvaraprahdna, iv.38) preceeds the cutting off of the roots. But the
Vaibhasikas say that the discipline is lost when one loses the mind of
which this discipline is the result (Vibhasa, TD 27, p. 183c8).373
#**
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What beings are capable of cutting off the roots of good?
79d The cutting off takes place among humans.
Only humans cut them off; not the creatures in the painful realms of
rebirth; for their discernment (pra/nd), whether defiled or not, is not
firm; not the gods, for the result of action is manifest to them.374 And
only humans of the three continents cut them off, not those of
Uttarakuru, for they do not possess bad dfayas.375
According to another opinion,376 only humans in Jambudvlpa cut
off the roots of good But this is in contradiaion with the text, "The
inhabitants of Jambudvlpa possess a minimum of eight organs; the
same for the inhabitants of Purvavidena and of Avaragodanlya."377
80a. Men and women cut off the roots.
According to another opinion, women do not cut off the roots
because their will and their application are weak. But this is in
contradiaion with the text, ''Whoever possesses the female organ
necessarily possesses eight organs" (iL18d).
The sensualist does not cut off the roots of good because his dfaya is
in movement; the only one who cuts them off is
80a-b. The rationalist.378
Because his dfaya is bad, firm, and hidden.379
By virtue of these same principles, eunuchs, etc, 38° do not cut off the
roots of good, because they are counted among the sensualists, and
because their discernment, like that of the creatures of painful realms of
rebirth, is not firm.

What is the nature of the cutting off of the roots of good?
80b. The cutting off is non-possession
When the possession of the roots of good is obstmaed in rearising,
in continuing, then ten non-possessions (aprdpti), or non-endowedmerits (asamanvdgama, ii.37) arise.
When aprdptihas arisen, there is a cutting off of the roots of good.
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When the roots of good have been cut off, how do they rearise?
80c Rearising through doubt, through insight into the existence
of cause, etc
It can happen that a person whose roots of good have been cut off
produces, relative to cause and result, either doubt or insight into their
existence, which is Right View. When Right View has arisen, then one
says that the roots of good have arisen,381 because the possession of
these roots is henceforth present. The roots arise in their nine
categories; but they will only gradually manifest themselves, in the same
way that one initially regains one's health and then, gradually, one's
strength.382
80& Not here, for one guilty of anantarya.383
Other persons who have cut off the roots of good can take them up
again in this life, but not one guilty of an anantarya transgression (iv.97)
who has thus cut off the roots of good It is with regard to this
transgressor that it is said, "This person is unfit to again take up the
roots of good in this life; but he certainly will take them up either by
dying in hell, or by being bora"384 "By being born" means to be found in
an intermediate state [which preceeds existence in hell]. "By dying"
means disposed to die [in hell]. The roots of good are taken up by being
born since they have been cut off by the force of the cause; and by dying,
since they have been cut off by the force of a conditioa Same difference
when they have been cut off by one's own force, or by the force of
another.385
The person who is afayavipannam—that is to say, lost (vipanna)
by the fact of his false view—can take up again the roots of good in the
present existence. The person who is both dsayavipanna and prayogavipanna—that is, one who is furthermore lost through the fact of his
anantarya transgression—takes up the roots again only after the
destruction of his body.387 [This is a variant of what has just been said,
"One who has cut off the roots by his own force, or by the force of
another . . . "]. Same difference for one who is drsfivipanna (lost
through false view) and one who is at the same time both drsfivipanna
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and silavipanna (lost further by an anantarya transgression).388 [This is
a variant on the immediately preceeding passage].
One can cut off the roots of good and not be destined to hell
(mithyatvaniyata, iii.44c-d). Four cases: 1. Purana and the other five
masters;389 2. AjataSatru; 3. Devadatta; and 4. persons who have not cut
off the roots and who have committed an anantarya transgression.
A person with a false view, who has cut off the roots of good, is
punished in Avici Hell; a person guilty of an anantarya transgression is
punished in Avici, or elsewhere. 39°
*##

Volition is the principal aaion. We shall explain with how many
courses of aaion volition can coexist.
81a-c With regard to the painful realms of rebirth, volition can
coexist at most with eight courses.
Volition can coexist with one course of aaion, as when either greed,
anger, or a false view manifests itself, without any "material" (rupin)
course of aaion having taken place; or rather the person who has
prepared one of the material courses of aaion finds himself to have a
non-defiled, that is, a good or neutral mind, at the moment when, on his
instigation, this course of aaion is perpetuated.391
Volition can coexist with two courses of aaion, as when a person
with an angry mind kills; or when a person who is prey to greed steals,
or commits adultery, or speaks in an inconsiderate manner.392
Volition can coexist with three courses of aaion, as when a person
with an angry mind kills and steals at the same time.393
But haven't we seen that stealing is only achieved by desire alone
(iv.70)? This restriction refers to the achievement of stealing committed by a person who only thinks of stealing.394
Volition can coexist with three courses of aaion, as when greed is
present at the moment when two material courses of aaion are
completed that one has committed by another.
Volition can coexist with four courses of aaion, as when one lies or
when one injures with the intention of dividing: there is one mental
course of aaion and three vocal courses of aaioa 395 Or rather, when the
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mind is in the prey of greed, etc., at the moment when three material
courses are completed.
Volition can coexist with five, six, or seven courses of action, as
when the mind is in the prey of greed, etc., at the moment when four,
five, or six material courses of action are completed
Volition can coexist with eight courses of action, as when a person
has made the preparatory action of six courses of action, murder, etc.; at
the moment when these six courses of action are completed, he is in the
prey of greed and commits adultery.
Volition cannot coexist with nine courses of action, or with ten
courses, because greed, anger, false view are not simultaneous.
Slc-d Concerning good courses of action, volition can coexist
with ten.
The ten good courses of action can be simultaneous to volition.
81d Volition does not coexist with one, eight, or five courses of
action.396
Volition can coexist with two courses of actions, as when a ptrson in
the absorption of Arupyadhatu, in possession of ksayajnana or
armtpddajnana (vL45,50): his five consciousnesses are good There are
thus two courses of action: non-greed and non-anger.397
Volition can coexist with three courses of action, as when the mental
consciousness is associated with Right View and when the seven good
material courses of action are absent.
Volition can coexist with four courses of action. When, with a bad or
neutral mind, one undertakes the discipline of an Upasaka or a
Sramanera which embraces four material good courses of action, nonkilling, etc.
Volition can coexist with six courses of action, as when, the five
consciousnesses being good, one undertakes the same disciplines: four
good material courses of action, non-greed and non-anger.
Volition can coexist with seven courses of action. When, with a good
mental consciousness, one undertakes the same discipline, add Right
View. Or rather, when, with a bad or neutral mind, one undertakes the
discipline of Bhiksu: only seven material courses of action.
Volition can coexist with nine courses of action. [Three cases:] One

undertakes the discipline of a Bhik§u, the five consciousnesses (visual
consciousness, etc) being good: Right View is absent; one undertakes
this same discipline at a moment when, in an absorption of Arupyadhatu, one possesses ksayajndna or anutpadajnana. [This is the case,
examined above, of the two courses of action: one must add the seven
courses of aaion of discipline, which is here not avijnapti]; in the course
of an absorption of a dhydna, one possesses ksayajndna or anutpadajnana [Right View is absent; the seven material courses of aaion exist as
part of the discipline of dhydna (avijnapti)].398
Volition can coexist with ten good courses of aaion. In the different
cases: when one undertakes the discipline of a Bhiksu with a good
mental consciousness, except in the case of ksayajndna and anutpadajnana; and all volition concomitant with the discipline of dhydna and
pure discipline when this volition is not associated with ksayajndna or
anutpadajnana.
We have shown under what conditions volition coexists with the
good courses of aaion included in the disciplines. If one looks at the
good courses of aaion independent of the disciplines, volition can also
be found with one course of aaion, five courses of aaion, and eight
courses of aaion:
1. When one renounces a transgression and when one has a mind
different from that which provokes this renouncing, that is, a defiled or
neutral mind; 2. when one renounces two transgressions and when one
has a good mental consciousness: this good mental consciousness
includes the three mental aaions to which is added two renouncings,
two material aaions; and 3. when, under the same conditions, when one
renounces five transgressions.399
***

What are the courses of aaion which exist, either in faa or as
potentiality,400 in the different realms of rebirth?
82a-b. Inconsiderate words, injurious words, anger, of two types,
exist in hell.401
Inconsiderate words exist in hell, for beings in hell lament: injurious
words, for beings in hell mutually reproach one another;402 and anger,
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because they hate one another for the duration of their lives.
82c-d Greed and false views, as potentiality.
Beings in hell possess greed and false views, but these do not
actually exist in hell: because of the absence of any object to which one
could become attached,m and because the result of action is manifested
In hell killing is absent, for beings in hell die through the exhaustion
of their actions (karmaksaya, ii. trans, p. 235-6); stealing and adultry are
absent, for beings in hell do not have property or objeas of property, or
women; lying is absent, for it is useless; and malicious words are useless,
for beings in hell are at a distance and are always separate from one
another.
82d Three exist in Uttarakuru.
Greed, anger and false views exist in Uttarakuru in the sense that
the inhabitants of Uttarakuru are in possession of a potentiality for
greed, anger and false views. But, in fact, greed is absent there, for no
one has anything of his own; in the same way anger is absent, because
they are soft, and because there is no cause for displeasure; so too false
views are absent, because there is no bad asaya (apapasayatvat, iv.80d).
83a. The seventh course exists there in fact also.
Inconsiderate words exist there in fact; for, sometimes, the
inhabitants of Uttarakuru sing with a defiled mind
Because bad diaya is absent there; because the duration of one's life
is determined there (iii.78c; ii. trans, p. 236); and because no one
possesses any property or object of property, or women, and also
through its lack of usefulness, killing and the other courses of action are
absent in Uttarakuru.
If the men of Uttarakuru do not have wives, how can they have
unchaste behavior? They take the women with whom they desire to
enjoy pleasure by the hand and go to a tree. If sex with this woman is
allowable, the tree covers up the couple with its branches; in the
contrary case, the tree does not cover up the couple.404
83b. The ten bad courses of action exist elsewhere in Kamadhatu.
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The ten bad courses of aaion exist in fact in Kamadhatu with the
exception of hell and Uttarakuru.
Concerning animals, Pretas and gods, the bad courses of action are
not necessarily conneaed with undiscipline (asamvaranirmukta, see
iv.24c); with regard to humans, the bad courses of aaion are either
necessarily conneaed, or not necessarily conneaed to undiscipline.
Does killing exist among the gods? The gods do not, amongst
themselves, kill one another, but they kill beings belonging to other
realms of rebirth, Pretas, etc According to another opinion, the gpds
also kill by cutting the head or the body.405
83c-d Three good courses of aaion exist everywhere, as
potentiality and in fact.
Everywhere, in the three spheres of existence and in the five realms
of rebirth, non-greed, non-anger and Right Views exist both as
potentiality and in f aa.
84a-b. In the Arapyas, among the Unconscious Ones, seven
courses of aaion exist as potentiality.
Among the beings of Arupyadhatu and the Asamjnisattvas (ii.41d),
the seven good material courses of aaion, bodily and vocal, exist solely
as potentaility.
In £aa, Aryans who are born in Arupyadhatu possess the past and
future discipline of pure morality, and the Unconscious Ones possess
the discipline of dhyana (iv.l3c) under the same conditions.
The past pure discipline that the Aryan who is in Arupyadhatu
possesses, has for its base of support the stage or stages (Four Dhyanas)
which he has produced and destroyed; the future pure discipline that he
will possess, has on the contrary the five stages (Kamadhatu and the
Four Dhyanas) for its base of support.406
84b-d For the rest, good courses of aaion also exist in faa, with
the exception of beings in hell and the Uttarakurus.
The rest, that is, in the other spheres of existence, and in the other
realms of rebirth.
Beings in hell and the Uttarakurus do not undertake any morality.
Elsewhere the seven good material courses of aaion exist in faa.
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One must make a distinctioa Among the animals and Pretas, the
good courses of action are never necessarily connected with discipline;
in Rupadhatu, they are always necessarily connected with discipline;
elsewhere they can be of one or the other category.
85a-b. All the other courses of action have retributive results,
outflowing result, and predominating results.407
Good or bad, the ten courses of action have a threefold result.
1. Through each bad course of action practiced (dsevita), cultivated
(bhavita), developed (bahulikrta),408 a transgressor is reborn in helL 409
Such is the retributive result.410
2. If a transgressor is reborn in a human existence, through murder
he will be of brief lifespan; through stealing he will be poor; through
illicit sexuality, he will have an unfaithful spouse; through lying, he will
be slandered; through malicious speech, his friends will become
enemies; through injurious speech, he will only undertand disagreeable
speech; through inconsiderate speech, his words will not come to be
believed; through greed, he will have great desires (maheccha, vi.6);
through anger, he will have great hate; and through false views, he will
have great ignorance, for ignorance is great in false views. Such is the
outflowing result.
But, one would say, a human existence, even if it is short, is the
retribution of a good action. How can one regard it as an outflowing
result of murder?
We do not say that this existence is the result of murder; we say
rather, that a murderer will have a short life by reason of the murder;
murder is the cause which rends a human existence short, an existence
otherwise caused by a good action.
3. By reason of the intense practice of killing, external things411—
plants, the sun, etc,—are of little vitality; by reason of stealing, they are
crushed by rains of stones, dust and acid;412 by reason of illicit sexuality,
they are covered by dust or acid; by reason of lying, they are of bad odor;
by reason of malicious speech, they are in a hole or on a hill; by reason of
injurious speech, the land and the sun are impregnated with salt and are
sterile, and the plants are detestable and pernicious; by reason of
inconsiderate speech, the seasons are reversed; by reason of greed, fruits
are small; by reason of anger, fruits are sour; and by reason of false
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views, fruits are very few, or are totally absent. Such is the predominating result.
***

Is it by reason of killing that a murderer is reborn in hell and then
only enjoys a short human life?
According to some, it is by reason of killing. Existence in hell is a
retributive result, whereas shortness of life is an outflowing result of the
killing. [In fact, retribution is always sensation, vedana\
According to others, existence in hell comes from the preparatory
action of killing; the fact of having a short life comes from the action
itself. It is true that the Sutra speaks of killing as the cause of existence in
hell, but it understands by killing, not only killing, but killing with all the
actions that accompany it. What is called outflowing result does not here
exist separately from the retributive result and the predominating
result. It is called outflowing by reason of the resemblance between the
cause and its effea (to kill—to have a short life; to steal—to be poor,
etc).
***

Why is the result of the courses of action threefold? One who
commits murder causes the viaim to suffer, causes him to die, and
destroys his vigor:
85c-d The result is threefold, because one makes him suffer,
because one makes him die, and because one destroys his
vigor.413
Because one causes suffering, there is a retributive result, that is,
suffering in hell; because one makes him die, there is an outflowing
result, that is, his life is short; and because one destroys his vigor,414
there is a predominating result, that is, external things are of little vigor.
The same for the other courses of aaion.
***
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The same for the three results of the good courses of action: through
having practiced, cultivated, and developed the renouncing of killing,
one is reborn among the gods; if one is reborn down here in human
condition, one will have a long life. The results of all good actions
oppose bad actions (Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 589al8-21).
*#*

The Blessed One distinguishes wrong speech (mithydvdc), wrong
action {mithydkarmdnta), and wrong manner of livelihood {mkhydjtva).415 Is this to say that wrong livelihood is separate from wrong
speech and wrong action?
It does not exist separately:
86a-c. Bodily and vocal actions which arise from attachment are
"wrong manner of livelihood"; it constitutes a separate category,
because it is difficult to purify.416
Bodily action and vocal action arising from hate and ignorance are,
respectively, wrong action and wrong speech. Arisen from attachment,
both constitute wrong manner of livelihood, distinguished in this way
because the manner of livelihood is difficult to purify.
Attachment is by its nature, a bandit: one watches with difficulty the
mind of the actions which provoke attachment. Consequently, since the
manner of livelihood is, as long as one lives, difficult to purify, the
Blessed One, with an end that one should apply himself to purifying it,
made a separate category of wrong livelihood. There is a stanza,417 "The
layman purifies his views with difficulty, for he is always in the prey of
multiple views; the monk purifies his manner of livelihood with
difficulty, for his subsistance depends on others."
86c-d If one says that it is solely action issued from attachment
to the resources necessary for life, no; for this is in contradiction
with the Sutra.
If someone thinks that to dance, to sing, etc, for one's own pleasure
is not a wrong manner of livelihood,—because wrong manner of
livelihood is only bodily and vocal actions inspired by attachment to the
means of subsistance,418—we would answer: no. In fact, the Blessed
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One, in the SUaskandhikd,419 taught that looking at elephant fights, etc,
is a wrong manner of livelihood And why? Because this is to enjoy bad
objects.
***

We have seen (ii.56) that there are five results, predominating
results, results of virile activity, outflowing results, retributive results,
and disconnection or liberation. How many results are included in the
different types of action?
87a-b. Impure, in the path of abandoning, action embraces the
five results.
The path of abandoning is so called because it has abandoning for its
goal, or because the defilements are abandoned due to it. This is the
anantarya path which will be defined later (vi.28,49) and which is of
two types, pure and impure.
Action which forms part of the impure path of abandoning,
includes the five results: 1. retributive result: an agreeable retribution
which belongs to the same stage as the action; 2. an outflowing result:
dharmas arisen from the absorption, similar to the action, and later than
it;420 3. a disconnective result: disconnection from the defilements, the
abandoning of the defilements; 4. a result of virile activity: the dharmas
that this action gives rise to, namely (a) the path of deliverance
(vimuktimdrga, vi.28), (b) the coexisting dharmas,421 (c) the future
dharmas of which this action causes one to obtain possession, and (d)
the abandoning itself;422 and 5. a predominating result: all the
conditioned dharmas with the exception of the action in question, and
with the exception of the dharmas already arisen (ii.59).
87c Pure, it includes four results.
The preceding ones, with the exception of the retributive result.
88a-b. The rest of pure action and neutral action, three results.
The rest of pure action—that is, pure action not included in the path
of abandoning, but forming part oitheprayoga-vimukti-vifesa-mdrgas
(vi.65b)—embrace neither disconnective result, since it is not the cause
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of abandoning, nor retributive result, since it is pure.
The same two results are absent also in neutral action, whether it is
defiled nor not.
**#

What is the nature,—good, bad, or neutral,—of the results of
different actions?
88c-d The good, bad, neutral dharmas, constitute four, two, and
three results of good action.
Outflowing results, disconnective results, virile activity, and predominating results of good action are good dharmasJLexifoxitive results
are neutral by nature (ii.57).
Virile activity and predominating results of good action are bad
dharmas.
Outflowing results of a good action are necessarily good; disconnective results are good by their nature.
Retributive results, virile activity, and predominating results of
gpod action are neutral dharmas.
89a-b. Good, bad, neutral dharmas, constitute, respectively two,
three, and four results of bad action.
Theexptessionanukraman ("respectively") signifies yathdkraman.
Two results,—virile activity and predominating results of bad
action,—are good dharmas.
Three results—by omitting retributive results and disconnective
results—are bad dharmas.
Four results—by omitting disconnective results—are neutral
dharmas.
It is admitted then that an outflowing result of bad dharmas can be
made up of neutral dharmas. How is this?423
Two neutral dharmas,—the belief in personality (satkayadrsti) and
the belief in the past and in the future of a soul (antagrahadrsti)
(v.6b)—are an outflowing result of bad dharmas: namely of the
universal defilements (ii.54, v.12) which one abandons through the
Seeing of Suffering and Arising, and of the defilements of the rdga class,
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etc, which one abandons through the Seeing of Suffering.
89c-d The same dharmas—good, bad, neutral dharmas—make
up two, three, and three results of neutral action.
Two results,—virile activity and predominating results,—are good
dharmas.
Three results—by omitting retributive results and disconnective
results—are bad dharmas. In faa some bad dharmas of the five
categories (ii.52b), to be abandoned through Seeing the Truth of
Suffering, etc., are an outflowing result of two neutral dharmas, namely
of satkayadrsti and antagrahadrsti.
Three results—the same as above—are neutral.
***

With regard to the time period, and the stage, etc,
90a. Some dharmas of all types constitute four results of past
actioa
All the dharmas or some dharmas of all types, that is, past, present
and future, can constitute four of the results of past action.424 One must
exclude the disconnective result which is outside of time.
90b. Some future dharmas constitute four results of median
action.
Median action, that is, present action, has four results—by excluding
disconnection—which are future dharmas.
90c There are two which are median dharmas.
Some present dharmas are predominating results and virile activity
of median action.
90c-d For action not yet arisen, there are three results made up
of future dharmas.
That is, retributive results, predominating results, and virile activity.
Future action does not have outflowing results (ii57c).
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91a-b. Some dharmas of the same stage constitute four results,
whereas some dharmas of another stage constitute three or two
results.
An action of a certain stage produces four results—by excluding
disconnection—which are dharmas of its own stage.
Some pure dharmas belong to a stage different from that of the the
action which constitutes three results of this action: virile activity,
predominating result and also outflowing result, after the rule given in
ii.53.
Some impure dharmas belong to a stage different from that of the
action which constitutes virile aaivity and the predominating result of
this aaioa
91c. Some Saiksa dharmas, etc. constitute three results of Saiksa
aaioa 425
Some dharmas "charaaeristic of the Saint who is not an Arhat"
(Saiksa) constitute outflowing results, virile aaivity, and predominating
results of Saiksa aaion.
The same for dharmas "charaaeristic of the Arhat" (Asaiksa).
Neither-Saiksa-nor-Asaiksa dharmas constitute virile aaivity, predominating results and disconneaive results of Saiksa aaioa
91d-92b. Saiksa dharmas, etc, constitute one result, three
results, and two results of Asaiksa aaion, etc
Saiksa dharmas are a predominating result of this aaioa
Asaiksa dharmas are a predominating result, an outflowing result,
and yirile aaivity of this aaioa
Neither-Saiksa-nor-A£aiksa dharmas are predominating results
and virile aaivity of this aaioa
92c-d Some Saiksa dharmas, etc, constitute two results, two
results, and five results of aaion differing from the two
preceeding.
This refers to neither-Saiksa-neither-Asaiksa aaioa
Some Saiksa dharmas and some Asaiksa dharmas are virile aaivity
and predominating results of this aaioa
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Some neither-5aik^-nor-A£iaik§a dharmas are five results of this
actioa
93a-b. Dharmas susceptible of being abandoned through Seeing
the Truths (darsanaheya), susceptible of being abandoned
through Meditation (bhavanaheya), and not susceptible of being
abandoned (apraheya), constitute three results, two results, one
result of action susceptible of being abandoned through Seeing
the Truths.
Some darsanaheya dharmas are predominating results, virile
activity and outflowing results of darfanaheya actioa
Some bhavanaheya dharmas are four results of this action:
excluding disconnectioa
Some apraheya dharmas are predominating results of this action.
93c-d The same dharmas constitute two, four, and three results
of action susceptible of being abandoned through Meditatioa
DarSanaheya dharmas are virile activity and predominating results
of bhavanaheya actioa
Bhavanaheya dharmas are four results of this action: excluding
disconnectioa
Apraheya dharmas are virile activity, predominating results, and
disconnection of this action.
94a-b. The same dharmas constitute, respectively, one result,
two results, and four results of action not susceptible of being
abandoned
DarSanaheya dharmas are predominating results of apraheya actioa
action.
Some bhavanaheya dharmas are predominating results and virile
activity results of this actioa426
Some apraheya dharmas are four results of this action: omitting the
retributive result.
The text has yathakraman, "respectively," the same as the above
passage (iv.89b) has anukraman in the sense ofyathdkraman.lt repeats
here "respectively": one concludes from this that this word should be
supplied in each def initioa Such is, in effect, the process of abbreviatioa
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In the teaching of the doctrine of action the following question is
again posed: the Treatise (the Jndnaprasthdna) speaks of proper action
(yogavihita), improper action (ayogavihita), and neither-proper-norimproper action. What is the meaning of these three actions?
94c-d Improper action is defiled action; according to some,
irregular action also.427
Some say that improper action is defiled action, because this
proceeds from a wrong judgment.428 According to others, irregular
action is also irregular action: when a person walks, stands still, eats, or
dresses himself in a manner other than that which he should, this
action—which is undefiled-neutral—is improper, for this person acts
contrary to received usage (ayoga).
There is the same divergence of view with regard to proper action:
this is either good action, or good and regular action.
Action which differs from proper action and improper action is
neither-proper-nor-improper action.
***

Does one action project one birth or many births? Do many actions
project one birth or many births?
According to the system of the School:
95a. One action projects one arising.429
By ztisingjanman, one should understand, not merely birth (jati),
but an existence (nikdyasabhdga, ii.41a). He who comes into an
existence is said to be bora
1. One action projects one arising and no more,
The Sautrantikas: This thesis is in contradiction with what the
Sthavira Aniruddha says, "Through the retribution of this single aim
(pindapdta), after having been born up to seven times among the
Thirty-three Gods, I am finally born in the family of the rich
Sakyans."430
Answer: Aniruddha, through this aim, obtained a great prosperity;
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he obtained a memory of his past lives; and he accomplished many new
meritorious works. By expressing himself as he did, he intends to
indicate his point of departure. It is thus that a person who had acquired
a sum of one thousand by means of a single penny, could say, "It is
through one penny that I have acquired this fortune."
One answers again:431 By reason of his aim, Aniruddha produced
many streams of volition: one result appeared to each volition.
2. Many actions do not together projea one arising: for if this were
the case, the projection of existence would take place in parts. But
admitting that one existence is projected by a single action,
95b. Many actions complete an existence.
The same way that a painter with one stroke delineates the outline
of an image, and then fills in this image:432 so too, even though their
quality of being a human is the same, certain humans have perfect
organs, major and minor members; certain humans are beautiful
through the excellence of their hue, figure, shape and power, whereas,
in certain humans this or that is lacking.433
It is not solely action which projects one existence: all retributive
dharmas, namely sensation, etc, also projea it.434
However
95c-d Neither the two absorptions of unconsciousness nor the
praptis projea (an existence).
Even though they are retribution, the two absorptions of unconsciousness (ii.42) do not projea an existence, because they do not
coexist with aaion. The praptis (ii.36) do not projea an existence,
because they do not have the same result as does the aaion with which
they coexist.435
***

The Blessed One said that there are three avaranas or obstacles: the
obstacle of aaion (karmdvarana), the obstacle of the defilements
(klesavarana), and the obstacle of retribution (vipdkdvarana).456
What are the three obstacles?
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96. Anantarya actions; chronic defilements; and bad realms of
rebirth, and Asamjnisattvas and Kurus, are the threefold
obstacle.437
The obstacle which consists of action are the five mortal
(anantarya) transgressions: matricide, patricide, the killing of an Arhat,
schism, and wounding the Tathagata with thoughts of hatred438
The obstacle which consists of the defilements is chronic defilement.
Defilement is of two types, chronic and violent: chronic defilemet is
continual defilement, and violent defilement is strong defilement.
Chronic defilement constitutes an obstacle, as is the case, for example,
among eunuchs. Defilements which surge up from time to time, even if
their impulse is strong, can be overcome, but not continual defilement,
even though it is at rest. The person in whom this is found does not find
the time to make an effort to overcome it. From being small, they
become medium sized; and from medium sized, they become strong:
thus they form an obstacle.
The obstacle which consists of retribution is the three painful
realms of rebirth—existence in hell, animal existence, and Preta
existence—and one part of the good realms of rebirth—human
existence in Uttarakuru, and heavenly existence among the Unconscious Ones.
What does "obstacle" mean?
That which causes an obstacle to the Way and to the roots of good
preparatory to the Way, usmagatas, etc (vi.17).
Objection: One should mention as actions forming obstacles other
categories of actions besides mortal transgressions. Actions which
necessarily produce painful realms of rebirth, etc.,439 which produce
birth in eggs, birth in sweat, birth as a woman, or an eighth birth, form
obstacles.
Answer: Only actions easily discernible by others and by the agent
himself,—and that from five points of view—are mentioned here.
Actions which are mortal transgressions are murder, lying, and
preparation for murder; its result are painful; the rebirth realm which it
produces is hell; the period of its retribution is the next existence; the
murderer himself receives the name of patricide...: from five points of
view, action which is mortal transgression is easy to discern.440
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Among the obstacles, the gravest is the obstacle of defilement,
followed by the obstacle of actioa For these two obstacles rend one
incapable of health, not only in the present existence, but also in the
next existence.
According to the Vaibhasikas (Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 601a2-7), the
obstacle of defilement is the gravest because it produces the obstacle of
action; the obstacle of action is heavier than the obstacle of retribution
because it produces this obstacle.
***

What is the meaning of the word dnantarya?441
The five moral transgressions are called dnantarya because they
cannot be "traversed" (antarita), that is to say, prevented in their
retribution through actions which should be retributed in the next
existence.442 Or rather a person guilty of a mortal transgression is
reborn, after this life, immediately (anantaram) in hell; the guilty
person is thus antara, "one without intermediate (existence)"; thus the
dharma the possession of which makes the guilty one an anantara is
called dnantarya, like one terms irdmanya the dharma which makes
someone a Sramana (vi.51).
**#

In what sphere of existence are the obstacles found?
97a. Mortal transgressions exist in the three continents.443
The inhabitants of Uttarakuru and living beings which are not
humans are not capable of mortal transgressions. And all the more
reason mortal transgression is absent in the higher spheres. And,
among humans, only men and women can commit mortal transgressions:
97b-c. It is not admitted that eunuchs, etc., are capable of this
transgression, because of the mediocrity of their kindness and
respect.
For the same reasons that rend eunuchs, etc., incapable of
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indiscipline (iv.43c); and, further, because their parents, having given to
the eunuch only an incomplete body and having only a mediocre
affection for their son, are mediocre benefactors; 444 because, on the
other hand, the eunuch does not experience a strong respect (lajjitva =
hrivypatrapya, ii.32) for his parents the destruction of which would
render him guilty of a mortal transgression.
For the same reasons then, Pretas and animals, if they were to kill
their parents, are not guilty of mortal transgressions. Nevertheless, the
Bhadanta said that animals in whom intelligence is lively, for example,
the ajaneya horse, are capable of mortal transgressions (Vibhdsd, TD
27,p.6l9c4-7).445
For the same reasons, a human born of demon (or non-human)
parents does not commit a mortal transgression in killing them.
97d The other two obstacles exist in the five realms of rebirth.
Birth in Uttarakuru is an obstacle of retribution for humans; birth
among the Asamjnisattvas is such for the gods.
*#*

What are, by their natures, the different actions of mortal
transgression?
Four are bodily action; one is vocal action; three are killing; one is
lying; and one is the preparation for murder,446 for the Tathagatas
cannot be killed by the attack of another.447
**#

We say that schism (sanghabheda) is lying, and that this lying is the
fourth mortal transgression. How is this?
If we make schism a mortal transgression, this is because we give
the name of schism to lying which is the cause of schism; or rather the
word "schism" should be explained as "that which the divides Sangha."
In fact,
98a-c Schism is, by its nature, disharmony; this is an undefiledneutral dharma disassociated from the mind.448
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Schism, that is, disharmony, is a samskdra not associated with the
mind (ii.35, trans, note 180), and is undefiled-neutral: how could it hence
be a mortal transgression? As much as it is a person who divides the
Sangha, the schismatic is not in possession of the schism. On the
the contrary
98d It is the Sangha which possesses the schism.
It is that which is divided, and not the schismatic, which "possesses"
the samskdra called "division of the Sangha."
But what does the schismatic possess?
99a-b. The transgression of schism is lying; it belongs to the
schismatic.
The schismatic possesses the transgression of schism, which is
lying. This lying arises at the same time as the schism itself; it consists of
vocal vijnapti and avijnapti.
Possessed of this lying,
99c. The schismatic falls into Avici for a kalpa.
He falls into the great Avici hell for an intermediary period
(antarakalpa, iii.83).U9 Those guilty of other mortal transgressions are
not necessarily in Avici.
Yet all mortal transgressions are retributed in the next existence:
what would happen if a person is guilty of many mortal transgressions?
99d Suffering grows by reason of supplementary transgression.
A person guilty of many moral transgressions possesses in Avici a
large body and very tender flesh by which he feels twofold, threefold,
fourfold, or fivefold, and his torments are extrememly numerous and
insupportable.
#*#

Who is capable of dividing the Sangha?
lOOa-b. A Bhiksu who is an intellectual, who is virtuous,
divides.450
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It is a Bhiksu who divides, not a layman, not a nun, etc.451 This
Bhiksu should be an intellectual, not a sensualist;452 he should be
virtuous, not immoral: for the words of an immoral Bhiksu lack
authority.
***

Where does schism take place?
100b. Elsewhere.
Not where the Tathagata is found Schism is impossible where the
Master is to be found, for the Tathagata cannot be conquered and his
word is full of authority.
#*#

Who does the schismatic divide?
100b. Fools.
Only fools and not Aryans, for Aryans see the Dharma with direct
insight. According to another opinion, the schismatic can no longer
divide possessors of ksdnti.^
***

What does the Sangha do that it is divided?
100c-d. When it admits another Master, or another Path, it is
divided.454
Once it is divided, how long does it remain divided?
lOOd It does not exceed a day.
A night of the same day.455 When the Sangha is divided, infallibly,
the Sangha will again be in concord at sunrise.
The schism that we have just described, and which is a "mortal
transgression,"
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101a. Is what we understand by breaking the Wheel.
The Wheel of the Law of the Blessed One is then broken, because
the progress of the Path is hindered. As a consequence there is, at the
same time, both breaking of the Wheel and a division of the Sangha.456
Where is breaking of the Wheel produced?
101b. In Jambudvlpa.
Not in the other continents where the Buddhas do not appear.
By how many Bhiksus?
101b. By nine or more.457
The maximum number is not fixed. The Sangha susceptible of
being divided counts at a minimum eight Bhiksus; the ninth monk
necessary is the schismatic In order for there to be schism, it is necessary
that a Sangha be divided into two parts—the first is for the Buddha, the
second is for the schismatic—forming thus two Sanghas of four Bhiksus
each, which is the minimum number required in order to constitute a
Sangha (Vibbdsd, TD 27, p. 602c5-13).
***

Another type of schism, different from the breaking of the Wheel
and which is not a mortal transgression results from a division in
eccesiastical aaions: when, in one parish (simd), the monks divide
themselves in order to perform ecclesiastical actions, posadha, etc
101c Ritual schism in three continents.458
Only there where the Religion exists.
lOld. This schism supposes eight Bhiksus or more.
It is necessary to form two groups of four Bhiksus; but, here, there is
not one schismatic who declares himself a Master.
#**

At six periods, the schism of the breaking of Wheel cannot take
place.
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102. The breaking of the Wheel is impossible at the beginning;
at the end; before the abscess; before a pair; when the Sage is
extinguished; or when a parish has not been delimited.459
At the beginning, that is, when a little time has passed since the
setting into motion the Wheel of the Law; and at the end, that is, at the
period of the Parinirvana of the Blessed One: in these two periods the
Sangha is penetrated by a single sentiment.460 In the interval, breaking
is impossible before the appearance of an abscess:461 as long as the
abscess of precepts and the abscess of views does not appear in the
dispensation (sdsana).lt is also impossible before the apparition of a
pair: as long as a pair of excellent disciples has not appeared, because the
Sangha should not pass a night in a state of division, and because this
pair of disciples has for its task the reestablishment of harmony.
Breaking is impossible when the Sage is extinguished, for, once the
Master has entered into Parinirvana, a schismatic would have no
opponent. Finally, when a parish has not been delimited,462 for one says
that the Sangha is divided when there two parties in one parish.
All Buddhas do not have their Wheels broken as does Sakyamuni:
this depends on their former actions.463
*#*

Why are the transgressions enumerated above, matricide, etc,
mortal transgressions to the exclusion of other transgressions?
103a-b. Because they destroy or hurt a field of benefaction, or a
field of qualities.464
Matricide and patricide are mortal transgressions because they
destroy a benefactor. One's mother and father are benefactors because
they have given birth.
How does the murderer destroy them?
By killing them.465
The murder of an Arhat and the last two mortal transgressions are
mortal transgressions because an Arhat, the Sangha and the Buddha are
fields of qualities.466 One does not destroy the Sangha and the Buddha,
but one can hurt them.
***
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But if the gender of the mother and father changes, does the quality
of mother and father no longer exist within the mother and father?
103c. Even if their gender changes, there is mortal transgression
in killing him who was the mother, and in killing her who was the
father.
It is said in fact (Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 6l9cl9-23), "Gin a person be
guilty of a mortal transgression killing a man who is not his father, or
who is not an Arhat? Yes, if he kills his mother whose gender has
changed Gin a person be guilty of a mortal transgression by killing a
woman who is not his mother, or who is not an Arhat? Yes, if he kills his
father whose gender has changed"
***

When the embryo of a woman falls out and when another woman
deposits it in her womb,467 which of these two women is reputed to be
the mother whose murder constitutes a mortal transgression?
103d The mother is the woman from whose blood one is born.
The second woman takes up the offices of a mother: she is the one
who gives the child liquid to drink, who nourishes it, and who raises
it.468
###

There is no mortal transgression if, wanting to kill one's mother a
person kills someone else; there is no mortal transgression if, wanting
to kill another person, a person kills his mother. ^ 9 For example, a man
who kills his mother stretched out on a bed where he believes there is a
man asleep, and the child of the laundryman who kills his father
wanting to kill a mosquito, do not become guilty of mortal transgressions.470
If a man kills his mother and another person with the same stroke,
there are two avijnaptis, an avijnapti of simple murder, and an avijnapti
of a mortal transgression; but the vijnapti is solely of the mortal
transgression, by reason of the force of the mortal transgression. Yet,
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according to Ghosaka (Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 617b23-25), there are two
vijnaptis, for a vijnapti is made up of atoms.
The person who kills an Arhat without knowing him to be an
Arhat, thinking only to definitely kill such a person, does not have any
discrimination with respect to the person to be killed.
The person who kills his father, when his father is an Arhat, is
guilty of only one mortal transgression, namely the killing of an Arhat:
for the father and the Arhat make up only a single persoa
Objection:471 [The Arhat Rudrayana, assassinated by order of his
son Sikhandin, said to the assassin,] "Go! Tell Sikhandin that he has
committed two mortal transgressions, patricide and the murder of an
Arhat." How do you explain these words?
Rudrayana means that his son commmitted a mortal transgression
through two causes of mortal transgression; or rather Rudrayana said
"two mortal transgression" in order to doubly condemn the conduct of
his son.
Does the person who, with a bad mind, cause the blood of the
Tathagata to flow, necessarily commit a mortal transgression?
He commits a mortal transgression when he has the intention to
kill:
104a. No, when he only had the intention of striking the
Buddha.472
Is a person guilty of a mortal transgression when he injures to death
a person who becomes an Arhat after being injured?
104b. No, with regard to the person who became an Arhat after
the blow.
Add, according to that which precedes, "no mortal transgression."
In fact, the preparation for murder had for its object a person who was
not an Arhat.
*##

Gin a person who made preparation for a mortal transgression,
obtain detachment and its result by arresting it?473
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104c-d Detachment and its results are impossible for one who
has made preparation for a mortal transgressioa474
Why?
Because there is an absolute contradiction between the intention of
a mortal transgression and the acquisition of detachment or a result.
A person who enters the Path after having done the preparation for
any other evil deed, will not produce this deed, by reason of the absolute
contradiction between his new personality and the deed475
##*

What is the gravest of the mortal transgressions?
105a-b. Lying with a view to schism is considered the gravest
transgressioa
A person who, knowing what is Dharma and non-Dharma, lies
with a view to dividing the Sangha and teaching falsely, by this makes
himself quilty of the gravest transgression among all misdeeds. In fact,
he wounds the Dharma body of the Tathagatas, he creates an obstacle to
temporal well-being and to the deliverance of creatures. As long as
concord is not established in the Sangha, there is hindrance to entry into
the Path (niyandvakrdnti, vi.26a), to the acquisition of results, to the
acquistion of detachment, and to the destruction of the defilements: all
actions relative to dhyana, study and reflection are also arrested; the
worlds of gods, Nagas and humans are troubled and saddened, they are
not masters of themselves, and misguided. This is why the retribution
for this crime lasts a cosmic age and takes place in Avici
Among the other mortal transgressions, the fifth, the third and the
first are, in descending order, the heaviest. Patricide is the lightest.476
Objection: The Blessed One said that mental danda is the most
culpable of the threedandas;477 he said also that false view is the gravest
among all the transgressions.
One must understand that, among the mortal transgressions,
schism is the gravest transgression; that mental danda is the gravest
among the three actions; and that false view is the gravest among the
bad views. Or rather schism is the gravest transgression if one considers
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the extent of its retribution; manodanda, if one considers the number of
persons destroyed by it;478 and false view, if one considers the roots of
good which false view alone cuts off.
***

AmQng the good actions, which bears the greatest result?
105c-d Among the good worldly dharmas, a volition for
Bhavagra bears the greatest result.479
"Volition for Bhavagra" means the mental action through which
one is reborn in the highest stage of Arupyadhatu. This action is the
most fruitious of good worldly actions, for its retribution is a perfect
tranquility for twenty-four thousand cosmic periods (iii.81).
This is understood from the point of view of its retributive results.
From the point of view of its disconnective result (ii.57d) the most
fruitious action is volition associated with Vajropamasamadhi (vL44d;
see iv.H2b), for this volition has for its result the cutting off of all the
bonds. This is why the Karika says, "Among the good worldly dharmas . . . "
#**

Is it only through a mortal transgression that a person is necessarily
reborn in hell?
A person is also necessarily reborn in hell through transgressions
similar to mortal transgressions. Others add: but not immediately
(anantaram) so.480
106-107b. To defile one's mother, to defile an ArhantI; to kill a
predestined Bodhisattva; to kill a Saiksa; and to steal the goods
of the Sangha are transgressions similar to mortal transgressions; the fifth is the destruction of a Stupa.481
These five transgressions, in this order, are similar to mortal
transgressions: to defile one's mother, to defile an ArhantI (=matricide);
to kill a predestined Bodhisattva (=patricide); to kill a Saint who is not
an Arhat (=murder of an Arhat); to rob the Sangha of its means of
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substance (=schism); and to destroy a Stupa (=to wound the Tathagata).
***

Other aaions embracing retribution are impeded in three circumstances:
107c-d He absolutely impedes aaions by the acquisition of
Ksanti, the quality of Anagaamin, and the quality of Arhat.482
When, upon leaving the stage of murdhanas, he obtains the stage
called patience (ksanti, vL23), the aaions which should be retributed in
painful realms of rebirth, being impeded, remain below, because he
passes beyond the state of retribution of these aaions. In the same way
the creditors of the man who is about to emigrate from his country rise
up.
When he obtains the quality of Anagamin (vL36d), the aaions
which should be retributed in Kamadhatu, being impeded, remain
below,—with the exception of those which should be retributed in the
present existence.
The same for the aaions which should be retributed in Rupadhatu
and Arupyadhatu when he obtains the quality of Arhat.
***

We have seen that the killing of a Bodhisattva is a quasi-mortal
transgression.
108a. Since when is one a Bodhisattva?
From what moment on does one receive the name of Bodhisattva?
108b. When he begins to cultivate aaions which produce the
marks.483
Starting from the moment when he begins to cultivate aaions
which have for their retribution the thirty-two marks, he is
"predestined"
How is this?
From this moment onward, he always
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108c-d Has good realms of rebirth; he is born into noble
families; he possesses all the organs (avyaksah); he is a male; he
remembers his past lives; and he does not desist (anivrt).
One says that he is sugati ("well gone"), because his rebirth realms
are excellent, for he is born among gpds and humans.
He is born in the wealthy families484 of Ksatriyas, Brahmanas, and
Grhapatis, not in humble familes.
The man whose organs are not complete is vikatendriya; if his
organs are complete, he is an avyaksa, a synonym for avikdendriya.m
He is always male, never female, and, even more so, never nonsexual (sandha, etc).
In all of his existences, he remembers his past births.
One desists by giving in; as he does not give in, he is avivrt, a
synonym for an avaivartika, one who does not desist or regress: in fact,
with an end to being useful to all creatures, he is not cast down by all
sorts of sufferings, or by any outrages.486 He is called the slave not
purchased by the world,487indeed the Bodhisattva: this great-souled one,
who yet possesses the most sublime prefections (sampad, vii.34), acts
through pure compassion; he acts without egoism, like a dog,488 in the
presence of all creatures; he bears, on the part of all creatures, outrages
and bad treatment; he assumes all fatiguing and painful tasks.
#**

He cultivates actions which have the marks for their retribution.
109. In Jambudvipa, being a male; in the presence of the
Buddhas, thinking of the Buddhas; having their origin in
reflection; in the course of one hundred supplementary cosmic
ages.489
The Bodhisattva cultivates actions which ripen in the marks solely
in Jambudvipa, not elsewhere, for the inhabitants of Jambudvipa are of
lively intelligence;490 he is a male and not a female, for he has already
gone beyond the state of female; and he is only in the presence of
Masters, for his volition has the Buddhas for its object. These actions
have their origin in reflection, not in hearing or in the absorptions. The
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Bodhisattva accomplishes these actions in the course of one hundred
supplementary cosmic ages,491 and not during a longer time.
Nevertheless the Blessed Sakyamuni, through the purification of
his energy, leaped over nine of these cosmic ages492 and carried out the
actions ripening in marks in the course of ninety-nine cosmic ages so
that, in this way, one hundred were completed This is why, speaking to
Asibandhaka, he said, "Oh village chief, remembering ninety-one
cosmic ages from now, I do not see any family that has been
impoverished or inconvenienced by the giving of cooked foods."493 The
Blessed One expressed himself in this way because his natural memory
bore on this number of cosmic periods. (See vii.30, 37,42)
Former masters494 say: It is when he finished the first cosmic age
that the Bodhisattva abandoned the four defects and obtained the two
qualities.
***

Of the marks
110a. Each arises from one hundred merits.495
What is the measure of each of these one hundred merits?
According to some, it is equal to the merit which has for its result
the pleasure of all beings, with the exception of the Bodhisattva close to
Bodhi—that is to say, accomplishing actions which ripen in marks.
According to others, it is equal to the collective action of all beings,
which, through its predominating result (ii.56b), produces the creation
of the world.496
According to others, only the Buddhas know the measure of this
merit.
**#

How many Buddhas did the Blessed One venerate when he was a
Bodhisattva?
In the course of the first asamkhyeya kalpa, he venerated seventyfive thousand Buddhas; seventy-six thousand in the course of the
second; and seventy-seven thousand in the course of the third497
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Who were the Buddhas at the end of each samkhyeya kalpa?
In the reverse order of their enumeration,
1 lOb-c At the end of the three asamkbyeyas, Pa^yin, Dipa, and
Ratna&khin.
In the period of the perfect and complete Buddha Ratnaiikhin, he
completed the first asarhkhyeya kalpa; in the period of the Blessed
Dipamkara he completed the second; and in the period of the
Tathagatha VipaSyin he completed the third

Of all the Buddhas that he venerated
110& The first was Sakyamuni.
It was an ancient Sakyamuni (Vibhdsd, TD 27, p.89c), a perfect
Buddha, under whom the Blessed One, the then Bodhisattva, formulated
for the first time the vow of Bodhi by saying, "May I too become a
Buddha in all ways similar to you!" This Sakyamuni, as ours, appeared
during a bad age of the world;498 also his Law lasted only one thousand
years.
***

How did the Bodhisattva complete each Paramita (p. 694, line 17)?
Ula-b. He completed Giving by giving everything to everyone,
out of compassion.499
When he gave everything to everyone, even to his eyes and the
marrow of his bones, out of compassion, without desiring any
happiness for himself, he completed the virtue of Giving.
lllc-d. Morality and Patience were completed by his not being
irritated, even when his limbs were broken, although he was still
tied to desire.500
When, even though he was not detached, he was not at all irritated
when his limbs were broken, he then completed the virtues of Morality
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and Patience.
112a. Energy, by praising Pusya501
The Blessed One, when he was a Bodhisattva, saw the Tathagata
Pusya who had become incandescent502 in the interior of a cave in a
mountain.503 He praised him for seven days and seven nights, standing,
repeating the stanza, "Neither in heaven nor on earth, nor in this world,
nor in the abode of VaiSravana, nor in the palace of the Mams, nor in
other celestial abodes, nor in any of the ten direaions, would one find,
Oh Chief of Men, an ascetic who is your equal, even if one were to
traverse, if one wished, the entire world, with all of its people, with its
mountains and with its forests."504 Then, according to this School, he
was found to have fulfilled the virture of Energy and nine cosmic ages
were passed over.
112b. Absorption and Intelligence, immediately before.505
At the moment of Vajropamasamadhi,506 immediately before
Bodhi, he accomplished the virtues of dhydna and prajnd.
The Paramitas receive the name of pdramitd507 because they have
arrived (gamandt) at the other shore (pdram) of the other shore of the
totality of the perfections proper to each of them.
###

The Sutra teaches that there are three items of meritorious work
(punyakriydvastu), which consist of Giving, Morality, and Meditation.
How are Giving, Morality, and Meditation items of meritorious work?
112c-d Three are merit, action, occasions of the exercise of
action, as in the case of deeds.508
These three,—Giving, Morality, and Meditation,—each according
to its nature, are merit, action, or occasion of exercise, either in
combination, or in isolation; the same way that the deeds are either at
one and the same time actions and deeds, or only deeds.
To consider first the item of meritorious work which consists of
Giving, one must distinguish: 1. bodily and vocal action which is an item
of meritorious work on three grounds: merit, because its retribution is
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agreeable; aaion, because it is aaion by nature; and an occasion for the
exercise or an object of the volition of giving which provokes it; 2. the
volition of giving, which is merit and aaion; 3. and the dharmas
(sensations, etc.) which accompany bodily and vocal aaion, and which
are solely merit.
The item of meritorious work which consists of Morality is
exclusively bodily and vocal aaion; it is necessarily merit, aaion and
occasion of exercise of aaion.
For the item of meritorious work which consists of Meditation, let
us consider the Meditation of Compassion (maitri, viii.30): 1. this
mediation is merit; it is also an occasion for the exercise of a meritorious
aaion, namely that of a volition associated with compassion; 2. the
volition in question is merit and aaion. The same also for the Morality
which consitutes dhyanasamvara, the discipline of dhyana, which a
person who praaices the Meditation of Compassion possesses; 3. the
other dharmas (faith, etc.) concomittant to this Meditation are solely
merit.
Or rather the expression punyakriya signifies punyakarana, or
punyaprayoga.Giving9 Morality and Mediation are vastus of punyakriya,
because, with a view to realizing them, one undertakes the preparation
of merit.509
According to another opinion, punyakriya is, to speak precisely,
good volition; Giving, Morality and Meditation are its vastu, an occasion
for the exercise of this volition.
***

What is Giving, ddna?
Without doubt, ddna in general is what is given (deya), but here
113a. Giving is what gives.510
But one gives through fear, or with the hope of reciprocity, or
through attachment, etc: now this does not refer to this type of giving.
Consequently, in order to specify, the author says, "Giving is what
gives."
113b. Through the desire to render homage or service.511
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What is it that gives?
113c. It is bodily and vocal action and that which produces this
action.
A collection of mind-and-mental states gives rise to a bodily or vocal
action: this collection and this action give. As the stanza says, "When a
person, with a good mind gives what belongs to him, then one says that
the good skandhas give."512
113d. It has for its results great joys.513
The punyakriydvastu which consists of Giving (danamaya) has
great joys as its result.
The suffix maya, which we translate "which consists of," should be
understood as "having as its nature," the same way that one says, "a
house made of grass" (trnamaya grha), or "a vase made of leaves."514
114a-b. Giving is beneficial to oneself, to others, to both or
neither.
A gift made to a Caitya is not useful to another; but it is useful to him
who gives when he is an Aryan not detached from desire, or a
Prthagjana detached or not detached (see iv.121).
The gift that a detached Aryan makes to another—with the
exception of the case when this gift ripens in the present existence—is
not useful to this Aryan, for the Aryan who is detached has definitively
passed beyond the sphere (Le., Kamadhatu) where the retribution of
the gift could have taken place in a later existence. This gift is only useful
to another.
The gift that a non-detached Aryan makes to another, to a detached
or non-detached Prthagjana, is useful both to himself and to another.
The gift that a detached Aryan makes to a Caitya—with the
exception of the case when this gift will ripen in the present existenceis not useful either to himself, or to another. This gift has for its effea
only the expression of homage and recognition.
***
We have said, in a general manner, that giving produces great joys:
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H4c-d Giving is excellent by the excellence of the giver, of the
object given, and of the field515
115a. The giver is excellent through his faith, etc
The giver is excellent when he is endowed with faith, with morality,
with learning, with generosity, with wisdon, with few desires, etc
When the giver is excellent, the gift is excellent; when the gift is
excellent, its result is excellent.
115b. He gives with respect, etc516
Such a giver gives with respect, by his hand, at the right time,
without doing evil to anyone (pardn anupahatya; compare Milinda,
276).
115c-d From whence he obtains honors, superior joys, at the
right time, sheltered from all loss.
The giver who gives with respect obtains honors; giving by his
hand, he will find satisfaction in superior joys; giving at the right time,
he will obtain these joys at a suitable time and not when he cannot enjoy
them; giving without doing any evil, these joys will be indestructible:
they will not be stolen, annihilated through fire, etc
***

We have explained in what the excellence of the giver consists and
how the gift is excellent through the excellence of the giver. How is the
object given excellent?
116a. The object perfect in color, etc517
Add: "is excellent."
The object is excellent when that which one gives is perfect in color,
in odor, in taste, in contact.
What will one obtain through the giving of such an object?
116b-d From whence beauty, glory, joy, great lightness of the
body and contacts corresponding to the seasoa518
He who gives an object perfect in color will be beautiful.

He who gives an object perfect in odor will have his reputation
extend to all directions, in the same way that an odor spreads.
He who gives an object perfect in taste will be happy, like a sweet
taste.
The body of him who gives an object perfect to the touch, will be
very delicate, like the jewel-like wife of a Cakravartin king, and his limbs
will have only agreeable contacts, hot or cold according to the season.
***

How is the field excellent?
117a-b. The field is excellent through the realm of rebirth,
suffering, benefactors, and qualities.
A field is excellent through the realm of rebirth. The Blessed One
said, "If a person gives to an animal, the giver will receive a retribution
one hundred times greater than the gift made to the animal, but if this
person gives even to a human who has transgressed the precepts, he
will receive a retribution one thousand times greater than the gift made
to this humaa"519
A field is excellent through suffering. The Blessed One, among the
seven aupadhikapunyakriyavastus, enumerated giving to a sick person,
giving to a hospital attendant, giving during cold seasons, etc., 52° and he
continued: "One cannot enumerate the measure of the merits of a son or
daughter of good family who is endowed with these seven material
meritorious works."
A field is excellent through benefactors. This is giving to one's
father, to one's mother (Divya, p. 52), to one's master, or to other
benefactors. Example: the Jatakas of the bear, of the antelope, etc521
A field is excellent through its qualities.522 The Blessed One said, "A
retribution one hundred thousand times greater than a gift made to a
person who upholds the necessities . . . " and so on.
***

Among all the gifts,
117cThe best is the gift from a delivered person to a delivered
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persoa523
The Blessed One said that a gift given by a detached person to
another detached person is the best of material gifts.
117& Or a gift from the Bodhisattva.524
Or rather, the gift that a Bodhisattva gives for the welfare of all
beings; this gift, although given by a non-detached person to other
non-detached persons, is the best gift.
#*#

With the exception of the gift from the Bodhisattva,
117d Or the eighth.
The eighth among the eight gifts that the Blessed One taught.
What are the eight gifts?5251. An dsadya gift; 2. a gift through fear;
3. a gift made "because he gave to me"; 4. a gift made "because he gives
to me"; 5. a gift made "because my fathers and my grandfathers gave
(dattapurvam me pitrbhif ca pitamahais ceti danam, compare Japaka,
444.52, vol. iv, 34); 6. a gift made in order to obtain heaven; 7. a gift
made with an eye to one's reputation; 8. a gift made in order to adorn
one's mind (that is to say, in order to obtain rddhis, vii.48); in order to
fill the mind [with the parts of the Path, mdrgdnga, vi.67b]; in order to
equip it with a view to yoga; and in order to acquire the supreme gpal
(that is to say, in order to obtain the quality of Arhat or Nirvana).
What is an dsadya gift?
Some ancient masters explain this as an immediate gift to those
who are near, who approach one.526
A gift through fear is a gift that a person makes who sees that the
object is going to perish: "Better it should be given," he thinks.527
***

The Sutra (Madhyama, TD 1, p. 722b22) says, "An incalculable
retribution proceeds from a gift made to a srotaapannaphakpratipannaka; an even more incalculable retribution proceeds from a gift
made to a srotadpanna."But there are also five persons who, even
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though Prthagjanas, confer an incalculable retribution on the offering
that is made to them:
118. Even though they are not Aryans, offerings made to one's
father and mother, to a sick person, to a preacher, to the
Bodhisattva in his last birth are without measure.528
These offerings are without measure from the point of view of their
retributioa
A "Bodhisattva in his last birth" means a "Bodhisattva in his last
existence."
To what category does a preacher belong? Among what field should
he be placed?
He forms part of the category of benefactors: he gives the eye of
wisdom to multitudes blinded by ignorance; he proclaims what is good
(sama = dharma) and bad (visama = adharma);1'29 he ereas the pure
body of the Law; 53° in a word, he accomplishes all the work of a Buddha:
hence he is a great "spiritual friend"
***

In order to appreciate the lightness and the gravity of actions, one
should, in short, take into consideration six causes:
119. Accordingly as these causes—consecutive, field, adhisfhana,
preparation, volition, or intention—are small or large, action
also is small or large.
Consecutive: after having done the action, that is, consequential
action.
Field: the person to whom one does good or evil
Adhisfhana: the deed itself.
Preparation: bodily or vocal action with a view to the preceding.
Volition: that through which the deed is achieved. Intention: to
project the thought, "I shall do this or that to them; then I shall do this
or that."531
It happens that an action can be grave only by reason of its
consecutive action, for example, when this confers on the retribution
the character of necessity.
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It happens that an action can be grave by reason that, if the field is
the same, a certain adhisphana renders an action grave while another
adhisphana makes it light: for example, to kill one's father and mother is
a grave action but to steal from one's father and mother, to lie to them,
etc., is not grave by comparison. One can explain in this same way the
gravity resulting from the preparation, etc.532
When all these causes are great, the action is very grave; when they
are small, the action is very light.
***

Action "done" (krta) is distinguished from "accumulated" (upacita)
action.533 What are the charaaeristics and conditions of accumulated
action?
120. Action is termed "accumulated" by reason of its intentional
character, by its completion, by the absence of regret and
opposition, by its accompaniments, and by its retribution.534
By reason of its intentional character:Action done voluntarily or
intentionally is accumulated action;535 action done involuntarily or
unconsciously,536 and action not done in haste, even if it is voluntary, is
action that is "done."
"By reason of its completion:" Some go to painful realms of rebirth
through misdeeds; some by two; some by three (bodily, vocal, and
mentalmisdeeds); some through one deed, through two, through three
... through ten. Since it is a rule that a person goes to a painful realm of
rebirth through a certain quantity of actions, if this measure is not
completed, the action is done, but not accumulated; but when this
measure is completed, it is accumulated537
"By reason of the absence of regret and opposition:" When remorse
(vipratisara, anutapa, ii.28) is absent, or when opposition,—confession,
etc,—is absent, action is then termed "accumulated."538
"By reason of its accompaniments:" When an action is bad and has a
bad escort: [or when one rejoices at having committed it,] it is
"accumulated."
"By reason of its retribution:" Action is accumulated which
necessarily gives forth retribution (vipakadane niyatam, iv.50).
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The same for good actioa
Action which does not present these characteristics is done, but is
not accumulated
***

We have seen (iv.H4a) that a gift made to a Caitya by a person not
detached from desire is a gift of benefit for him who made it. But no one
enjoys the thing given: how can this gift be meritorious?
The merits of the gift are of two types: 1. merit produced by
abandoning, that is, the merit which results from the sole fact of
abandoning; 2. merit produced by its enjoyment,539 the merit which
results in joy in the object given, by the person who receives.
121a. The merit of a gift to a Caitya is merit produced by
abandoning.540
How can the gift produce merit when no one receives it?
We would answer this objection by asking why would the gift
produce merit when someone receives it, and why it would not produce
merit when no one receives it?
Because, in the second case, no one is satisfied, or favored by the gift.
If the satisfaction of a person who receives is a condition for merit,
you then deny that the Immeasurable Mediations (Mediations of
Compassion, etc, viii.29) and the Meditation of Right View are
meritorious. The gift to a Caitya thus produces merit,
121b. Even though no one receives it, as is the case with
compassion, etc
In the case of the Meditation on Compassion, no one receives, no
one is satisfied, and yet merit arises for the compassionate person,
through the very force of his thoughts of compassion. In the same way,
even though the Excellent Being has passed away, a gift to a Caitya
made with devotion to him is meritorious by reason of the thought of
the believer himself.
Should we conclude then that material offerings and worship are
superfluous?
No, for the devotion which produces these actions very much
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outweighs the devotion of a person who worships and who gives in
mind only. When a person who has the intention of killing his enemy,
continues his bodily and vocal actions on the dead body of his enemy
which this intention provokes, thinking, 'This is my enemy," that is to
say, he thinks, 'This enemy is not yet dead," he obtains demerit very
much greater than he would have through merely the intention;541 in
the same way, even though the Master has passed away, the person who
does aaions of giving and worship inspired through devotion obtains a
much greater merit than he would have only through devotioa

If a seed given to a good field bears an agreeable result, should we
think that it bears a disagreeable result if given to a bad field?
121c-d Even seeded into a bad field, the gift bears agreeable
results, for there is never opposition between the result and the
seed542
From the seed of the vine,543 there arises solely the sweet fruit of the
vine; from the seed of the nimba (Azadirachta Indica) there arises only
the sour fruit of the nimba: even seeded into a bad field, the seed bears
the result which is appropriate to it. In the same way, this seed which is
the gift of a person who has the intention of being useful to another,
even if placed into a bad field, can only produce an agreeable result. But,
through the evil of the field, the result will be small or almost oil
We have explained meritorious work which consists of Giving,
together with its related questions.
#*#

We must now explain meritorious work which consists of the
Precepts.
122a-b. Immorality is bad rupa. Morality is the renouncing of
immorality.544
Bad r&pa is called immorality. The renouncing of immorality, which
is morality, is

122b. Of two types.
Renouncing is vijfiapti, the action by which one renounces, and
avijnapti, the fact of abstaining (see above, pp. 560, 562, 583).
Morality is not solely the renouncing of immorality.
122c. It is, further, the renouncing of that which is prohibited by
the Buddha.
To renounce that which is prohibited by the Buddha, the Blessed
One,—without being in and of itself immoral, for example renouncing
meals at forbidden times,—is also morality. This renouncing is also
vijnapti and avijnapti. He who has undertaken to observe the rules and
who then violates them, commits immorality.
The morality that we have just described, in short, is
122d Pure, when it is endowed with the four qualities.
Morality endowed with the four qualities is pure; it is impure in the
contrary case.
123a-b. Not troubled by immorality, by the causes of immorality; it takes as its support the opposite of immorality and
«t

»»

peace.
"Not troubled by immorality" we have described; "not troubled by
the causes of immorality," that is, by the kleias and upaklesas (v.41), "it
takes as its support the opposites of immorality," because it relies on the
four smrtyupasthanas (vi. 14); and it relies on "peace," not on rebirth in
celestial realms, because it is directed to Nirvana.
According to another opinion, five causes make morality pure: 1.
the purity of the deed itself [the renouncing of bad deeds]; 2. the purity
of their attendants [renouncing the preparation or the means of killing,
etc.]; 3. the absence of disturbance from the vitarkas [kama, vyapada,
and vihimsavitarka]; 4. its supervision through mindfulness [Buddha,
Dharma, Sahghanusmrti—which includes the renouncing of undefined
actions]; and 5. its application to Nirvana.545
According to another opinion, morality is of four types: 1. the
morality of fear, which one observes from the fear of the loss of the
resources necessary to life, from fear of a bad reputation, from fear of
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chastisement, from fear of bad realms of rebirth;546 2. mercenary
morality, which one observes from attachment to agreeable realms of
existence, to pleasures, to honors; 3. a morality suitable to the parts of
Bodhi, which persons who possess Right View possess, with a view to
their deliverance; and 4. pure morality, which, being free from stains, is
free from vices.
We have explained morality.
***

123c-& "Good absorption" or good in absorption, is bhavana,
meditation, soaking in, or impregnation.547
What do we understand by samahita, absorbed? That which is
absorption (samadhi, ii.24, viii.1) by its nature, and that which coexists
with what is absorption by nature.
Why does "good absorption" receive the name of bhdvana?
123d. Because it perfumes, impregnates the mind.
Good absorption impregnates the mind to an extreme degree,
because it (i.e., the mind) grasps the qualities of this good, in the same
way as sesame seeds are impregnated by flowers in their grasping the
odor of these flowers.
***

We have said (iv.H3d) that the result of giving consists of joys.
What result does one obtain from the precepts and from meditation?
124a-b. Essentially, the precepts have heaven for their result;
meditation has disconnection for its result.548
Giving also has heaven for its result, but the precepts are the
principle, normative cause of it. Disconnection, or Nirvana, (ii. trans, p.
280) has meditation for its cause, which, in the path of abandoning
(prahdnamdrga, vi.60c-d) immediately produces disconnection from the
defilements; but the precepts contribute to it, since stilling (samatha)
and insight (vipasyand) presuppose the precepts.
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***

The Sutra says that four persons produce "Brahmin" merit,
brahmapunya.549 What is this merit?
According to the Vaibhasikas (Vibhasa, TD 27, p. 425cl3), this is
the merit which has been defined above in order that we might know
the measure of the action which has the marks of the Bodhisattva for its
result (iv.110).550
The ancient masters551 said:
124c-d Four possess Brahmin merit, because they are happy in
the heavens for a kalpa.552
The merit of such a measure that one is happy in heaven for a kalpa
is the Brahmin merit, for the lifespan of the Brahmapurohitas is a kalpa
(iii.80d).553 And in another Canon, one reads, "He engenders Brahmin
merit, he is happy in the heavens for a kalpa"
*##

We have studied material giving.554
125a-b. The gift of the Dharmas is the correct teaching, not
defiled, of the Sutras etc555
The gift of the Dharma is to teach, correctly and with a mind not
defiled, the Sutra and the other parts of Scripture. Consequently, those
who teach the Dharma either falsely, or with a defiled mind, through a
desire for gain, for respea, and for reputation,556 destroy the great merit
which would otherwise fall to them.
***

We have explained the three types of good according to the
distinction of the three items of meritorious work. Furthermore,
125c-d Good is threefold, merit, Nirvana and penetration.
Good merit, or good "favorable to merit" is the good which leads to
an agreeable retribution.557
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The good which is deliverance558 is the good which, when it arises,
becomes a dharma of ParinirvSna.559 It is recognized that whoever,
understanding the sermons concerning the defects of Samsara, the
non-self, and the qualities of Nirvana, has his hairs stand on end and
who pours forth tears,560 possesses the moksabhdgrya root of good; in
this same way, one knows that there was a seed in the khalabila,561
when, in the rain, one sees a plant put forth shoots.
The good of penetration is fourfold, usmagatas, etc; it will be
explained later (vi.17).562
***

What is the nature of what is popularly called writing, carving
(mudrd), eloquence, poetry (kdvya), and calculation?
126. An industrious aaion, of the body, of the voice or of the
mind, with that which gives rise to it, are such things as writing,
carving, eloquence, poetry, and calculation.563
"Industrious," that is, due to a certain technique.
"Threefold action" is bodily, vocal, and mental action.
"Writing and carving" are bodily actions, industrious, together with
what gives rise to this aaion, namely the colieaion of the mind and its
mental states.
"Eloquence and poetry" are vocal actions,
Consequently, writing, carving, eloquence, and poetry, are by their
nature, the five skandhas.
"Calculation" is mental aaion: this refers to the mental enumeration of the dharmas.™
***

Now let us explain some synonyms:
127a-b. Defiled dharmas are savadya, nivrta, and hina.
Some synonyms of "defiled" are: savadya, associated with avadya, or
bad; nivrta, that is, "covered" by the defilements: and the defilements
themselves are covered by other defilements; hina, or ignoble, because
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they are low or abandoned by the Aryans.
127b-c Good and pure dharmas are prantta.
Pranita, "excellent," is a synonym for subha, that is, kusala, good, and
of amala, immaculate or andsrava.
The dharmas which are neither ignoble nor excellent, are thus
median (madhya).565
127c-d Good conditioned dharmas are sevya.
Sevya, "to be cultivated" is synonymous with "good" and "conditioned."
It then follows that other dharmas, some unconditioned, others
conditioned but defiled or non-defiled-neutral, are not to be cultivated
In fact, unconditioned dharmas are not susceptible of being produced, or
cultivated, since the unconditioned has no result: now, it is with a view
to a result that one cultivates.
###

All the other dharmas are inferior.566
127d Deliverance is the highest.
These is nothing which outweighs Nirvana. Nirvana, being eternal
and good, outweighs all.
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1. Ariguttara iii.415: cetandham bhikkbave kammarh vaddmi, cetayitva kammarh karoti kayena
vdcdya manasd. Compare Atthasdlini p. 88; Kathavatthu, p. 393; Madhyamaka, xvii.2 and 3: cetand
cetayitva ca karmoktam paramarsind /... tatrayac cetanety uktarh karma tan mdnasam smrtam /
cetayitva cayat t&ktam tat tu kdyikavdcikam //Madhyamakdvatara, vi.89, quoted in Bodhicarydvatdrapanfikd (v.3, ix.73), p. 472.
2. Vocal action is "voice," vdg eva karma. However kdyakarma is defined as kayena kdyasya vd
karma.
3. On cetand, see ii.24. Mrs. Rhys Davids {Psychology, p. 8), translates this as "thinking"; Aung
{Compendium, p. 16) translates it as "volition." "Volition" is only slightly satisfying, for we shall see
(below j>. 565) that action includes a subsequent cetand, "I have killed"
For the Jains, mental action is only semi-action (addbakamma), Majjbima, L372 {Kofa, iv.105),
Uvdsakadasdo, il App. 2, p. 18; SBE. xiv, pp. 83,165,179,242,315. Koto, iv.73a-b.

4. Vydkbyd: Cetayitd ceti / evam cedam karisydmUi. Madhyamakavrtti, 397.1: evam caivam ca
kdyavdgbhydm pravartisya ity evam cetasd samcintyayat kriyate tat cetayitva karmety ucyate.
5. (a) Vijtiapti is "that which informs" {vijfiapayati), the manifestation of a mind either by means of
the body, or by means of the voice. It is bodily in the first case, vocal in the second: kdyavijfiapti,
information through the body, which we call an action, fariracespd, or vispanda {Madhyamakavrtti,
p. 307), the kdyavipphandana or "bodily suffusion" of Mrs. Rhys Davids {DhammasaHgani, 636,
Atthasdlmi, p. 323); vdgvijfiapH is information through the voice or words {Kofa, iv.3d).
The School holds {Ko/a, iv.2b-3b) that kdyavijtiapti is not an action, a movement of the body,
but a disposition, a "shape" of the body. The Sautrantikas deny that shape exists in and of itself
(iv.3c).
But should vijtiapti be considered as being, in its nature, action? This is the opinion of the
Vaibhasikas and the heretics of the Kathdvatthu, viii.9, x.10 (the Mahirhsasakas, Sammitiyas, and
Mahasamghikas) who believe that "action" and words constitute "action after having been willed"
of which the Blessed One speaks (iv.lb), an action distinct from volition, and rupa in its nature. But
for the Theravadins {Atthasdlini, p. 88, 96, 323, Anguttara, ii.157, Samyutta, ii.39) and for the
Sautrantikas (below p-559|) action is volition {cetand); "bodily action" does not mean "information
by the body," but a kdyasamcetand, a volition relative to the body and which leads the body. (The
version of Aung, Points of Controversy, p. 225, is not totally correct.) (b) Avijfiapti ( i l l , iv.4) is an
action "which does not inform anything to another"\avijfiapti is rupa, but does not form part of the
rupdyatana: it is classed within the dharmdyatana and is only known by the mental consciousness.
In order to make all this easier to comprehend, the person who commits a murder or takes the
vows of a Bhiksu produces after his volition {cetand) a bodily or vocal "information"—an action or a
word—and, at the same time, an invisible action, nevertheless material and made up of the primary
elements, which continues to exist in him and to increase, by reason of which he is either a murderer
or a BhiksiL This invisible action, created by certain visible or audible actions and which "informs,"
is called avijnapti, "non-information"; it is considered to be either bodily or vocal accordingly as it is
created by an action or by a word.
When a person gives orders to an assassin, he does not accomplish the action by which the
murder is committed; the order that he gives is solely a preparation for murder; he is then not guilty
of "the bodily information of murder." But, at the moment when the person assassinated is
murdered, a "non-information" of murder arises in him: he is, by this fact, guilty of murder.
When a person enters into a Dhyana—which supposes detachment from the defilements of
Kamadhatu—he does not pronounce the vows by which one renounces killing, etc He does not
produce "vocal information" by which the monk produces this "non-information" which
constitutes his monkhood and which is called discipline {samvara, iv.13). But in a Dhyana, the mind
is strong enough to create, by itself and without intervention of "vocal information," the action of
"non-information," or discipline.
6. The text has apare, "according to others." The Vydkbyd holds that the "others" are the
Vatslputriyas. The gloss of the Japanese editor, Saeki, mentions the Sammitiyas.
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7. According to the Dbammasangani, bodily vijfiapti is "to advance, withdraw, to fix the gaze, to
look at all sides, to advance the arms, to withdraw them, etc"
8. Hsiian-tsang: 'Tor when the body moves, it moves by reason of action."
9. The Vyakhya adds: "or rather a ksana is the minimum length of time" (iil85d). See ii.46a-b.
10. Hsiian-tsang: "since it perishes later."
ll.I&tinction does not have a cause, see JCo^^
8,222,413. The ^addarianasamuccaya (ed Suali, 46) quotes a Sutra of the Sautrantikas: paficemam
bhiksavah samjttm&rampratijttm&ram samvrtimdtram vyavabdramdtram / katamampaHca /
atUo'dhva andgato'dhva sahetuko vindiah dkafam pudgcda iti / VeddntasMra ii.2, 23; Nyayavdrttikatatparyafikd (Viz. S.S.), 383.
12. According to the Vydkhyd: Sthavkavasubandhuprabhrtibhir ayam hetur uktah. According to
the gloss of Saeki, "According to the School of the Sthaviras."
13. Ksana eva ksane means ksane ksana eva which isfarthergiossedbytasminn eva ksane.lt arises
by reason of merit, and immediately perishes by reason of demerit; reborn by reason of merit.. .Or
it arises by reason of demerit, perishes by reason of merit... Or rather ksana eva ksane signifies
mukhye ksane'naupacdrike ksane.
14. Vyakhya: Sakyai caisa kdranaparikalpa iti vistarak / dharmdd adharmavmasa Hi kdranaparikalpa iti sarvatra samskrte dvyanukadau amtyesu rupddisu karmani ca iakyate kartum ato na
vaktavyam etad agnisamyqgat kdsphddindm vmdfa ity evamddi.
15. According to Saeki, the Sammitlyas.
16. Compare Asanga, Sitralamkara, xviii.82.
17. Hsiian-tsang, who is translated above, departs from the original:"... this is to simply repeat
your affirmation, since the existence of similar atoms is not proved If it were proved, then these
atoms could be joined together; but the self nature of the parts of a shape is not proved as is the case
for the parts of a thing of color (na ca samsthanavayavandrh varnddivat svabhavah siddhah) that is
to say, the parts of a "long" thing are not "long," etc: how can these parts, by their coming together,
bring about a determined shape?
18. One sees an army without seeing its soldiers; but this does not prove that an army exists apart
from its soldiers. In the same Way one sees shape without distinguishing its color.
19. According to Hsiian-tsang. The Tibetan has: First there is produced a certain resolution
(samkaJpa). When one has thus willed a volition is produced whose function or action it is to set
into motion (vartayati), and which is "the action after having been willed"
20. For avyflapti of the sphere of Kamadhatu depends on vijriapti, bodily and vocal action, or rupa;
it does not accompany the mind as does the avijfiapti of Rupadhatu. But see iv.75c-d
21. The RBpasamgrahasmra. Compare Digha, iii.217; Vibbanga, pp. 13,64.
22. The Vyakhya here quotes a part of the discourse of the Buddha to Cunda on the two types of
meritorious works (see Minayev, Recherches, p. 185-186, and below iv.H7a-b), an extract of the
story of Ghosila in the Vinaya ofthe Sarvdstivddins, see E. Huber, Sources du Divydvadana, BEFEO.
1906, p. 18.
Upadhi means the thing (drama, vihdra, etc) given to a monk or to the Samgha; the merit that
proceeds (tadbhava) from this upadhi is called aupadhika.
MahacundasUtra (Madhyama, TD 1, p. 427c29): saptemdni Cunda aupadhikani punyakriyavastuni mahaphalam yavan mahavaistdrikam yaih samanvdgatasya irdddhasya ktdaputrasya
va kuladuhitur va carato va tisphato vd svapato vajagrato va satatasamitam abhivardbata eva
punyam upajayata eva puny am / katamdni sapta / iha Cunda iraddhah kulaputro v&kuladuhitava
cSturdiiaya bbiksusamgbaydrumam pratipddayati / idarh Cunda prathamam...
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The non-material meritorious works do not include offerings: they essentially consist of the joy
that the believer experiences from the nearness, from the presence, from drawing near to the
Tathagata or a Sravaka. The seventh includes the taking of the Refuges and the undertaking of the
prohibitions.
lha Cunda irdddhah kulaputro va kuladuhitd va Srnoti tathdgatam va tathagatairdvaham va
amukam grdmaksetram upaniiritya viharatUi frutvd ca punar adhigacchati pruipfdmodyam
uddram kuialam naiskramyopasamhitam / idath Cunda prathamam mraupadhikam punyakriydvastu.
See Siksasamuccaya, p. 137 {Ratnardfisutra). Madhyamakavpti, p. 309 and the sources quoted
in the notes.
Pali sources: Anguttara, ii.50, 54; and the discussion in the Kathdvatthu, vii.5: paribhogamayam puHndm vaddhati and x.9: samdddnahetukam silam vaddhati. The Kathdvatthu
touches on some other points relative to the doctrine of avijftapti, viil9, x.8,11-12.
23. The Kathdvatthu denies that samvara is kamma (xill).
24. Compare Sumangalavildsini, 305, the third type of virati, proper to the Aryans and not
susceptible of being cut off, or setughdtavirati; Atthasdlini, p. 103, has samucchedavirati; below
v.33a-b.
The Dhammasangani, 299, defines right speech {sammSvdcd): catuhi vadduccaritehi droit
virati... anatikkamo setughato. According to Buddhaghosa {Atthasdlini, p. 219) setum hanatiti
setughato: right speech is the destruction {ghata) of the dike through which the transgressbns of
the voice pass. The translator {Psychology, 87) adopts this interpretation and refers to Anguttara
L220,261, ii. 145. But, in these passages setughdta = setubandha - setu = a dike, obstacle: "The
Blessed One has declared that maithuna is a setughato." 'Thus, monks, there is a setughdta with
respect to laughing." "The Nigantha teaches that one destroys former actions through penitence
and that one dikes them up {setughdta) by abstention {akarana)." The Mahdvyutpatti, 255.9, has
sdmpardyikdndm setusamudghdtdya; Tibetan version: "with a view to arresting the defilments by
means of a dike"; Chinese version: "with a view to arresting the defilements like a torrent." See also
Madhyamakavpti, p. 525 the definition of Nirvana jalapravdnirodhabhMasetusthdmyah.
25. rnd 'byor spyod pa dag. Paramartha: The ancient masters of the Yogacara {hsien-chiu
kuan-hsing shih 5fcltHfT$!i )• Hsiian-tsang:yU-chia shih ^®M%.
Saeki has a long note 7b-8a.
It follows from the Vvdkhyd that the term Yogacara does not here designate the follower of a
certain philosophic school but simply an ascetic: "The Yogacarin who actualizes the Path {mdrgam
sammukhikurvdnah) takes possession of a mental disposition {dfaya) and a psycho-physical
substrate {dfraya), whereas he takes possession of pure morality (andsrava iUa) as he takes
possession of right view: having acquired this pure morality, he abides in a natural morality
{prakrtifilatd)!' Or rather {atha va) the Masters maintain that, in this same pure absorption, there
is a rupa of the same nature, that is to say pure (andsrave'pi samddhau tadevamvidham rupam ta
dcdrya icchanti).
Siksasamuccaya, 138: yadi bhiksavo yukto yogdcdro mama fiksdydm pratipannah sarvasamskdresv anityadarsi...
On yogacara in the Mahavastu, L 120.9, see the remarks of the editor, i.469. The passage is
obscure.
There follows some relevant references in the Abhidharmakoia:
i. 17. Vydkhyd: In the system {dar/ana) of the Yogacaras, the manodhdtu is distinct from the six
vijndnas.
i.41. The Vijnanavadins defend the thesis: vijnanam paiyati.
ii.24. The Vydkhyd quotes the definition that xhtyogdcdracittas give rise to adhimukti (note 117
of our translation).
ii.44e. The doctrine of the former masters of the samdpattis quoted by the Sautrantikas (p. 231
of our translation).
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iii.l5c Definition of a Gandharva. Bhasya: "The former masters"; Vyakhya: Purvdcdrya
yogacdrya Arydsangaprabhrtayah.
iil63a-b. Phases of the moon. Opinion of the former masters; but according to the Vyakhya, the
Yogacarins.
iv.75. Bhasya: "The former masters," but, according to the Vyakhya: In the system
(°nayena) of the Yogacarins.
v.8. Vyakhya: "According to the Yogacarins (°mati), there are one hundred and twenty-eight
klefas.
v.43b-c Definition of the avarabhdgtyas attributed to apare. These "other masters" as the
Yogacarins (Vyakhya).
vilOa-b. The ascetics (yogacdrya) who practice afubhd are of three types, ddikarmika. *.
26. According to the gloss of Saeki On this point of doctrine, see 13 Id and Vyakhya, p. 14.
27. The expression sdsava upddantya in Samyutta iii.47, Anguttara iii.248 (definition of the
updddnaskandhas).
28. PaHca cetokhiia, Digha, iii.237, q.v.; Mahavyupatti, 10.24; vydpddakhUadvesa.
29. Hsiian-tsang adds here: If one says "How do the qualities and the actions of a certain person
produce a transformation in another person who is thinking of another thing?" This difficulty also
presents itself in the theory of avijriapti: how do the qualities and the actions of a certain person
cause a certain thing, the avijrtapti, to arise in another person?
30. Compare Anguttara, ii.54 and the Ratnardfisutra, quoted in the Siksasamuccaya, p. 138. The
phraseology of our Sutra differs from these two sources; Hsiian-tsang differs here from the Tibetan.
He has: "An outflowing of merit moistens his series and a sukha without measure flows into his
body."
31. According to Pu-kuang, the Bhadanta is Dharmatrata (See L20a-b). See TD41, p. 108b6.
32. According to Hsiian-tsang: However whoever has this threefold volition while carrying out
himself, without any error of person, the action of murder, is touched by the transgression of
murder. If the Bhadanta refers to this case, then he is correct.
33. Vyakhya: Afayaf cdfrayafceti / of ayah pranatipatadyakaranafayah fraddhddydfayo va / dfraya
dfrayapardvrttih. "Intention" refers to the intention of not committing murder, or the intention of
faith. When one says that an ascetic obtains a certain dfraya, one means that he has undergone a
modification (paravrtti) of his psycho-physiological substrate. (The dfraya is defined ii.5,6,36c-d,
44d).
P'u-kuang explains: A fray a consists of chanda, or of adhimukti, or of chanda and oi adhimukti..
The dfraya is the cetand which is produced at the same time as the dfraya; it serves as the support
(dfraya) of the dfraya...
The meaning of pardvrtta is clearly stated in Vydkhydiv.l4c: "When the gender of the mother
or the father is pardvrtta, that is to say, when the quality of mother or father is destroyed by the
paravrtti of gender..."
The tradition of Asahga is heir to the expression dfrayapardvrtti, Stitrdlamkara, be 12. This
refers, as S. Levi says, to a revolution of the very basis of the being, of the appearance of a new
personality: a Prthagjana becomes an Aryan, a woman becomes a man, a man becomes an animal,
etc
On paravrtti, see vL41.
34. Numerous and divergent definitions of the eight lokadharmas, Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 871b29-cL
35. Here Hsiian-tsang has two pddas which are absent m Paramartha "It depends (upddaddti) on
primary elements which are the support (dfraya) of the vyfinapti." Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 684cl2.
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36. Certain masters say that vijriapti and avijriapti arise from the same four primary elements. They
ask: "Are there four primary elements which produce two dyatanas, or two rtipas? Yes, they
produce rupdyatana and dbarmdyatana, iabddyatana and dbarmdyatana." The Bhadanta Ghosaka
says: "The Abhidharma masters say that this is not correct; it is impossible that the same four
primary elements produce both a subtle result and a gross result..." (Vibbdfd, TD 27, p. 684c23.)
37. The Tibetan version omits this first paragraph.

38. Vydkbyd: Samutthdpakacittdeksatvdd asarndbaacittdvijiiaptyadbikdrdc ca na svapnasamd
dbyadyaupacayikamahabbutajd.
39. Hsiian-tsang makes two pddas out of this phrase: "The vijriapti is solely an outflowing..." The
Bbdsya of Hsiian-tsang adds: "For the test, it is like the avijriapti of a non-absorbed state."
40. Avydkrta, see ii.54, iv.9c at the end
41. According to the principle vitarkya vicaryavacam bhdsate, iL33a-b, p..
42. Digba, 118,221; above il31; below v.49c, 53c; Vibbdsd, TD 27, p. 670b24-c25.
43. But the &astra says: fabdadb&und kab samanvdgatab / aha / kamar&pavacarah /
ko 'samanvdgatab / drOpydvacarah / If the beings of Rupdhatu are "endowed" with sound, it cannot
be a question of an external sound, one not belonging to a living being (asattvasamkbydta). Thus
one should attribute to the beings of Rupdhatu the type of sound that one makes with the hands, etc
In order to avoid this criticism, some other masters say, "Vijriapti..."
44. Two opinions: 1) the vijriapti which is produced in the Second Dhyana and above is of the
sphere of the First Dhyana, being produced by a mind of the sphere of the First Dhyana, according
to the rule given in viiL13. This is the opinion of the Vaibhasikas. 2) This vijfiapti is of the Second
Dhyana and above. One vijriapti of a higher sphere is thus produced by a mind of a higher sphere.
When the beings of these Dhyanas talk among themselves, etc (parasparasambbdsanddikurvatdm), their vijriapti is anivrtdvydkrta.
45. Hsiian-tsang: "The first opinion is correct." Gloss of Saeki: "Such is the opinion of the author."
46. Vibbdfd, TD 27, p. 74lal0. The Bhadanta says: There are four reasons why one uses the word
kuiala: because it is good by nature, by association, in origin, and absolutely. Good by nature: some
say: briand anapatrapya; some say: the three kuialamulas... Absolutely good: Nirvana, called good
because it is calm (ksema).
According to the Vibhajyavadins, Jnana is good by nature; the Vijnana, etc associated with
jrlana, is good by association; the actions of the body and the voice which proceed from it are good in
origin; and Nirvana absolutely good. The definitions of aku/ala are parallel (ie., moha is bad by
nature).
47. The other kuSalas are not
48. Divya, 255.16. On the good, bad, and neutral roots, see v.20.
49. According to the Tibetan. Paramartha and Hsiian-tsang: "Bodily action, vocal action and the
cittavfprayuktasamskdras." This is also the reading of the Vibbdfd. Sarhghabhadra (TD 29, p.
546b27 and following): Bodily action, vocal action, jdti, etc {loksana, ii.48c) and the prdptis of the
two absorptions without mind (nirodba and asathjrtisamdpattt).
50. When one again takes possession of the roots of good through doubt (vidkitsa) (iv.80), the
prdptis of these roots are good: now they are neither good in and of themselves, by association, in
origin, nor absolutely so. In the same way, the prdptis of innate good (ii.71b) are good and are not
included in any of the four categories. Sarhghabhadra responds to this objection, TD 29, p. 546b27
and following.
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51. The doctrine of the Kathdvatthu on good, bad, and neutral, is presented xiv.8; Nibbana is
avydkata, xi.1, xiiL9 xiv.8.
52. Vibhdfd, TD 27, p. 610a5.
53. Paramartha: "If this were the case, then when a person free from mind (acittaka) produces
avtjfiaptifUa, where would his anuvartaka mind be?" Hsiian-tsang: "If this were the case, how could
a person free from mind produce sHa?"
Suppose that a person, while he is receiving ordination (upasampddyamdna) and is thus
"binding" his bodily actions {kdyavijflaptim dbadhnan), enters into nirodhasamapatti and so
becomes free from mind. When he produces restraint (samvara) in himself, how can bodily action
(kdyavijriapti)—which supposes restraint {°antargata)—take place after this ceremony (karmavdcandvasdna)?
54. R&pa (the action, vyhapti) is not "contradicted," that is to say "abandoned," by means of vidyd,
that is by the Path of Seeing, as is the case for the false opinion of personalism, etc (satkayadrfpi):
for the very persons who have seen the Truths are "endowed" {samanvdgata) with rOpa. It is not
contradicted by avidyd, as is the case for the Pure (andsrava) Path, for avidya exists while one creates
mpas (actions) which are defined or non-defined as having a moral value, and while the praptis
(ii.36b) of these rupas continue; and it also exists in the contrary case.
Thus, one cannot say that this rupa is to be abandoned by Seeing, or is no longer not to be
abandoned. It is only to be abandoned through Meditatioa
55. The Vydkhyd explains: "Because it is turned inwards and outwards (antarbahirmukhapravrtta)." Hsiian-tsang: "Because it is accompanied by vikdpa (savikalpakatva), and because it is
turned outwards."
56. Hsiian-tsang: "Because they are turned outwards, they are free from vikalpa."
57. Hsiian-tsang places iv.l2d here: "(1) The pure mind is neither initiator nor mover, because it is
only produced in absorption; nor (2) a mind arisen from retribution (vipakaja), because it is
produced spontaneously, without effort (anabhisamskdravddin)."
58. Hsiian-tsang: "A mover generally of the same type, but sometimes different"
59. "Teaching," anuidsani. Hsiian-tsang: "The mind of the Buddhas, in the teaching of the dharma,
etc, either increases or at least does not decrease."
60. According to Saeki, the Mahasarhghikas, etc Vibhdfd, TD 27, p. 4l0b26: The Vibhajyavadins
praise the Blessed One, saying that his mind is always absorbed, because his right memory and
knowledge are firm; they say that the Buddha is never sluggish {middha), because he is free from
obstacles (dvaranas).
61. Anguttara, iii.346, Theragdthd, 696-697: gaccham samdhito ndgofhito ndgo samdhito / sayam
samdhito ndgo nisinno pi samdhito / sabbatthasamvuto ndgo esa ndgassasampadd /The Sanskrit
has: caran samdhito.
The Vydkhyd establishes that, in the Sutra, the Buddha Bhagavat receives the name of Naga:
Tathagata Uddyin sadevake loke... ago na karoti kdyena vdcd manasd tasmdn naga ity ucyate.
62. A £iksam£n£ is a "probationer." According to one opinion which Takakusu (I-tsmg, p. 38; 97)
auotes, a Siksamana is a woman who undertakes the precepts with a view to becoming a
bramanerika; she is included (in the Pali list) among the Sramanerikas. But as we shall see, the
Siksamana discipline is identical to the discipline of the Sramanerika. But the Siksamana is a
candidate for the state of Bhiksunl; see iv.26c-d and CuUavagga, x.1.4 {Vinaya Texts, I p. 296).
Yogacarins: Why did the Blessed One, with respect to the Bhiksu precepts, establish two
precepts, that of Bhiksu and that of the Sramanera, whereas he established three sets of precepts
with respect to the Bhiksuni precepts, that of Bhiksunl, Siksamana; and £i£manerika? Because
women have many defilements: thus they progressively take up the Bhiksuni precepts. If a woman
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shows joy and faithfulness to a small number of the Sramanerika precepts, one should give her the
Siksamana precepts, one should not precipitously give her the full number of precepts; rather, she
should cultivate two years during which...
The Ta-chib-tu lun, TD 25, p. I6lc4. The Sramanera, the possessor of the ten precepts, is called
to undertake the full number of precepts. Why is there a Siksamana in the Bhiksunidharma? In the
time of the Buddha, the wife of a merchant, pregnant without her knowing it, left the householder's
life and received all the precepts... It was established that women cultivate the precepts for two
years, undertaking six dharmas, and then they could undertake the full number of precepts.
According to the VtnayamMfkdsUtra (8.25) the discipline of the Bhiksu contains two hundred
and fifty dharmas; that of the Bhiksuni, five hundred dharmas. According to the Ta-chih-tu lun, TD
25, p. 161c4, the Bhiksuni undertakes five hundred precepts; if one were to detail them, then there
would be eighty thousand precepts; the Bhiksu undertakes two hundred and fifty precepts; if one
were to detail them, then there would be eighty thousand precepts.
63. The causes that determine the loss of restraint are enumerated iv.38.
64. The Vydkhya gives an example: the monk who renounces food "at the wrong time" is less
exposed to committing killing than a layman.
65. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 646cl0: He who undertakes a later discipline does not abandon the earlier
discipline. The Upasaka who undertakes the Sramanera precepts does not abandon the five
precepts of the Upasaka; he takes up the precepts of the Sramanera; he thus possesses at one and
the same time fifteen rules of discipline... The Bhiksu will thus possess two hundred and sixty-five
precepts. Some other masters say that the Upasaka takes up Sramanera precepts, but not by
abandoning the five Upasaka precepts and taking up the five Sramanera precepts: he thus
possesses ten precepts... If a person possesses at one and the same time two sets of precepts, or
three sets of precepts (Upasaka, Sramanera, Bhiksu), why is he called according to the latter
name,—Bhiksu, and not Upasaka? . . .
66. The Tibetan and Paramartha say: "If it were otherwise, he who abandons the Bhiksu precepts
would not be an Upasaka." Hsiian-tsang:"... Upasaka, etc" Saeki says that a Bhiksu who renounces
the Bhiksu precepts becomes a Sramanera; likewise, a Sramanera becomes an Upasaka.
67. Divya, 160: Rambhakadrdmika Rddhilamdtd upasaka framanoddefokdCundah iramanoddeU
Utpalavarnd bhiksuni...
Anguttara, ii.78: bhikkhusu bhikkhunisu updsakesu updsikesu antamaso drdmikasamanuddesesu.
Prdtimoksa of the Sarvastivadins, v.57 (JAs. 1914, p. 515).
The Vydkhya reproduces below iv.30d the formula pronounced by the iramanoddeia, the
liturgical name of the Sramanera.
68. See Mahdvyutpatti, 268, where the sixth virati is formulated: gandhamMyavilepannavarnakadhdranavhrati.
69. The Vibhdsd (TD 27, p. 229c29-230b3) gives ten explanations for the word fib: cold or cooling;
calm sleep, for he who observes ftta obtains calm sleep, and always has good dreams; repeated
exercise (abhydsa), by reason of the incessant practice of the good dharmas; absorption (samddhi);
ornament (compare Sumangalavildsini, p. 55); stage or pond, according to the stanza: "In the pure
stage of the Law of the Buddha, morality is the pond, and the Aryans wash themselves of all
defilements and arrive to the other shore of the qualities." &Ua defined iv.122.
70. The avyfiapti which constitutes the Prdtimoksa samvara results from a vijfiapti. The avijnapti
arisen from a Dhyana and pure avijfiapti arise from the mind in a state of absorption, from an
impure mind of the sphere of the Dhyanas, or from a pure mind
71. It is a cause of action,because the restraint (samvarastha), with a view to guarding the restraint
(parbaksandrtham), accomplishes actions (kftya) consisting of bodily and vocal actions. It is an
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effect of action, because—in the case of the avijtiapti of the Pratimoksa—it is the result of a vijfiapti;
and because—in the aise of the ai^^*# arisen from an a ^
—it is the result of a volition
(cetana) arisen from absorption.
72. According to this etymology, we have pratimoksa, but there is a svdrthe vrddhividhdna, as in
vaikrtam ~ vikrtam, and vaiiasam = vHasam (Vydkhya).
On the meaning of pratimoksa, see Kern, Manual, p. 74 (something serving as a spiritual
cuirass); Oldenberg, Bouddha (1914), p. 419, note (Entlastung, pratimuc = loslassen, Dfaya, 94.18,
137.15, Manu, x.118). Moreover pratimuc also signifies "to bind"
Indeed the idea of "obligation" or "restraint" expresses the definition of the MahdvaggaNiddesa which also adds an etymological explanation: silarh patifphd ddicaranam sarhyamo
samvaro mukharh pamukham kusaldndm dhammdnam samdpattiyd.
73. But Visuddhimagga, p. 16: pdtimokkham eva samvaro pdtimokkhasamvaro.
14. In the Abhidhamma {Atthasalini, p. 103), samdddnavirati, "abstention following upon
engagement" (in opposition to sampattavirati) refers to the virati obtained through the
Pratimoksa.
Samdddnafila, the morality that one obtains by undertaking an engagement, a resolution: "I
shall not do either this or that" (the Pratimoksa precepts), is distinguished from dharmatdprdtilambbikafsla, the morality acquired without engagement or vocal action: this is the discipline
acquired through the fact of the possession of a Dhyana (for one only takes possession of a Dhyana
by disengaging himself from the defilements of Kamadhatu, iv.26), or by entry into the Path (pure
discipline which includes the certain abstention from certain actions = the samucchedavirati of the
Atthasalini, p. 103). See above note 24 and iv.33a-b.
75. This is the samucchedavirati oi Atthasalini, p. 163; it includes akarananiyama, the impossibility
of committing a transgression.
76. Andgamya (viii22c) is the stage of absorption preliminary to the First Dhyana. In this stage the
ascetic obtains detachment from the defilements of Kamadhatu: he does not detach himself from
these defilements in the First Dhyana, for, in order to enter the First Dhyana, he should be detached
from these same defilements.
There are nine categories, strong-strong, strong-medium, strong-weak, medium-strong,...
of the defilements of Kamadhatu: these nine categories are destroyed or abandoned by nine paths,
the dnantaryamargas.
The practice of each of these mdrgas thus includes "abandoning" and, at the same time,
"discipline."
The nine vimuktimdrgas of andgamya do not include abandoning (vi.28, 65c); the
dnantaryamargas and the vimuktimdrgas of the Dhyana properly so-called and of dhydndntara
(viii) have no relationship with the defilements of Kamadhatu, since they are detached from the
defilements proper to the Dhyanas.
In the dnantarayamdrgas and vimuktimdrgas, the ascetic either cultivates the worldly path, and
in this case the discipline is called "arisen from Dhyana"; or he cultivates the superworldly path and
in this case the discipline, even though arisen from a Dhyana, or in the middle of the Dhyana, is
called pure (vi.49).
77. Samyutta, i.73; Dhammapada, 361; Uddnavarga, villi, kayena samvaro sadhu sadhu vdcaya
samvaro / manasd samvaro sadhu sadhu sabbattha samvaro. The Chinese translators translate
sadhu as an exclamation, "Good!" The text of the final stanzas of the Pratimoksa (L Finot, Journal
Asiatique, 1913, ii.543) has kayena samvarah sddhuh sddhur vdcd ca samvarah; but Kumarajiva
translates "What happiness!"
78. Anguttara, iii.387: cakkhundrtyasamvarasarhvuto viharati.
79. The Vibhdsd (TD 27, p. 984c21) gives some other definitions: "According to some,
indriyasamvara is mindfulness and attentive consciousness; according to others, apramdda;
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according to others, the six perpetual attitudes (satatavihdra); according to others, the nonpossession of aparihdna and apart;fidna,and the possession of the Path that opposses them; and
according to others, theundefiled dharmas"
On the different samvaras of the Visuddhimagga (pdtimokkha sati, tidna, khanti, viriyasamvara), see Warren's analysis JPTS 1891, p. 77 and following, and the text p. 7-11.
80. In order to prove this thesis, the Vyakhya quotes the Agama: anyatard kiia devatd bhiksum
visayesv indriydni vicdrayantam avocat / bhikso bhikso vranam ma kdrsir iti / bhiksur aha /
pidhdsydmidevote / devatdha / kumbhamatram bhikso vranam krtvdkathampidhdsyasi/ bhiksur
aha / smrtyd pidhdsydmi samprajanyena ca.
In Anguttara, v.347,350, the person who does not watch over his sense organs is one who na
vanam paticchddetd.
81. The possessor, the possessor of the prdpti of...: the presence, in the complex that constitutes
the self, of the viprayuktadharma which is the prdpti (ii.36). One can hzveprdptioi a past, present,
or future dharma (v.25).
82. Hsiian-tsang adds: 'It results from this that these persons do not possess future avijnapti: the
avijfiapti which is not of absorption is not possessed in a future state."
83. "He who is absorbed and he who is placed within the Path": this last expression presents a
difficulty. If one understands dryamdrgastha in the sense of "a person in possession of the Path"
{mdrgasamanvita)t one arrives at the conclusion that an Aryan, even outside of an absorption, Le.,
in a normal state (prakrtistha)t possesses present avijnapti. Stha would thus be understood in the
sense of "having mounted upon" {abhirudha)y as one says: naustha, "on a boat": thus dryamdrgastha
= mdrgam abhirudhah samdpannah = the Aryan who, at the present time, meditates on the Path, a
meditation which only takes place in a state of absorption.
It is simpler to follow another opinion (anyah punar.. .)according to which the Karika should
be understood: "a person absorbed and one who, being in the Path, is absorbed" (samdhitdryamdrgasthau = samdhitah samdhitdryamdrgasthas' ca).
84. Vijnapti canbe (1) samvaralaksand, for example, all the actions of a monk which conform to his
discipline. The monk possesses all these actions, of the past, up to the moment when he loses his
restraint (fiksdniksepanddibhih, iv.38); (2) samvaralaksand, all the killings which have been
committed by a butcher: the butcher possesses all these actions, of the past, up to the moment when
he renounces this lack of restraint and takes it upon himself to kill no more; or (3)
nawasamvarandjamvaralaksand, the worship of a Stupa, etc: one loses these actions, these
vynaptis, when the ardour of one's faith ceases...
85. Hsiian-tsang adds:"Lack of restraint is a karmapatha only at the moment when it arises."
86. But he produces (samutthdpayati) and possesses avijfiapti when he is agitated with a strong
volition (tivracetana).
87. It may be that the Prthagjana also possesses avijnapti without possessing vijnapti (Vydkhyd).
88. Tibetan: "The Prdtimoksa discipline, if another is informed of it, is also acquired in informing
another.'Paramartha, in the Karika: "through mutual information of another"; Bbdsya: "If another
informs concerning this, this informs another." Hsiian-tsang: "Information from another. One
who informs another is called another." (Thus we have:"Information from another = information
from another who himself informs.")
89. Svdma upasampadd, Mahdvastu, I p. 2; Mahdvagga, L6,28-29; Milmda, p. 76,265.
90. The Tibetan text has simply "of the Five," the Vyakhya explains: "that istAjffi&akaunamya, etc"
Paramartha: "in the case of the five Bhiksus, Kaundinya, etc, at the moment when they obtained
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duhkhe dharmajUdnaksdnti (vL25d)." The fragment published by Hoernle, Manuscript Remains, l
p. 13, has paifatkdndmjffin&hisamayena upasampada.
91. According to the Tibetan: "in the case of Ajfiata"; in Mahdvagga, L6.32, Ajfiatakaundinya is
ordained by the formula: "G)me, Oh Bhiksu..." But Paramartha and Hsuan-tsang: "in the case of
Yaias, etc"
The technical name of this ordination is ehibhiksukaydupasampadd; the person summoned by
ehibhiksukd (ehibhiksukayd dbhdsita) becomes a monk. These words are addressed to a single
person or to many: ehi bhikso cara hrahmacaryam.. .eta bhiksavah carata brahmacaryam; it is
accompanied by the miracle that the Vyakhya describes (according to a text close to the stanza,
Divya, 48, 281, 342): ehiti coktas tathdgatena tayind / muntfa/ ca kdsdyadharo babhuva . . .
(Compare Mahavastu, iii.430; Dhammapada Commentary 21-23, Fausboll, 1855, p. 167,
Burlingame, i. p. 280, etc) We have ehibhiksukd in Mahavastu, i2, Avaddnasataka, i.330, ill 13,
Divya, and Kola: ehibhiksukatd in the Hoernle fragment; ehibhtkkupabbajjd in Dhammapada,
1855, p. 119; ehibhiksumvdda, Divya 616. See the formulas of Mahdvagga, i.6.31, Majjhima, iii.2.
Par. i.8.1 (Vmayapifaka, iii. p. 24). Compare Satapatha, L 1.4.2.
92. All of the images that Kiiyapa saluted broke into pieces; he came dose to the Blessed One and
did not salute him, fearing that the body of the Blessd One would perish (mdsya rupavinds'o bhud
itt). Knowing his intention, the Blessed One said: "Salute the Tathagata!" KaSyapa saluted, and
seeing that the body of the Blessed One was not harmed, he said: ayam me idstd, "He is my master."
By this, he was ordained. Compare Mahavastu, iii.51,446; SMrdlamkdra, trans. Huber, p. 161.
93. Prafndrddbanena: the Blessed One was satisfied (drddhita) by the answers (prafnavisarjanena).
.. In the Hoernle fragment we should read: [soddjymaff prafnavydkaranena upasampada.
94. Gurudharmdbhyupagamena, CuUavagga, %., Anguttara, iv.76, Bkiksunikarmavacana {Bulletin
of the School of Oriental Studies, 1920).
95. She was locked in the harem and sent a messenger to the Buddha in order to obtain the
pravrajya. On Dhammadinna, see Majjhima, 1299 and Thertgdthd, 12, where the story is very
different.
96. The officiant (vinayadkara) is the jfidptivacaka. A frontier land or a border land: pratyantikesu
janapadesu. Mahdvagga, vi.13.11, ix.41; Divya, 21.18 (pratyantimesu); Mahavastu: paficavargena
ganena upasampada.
97. See Minayev, Recherches, 272; Takakusu, in Hastings' ERE, vii.320.
98. Vyakhya: Buddham iaranam gacchama ititrirvacanenopasampat. Paramartha: "By saying the
Three Refuges three time," translation confirmed by vi.30d.
In Mahdvagga, 114, the Sixteen are ordained by the formula, "Come!..." See the ordination of
Subhadda, Dialogues, ill6999. Vyakhya: Samvrteriti samvarasya.
100. Vyakhya: Tena visabhagdirayena tatra samdddane'prayogdt / asarandc cetardfrayena tat
samdddanam na smarati.
101. Hsuan-tsang: "One does not undertake it as one undertakes the good [restraint]."
102. On the upavdsa, see Wieger, Bouddhisme chmois, 1149 (Vinaya in Ten Recitations);
Oldenberg, Bouddha, 2nd edition, p. 372; Rhys Davids, Buddhism, 1907, pp. 139-141; Minayeff,
Recherches, p. 166. Anguttara, 1205; Suttanipata, 400.
On the upavdsa repeated or of long duration, see De Groot, Code du Mahayana, 62. The six days
of upavdsa, Watters, Yuan-Chwang, i.304, Chavannes, Cinq cents contes, i.26, note 2; the four days
and their dates, Takakusu, I-tsmg, 63,188.
The half-month of the Blessed One, Mahavastu, iii.97, is a prolonged abstinence in the manner
of the Jains (see the editor's Introduction).
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103. Paramartha and Hsiian-tsang, in theKarika and the Bhdsya, digress from the order of the
Tibetan.
Smras bzlas pa yis - "murmuring after he had spoken" (?). Paramartha = arm pa/cat vddm;
Bhdsya: "immediately upon the giving [of the upavdsa], after he speaks..."
104. Vibhdsd (TD 27, p. 647b23): From whom should one undertake the upavdsa discipline? One
obtains this discipline by taking it from the seven classes of persons (ch'i-chungt, %.: the seven
"parisads" of Takakusu, Ltsing, p. 96; monk, novice, nun, probationer, female novice, layman and
laywoman). Why? Persons who have not undertaken the precepts (chieh j$Q during their whole life
are not worthy of being precept masters (ckkh~shfoj$$fc).
105. Paramartha: "He rejects ornaments which are not old. Why? The ornaments that one uses
constantly do not produce vanity as do new ornaments." "Habitual" should be nstyaka; nstyaka
bhojana, Mahdvastu, L602, iil253, is understood as "ordinary."
106. The restraint of the fast arises (for him) at sunrise, and the efficacy of making this restraint
arise belongs to the mind which he has formed to oblige himself to undertake the fast. The Vyakhyd
says, "Sa bhuktvapi grhmyda" iti / sUryodaya eva samvara uttisfhate samdddnamyamacittasyotthdpakatvdt / bhuktvdgrahanam tv abhivyaktyartham. Paramartha translates wordforword sa
bhuktvapi grhniyat. Hsiian-tsang: " . . . if some obstacle is encountered, he nevertheless obtains
complete abstinence."
107. On the diverse readings and interpretations, uposatha, uposadha (Ldita, Mahdvastu, ill77,
Avaddnakalpalatd, vL76)fposadba (Mahdvyutpatti, 2G6),posaha (Jaina), see S. Levi, Observations
sur une langue precanonique du Bouddhisme, J As. 1912, ii.501.
gso-sbyon is explained: "that which nourishes [merits], and which washes away [transgressions]."
Uposadhikd, such as Mayadevi at the descent of the elephant = nvyamavati, iv.74a-b. Posadhika,
Mahdvyupatti 270.13.
108. See the Uposathasutta (Visuddhimagga 227), Anguttara, L211.
109. Paramartha and Hsiian-tsang quote the stanza: "As it increases the good pure mind of oneself
and others, the Blessed One (Buddha Sugata) called it Pofadha."
110. In Anguttara, iv.388, the Uposatha is made up of nine items: one adds the meditation of
compassion.
111. Vyakhyd: Stlam parajikabhavak samghdvas'esddyabhdvah. On the expression pdrdfika
(-*pdrdcika)t samghdvafesa, sarhghddisesa {=*samghdtifesa\ see S. Levi, Langue precanonique du
Bouddhisme, J As. 1912, ii.503-506. The samghavaiesas would be the transgressions which
"separate the transgressor from the rest of the community" in contrast to the pdrdpkas which
"imply definitive exclusion." RyOsaburo Sakaki (Vyutpatti, 255-256) quotes Burnouf, Kern, and
I i v i The Chinese translate seng-ts'an fg = That which destroys the Sangha.
112. Compare Anguttara iv.248, where the order of the items differs.
113. On pispa see Harfacarita, 45.2,123.2,273 (F. W. Thomas).
114. Samghabhadra responds to this objection.
115. On Upasakas and the place they occupy at the side of the Sangha, Burnouf, Introduction,
279-282; Spence Hardy, Eastern Monachism; Oldenberg, Buddha 1914, p. 182,317,429; Minayev,
Recherches, 296; Foucher,y4f* greco-bouddhiquedu Gandhara, ii.86; Przyluski, Legende d'Afoka, p.
207-8.
Cullavagga, v.20, Anguttara, iii.366, iv.344, important concerning the relations of the Sangha
and Upasakas.
The major text is the Mahanamastttra many passages of which are discussed in the Kosa. Other
relevant passages in the notes of Buddhaghosa, Sumangalavildsini, p. 235.
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relevant passages in the notes of Buddhaghosa, SumangalavUdsmi, p. 235.
The Upasaka is considered a "monk" (Anguttara, iL8), since he has the right to "give" the
upavdsa (see the Vibhdsd above note 104), since he is called to confess his transgressions (iv.34a-b):
he is a "tertiary." But Upasaka signifies "he who worships [the ThreeJewels]" (SumangalavUdsim,
p. 234), and we shall see that, for the Sautrantikas, one can be an Upasaka without taking upon
himself the rules of training (fiksdpada) the observation of which makes him a perfect Upasaka
(note H6.vi).
Whether a layman can obtain the "results of the religious life" (frdmanyaphala), and especially
the quality of Arhat, see Kathdvatthu iv.l, Milinda, 242, 265, 348. According to one group of
sources, the layman, even if he is a kdmabhogm, can enter the Path; if, even if living in the world, he
upholds chastity (brahmacarm; see for example Ralston, Tibetan Tales, 197), he can obtain the
result of Anagamin; but in no case does he become an Arhat [It is in this sense that one should
understand Dhammapada 142; Uddna, vii. 10; Majjhima, L466,483,490; the texts do not clearly say
whether a lay kdmabhogin can obtain the result of Srotaapanna and Salurdagamin. But Anguttara
iii.451 enumerates twenty layman who have obtained the quality of Arhat; see Samyutta v.410.
Milinda, like the Ko/a, believes that a layman can become an Arhat: but at the moment when he
becomes an Arhat, he becomes a monk; that very day he enters the Order; if the Order does not
exist, he enters an ascetic brotherhood. [Wasslilieff, p. 218, followed by Minayev, Recherches, p.
220, is mistaken on the meaning of the Tibetan source, see Ko/a, vi.30.] Normally, heaven is the
reward for the person who, incapable of abandoning the pleasures whose inanity he understands
(Theragdthd 187), and recoiling before the obligation of chastity (Suttanipdta 396, Divya, 303),
contents himself with observing the Five Precepts and the upavdsa.
On the teaching given to the laity, sermons on generosity, the precepts, heaven, etc, see
Majjhima, L379: CuUavagga, vi.4, 5, Mahdvagga i.7,5, etc; Digha ill 13. Samyutta iv.314; Divya,
300,617; Przyluski, Legende d'Agoka, 196, 353. Senart, Piyadasi, ii.208. See iv.112.
The sick or dying layman visited by the dvdsika (resident monk), etc, Anguttara iii.261,
Majjhima, iii.261; lacking monks, by layman, Samyutta, vi.408.
The layman reveals the Sutras to the Bhiksus, Mahdvagga iii.5,9.
Superstition, the danger of the layman (Kola, iv.86).
116. The MahdndmasMra in Anguttara iv.220 and Samyutta v.395 (Sumangalavildsini743) has
simply: yato kho mahdndmabuddham saranam goto hoti dhammam saranam goto hoti samgham
saranam goto hoti ettdvatdkho mahdndma updsako hoti = One becomes an Upasaka by taking the
Three Refuges.
The Sanskrit Mahdndmasatra (Samyukta, TD 2, p. 236bl7) contains in addition a short formula
added to the taking of the refuges "Consider me as an Upasaka." (The same in Divya, 47, where we
have: Vpdsikdmi cdsmdn bhagavdn dhdrayatu). This Sutra is partially quoted in the Vydkhyd'
Kiyatd bhadanta updsako bhavati / yatah khalu mahdndman grh* avadatavasanah purusah
purusendrtyasamanvdgataff. . . updsikdm mam iyatopdsako bhavati. (Vydkhyd' GfhUy uddeiapadam / avaddtavasana iti nirde/apadam / purusa ity udde/apadam / purusendriyasamanvdgata iti
nirde/apadam). Hsiian-tsang adds to the words of the candidate the words karundm updddya...
dhdraya.
iii. A more complete formula with the same variants, Anguttara L56, Samyutta iv.l 13, v. 12,
CuUavagga, vi.4.5, Digha 185: So aham bhagavantam saranam gacchdmi dhammam ca bhikkhusamgham ca / updsakam mam bhagavd dhdretu ajjatagge pdnupetam saranam gatam. Commentary of the Sumangalavildsim: mam bhagavd "updsako ayam"ti evam dhdretujdndtu: "May the
Blessed One recognize me as being an Upasaka." Pdnupetam tipdnehiupetam: that is, "As long as
my life lasts, may the Blessed One consider me as upeta (having come to him), not having any other
master, an Upasaka having taken the Three Refuges, doing what is suitable (kapptya). May one cut
off my head if I say of the Buddha that he is not Buddha..." See note 126.
iv. The formula that Vasubandhu describes as that of the DfstasatyasMra (see note 125), and
which is quoted, in its first part, by the Vaibhasikas (page 598, line 28) with the reading prdndpeta
in place of prdnopeta (reading interpreted and discussed p. 598, line 31 and p. 600, line 10):
Updsakam mam dhdraya adydgrena ydvajjtvam prdndpetam [faranam gatam abhiprasannam].
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v. The Sarvastivadin formula (given in the Shib-sung chieh-mo pi-ch'iuyao-yung, TD 23, p.
496al4, edited and translated by Wieger, Bouddhisme Chinois, 1146-7): "I, so-and-so, from today to
the end of my life, take refuge in the Buddha, the best of two legged beings... Know that I am an
Upasaka having taken definitive refuge in the Buddha, Dharma, Sarhgha, rejoicing {abhfprasanna lo %) in the Dharma of the Buddha &akyamuni, having undertaken the Five Silas" This is repeated
three times. Then"t>ne explains the Five Silas and the candidate answers that he will observe them.
The expression "having undertaken the Five Precepts" (shou wu chieb 2L$( ) replaces the
prdndpeta of formula iv.
vi. We possess the Sanskrit original of the expression: "having undertaken the Five Silas" in
the Abhisamaydlamkdrdloka, commenting on the Afpasdbasrikdprajtidpdramitd\ p. 137. We learn
that the Vinaya has two readings {patha). According to the first, the candidate begs the master (who
receives him as an Upasaka) to consider him as an Upasaka who has taken the Three Refuges;
according to the second, to consider him as an Upasaka who has taken the Three Refuges and the
Five Preospts.
Triiaranaparigrahdt (read °gamandt) panca/iksdpadaparigrahdc copdsakas tatbopdsiketi
dvidhdbhedah / trifaranaparigrhitam (read °gatam) updsakam mdm dcdtyo dhdrayatu / tathd
triiaranagatam pancasiksapadaparigrhitam updsakam mdm dcdryo dhdrayatv iti viniyadvidhdpdthdt. (According to a bad copy of the Calcutta MSS, RajendralaL Buddhist literature, p. 194).
There are thus two types of Upasaka: one who has undertaken only the Refuges, and one who
has undertaken the Three Refuges and who also undertakes the Five Precepts.
vii. Nepalese formulary which is very confused (the renouncing of the ten transgressions
precedes the taking of the Five Precepts) in Adikarmapradipa (p. 189 of my edition in Bouddhisme,
1898), summarized by Minayev, Rechetches, p. 296.
117. Paramartha: "No, for the person in question produces the five renouncings."
118. We have iv.38 dama = samvara, but the Tibetan translates dama as 'dsd-ba.
119. See above note ll6.iv.
120. Vydkhyd: Yathaiva hi bhiksur labdhasamvaro'pi jnapticaturthena karmand fiksdpaddni
yathdsthidam grdhyate prajOdpyate / itas cdmutai ca pdrdjikddibhyas tava samvarah/ anydni ca te
sabrahmacdrinah kathayisyantiti.
121. When the Sramanera says: Aham evamndmd tarn bhagavantam tathdgatam arhamtam
samyaksambuddham idkyamunim idkyddhirdjam pravraptam anupravrajdmi grhasthalmgam
partyajdmipravrajyaHngam samddaddmi / irdmanoddesam mdm dhdraya and repeat this formula
{evamydvat trir api)f he acquired the discipline of the irdmanera which is then explained to him in
detail.
122. The Mahdvyutpatti, 84, adds apanpurnakdrm before paripurnakdrm; the Chinese and Tibetan
versions translate pradeiakdrm = one who observes {spyod-pa, hsing fj ) for a day (tU-tshe = "one
day" and also pradeia).
The Vydkhyd quotes the Sutra (Mahdndmasutru, Samyukta, TD 2, p. 236b): Ktyatd bhadanta
upasaka ekadefakdribhavati... paripurnakdri / iha Mahdndmann updsakaprdndtipdtam prahdya
prdndtipdtdd vtrato bhavati / iyatd Mahdndmann upasaka iiksdydm ekadefakdri bhavati . . .
dvdbhydm prativiratah pradeiakdri bhavati / tribhyah pratwkatai caturbhyo vd yabhuyaskdri
bhavati / parkabhyah prativiratah paripurnakdri bhavati.
Chavannes, Cinq cent contes, 1244, illustrates this text.
123. Paramartha: "They are so called because they observe;" Hsuan-tsang: "So termed with
reference (yueh $Q ) to their observing."
124. Hsiian-tsang continues: "If it were otherwise, the Upasaka of one precept would be called
'undertaker of one rule*..." The question is to know whether there are not some Upasakas, not
endowed with the discipline in all its five parts, but who are engaged in observing one, two, three, or
four rules. No, according to the Vaibhasikas: the ekadeiakdrin is an Upasaka who violates four of
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the rules that he has undertakea
In Anguttara, iiL215, the Upasaka Gavesin, silesu apartp&rakdrin, declares to his comrades:
"From this day forward, consider me as su^suapaftparakdrm/'Tben he undertakes, one by one, the
obligations of a Bhiksu [who is the only person with the complete precepts]. Anguttara, iv.380,
v.131.
125. According to the Vydkhyd, the DfSpasatyasMra: with reason, as this results from the very text
of Vasubandhu, page 600, line 10: "Further..."
Dfspasatyasatra signifies "the Sutra in which a candidate, an Upasaka, has seen the Truths."
This refers to the text Divya, 75, or to a similar text: the Blessed One destroyed the false opinion of
personalism of the Brahmin Indra, who obtains the result of Srotaapanna:. . . sa dfspasatyah
kathayati / atikrdnto'bam bhadantatikrantah (The Pa|i reads abhikkantam . . . ) / eso'ham
bhagavantam buddham iaranam gacchdmi dharmam ca bhiksusamgham ca / updsakam ca mam
dhdraya adyagrena yavajjivam pranoptetam iaranam gatam abhfprasannam (Edition: gatam /.
abhiprasanno'thendro brdhmana...; same text, Divya, 462, with the best reading).
Saeki says that the DfspasatyasStra is the Sutra of Srona the son of Grhapati (Samyukta, TD 2,
p. 6b25): "Srona, having removed all dust, abandoned all defilement, obtained the pure eye of the
Law, at the moment when he saw the Law... he rose and said to Sariputra, 'I, from today onward,
take refuge • •.'" Possessors of the eye, candidates for the quality of Upasaka, are the kings Udena
and Sona (S, iy.l 13): but they employ the ordinary formula: updsakam mam Bhdradvdjo dhdretu
ajjataggepanupetamsaranam gatam, ornittingxhe abhiprasanna of the Sanskrit (On abhiprasanna,
see Samyutta, v.225,378).
126. Such is indeed the meaning of the expression prdnopeta ~ srong dan bsno ba = "risking one's
life" = "giving up, abandoning one's life" (Hsiian-tsang). We see in note 112.iii, that this is the
interpretation of Buddhaghosa.
127. Pdnupetam can be explained bypranebhyo'petam, prdnakapetam,prdndtipdtdd$bhyofpetam.
This last version "freed from killing, etc" justifies the Vaibhasika doctrine. To say "Know that I am
an Upasaka free from killing" is to undertake abstaining from killing.
128. The kuddanukhuddakas do not form part of the precepts, Anguttara, i.231.
129. See the translation of Samghabhadra's commentary, xxiii.4, foL 84 and following, in the
Introduction.
Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 177al6. Some say that taking Refuge in the Buddha is taking refuge in a body
made up of the head, the neck, the stomach, the back, the hands, and the feet of the Tathagata. It is
explained then that this body, born of a father and mother, is impure (sasrava) dharmas, and is thus
not a locus of refuge: rather, the Refuge is the Aiaiksa dharmas oi the Buddha whichformBodhi,
the dharmakaya. Some say that taking Refuge in the Dharma is to take refuge in the Three Truths
of [Suffering, Arising, and the Path]; or in the good, bad, and neutral dharmas, etc; or in the rules
imposed upon the Bhiksus: "One should do this, one should not do that" It is explained then that all
these dharmas are conditioned {samskrta) and impure; that they are thus not the refuge; and that
the Refuge is solely the Truth of Extinction (nirvdhasatya), the end of thirst, NirvSna.
Some say that taking Refuge in the Sangha is to take refuge in the Sangha of Pravrajitas of the
four castes {ssu-hsmg ch'u-chiaJBt&tti1^). It is then explained that the attitudes (ityapatha), etc
dharmas which make up the Sangha.
130. The designation "Buddha" also refers to other dharmas, and other gunas, but not principally so
(apradhanyena).
131. This is the dharmakaya, vii.34; Museon, 1913, p. 266.
132. Hsiian-tsang: rupadikaya. See vii.31.
133. Vydkky&Lmkikamdi^asyapunya^
vilaksana tvM tulyatvat.
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Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 177c21. If one takes Refuge in a Buddha, the refuge will be partial; and if one
takes Refuge in all the Buddhas, why does one say: "I take Refuge in the Buddha," and not "in all the
Buddhas?"... To take Refuge in the Buddha is to take Refuge in all the Buddhas whose number
exceeds that of the sands of the Ganges... The word "Buddha" embraces all of the Buddhas, because
they are of the same species. When one takes Refuge in the Sangha, is this to take refuge in one
disciple of the Buddha or in all of them? . . .
134. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 178a24, quotes the same text: tatra bhagavdms trapusabhallikau vanijav
dmantrayate sma / eteyuvdm buddham iaranam gauhatam / dhannam ca /yo'sau bhavisyaty
andgate'dhvani samgho noma tarn apt iaranam gauhatam. (Excerpt from the Introduction to the
Sanghabhedavastu of which a fragment, discovered in Turkestan [(Miran)], has been published in
JRAS. 1913, p. 850). Compare Mahdvagga, i.4; Mahdvastu, iii.304; Lalita, p. 386; Dulva, iv.54b.
Numerous variants.
135. Many opinions, Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 177cL
136. Dhammapada 188-192; Uddnavarga, xxvii.28-30; Divydvaddna, p. 164; Vibhdsd, TD 27, p.
177a4.
137. We have bahum ve saranamyanti...; Divya: bahavah iaranam ydnti, which Paramartha
translates. The Tibetan Uddnavarga has phal-cher.
138. Khema, Divya: iresfha; Uddnavarga and the principal Chinese versions.
139. Vydkhyd' Akriyaydm akarane ntyama ekdntatd akrrydntyamah / so'karanasamvarah akaranalaksanah samvarah / na samdddnikah samvara ity arthaJh / saca Sautrdntikanayendvasthdviiesa
eva/ Vaibhdsikanayena tu iUdngam avijnaptir iti
See above note 24, some references to the Pali sources, setughdtavirati = samuuhedavirati,
sampattavirati, samdddnavirati; p. 48, the distinction between samdddnaiua and dbarmatdprdtHambhikaiua. The Abhidhamma has many points of similarity with the Abhidharma, but the
correspondence is not perfect.
The Vaibhasikas attribute pure samvara, or restraint, to an Aryan (iv.l7c); this samvara is not
simply akarana, but a certain rupa, avijfiapti, a setu (see note 24); the Sautrantikas do not admit the
existence of avijfiapti: for them the series of the Aryan has become incapable of certain actions (see
note 145), the seeds of these actions having been eliminated: akaranasamvara, an immovable
avijfiapti which the Vaibhasikas postulate, is not a thing in and of itself but is akriyaydm ekdntatd, a
certain abstention resulting from a transformation of the personality.
140. Hsiian-tsang: "They have not, with respect to the series of all beings, said, "I renounce
incontinence.'" Paramartha: "They have not, with respect to this series (asmdt samtdndt), said, 1
renounce
141. Hsiian-tsang translates: "If lying is authorized, he would transgress all the rules. Having
transgressed the rules, at the time when he is interrogated,—if lying has been authorized,—he
would say, 1 have not done it,' and because of this there would be many transgressions of the rules.
Also the Blessed One, desiring that one uphold the rules, places the renouncing of lying in all of the
rules, asking, 'How could an Upasaka, if he violates the rule, declare it himself and prevent new
transgressions?'"
Compare the Sutra to Rahula on lying, Majjhbna, 1415; the edict of Bhabra.
142. Pratiksepanasdvadya, pratisedha °, prajnapti0, in opposition to what is a transgression by its
very nature or prafertisdvadya. This is transgression of one who does a forbidden action, because he
does not respect the law (idsana) of the Blessed One (iv.l22c).
143. On jalogi, see ConcUes bouddhiques, Muston, 1905, p. 290; Levi,/^j. 1912, ii. p. 508.
144. The text is quoted in the Vydkhyd: Mdm idstdram uddiiabdhih kuidgrendpi madyam na
patavyam. In Divya, 191, we have: mdm bho bhiksavah idstdram uddiiabdhir madyam apeyam
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adeyam antatah kuidgrendpi, which Speyer corrects to uddifya [bhavajdbhir... Huber, Sources du
Divya, BEFEO, 1906,31, sanctions this correction, and shows the relation of the Dwya with the
79th prdyaicittika.
The Blessed One not only forbids strong liquor in inebriating quantities (madantya). For the
sick Upasaka who consents to eat dog meat but not to drink wine, and who quotes the "Sutra of the
House," see Sutrdlamkdra, Huber, 434. Chavannes, Cinq cents contres, iii.14.
Four upakkilesas: surdmerayapana, methuna, jdtarupa, and micchajiva {Anguttara, ii.53,
AtthasdUni, 380).
145. See above p. 604. If one puts milk mixed with alcohol into their mouths, the milk would enter
their mouths, but not the alcohol, Sumangalavildsini, p. 305.
146. Mdo (Csoma), xxvi, 425.
147. Four kdyaduicaritas, killing, stealing, forbidden sex, and surdmaireyapramddasthdna. Alcohol
is missing from the classical lists of the kdyaduicaritas, Mahdvyutpatti, 91, etc
148. Hsuan-tsang translates: "because, by reason of the transgression of this rule, one would
commit a transgression which is by its nature a transgressioa" The Vydkhyd says: If drunk but once,
strong liquor is mortal {vyasambhavet\ for the Blessed One said: trim sthdndnipratisevamdnasya
ndsti trptir vd alamtd vd parydptir vd / madyam abrahmacaryam stydnamiddham ceti. Same
teaching in Anguttara, 1261 {soppassa bhikkhave papisevandya natthi titti, surdmerayapdnassa...,
methunadhammasamdpattiyd...).
149. The same quantity of madya is madaniya or non-madantya depending upon circumstances.
150. The five balas of the&aiksas are iraddhd, virya, hri, apatrdpya, andprajfid. The order differes in
Anguttara, 111.1.
151. Vydkhyd: Yadi hrhnattvdt tadanadhydcaranam ajfidtam udakddwat kasmdn na pibanti.
152. The Nandikasutra says: surdmakeyafnadyapramddasthdnendsevitena bhdvitena bahuUkftena
kdyasya bheddn narakesupapadyate. Compare Digha, 111182: suramerayapramadafthananuyogo
apdyaniko; the same for f&appamddafphdna.
153. Digha, iii.195,235, Anguttara, iii.212, Samyutta, ii.167.
154. Notes of Palmyr Cordier.
a) Surd = anndsava. Vydkhyd: Anndsava iti tandulakrtah. Rice beer or alcohoL This is what
Hemadri says ad Aspdngahrdaya 1.5.67: fdlipispakrtam madyam. This is also confirmed by the
Vaiduryakabhasya or the autOcommentary of Vagbhata, where surd = 'bru-chan = gro-chan, cereal
beer, wheat beer, grain alcohol, in conformity with the Mahdvyutpatti, 23036 where surd = 'bru'i
chan (Amarakofa, 2.10.39, surd = chaw).
Surd = arrack or raki (rice aquavit, a Persian word Sanskritized under the form of akra, a word
which is missing, in this sense, in non-medical dictionaries).
b) Maireya = dravydsava (rdzas las sbyar ba'i btun bo) - tafia. Vydkhyd: Dravydsava
itikssurasadikrtah.
According to Arunadatta's commentary on the Aspdngahrdaya, 1.7.40, maireya=kharjUrdsava ~
alcohol from dates. The Vaiduryakabhasya explains bu ram chan = rum or tafia; whereas
Candranandana (Paddrthacandrikd) and Hemadri say dhanydsava = alcohol from grains.
Mahdvyutpatti,250.58, sbyar ba'i chan; Amarakoia, 2.10.42, makes maireya the synonym of dsava
{me-tog chan), a liqueur from flowers (of Lythrum fruticosum, etc) and of sldhu {bur chan); rum,
tafia.
c) PUgaphalakodravddayo'pi . . . Vydkhyd: Adifabdena nispdvddayo'pi grhyante [MSS.
nesydva0].
PUgaphala, areca nut (areca cathecu, palm). Sanskrit synonyms,pugiphala = kramuka=pohala =
guvdka. Mahdvyutpatti, 231-34, Pugaphala -glagorsho ia - kramuka, Aspdngahrdaya, 4M25 and
°nighanpu, 121. Amarakoia, 3v4/3.21 goyu.
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Kodrava, tsi-tsi, Asfdnganighantu, 198; Sarat Candra, tsi tse tsi tsi; Mahavyutpatti, 228.14 ci
thse. Nispava, common lablab (a type of bean). Missing in the Mahavyutpatti and, at least in the
botanical sense, in the Amarakosa.
155. According to the Vaibhasikas, the preparation, the chief action and the consecutive action of
undertaking the Prdtimoksa discipline (iv.69c-d) have respectivelyfortheir purpose to "bind" the
preparation, the chief action and the action consecutive to murder, etc The preparation of the
Prdtimoksa considers the preparation of killing, to which it is opposed, and says to it in some
manner: "I bind you (samvrnomi); do not arise!"
156. An important point in the theory of the existence of the past and the future, v.25 (see also i.34d,
trans, p. 99).
157. Compare Yogasutra, ii.31. We see, Divya, p. 10, that the butcher of sheep, taking up the
obligation of morality (sHasamdddna) for the night, obtains great benefits: a daytime hell, a
nocturnal paradise.
158. The Tibetan has: "relative to former beings who, having become Buddhas, have entered into
Nirvana."
159. 'To kill sheep"; to kill is translated by gsod.
"Elephant-driver," ndgabandhakd hastipakdh (Vydkhyd). dan po che 'chor ba or 'thser ba,
"he who hunts with an elephant, who torments an elephant" (compare the gaddhabddhin of
CuUavagga, L32).
"Slaughterer of fowl," kukkufdn ghnantiti kaukkufikdh, (Vydkhyd); compare Mahavyutpatti,
286.93, khyi 'chor ba or 'thser ba: "he who hunts with dogs, who torments dogs" through confusion
of kukkura with kukkufa (?).
Vdgurika, according to Mahavyutpatti, 186.92 (rgyas 'chor ba = he who hunts with a net) and
Amarakoia, 2.10.27 (vdgurd=ridvags 'dzin = mrgabandhini; vdgurika = bya brffiba =jdlika = bya
rgya pa) which means "poacher, trapper." But the Vydkhyd makes an animal of vdgurd:pampd (?)
noma prdnijdtir vdgurdkhydtdm ghnantiti vdgurikdh and the Tibetan version transcribes (ba gu ri
'chor ba).
Compare the lists of Anguttara, L251, iL207, iii.303,383.
160. Chavannes, Cinq cents contres et apologues, iii. p. 117, no. 415 (TD 4, number 203).
161. Paramartha: "One obtains lack of restraint in two ways: through personal action, and through
approval"
162. See iv.4lc-d
163. According to the Chinese versions. The orginal has: "I shall constantly give food for a day, a
month, a fortnight (tithibhakta, ardhamdsabhakta).
Vydkhyd: Adiiabdena mandalakaranddi grhyate (see below note 182).
164. Compare Mahdvagga, ii.36.1, etc; Pdrdjika, i.8.2.
165. Mahdvyupatti, 266.16. Patanty aneneti pataniyam. These are the four Pdrdjikas: unchastity,
stealing of a certain importance (yathoktapramdnam adattdddnam), killing of a human being
(manusyavadha\ and lying relative to one's supernatural powers (uttamnanusyadharmamfsdvdda)
(Finot, .M.r. 1913, ii.476). See some instructive glosses in Wieger, Bouddhisme chinois, I p. 215
(1910). On the word Pdrdjika, see S. Levi„Mj. 1912, ii.505, and Wogifosu&,Bodhisattvabhami, p. 36.
166. The Vydkhyd mentions an argument taken from Scripture. It says in the Vinaya: "An immoral
(duhiUa) monk who gives advice (anuidsti) to a nun commits (dpadyate) a samghdvas'esa
transgression." Now "immoral" means "guilty of a Pdrdjika," for the text opposes a.prakrtisthah
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fUavanmovk to an immoral monk. Thus the monk guilty of a Pardpka remains a monk, since he
can be rendered guilty of a samghdvaiesa. Vinaya uktam /^duhsllai ced bhiksur bhiksunim anuidsti
samgbdvas'esamapadyata Hi / Spannapardpko hi bhiksur duhfilo'bbipreto ndndpantiapdrdjikab
prakrtisthab Mavan Hi viparyayepa vacandt / ato'vagamyate / asty asya duffsHasydpi sato
bhiksubhavo yasmdt samghdvafesam apadyata ity uktam Hi
167. This text (the SarvSstivadin Vinaya In Ten Recitations, TD 23, p. 157a7-b2) has passed into
Mahdvyutpatti 278: abbiksub aframanah, afdkyaputftyaff, dhvasyate bhikfubhdpdt, hatam asya
bhavati frdmanyam mathHam patHam pardjHam, apratyuddhdryam asya bhavati irdmanyam,
tadyathd tdlo mastakacchhmo'bhavyo haritatvdya / duhillab papadharmo'ntahp&ir avasmtak
kafambakajdtafc.
Compare KsHigarbhas&ra in Siksasamuccaya, p. 67. On kaiambaka, below p. 615.
168. All the editions of the Mahdvyutpatti, 270.37-40.
169. The regularly ordained Bhiksu (jn^pticaturthopasampanna), 270.41.
Samghabhadra (TD 29, p. 557cl4) recalls that there are five samghas: 1. samgha with modesty,
2. samgha of speechless sheep, 3. samgha of followers (p'eng-tang J$|£ ) 4. samgha in the
popular meaning of the word (lokasamvrtisamgha = sammutisamgha), and 5. samgha in the
proper sense of the word (paramdrthasamgha = dakkhineyyasamgha).
170. Compare Pdrdjika, 18.1:... ayam (tSatticatutthena upasamparmo) imasmim atthe adhippeto
bhikkhS ti. Vasubandhu: asmtms tv arthe...
171. See note 167; Vibhasa) TD 27, p. 356b25; this comparison,'mMafibima,1250,5^,464,112%,
refers to the defilements.
172. Compare Cuttavagga, L25.1, Vinaya Texts, iii p. 120.
173. Kdrantfava, Mahavyutpatti, 22823, an herb that resembles theyava
Kdfambaka, Mahdvyutpatti, 278.16; also Kafmabakajdta (Siksasamuccaya, p. 67,Asfasdbasrikd,
p. 181), kafambuka, ka/ambuka (Wogihara) = pMikasfham.
Utplavi (?) noma vnhimadhye'bhyantaratandulavihinab (Vydkbyd). The orginal has: atho
paldvinam, as the Pali shows: Anguttara, iv.169 and Suttanipdta, 281 quoted in Milmda, 414:
kdrandavam niddhamatha kasambum apakassatha tato palape vdhetha assamane samanamdnine.
174. The Cundasutta in the Uragavagga; Mahdvyutpatti, 223.55-58; mdrgapna (Samyutta, i.187),
according to the Vydkbyd, the A£aiksa and the Saik$a; according to Saeki, the Buddha and the
Pratyekabuddhas; mdrgadais'ika, the Buddha or Sariputra, etc; mdrgapvtn, Nanda, etc, according to
Saeki (margejwatisTlavdn bhiksur mdraganimittamjwandt). Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 34lc6. Anguttara,
iv.169, samanadusisamanapddpo samandkdrantfeva.
175. Mahdvyutpatti, 270.10, Sotrdlamkara, xL4. Vydkbyd: a* monk, through extensive lust, is
rendered guilty of unchastity (striydabrabmacaryam krtvd); immediately alarmed (jdtasamvega) he
thinks, '1 have committed a frightful (kasfa) action," without a single thought of hiding his crime
arising within him, he approaches (upagamya) the Sangha and confesses: '1 have done this
transgression." On the instructions of the Sangha (dryasamghopade/dt), he carries out his penance
(dandakarma kurvdnah) which consists of abstaining from contact with the Bhiksus (sarvabhikfvanavakrdntikatva), etc He is called a fikfddattaka. If his immorality destroys his quality of
Bhiksu, he will no longer be a Bhik?u, or a penitent Notice too that he is not to receive a new
ordination. According to the glosses of Yuan-hsien (quoted by Wieger), the penitent is placed after
the monks, but before the novices; he does not take part in ecclesiastical actions; but he will be
rehabilitated if he becomes an Arhat
176. Milmda, p. 257, has some curious theories on the privileges that an immoral Bhiksu still
maintains.
177. The good of the sphere of Dhyana belongs to the gods of higher spheres and to the ascetics
who, here below, cultivate the Dhyanas.
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178. The acquisition of the pure discipline is not mentioned as a cav^ of the abandoning of the lack
of restraint; for the discipline of Dhyana always precedes pure discipline.
179. The masters of Gandhara; Samghabhadra (TD 29, p. 566c27) accepts this opinion.
180. The Kaimirians. Vibbdsd, TD 27, p. 608b24
181. When one says: Mam samdddnena; in other words pratydkhydnavacanena.
182. Avijfiapti is lost for one who does not act according to his undertaking, yathdsamdttam
akurvatah.
Vydkbyd: Tadyatbd buddham avanditvd mandalakam akrtvd vd na bhoksya iti tadakrtvd
bhuHjdnasya... In the Bbiksunikarmavdcand (Bulletin of the School Oriental Studies, 1920, p. 128)
there is mentioned the trimandaL which is constructed before the taking of refuge. De La Vallee
Poussin thought that this trimandda was the trkatnamanaala mentioned in the ritual of the
Bodhisattvas (Adikarmapradipa, in Bouddbisme, Etudes et MatSriaux, 1989, p. 206).
183. Paramartha transcribesyantra (yen-to-lo%£%?](§.). "Etc" refers to /astro, visa, etc
184. Vydkbyd: One should say that the vijfiapti, which has given rise to this avijnapti, is abandoned
at the same time that it is, for its prdpti is cut off by these six causes. But there can be avyfiapti
without a vijfiapti, as we see from iv.67; and [elsewhere], one speaks of the avijfiapti as if one were
speaking of the vijfiapti. According to others, the prdpti of a vijnapti included in neither-restraintnor-lack of restraint does not continue (anubandhim); thus the author does not here have to occupy
himself here with the abandoning of vijnapti.
185. Further, in certain cases, by detachment from kdma (vairdgya): for example good
dissatisfaction (kuiala daurmanasyendrtya, iil, trans, note 79).
186. All the kle/as are upaMeias, but not all upakleias are kle/as. See v.46.
187. Mabdvyutpatti, 271.13-20.
188. The Theravadins (Katbdvatthu, iil 10) maintain that there are no precepts among the gods
because there is no lack of restraint among them. See below iv.44a-b.
189. By reason of their mdndya.
190. Not the Prdtimoksa discipline, because the gods do not have samvega, terror-disgust.
191. The Tibetan version of the Bbdfya skips this Karika.
By the practice of dbydndntara (viii.22-23) one is reborn in the elevated part of heaven of the
Brahmapurohitas, which is called dhyandntarika, where the Mahabrahmas dwell (il41d; iii.2d). But
birth among the Mahabrahmanas is an obstacle {dvarana) (iv.99), for entry into the Path and the
pure precepts which make up the Path are impossible for Brahma, who thinks that he is
svayambhU, self-created; etc (vi.38a-b).
192. Paramartha: The pure precepts among the gods of Kamadhatu and Rupadhatu, with the
exception of the dhydndntarikas and the asamjfiisattvas, and among the gods of Arupyadhatu...
The gods born in Arupyadhatu virtually possess the restraint of ecstasy and the pure precepts, but
not at the present time.
193. The Abbisamaydlamkdfdloka, ad Asfasdbasrikd, p. 62, quotes the Abhidharmasamuccaya:
kdmapratisamyuktamku/alampunyam rupdrupyapratisamyuktam dnirljyam. Commentary on the
Bodhicarydvatdra, iiilO.
194. Absent in the Tibetan version, but given by Paramartha. Hsiian-tsang: "Good action in
Kamadhatu is called punya because it does good to another and produces an agreeable retribution;
bad action is called apunya because by it, one harms another and produces a disagreeable
retributioa"
195. The Vydkbyd (iillOld) admits two readings, dnejya from ejr (kampane) and dnifijya from igi
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(gatyarthe). Variants mentioned by Wogihara in his edition of the Mahdvyupatti, 21.49,244.124:
aninga, aningya, anihjya, dnifijya. Modern opinions, Lotus, p. 306; Qiilders (mj); Senart,
Mahdvastu, i.399 (MSS dnimja); Leumann, Album Kern, 393; Kern, note in Bodhicarydvatdrapanjikd, p. 80 (Vedkanedya = anindya); E. Muller, Simplified grammar, p. 8. (See De La
Vallee Poussin's note in Madhyamakavrtti, p. 365).
ii. Anenja action. The three abhisamkkhdras {purtfia, apuMa, anenja), Digha, iii217, Samyutta,
iL&2, Madhyamakavrtti, xvil. (dnenjya). This is the action "leading to immovability" of Warren (p.
180, according to the Visuddhimagga, p. 571); the action "of imperturbable character" or "for
remaining static" of Mrs. Rhys Davids (trans, of Kathdvatthu, p. 358, adxxiil). [This is without
doubt the action which Vasubandhu describes here, the action in the domain of the higher spheres. ]
iii. Anenja mind, cittassa dnenjatd, "non-agitation of the mind"; mind, absorption, dhydna, or
the saint qualified as dnenjapatta, dmftjyaprdpta: Uddna, iii.3, Nettippakarana, 87, Puggalapaftftatti,
60, Anguttara, iil84, Visuddhimagga, 377, Wogihara, Bodhisattvabhumi, 19. This is a mind in the
Fourth Dhyana where, according to tne heretics of Kathavatthu xxii.3, the death of an Arhat takes
place (compare Koia, iii.43, Digha, ii.156, Avaddnafataka, ii.199); acala mind, mrinjana.
The anenja mind, the foundation of magical powers (iddhi) is, in Visuddhimagga, p. 386, a
mind which is not inclined (na mjati) towards rdga, etc This is not a mind in the Fourth Dhyana,
but a good and absorbed (samdhita) mind (On rddhi, see Ko/a, viL48). In Samyutta, iv.202, the
aninjamdna, aphandamdna, etc, mind is rid of mafiftitas, mjitas, phanditas, papaficitas, and
mdnagatas which consist of saying "I am," etc The same for the mjita of Anguttara ii.45.
v. In Majjhsma, il254,262, the vitiridtia becomes 1. dnanjupaga 2. dkin^aMdyatanupaga 3.
mvasafiridnasatifandyatanupaga. Ananja is obtained by abandoning the notion of kdma and mpa;
akitlcanfia by abandoning, in addition, the notion of dnanja; nevasafflldndsaMdndyatana by
abandoning, in addition, the notion of dkbficaMa. It appears that dnanja corresponds to the first two
stages of Arupyadhatu (see Ko/a, viii).
196. yad atra vitarkitam vicaritam idam atrdryd nSjham ity dhuh / yad atra prUir avigatd idam
atrdryd injitam ity dhuh /yad atra sukham sukham iti cetasa dbhoga idam atrdryd mjitam ity dhuh.
Madhyama, TD1, p. 743al Compare Majjhima, i.454... idam kho aham Uddyintjitasmim vaddmi
/ kirn ca tattha mjitasmim /yad eva tattha vuakkavicdru aniruddhd honti idam tattha mjitasmim.
197. Paramartha and Hsiian-tsang: In the Anmjyastitra: pu-tung ching^fWlWr:.
198. Vydkhyd: Aninjydnujvalabhdginam dkampydnukulabhdginam mdrgam arahhya.
According to Hsiian-tsang: "The Blessed One declares them non-agitated, and considers them
(lit. "points out," chU "grasping in the hand") as producing a non-agitated retribution (vipaka)";
according to Paramartha:"... with reference to (yueh) the Path capable of producing apratyayaof
non-agitated good."
199. Hsiian-tsang: "How can an agitated Dhyana produce a non-agitated retribution? Even though
this Dhyana includes agitation due to its defilements (apaksdla), nevertheless it is called nonagitated, because, with respect to its retribution..."
200. According to Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 596bl3. Put more clearly, the retribution of good action is
agreeable sensation when it takes place in Kamadhatu and in the first three Dhyanas.
201. Sukhd vedand means (1) the sensation of pleasure (kdyika sukha) and the sensation of
satisfaaion (saumanasya) in Kamadhatu and the first two Dhyanas; (2) the sensation of
satisfaction in the Third Dhyana (ii.7, viii9b).
202. See iii.43.
203. See iv.l3c-d: "the precepts of beings of this world," aihikasHam. Paramartha: In Kamadhatu,
bad action is termed disagreeable sensation.. .The Karilea says "in Kamadhatu" in order to indicate
that this action does not exist elsewhere.
204. Objects, or the psycho-somatic complex (dfraya), ii.57.
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205. Quoted in Vydkhyd, iii.43.
206. i. Dhydndntara is an intercalary dhydna between the First and Second Dhyanas, or, as the
Tibetans translate it, adhydna higher (kbyadpar) than the first through the absence of vitarka (see
viil22d); it is a type of annex or prefatory absorption of the First Dhyana. (See above p. 620).
Samddhidhydna, the dhydna consisting of absorption, or bliss, is distinguished from
upapattidhydna, existence in a certain heaven corresponding to each Dhyana.
Action in dhydndntara (dhydndntarakarman) is action by which one obtains dhydndntara-bliss
and dhydndntara-existence.
it TheKarika allows two interpretations as indicated by the Bhdsya: dhydndntarakarmano
vipdkatas = since there is retribution of action from dhydndntara; anddhydndntare vipdkatas=since
there is retribution in dhydndntara.
Paramartha translates the original literally; Hsiian-tsang: "Because intermediate [action]
produces retribution."
207. Vydkhyd: Dhydndntarakarmano dhydndntaropapattau vipdkena veditena bhavitavyam / tatra
sukhd duhkhd vd vedand ndsti / tasmdd asydduhkhdsukhd vedand vipakd iti... = "Dhydndntara
action should, in dhydndntara existence, have a retribution which is sensation. Now, in
dhydndntara, there is neither agreeable, nor disagreeable sensation, so neither-agreeable-nordisagreeable sensation [which is found there] is the retribution of die said action. Thus above the
Fourth Dhyana there exists action which is neither-agreeable-nor-disagreeable in feeling."
208. "Or rather" = if we consider the second interpretation of the Karika.
209. Vydkhyd: "Dhydndntare vd kasya cit karmano'nyasya vipdko vedand na sydt na sambhavati."
"Or rather, in dhydndntara, there will no retribution in the form of sensation of any action different
from dhydndntara action, for one cannot say that a retribution experienced in dhydndntara is a result
of an agreeable action in the First Dhyana, that it is a result of a disagreeable action in Kamadh&tu,
nor that it is a result of an action of the sphere of the Fourth Dhyana."
Hsiian-tsang translates: "Or rather there will be no action [which is retributed in dhydndntara]"
(huo ying wuyeh 1&MMM.).
Paramartha: "If this were the case [=if intermediate action is absent below the Fourth Dhyana]
then dhydndntara action would not have any retribution; or rather, in dhydndntara, there would be
an action different in nature [= retributed]." [Now one cannot say that dhydndntara sensation is the
retribution of any other action].
210. Hsiian-tsang: 'This action produces the sensation of pleasure {sukhendriya) of the principal
dhyana as its retribution." [Gloss of Saeki: of the First Dhyana.] Which means: the action which the
dhydndntara produces, is retributed in sensation, but in the principle Dhyana.
211. Do these masters maintain that there is no sensation in dhydndntara existence (dhydndntaroapapattau)? No. But they say that this sensation is not a retributive result, but an outflowing
result (ii.57c).
212. Good action free from vitarka is the action which produces dhydndntara; its retribution is solely
mental sensation. Thus it is false that the retribution of action which produces the dhydndntara is
the sensation of pleasure of the dhydna itself (of the First Dhyana of which the dhydndntara is the
higher annex); it is false also that this retribution is not sensation. For action free from vitarka exists
only in dhydndntara and above.
213. What one feels (anubhti) is sukha, or pleasure, not action...
214. According to Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 596a23, where however the order differs ("twofold" becomes
"fivefold").
215. Same text Samyutta, iv.41.
Vydkhyd: Rupam pratyanubhavati no ca rupardgam pratyanubhavatfty arthah / atha vdnoca
rupam rdgena pratyanubhavaty dlambata iti.
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216. Mahamd&nadharmaparyaya: yasmm samaye sukharh vedanam vedayate dve asya vedane
tasmm samaye nhuddhe bhavatah; compare Digha, iL66.
217. The problem of the necessity of the retribution of action presents some difficulties. One must
take into consideration the multiple givens of the problem. See notably (iv.120) the distinction
between action which is "done" (krta) and that which is "accumulated" (upacsta): action will not be
"counted" or "accumulated" if it is followed by repentance, confession, etc In fact, action is only
completed by its Pfspha or consecutive action (iv.89); the gravity of an action depends on the gravity
of its preparatory action, its principal action, and its consecutive action (iv. 119). Accumulated action
is not necessarily retributed. The character of the retribution of an action can necessarily change:
such an action to be experienced in hell in the next life can be retributed here in this world
(Angulimala is a good example) (iv.55). In fact, with the exception of mortal transgressions (iv.97),
crimes do not hinder one—except in the case of "false views" cutting off the roots of good (iv.79):
and even persons with these can be reborn after this life (iv.80c-d)—from becoming "detached
from Kamadhatu," and, as a consequence, of being reborn in the next life in the heavens of
Rupadhatu (iv.55): in which case the transgressions which are not of necessary retribution were as
if they had not been committed; the others are retributed here below. These transgressions, with
the exception of those which necessarily ripen in the bad realms of rebirth, do not hinder one from
entering the Path: from this then the mind, perfumed by the powerful roots of good (purity of
conduct, respect for the Three Jewels) becomes refractory to the maturation of former actions—
which are non-determinate—-which could produce a bad realm of rebirth: "An ignorant person,
even if he has committed a small transgression, avoids the bad place. Compact, a small mass of iron
sinks; the same iron, in a great mass but fashioned into a vessel, floats" (vi^Aa-byAngtatara, 1249).
By planting a little root of good in the field of merit which are the Buddhas, one suppresses the
retribution of actions of unnecessary retribution (vii.34 adfmem). The Koia,frr.60,speaks of "pure"
(andsrava) action which destroys other actions.
Another problem is that of the order in which different actions are retributed: they are heavy,
numerous, close (see Ko/a, ix., "Refutation of the Pudgala," at the end; Visuddkhnagga, p. 601).
Trie Buddha declared that the retribution of action is incomprehensible, and he forbade any attempt
to understand it (Anguttara, ii.80 Madyamakavatara, vi42, MiUnda, lS9Jatakamald, xxxiiLl-3). A
very clear point for the Buddhists, but one that is obscure for us, is that there is action and
retribution, but that there is no agent It has been discussed whether all suffering is retribution or
whether it has come out of retribution (Visuddhhnagga, 602, Kathavatthu, villO, Madbyamakadvatdra, vi.41, KarmaprajHapti, at the end). Compare Deussen, Veddnta (1883, 497-8);
Vasubandhu devotes one chapter, his "Refutation of the Pudgala," to this problem
Interesting to Buddhology and to the Lokottaravadins are the following questions: does the
Buddha experience the retribution of his former transgressions? (iv. 102, at the end), and, how does
one explain the animal rebirths of the Bodhisattvas? (vi23c).
218. See Childers, 178b; Warren, 245; Visuddbimagga 601, Compendium, 144 The older sources
oppose dffphadhamma vedaniya to the action which leads to hell {Anguttara 1249), and to action
experienced later, samparayavedamya (ibid., iv.382).
219. Hsiian-tsang: "Or rather one says that there are five actions"; Paramartha: "Furthermore,
there are five actions."
220. The Chinese translators depart from the original: 'There are some actions whose result is dose
and small; there are some actions whose result is distant and great..."
This is indeed what the Vibhdfd, TD 27, p. 594al5, teaches: "Action to be experienced in the
present life produces a near result: one can thus say that it is strong; how can one say that other
actions, of distant result, are very strong? Action to be experienced in the present life produces a
near result, but weak: one cannot say that this action is very strong... The>^^ obtains its fruit after
six months, a result more distant but greater than that of flax; the kkadira (ch'ti-U-shu ikMffi) has
its fruit after five, six, twelve years, but this fruit is greater than it; the tola has its fruit after one
hundred years, but this fruit is the greatest"
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221. Paramartha and Hsiian-tsang: "Some other masters say There are four alternatives {chUword, pada).'"
222. Vyakhyd: Ddrspdntikdh sautrdntikdh.
223. Hsiian-tsang adds two words to theKarika:
"Four, good"; that is to say: "The doctrine of the four actions (50a-c) is good" Bhdsya: "Actions 'to
be experienced in the present life,' etc are the three determinate actions; indeterminate action is the
fourth. We say that this is good, for, by solely indicating here action determinate or indeterminate
with respect to the time period of its retribution, the four categories of action taught in the sutra are
explained" Gloss of Saeki: "By saying that this is correa, the Sastra does not condemn the theory of
five or eight actions."
224. Vibhasd, TD 27, p. 595cl8.
225. See iL52a, iiil9. Samyutta, 1206; Mahdvyutpatti, 190; Windisch, Buddhas Geburt, 87 and the
sources cited On embryonic life, see the note on promt, Kola, iv.l7a-b.
226. The intermediate being belongs (along with its subsequent life) to a single nikdya.
Intermediate existence and the following existence form only one existence (mkayasabhdga).
Thus the actions of intermediate beings, maturing completely in the intermediate existence or in
the following existence, are all "to be experienced in the present life."
This refers to the retributive result (vipdka); see ii.52a.
227. Literally: "this is projected by upapadyavedaniya action, action to be experienced in the
following existence, after having been reborn [once]." Hsiian-tsang: " . . . by upapadyavedaniya
action, etc" (Better: for an intermediate existence can be projected by an action to be experienced in
a later existence).
228. The text has yathd tathd ceti. Vyakhyd: "Either by the mind which holds that killing is
meritorious (punyabuddkya), or by hatred, etc The Persian (pdrasika) who kills his father or
mother believing that he is doing a pious act... (see iv.68d). Hsiian-tsang: "Killing... with a light
or heavy mind" Paramartha: (# shuai erh hsm l : j $ i ^ ) (TD 29, p. 238c2).
229. According to the Vinaya in Ten Recitations, 51.1; Vibhasd, TD 27, p. 593al5.
Those who insult their mothers are punished in this life, Divya, 586.
230. Hsiian-tsang adds: "Such stories are numerous."
231. Majjbima, ii.220, Ariguttara, iv.382: Can the action "to be experienced in this life" be
transformed into action "to be experienced in a future life" (sampardyavedaniya)... ?
The same problem is examined in the Karmaprajfiapti, Mdo, 82,246b: "There are eight types
of actions: to be experienced agreeably, disagreeably, in this world, later, to be experienced in a small
manner, to be experienced gradually, ripe, and unripe. Can action to be experienced agreeably,
through energy and effort, be changed into action to be experienced disagreeably? No, this is
impossible... Can unripe action be changed into ripe action? Yes arid no. Some, in order to carry out
this transformation, cut off their hair, their beard, their hair and beard, and torture themselves by
different paths and bad penitences: but they fail Others, through energy and effort, obtain the result
of Srotaapanna..." "There are three actions: actions to be experiencedin this life, in the next life, or
later. Does it happen that one who experiences the first one also experiences the other two? Yes,
when one obtains the quality of Arhat, the retribution of the other two actions occurs."
232. Hsiian-tsang translates: "The person who departs from the Path of Meditation," that is to say:
"who departs from the result of Arhat,"forthis result marks the end of the Path of Meditation on
the Truths.
233. That is to say, one who leaves the absorption in which he has "seen" the Truths (vi.28d).
234. Vyakhyd: In fact, action free from vitarka cannot have a retribution belonging to a lower stage
including vitarka and vicdra.
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235. Vibhdfd, TD 27, p. 598c7: Dammanasya arisen from the action of attention (manaskdra),
including strong imagination (vikalpa), is abandoned through detachment: but the same does not
hold for a retributive result
236. Cittakkbepa - ummdda (Anguttara).
237. Paramartha adds: "And there are other causes." Hsiian-tsang: 'Trouble of the mind arises
from five causes: 1. retribution, 2. fear, 3. attack of demons..."
238. Upadrava = attack of demons and the evil that results from it; compare Jdtakamdld, 41.15.
According to Vibhdfd, TD 27, p. 658all.
239. On the amanusyas, see Kola, iv.75c-d, 97b, iii.99c-d; Kdranaprajfiapti, p. 344 of Cosmohgie
bouddhique.
Digha, iil203, Mibnda, p. 207, SukhdvatwyUha, Para. 39. Siksasamuccaya, p. 351.
Abbisamdiamkdrdbka (ad Affasdhasrikd, p. 383): pretddk amanusyab.
Pdnmi, ii.4.23.
240. The Vydkhyd quotes the Sutra: Bhagavdn MithUikdydm (?) vibarati sma Mbbildmravane /
tena khalu p&nab samayena Vasisfbasagotrdyd brdbmanyab saf putrdb kdlagatdb / sd tesdm
kdlakritaydmgpummattdkfiptacittdtemte^^
.. And the rest up to the conversation of
Vasisthl with her husband after the death of their seventh infant: "Formerly you were afflicted by
the death of your sons; now you are not afflicted. This is without doubt because you have eaten your
sons (mmam te putrds tvayd bhaksitdp)." To which she answers (compare Tberigdthd, 314):
ptarapaiarasahasramftfdtiasamgbafatani ca /
dirgbe'dhvam mayd brahman kbdditdm tathd tvayd //
putrapautrasahasrdndm parimdnam na vidyate /
anyonyam khddyamandndm tdsu tdsupapattifu //
hahfacetparitapyeta parideveta vd punah /
jftdtvd mbsaranam lokejdtes* ca maranasya ca //
sdham mbsaranam ffldtvdjdtes' ca maranasya ca /
na iocami na tapydmikfte buddhasya idsane //
Read Vasisthi (and not Vasistha) in the nice piece where the Blessed One praises the
universality of his preaching, S&rdlamkdra, trans. Huber, p. 205.
241. The five fears are: djmkdbhaya, aflokabbya (-akirti), parisaccbdradbyabbaya (-sabhdydm
samkucitya), maranabhaya,durgatibbaya (Vibhdfd, TD 27, p. 386b21). SeeMadhyamakavrtti, p. 46.
The readings of the Dharmasamgraha, 71, are capricious.
242. Dharmatdbhijtlatvdt: "Everything that is impure (sdsrava) is suffering, conditioned things are
impermanent, and the dharmas are unsubstantial"
243. According to the Jrldnaprasthdna, TD 26, p. 973c2; Vibhdfd) TD 27, p. 609al. In Vibbanga,
368, rdga, dvesa and moha are kasdvas. hut Anguttara, i 112, distinguishes vanka, dosa and hasdva.
244. Color (kafdya) is ratijanabetu, a cause of coloring, like attachment (rdga) which, in fact,
"attaches" and "colors" (ranjayati).
245. Madbyama, TD 1, p. 600a26; Vibhdfd, TD 27, p. 589cl6; Anguttara, iL230; Digha, iii230;
Atthasdlim, p. 89; Netippakarana, 158.184 Anguttara, iii.385: akanbam asukkam nibbdnam
abhydyati
246. Compare YogasMra, hr.7.
247. This is the answer of the third masters, Vibhdfd, TD 27, p. 591al5.
248. The same action "projects" an existence and the intermediate existence which leads to it
(iill3a-b). There is no intermediate existence proceeding rebirth in Arupyadhata
249. The Vydkbydquotes the Sutra: Asti karmas'uklarhs'uklavipdkam tadyathdprathame dhydne/
evam ydvad bhavdgre.
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250. See iv.l. Vydkbyd: Samtdnata etadvyavasthdnam ki/ ekasmm sarhtdne kufalam cdkufalam ca
samuddcaraUikrtvd kufalam akufalena vyavakhyate. On the consequences of this theory of mixing,
Anguttara, 1249 (translated by Warren, p. 218).
251. By definition, absorption (samddbi), which is the opposite of evil (akufala), does not exist in
Kamadhatu. It happens, only in Kamadhatu, that one cuts off the roots of good through false views
(mithyddrsfi); but one can never root out false views by Right Views (samyddrsfi).
252. The Theravadins, Kathdvatthu, vii.10, maintain that "supramundane" actions have
retribution.
253. The text has mahatydm funyatdydm, that is to say the MahdfunyatdrthasMra (Vydkhyd).
Madbyama, TD l,p. 739b21: ekdntafuklddnandaafaiksadharmdekdntdnavaayd(f ... (Majjbima,
iii.115 does not correspond).
254 Prakarana, TD26,p. 711c3; Vibhdsd, 7T>27,p. 5d9c26.h6ladbarfndpkatame/kMfati
avyakrtdf ca dharmdh.
255. The pure dharmas are not Dhatu, nor integral to the Dhatus (na dhdturna dhMuapatitdh). On
what engenders (janayati) and arrests (i*runaddh$) the process (pravrtti)9 see ii.6.
256. Each moment of the Path is a psychological complex that includes, among other mental states,
cetand or "volition." According to the definition, iv.lb, this cetand is action,
The four dharmaksdntis, vi25c, detachment from Kamadhatu, vi.49.

257. Vydkhyd: Na hi tasya (kufalasya) svabhdvaprahdnam hi / prapticckedak prahanam /
prabtnasydpi kufalasya sammukhibhdvdt / taddlambanakle/asya prabdndt tasya kufalasya
prahanam bhavati / taddlambanaklefaprahdnam ca navamasya taddlambanakkiaprakdrasaya
prahdne sati bhavatUinavamdnantaryamdragacetanaiva kfsnafuklasya karmanah ksaydya bhavati/
tadd hi navamasya klefaprakdrasys prdpticchedevisamyogaprdptir utpadyate / tasya ca kfsnafuklasya karmano'nyasydpi cdnivrtdvydkrtasya sdsravasya dharmasya visamyogaprdptir utpadyate.
258. Literally: "Action abandoned through Seeing is black; all other is black-white when it arises
from kdma." Objection: One should say kdmdvacaram drgheyam kfsnam: "Action of Kamadhatu
which is abandoned through Seeing, is black"; in fact, there are actions abandoned through Seeing
which do not have a black retribution, namely certain actions of Rupadhatu and ArQpyadhatu.
Response: the qualifier kdmaja, arisen from kdma (that is to say from Kamadhatu), refers to the
firstpdda.
259. According to the principle, na dfsfiheyam aklisfam, L40c-d
260. Madbyama, TD 1, p. 449c2; Anguttara, 1273; Digha, iiL220. Suttanipdta, 700; Mabdvastu,
iii.397. Moneya is the quality of Muni or the action of a Muni (munkdvd munikarma vd; Ghilders
(Supplement, p. 617) "conduct worthy of a Muni" Rgdveda, x.136.3. CoL Jacob, Concordance, p.
748, for the value of mum in the Upanisads and the Gita.
261. Mauna is explained: muneridam maunam. Bodhicarydvatdra, p. 346, why the Buddha receives
the name of muni: threefold silence, defined as here, or silence of samdropa and apavdda,
262. This does not refer to all bodily and vocal actions that an Arhat can accomplish, but to actions
which are characterized as Arhat or Aiaiksa (vL45). The actions in question are by their nature
avijfiapti, non-information: the silence of the body is thus adynapti-ci-ihe-body characteristic of the
Arhat Actions which are vtjnapti (kdyavijnapti, vdgvijnapti) are necessarily impure (sdsrava) and
one cannot attribute the quality of afaiksatva to them. (See above).
263. Paramartha differs: "Action of the body and the voice are abstention by nature. Action of the
mind is exclusively cetand (volition); as it does not include vynapti, one cannot, by knowing through
induction that it is abstention, say that it is silence."
264. Madbyama, TD 1, p. 454al6; Anguttara, 1272, Digha iii.219. tmi soceyydni kayasoceyyam
vadsoceyyam manosoceyyam.

265. Vivecana, Hsiian-tsang: to arrest, to cause to cease. To arrest persons who believe that one
obtains purity (juddhidarfm) only by virtue of not speaking (tufntmbhdvamdtfa) or through
ablutions (kdyamaldpakarsana).
On "false silence" and the "silence of the Aryans," see Theragdthd, 650, Suttanipdta, 388,
Samyutta, iL275,Anguttara, iv.153,359, v.266,Mahdvagga, iv.1.13; Vanaparvan, 42.60: maundn na
so mtmir bhavati.
On ablutions, see Tberagatha, 236, Uddna 19 (Uddnavarga, xxxiill4), Majjhima, 139;
Aryadeva, Cittavifuddhiprakamna.
Koia, iv.86a-c (superstitions of the laity); v.7,8 (sHavrata).
266. Samyukta, TD 2, p. 94bl6; Digha, HL214, Anguttara, L49,52, etc; Samyutta, v.75.
267. Bad volition, or bad action of the mind, is bad cultivation of the mind
268. Mental action, manahkarman, is exclusively volition, cetand, iv.lb.
269. Vydkhyd: Darffdntikdh sautrdntaikavis'esd ity arthah. See iv.78c-d where this doctrine is
attributed to the Sautrantikas.
This discussion is taken from Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 587a7.
270. Madhyama, TD 1, p. 437b24 and following; compare Anguttara, v.292, Majjhbna, iii.207. Our
Sutra has: samcetamyam karma kftvopacitya narakes&papadyate / katbam ca bhiksavah
samcetamyam karma krtam bhavaty upackam / iha bhiksava ekatyah sathdntya trhidham kdyena
karma karoty upadnoti caturvidham vaca trhidham manasa... / katbam bhiksavas trhidham
manasa bhavati vyapannacitto yavan mithyadfspi[ka]h khalu bhiksava ihaikatyo bhavati viparitadarii...
This Sutra does not mention any mental action apart from abhidhyd, etc; thus it is abhidhyd, etc
which is mental action.
271. Compare Majjhtma, L35,279; Madhyama, TD 1, p. 790bl8.
272. Mfthyadfspi is defined iv.78b-c It is the parama vajja, Visuddhimagga, 469; it produces all bad
dharmas, Majjhima, iii.52.
273. Madhyama, TD 1, p. 437b28, Samyukta, TD 2, p. 274a6; Digha, iii.269. See also Maim, xiL2-7.
274 Hsiian-tsang adds: "light greed, etc"
275. Madyadhirati, that is to say madyatafanabandhanaalvirati; compare Digha iii.176. Ddnejyddi
(sbyin, mchod sbym); adi refers to snafanodvartanavisama{?)hastapradmadi. Ijya is almost a
synonym of ddna; Hsiian-tsang has kung-yang&Mr puja; snapana and udvartana can be acts of
pujd. Mahdvyutpatti (Wogihara ed) 245,378-379 (snapana, utsadana).
276. Priyavacanadi; adi refers to dharmadeiandmdrgakathanddi.
277. All of the following discussion is according to Vtbhdsd, TD 27, p. 635al7.
278. The vijnapti (vocal action) by which I order a killing, panavijnapti, forms part of the
preparation (prayoga) of this killing and is not considered as the deed itself. It is not mauli vijnapti,
the principal vijnapti. The action of killing of which I am guilty and now endowed with is thus solely
avijffapti.
279. Paramartha: "done in person." Hsiian-tsang: "Six evil deeds are certainly avijhapti; these [six],
accomplished in person, and adultery, are of two types."
280. Hsiian-tsang: "if there is death, etc" The same holds for stealing, etc, as for killing.
281. Abstention from killing is a path of material action. When one undertakes the precepts
(samdddnaiUa\ that is to say, the Pratimoksa precepts, there is necessarily vijnapti (the declaration:
"I renounce killing"), for these precepts are always "undertaken from another" (parasmddddryate)
(iv.28). When one obtains a Dhyana,—which supposes the abandoning, at least provisionally, of
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the defilements of Kamadhatu and of bad aaions—one acquires the abstention from killing by this
very fact, without any vtjfiapti being necessary; the same holds when one obtains the pure precepts
(three parts of the Noble Path). This morality does not depend on being undertaken (x<im^iotf); it
results from the very nature of things (dharmata): the possessor of a Dhyana possesses the
avijUapti which is the abstention from killing.
282. At the moment when the chief or principle action is created, an avijfiapti arises which
continues and which is consecutive to this action; furthermore one can, after having committed the
action—after having killed the animal—commit actions analogous to this action—hitting the dead
animal, cutting his flesh,etc (tasya karmapatbasyaanudharmam anusadfiam karma): each of these
actions is consecutive action.
283. The description which follows is according to Vibhdsd) TD 27, p. 583bl2:"... if, with a mind to
kill, he destroys the life of another (prdndtipdta), the evil action of the body (kdyavijOapti) and the
avijfiapti of this moment, are the killing properly so-called..."
284. Principle action (the killing) is the achievement of the result of the preparatory action; he who
prepares the killing (yo hiprayujyate\ but does not produce the killing (maulam karmapatham na
janayati), receives the "result of the preparation," but not the achievement, or completion, of this
result (tasya prayogaphalam asti na tu phalaparipurih).
285. Vydkhyd: lha kaicit parasvam hartukdmo mancad uttisthati iastram grhndti paragrham
gacchatisupto na vetydkarnayati parasvam sprfatiydvan na sthanat pracydvayatitdvatprayogah /
yasmm tu ksane sthanat pracydvayati tatra yd vijfiaptis tatkfanikd cdvijfiaptir ayam maulah
karmapathah / dvdbydm hi karandbhydm adattdddndvadyena spfiyate prayogatah phalapafipurtal
ca / tatah param avijnaptiksandb pfsfham bhavanti / ydvat tat parasvam vibhajate viknmte
gopayaty anuksrtayati vd tdvad asya vijtiaptiksand api pfsfham bhavanti.
286. Maranabhava is defined iiL13c-d
287. Literally: "and that the killing is not destroyed"
288. Hsiian-tsang: hsi H^= uparata, nivrtta; Paramartha: wei she wet hsi ;fcj^ %,%
289. Prayogaphala = maulakarman. The pathway of the principal action thus takes place prdnino
mrtdvasthdydm.
290. Vydkhyd: Yathd parasvam hartukdmah kdryasiddhaye parakryam hrtvd tena pa/und batim
kurydt...
291. Samghabhadra (TD 29, p. 576alO) refutes these objections.
292. See Atthasdtim, p, 102.
293. One of the sources of the following definitions is the Karmaprajriapti (Mdo 72) foL 210a; see
also Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 605c4.
294. This is the classic example. See the interesting story, Chavannes, Cinq cent contres, iii.287, and
the references.
295. See above note 228. The Karmaprapiapti attributes the killing to the parents to the Brahmanas
of the West called mchu-skyed. Mchu gives ostha, tunda or maghd which is a Naksatra: perhaps
Maghaja or Maghabhava.
Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 605cl6. There is, in the West, some Mlecchascalled Mu-chia g M who have
this opinion, who establish this system: "Those who kill their decrepit and sick fathers and mothers
obtain merit and not transgression. Why? A decrepit father has ruined organs and is no bnger
capable of drinking and eating; if he dies, he will obtain new and strong organs, he will drink anew
warm milk; one who has sickness has many painful sensations: dead, he will be freed from them.
Thus he who kills them does not commit any transgression." Such killing arises from ignorance.
Mu-chia = Maga, or more properly Magu and Muga under the influence of the initial labial [this
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according to S. Levi]. On the same Mages, see below note 302.
The Mahayana admits that one may kill a person who is going to commit a mortal (dnantarya)
transgression, Siksasamuccaya, p. 168.
296. Compare Jdtaka, Fausboll, vL208,210; Nariman in Revue Histoire des Religions, 1912,189
and JRAS. 1912, 255; J. Charpentier, in the Zeitschrtft fur Indohgie und Iranistick, il p. 145
(Leipzig, 1923), which compares the Kambojas, pious killers of k%as, patangas, bbekas,termsand
makkhikas, to the Zoroastrjans of Vendidad 145-6 and of Herodotus, L140.
297. According to Hsuan-tsang, this is the opinion of certain Ttrthikas; according to Paramartha,
the opinion if the Tirthika P'm-na-ko(Vinnaka?). Hsuan-tsang: "Serpents... harm humans; he
who kills them produces great merit; sheep... are essential to nourishment: killing them is not a
transgression."
On the killing of animals and the use of meat and fish, seel, the Fifth
Asoka; 2. the "pure three," aditfha, asuta, aparisankha, Majjhima, i.368, Anguttara, iv.187, Duha,
m. foL 28 (apud Rockhill, life, p. 38 note); for fish only, Mahdvagga, vi.31,14 and Cullavagga,
vii.3.15 (schism of Devadatta); in Dulva, IV, foL 453, Devadatta reproaches the Buddha for
authorizing "pure" meat; Religieux eminents, p. 48, Takakusu, btsmg, p. 46,58, etc The meat of
humans, of elephants, etc, isforbidden;3. E W. Hopkins, "The buddhistic rule against meat"
JAm.Or.Soc 1906,455-464.
It is forbidden to cut off the leaves of a tree (above iv.35a-b), to trample down green herbs
(tmdm), or to destroy "living beings having an organ" (ekmdrtyajtva). Mahdvagga,ml.
298. Vydkhyd: Anyaldbhasydrthe parasvam haranti yathdfvahdrikdh.
299. The origiiial isfamishedus by th^
which shows the lack of authority of Brahamankal texts. These texts say: na hhnsydt sarvabhMdm,
but they order the killing of five hundred and seven animals in the Asvamedha; they say: ndnrtam
bruyat, and then explain the five types of lies tfat are permitted; the san*:adatt&ianamanekadha
mrosya pafcdd uktam / yady api brdhmano hathena parakryam ddatte balena vd tathspi tasya
nadattdddnam yatah sarvam idam bramanebhyo dattam / brdhmanandm tu daurbalySd vfsalah
paribhufijate / tasmad apaharan brdhmanab svam ddatte / svam eva brdhmano bhunkte svam
vaste evam dadatiti. Compare Manu, LlOl (Bhdgavata Purana, All AS). The reading dharbalydt
(Manu: dnrlamsydt) is certain: dmas pa..
300. Hsuan-tsang: Persians praise abrahmacarya with their mothers, etc
301. Gosava, transcribed by Paramartha (ck'U-so-p'oW^M, translated bybalan 'bran, "born of
bulls."
The Vydkhyd has: Tatra mohaprddhdnydd upaiti mdtram abrabmacarydrthe / upasvasdram
upaititi vartate / upasvasdram upaiti bhagmhn ity art hah / upas agotram upaiti samdnagotrdm ity
arthah / upahd (?) yajamdnah. It is clear that Yasomitra did not understand this Vedk text very
welL
The helpfulness of M. Keith has permitted us to discover Gosava in the Jaimmiya Brdhmano,
it 133: tasya vratam / upa mdtaram iydd upa svasdram upa sagotram visfhd vmdet tat tad
vitiffhetdnuauho ha lokam/ayati Here we have Vasubandhu's source M. W. Caland consented to
explain and to complete the translation that he has given to trm passage Qaimimya in Auswabl, p.
157). ApastambhasrautaxxiLlS: tenesfvdsamvatsarampa/uvrato bhavet / updvahdyodakam... ;
another Sutra has upanigdhya pibet: M. Caland corrects upanigdhya to updvahdya, "to lower."
Visfha would be "natural need," vifpheta would signify "to spread the legs." We would thus have:
"In whatever place the need grasps him, he satisfies it" The end signifies: "He seizes the world of
the bulls."
This translation is with reference to the Tibetan version. Vidhi-mat qualifies the water, one
cannot translate "the ritual water." Better to understand this as "he who has undertaken the rite
drinks the water..."
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Hsiian-tsang: "Women and men undertake the vow of bulls (govrata); they sip water; they cut
grass with their teeth; they either stay in one place, or they go about; without distinguishing who is
their parent or who is distant from them, as they encounter them, they unite with them."
Paramartha: "Furthermore, as in the Gosava sacrifke,the other women sip water, chew grass;
men go about, taking their parent, or taking their daughter, aunt, elder or younger daughters,
women of the same dan, etc"
302. This is the opinion of the Tirthika Fin-na-ko (Paramartha). Hsiian-tsang adds: "a ladder, a
road, or a ship".
According to Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 606al6: "In the West, there are some Mlecchas called Mu-chia
who have this opinion, who establish this system that there is no transgression in having
intercourse... Why? Because their women are like dried beef..."
Compare Dkydvaddna, p. 257 (xviii story of Dharmaruci): panthdsamo matrgrdmal? . . .
ththasamo 'pi ca matrgrdmah / yatrawa hi tirthe pita sndti putro'pi tasmm sndti . . . api ca
pratyantesujanapatesudharntatahaisdydtoevapitadM
..
303. This is the stanza: na narmayuktam vacanam hinasti... SyddvddamaHjari, p. 32; Mbh. 182.16,
etc; compare Gautama, v.24; Vasispbasmfti, xvL30. Max Muller, India, What can it... p. 272: venial
untruths.
304. Ndndvdsa (translated literally by the Lotsava, gnas sna tshogs and by Paramartha, pu kung
chuA^Q., translated by Hsiian-tsang *schieh-t'anl$M "precept alter," which is elsewhere the
equivalent of simd) see iv.39b) is explained in the Vydkhyd: Ndndvdsam praviiatUi man^alam
pravifat&y arthak / ndndvdsa hi tasmm mahdsmtdmanaale bhavanti
305. For the Sanskrit sources, A Fragment of the Sanskrit Vinaya; Bhiksumkarrnavdcana, Bulletin
of the School of Oriental Studies, Liii (1920). For the Pali sources, see for example K. Seidenstucker,
Pali Buddhismus (German Pali Society); Kern, Manual, p. 78.
One should understand that preparatory action lasts up to the last moment of the third
karmavdcana.
306. Paramartha translates: "Until the moment when one says thefourniirayas (Ok), all vqhapti
and avijnapti dependent (##0 on this principal action,—as long as the series is not cut off,—is
consecutive action." Hsiian-tsang is also obscure: chih^(ydvat) shuoWliaroc) ssu-iVBlfc(catvdro
nUraydh) chilk(ca)yu i£ ifesa, anya) i$L(nifraya) ch'ien fij (prddurbhavanti ?).
Vydkhyd: Catvdro nifraydf cwarapinaapdtas'ayyasamgldtktpratyayabhaq
307. Note of Saeki: A parkydga thought is a tatksanasamutthdna cause (iv.10) which is
simultaneous to the deed itself.
Parkydga, yons-su 'dorba, translated by Hsiian-tsang as mu-so-ku$$f\W^ "not to regard, to
neglect," is a euphemism for "to destroy, kilL" See below note 313. Compare Atthasdlim, p. 91:
gabbham... pdpakena manasdnupekkhako hoti, "to not be indifferent with regard to the embryo"
that is, "to desire its destructioa"
"Mind of violence," parusadtta; Paramartha: she:{&, rough, harsh, uneven, karkafa; Hsiiantsang: ts'uM (auddrika) as in pdrusya.
308. Adbisfhdna - adhikarana, visaya.
Atthasdlim, p. 101.
309. Vydkhyd: Ndmakdyddhisfhdnd mfsavddddayo vdg ndmnipravartata hi kftvd See Vyakhydad
iii.30c-d
310. See p. 643.
311. This refers to the principal action itself.
312. Paramartha: "If a person has the intention 1 shall kill so-and-so'; and if, with respect to such a
one, there is the notion of 'such a one'; and if he kills such a one and not another by error, then by
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reason of these three factors the killing is the action itself."
Samcintya = samcicca, Mahavyutpatti, 245.68; P§r. iii. Karmaprajttapti, Mdo 62, chap. xi.
Buddhaghosa, AtthasdUm, p. 97 (=SumangalavUasint, p. 69); Sp. Hardy, Manual, p. 478; Bigandet
(1914), ii. 195. Five things are necessary for killing: papa, panasa&itita, vadhakacUta, upakkama, and
marana. The killing itself can be sahatthika, anattika, nissaggika, thdvara, vijjamaya, and iddhimaya.
(See the translation of Maung Tin and Mrs. Rhys Davids, Expositor, 129: vijjd = art, iddhi =
potency).
313. Hsuan-tsang: 'There is killing even when there is doubt: a person, with respect to the object
that he desires to kill, is in doubt: Is this a living being or not? And, if it is living, is it such a one or
another?' then he makes the decision: 'Whether this is one or the other, I shall kill him': by reason
of this parUyaga thought, if he kills a living being, he commits the action." Paramartha: " . . . by
reason of these three factors, there is the action (above, note 312). If this is the case,then a person
can be in doubt and kill (=commit the transgression of murder): 'Is this a living being or not? Is this
such a one or not?' This person, with respect to the object to be killed, is determined to kill:
'Whether this be one or the other, I shall kill him.' There is thus production of a parUyaga thought.
If he kills, he obtains the transgression of killing."
The Tibetan gives us: "There is only a parUyaga thought" or better: "He has indeed a parUyaga
thought"
We do not see bow parUyaga differs from marana.
314. The skandhas are momentary, that is, perish in and of themselves (svarasena vinafvara). How
can their destruction be caused by an external cause? (See ii trans, p. 244, and ivlb.)
315. Prdna depends on the mind since it does not exist among persons who have entered into the
two absorptions of unconsciousness (iL42).
AtthasdUm, p. 97: prana = sattatJivUendrtya.
316. An objection may be formulated against the first definition that there is no as*vasapraivasa
during the first four periods of embryonic life. Thus killing an embryo during this period will not be
an aaion in and of itself. Hui-hui quotes the Wu-fen chieh-pen (a Maru&saka Pratimoksa, TD 22,
number 1422) which makes the embryo up to the forty-ninth day the manusyavigraha of Pirijika
iii (See Pratimoksa of the Sarvdstivddms by Finot-Huber, J As. 1913, ii.477, and Bhiksumkarmavacana, p. 138).
317. In fact, there is no living being, prSmn, that can be called dead.
318. VySkhya: Pudgalaprastisedhaprakarane. This refers to the last chapter of the Ko/a. (The
passage referred to by Vasubandhu is translated by Stcherbatski, The soul theory ofthe Buddhists, p.
853; Hsiian-tsang's translation, TD 29, p. 152b.)
319. Quoted ad ii45a (trans, p. 233) and ciil3c
320. Milmda pp. 84,158; Kathavatthu, xx.1. Sutrdkrtdnga,u.6,26 (Sacred Books, 45, p. 414), also ii.2
(five types of killing). See above note 3. Nirgrantha = nagnafaka.
321. The Tibetan adds: "In the same way the sufferings of illness and the herbs which cause death
are guilty" (?? nadpalagnodpadanfibanasmanparnams. ReacUr^dcHirxful). Not in the Chinese
translations.
322. AtthasaHni, p. 97-98. Mahavyutpatti, 281.28-33: adattasya paflcamasakadeh steyacUtena
manusyagatiparigxhUasyatatsamjh^ahara^
Bhiksunskarmaifdcana, p. 137-8
. . . antatah phalatusam api paraktyam nadatavyam kah punar vadah paficamasikam uttarapartcamasikam va...
325. Vyakhya: Nanyatra samjfidvibhramat /yadi devadattadravyam haramUiyajnadattadravyam
harati nadattadanam Uy abhtprayaJb. Correct: anyatra samjffavibbramat. Compare p. 76, line 12,
anyatrajHSnM; p. 65, line 4, anyatra gldnyat; Para. 4, anyatrShimdanat, etc
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324. See iv.121, a different doctrine.
325. Opinion of the second masters of Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 585a7; an erroneous opinion, for, as they
admit, the guardians of a Stupa would not steal what belongs to the Stupa.
326. Vydkhyd: Pofwartakam mrtasya bbiksoi cwarddidravyam {parwatteU, "to exchange,"
CuUavagga, vi.19?). According to the Tibetan, to take the goods of a dead person (ft ba'i norphrogs
fla);according to Paramartha and Hsiian-tsang, to take the goods oi a bui-cb'uan W§4 , that is, of
a pratikranta (Mabavyutpatti, 130.17).
327. The Sangha of the parish, Hsiian-tsang: chieh-nei seng # fa fH"; Paramartha: chih pu kung chu
jen^^^^EAndndvdsagatdb; Tibetan: 'tshams kyi nan du gtogs pa mams - antahstmdpatydpanndb.
328. AtthasaUm, p. 98. According to the Mahayana (Le., the YogScSra) quoted by Saeki, there are six
prohibitions: 1. avisaya, agamya: males, and women such as one's mother, etc; 2. amdrga ananga:
only the yommdrga; 3. asamaya: when the woman is having her period (hm-hsia H T ), is
pregnant, is nursing a baby, has undertaken the Upavasa, or is sick; 4. asthana; 5. "without
measure," manam atikramya gaccbati; and 6. ayoga: "not conforming to the rules of the world."
329. Hsiian-tsang adds: " . . . and the rest to: protected by the king." See the classic list
MabSvyutpatti, 281.251 (pitrraksitd, etc).
330. Mabavyutpatti, 281.26-27: pravispah sparfasvtkftau / prasrdvakarane prasrdvakaranasya
mukhe varcomdrge vd. Compare Siksasamuccaya, p. 76: evam svastrisv apy ayonimdrgena
gacchatab; Suttavibhanga, i.9.3: angajdtena vaccamaggam . . . passdvamaggam... mukham . . .
331. Saeki glosses the £W-fl&'*Mlll(distant place, etc) of Hsiian-tsang by a-lien-jo j|gl$f aranya;
Paramartha: "place where one cultivates brahmacarya." "Open place" is doubtless abhyavakdia.
332. Vydkhyd: Garbhmigamane garbboparodhah / dpyayanti (? see iv.103) stanyopabhogdvasthaputrikd stri/ abrahmacarye hi tasydh stanyam ksiyate / bdlakasya vdpuspaye tatstony am bhavati.
333. = posadhikd, iv.28 = sdrakkhd of Atthasdlini, p. 98. Hsiian-tsang: "When the woman has
undertaken the upavasa." Siksasamuccaya, p. 76: evam upavdsastbdsu . . . See the Sanskrit
commentary on the Uvdsagadasdo, ed Hoernle, p. 11, on the laws of marriage among the Jains.
334. Hsiian-tsang adds: "And vice versa. The same if one were to be mistaken with respect to the
path, the time, etc"
335. Vydkhyd: Anyasmm vastuni prayogo'bhipreto'nyac ca vastu prihhuktam.
336. The version of Paramartha: "Lying is saying this discourse with another mind in order to
explain the meaning" (although in the karika we have: "indeed lying to another... ").
337. Hsiian-tsang: To which time period does the expression "who understands the sense"
(arthdbhyfid*) refer to? Should we understand "he who understands at the present time [through
manovijtidna] what he has heard?" Or should we understand: "he who is capable of presently
understanding what he has presently heard [through the smtravynana]?" What consequences do
these two solutions lead to? In the first hypothesis, the sense of the discourse, the object of mental
consciousness and vocal vijfiapti [which the hearer misunderstands], would disappear at the same
time as the auditive consciousness [which is mistaken], and the action will only be avij&apti [since
the mental consciousness has not yet arisen]. In the second hypothesis, this objection does not hold,
but as he does not understand the sense, how, at the moment when he understands, can he be said to
be "capable of understanding?" The best explanation is that "he who is capable of understanding" is
one in whom there are no causes of confusion, and in whom the auditive consciousness has already
arisen. One should explain the text in a manner that does not lead to objections.
338. Dirgha, TD 1, p. 50b27; Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 86ib20; Anguttara, ii.246, iv.307; Majjhima, iii.29;
Digha, iii.232: cattdro anariyavohdrd: adifpbe diffbavdditd, assute sutavdditd, amute mutavdditd,
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avmliate vifUfatavadka. Apore pi caUoro anariyavobari: adsffbavadita... (Compare Majjhima, L
135, quoted verbatim in Vijnanakaya, foL 12b, which, like the Paji sources, places vijttata after
mata.)
Buddhism employs the traditional phraseology (Upamsbads) and is at great pains to interpret
it
339. The Vyikbya (with an unclear reading) gives Mahakimatar. In Samyutta, iv.72, the hearer of
this discourse is Mahinkyaputta (Mahinkya). Tibetan: mchod byed kyi ma can. Paramartha:
mo-lo-chib-nm^W^My which supposes a reading Mahakimatar; Fu-kuang: man-muM M(man:
long hair, etc) which gives Mother Mala, or Mother Alaki, or even Mallikamatar {Mabavyutpatti,
240.14: man-huaM ^ = Mallika;forthe different Mailikas,seeKern,-A4*«^p.40.Hsu^^
ta-muj\&="be who hasforhis mother the Great One (MahallakTmarar?)." For mchod byed kyima
can, compare £arad Chandra Das: mchodIdan ma = mabila (from maha, religious festival=mchod)
[The remarks of S. Levi and J. Przyluski have been used for this note.]
Majjhima, 1135, iii.261 adds pattam pariyesitam anuvicaritam manasa (na upddryisami na ca
me tanmssitam vihnanam bhavissati) to diffbam sutam mutant vmHatam.
340. Samyutta, iv. 72, only gives three synonyms: atthi te tattha chando va rdgo vapeman ti/ no
hetam bhante. The stanzas which follow (iv.72-76), whkh are Theragatha, 794, are quoted by
Samghabhadra, TD 29, p. 579al8.
Hsiian-tsang gives Maya and nikdnti in transcription (ni-yen-tt); compare Dhammapada, 411
and Commentary to 348 (Fausboll, p. 413:tilayammkanttm ajjhesanam pafwuffbanam gdham
pardmdsam tanham, Hsiian-tsang has tfsnd in place of rSga and places tfsnd after preman.
341. Paramartha and Hsiian-tsang have oniyiyan fnanabpratyaksibbmam tad vtjHatam.
542. The Yogacaras {Vyakhya): Yat pratyaksikrtam caksusd...
545. Vydkhyd: PratyOampratisamvedaam sukhadyasamabitena cktena / adhigatam samahitena
kukikenawe na lokottarena / lauJukavyavabarddbikdrM. That which is known in pure, or
supramundane absorption is not vijUata, batjnata.
344 The problem discussed in this paragraph is also treated by Buddhaghosa {AtthasaUm, pp.
90-95). There are many points of contact between the two presentations: a monk can lie through
his silence, and a possessor of magical powers can kill an embryo; thus one can commit
trangressions of the voice and the body by means of the mind.
345. Vacd parakrameta - vacaparam marayet: when one kills by speech.
346. This is the story of the Dancfaka Forest, etc, empty of living beings through the anger of the
(tsis {Majjhima, 1378; UpatisOtra, quoted by Vasubandhu, Vnh&ka, 20, Mmion, 1912, i.) which
proves the gravity of mental action (see below iv.l05a-b), Mumda, p. 130. For the mention of this
episode in the Saddbarmasmftyupastbana and the references in the Ramayana, see S. Levi, 'Tour
l'histoire du Ramayana," J As. 1918,197. In the Ramayana, the Dan^akaforestwas depopulated
through the curse of the $si Usanas.
Vasubandhu, in Vnhiaha, 20c-d, proves that demonic beings would not intervene (see below
note 348).
347. In feet, in the Bhiksupofodha, the Vinayadhara asks (anufrav): "Are you pure?" (kacett[s]thaparifaddhah). If a Bhiksu does not declare his transgression (sathn apattim) and by this very
silence acquiesces (adhhdtayati), he lies {mfsdvadibbavet). Compare the Pratimoksa edited by L.
Finot, JAs. 1913, p. 476, 488 (with the reading: tatrayvsmatap pfecbami kacctf sthatra
parifuddhab). Mahavagga, ii.3.
348. "This is a difficulty to be resolved by the Vaibhasikas."
Samghabhadra explains: In fact (arthatas), the $sis ordered (ajnapitaras) the killing. Some
demonic beings (amanusya), knowing (avetya) their sinful intention of destroying living beings
(sattvapafnyagapruvfttapapafaya), came to the Rsis. How did the $sis manifest (trijnapti) their
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intention? By reason of their anger, they modified their bodies and their voices; if they cursed, there
was certainly movement (cesfd) of the body and voice. Some other masters say that ahavijifapUoi
the sphere of Kamadhatu does not depend on a vijfiapti_For example, die Five (pakcaka) in
obtaining the result at the same time as thePrdtimoksa discipline (above p. 592): in this same way a
bad avijfiapti can arise without there being a vijfiapti. Would one say that the Five previously
created vijfiapti? It would also be the same in other cases. So too in the case of the (Lsjs. With respect
to lying at the confession ceremony (posadhamrsdvdda)y the fact that the guilty monk
(aparUuddhd) enters the assembly, sits down, and remains there as he should (svam iryapdtham
kalpayati), and says what he should say, signifies that there was for him a vtjriapti previous [to the
moment when he acquiesces by his silence]. (Vyakhyd; Samghabhadra, TD 29, p. 580a7).
349. Atthasdlmi, p. 99.
350.1nv4#^i^p.l00,/>£4fw^
to oneself or to others" (yaya attdnam piparam pi pharusam karoti). Buddhaghosa gives some
examples of mental curses: a mother desires that an enraged buffab crush the child that goes into
the woods in spite of her prohibitions against him doing so, or that the house collapse on her
children; the school master desires the death of liis lazy students. In thesecases, there is no p ^ m r i
vdcd But on the contrary, there is phamsd vdcd when one says "Sleep well" to a person that one
wants to assassinate.
351. Manu, xii.7: ambaddhapndapa.
352. This monk is a mithyajmn (iv.86b). Mithydpva is defined by the Vyakhyd as kuhond Iopond
notminikotd noispesikatd. Wogihara (Bodhisattvabbtimi, Leipzig, 1906) has a long note on these
four terms and quotes the definition that the Vyakhyd gives here of the term Iopond: lopondm
karothi Idbbayafaskdmatayd sevdbhidyotikom vdcarh niicdroyatity arthoh: it would thus be
appropriate to translate lapand by "flattery," as do Paramartha and Hsuan-tsang. But the sources
quoted by Wogihara (namely TD 26, number 1537, the Dharmaskandha, etc) show that they refer
to a monk who flaunts his own merits. See Majjhima, iii.75; Vibhanga, 352, commented on in
Visuddhhnagga p. 22 and following, JPTS. 1891,79.
353. latdya (Siksasamuccaya, p. 69).
354 Mahavastu, &355:ye sarhganikaramdb...; Divya, 46419; Majjhima, iii.110; Childers, p. 447.
The Atthasdtint, p. 100, gives the recitation of the battle of the Bharatas and the kidnapping of SM
as examples of samphappaldpa.
355. Tibetan:"... are endowed with naiskramya, are not endowed with stegs-snags"; Hsiian-tsang:
"... come from out of naiskramya, are capable of producing naiskramya, do not prepare a defiled
mind." Paramartha gives the original of stegs-snags as mithya-rasa. Nekkhamma is opposed to
samgamka in Majjhima, iii.110. See iip.
356. Vyakhyd'Avaha=ddrikdydddrakagrhagamanam; vivdha = ddrakasyaddrikdgrhdgamanam;ot
rather, according to others, dvdha = prave/anaka (free union?), vivdha - parinayana. Compare
Childers, avahana, vtvahana, Senart, Ptyadasi, i.203 (marriage of a son or daughter)—
Mahdvyutpatti, 225246-7 (dvdha = bag ma gton ha = to give a daughter in marriage; dvdha - hag ma
lenpa-xo take a woman); 281.261-262 (where the meanings are reversed).
357. Atthasdtim, p. 101: oho vata idam mam'assdti.
358. The translation of Paramartha and Hsiian-tsang.
So'bhidhyam loke prahdya vigatdbhidhyena cetasd bahulam viharati / vydpddam styanamiddhamauddbatyakaukftyamvicikitsamfokeprakdyatfr^
kuialesu dharmesu / sa paHca mvarandni prahdya... Samyukta, TD 2, p. 207bl2. Digha, iii.49,
Majjhima, iii.3, Anguttara, ii.210; quoted and commented on in Vibhanga, p. 252 where abhidhyd is
explained as rdga sdrdga, etc It results from this text that the term abhidhyd is synonymous with
kdmacchanda, the first ntvarana. On the nwaranas, see Kofa, v.59.

359. Manu, xii.5: manasamspacintanam.
360. Atthasdlmi, p. 101: apravindsdya manopadosalakkhano... oho vatdyam ucchijjeyya vmasseyyd
ti.
361. Atthikavdda is opposed to ndstidrspi (Majjhima, i.515).
As the Bhdsya shows, mithyadrspi is the dipphivipaUi of the Puggalapafiffatti, a doctrine
condemned in the Sutra as belonging to Ajita Kesakambali (Digba L55, Majjhima, 1515, TD 2, p.
WsHJnanaprasthdna, TD 26, p. 1027M7, Vibhdfd, TD 27, p. 505a6, treatise "Refutation of the
Pudga/a," trans. Hsuan-tsang, TD 29, p. 152).
Pali sources, Kathavatthu, xiv.8-9, whose commentary quotes notably Majjhima, i.388, and
Samyutta, iv.307, where s%avratapardmaria is designated a micchdditthi (Ko/a, v.7) punished by
hell or by an animal existence (The same in Theragdthd, 1091, Commentary, on the realm of
rebirth of the person who believes that the doers of karma are reborn in heaven). But Atthasatint, p.
358, distinguishes micchadipphi niyatd (-nastidrspis iubhdiubhe of the Abhidharma) from the other
micchddipphis (see below note 438), and, p. 101, teaches that it is solely through the negation of
action, etc, that the kammapatha of micchadipphi \& realized, not by other wrong views (The
Expositor translates:... kammapathabhedo hoti na an~tiadipphiki "the distinctive stage of the course
of action is reached by the views: there is no result... and not by other views"; kammapathabheda,
"realization of the deed itself," should be understood as vacibheda, "words").
362. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 598a24. Why not consider volition, cetand, as a deed in and of itself? Cetand
is action. What is called deed, is where the cetand goes... The same way that where the King goes is
called the King's Road, but the King is not the road... The dharma which coexists with the cetand
can serve as a road for the cetand and will thus be called a road of action (=the deed itself). But in the
case where one causes another to kill, much time can pass between the order to kill and the killing
itself: thus if the cetand for the killing has disappeared, how can one say that the dharma (the action
of killing) was a road of the cetand? Let us say, rather, that the dharma which can coexist with a
cetand is a road of action. But two cetands do not coexist.
363. When preparatory action or consecutive action are themselves deeds (above p. 644), it is by
virtue of their characteristics, and not through their connection with another action.
364. The roots of good cannot be cut off in a definitive manner (ii.36c-d, trans, p. 210).
365. Jnanaprasthdna, TD 26, p. 925al2; Vibhdfd, TD 27, p. 182b22.
366. Paramartha: "the good (iubhd) of Kamadhatu obtained at birth."
367. Vydkhyd: Andsravdlamband visabhdgadhdtvdlamband ca yd mithyddrspih sd samprayogamdtrena dharmesv anutete ndlambanatah / tasmdd asau durbald.
368. Vydkhyd: Evam tu varnayanti vaibhdsikdh. By using the word evam, the author indicates that
he approves of this.
369. Paramartha: Pi-p'o-she chia-lan-t'a SftfcMSqflflfifc. jnanaprasthdna, TD 26, p. 925al8;
Vibhdfd,TD 27, p. 182al6.
370. The MSS of the Vydkhyd reads anusahagata which the Lotsava translates literally: phra mo dan
lhan tugyur ba; Hsuan-tsang: wei-cha-ksmg$L$k ff, and Paramartha: ts'mhsiheng suift#BH!$ui;
but anusahagata is explained by the Vydkhyd as mfdu-mrdu "weak-weak." In his discussion of the
pratyayas (ii.6lc), Sambhahhadra (TD 29, p. 440b3) criticizes the Sthaviras' doctrine of
anusahagatakufalamula (sui-chii-shan-ken%^M^)\ this is the Pap term, Samyutta, iii.130,
Kathavatthu, p. 215. Ko/a, il trans, p. 255.
371. See elsewhere ii.36c-d, p. 210.
372. On the expression vyutthdna, ii.44a-b, p. 227.
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373. The person who has undertaken the precepts with a weak-weak mind loses the precepts when
he loses ity ago) or breaks (samuccheda) this weak-weak mind which is associated {samprayukta)
with a weak-weak root of good {Vyakhya andHsiian-tsang).
374. Vydkhy&Actropapannasyadevaputrasyatnm
kena karmand.

kutropapannah

375. See iv.80d According to Vibhanga, 340, diaya does not mean intention in general, but an
attitude with respect to philosophical problems: to believe that the world is eternal... to believe in
the survival of the Tathagata... to grasp the Middle Way between bhavadipphi and vibbavadipphi
576. The Bhadanta Ghosaka (gloss of Saeki). Vyakhya: Tatra viiesena tarkikatvat.
577Jffifaprasthdm,W26,p.997a20tVMdfd\TD27,pJ67b2&.
organs (five organs of sense, plus kdya,jmta, and manas) shows that the faculties of faith, etc, can
exist in Purvavideha.

378. The term is explained in the Vyakhya ad iv.100: Satkdyadrspyddisu panxasu caritah pravrtto
dfspicaritah dfspir va caritam asyeti dfspicaritah / sa by ahdpohasdmathydd anyath fdstdram
mdrgdntaram ca grdhayitum samartho na trsndcaritah. Nettippakarana, pp. 7,109.
379. Gudha = pracchanna {Vyakhya). Hsiian-tsang translates: profound {shenW).
380. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 183a4.
381. Vyakhya: Pratisamdhitani pratisamdhikftdni pratisamdhitani / prdtipddikadhdtuh / pratisamhitdmty apare paphanti.
382. Hsiian-tsang: It happens that, relative to cause and result, there either arises doubt: "Perhaps
cause and result exist," or a right view: "Cause and result certainly exists, it is false that they do not
exist." At this moment the roots of good arise again. When the possession (prdptf) of good is
produced, one says that this person has again taken up the roots of good. Certain masters say that
the nine categories successively arise again. But the [ Vaibhasikas] say that one again takes up at one
and the same time all the roots of good: it is however later, and little by little, that they manifest
themselves, in the same way that one gets rid of illness at one stroke, but one only gradually regains
his powers.

383. The Aspasdhasrikd, p. 336, explains why: amtntafyakdridnantaryacittendvirahito bhavatiydva
maranavasthaydrh na tac cittarh iaknoti pratwmodayitum . . . Kathdvattbu, xiil3.
384. Madhyama, 37.
385. Hetubalena signifies sabhdgahetubalena (ii.52a). This is the case where one spontaneously
(svayam) adheres to false views. Pratyayabalena, that is to say, through the force of the words of
another (parato ghosa); svabalena - svatarkabalena, through the force of personal reasoning.
Parabalena - paratab irutabalena.
386. See above note 375.

387. The Samyutta, v.206, distinguishes a micchddipphika from a miccbddippbikammasamaddna. S
iv.96.

388. See Puggalapannatti, p. 21, the definition oisilavipanna (sabbath dussilyam - silavipatti) and
dipphivipanna {sabbd micchddipphi = dipphivipatti). In the Samadhiraja quoted in the Bodhi
caryavatara viii.10, drstiviparma - kumdrgaprapanna.
389. The six masters {§astar)y examples of bad teachers (ayatbdrtba) {Vyakhya, I p. 8.7), are Purana
Kalyapa, Maskarin Go£alIputra, Samjayin Varatiputra, Ajita KeSakambalaka, Kakuda Katyayana
and Nirgrantha Jriatiputra.
Makavyutpatti, 179 (see the numerous Tibetan and Chinese equivalents in the editions of
Wogihara and Sasaki); Divyavaddna, p. 143 (Vairattaputra, Kesakambalaka), Burnouf, Intro
duction, 162, Lotus, 450.

Chapter Four
390. Absent in the two Chinese versions. See iv.99c
391. One should exclude illicit sexuality always accomplished in person with a defiled mind.
392. One can criticize this redaction. Does it refer to actions committed in person? Then it is useless
to specify that the murderer is of mistaken thought, that the robber is in the prey of desire,
according to the principle vyabbicdre hi viiesanam isyate. Does it refer to actions that one has
committed by another? Then greed, wickedness, or false views (an coexist with killing, stealing, etc
Response: It refers to actions committed in person, and if we specify it, this is not to specify in the
true sense of the word, but only to explain what the two paths are. So be it, but there are also two
paths in the hypothesis of the person who has a murder committed with a mind of greed
Response: Yes; this case should be mentioned; but the authors only intend to give an example.
393. Vyakhyd: Yatra mdranenahdpaharanam sidbyati / tatra hi vydpddaprdnivadbddattdddnakarmapatha yugapad bhavanti.
394. Vyakhyd: Anyaattasya tu mdranacktasya ndyam my amah: the restriction is not justified when
it refers to a person who steals with a view to killing.
395. We have: lying, which is paUunya (maligning words) since the liar has the intention of
dividing, and which are inconsiderate words since all defiled words are inconsiderate words
(iv.76c-d). The same for injury. For lying, the mental path can be greed or wickedness; for injury,
the mental path is wickedness.
It is the same words which are lying, maligning words, and inconsiderate words: the distinction
of the three vocal paths is thus purely verbal, and not real According to another opinion, the
distinction is real, for one must distinguish three vtjfiaptis. [The questioners are deluded, divided,
etc]
396. Volition cannot be found with a single path: this single path cannot be a mental path, since a
good mind is always accompanied by oon-abhidhydand non-vydpdda; it cannot be a material path
included within the precepts, for the precepts include at the very least the renouncing of killing,
stealing, illicit sexuality, and lying.
Volition cannot be found with five paths: this would suppose the four paths of the fewest
precepts (Upasaka, etc), plus a good mental path; now non-abhidbyd and non-vyapdda are
inseparable.
Volition cannot be found with eight paths. In fact, the Bhiksu with a bad mind or with a neutral
mind possesses only seven good paths, and, when his mind is good, he possesses at least nine.
397. Ksayaptena and anutpddapldna are not dfspi (vii.l); thus the volition of this person is not
accompanied by samyagdfsfi. There is no rupa in the absorptions of Arupyadhatu, and, as a
consequence, so too the precepts with the seven good bodily and vocal paths.
398. Hsiian-tsang clearly distinguishes the three cases: ''When one undertakes the Bhiksu precepts
the five consciousnesses are good..." Saeki:rightview is lacking because one has the (ive bad dfffi
399. This is by way of example. There are also five paths when—with a defiled or neutral
mind—one renounces the five transgressions.
400. "In fact," sammukhibhdvatas (mnon sum du 'gyur bd), svayam (drios su)\ "through
possession," samanvdgamM, samanvayM, prdptitab, Idbhatas (Idanpa'isgo nos, Idanpas, brtiedpas;
ch'eng-chwWtM)Beings in hell do not have any greed, for greed does not exist in hell; but they have not cut off the
prdpti (ii.36b) of greed: they possess, in the past, the greed that they had in a past existence.
401. Vibbdsd, TD 27, p. 584bl9.
Naraka: nara = man, ka - bad, tiaraka = a place where the wicked are born; or rather, raka agreeable (compare Dhdtupdfha, 10.197), naraka - a place where nothing is agreeable (Vibbdsd,
TD27,p.865b27).
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402. Nigraha; Hsuan-tsang, maM, to curse, injure; Vyutpatti, 255.4, brgyadgag; Uddnavarga, xx.9.
403. Vibbdsd, TD27,p.865cl3:mSaihjIvahen(iiL99,Itf^^
324, Mabdvastu, 110) the cold wind that "revives" the damned excites greed (abbidbya); but there is
not, for that, the path of action (=a deed) called greed.
404. There is no marriage in Uttarakuru, Mtbdbbdrata, L122.7.
405. We should say rather: devo devath na mdrayati, "a god does not kill a god," which implies the
conclusion: gods cannot be killed (avadbya). In fact when their major and minor limbs are cut off,
they regenerate themselves. But their heads, and their waists do not regenerate themselves when
they are cut off: thus gods can be killed.
406. Utpddita signifies vartamdnam adbvdnam gamitam; nirodbita, atUam adbvdnam gamitam.
Problem discussed in Vibbdsd, TD 27, p. 685al4.
407. The explanations of Vasubandhu reproduce, with only minute variations, the Vibbdsd, TD 27,
p.588c8.
These three results have been defined ii.56 andfollowing.How action, being past, can bear a
result, see the "Refutation of the Pudgala" at the end of the Ko/a and the important discussion in
Madbyamakavftti, p. 316 and following.
Everything that a person experiences does not have former action for its cause {Majjhima,
E214). According to the Sutra of Ka6yapa the Nude (same beginning as Samyutta, ill8) which
constitutes a chapter of the KarmaprajtSapti (Mdo. 62, 241a), suffering is produced by oneself
(when one cuts his hair, his hand, etc), by another (when another cuts his hand), by oneself and by
another (when, with another, one cuts his hand), not by oneself or by another, but by causes and
conditions: "when, for example, wind arises, rain falls, lightning flashes, or houses crash down, or
trees are broken to pieces, or the tops of crags cast down: some have their feet cut...: suffering in
this case is produced by causes and conditions. Oh Kaiyapa, all pleasure and all suffering are
produced by oneself, by another, by self and another, by the seasons (ftu):... in winter great cold, in
the season of rains great heat, and in winter cold and heat produce pleasure and suffering." But the
problem is not resolved by these definitions: we know in fact that mental trouble (which is a painful
sensation) arises from the trouble of the elements and is not from retribution, but that the trouble of
the elements is retribution (iv.58). The same holds for sickness, etc On utuja compare Milinda, p.
271, Visuddbimagga, 451, Compendium, p. 161 (which does not concern itself with the origin of
suffering); utuparjndmaja figures among the eight types of suffering, Milinda, 134-135. Dfgba,
iii.139.
408. According to the commentary, the Sutra indicates, by these three terms, preparatory action
(prayoga), the action itself (mould), and the consecutive action (prtfba). This interpretation is not
admitted by all the schools as we shall see below p. 670.
409. Rebirth in hell is given as an example of retribution; animal rebirth, rebirth in the state of
preta, etc, are also retributioa

410. Karmaprajtidpti (Mdo. 72, foL 206a):"... by strong killing, one is reborn among beings in hell;
by medium killing, among animals; by weak killing, among the Pretas." Same doctrine in
Daiabb&maka, ii (quoted in Madbyamakdvatdra, ii.7, translated Museon, 1907, p. 290). Compare
Anguttara, iv.247: pdndtipdto bhikkhave asevito bbdvito bahuWsato nkayasamvattaniko tkaccbdnayonisamvattanikopittivisayasarhvrttaniko / yo sabbalahuso pdndttpdtassa vtpdko manussabhu
tassa appdyukasarhvattaniko boti; Jdtaka, i p. 275: pdndttpatakammam noma niraye tiraccbdmyomyam pettivisaye asurakdye ca nibbatteti, manussesu nibbattafphdne appdyukasamvattanikam
boti.
Feer, Fragments du Kandjour (Karmavibbanga); Saddbarmasmrtyupastbdna (Levi, Pour
l'histoire du Ramayana, J As., 1918, L9) quoted in Siksasamuccaya, 69 and following; Chavannes,
Cinq cents contes, L198; etc
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On the quasi-impossibility of a human rebirth for afool(bdla) "once he has been reborn in hell,"
the vexatious characteristics of this rebirth (caste, etc) and the new transgressions that the former
being in hell commits, see Majjhima, 1169 (Bdlapanditasutta; see J. Przyluski, Legende d'Afoka, p.
120).
411. That transgressions reduce the length of human life and provoke the deterioration of plants,
Cakkavattisihanddasutta {Digha, iii.70-71), Lokaprajfidpti, xi (translated in Cosmologie bonddhique, p. 309 and following).
412. Vyakhya: Aianih filavrstih / rajo dhulivrspik ksdravrspir va.
413. Compare Yogasutra, ii.34.
414. Vigor resides in the heart: ojo hrdayapradeie bhavati.
415. Samyukta, TD 2, p. 201al5; Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 604c3. These are three of the mithydngas,
Digha, iii.254.
Ajiva, according to the opinion refuted iv.86c-d, is solely the means of existence, the manner of
procuring a livelihood, clothing, etc
416. See the djivapdrisuddhi, Visuddhimagga, p. 22. Dhammapada, 244-245: sujivam ahirikena...
Mithydjiva is described in Aspasahasrika, p. 334
417. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 605cl4.
The superstitions of the laity are enumerated in the Vyakhya: Kautukamangalatithimuhurtanaksatrddidfspi. Diet, of St. Petersbourg, kautukamangala. On the mangalas, see Childers; Ninth
Rock Edict (Senart, i.203); Suttanipdta, 25S; Jdtaka, 87; Huber, Smrdlamkdra, 302. Mahavyutpatti,
266.19 mangalaposadha. Waddell, Lamaism, 392, Grunwedel, Mythologie, 47; Ldita, 378.9,
mangatapUrna kumbha.
The monk, who depends on others for food, etc, is obliged to cultivate kuhana lapana
nafmtoikata naispesi[ka]ta and labhena Idbhamfcik&sd which are also mithajivas. See iv.77b-c
418. Jivtiopakarana, Mahavyutpatti, 239.32.
419. Vyakhya: Silaskandhikaydm iti filaskandkikandam samnipdte: we should correct: sHaskandhandm... The SUaskandhika is a collection of the fUaskandhas. According to the Tibetan and
Hsiian-tsang: the Sttaskandhasmra; Paramartha: chieh-chO-chmg: Silasamntpatasutra.
Saeki refers to the Samyukta, TD 2, p. 131c23, which corresponds to Samyutta, iii.228 (the
person who eats with his mouth down, etc); but the text referred to here by Vasubandhu is a
Sanskrit redaction of the sllas of the Brahmajalas and the Samaflnaphala suttas {Digha, L6,65;
Lotus de la Bonne hoi, 465; Rhys Davids, Dialogues, i.17; 0. Franke, Digha in Auswahl, p.5). The
text furnished by the Vyakhya departs from the Paji as do the Chinese versions of the Digha. Here it
is at length:
yathd Tridandmn a eke iramanabrahmandh iraddhddeyam paribhujjya tHvidhadarfanasamdrambhanuyogam anuyukta viharanti / tadyatha hastiyuddhef/vayuddhe rathayuddhe pattiyuddhe
yas iyuddhe mufpiyuddhe sarasayuddhe vfsabhayuddhe mahisayuddhe ajayuddhe mesayuddhe
kukkufayuddhe vartakayuddhe Isbakayuddhe strtyuddhe purusayuddhe kumdrayuddhe kumdrikdyuddhe udg&rane udyMhikayam b dhvajare baldgre senavyOhe amkasamdarfane mahdsamdjam va
pratyanubhavanty eke / ity evamrupdc chramano vividhadarianasaTndrambhdnuyogdt prattvkato
bhavati //yathd Tridandmn eke framanabramandk fraddhddeyam paribhujya vwidhafabdas'ravanasdmarambhdnuyukta viharanti / tadyatha rathaiabde pattifabde iahkhdiabde bherUabde
ddambaraJabde nrttaiabde gftdfabde geyaJabdec acchapds'abde pdmsvare kumbhat&mre . . .
ctirdksare0 cUrapadavyatijane hkdyataprathamyukted dkhydyikd va irotum icchanty eke / ity
evarhrupdc chramano vividhas'abdas'ravanasdmarambhdnuyogdt prativirato bhavati //
a. On the Tridandins (tedandika, traidandika) see the list of heterodox comrades and ascetics in
Anguttara, iii.276, Majjhima, 57, Milmda, 191, Mahdniddesa, 89, 310, 416; the notes of Rhys
Davids, Dialogues, i.22, Bendall, Siksasamuccaya, 331; Foucher, Gandhdra, ii.262.
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b. MSS. udgdlavaie utsatikdydm (reading of the Cambridge MSS according to a communication
of E. J. Thomas). Correction according to Mahdvyutpatti, 261.51 and 53. Compare Prdtimoksa, Pac,
48 - 50 = Pdtayantikd, Knot, Mr. 1913, ii.512.
c MSS. iayydiabde . . . kadte citrdksa. Digha, iii.183: nacca gUa vodka akkhdna pantssam
kumbhafhUna (Jdtaka, v. p. 506, vi. p. 276: kumbhathuna, thunika; Mahdvastu, ii.150, Hi 113:
kumbhat&ni, tuna, tunika, thunika; cakriltovaitdUkanafanartakarUama^
DA21 Sobhikd
langhakd kumbhatumkd...).
d Read pratisamyuktd (?).
420. Parallel to action, that is to say, which are neither pure, nor neutral Paramartha and
Hsiian-tsang, according to the definition of ii.52, translate: "Later dharmas, parallel, equal or
superior."
421. Vyakhyd: That is to say the dharmas associated with the mind and the dharmas disassociated
from the mind (jati, etc); see ii.35. According to Vibhasa (TD 27, p. 43c25) the sahabhUs are
concomitant (anuvartin) rupas and viprayuktas.
422. Prahdna is thus both the result of disconnection and the result of virile activity.
423. There should be a resemblance between the sabhdgahetu and its result, which is nisyandaphala.
But a bad dharma differs from a neutral dharma (in the class of defiled-neutral, nwrtavydkrta,
dharmas), since it includes retributioa But both are defiled (klista), and this constitutes their
resemblance.
424. Or a past action. Past dharmas, arisen after this action, and which are its retribution, are its
retributive results; the dharmas which it draws forth (dkfsfa), whether these dharmas have arisen
at the same time as it or immediately after it, are its result of virile activity; all the dharmas which
have risen with it or which, arisen afterwards, are now past, are its results of predominating
influence: all the parallel dharmas, arisen after it and now past, are its outflowing results. In this
same way past and future dharmas constitute four results of past action.
425. Disconnection is neither iaiksa nor aiaiksa. See vi.45, ii38a.
426. The result of virile activity to be abandoned by bhdvand: some good dharmas which are
produced upon leaving (vyuthdne) the Pure Path.
427. Paramartha: ayogavihita - fei-U-tso # I I f F ; Hsiian-tsang: pu-ymg-fJo^llfF.
428. According to the Vyakhyd, ayoniiomanaskara ~ ayonya anydyena kle/ayogena yah pravrtto
manaskdrah.
429. According to Vibhasa, TD 27, p. 98a 11 and following. Same doctrine in Yogasittra.
430. Paramartha. 'Through the retribution of a single gift of food in a past time, I attained rebirth
seven times among the Thirty-three Gods; seven times I was a Cakravartin king and now I have
been born into a rich family of the Sakyans." Hsiian-tsang, whose text is more developed, also has •
seven heavenly rebirths and seven human rebirths as a Cakravartin.
According to the Vyakhyd, Aniruddha's gift was made to the Pratyekahuddha Tagara&khin
(one of the Pratyekabuddhas of Majjhima, iii.69, Jdtaka, 390, Dhp. 355); according to Theragdthd,
910 (see trans, p. 329), it was made to Uparittha who receives the epithet of Yasassin: Uparittha
and Yasassin figure elsewhere as distinct Pratyekabuddhas in the list of the Majjhima.
431. Hsiian-tsang: "Furthermore, certain ones say... "
432. Paramartha: As a painter designs, by means of a rupa, the image of a person and fills it up by
means of numerous rupas.
433. Vyakhyd: If a person possesses all the organs (sakaiendriya), and if another person does not
take into consideration the diversity of actions which "fills" (paripuraka karman), for the eye and
the other organs are the result of an action "which projects existence" (dkseapakakarmaphaka):
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"The six organs (saaayatana) are projected (dksiayate)" But color (varna), shape, etc, are the result
of the action of re-filling.
434. Hsuan-tsang: 'It is not only action which projects and fills an existence, but also all the
dharmas which embrace retribution. But, by reason of the capital importance of action, one only
speaks of action. However these dharmas, when they do not coexist (saha) with action, are capable
of filling but not of projecting, because their force is small Two categories: Not projecting either of
the two absorptions..." Sensation and the other mental states associated with cetand, volition,
which is action, are projected along with it
435. Vyakhya: Taddksepakena karmand sahabhavaraya'pi prdptayo na tenaiva saphaldh. See
Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 97b3, the opinion of Ghosaka: the prdptis are not capable of drawing out the
sabhdgata) etc
Hsiian-tsang adds: 'The other dharmas embracing retribution project and fill"
436. Same doctrine in BodhisattvabhOmi, I para. 4,6, etc In the P§|i sources, as here, dvarana is
what hinders entry into the Path, which makes a person be abhavya. The three avaranas are named
in Angtatara, iii436, Vibhanga, 341, but associated with three other dharmas (asaddho ca hoti
acchandiko ca dupamlo ca). [The avaranas oiSamyutta, v.77, Digha, L246, are some of the obstacles
in the Vinaya, die mvaranas (see Kofa, v.99).]
By kief a and jfieyavarana, the Mahayana does not designate the obstacles to bhavyata, the
quality of being able to enter into the Path, but the obstacles to deliverance to the rnind The same in
Koto, vl77, where the mind is "covered" by andvrti, except the mind of the Arhat; Yogasutra, iv.30.
The karmdvarana of the Siksasamuccaya, 280, etc is the karmdvarana of the Abhidharma; the
oksanas, to which the four paths are opposed, partially correspond to vipdkdvarana. (Mahavyutpatti, 120.83; TD 17, number 756 and other sources, ReUgieuxEmments,70y Cinq cents contes, 152,
231, etc).
437. Compare the defilements of Visuddhimagga, 177.
438. This is the order of the Vibhanga, p. 378; in Mahavyutpatti, 122, the killing of an Arhat
proceeds patricide; in Dharmasamgraha, 60, the wounding of the Tathagata proceeds schism.
L Suttanipdta, 231 (Khttddakapdpha, vl): shi abhiphdnas; Angtatara, 127: six things impossible
to the Aryan, namely: 1. matughdta, 2. pitughdta, 3. arahantaghdta, 4. lohituppdda, 5. samghabheda,
and 6. afflasatthu-uddesa [which doubtless signifies "to recognize a master other than the
Buddha"].
iL Angtatara, iiL436,enun>eratessk things which make ape
into the Path... Namely 1 - 5 of the preceding list, phis duppamJo hotijafo efamMgo.
iii CuUavagga, vii.3.9: idam devadattena pafhamam amtntarikakammam upacitam yam
dupphacittena vadhakadttena tathagatassa rudbham uppaditdm; vL17.3, the five dnantaryas of the
classic list enumerated together with the rape of a Bhiksuni, the quality of animal, etc
iv. Dhammasangani, 1028 (Atthasdlmi, p. 358) defines the six dharmas which necessarily cause
a bad rebirth {micchattamyata, see Kosa, uL44c^):pan\ktkammd^anaraarakdmydcamicchd^
niyatd "the five dnantarya actions and false myata view." The PuggalapaMattidefines as bound for
hell (myata): pafica puggald dnantarikdye ca micchddipphikd - "the five guilty of dnantarya and
persons with false views."
What does "false myata view" mean?
The AtthasaUm explains: mkchddipphi myata ti ahettwdda-akmyavdda-natthikavddesu amJatard: "one or other of the assuredly wrong views of those who do not believe in cause, deny the
efficacy of action, are nihilists" (Maung Tin and Rhys Davids). Let us translate rather: "False myata
view is one of the views of the negation of cause, negation of action, negation." (See Majjbima,
iii.78). This refers to the false view (above p. 657') which, to the exclusion of other false views,
constitutes the action called false view. Atthasdlmi, p. 101: nanhikdhetttakiriyadfpphihi eva
kammapathabhedo hotina afirladipphihi. [Among the other false views, for example satkayadrsfi]
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Thus false view properly so-called is niyata, which, in the Koto, uproots the roots of good
(ndstidfspi, iv.79). "False ntyata view" signifies "false view which embraces myama, certitude, that is
to say micchattaniyama, certainty of perdition," for him who adopts it: according to the
Abhidhamma this disbeliever is bound to fall away, but we have seen (iv.80d) that the doctrine of
the Abhidharma differs.
v. Vibhanga, p. 378, enumerates the five kammdni dnantarikam. 439. "Bad realms of rebirth,
etc" Et cetera refers to the actions which produce the state of non-consciousness (ii.41b-c), a birth as
Brahma (iv.44b-d, vL38a-b), a birth as a eunuch or an androgyne. All persons who enter the Path
obtain deliverance after at most seven more births (vL34a-b); thus apersonwho has done an action
producing an eighth existence (aspama bbava) cannot enter the Path (See Suttanipdta, 230).
440. We can understand:"... the realm of rebirth where these are produced is the human realm of
rebirth...; the guilty one is a male or a female, not a eunuch, nor an androgyne."
441. Vibhdsd, TD 27,p. 619al5. Why the name "dnantarya?"¥or two reasons (fratyaya): (1) these
five transgressions are so called because they are not retributed either in this life, or in later life, but
only in the next existence; and (2) because they are retributed only in hell and notin any other realm
of rebirth. There are two reasons by which an action is anantarya: (1) because it does harm to
benefactors, and (2) because it harms the field of merit Two conditions are required in order that
there be mortal transgression: (1) preparatory action and (2) consummation of the result; even
though one may have done a preparatory action, if the result is not consummated, there is no mortal
transgression; and even if the result is consummated, if there was no preparatory action, there is no
mortal transgression... (Compare Katbavattbu, xiii.3).
442. Compare Attbasd&nt, p. 358. Certain persons guilty of anantarya transgression immediately
fall into Avid Hell, Ko/a, iil!2d (Mara); Devadatta and four others, Milinda, p. 101, Kern, Manual,
p. 36.
443. Not in Uttarakuru: niyatdyuskatvdt prakrtisTlatvdt tatra idsandbhavdc ca.
444 See above note 441. The body (dtmabbdva) of someone blind from birth is incomplete (vikala)\
but what is referred to here is the vaikalya which renders a person incapable of salvation
Furthermore, someone blind from birth is loved by his parents.
445. Vydkbyd: Sruyateyathdkaicideva viSispdivadjdneyo mdtaram nagaccbatUi vdsasd mukbam
praccbddya materathgam&ab/tenapafcdjjfoavasvamangajdtam utpdfitam ityevamdjdneyo'svah
papubuddbih / asydnantaryam sydd ity abhiprayab / The Vibhdsd recounts this story in different
words. It translates djdneyaby ts'ung-hui-lungWMMiz- ndga). Parmartha and Hsiian-tsang have
only ts'ung-hw Qg£|. See Mahdvyutpatti, 213 (Hang = good).
446. Hsiian-tsang puts these definitions in the Karika.
447. Anupakramadharmdno hi tatbdgatab (Compare the phraseology of the Cullavagga, vii.3.10).
Vydkhyd: aparopakramamaranadbarmdna ity arthab.
448. According to Vibbdsa, p. 313bL

449. Uivuttaka, 18: dpayiko nerayiko kappaf samgbabhedako ... sarhgham samaggam bbitvdna
kappam paccati. Ariguttara, iii. 402... dpko Devadatto nerayiko kappafpfho atekiccho... and v.75
(^Cullavagga, viii.5.4) . . . sarhgham bhetvd. . . kappapphiyam kibbisam pasavati / kirn pana
kappatthiyarh kibbisan ti / kappam Ananda nirayarhhi paccatUi dpayiko nerayiko... sarhgham
samaggam bhetvdna kappam nirayamhi paccatfti
This stanza of the Uivuttaka is discussed in Kathdvatthu, xiii.1. The Rajagirikas believe that it
refers to one entire [great] kalpa (sakalam kappam); Buddhaghosa understands it as referring to a
twentieth part of a [great] kalpa [an antarakalpa, which is the normal duration of a lifetime,
dyukappa, in Avici Hell, see Kola iil83b].
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The Vibhdsd (TD 28, p. 183cl6, p. 601c6) mentions numerous opinions. Some believe that, by
kalpa, the Blessed One means to speak of forty small kalpas (antarakalpa)t which make up one
kalpa of dissolution (vwarta) plus an empty kalpa, or a kalpa of creation (samvarta) plus a kalpa of
duration (Kofa, UL90b); others understood it as a "great kalpa" (eighty small kalpas); others as a
"small kalpa." Furthermore, there is a Vinaya text predicting that Devadatta will be reborn among
human beings when human life is 40,000 years in length. Kalpa can thus be understood as referring
to the period of increase or decrease of human life: that is one half of a small kalpa (see iii.92a-b).
According to the Milinda, 111, Devadatta committed the crime of schism at the end of the first of
the six parts of the present kalpa; he will spend the other five in hell, and after he is delivered from
hell, he will become a Pratyekabuddha.
The sources of the Mahayana, quoted by Saeki, also merit study.
450. The Vyakhya commenting on the Bhdsya gives the words: bhiksurbhinatti... dfspicarkah...
Paramartha reads bhiksur drspi-su-caritah (chien-hao-hsing jl^pfj ) bhrnatty anyasmm deh
bdldn, and his version of the Bhdsya opposes a monk of bad practice (mithydcarita) to a monk of
right (samyak) conduct
451. Only the Bhiksu, for the Buddha is a Bhiksu and the schismatic sets himself up as his rival
452. Trsndcarita, see above p. 167.
453. Hsiian-tsang: "Heonly divides the Prrthagjanas, not the Aryans because these direaly see the
Dharma. According to certain masters, the possessors of ksdnti can no longer be divided In order to
unite these two opinions, the author says: "the fools."
"Dharma" refers to thedgatnadharma and theadhigamadharma (viii.39a-b), Scripture, and the
bodhipdksikadharmas.
Ksanti is the second of the nirvedhabhdgiyas, or preparations for entry into Seeing the Truths,
vil8b. The possessor of ksddnti, even though a "fool" (prthagjana), is considered to be "similar to
one who has Seen the Truths" (drsf
454. The subject of the preceding phrase (lOOa-b) is the schismatic: "It is a Bhiksu, a heretic, who is
moral, who divides, in a place where the Buddha is not to be found, fools." The author continues:
"Accepting another master, another path, it is divided; it does not pass the night [in this state of
division]." "It" refers to the Sangha, a Sangha composed of fools.
Paramartha: "By whom (kiyata) is the Sangha divided? At the time when it admits another
master-path, it is already divided (i-p'o^M.)..."
On schism, see the references in the article "Councils," in Hastings' ERE, iv. p. 180b. The Pali
definition of schism, of different types of schisms, Cullavagga, vii.5, Mahdvagga, x.1.6; 5.4,
Anguttara, i.19. Prdthnoksa, Yvaotjjis. 1913, p. 22. Traditions relative to the council of Vai^ali
(dvdsakappa),Museon,l905,p. Ill, 318.The epib»de of Devadatta, R o d d h i ^
ed. Oertel, EpJndica, viiL p. 166.
455. Vyakhya: Na vivasaty asau na tarn rdtrhh parivasatfty arthah.
456. This schism receives the name of "breaking the Wheel" because it is the cause of the breaking
of the Wheel.
457. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 602cl2.
458. See Mahdvyutpatti, 216.14-15 (karmabhedavastu).
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459. See Divya, 150, among the works that the Buddha should accomplish:... tribhdga dyusa utsrspo
bhavati / simdbandhah kfto bhavati / irdvakayugam agratdydm nirdispam bhavati.
460. Joy at the beginning, fear and anguish at the end
461. Hsiian-tsang translates p'ao M , pustule, blister. The Tibetan translates dosa as skyon. In
Samyutta, i.43, brigands are the arbuda of the world Samantapdsddikd, pp. 294, 295, 307: . ..
sdsanassa abbttdam ca malark ca . . . (References of Morris, JPRS. 1886).
462. Vydkhyd: Stmdydm abaddhdydm iti mandalashndydm / ekasydm hi stmdydm prthakkarmakarandt samghadvaidham bhavati / nanu ca prakrtisimdsti grdmanagarddi / satyam asti /
tu satyam sa prakrtistmd vyavasthdpyata iti / tasyd apt bandho vyavasthdpyata eveti veditavyam.
463. Sakyamuni, when he was a Bodhisattva, once divided the followers (parsadbheda) of a Rsi, who
possessed the five abhijnds (Vydkhyd; Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 603b28). This is in direct contradiction to
M*linda,l6ly according to which it was not a past action of the Bodhisattva which provoked the
schism of Devadatta. There exists an old formula: tathagato abhejjapariso.
The Buddha has not "escaped" the retribution of his former actions, Divya, 416: "Have you not
learned these words of the Muni that the Jinas themselves are not freed from their actions?" The
Blessed One, on his alms round, was wounded in the foot by a thorn, and declared: ita ekanavate
kalpe iaktyd mepuruso hatah/ tatkarmano vipdkena pdde viddho'smi bhiksavah {Saddarianasamgraha, ed Suali, p. 26). On the rock that wounded the Blessed One on the foot, see Qiavannes,
Religieux Eminents, 155; Fa-hien, Legge, 83. The Blessed One suffered in the back because he has
once broken the backbone of a dishonest wrestler, Vinaya of the Sarvdstivddms, in Qiavannes, Cinq
cents contes, ii.424. Compare MUmda, 134,179.
According to Majjhima, ii.227, the Tathagata has only pure and agreeable sensations (andsavd
sukha vedand): "If beings experience pleasure and pain by reason of their former actions, then the
Tathagata has formerly accomplished good actions since he now experiences such pure and
agreeable sensations. If beings experience pleasure and pain by reason of the creative action of God
(issaranimmdnahetu), then the Tathagata has been created by a benevolent God ..."
464. According to the Vydkhyd, one should understand upakdriksetrasya nirdkrteh.
465. Nirdkrti = paritydga (see above p. 650). How fathers and mothers are benefactors, Divya, 51,
Avaddnaffataka, i. 194,204 (dpydyikauposakausamvardhakaustanyasyaddtdrau... )\ltivuttaka, p.
110.
466. They are "fields of meritorious qualities" either because they are the support of meritorious
qualities (gundndm dfrayatvat), or because, by reason of their qualities (gunaih), they are a field: all
seeds of merit (punyabya) sown in this field bear a great fruit.
467. The Sthavira does not admit this case: "If the embryo is alive, it does not fall; if it falls, it is
because it is dead; for a living being cannot pass through all the filth..." But it is reported in the
Sutra that Kumarakasyapa (t'ung-tzu chia-yeh i c i ^ j l
) was born in this manner. Since
the second woman placed the embryo into the gate-of-birth and breathes {hsi $%) it up to the womb,
one cannot say that the embryo passes through filth. Or rather she drinks it... (Sarhghabhadra).

468. Vydkhyd: Sarvamdtryogyesu kdryesu drastavyety abhiprdyo mdtrkalpatvdt. Hsiian-tsang: "One
verifies that all the offices [proper to a mother] are in the second mother."
An dpydyikd is a kaddvdhikd, the one who guides the pregnancy to its conclusion; a posikd
(gso-bar byed-pa) is a stanyaddyikd, the one who gives the milk; a samvardhikd {skyed-par byed-pa)
is an auddrikdhdrakalpikd, the one who regulates the assimilable food (trans, of P. Cordier). Or
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rather, according to another interpretation, dpydyika = stanyadhdtrikd, nourishment; posikd,
because she gives solid food; and samvardhikd, because she bathes the child and removes harmful
foods (visamaparihdra). (Vyakhya; above note 465).
Divya, 303, has apyayitah positah samvardhitah.
Apydyikd = nuzholdud and nu zho ma bind (Melanges Asiatiques, viii.149); dpydyana -yons su
rgyas bya, Mahavyutpatti, 197.130.
469. This problem is discussed in the Kathavatthu, xx.1, and in the Karmaprajfidpti The
Uttarapathakas believe that a person becomes an anantarika (or anantarika) by the non-intentional
(asamcicca) killing of his mother, etc, given the gravity of the anantariyavatthus. Compare
SiUrakrtdnga, 111, ii.6.26 (Jacobi,/<**** Sutras, ii.242.414).
470. See Chavannes, Cinq cents contes, no. 399 (taken from the Shih sung IM, the Sarvastivadin
Vinaya Pipaka, TD 23, number 1435). Let us translate "laundryman"; Chavannes reads "dyer." The
text has dhdvaka which the Vydkhyd explains as a raj oka.
471. Paramartha: If this is the case, how does the Avaddna say: "Go away! Say to Sikhandin..."
Hsiian-tsang: If this is the case, how does one explain why the Yu (sPi~y#-ching%§%](§:= the
Avadana) say: The Buddha said to Sikhandin: "You have committed two mortal transgressions..."
The Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 6l9c26 also attributes this declaration to the Buddha and continues: "How
can Sikhandin, by destroying a single life, commit two mortal transgressions? He commits only one
mortal transgression, since the benefactor or father and the field of meritorious qualities or Arhat
exist in one persoa The text should say: "You have committed a mortal transgression by reason of
two causes, patricide, and the murder of an Arhat," and it says "two transgressions," in order to
blame &ikhanndin by reason of the two transgressions. According to other masters, even though
there is only one mortal transgression, the retribution of suffering is double."
Vyakhya: Rauruke nagare Rudrdyano ndma raja iikhandmarh noma putram abhisicya
pravrajitah / pravrajyarhattvarh adhigatavdn / sa Raurukdbhydsam agatavdn / puna rajyam
ak&nksatUy dmatyaprakranutena tena SikhanaVnd rapid svapitd maritah / tena tu mdryamdndvasthdydm sa mdrako manusya ukto gaccha Sikhandmam bruhi.
In Divya, 567 (compare the Vinaya of the Mtilasarvasttvadins, TD 23, p. 874b27 and following,
and especially p. 879cl and following: quoted by Levi, T'oung Poo, (series 2) viii (1907), p. 109, and
Huber, BEFEO, 1906, p. 14), there are many such assassins. In TD 4, number 203, King Udasena
(?), an Arhat, was killed by a Candala on the order of his son Rajasena (Chavannes, Cinq cents
contes, iii.131). The Jains have analogous stories (Mdhdrdsfri Erzahlungen, p. 33).
472. Paramartha and Hsiian-tsang have ta tl, to strike.
473. Hsiian-tsang differs:
Can he who does the preparatory actions of a mortal transgression, a preparatory action not
susceptible of being arrested (ch'uan H , nivart), become "detached" and obtain a result?
104c-d There is no detachment, no obtaining of a result, for one who does a determinant
{tmgfH) preparatory action of a mortal transgression
If this should necessarily be accomplished, there is certainly detachment in the course of the
preparatory action of a mortal transgression. In the course of the preparatory action of other bad
actions...
474. This point of doctrine is discussed in Kathavatthu, xiii.3. The Uttarapathakas deny that an
instigator of patricide can enter the Path.
475. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 621bl5: "In the murder of some living beings is it possible, in the course of
the preparatory action (prayogavasthdydm), to enter into the Path? Some say: yes, in the case of the
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murder of animals, but not in the murder of humans. Some say: also in the murder of humans,
excluding only those who have done the preparatory action for a mortal transgression.
Consequently they say: one can do preparatory action for murder and in the meantime obtain
Seeing of the Dharma..."
The Vydkhyd quotes the Chekdvaddna as an example. Through fear of Virudhaka (=Vidudabha,
Kern, Manual, 40) a certain Sakyan named Cheka took refuge in the forest and lived off meat along
with his children. The Blessed One, who was then living for three months among the Thirty-three
Gods, descended in order to convert him and make him obtain the state of Srotaapanna. From that
time onward Cheka was no longer "touched" by the killing of the animals who continued to die in
his traps and nets.
476. A mother is one hundred times more venerable than a father (Roth and Bohtlinck, s. voc.
fataguna).
477. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 601al0. Majjhima, 1372 (in the language of the Nirgranthas, danda is the
equivalent of karman).
478. In the case of the Dandaka Forest, which was made empty through the anger of the Ijtsis; see
above note 346.
479. Compare Majjhima, ii.265.
480. Vyakhya: Narake'vasyam utpattyd tdni tatsddfSydt tatsabhdgdny ucyante / na tu tatrdnantarotpattyd/ anyathdhy dnantarydny eva syurityaparesdm abhiprdyah / anantarabhdvitve'pina
tony dnantarydny eva sambhavanty atidyakdlavipdkatvdd iti prathamapdksikdndm parthdrah.
481. Compare Mahdvyutpatti, 123. Conjecture of Wogihara: updnantarya "an almost mortal
transgression," "a minor mortal transgression" (mthsams med pas dan rleba- hsiao wu-chien

The MSS of the Vyakhya have arhantyd; Minayev-Mironov, arhatyd; Wogihara, arhantyd. In
Ctdlavagga, vi.17, bhikkhumdusaka.
Mahdvyutpatti: niyatabh&misthitasya bodhisattvasya mdranam (nes pa'i sa la gnas pa);
Vyakhya: myatipatitabodbisattvardrana.The ties gnas of our Karika is glossed by nes par rtogs pa.
Mahdvyutpatti: samghdyadvdraharana. Bhdsya: samghdyadvdrahdrika "steal the Samgha's gate
of revenue," explained in Vyakhya: aksayanivyapahdra "to steal mortemain goods" (aksayantviis
known through inscriptions); one of the Chinese versions of the Mahdvyutpatti: to steal the ch 'ang
chwffcfe or perpetual property. Takakusu, J/jf»g, p. 193. Vasumitra explains: mukhayadvarakhariketiyan mukhopabhogikathyena samgho jtvikdm kalpayati tasydpahdra iti (Vyakhya).
On stapabhedaka, see Mahdvastu, L101, Nettippakantna, p. 92 and the remarks of Hardy, p.
xxv.
482. Quoted in Vydkhyd, vL36a-c See above p.623483. This line is quoted in the Vydkhyd ad iii.41a-d (p. 197 of Cosmologie Bouddhique), in order to
explain the expression samnikfsfabodhisattva, "the near Bodhisattva," that is to say "near to
Bodhi," dsanndbhisambodhi. "Predestined" = nes par rtogs pa (myatipatita?).
On the Bodhisattva and his career, see Koia, iL44a-b; iii.14, 21, 28,41, 53c-d, 85, 94, 96d,
vL23c-d 24a-b), vii.34.
Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 886c22. As long as the first asamkhyeya kalpa has not been completed, the
Bodhisattva, even though he accomplishes diverse difficult and painful tasks, is not capable of
knowing with certainty that he will become a Buddha. When the secondasamkhyeya kalpa has been
completed, the Bodhisattva knows with certainty that he will become a Buddha, but he does not yet
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dare to proclain without fear (vai/dradya) the words: "I will become a Buddha." When the third
asarhkhyeya kalpa is completed, when the Bodhisattva has cultivated the actions which produce the
marks, he knows with certainty that he will become a Buddha, and he proclaims without fear the
roar of the Son of the Master... When he cultivates the actions which produce the marks, he
abandons five bad things and obtains five good things: 1. he abandons the bad realms of rebirth and
is always reborn in good realms of rebirth; 2. he abandons humble families and is always reborn in
wealthy families; 3- he abandons non-male bodies and always obtains a male body...
The marks are explained in the Abhisamaydlamkdra, viii, in Bodhisattvabhumi, Camb, Add.
1702,138b- 141b (laksandnuvyafijanapapala). After/uddhddbydfayabbumi (see Hastings, ERE, art
"Bodhisattva," and S. Levi, Sutralamkdra, Introduction), all the preparations for Bodhi (bodhisambhdra) produce (nirvartaka) the major and minor marks. This preparation is of two natures:
distant, as long as the major and minor marks are not obtained (yo'pratilabdhesi vipdkato
laksandnuvyanjanesu)\ and near, from the instant when, for the first time, the marks are obtained
and as long as they more and more purify and perfect themselves... The marks are the results of
diverse good actions (vicitrakafmdbhisammskdraphala), as is explained in the Laksanasutra:
because he is solidly installed (established?) (pratisthita) in morality, patience, and generosity, the
Bodhisattva obtains the supratisfhitapddatva mark... (According to Laksanasutra, Digba, iii.146,
the mark appears only in the Bodhisattva's last rebirth.)
484. Vyakhyd: Mahdsdiakulaja iti mahaprakarakulaja ity arthah / ksatrryamahdsdlakulajo yavad
grhapatimahdsdlakulaja iti mahagrhapatikulaja ity art hah. Mahavyutpatti, 187.6. ksatrtyamahasMakidam . . . 9- uccaktdam . . . 11. mcakulam. See Childers and the Diet, of St. Petersbourg.
Paramartha translates simply: "great family"; Hsiian-tsang transcribes the word sola; the Oiinese
and Tibetan versions of the Mahavyutpatti and the Tibetan translation of the Koia have: "a family
similar to the great Sola Tree."
485. Mahavyutpatti, 245,957-969: na kundo bhavati.. .na vikalendrryo bhavati.
486. Vyakhyd: Kaaarthandmahdparibbavapu'rvikdvihetband / yayoh kdyavdcoh pravrttyaparasya
duftkhadaurmanasye bhavatah / tadapeksayd tannigraho yantranety ucyate (?).
487. The Bodhisattva is a sattvaddsa in five ways. Sutrdlamkdra, xix.19: • . • ksamo bhavati
paribhdsanatddanadindm / nipuno bhavati sarvakdryakarandt. Compare Siksasamuccaya, p. 143.
488. Comparison of the Bodhisattva and a dog, Siksasamuccaya, p. 35.
489. Paramartha, in the second pdda, repeats the word Buddha:/**'-/0 /b-/hw g § § & f , =
buddhapratyaksam buddhacetanah; and translates the Bhdsya: "In what period does he cultivate
these actions? In the period when the great Masters are present (mahdSdstfsammukhtbhdvakale),
because the volition [in these actions] has the Buddha for its object"
Vibhdfd, TD 27, p. 887c5. Are the actions which mature in the marks irutamaya, cintdmaya, or
bhdvandmaya, i.e., do they come from out of the teaching, out of reflection, or out of absorption?
They are solely cintdmaya. Why? By reason of the special importance (prddhdnya) of this type of
action (of action arisen from reflection): the action that issues from out of the teaching exists only in
Kamadhatu . . . Some say that the action that matures in the marks issues from out of both the
teaching and reflection, but not from absorption. In what place is there produced an action which
matures in marks? Only in Kamadhatu, only in the human realm of rebirth, only in Jambudvlpa,
only with a male and not a female body, etc In what time period? In the period when the Buddhas
appear (utpdda); and not in a period empty of Buddhas, for the special volition (cetana) and
resolution-vow (pranidhdna) [which create this action] do not bear on any other object.
490. Astasdhasrikd, p. 336: the Bodhisattva is reborn in Jambudvlpa and generally in Madhyade£a.
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491. This refers to the kalpas (great kalpas, mahakalpas, Koia, iii.84a) which a Bodhisattva should
normally endure beyond the three kalpdsamkhyeyas which form the bulk of his career: in the course
of these one hundred kalpas, he truly merits the name of Bodhisattva and realizes Bodhi
(Mahdvastu, iii.249: te bodhirh kalpafatena samuddnenti narottama). Often these hundred kalpas
are neglected and it is said Buddhahood is obtained in three kalpdsarhkhyeyas (iii.94b-c), that is to
say, in the course of three asamkbyeyas (or asamkhyas) of mahakalpas. Asamkhyeya, "incalculable,"
is a set number, calculable, but enormous, the value of which varies according to the mode of
computation (the fifty-ninth value of a series 1,10,100... or of a series: 1,10,100,10,000,10,000x
10,000,... Ko/a, iii.94).
It is believed that this theory replaced that of the asamkhyeyakalpas, incalculable kalpas, an
expression that remains along with the new computation kalpdsamkhyeya, Religieux Eminents, p.
150, etc. Any kalpa is without measure (aparimita) and yet the kalpas are numerous (Mahdvastu,
i.78, compare Sarhyutta, ii.181 and following). In the Abhidharma, asamkhyeyakalpa signifies one
quarter of a "great kalpa," the period of creation, duration, destruction, and chaos.
In the Pali sources, thecareer of the Bodhisattva is four asarhkbeyeas and one hundred thousand
kalpas long (ChiMers, sub voc. asamkhyeya; Cartyapitaka, iljdtaka, i p. 2; Anguttara, commentary
in PTS. 1883, p. 98; Nettippakarana, p. 161; Visuddhimagga, 302). The Sdrasamgaha (first chapter,
ed Neumann, 1891, p. 12) distinguishes Bodhisattvas in which wisdom, faith, or energy
predominate: their careers are of four, and sixteen asamkbyeyas (plus 100,000 kalpas) respectively.
To the classical references given in Cosmologie bouddhique, p. 264, we should add that of the
Abhisamaydlamkdrdloka, viii, where two theories are presented; the second, according to this work,
is the theory of Vasubandhu: 1. The career of the Bodhisattva lasts three asamkbyeyas of kalpas
(kalpdsamkhyeya, not asamkhyeyakalpa). The first includes the career of the Bodhisattva from the
preparatory stage (samskdrabhumi) up to the first stage properly so-called; the second, from the
second stage up to the seventh; the third, from the eighth stage up to entry into the stage of the
Buddhas (buddhabhUmi - samantaprabhd). 2. But, in fact, we have a kalpdsamkhyeya for the
samskdrabhumi; two for the abhimukticarydbbumi, three for the first stage properly so-called
(pramuditd) and three for each of the ten stages. Having carried out his career for thirty-three
kalpdsarhkhyeyas, the Bodhisattva arrives at the stage of the Buddhas: . . . samantaprabhdm
buddhabhumim dsddayatity evarh trayastrimlatd kalpdsamkhyeyatr buddhatvarh prdptyata ity
dryavasubandbupdddh.
492. The future Sakyamuni, by purifying his energy as explained in iv.H2a, in other words, by a
great effort of energy (viryardmbha), obtained the completion of his perfeason (pdramita) of
energy and of his other perfections in ninety-one kalpas.
The Mahdvastu (iii.249) is in agreement: viryakdyena sampanno . . . nava kalpdni stbdyesi
viryenapurusottamah / The same for TD15, number 643 translated by Przyluski,/./l.r. 1914, ii. p.
566 (very interesting).
According to certain Mahayana authorities (quoted by Saeki and which should be studied), the
future Sakyamuni skipped over forty kalpas: eleven by feeding the tigress, eight by extending his
hair into filth (Divya, p. 252), nine by praising Pusya, and twelve by searching out a half stanza in
peril of his life.
493. Compare Sarhyutta iv.324. The Vydkhyd summarizes the Sutra: Aiibandhakena grdmanyd
nirgranthahdvakena bbagavdn uktab / khn anartbdydsi bho Gautama kuldndm pratipanno yas
tvam tdfie durbhiksa iyatd bbiksusarhgbena sardham as'anivad utsddayan bhiksdm atasi / sa
bhagavatabhihitab / ito'ham grdmani ekanavatarh kalpam updddya samanusmardmi...
One should explain: ekanavateh puranam kalpa ekanavatah.
There are numerous passages where the Blessed One appears to limit his experience in the
world to ninety-one kalpas, for example Majjhima 1483; in this period VipaSyin reigned, Digha,
ii.2, Divya, 282, whose advent marked the end of the third asamkhyeya in the career of Sakyamuni
(above iv.HOb-c).
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494. The former Masters, pHrvdcdryas. According to Saeki, add: "among the Sautrantikas."
The four defects (dosa) are: a bad realm of rebirth (durgatidosa), mediocrity of family
(akuUhatddosd), incomplete organs (vikalendriyatddosd), female sex (stribhdvadosa). The two
qualities (guna) are: remembrance of past existences (jdtismaratdguna), and the quality of not
regressing or of ceasing (anwartakatdguna).
Paramartha and Hsiian-tsang specify that the first cosmic age (kalpa) signifies the first
asamkhyeya.
On the animal rebirths of the Bodhisattvas and his transgressions, see vL23.
495. How should one understand these one hundred merits? The Vydkhyd furnishes three
explanations.
a. Fifty volitions (cetana) are produced when the Bodhisattva produces an act of attention
having the Buddha for its object (buddhdlambana); fifty other volitions when the Bodhisattva
thinks: "May I too become a Buddha! (abam apittham sydm)."
b. The Bodhisattva has thoughts of compassion (karvndcitta) with regard to the forty-eight
parts of the world (twenty places in Kamadhatu, sixteen in Rupadhatu, four in Arupyadhatu, plus
the eight cold hells): the same number of volitions are associated with these thoughts: plus a
forty-ninth volition which has the Buddha for its object: "In the manner in which he liberates
beings"; plus a fiftieth thought: "May I liberate them in the same way!" By repeating these fifty
volitions, the Bodhisattva has one hundred merits.
c The renouncing of killing is undertaken in a fivefold mode (see below iv. 123a-b): purification
of the principal action; purification of the preparatory and the consecutive actions (sdmantaka,
iv.68a); vitarkanupaghdta, the renouncing is not troubled by the [three bad] vitarkas; smrtyanuparigfhatatva, the renouncing is maintained by the memory of the Buddha, the Dharma and the
Sangha; and nkvanaparmarmtatra, the merit of the renouncing is applied to the obtaining of
Nirvana. These make five volitions when the Bodhisattva renounces killing, fifty volitions for all of
the tenrenouncings,and one hundred volitions by repeating the first fifty volitions (Vyakhya).
Saihghabhadra (TD 29, p. 591a6): One hundred merits, that is to say, one hundred volitions
(cetana). At the moment when he is going to produce an action producing a mark, the Bodhisattva
first produces fifty volitions which purify the receptacle of the body; then he produces the action
which brings forth the mark; later, he produces fifty good volitions which strengthen and perfect
the action so that it obtains fullness (parip&t). The fifty volitions have the ten pathways of action
for their object: there are five volitions for each one of them: 1. prdndtipdtaviratketand; 2.
samddapanacetand (Mahayyutpatti, 245,428); 3. samttttejanacetand {tsan-mei HtH , compare
245,429); 4. anumodandcetand; and 5. parindmandcetand: the volition to renounce killing, to make
others undertake this renouncing, to praise them and to preach to them, to rejoice that this is
accepted, and to apply the merit acquired to the acquisition of Nirvana. According to other masters,
there are, for each pathway of this action, five good volitions, weak, etc, corresponding to the five
dhydnas (?). According to other masters, each of the pathways of this action has: 1.
prayogaparifuddhi, 2. matdakarmapathapariSuddhi, 3. prffhaparifuddbi, 4. vharkdnupaghdta, and
5. smrtyanuparigfhftatva. According to still other masters, all the actions which mature in marks
are from new, extraordinary (wei-ts'eng-hsi^# H) volitions, having the Buddhafortheir object:
when one hundred such volitions are realized together, the Bodhisattva is adorned [with the mark]
(upalobhital).
496. See ii.56b. Paramartha attributes this second opinion to the Vaibhasikas. Saihghabhadra (TD
29, p. 591al8) presents five opinions; the Vsbhdsd, (TD 27, p. 889c25) presents eleven.
497. These are the numbers in the Vibhdfd, TD 27, p. 892c5. In the Mahdvastu, "fekyamuni
remembered having honored and served eight thousand Buddhas by the name of Dlpamkara...
three hundred thousand SaKvamunis, and thus following throughout these pages (1.57 and
following)." Barth, Journal des Savants, August 1899.
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498. Paramartha: mo-sbib-sbihM&^f=hkdntakdle;Hsimn-tsang: mo-chieh%$l= kalpdnte, that
is, apakarsaJkalpa: in a period when lifespan diminishes in length (iii.92).
At this period, the future Sakyamuni was a kumhhakdrakakumdra by the name of Prabhasa
(Vydkhyd).
The Mahavastu knows of a Sakyamuni who lived an infinite number of incalculable
(asamkhyeya) kdpas (L47), also from Kapilavastu, and who received alms from our Sakyamuni,
then a merchant (prathamdpranidhi tadd dsi).
499. Example: Sibi

500. Example: the BhiksuKsanti who was tortured by King Kali [=Kalabu] (Ta-chih-tu km, TD 25,
p.89bl3);tliisisme]&iKsaWi[Ksantiv^
Jdtaka, 313 (Visuddhimagga, 302), Jdtakamdld, 28, Avaddnakalpalatd 38, Chavannes, Cinq cen
contesf L161, Pnyluski, Afoka, 358, Watters, 1227.
According to Mahavastu, LI70, the future Sakyamuni was free from desire (vttardga) after the
time of Dlpamkara.
501. This story is related in Avaddnaiataka, 97 (it 176) and m Romatic Legend, p. 14 (with some
variants), where the Buddha was named Pusya. Paramartha and Hsuuan-tsang give Tisya in
transcription; our Tibetan version has skar rgyal which Dr. P. Cordier, (accordiogtoAsfdngahftiaya
2.1.38) translates as Pusya. In Mahdvyutpatti we have rgyal- Pusya (the Naksatra) (165.6) = Tisya
(the Gikravartin), (180.54); 47.17, Tisya (the Sravaka) = 'od Idan with the gloss pu fa (sus) dan
(ma) 'dom na skar rgyaldu gdags: "being exhorted by Pusya (?), he is called skar-rgyat* (?). In the
Mahavastu, iii.240.6, Pusya received a prophesy from Tisya. According to Romantic Legend, Tisya
came four kdpas before Pusya, ninety-five kalpas before Sakyamuni

502. Paramartha and Hsiian-tsang translate: "Having entered into the absorption of tejodhdtu"
(huo-chieh-tmgi'X^^.: this is the expression from which Eitel derives agnidhdtusamddhi). The
Chinese interpreters most often employ the formula huo kuang tmglX^t%t "fire light samddhi'
(Chavannes, Cinq cents contes, iii.155,264), which would correspond to jyotisprabhasamadbi.
This refers to that manifestation of rddbi by which a saint makes his body incandescent,
emitting flames and smoke, Mahdvyutpatti, 15.14: dh&mayati prajvalayaty apt adyathdpi noma
mahdn agniskandbah (See Digba, iii.27; Koia, vii.48 and foUowing on fddhf). The power of the
ascetic over the elements, the water element and the fire element, is acquired by a meditation in
which he considers this element. This is how the explanation of Childers (sub voc. tejo) explains
tejodhdtum samapajjitva = "having entered into jbdna by tejokasina" (on the kftsndyatanas, Koia,
viii.36) which Senart (Mahavastu, i.556) compares to that of Beal: "causing their bodies to ascend
into space and emit all sorts of brilliant appearances." This person, having entered into dhydna
through the contemplation of fire (t^okasitki)/is3bie/mthecourseo(thedbydna, to create flames,
etc In Dwya, p. 186, we have the fight of Svagata—proclaimed by the Buddha as "the best in the
practice of the fire absorption," tejodhdtum samdpadyamdndndm agrah (Anguttara, 125)—with a
Naga "enflamed" by anger. In a great number of sources the "samddhi of fire" or tejojjhana
accompanies Nirvana (Udana, viii.9; Przyluski, Ugende d'Afoka, p. 26, Mahavamsa, v.200,
Mahavastu, I 556, etc).
503. Paramartha: "in the Ratnagiri cave"; Avadanaiataka: himavantam parvatam abbirubya
ratnaguhdm praviia...
504. The MSS of the Avaddnaiataka gives: Purusavfsabha stutuh nyo mahdiamanah kutuvih //
which Speyer corrects to: purusavfsabhdsty anyas tulyo mahdiramanas tava.
Paramartha: ho jen teng tsun yu san (erh) teh f5J A ^ # H (H) Hi. The Tibetan version
finishes with ga la yod, which gives kutafc.
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finishes with ga layod, which gives kutah.
Vydkhyd: Na divi bhuviceti vistarah / divi bhuvicety uddeiapadanydyenoktam // ndsmm loke
na vaifravandlaye na marubhavane dwye sthdna iti tadvyaktyartham nirdefapadhani / asmm loka
iti manusyaloke / vaifravandlaya iti cdturmahdrdjikasthdne / marubhavana iti marudbhavane
trdyastrimiabhavana ityarthah / divye sthdne ydmddhisthdne // lokadhdtvantaresv apt tatsadriasydbhava-jfidpandrtham aha na diksu vidiksu ceti // atha na fraddhtyate / caratu kaicid vasudham
imam krtsndm sphitdm bahusattvddhydsitdm... way am pratyaveksatdm ity abhiprdyah /
505. It is through samddhi and prajftftd (=dht) that the results or fruits are acquired In the
Abhidharma, the Bodhisattva remains a Prthagjana up to the moment when he sits down under the
Tree (iii.41). The various schools are not in agreement with respect to this as one can see in the
treatises of Vasumitra and Bhavya. According to the Madhyamakdvatdra, the Bodhisattva, from the
first stage on, abandons erroneous views (satkdyadrspi, sTlavrata, and vicikitsd).
506. Vajropamasamddhi (vi.44d) is an absorption through which the candidate for the state of
Arhat breaks his last bonds and obtains Bodhi, which consists of ksayajffdna and anutpddajndna (the
knowledge that the defilements are destroyed, and the knowledge that they will not arise again).
Vajropamasamddhi confers the quality of Buddhahood on a Bodhisattva: for a Bodhisattva only
acquires the state of Arhat after having fulfilled tbepdramitds (see vL24 and ii.44a-b, trans, p. 227).
Hsiian-tsang adds: "taking place on the vajrdsana," or bodhimanda (Minayev, Recherches,
177), as described in Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 156a3. The Koia speaks of it iii.53b.
507. On the Chinese traslations of the word paramitd, see Chavannes, Cinq cents contes, I p. 2.
Etymology, Candrakirti in Madhyamakdvatdra, i.l6a-b (trans. Museon, 1907, p. 29), F. W. Thomas
JRAS, 1904,546.
508. Madhyama, TD 1, p. 496c26; Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 656c20, p. 581c5; Mahdvyutpatti, 93. Digha,
iii.218; Anguttara, iv.241: ddnamdyam pufifiakmyavatthu, sUamayam, bhavandmayam.
Rhys Davids, in Dialogues, ii.347-348, examines the place of ddna in Scripture; the Anguttara,
"which contains a good deal more of the milk for babes that the other three of the great Nikdyas,"
devotes a Vagga to charity, which does not figure among the "wings of Bodhi," and which is ignored
in Dhammapada. But the teaching of ddna, by definition, is addressed to the Upasakas; see above p.
598 and p. 697; nevertheless ddna is useful for Nirvana, iv.H7d.
Praise of a gift of rice, Mahavagga, vL24.5, of a gift of a vihdra, Cullavagga, vi.1.5.
509. Hsiian-tsang: Or rather punyakrtyd signifies "to make puny a," that is, "the preparatory action
of punya" (punyaprayoga). The word vastu signifies support (afiraya, adhisthdna): giving, the
precepts, and meditation are the vastu, the support of the preparatory action of punya with a view
to the realization of giving, the precepts and meditation.
510. In Kathdvatthu, vii.4, the Theravadins maintain that ddna is solely that which is givea
511. By giving one renders homage to the Caityas, and to beings in Nirvana (parmirvrta).
512. The Chinese translators have: "the good skandhas of this moment give..." The bodily and
vocal action of giving is rupa; the mind and mental states are the four non-material skandhas.
513. Mahdbhoga and elsewhere uddrabhoga: "great joy from food, from clothing, etc," or "joy from
great objects of joy (kdmaguna)." See Anguttara, iv.393.
514. The house is only non-modified (nirvikdra) grasses; it is not a transformation of the grasses.
Maya has a different value in frutamayi prajfid (vL5c).
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515. Kathdvattbu, xvii.ll, the Uttarapathakas maintain that the giver (dayoka), not the field,
"purifies" the gift.
Karmaprajfidpti (Mdo 62, foL 246b): "There are four gifts: that which is pure from the fact of
the giver, impure from the fact of the recipient, and the rest as in the Samgitipraydya." This is the
text quoted by the author of the Kathdvattbu {Digha, iii.231; Anguttara, ii80; Majjhima, iii.256
[dakkhindvibhangasutta]).
See iv.l21c-d
516. Digha, ii.357: sakkaccam ddnam, sahatthd, cittikatam, anapaviddham ddnam.
On the "treatises on giving, on the precepts and on heaven," see above p. 598. An example of
ddnakathd, Anguttara, iv.393; the Vimdnavatthu belongs to this literature (Minayev, Recherches,
165). Divydvaddna xxxiv is Mahayana (thirty-seven qualities of the gift: kale... satkrtya . . . ) .
517. That it is the intention that is important, and not the object given, see for example Huber,
Sutrdiamkdra, p. 122, Minayev, p. 167 at the bottom: "The poor, who have faith . . . "
518. Anguttara, iii.50: mandpaddyi labhate mandpam.
519. This is the Sutra quoted in Ko/a iii.41 at the end. Compare Majjhima, iii. 255: tiracchdnagate
ddnam dattvd satagund dakkhmd pdtikankitabbd, puthujjanadusstle ... sahassagund...

520. Here Vasubandhu mentions the sixth and the seventh "material meritorious work" (see above
p. 561 ). We have: 5. dgantukdya gamikdya vd ddnam daddti / idam pancamam... 6.... gldndya
gldnopasthdpakdya vd ddnam daddti... 7 . . . . yds td bhavanti fitakild vd vdtaUkd vd varsalikd vd
tadrupdsu fUakUdsu ydvad varsalikdsu bhaktdni vd tarpydni (tarpandni) vd yavdgupdndni vdtdn
samghdydbhinirhrtya anuprayacchat anuprayacchati / idam dryd asmdkam andrdyagdtrd ana
bhivfspacivardh paribhujya sukham spariam viharantu / idam Cunda saptamam aupadhikam
punyakrtydvastu. According to Saeki, Madhyama, TD 1, p. 428al differs slightly.
Hsuan-tsang has: "In the seven aupadhikapunyakftydvastus, it says that one should give to the
dgantuka, the gamtka, the gldna, the gldnopasthdyaka, and to the upadhivdrika iyuan-lin-ch'an
[ 1 W # )l that he should warm him who is cold." Hsiian-tsang thus enumerates the five
beneficiaries of the dtyayikapmdapdtas (Divya, 50, Burnouf, 269; Sixth Edict, Buhler, Beitrage 269):
the monk who arrives, who departs, who is sick and the infirmary attendant (list of the Mahdvagga,
viil. 15.7, compare Anguttara, iii.4l) and the upadhivdrika, the "verger, the guardian of the Vihara,"
concerning which we have insufficient information. {Mahdvyutpatti, 273,12, ch'ang-t'ang-shih
^•1£M); Divya, 54,542; Sarad Chandra D^s,dge skyos;S. Levi, "Quelques titresenigmatiques
J As. 1915, U.193).
Our texts concern themselves very little with the poor. We can mention the Avaddna of the
Nirvana of Mahakaiyapa: " . . . In the streets of the village, the unfortunate were afflicted and
enfeebled. He always had compassion on the poor and helped them. Now this multitude of
miserable ones have lost their protector . . . " (Przyluski, Ugende d'Afoka, p. 232).
521. An allusion is made to the bear, Huber, Sutrdiamkdra, p. 383. The Vydkhyd explains that the
bear saved a person guhampraviiya gdtrosmasitdpanayena; according to the Vibhdsd (TD 27, p.
592b3): "It is told that a person searching the woods became lost in the snow . . . " Mrga is the
animal who had a person who was annoying him cross a river, uhyamdnanadyuttdranena . . .
upakdrin.
522. Majjhima, iii.253, or GautamisuMra (Sarhghahhadra, xxiii.4, foL 86), is difficult to interpret.
Mahaprajapati offers a set of robes to the Buddha who refuses: "Gautami, give to the Sangha; by
giving to the Sangha you will honor me and you will honor the Sangha." From this text and the
passage where the Sangha (the four pairs of eight "persons," Arhat . . . Srotaapanna-
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phalapratipannaka) is defined as the field of merit par excellence (Dtgha, iii.255, Suttanipdta, 569,
etc), certain masters conclude that a gift to the Sangha is meritorious, but not a gift to the Buddha.
Samghabhadra refutes this theory. [The Buddha is the best field, Majjhima, iii.254; Kola, vii.34;
Divya, 71, Chavannes, Cinq cents contes, i. 394. But see in Vasumitra-Bhavya-Vinitadeva
(Wassilieff, 251,283) the opinion of the Mahl&kas (a gift to the Sangha is very fruitful, but not a
gift to the Buddha; the cult of Stupas is only a little fruitful), and the opinion of the Dharmaguptakas
(a gift to the Buddha is very fruitful, but not a gift to the Sangha). A related problem: does the
Buddha form part of the Sangha?]
When one takes Refuge in the Buddha and the Sangha one takes Refuge in the faiksa and
aiaiksa dharmas which form the Buddha and the Sangha (see Ko/a, iv.32). Now one cannot give to
iaiksa and aiaiksa dharmas, but only to "persons" (pudgala): thus a gift to the Buddhas and the
Sangha do not bear any results. A thesis discussed in Katbdvatthu, xvii.6-10, and Samahabhadra he.
cit. [The Sangha in the proper sense of the word, paramdrthasamgha, is the dharmas of the Saints
and the eight persons which serve as their receptacle: one takes Refuge in the dharmas, but one
gives to "persons".]
523. According to Madhyama, TD 1, p. 723a4. See the meager presents that makes novices Arhats
in Divya.
Majjhima, iii.257: yo vUardgo vitardgesu dadMi ... tarn ve danam dmisaddnam viptdam ti
bru&mi.
524. A Bodhisattvas gift has perfect Bodhi and the good of all beings for its purpose.
525. Digha, iii.268, eightddnavatthus: 1-4 are formulated as in our text: 5 and 6 differ (sdhuddnam
ti danam deti / aham pacami ime na pacanti...); 7. idarh me danam dadato kalyano kittisaddo
abbhuggacchati; 8. cittdlamkdracittaparikkhdrattham danam deti.
The list of the ddnavatthus of Anguttara, iv.236, gives us numbers 5 and 6 of our list:
dmnapubbam kafapubbampitupitdmahebi na arahdmipordnam kulavamsam hdpetum ti danam
deti /... datvd... saggalokam upapajjissdmi...
526. Paramartha: jtf ichih chi ch'in chinJen i ^ E I f t Hifi: A "... gifts to the asanna and to those
near." Hsiian-tsang: sm chin i chih, fang neng shihyii H ^ B ^ ^ ^ J S ^ "accordingly as one
approaches, one gives." dsajja - upagantvd (Jdtaka, v. p. 342). Commentary of the Anguttara, iv.236
(Siamese edition): dsajja danam detUi patvd danam deti dgatam disvdva tarn muhuttam yeva
nisiddpetvd sakkdram katvd danam deti.
527. Commentary on the Anguttara: bhaydtiayamaddyako akdrako tigarahdbhaydapdyabhayd
vd.
528. This second list is quoted Vydkhyd, ad. iii.41, at the end.
529. According to Saeki: sama signifies that which produces a heavenly rebirth; visama, that which
produces a bad realm of rebirth.
530. Hsiian-tsang translates: "He makes beings produce the pure dharmakdya." Paramartha: "He
produces the dharmakaya." See above p. 601.
531. Hsiian-tsang: All the mental projections: "I should do this and that; I shall do this and that."
Note of the editor: "This is distant preparatory action."
532. Compare Milinda, 193, on lying which is serious or light by reason of its object (vattbupasena);
in this same way killing is unimportant when the animal is small, Atthasdtini, p. 97.
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533. According to Paramartha and Hsiian-tsang: "The Sutra says that there are two types of actions,
krta action and upacita aaion." According to Saeki, this Sutra is the Karmavipdkavibhangasmra (?)
(yeh-pao cb'a-pieh dW»g|g^|i$]$|). See Koto, v.l.
Majjhima, iii.207: samcetanikam... kammam katvd... kim so vediyati. Annguttara, v.202:
ndham samcetanikdndm kammdnam katdnam upacitdnam appafisamviditvd vyantibhdvam
vaddmi. Divya, passim: na karniMiknanyupacitaniprthivUhdtau vipacyante; Kathdvatthu, xv.ll;
MadhyamakavrtU, p. 303.
For the Vedantic theory, see the sources given in G. A. Jacob, Veddntasdra, Bombay, 1911, p. 160
(samcitakarman = upacitao, kiiyzmanani karmani drabdhaphaldni karmdni).
534. See above, p. 625.
535. Samcintya = samcicca, Mahdvyutpatti, 245.68. Manu, xL90, prescribes penitences for the
involuntary murder (akdmatas), which greatly resembles asamcintya, of a Brahmin. Voluntary
murder is inexpiatable.

536. Vydkhyd: Ndbuddhipurvam na sahasdkftam iti/atha va ndbuddhipurvam krtam idarh kurydm
ity asamcintya krtam/tan nopacitam / avydkrtam ni tat karma/ na sahasdkftam itibuddhiptirvam
apt na sahasdkftam /yadahhydsena bhdsydksepdn mrsM>ddddyanusthdnam krtam tadakuialam na
punar upackam: "Orratherone should understand: abuddhipurva action,—the action that one does
without deciding 1 shall do that,'—is not accumulated, for this action is morally neutral Action done
in haste, if preceded by a decision, is not accumulated, for example, lies uttered by verbal habit in the
enthusiasm of discourse. It is though bhdsydksepa that the author of a treatise repeats, in a
stereotyped enumeration, words which are not justified in such a place. (See ii. trans, p. 263).
The Vydkhydt presenting the characteristics of good action which is accumulated, says: evam
ku/alam apiyojyam Hi/ katham samcetandtah / samcintya krtam bhavati/ ndbtiddhipurvakftam
bhavati / tadyathd duydkrtacittena pdsdnam daddmiti suvarnapindam dadydt krtam tan na punar
upacitam / avydkrtam hi tat karma / na sahasdkftam /yathd bhdsydksepat satyavacanam / krtam
tat kufalam na punar upacitam.
537. Compare Anguttara, i.249; above note ad iv.50.

538. There is papassa kammassa samatikkamo, "passing beyond transgression," through
abstention (virati = the undertaking of the precepts), and through meditation on compassion
(maitri), Samyutta, iv.317.
Prdtimoksa (Finot, J As. 1913, ii.16): "He who remembers a fault should disclose it; being
disclosed, he will become tranquil...: dviskrtvdsyaphdsam bhavati... (see above iv.39, note 174,
and on lying through silence, iv. note 347). Pdtimokkha, in Vinaya Texts, 12 and Cullavagga, be 1.4
(Vinaya Texts, iii.305, note 1). Confession in the Mahayana, Bodhisattvabhutni, IJL
Divya, passim: "Recognize your transgression (atyayam atyayato defaya); this action will be
reduced, destroyed, annihilated (apy evaitat karma tanutvam pariksayam parydddnam gaccheta)
[Majjhima, iii.247: yato . . . accayam accayato disvd yathddhammam pafikarosi tan te mayam
pafiganhdma; Digha, 185; Anguttara, 1238, Burnouf, Introduction, p. 299; Bodhicatydvatdra, il66,
etc]. By recognizing his transgression (having insulted an Arhat whose qualities he ignored) the
vaiydvrtyakdra of Divya, 54-55, avoids hell, but nevertheless is reborn fifty times as the son of a
slave.
. Siksasamuccaya, 160 and Bodhkarydvatdra, v.98 quoting the CaturdharmakasMra, the fou
dharmas by which the Bodhisattva triumphs over transgressions done and transgressions
accumulated: vid&sandsamuddcdra (repentance), pratipaksasamuddedra (the practice of good),
pratydpattibala (undertaking the precepts or virati), as*rayabala (taking Refuge in the Buddha, etc).
Analogous doctrines, Subhdsitasamgraha,ed. Bendall (Museon, 1900) at the end.
Theragdthd 872 = Dhammapada 173: pdpam katath kusalena pithryati.
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Only tathdgataprasdda can wash away "the bad dharmas which Mara has planted in the
Buddha" (read with the MSS buddhdvaropitdndmakuSaldndm dharmdndm... prakfdlanam); the
faith (fraddha) and devotion (bhakti) of Mara with respect to the Buddha washes away all of his
perfidies (vrjina), Divya, 359, Przyluski, Ugende d'Afoka, p. 358.
539. See above pp. 561 and 563.
540. We have seen (iv.73) that the Buddha accepted beforehand all gifts made to Caityas.
The merit of gifts made to the Buddha and the Sangha is contested by many sects, see above
note 522.
On the cult of the deceased Buddha, Milmda, p. 100-101, Bodhicarydvatdra, ix.36.
The place where the Prajfidparamita is taught becomes like a Caitya (caityabhutah krtah),
because the worship that one renders to it is a cause of the accumulation of merit {vandanddind
punyopacayahetutvdt) (Abhisamaydlamkdrdloka ad Astasdhasrikd, p. 57).
541. Vydkhyd: Satrurayam na tavan mriyata ity anayd samjnaya.
542. The Nirgranthas think that a gift made to thieves, etc, bears bad results. But we do not admit
that the quality of the field renders the result agreeable (ista): it makes the result important,
eminent (vifista) in its type {Vydkhyd). In Majjhima i.379, the Buddha counsels Upali to continue
his generosities to the Nirgranthas; but he refrains from planting his gifts in a bad field According
to Milmda, 258 (which quotes Majjhima, iii.257), even a monk (samana) who has "totally fallen"
{suvipanna) and who is of bad morals (dussila) purifies the gift: for one can wash himself in dirty
water.
543. Hsuan-tsang: mo-tu-chia chu\ %.%£MM Paramartha: p'u-t'ao $($fc = grape.
544. Bad rupa: actions of the body and voice.
545. The text describing the one hundred merits which produce the marks (above p. 692) are given
in the Vydkhyd; the interpretation (which we place within parentheses) is according to TD 28, p.
933bl6, Dharmatrata's treatise, quoted by Saeki. Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 889c22: prayogapariiuddhi,
maulaparis'uddhi, prsfhaparifuddhi, vitarkdnupaghdta, and smrtyanuparigrhitatva,
546. The enumerations of the bhayas are numerous; we obtain our text by combining Anguttara,
ii.121 and iv.364 (Dharmasamgraha, 71).
547. "Good absorption" signifies the mental {caitta) dharma called absorption and the five
skandhas which coexist with this caitta. It is called "absorbed," because the mind which is good, but
not associated with the caitta called absorption, 'is not bhdvand, impregnation or meditation:
without doubt this mind impregnates the mental series, but not to the same degree as does
absorption. It is called "good," because the absorption of defiled dhydnas, associated with enjoyment
{dsvddana) (viii.6), does not constitute punyakriydvastu bhdvandmaya. Bhdvand is equivalent to
vdsand.
548. See Samyutta, iv.312, on the inefficacy of funeral rituals; Anguttara, v.211, the realm of rebirth
of an assassin who gives alms.
549. Ekottara TD 2, p. 656a7; Vibhdsd, TD 27, p. 825cl3. Catvdrah pudgald brdhmam punyam
prasavanti / apratisphite pfthivipradeie tathagatasya fdriram stupam pratisfhdpayati / ayam
prathamah pudgah brdhmam punyam prasavati/ cdturdife bhiksusamghe ardmam nitydtayati/
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ayarh dvitiyah.../ bhinnam tathagatasya] frdvakasamghampratisamdadbdti/ ayarh trtiyah.../
maitrisahagatena cittenavairena asapatnena (MSS. samprannena) avydbddhena vtpulena mahadgatendpramdnena subhdvitenaikdm diiam adhimucya spharkvopasampadya viharati . . . ayam
caturthah. See Mahdvyutpatti, 69, (editions of Wogihara and Sasaki), and the DaiabhUmaka quoted
in the Madhyamakdvatdra, 55,391, trans. Museon, 1907, p. 53; same variants.
Anguttara, v.76: bhinnam pana bhante samgham samaggam katvd khh so pasavatiti /
brahmam Ananda pwffiam pasavatiti / kith pana bhante brahmam puilrlan ti / kappam Ananda
saggamhi modatUi. There then follows the six pddas of Itivuttaka, 19: sukhdsamghassa sdmaggi...
samaggam katvdna kappa saggamhi modati.
550. Samghabhadra (TD 29, p. 549c9) attributes this opinion to other masters.
551. According to a gloss of Saeki, the Sautrantikas or the Mahasamghikas. Samghabhadra (TD29,
p. 549c21): "There are other masters who say..."
552. In Suttanipdta, 502, a gift to an Arhat produces rebirth in heaven with Brahma.
Paramartha corresponds, in the main, to the Tibetan. He translates 124c-d: "Four action are
called Brahmin merits, because, for one kdpa, they produce the happiness of heavea" He also
enumerates the four actions (TD 29, p. 252a8).
Hsuan-tsang reverses the text of Vasubandhu. After having enumerated the four actions of the
Sutra, he continues: What is the measure of this merit? TheKarika (124c-d)says: 'To produce birth
in heaven for one kdpa, etc, is the measure of Brahmin merit." The Bbdsya says, "The former
masters say: The merit that makes one dwell in heaven for a kdpa..."
... In another school, there is a gdthd: "A person of faith, of right views, who cultivates the ten
excellent practices (carita), who engenders Brahmin merit dwells happily in the heavens for a
kdpa" The Vaibhasikas say that the measure of this merit is that indicated for the action that ripens
in marks. The Karika has the word "etcetera" in order to indicate the variety of opinions.
553. Vydkhyd: This merit is called brdhma, Brahmin, because it is the merit of Brahmas
(brahmandm): the word Brahma signifies, in this expression, the Brahmapurohitas, since the
Brahmapurohitas live a kdpa; since, in another Canon, we read these two pddas: brahman puny am
prasavati kdpam svargesu modate. This merit is thus called Brahmin because [for its duration], it is
like (sadharma) that of the Purohitas.
In Majjhima, ii.207, metta is brahmdnam sahavyatdya maggo.
How should one understand the retribution of Brahmin merit which lasts a kdpa?
Samghabhadra explains (TD 29, p. 594cl4): a person detached from Kamadhatu (vitaraga, virakta)
who practices the four Immeasurable Meditations is reborn among the gods of a higher sphere and
experiences a happiness which lasts one life of a kdpa. A person not detached from Kamadhatu
who builds a stUpa, who constructs an drama, who reestablishes concord within the Sarhgha, and
who, on many occasions, cultivates the preparatory action of compassion and the other
Immeasurable Meditations—we say preparatory action, for in order to practice the Immeasurable
Meditations themselves, one must enter into Dhyana, which supposes detachment from
Kamadhatu—,this person also, as if he were to practice the fundamental (mould) Immeasurable
Meditations, produces a heavenly (svdrgika) happiness lasting for one kdpa (kdparamdna). But is
it not said above that, in Kamadhatu, there is no retribution for a good action which lasts a kdpa?
There is no good action which lasts only an instant, which could, as is the case for certain bad actions,
produce a life one kdpa in length: this is why we do not express ourselves in this way. But when
many volitions are produced which bear on the same object (construction of a stupa, etc,), they
produce in succession a heavenly result which lasts one kdpa: one dies in heaven in order to
immediately take up a birth there again. There is thus no contradiction in speaking of a happiness
lasting a kdpa.
The Vydkhyd summarizes this doctrine without naming Samghabhadra and ends with the
words: brhat punyarh ity apare.
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554. Anguttara, 191; Uwuttaka, 98 and 100: dvem&ni bhikkhave ddndni dmissaddnam ca
dhammaddnam ca. Dharmasamgraha, 105, adds maitriddna Spence Hardy, Eastern Monachism,
196. Digha, iii.191, dmisdnuppaddna.
555. Vydkhyd: AkiUsfadeland = akUspactttasamvtthapita deiana.
556. Compare nirdmisadbarmades'aka, Mahavyutpatti, 30.37.
557. In Mahavastu, I 34, punyabhdgrya sattva = a being susceptible of acquiring merit; in the same
way phalabbdgrya = a being susceptible of acquiring the results. (Compare Nettippakarana, 48).
Here punyabhdgrya kuSala = punyabhdgrya hitam. Or rather puny am bbajata Hi punyabhdk /
punyabhdg eva punyabbdgiyam / svarthe kapratyayahh.
558. Moksabhdga is opposed to samsdrabhdga; or rather moksabhdga - moksaprdpti; thus
moksabh&gfya = moksapraptyanuksla.
On moksabhdgfya, see Kofa, iii.44c-d, vi.24, vii.36; Dhya, 50.7,360.1 (devotion, even though
small, has Nirvana for its result), 363.28; moksabtja, Karundpundarikd, 78.14.
Vibh&sd, TD 27, p. 34c28: "In what period are the moksabbdgiya roots planted? In a period
when the Buddhas appear: it happens,in faa, that the Buddhadharma exists in order that one be
able to plant these roots. According to other masters, even when the Buddhadharma is absent, if
one encounters a Pratyekabuddha, one can plant them. What body must one have in order to plant
these roots? A male or a female body. On what occasion or by what cause does one plant these roots?
By reason of giving, by reason of the precepts, by reason of hearing: but the cause is not required.
Why? By reason of the variety of "intentions" (dfaya). There are some persons who, by giving a
mouthful of food or a toothpick, plant these roots, for example, Candra, etc These persons, after
having given, say: "I desire (pranidhi) that by reason of this I may obtain deliverance." There are
some persons who even though they have given without reserve (um-che ^ ^ ) to a great Sangha
(compare Takakusu, I-tsing, p. 40), do not plant these roots, like Wu-pao-ofef|^(Acancla,
Araudra?), etc; these, after having given, desire riches, etc, in a future life, not deliverance. In the
same way there are certain persons who after having undertaken the Upavasa for a day and a night,
after having recited one stanza of four verses, plant these roots; whereas there are others who
undertake the Prdtimoksa for the whole of their life, who recite the Tripitaka, but who do not plant
them. It all depends on the ardor of their inclination for Nirvana and on their disgust with
existence.
559. Hsiian-tsang: Good mokfabhdgiya is the good which certainly produces Nirvana as its result
The person in whom it has arisen is said to have within himself a dharma of Nirvana.
560. The same idea in the Mahayana, for example Madhyamakavatdra, vi.4-5: pfthagjanatve'pi
ni/amya i&nyatam... taniiruhotphullatannf ca jdyate / yat tasya sambuddhadiyo'sti btjam.
561. The khalabUa is a hole hollowed out in order that grain be deposited in it. Khala is the area for
thrashing grain: AmarakoSa, 3.3.42. Paramartha: ti-k'an-ch'e WL&M- a hole or a crack in the earth,
a fissure.
562. Digha, iii.251 (cba nibbedhabhdgiyasatind), 277 (nibbedhabhdgryo samddhi, compare Kos'a,
viii.17). In the same sense mbbedhika is frequently encountered in the Angtatara; in the
Visuddhimagga, there are eighty-eight nibbedbabhagim pofirtd, and fifteen nibbedhabhdgiyam
silam. Nettippakarana, in passim. In the Divya four nirvedhabhagtyas are distinguished (compare
50.8 and 166.15).
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563. In the Sastra "writings" or "scripture" do not signify writings in the worldly sense of the word
(aksaracihnam pusfakddau), but the action by which writings are writtea In the same way, mudrd
does not signify the seal having a mark, letter or other sign on it (aksardnaksaracihma), but the
action by which the seal is carved (khanyate). (Vydkhyd). The Vibhdsd (TD 27, p. 660b23) gives
calculation as an example.

564. Mahdvyutpatti, 218.2-4: lipi mudrd (skou-suan =^% hastagananja, the "handrechnen" of
Schiefner) Samkhya (shu-muWi @) ganand (shu-muWi & and suanW). EHvya (3.18,26.12, etc): lipi
Samkhya ganand mudrd uddhdrd nydsa niksepa, and then the eight pariksds. Mahdvastu, ii.423:
lekha lipi Samkhya ganand mudrd dhdrannd...
The list of the Brahmajdla: muddd ganand samkhdna kdveyyo... is explained by Buddhaghosa,
Rhys Davids (Dialogues, L22), O. Franke (Digha in Auswahl, 18-19). On kdveyya, also see Mrs.
Rhys Davids, Theragdthd) 1253.
565. Compare Vibhanga, hina majjhima pan&a, p. 17 et passim.
566. Prakarana, TD 26, p. 7l6a5: "What are the sa-uttara dharmas? Conditioned dharmas, space,
and apratisamkhydnirodha." Same terminology in the Abhidhamma, Vibhanga, p. 19 et passim.

